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ABSTRACT 

THE FORMAL EXPRESSION OF MARKEDNESS 

SEPTEMBER 2002 

PAUL DE LACY, B.A., UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND 

M.A., UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND 

Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 

Directed by: Professor John J. McCarthy 

This dissertation presents a formal theory of markedness, set within Optimality Theory.  

Two of the leading ideas are (a) hierarchical markedness relations may be ignored, but 

never reversed and (b) the more marked an element is, the greater the pressure to preserve 

it.   

An example of (a) is found in sonority-driven stress systems.  In Gujarati, low 

vowels attract stress away from mid vowels, while Nganasan’s stress system makes no 

distinction between the two categories.  So, while stressed mid vowels are more marked 

than stressed low vowels (as shown by Gujarati), that distinction can be conflated (as in 

Nganasan).  However, in no language is the markedness relation reversed: stressed mid 

vowels are never preferred over stressed low vowels. 

An example of (b) is found in Yamphu.  /t/ is eliminated through a process of 

debuccalization.  In contrast, the more marked segments /k/ and /p/ remain intact; these 

segments avoid the debuccalization process because they are highly marked and thereby 

excite greater preservation.  

Ideas (a) and (b) are formally expressed as a set of constraint-formation conditions.  

For constraints on output structures (‘markedness’ constraints), if a constraint assigns a 

violation to an element p in scale S, then the constraint also assigns a violation to every 

element that is more marked than p in S.  An analogous proposal applies to faithfulness 

(i.e. preservation) constraints: if a faithfulness constraint bans an unfaithful mapping from 

element p in scale S, then the constraint also bans unfaithful mappings from all elements 

that are more marked than p in S.  The result is that – regardless of the constraints’ ranking 

– more marked elements are both subject to more stringent output conditions and preserved 

more faithfully than lesser-marked ones.  The constraints are also shown to allow 

distinctions between scale categories to be collapsed. 

A wide range of phonological phenomena provide evidence for the theoretical 

proposals, including analyses and typologies of sonority-driven stress (Nganasan, Gujarati, 

Kiriwina, and Harar Oromo), tone-driven stress, vowel and consonant epenthesis, vowel 

reduction (Dutch), coda neutralization (Malay and Yamphu), Place assimilation (Catalan, 

Ponapean, Korean, Swedish, and Sri Lankan Portuguese Creole), and coalescence (Attic 

����� ��� ��	
��
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION

1.1  Introduction 
This dissertation presents a formal theory of markedness, set within Optimality 

Theory.  Two leading ideas behind the theoretical proposals are stated in (1). 

(1) Leading Ideas

 (a) Markedness relations between categories may be ignored, but never reversed. 

 (b) The more marked an element is, the greater the pressure to preserve it. 

The general issues that this dissertation addresses are outlined in §1.1.1.  The 

leading ideas in (1) are discussed in §1.1.2. 

 Section 1.2 presents a synopsis of the theory, and §1.3 identifies its empirical 

implications.  Section 1.4 contains an outline of this dissertation. 

1.1.1  Markedness: Issues 
A number of phonological phenomena treat certain classes of segments differently 

from others.  For example, non-assimilated epenthetic consonants are always coronal [t s n 

l r] or glottal [� h]; they are never labial [p m f] or dorsal [k � x] (ch.5§5.3, Lombardi 

1998).  

Similarly, Place of Articulation is always neutralized to coronal or glottal 

(ch.6§6.6).  For example, all plain stops in Kashaya are converted into [�] in codas 

(Buckley 1994:99).  In contrast, there is no language in which all stops are converted into 

the dorsal [k] or labial [p] in codas (ch.6§6.6). 

In contrast, dorsals can trigger assimilation without coronals doing so.  For 

example, stops and nasals in Korean must assimilate to a following [k] while they retain 

their underlying place of articulation before [t].  Moreover, there is no language where the 

opposite occurs: where coronals trigger assimilation but dorsals do not (ch.7§5). 

 As a final example, stress exhibits a rigid hierarchical preference for certain 

segment classes: stress will seek out high sonority segments, ignoring lower sonority ones.  

A relevant case is found in Gujarati, briefly outlined in (2).  For further data, see ch.3§3.2. 
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(2) Gujarati stress in brief (Cardona 1965, my own fieldwork) 

 (a) Stress a low vowel [a] 

  [tád�et��] ‘recently’ [mán�to] ‘respected (masc.)’ 

  [sinemá]  ‘movie theatre’ [betális] ‘42’ 

 (b) Otherwise stress a non-final non-low peripheral vowel [� � e o i u] 

  [kój�ldi]  ‘little cuckoo’ [t�hok�ío] ‘girls’ 

  [wísm���n] ‘forgetfulness’ [kh�míso] ‘shirts’ 

 (c) Otherwise stress a penult central vowel [�]

  [p��t�	
]  ‘kite’ [p����b�i] ‘water-dispensing shed’

  [��m���u�] ‘toy’ [k���u] ‘does, do’ 

Gujarati stress treats vowels in a hierarchical manner: stress relies on a vowel 

scale in which [a] is predominant, followed by mid and high peripheral vowels, and finally 

by [�].

 Gujarati stress also raises the issue of universality.  Many other processes also 

refer to the same vowel scale used in Gujarati (i.e. the vocalic part of the sonority hierarchy 

– ch.3§3.2, Sievers 1881, Jespersen 1904).  While some languages make fewer distinctions 

among the vowels for stress assignment and others make more, all follow the same 

hierarchy (ch.3§3.5).  More importantly, the opposite ‘anti-Gujarati’ situation never 

occurs: there is no language in which stress ignores [a] and seeks out a non-low vowel 

instead. 

Another issue relates to the versatility and consistency of the scale in different 

processes.  The vowel scale described above is not only used for placing primary stress.  

Pichis Asheninca refers to it in locating secondary stress (J.Payne 1990), and 

syllabification in many languages refers to the same scale (e.g. Hooper 1976, Harris 1983, 

Selkirk 1984, Dell & Elmedlaoui 1985, 1988, Prince & Smolensky 1993:ch.1, Blevins 

1995).  It is also relevant to processes such as neutralization (ch.6, Crosswhite 1998, 1999, 

2000) and coalescence (ch.8). 

 Even the few examples given above indicate that there is a cross-process and cross-

linguistic consistency in terms of the classes of elements that are set in opposition to each 

other.  For Place of Articulation distinctions, dorsals and labials are treated distinctly from 

coronals and glottal; for vowels, sonority determines hierarchical relations.  The 

recognition of the cross-linguistic consistency of hierarchies has led to theories of 

‘markedness’ – attempts to provide a unified explanation of the phenomena discussed 

above (classically: Jakobson 1941 et seq., Trubetzkoy 1931, 1939, Greenberg 1966; 

general discussion: Moravcsik & Wirth 1983, Eckman et al. 1983; for work in generative 

frameworks: Chomsky & Halle 1968:ch.9, Stampe 1972, Cairns & Feinstein 1982, Prince 

& Smolensky 1993, Causley 1999b).   

The aim of this dissertation is to provide a formal theory of markedness relations.  

In other words, the aim is to provide a formal account of why certain phenomena treat 

certain segment classes as distinct from others and why there is both cross-phenomena and 

cross-linguistic consistency in this treatment. 

 There are a number of challenges to any such theory.  Processes can collapse 

certain markedness distinctions (§1.1.1.1), and even ignore markedness entirely (§1.1.1.2).  
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In addition, the most marked elements can be retained while less marked ones are 

eliminated (§1.1.1.3).   

1.1.1.1 Conflating markedness distinctions 
A complicating factor for markedness is that – on the surface – markedness 

distinctions are only partially uniform cross-linguistically.  Markedness categories that are 

distinct in some languages may be fused – or ‘conflated’ – in others. 

An example of conflation is found in the Gujarati case presented in the preceding 

section.  This system had ‘sonority-driven’ stress – where stress placement is sensitive to 

vowel quality.  Notably, Gujarati treats mid and high peripheral vowels in the same way 

for stress purposes.  Stress does not avoid high vowels for mid peripheral vowels – 

[t�hok�ío] ‘girls’, *[t�hók�io], nor does stress avoid mid vowels for high vowels: e.g. 

[t�um:óte�] ‘74’, *[t�úm�ote�].  In other words, the distinction between stressed high and 

mid peripheral vowels is ignored in this system.  This will be called ‘category conflation’ 

(or just ‘conflation’ for short).  The theoretical significance of conflation has been 

previously recognized in Kenstowicz (1996), Prince (1997a,b,c, 1998, 1999), and in my 

own work (de Lacy 1997a, 1999a, 2000a, 2002b).1

Languages differ as to which categories they conflate.  For example, chapter 3§3.3 

discusses stress in the Uralic language Nganasan; this language conflates schwa with high 

vowels in stress placement, and mid peripheral vowels with low vowels (Helimski 1998).  

The result is a vowel scale | i,�,i,u 〉 e,o,a | for Nganasan stress, compared with Gujarati’s 

| � 〉 i,u,e,o,�,� 〉 a |.  Chapter 3 shows that conflation can apply to any contiguous part of 

the sonority scale, and conflate any number of categories.  Conflation also applies to other 

scales, with a variety of effects.  Examples of conflation of the Place of Articulation scale 

are given in ch.5§5.3. 

 In short, an adequate theory must not only be able to make category distinctions 

(e.g. high vs mid peripheral vowels in Nganasan), but collapse them as well (as in 

Gujarati).  While allowing conflation, though, it is crucial to prevent reversals of the 

hierarchy: in no language does stress avoid mid peripheral vowels for high peripheral ones.  

More concretely, an adequate theory must explain why (i) mid vowels are more desirable 

for stress than high peripheral vowels in Nganasan, (ii) stressed mid and high vowels are 

equally desirable in Gujarati, and (iii) high vowels are never more desirable than mid 

vowels in the stress system of any language.   

In summary, the present theory aims to explain why hierarchical markedness 

relations can be ignored, but never reversed.  In slightly different terms, the observation 

arrived at here is that no statement of the form “x is universally more marked than y” is 

true.  Rather, the form of such markedness statements should be “y is never more marked 

than x”, so allowing for situations where y and x are treated as being equally marked. 

1  Category conflation is different from ‘tier conflation’ (Halle & Vergnaud 1987), which is the elimination 
of a line of marks in a metrical grid. 
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1.1.1.2 Processes that ignore markedness entirely 
A significant difficulty in providing a comprehensive account of markedness is that 

many processes do not treat categories in an asymmetrical way – they are seemingly not 

constrained by markedness considerations at all.   

 For example, there are almost no asymmetries in vowel epenthesis (cf consonant 

epenthesis – ch.5§5.3.3.3).  Epenthetic vowels may be any of the set [i � i � e � a] 

(ch.4§4); there is no asymmetry based on height or peripherality.  The only asymmetry 

relates to roundness: round vowels cannot be epenthetic (putting aside incidental processes 

like roundness harmony). 

 Similarly, there are almost no typological asymmetries in segmental inventories 

(ch.6).  The term ‘inventory’ is used here to refer to the surface segments found in a 

language; it may be further modified by a prosodic position such as ‘coda inventory’, being 

those segments that can appear in syllable codas in a language. 

For example, Hawaiian and Yellowknife Chipewyan have the highly marked stops 

[k p �], but no less marked coronal [t] (Pukui & Elbert 1979, Haas 1968 resp.).  In contrast, 

Tahitian lacks a [k], having the stop inventory [p t �] in onsets (Coppenrath & Prevost 

1974), Ayutla Mixtec lacks a [p], having only [k t �] in native words (Pankratz & Pike 

1967), and Maori lacks [�] (having [k p t] – Bauer 1993).  

 Similarly, there are no implicational universals relating to the undergoers of 

assimilation (ch.7§7.2.2).  For example, only coronals undergo assimilation in Catalan; 

labials and dorsals do not (Mascaró 1976).  In contrast, only labials and dorsals undergo 

assimilation in Sri Lankan Portuguese Creole; coronals do not (Smith 1978, Hume & 

Tserdanelis 1999). 

 There are no asymmetries relating the output of segment coalescence (ch.8).  If two 

segments are fused into one, the resulting segment may retain either the marked or the 

unmarked value of the input segments.  For example, coalescence of /bh/ and /t/ i� ����

yields [dh] – an output that preserves the unmarked coronal PoA of the /t/.  In contrast, 

coalescence of /p/ and /t/ in Gnanadesikan’s (1995) child language data results in the more 

marked PoA – labial. 

 As a side note, all of the processes just cited have been argued to exhibit 

markedness asymmetries in previous work.  The chapters cited provide evidence that this 

is not so. 

 In short, an adequate theory must also account for why the processes cited above 

are insensitive to markedness distinctions. 

1.1.1.3 Processes that preserve marked elements 
A major issue for a theory of markedness is that less marked elements can be 

eliminated while more marked elements are retained.  Such a situation is contrary to 

expectations: the traditional notion behind markedness is that grammars seek to eliminate 

highly marked structures (‘markedness reduction’).  Processes that retain marked structures 

do exactly the opposite. 

 The Major Place of Articulation scale is provided in (3) for convenience; ‘dorsal’ is 

the most marked element and ‘glottal’ is least marked (ch.5§5.3, Lombardi 1998).   
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(3) Major Place of Articulation Scale

| dorsal 〉 labial 〉 coronal 〉 glottal |  

The Nepalese language Yamphu provides a relevant example of preservation of 

marked Place of Articulation. In this language, coda coronal stops (i.e. /t/ and /t�/) 
debuccalize to [�] while the more marked /k/ and /p/ remain unchanged.  As a note on the 

data in (4), voiceless stops voice intervocalically in Yamphu (thus /hæ�t-u-�/ surfaces as 

[hæ�du�]).  The first two forms in (4a) have an underlying /t/, the second two have an 

underlying geminate /t�/.  The data is from Rutgers (1998); further data is provided in 

chapter 6§6.3. 

(4) Yamphu /t(�)/-debuccalization (ch.6, Rutgers 1998)

 (a) /t/ → [�], /t�/ → [�]

 [nam�i�] ‘daughter-in-law’ cf [nam�id-æ�] {instrumental/ergative}

 [hæ��-ma] ‘to bite’ cf [hæ�d-u-�] ‘I nibbled at’ 

 [tri�-ma] ‘contrary’ cf [kap-trid-u] ‘he has (unexpectedly)’

 [khi�-ma] ‘to bring’ cf [ja�-�hit�-u-�] ‘I brought it for him’

 [si�-ma] ‘to hit’ cf [sit�-a] ‘hit+past’, [sit�-i�] ‘hit+exp.’

 (b) /p/→[p] 

 [khap] ‘language’ 

 [kep-ma] ‘stick + infinitive’ 

 (c) /k/→[k] 

 [æ�lik] ‘bendy’ 

 [kha�k-pa] ‘scrape one’s throat + perform act’ 

 [aktok] ‘like that’ 

The issue raised by Yamphu is why the more marked dorsals and labials should be 

exempt from debuccalization while the less marked coronals are not. 

Similar situations are found in assimilation and coalescence.  Chapter 7§7.2 

describes several cases where dorsals and labials are prevented from assimilating while 

coronals are not.  A famous case is Catalan, in which the coronal /n/ assimilates while the 

labial /m/ and dorsal /�/ do not (Mascaró 1979).   

 Chapter 8 presents several cases of segment coalescence where the most marked 

feature value is retained.  For example, when Attic Greek vowels coalesce, the resulting 

output vowel keeps the marked [+round] feature: /mistho+��te/ → [misth��te] ‘you may hire 

out’, *[misth��te] (ch.8§8.2, de Haas 1988). 

 On the other hand, the processes just cited also allow the most marked element to 

be eliminated while the least marked element is retained.  For example, the highly marked 

/k/ is eliminated in Standard Malay codas, while the less marked /p/ and /t/ are retained 

(ch6§6.1).  There is also an exact opposite to Catalan for assimilation: in Sri Lankan 

Portuguese Creole, labials [m] and dorsals [�] assimilate while coronals [n] do not 

(ch���������� ��	
��� ��� �	�
���� �
��� �
	 ������ �	 ��
�����	��� �	 ���� ��
�����	��
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of a labial and a coronal produces a coronal (e.g. /labh-tum/ → [lad�
hum] ‘take 

{infinitive}’) (ch.8§8.4). 

 The claim that there are no asymmetries in assimilation and coalescence is 

controversial (cf Mohanan 1993, Jun 1995, de Haas 1988), so extensive evidence for the 

empirical claims made above is provided in chapters 6-8. 

 In summary, unmarked elements may be eliminated, while marked elements are 

retained (as in Yamphu, Catalan, Attic Greek).  However, the opposite situation may also 

occur: marked elements may be eliminated while unmarked ones remain (as in Malay, Sri 

������ ����	
	��� ������ ������

1.1.2  Leading Ideas 
This dissertation explores two leading ideas, repeated from (1) for convenience. 

(5) (a) Markedness relations between categories may be ignored, but never reversed. 

 (b) The more marked an element is, the greater the pressure to preserve it. 

Of course, (1)/(5) contain informal statements; a formal implementation is outlined 

in §1.3, set in Optimality Theory.  The import of the leading ideas will be discussed 

informally here, not only for the sake of cross-theoretic applicability, but because it may 

help clarify the aims and reasons for the theoretical implementation in the next section. 

 The leading ideas in (5) can be used to account for all of the markedness-related 

phenomena identified in §1.2.1.  (5a) and (b) will be discussed in turn.   

•  Leading Idea I: “x is never less marked than y” 
Statement (5a) expresses the notion that categories may be conflated.  In previous 

conceptions of markedness, markedness hierarchies are rigidly hierarchical (e.g. Jakobson 

1941, Prince & Smolensky 1993).  In the present theory, markedness relations may be 

collapsed.  So, if x is more marked than y in some grammar, x is never less marked than y
in any grammar.  This collapse allows for grammars in which x and y are conflated in 

terms of markedness for some process. 

 This idea aims to account for cases where markedness distinctions can be ignored, 

as in Gujarati stress placement (§1.1). 

•   Leading Idea II: the more marked, the more preserved 
Statement (5b) can be used to account for those processes that exhibit no 

markedness asymmetries at all, and for those which prevent highly marked elements from 

undergoing some process. 

 Phenomena that exhibit no markedness asymmetries follow from both the nature of 

markedness constraints and from the action of marked-element preservation.  As a simple 

example, §1.1.1.2 observed that there are no asymmetries relating to the output form of 

segmental inventories.  In other words, any segment may be missing from an inventory. 

 Inventories that lack a highly marked element exhibit a standard case of 

markedness reduction: the more marked elements are eliminated while the less marked 
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ones are retained.  In contrast, inventories which lack less marked elements but retain 

highly marked ones (e.g. [k p �]) come about through the action of marked-preservation: 

highly marked elements are preserved while less marked ones are eliminated.   

 The net surface result of markedness reduction and marked-preservation is that 

certain phenomena seem to be insensitive to markedness concerns altogether.   

 The same account can be used to explain why there are no markedness asymmetries 

for the output of coalescence, and the undergoers of assimilation.   

Cases where the least marked element emerges in coalescence (e.g. /p+d/ → [t]) are 

due to markedness reduction, while cases where the most marked emerges (eg. /p+d/ →
[b]) are due to retention of the marked element.   

For assimilation, cases like Catalan where only coronals undergo assimilation 

follow from marked-preservation: dorsals and labials are exempt from an otherwise 

general assimilation process.  In contrast, assimilation systems like Sri Lankan Portuguese 

Creole’s – where only marked elements undergo assimilation – are due to markedness 

reduction.  Assimilation is a means of reducing overall markedness, so dorsals and labials 

assimilate.  Coronals do not assimilate because they are already adequately unmarked. 

 In short, markedness reduction produces systems in which highly marked elements 

are eliminated, while marked-preservation produces systems in which only the least 

marked elements are eliminated.  The net result is that certain phenomena are apparently 

insensitive to markedness relations. 

 This proposal also explains why certain phenomena always exhibit markedness 

asymmetries.  For example, dorsals and labials can never be produced by consonant 

epenthesis (putting aside incidental processes like assimilation).  This follows from (i) 

markedness reduction: the least marked element will always be inserted (i.e. coronals and 

glottals), and (ii) marked-preservation: since there is no input element, there is nothing to 

preserve, so preservation is irrelevant for epenthesis.  In short, consonant epenthesis is a 

‘pure’ expression of markedness reduction; marked-preservation is irrelevant. 

1.1.3  Summary 
To summarize, the aim of this dissertation is to present a formal theory of 

markedness, set within Optimality Theory.  Importantly, this dissertation does not aim to 

deal with issues such as the phonetic basis for sonority and Place of Articulation scale.  

The scales presented in the following chapters (and above) are constructed from 

phonological evidence only (see ch.3, ch.5).   

Apart from the Sonority Hierarchy, many other scales have been proposed, 

including scales for place of articulation (ch.5, Jakobson 1941), vowel height (Clements 

1991), consonantal stricture (Steriade 1993), inherent voicing (Gnanadesikan 1997), and 

tone (Ping 1996, 1999, de Lacy 1999a, 2002b).   

Scales are by no means a peculiarly phonological phenomenon.  McCarthy & 

Prince’s (1994, 1995) morphological hierarchy of | Root 〉 Affix | has been shown to have 

significant consequences for phonological processes.  Scales relevant to syntax include the 

thematic hierarchy (Grimshaw 1990 and others), and scales of person and animacy 

(Silverstein 1976, Dixon 1979, Aissen 1999). 
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The influence of scales is pervasive.  Apart from syllabification and stress 

assignment, the sonority scale influences foot structure and segmental cooccurence (see 

chapters 3, 4).  The tonal scale can affect prosodification (de Lacy 1999a, 2002b), while 

the Place of Articulation and other subsegmental scales cause many subsegmental changes 

(see ch.6-8).   

The influence of scales is also significant in syntax.  The thematic hierarchy 

determines the initial/base position of arguments, while animacy has a significant role in 

syntax (Silverstein 1976, Dixon 1979, Aissen 1999, Woolford 1999).  Syntactic and 

morphological scales will not be examined in this dissertation, though the general 

principles of scale composition proposed here could be extended to them.  For relevant 

comments, see ch.9. 

• Where do scales come from?
Before moving on to discuss the theory proposed herein, a comment must be made 

about the substantive basis of scales.  The issues and proposals in this dissertation naturally 

raise the question “Where do scales come from?”  In other words, is there a substantive 

basis for scales like the sonority hierarchy and Place of Articulation scale?  If so, how does 

a scale come about?   

While these questions are significant, they are not addressed in this dissertation.  In 

fact, this dissertation begins where this question ends: the proposals herein are about how 

scales relate to the formal apparatus of OT, not about the origins of scales.  The theory 

presented below does not assume anything – and does not need to assume anything – about 

scales except that constraints refer to them.  The proposals about the relation of scales to 

the formal apparatus will hold regardless of where scales come from. 

1.2  Theory  
This section outlines a formal theory of markedness scale-reference, set within 

Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky 1993).  For details, see chapter 2.2  Optimality 

Theory is admirably suited to formally express the leading ideas in (1).  In particular, 

violability of constraints will play a central role in the following theory – in many cases, 

the winning form will necessarily violate some markedness- or faithfulness-related 

constraint. 

Underlying the following proposals is the claim that for every scale there is a set of 

markedness constraints and a set of faithfulness constraints.  Both scale-referring 

markedness and faithfulness constraints have three properties in common, given in (6). 

2  From here on it is assumed that the reader is familiar with Prince & Smolensky (1993), as well as the 
proposals of McCarthy & Prince (1993a,b, 1995).   
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(6) Core Properties of Scale-Referring Constraints

 For every set of constraints C that refers to a scale S  

 (a) Every constraint in C refers to a contiguous range of S, and  

 (b) Every constraint in C refers to the most marked element of S, and  

 (c) The constraints in C can be ranked freely; there are no fixed rankings. 

The meaning of the term ‘refers’ differs depending on whether the constraint is a 

markedness or faithfulness one.  Scale-referring markedness constraints are discussed in 

§1.2.1, and faithfulness constraints in §1.2.2. 

 A final property adopted here is ‘completeness’: for every distinct set of constraints 

C that refers to a scale S, there are as many constraints in C as there are elements in S 

(after Green 1993).  Therefore, the markedness constraints that refer to the scale | α 〉 β 〉 γ | 

are three in number, as are the number of faithfulness constraints.3

1.2.1  Markedness 
The issue that underlies this section is how to account for category conflation.  The 

proposal that constraints refer to a range of a scale (6a) and that there are no fixed rankings 

(6c) are significant in this regard. 

The idea that scale-referring markedness constraints refer to a range of a scale has 

been discussed most extensively by Prince (1997 et seq.) (also de Lacy 1997a, 2000a; see 

ch.2§2.2.3 for further discussion of precursors).  In Prince’s terminology, constraints like 

those in (7) are in a ‘stringency’ relation to each other; accordingly this term will be 

adopted here. 

For purposes of illustration, the Place of Articulation (PoA) scale given in (3) will 

be used here (i.e. | dorsal 〉 labial 〉 coronal 〉 glottal |).  The set of constraints that conforms 

to the properties listed in (6) is given in (7). 

(7) PoA markedness constraints

 *{dorsal} For every dorsal segment, assign a

violation. 

 *{dorsal,labial} For every segment that is either dorsal or

labial, assign a violation. 

 *{dorsal,labial,coronal} For every segment that is dorsal, labial, or

coronal, assign a violation. 

 *{dorsal,labial,coronal,glottal} For every segment that is dorsal, labial, 

coronal, or glottal, assign a violation. 

As an example, the constraint *{dors, lab} assigns a violation for every segment 

that has either dorsal or labial Place of Articulation: [kapa] therefore incurs two violations 

of *{dors, lab}. 

3  It is impossible to know whether Completeness is valid at this point.  It can only be tested in the context of 
a full theory of scales (as opposed to the present theory, which is about scale-referring constraints not the 
form of scales). 
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 The constraints in (7) conform to the properties in (6).  They all assign violations to 

a contiguous range of the scale; for example, no constraint assigns a violation to coronals 

and dorsals without also assigning it to labials (6a).  All the constraints militate against the 

marked endpoint of the scale – i.e. dorsals (6b).  After (6c), the constraints’ ranking is 

freely permutable.  Finally, the constraint set is complete – there are as many constraints as 

there are scale distinctions. 

 There is a close relation between the free ranking of the constraints and the 

properties in (6a) and (6b).  In order for the constraints to be freely rankable yet still 

express the PoA scale’s hierarchical relations, it is necessary for the constraints to refer to 

contiguous parts of the scale.  The quasi-tableau (8) illustrates this point. 

(8) Stringent markedness

  *{dors} *{dors,lab} *{dors,lab,cor} *{dors,lab,cor,glottal}

�    * 

 t   * * 

 p  * * * 

 k * * * * 

Tableau (8) shows that [�] is the most harmonic consonant in terms of the PoA-

referring markedness constraints.  The constraints’ ranking makes no difference to this 

result: if *{dors,lab,cor,glottal} outranked all the other constraints, [�] would still be more 

harmonic than [t], [p], and [k].  Constraint ranking is irrelevant in effecting a hierarchy 

because glottals incur a proper subset of the violations of all other PoAs.  So, after mark 

cancellation glottals will have no violations of any PoA-markedness constraint while all 

other PoAs will violate at least one constraint.  The same point is true for [t] vs [p] and [k]: 

no ranking of the constraints will favour [p] or [k] over [t].  A similar situation emerges for 

[p] and [k]: no ranking will favour dorsals over labials.  In this way, the constraints express 

the hierarchical relations of the PoA scale. 

 It is important to point out that although ranking between the scale-referring 

markedness constraints is irrelevant in establishing a hierarchy, the constraints are ranked 

with respect to each other in individual grammars (just as all OT grammars are total 

orderings of constraints).  Moreover, rankings between scale-referring constraints are 

crucial in accounting for differences in category conflation, as illustrated in §1.3.1.1 and 

chapter 3.   

 If the markedness constraints did not refer to a contiguous range of the scale they 

could not be freely rankable.  For example, if a constraint *{coronal} existed in CON, it 

could not be ranked just anywhere: if *{coronal} outranked all other PoA markedness 

constraints, it would reverse the hierarchy | dorsal, labial 〉 coronal |, favouring dorsals and 

labials over coronals.   

 The approach to scale-referring markedness constraints just outlined differs from 

theories that employ a fixed ranking of scale-referring constraints (Prince & Smolensky 

1993).  Section 1.3 contains a synopsis of the empirical differences between the two 

approaches. 
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 There is a good deal more to say about the form of markedness constraints.  Section 

1.2.3 discusses cases where scales combine with structural elements to form constraints. 

1.2.2  Faithfulness 
Scale-based faithfulness constraints also refer to ranges of scales.  Like scale-

referring markedness constraints, scale-referring faithfulness constraints can be ranked 

freely with respect to each other. 

For purposes of illustration, the set of Input→Output PoA-referring faithfulness 

constraints is provided in (9).   For similar proposals for Place of Articulation, see 

Kiparsky (1994) and Jun (1995). 

(9) Place of Articulation Faithfulness constraints

IDENT{dors} If input x is dorsal, then x has the same place of articulation 

as its output correspondent x'.
IDENT{dors,lab} If input x is dorsal or labial, then x has the same place of 

articulation as its correspondent x'.
IDENT{dors,lab,cor} If input x is dorsal, labial, or coronal, then x has the same 

place of articulation as its output correspondent x'.
IDENT{dors,lab,cor,gl} If input x is dorsal, labial, coronal, or glottal, then x has the 

same place of articulation as its output correspondent x'.

As an example, IDENT{dors,lab} requires input dorsals and labials to remain dorsals 

and labials respectively in the output.  From input /paka/, the outputs [pata] and [taka] both 

incur one violation of IDENT{dors,lab}, while [tata] incurs two.  Like the markedness 

constraints, the faithfulness constraints all preserve a contiguous range of the scale, and all 

preserve the most marked category – dorsal.   

Note that the constraints are ‘asymmetric’ in the sense of Pater (1996, 1999): while 

IO-IDENT{dors} bans the mapping /k/→[p], it does not ban /p/→[k] (cf McCarthy & Prince 

1995).  This point is discussed further in ch.7§7.7.4.   

The constraints in (9) conform to the properties in (6).  They all assign violations to 

a contiguous range of the scale; for example, no constraint assigns a violation to unfaithful 

mappings from coronals and dorsals without also assigning it to labials (6a).  All the 

constraints militate against the marked endpoint of the scale – i.e. unfaithful mappings 

from dorsals (6b).  Finally, the constraints’ ranking is freely permutable (6c). 

The form of the faithfulness constraints effects a hierarchical relation between 

different PoAs in terms of preservation.  Since every faithfulness constraint mentions 

dorsals, dorsals will be subject to the most preservation.  Quasi-tableau (10) underscores 

this point.   
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(10) Stringent faithfulness

IDENT{dors} IDENT {dors,lab} IDENT {dors,lab,cor}

 /k/→[p] or [t] or [�] * * * 

 /p/→[k] or [t] or [�]  * * 

 /t/→[k] or [p] or [�]   * 

 /�/→[k] or [p] or [t]    

As shown by the quasi-tableau, glottals are ‘least preserved’ in the sense that all 

other PoAs may be preserved while glottals are not.  Similarly, coronals are ‘less 

preserved’ than dorsals and labials, and so on up through the scale.  The empirical 

consequence of this property is that marked elements may be exempt from processes that 

less marked PoAs may undergo, such as assimilation and neutralization.  The empirical 

consequences of this point are discussed in §1.3. 

1.2.3  Structure 
The final major component of the theory deals with the relation between scales and 

prosodic positions.  For example, the Gujarati case discussed in §1.1 refers to the relation 

between sonority and the main stressed syllable.  In contrast, certain other scales seem to 

bear quite a different relation to prosodic structure; for example, Place of Articulation 

never influences stress placement.  I propose that these differences reduce to the fact that 

certain scales combine with prosodic elements to form constraints, while others do not.  To 

be more precise, there is a difference between prosodic and non-prosodic scales in this 

matter, stated in (11).     

(11) The Scale-Structure Combination Restriction

(a) Scales that refer to prosodic properties (e.g. tone, sonority) always combine 

with prosodic elements in constraints. 

 (b) Scales that refer to subsegmental properties (e.g. voice, Place of Articulation) 

never combine with prosodic elements in constraints. 

A subsegmental property is any feature that is a dependent of the root node.  Thus, 

[voice], [coronal], and [nasal] are all subsegmental properties.  Prosodic properties are all 

non-subsegmental features – elements that are part of prosodic nodes, or attach to prosodic 

nodes.  For example, tone attaches to syllables or moras, so is a prosodic property; stress 

(or headedness) is a property of syllables, so is a prosodic property.  Sonority is also a 

prosodic property (ch.3§3.1).  Apart from sonority, the term ‘prosodic property’ follows 

usage established in Trubetzkoy (1939) and Firth (1948). 

In short, if a constraint mentions the sonority scale, it must relate the sonority 

categories to a structural element.  For example, there is a constraint *σ�/{�}, militating 

against schwas in the prosodic position ‘stressed syllable’.  However, there is no constraint 

*{�}, militating against segments with the sonority of a schwa without mentioning its 

relation to structure. 
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 In contrast, if a constraint refers to a subsegmental feature scale (a ‘featural’ scale 

for short) – e.g. the Place of Articulation scale – it cannot refer to prosodic structure.  For 

example, there can be no constraint *σ�/{dorsal}, militating against dorsal segments (i.e. 

velar consonants, back vowels) in stressed syllables. 

 The restriction in (11) prevents a number of phenomena from being sensitive to 

certain scales.  For example, chapter 3 shows that stress placement is sensitive to sonority 

but never to subsegmental features like Place of Articulation.  The existence of constraints 

that relate stressed syllables to sonority levels accounts for the sonority-sensitive aspect of 

stress, while the lack of constraints that combine Place of Articulation with stressed 

syllables means that stress placement is insensitive to Place of Articulation. 

 Importantly, (11) does not entirely preclude (apparent) reference to structural 

elements for phenomena that refer to featural scales.  For example, neutralization of Place 

of Articulation can apply in codas alone; for discussion and relevant analyses of how (11) 

is consistent with this fact, see chapter 6. 

The Scale-Structure Combination Restriction is treated as axiomatic in the present 

theory; I leave its reduction to more general principles for future work. 

1.2.3.1 Structural elements 
Prosodic scales are argued to combine with either of two structural elements – the 

‘Designated Terminal Element’ (DTE, or Δ) and non-DTE (-Δ).  The notion of DTE is 

based on Liberman’s (1975) and Liberman & Prince’s (1977) proposals, but is extended in 

a number of ways.  Related proposals are found in Selkirk (1998, 2000), which served as 

the starting point for my own work (de Lacy 1999a, 2002b); Zec (2000) contains an 

analogous proposal.  A detailed discussion of DTEs is presented in chapter 2 and 

exemplified in chapter 4; a synopsis of the core ideas is presented here. 

 A DTE of a prosodic category α is the terminal element on the prosodic plane that 

is (i) a head and (ii) associated to α via an unbroken chain of prosodic heads.  Since the 

notion ‘DTE’ crucially relies on the notion ‘prosodic head’ it inherits the main property of 

heads: for every prosodic node α there is only one DTE of α.  The structure in  Figure 1.1 

aims to clarify this definition by identifying the DTEs in a Prosodic Word (PrWd) 

structure.  The symbol + marks heads and – non-heads; Δ stands for ‘DTE’ and -Δ for 

‘non-DTE’. 
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Figure 1.1:  DTEs in the Prosodic Word

                     PrWd 

        

      Ft +                     Ft -

       

           σ +     σ +         σ -

     

             μ +    μ -        μ +          μ +

 
p- a+

�
- e+ k- i+ t-

ΔPrWd ΔFt        Δσ

 As indicated, there is only one ΔPrWd in this structure – the head of the leftmost 

syllable [a]; this root node is the DTE of the PrWd since it is a head and is associated to the 

PrWd node by an unbroken chain of prosodic heads (i.e. the leftmost μ, σ and Ft nodes).  

In contrast, there are two ΔFt.  The leftmost moraic segment [a] is a ΔFt since it is a head 

and is associated to a Ft node by a path of prosodic heads, as is [e].  In this structure the 

DTEs of moras are the same as the DTEs of syllables.   

 Selkirk (1998) has argued for tone that constraints may refer to DTEs of any 

prosodic category; this proposal is adopted here. 

 A non-DTE of α (-Δα) is every terminal node in α that is not the DTE of α.  For 

example, every root node except [a] in  is a -ΔPrWd.  Similarly, every segment except [a] 

and [e] are foot non-DTES (-ΔFt).  Non-DTEs (especially of feet) are discussed in detail in 

ch.4. 

 Terminal nodes may be both the DTE of a constituent and the non-DTE of a higher 

constituent.  For example, [e] in  is the DTE of a syllable and the DTE of a foot, but is also 

a non-DTE of the PrWd.  Similarly, [i] is a DTE of a syllable and a non-DTE of a foot and 

the PrWd. 

 In a sense, the notions DTE and non-DTE generalize Prince & Smolensky’s 

proposal that there are separate sets of sonority constraints for the peak and margin of a 

syllable.  DTEs and non-DTEs form the structural prominence scale | Δα 〉 -Δα |.  More 

precisely, there are several DTE scales, one for each possible value of α: i.e. | Δσ 〉 -Δσ |, | 

ΔFt 〉 -ΔFt |, and so on.  Every DTE scale combines with every prosodic scale to form a set 

of scales, one for each DTE specification.   

 As an example, the DTE of the foot (ΔFt) combines with the vocalic part of the 

sonority scale; a rather cut-down version is provided in (12) (see ch.3§3.2 for details).   

The label “i,u” refers to all high peripheral vowels: [i y � u]; analogously, “�” refers to all 

mid central vowels,  “e,o” to all mid peripheral vowels, and “a” to all low vowels.   

(12) The vowel sonority scale (in brief)

| � 〉 i,u 〉 e,o 〉 a |  
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 Constraints that combine the foot DTE and the sonority scale are given in (13). 

(13) DTE-sonority constraints

 *ΔFt/{�} “Assign a violation for every instance of a stressed

vowel with the sonority of schwa” 

 *ΔFt/{�,i/u} “Assign a violation for every instance of a stressed

vowel with the sonority of schwa or a high peripheral

vowel” 

 *ΔFt/{�,i/u,e/o} “Assign a violation for every instance of a stressed

vowel with the sonority of schwa, a high vowel, or a

mid vowel” 

 *ΔFt/{�,i/u,e/o,a} “Assign a violation for every instance of a stressed

vowel with the sonority of schwa, a high vowel, a mid

vowel, or a low vowel (i.e. all vowels).” 

Evidence for the constraints in (13) is provided in ch.3 (also Kenstowicz 1996).  As 

an example, *ΔFt/{�,i/u} assigns a violation to [p��t] and one to [pít], but none to [pét] and 

[pát].  The constraints are freely permutable with respect to each other; more concretely, 

some grammar may contain the ranking || * ΔFt/{�} » * ΔFt/{�,i/u} || while another 

grammar may have the exact opposite ranking. 

 Following Prince & Smolensky’s proposal for syllable peaks and margins, prosodic 

scales are reversed in combination with non-DTEs: 

(14) Reversal in non-DTEs

 *-ΔFt/{a}, *-ΔFt/{a,e/o}, *-ΔFt/{a,e/o,i/u}, *-ΔFt/{a,e/o,i/u,�}

 Scale reversal in combination with non-DTEs underscores the fact that markedness 

is relative to position for prosodic scales.  This does not contradict the generalization that 

the most marked scale element is always mentioned in constraints: the most marked 

sonority category for non-DTEs is “a”, so it is always mentioned in non-DTE constraints. 

The theory of structural scales presented above has broad empirical implications; in 

combination with the sonority scale it predicts that sonority can affect many different 

constituents, not just the peaks and margins of syllables (see ch.4).   

This proposal addresses the issues of versatility and consistency: the fact that the 

same scale can engage in several different phenomena.  With several series of constraints 

that differ only in the DTE or non-DTE they mention, analogous types of phenomena will 

occur at every prosodic level.  For example, since foot DTEs (stressed syllables) attract 

high sonority elements, the constraints predict that the same should happen at every other 

level: there should be languages in which syllable DTEs and PrWd DTEs effect the same 

sort of attraction.  Similarly, since syllable DTEs and non-DTEs can place thresholds on 

sonority the same should be true for higher level constituents: foot DTEs and non-DTEs 

should also be able to place thresholds on the sonority of their segments, and so on for all 

higher levels.  
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1.2.4  Summary 
The theory presented in the previous subsections employs constraints that refer to 

ranges of scales and have freely permutable ranking.  The constraints have been shown to 

formally implement the hierarchical relations expressed by scales, while allowing 

categories to be conflated.  The theory is universal in that all the constraints exist in all 

grammars – a basic tenet of Optimality Theory. 

 The following section provides an overview of the evidence for the major 

properties of the theory; it summarizes arguments made in details in later chapters. 

1.3  Empirical implications 
The aim of this section is to provide an overview of how the theoretical proposals 

in §1.2 account for markedness-referring phenomena.  This section is divided into two 

parts. 

Section 1.3.1 discusses the effect of the markedness constraints.  This section 

focuses on providing a formal account of two major markedness issues: (1) category 

conflation and (2) consistency of scale-reference at different prosodic levels.  Issue (1) is 

discussed with reference to Gujarati’s sonority-driven stress system, introduced in §1.1.  

The stringent form of the markedness constraints is argued to be crucial in providing an 

adequate account of this case.  Issue (2) focuses on a case where stress is determined by 

reference to the post-tonic vowel, found in the Trobriand language Kiriwina. 

Section 1.3.2 discusses the effect of the faithfulness constraints.  This section 

focuses on providing a formal account of phenomena in which more marked elements are 

preserved while less marked ones are eliminated.  This section mentions neutralization, 

assimilation, and coalescence. 

1.3.1  Markedness 
The theoretical proposals outlined in §1.2 aim to account for (1) markedness 

hierarchies, (2) category conflation, and (3) consistency of scales at various prosodic 

levels.  Section 1.3.1.1 discusses the first two of these issues.  It focuses on the stress 

system of Gujarati, introduced in §1.1.  Section 1.3.1.2 deals with the third issue, showing 

that the same scale can influence elements at the syllable, foot, Prosodic Word, and higher 

levels. 

1.3.1.1 Hierarchies and conflation 
One of the leading ideas behind the present theory is that scale distinctions may be 

collapsed, or conflated.  As Prince (1997 et seq.) has shown, constraints that refer to a 

range of a scale allow conflation.  To illustrate this point, an analysis of Gujarati stress will 

be sketched here; a full analysis is given in chapter 3§3.4.   
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Gujarati stress refers to the vowel sonority scale given in (12).  The markedness 

constraints that refer to the vowel sonority scale were provided in (13).   

In words with identical vowels, stress falls on the penult in Gujarati: e.g. [awwána] 

‘coming’, [p��t���] ‘kite’.  This can be ascribed to a trochaic foot that appears at the right 

edge of the PrWd: e.g. [aw(wána)].  The details of the footing constraints are presented in 

chapter 3§3.4; the constraint ALIGNFTR, which requires feet to be rightmost, will be used 

here. 

• Attraction to [a] 

As shown in (2a), stress seeks out the low vowel [a], even when it is not in the 

penult: e.g. [(tád�e)t��] ‘recently’.  The constraint relevant at this juncture is 

*ΔFt/{�,i/u,e/o} – it assigns a violation to all main-stressed vowels that are less sonorous 

than [a].  The candidate *[tad�ét��] loses because it violates *ΔFt/{�,i/u,e/o}, as shown in 

tableau (15). 

(15)  

 /tad�et��/ *ΔFt/{�,i/u,e/o} ALIGNFTR

 (a) ta(d�ét��) *! 

� (b) (tád�e)t�� *

Candidate (a) contains mid vowel in the DTE position of a foot – i.e. a stressed 

syllable, so violating *ΔFt/{�,i/u,e/o}.  In contrast, candidate (a) has a low vowel in ΔFt

position, crucially avoiding violations of the ΔFt constraint. 

• Avoidance of stressed schwa
When there are no low vowels, stress generally falls on the penult, as expected: e.g. 

[khe(�ío)] ‘inkstand’.  The exception is when the penult contains schwa – if the initial 

syllable contains some peripheral vowel, stress falls on it.  In the present approach, 

avoidance of schwa comes about when *ΔFt/{�} outranks the stress-placement constraint 

ALIGNFTR. 

(16) 

 /pust�kne/ *ΔFt/{�} *ΔFt/{�,i/u,e/o} ALIGNFTR

� (a) (púst�k)ne  * *

 (b) pus(t��kne) *! * 

Tableau (16) shows that *ΔFt/{�} is crucial in determining stress placement.  The 

constraint *ΔFt/{�,i/u,e/o} is indecisive since it assigns the same violations to both 

candidates. 

• Conflation 
The aspect of Gujarati stress that is of present significance is that it makes no 

distinction between mid and high vowels for stress – i.e. it conflates the two categories.  
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Stress does not avoid a penult high vowel to fall on a mid vowel: e.g. [t�hok(�ío)] ‘girls’, 

*[(t�hók�i)o], or vice-versa: e.g. [ju(�ópni)] ‘europe’, *[(jú�op)ni].  For stress purposes, 

then, mid and high peripheral vowels are conflated. 

 To ensure that Gujarati stress is insensitive to the distinction between high and mid 

peripheral vowels, all constraints that favour one over the other must be ranked below 

ALIGNFTR.  In the present theory, the relevant constraint is *ΔFt/{�,i/u} – this constraint 

favours stressed mid vowels over stressed high vowels.  It must be ranked below 

ALIGNFTR, as shown in (17). 

(17)  

 /t�hok�io/ *ΔFt/{�} *ΔFt/{�,i/u,e/o} ALIGNFTR *ΔFt/{�,i/u}

 (a) (t�hók�i)o  * *! 

� (b) t�ho(k�ío)  *  *

Tableau (17) shows that reference to a range of the sonority hierarchy is essential.  

Gujarati requires an active constraint that distinguishes [a] from other vowels, but it is 

essential that no active constraint distinguishes stressed high vowels from stressed mid 

vowels.  The constraint *ΔFt/{�,i/u,e/o} performs both these tasks: (i) it favours [á] over all 

other stressed vowels and (ii) it assigns the same violations to stressed mid and high 

vowels.  Both properties of the constraints are crucial – if it lacked one or the other, the 

incorrect candidate (a) would win or the distinction between [a] and other vowels would be 

lost. 

The point that stringently formulated constraints can produce conflation was 

established by Prince (1997 et seq.); for conflation in sonority-driven stress in particular, 

see Prince (1997b, 1999).  Chapter 3§3.6 discusses the types of conflation that stringent 

theories can do in more detail.   

• Fixed ranking and conflation
Freely rankable stringent constraints differ from those in a fixed ranking in their 

ability to produce conflation; theories that impose a fixed ranking on constraints prevent 

certain types of conflation from happening.   

For example, suppose there were a set of constraints || *ΔFt/{�} » *ΔFt/{i,u} » 

*ΔFt/{e,o} ||; each constraint refers to a point on the scale rather than a range.  All would 

have to outrank ALIGNFTR in order to ensure that [á] was more harmonic than all other 

stressed vowels: 

(18) Fixed Ranking Theory I

 /�phisma/ *ΔFt/{i,u} *ΔFt/{e,o} ALIGNFTR

 (a) (��phis)ma  *! *

 (b) �(phísma) *! 

� (c) �(phismá)   *
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The problem with such a constraint system is that it prevents the conflation of 

stressed mid and high vowels.  The constraints *ΔFt/{i,u} and *ΔFt/{e,o} both distinguish 

between the two categories, necessitating that one category will attract stress away from 

the other: 

(19) Fixed Ranking Theory II

 /t�hok�io/ *ΔFt/{i,u} *ΔFt/{e,o} ALIGNFTR

� (a) (t�hók�i)o  * *

 (b) t�ho(k�ío) *! 

No ranking of constraints can produce the right result: if *ΔFt/{i,u} were ranked 

below ALIGNFTR, stress would not avoid high vowels at all.  The problem is with the 

constraints themselves: they incorrectly predict that if a system avoids stressed mid vowels 

at all (i.e. if *ΔFt/{e,o} outranks stress-locating constraints), they cannot be conflated with 

any other category.   

 In summary, category conflation necessitates constraints that refer to a range of a 

scale, starting with the most marked element.  This argument is presented in detail in 

chapter 3§3.6 and is extended by identifying the exact conditions under which fixed 

ranking theories and stringent constraints differ in terms of conflation. 

1.3.1.2 Structure and scales 
Chapter 4 contains arguments for the theory of structure-scale constraints proposed 

here.  Arguments for two distinct aspects of the theory are presented: (1) there are 

constraints that refer to non-DTEs and (2) there are constraints that refer to (non-)DTEs of 

every prosodic category.  The arguments are summarized below. 

• Non-DTEs
Evidence for non-DTE-referring constraints comes from languages in which the 

position of stress is not determined by the sonority of the stressed syllable but from the 

sonority of unstressed syllables.  To illustrate, a case where properties of the non-head 

syllable of the foot is relevant to stress is outlined below (see ch.4 for details). 

 There is usually a trochaic foot at the right edge of every Prosodic Word in 

Kiriwina (20a) (Lawton 1993, Senft 1986).  However, the foot retracts if doing so will 

allow it to end up with a non-head vowel of low sonority (i.e. [i u]) (20b): 
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(20) Kiriwina stress in brief   

 (a) Stress the penult 

  [ka(wála)] ‘canoe pole’ [dumda(bó�i)] ‘early dawn’ 

  [ba(kám)] ‘I will eat’ [msi(mwési)] grass type
  [i(dói)]  ‘(a boat) brings sth.’ [i(dója)] ‘it drifts’ 

      

 (b) Unless antepenult stress will result in a low sonority foot non-head 

  [(kúli)a] ‘cooking pot’ [(lámi)la] ‘outrigger log’ 

  [(mé�u)va] ‘white magic’ [(páku)la] ‘blame’ 

Importantly, the sonority of the stressed syllable is irrelevant in this language – the 

foot retracts regardless of the resulting sonority of the stressed syllable: [(kúli)a] vs 

[(mé�u)la] vs [(páku)la].  If the stress system was driven by the need to avoid stressed high 

vowels, there would be no reason to have antepenult stress in [(kúli)a] since it has a 

stressed high vowel.  In other words, its competitor *[ku(lía)] is no improvement over 

[(kúli)a] in terms of the stressed syllable’s sonority alone; all that matters is the sonority of 

the foot non-head. 

The forms in (20b) show that the aim of foot retraction is to end up with a low 

sonority non-head – all the non-heads of feet have a high vowel.  In contrast, all the feet in 

(20a) either already have a high vowel foot non-head (e.g. [msi(mwési)]) or foot retraction 

would not result in a high-vowel non-head (e.g. *[(ído)ja], *[dum(dábo)�i]), so such 

retraction would be gratuitous. 

This system requires a constraint that refers specifically to the non-DTEs of feet 

(-ΔFt).  Foot non-DTEs are all those elements that are not heads of the nucleus of stressed 

syllables.  By avoiding all such segments with more sonority than a high vowel – i.e. 

*-ΔFt{e,o,a} – stress will only retract onto a high vowel.  Tableau (21) illustrates this point.   

(21)  

 /me�uva/ *-ΔFt{e/o,a} ALIGNFTR

 (a) me(�úva) *! 

� (b) (mé�u)va  *

Candidate (21a) is ruled out because it has a highly sonorous foot non-DTE – i.e. 

[a].  In contrast, the foot non-DTE in candidate (21b) is the relatively low sonority vowel 

[u].   

Kiriwina also shows that non-DTEs reverse the scale in comparison with DTEs.  

While DTE constraints promote high sonority, the grammar aims to avoid high sonority 

non-DTEs. 

• DTEs of other categories
Constraints may refer to DTEs of any prosodic category.  Consequently, there are 

constraints for DTEs of every member of the prosodic hierarchy: e.g. *Δμ/x, *Δσ/x, *ΔFt/x,

*ΔPrWd/x, *ΔPPh/x, and so on.    Consequently, the theory predicts that DTEs of every level 
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should show the same predilections for scale elements.  For example, since foot DTEs 

prefer high sonority elements, PrWd DTEs should too, and so on through the prosodic 

hierarchy.  Chapter 4 discusses cases that support this prediction. 

• The notion ‘markedness’ 
 Proposing that scales combine with DTEs and non-DTEs in different ways means 

that the tradiational notion of ‘markedness’ does not apply directly to certain scales.  For 

example, there is no real sense in which the sonority category ‘low vowel’ is unmarked.  

Instead, markedness of prosodic scales depends on the structural element with which they 

combine.  So ‘low vowel’ is the least marked category in terms of DTEs, but the most 

marked for non-DTEs. 

 In contrast, markedness is easily applied to featural scales: since featural scales do 

not combine with DTEs, the least marked element remains consistent across contexts.  So, 

‘glottal’ is always the least marked PoA element. 

1.3.2  Faithfulness 
Chapters 6 to 8 deal with scale-referring faithfulness constraints.  Scale-referring 

faithfulness constraints are argued to have two primary properties: (1) they collectively 

favour preservation of more marked elements over less marked ones and (2) they preserve 

ranges of a scale.  These two proposals are relatively independent. It is possible to have a 

theory which subscribes to (1) and not (2) (e.g. the fixed ranking || IDENT{marked} » 

IDENT{unmarked} || – Jun 1995).  It is also possible to have faithfulness constraints that 

refer to ranges of a scale (i.e. property 2) without subscribing to (1) (e.g. IDENT{Place} – 

Prince 1998, 1999).  Accordingly, the two properties are discussed separately below: (1) in 

§1.3.2.1 and (2) in §1.3.2.2. 

1.3.2.1 Preservation of the marked 
Chapters 6 and 7 present evidence that faithfulness constraints must refer to the 

most marked element of a scale.  Chapter 6 discusses neutralization, while chapter 7 deals 

with processes that avoid heterorganic consonant clusters – primarily assimilation.  A brief 

overview of one of the arguments is presented here, using Place assimilation in Catalan. 

 If there are faithfulness constraints that specifically preserve marked scale 

elements, it is expected that they could prevent marked elements from taking part in 

various processes.  In Catalan, for example, only coronals undergo assimilation; the more 

marked labials and dorsals are exempt from this process (Mascaró 1976, and analyses in 

Kiparsky 1994, Jun 1995). 

(22) Catalan coronal-only assimilation in brief

 (a) Coronal + x (/son/ ‘they are’) 

  [son �miks]  ‘they are friends’ 

  [som b�us]  ‘they are voices’ 

  [so� kuzins]  ‘they are cousins’ 
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 (b) Labial + x (/som/ ‘we are’) 

  [som �miks]  ‘we are friends’ 

  [som p�ks]  ‘we are few’ 

  [som dos]  ‘we are two 

 (c) Dorsal + x
  [ti�pa]   ‘I have bread’ 

To produce coronal assimilation, a markedness constraint that bans heterorganic 

consonant clusters must outrank all faithfulness constraints to coronals.  This markedness 

constraint is called ASSIM here for convenience; a full theory of the constraints that trigger 

assimilation is presented in ch.7§7.4. 

(23)  

 /son b�us/ ASSIM IDENT{dors,lab,cor}

 (a) son b�us *! 

� (b) som b�us  *

In contrast, it is more harmonic to preserve non-coronals faithfully than to lose 

their features through assimilation.  To exempt non-coronals from undergoing assimilation, 

a constraint that specifically targets them must outrank ASSIM: i.e. IDENT{dors,lab}. 

(24)  

 /som dos/ IDENT{dors,lab} ASSIM

� (a) som dos  *

 (b) son dos *! 

In short, without a constraint that preserves only the most marked members of the 

PoA scale, the Catalan system could not be produced. 

 This general approach to PoA faithfulness has also been proposed by Kiparsky 

(1994) and Jun (1995).  In this dissertation, the proposal is extended to all scales, and the 

present constraints are shown to produce a variety of blocking effects.  Full analyses of the 

Catalan system and a number of other related cases are given in chapter 7§7.2.    

Chapter 6 discusses the effect of marked-faithfulness constraints for neutralization.  

As with assimilation, faithfulness constraints can prevent marked elements from 

neutralizing, producing segmental inventories that contain highly marked and highly 

unmarked elements, but no segments of intermediate markedness.  This was discussed 

briefly for the Yamphu coda [k p �] inventory in §1.1.1.3, in which only /t/ debuccalizes.  

The same general analysis applies here: a faithfulness constraint that preserves the marked 

dorsals and labials blocks a markedness constraint from debuccalizing /t/.   
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1.3.2.2 Faithfulness conflation 
This section discusses the empirical implications of the proposal that faithfulness 

constraints refer to ranges of a scale.  The empirical effect of this property in markedness 

constraints is category conflation; there is an analogous effect for faithfulness.  Two 

Input→Output mappings are conflated if they incur the same violations of faithfulness 

constraints.  In chapter 8, this point is illustrated in several case studies involving 

coalescence.  A brief example is provided here, involving Place of Articulation.   

�� ����� ��	�
�
���� ����	�
� 
� ������ �� ����
����� �������	 ����	�
� 
�

coalesced into a geminate.  The manner of articulation of the surface geminate depends on 

principles discussed in ch.8§4; here the output’s Place of Articulation will be the focus. 

 In combinations of underlying labials and coronals, the coronal PoA always 

survives. 

(25) ���� ���������� �: /Labial + Coronal/ → [Coronal] 

 /khip-ta/  → [khit�a]  ‘throw {participle}’ 

/labh-tab�a/  → [lad�
hab�a]  ‘take {gerund}’ 

 /labh-tum/  → [lad�
hum]  ‘take {infinitive}’ 

/lubh-ta/  → [lud�
ha]  ‘long for {participle}’ 

 /labh-ta/  → [lad�
ha]  ‘take {participle}’ 

/labh-tva�/ → [lad�
ha�]  ‘take {absolutive}’ 

Since labials are more marked than coronals, faithfulness cannot be responsible for 

the preservation of coronal PoA.  More precisely, no faithfulness constraint preserves 

coronals without also preserving labials, and some faithfulness constraint preserves labials 

without preserving coronals (i.e. IDENT{dors,lab}).  Thus, by faithfulness alone, the 

marked feature will always be favoured. 

 However, markedness constraints favour coronals over labials.  Thus, the fact that 

[lud�
ha] and not *[lub�

ha] is output from /lubh-ta/ is the result of some markedness 

constraint – i.e. *{dors,lab} – favouring *[lud�
ha] over *[lub�

ha].  Tableau (26) shows the 

ranking necessary for this result. 

(26)  

 /lubh
1-t2a/ *{dors,lab} IDENT{dors,lab} 

 (a) lub�
h
1,2a *! 

� (b) lud�
h
1,2a *

The input segments /bh/ and /t/ coalesce in the output candidates (a) and (b).  This 

means that both /bh/ and /t/ correspond to a single output segment – [b�
h] in (a) and [d�] in 

(b).  The markedness constraint *{dors,lab} favours the candidate with the least marked 

output: i.e. the one with the coronal [d�
h].  Crucially, all faithfulness constraints that favour 

the preservation of labials over coronals – IDENT{dors,lab} – must be outranked by 

*{dors,lab}; as the tableau shows, the opposite ranking would incorrectly result in (a) as 

the winner. 
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 However, the ranking || *{dors,lab} » IDENT{dors,lab} || is not the whole story.  

This ranking would eliminate all labials: /labh-tab�a/ would surface as *[ladhtad�a].  So, to 

block wholesale elimination of labials, some labial-preserving faithfulness constraint must 

outrank *{dors,lab}.  However, there is a restriction on this constraint: it must also 

preserve coronals.  If it were otherwise, /lubh-ta/ would surface as *[lub�
ha].  The only 

solution is to have a faithfulness constraint that preserves labial and coronal PoA equally: 

i.e. IDENT{dors,lab,cor}.  Tableau (27) illustrates this point. 

(27)  

 /lubh
1-t2ab�a/ IDENT{dors,lab,cor} *{dors,lab} IDENT{dors,lab}

 (a) lud�
h
1,2ad�a * *! * * 

 (b) lub�
h
1,2ab�a * * *! 

� (c) lud�
h
1,2ab�a * * *

Candidate (a) has eliminated all labials.  By doing so, it violates 

IDENT{dors,lab,cor} twice: once for the fact that /bh/ has a non-labial correspondent, and 

once for the fact that /b�/ has correspondent [d�].  In contrast, candidates (b) and (c) only 

violate the faithfulness constraint once.  Candidate (b) violates IDENT{dors,lab,cor} 

because /t/ has a labial output correspondent, and (c) violates it because /bh/ has a coronal 

correspondent.   

It is crucial that (b) and (c) incur equal violations of IDENT{dors,lab,cor}.  If (c) 

incurred more violations, (b) would incorrectly win.  The fact that (b) and (c) incur equal 

violations allows the markedness constraint *{dors,lab} to emerge, favouring the least 

marked candidate (c).   

In short, P��� ����� ���� � 	�
�����
� ���� ������ ������� �����������
 �� ������� �
�

dorsals is necessary.   

• Preservation of dorsals
Interestingly, underlying /dorsal+coronal/ clusters surface as dorsals, not coronals. 

(28)  ���� 	�����	�
	� ��� /Dorsal + Coronal/ → [Dorsal] 

/sak-��a-ti/  → [sak�hati]  ‘be able to {future + 3p.sg.}’ 

/sak-�-ti/  → [sak�hi]  ‘be able to {aorist+3p.sg.}’ 

/likh-�-ti/ → [lik�hi] ‘write {aorist+3p.sg.}’ 

/la�-�-ti/ → [la��i] ‘bore through {aorist+3p.sg}’ 

/la�-na/  → [la��a]  ‘bore through {participle}’ 

The examples show that the output geminate is a fusion of the output elements – 

the aspiration in [sak�hi] is due to the input /�/ (see ch.8 for details). 

 The proposal that there are faithfulness constraints to marked elements accounts for 

this result.  Since more marked elements are subject to greater preservation, IDENT{dorsal} 

will favour retaining the dorsal feature rather than the coronal one.  In short, the fact that 
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dorsals win over coronals can be ascribed to the fact that IDENT{dors} outranks all 

markedness constraints that favour coronals over dorsals. 

(29)  

 /sak1-�2-t3i/ IDENT{dors} *{dors,lab} 

� (a) sak�h1,2,3i *

 (b) sat�h1,2,3i *! 

For a full development of this analysis, see chapter 8§8.4. 

1.4  Dissertation outline 
The remainder of this dissertation is organized much as in sections 1.2 and 1.3.  

The theoretical proposals are presented in chapter 2, followed by a discussion of the 

markedness-related proposals (particularly conflation) in chapters 3 and 4, concluding with 

an examination of the faithfulness-related proposals (chs.5-9).   

• Part I: Theory

• Chapter 2 presents a theory of scale-referring constraints.  At the core of this theory 

is a proposal about feature values and about how constraints refer to those values.  

The theory consists of three related but relatively independent parts: (1) proposals 

about scale-referring markedness constraints, (2) proposals about scale-referring 

faithfulness constraints, and (3) proposals about the relation between structural 

elements and scales.  The following chapters provide evidence for each of these 

parts of the theory. 

• Part II: Markedness

• Chapter 3 contains evidence that scale-referring constraints must refer to ranges of 

scales and be freely permutable in their ranking.  Cases of conflation in sonority-

driven stress are examined, focusing on the stress systems of Nganasan and 

Gujarati. 

• Chapter 4 presents evidence that reference to both DTEs and non-DTEs is 

necessary.  This point is illustrated by providing analyses of sonority-driven stress 

in Kiriwina and Harar Oromo, vowel reduction in Dutch, and in the typology of 

epenthetic vowels. 

• Part III: Faithfulness

• Chapter 5 discusses the main faithfulness-related theoretical proposals in detail.  It 

also contains a discussion of the Place of Articulation scale, which is used 

extensively in chs.6-8. 
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• Chapter 6 contains analyses of neutralization and segmental inventories.  This 

chapter shows that ‘gapped’ inventories exist – inventories that contain highly 

marked and highly unmarked segments but no segments of intermediate 

markedness.  Faithfulness constraints that specifically preserve marked categories 

are argued to be necessary for such cases.  Languages discussed include Malay and 

Yamphu. 

• Chapter 7 also presents arguments that that there are faithfulness constraints that 

specifically preserve the most marked scale elements.  Processes that avoid 

heterorganic consonant clusters – assimilation, deletion, and epenthesis – are 

discussed.  Languages analyzed include Catalan, Ponapean, Harar Oromo, Attic 

Greek, and Korean. 

• Chapter 8 presents evidence that the ranking of faithfulness constraints must be 

freely permutable.  The empirical focus is cases of coalescence and bidirectional 

assimilation.  Languages analyzed include Attic Greek, Chipewyan, Harar Oromo, 

�������� 	
� ����

• Chapter 9 contains a summary and conclusions.  



PART I 

THEORY 
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CHAPTER 2 

THEORY 

2.1  Introduction 
This chapter presents a theory of scale-referring markedness and faithfulness 

constraints and discusses its relation to previous proposals.  Three relatively independent 

issues provide the organization for the presentation for this theory. 

(1) Issues

 (a) Markedness  

 (i) In what way do scale-referring markedness constraints assign violations? 

 (ii) What are the structural descriptions of scale-referring markedness 

constraints? 

 (b) Faithfulness 

 (i) In what way do scale-referring faithfulness constraints assign violations? 

 (ii) What are the structural descriptions of scale-referring faithfulness 

constraints?  

 (c) Structure 

  (i) Which scales can/cannot combine with structural elements? 

  (ii) With which structural elements may scales combine? 

Section 2.2 deals with the way in which scale-referring constraints assign violations 

– their ‘violation profiles’ (1ai, 1bi). 

Section 2.3 deals with the structural description of scale-referring constraints – i.e. 

their symbolic form (1aii, 1bii).  This section deals with the representation of scales as 

multi-valued features. 

Section 2.4 deals with constraints that combine scales and structural elements.  This 

section claims that only ‘prosodic’ scales – ones that refer to non-subsegmental properties 

like tone – may combine with structural elements to form constraints (1ci).  A precise 

characterization of the structural elements with which scales combine is also provided 

(1cii). 

Section 2.5 summarizes the theoretical proposals and outlines how the rest of this 

dissertation provides evidence for them. 
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2.2  Violation profiles 
The following discussion assumes that for every scale S, there is a set of 

markedness and a set of faithfulness constraints that refer to S.4  The aim of this section is 

to provide a precise characterization of such scale-referring constraints. 

 The present theory has two goals.  One is to correctly translate the hierarchical 

relations expressed by scales into constraint-violation terms.  As discussed in ch.1, this 

means not only accounting for hierarchical relations, but for category conflation as well.  

More concretely, the theory aims to explain why for the partial Place of Articulation (PoA) 

scale | dorsal 〉 coronal |: (i) dorsals can be treated as more marked than coronals, (ii) 

dorsals can be treated as equally marked as coronals (i.e. dorsals and coronals can be 

conflated), and (iii) dorsals are never treated as less marked than coronals.   

 The other goal is to have a theory with faithfulness and markedness constraints that 

can be ranked freely; no constraints are in a universally fixed ranking.  As in Prince 

(1997a,b,c, 1998, 1999), chapter 3 shows that free ranking of markedness constraints is 

essential in producing certain types of conflation.  Chapter 8 shows that free ranking of 

faithfulness constraints is essential for certain types of coalescence.   

 The following two sections present a theory that both expresses the hierarchical 

relations in scales and has fully permutable constraint ranking.  Section 2.2.1 is devoted to 

markedness constraints, and §2.2.2 to faithfulness constraints. 

2.2.1 Featural scale-referring markedness constraints 
Prince (1997 et seq.) has shown that in order to allow the ranking of scale-referring 

markedness constraints to be freely permutable while still respecting markedness relations 

the constraints must refer to ranges of scales in a particular way.  To be precise, each 

constraint must assign a violation to a contiguous range of a scale, always including the 

most marked element.  Prince dubs the relation amongst such scale-referring constraints 

‘stringency’; this term will be adopted here. 

• Informal schema
 There are a number of ways to formally implement stringency.  The particular way 

chosen here is expressed in the schema in (2).  Schema (2) applies to ‘featural’ scales – 

scales that refer to subsegmental features such as Place of Articulation and [voice]; non-

featural scales (e.g. sonority, tone) are discussed in §2.4.   

4  While it is imaginable that there may be some scale or scale elements for which there are no corresponding 
constraints, this possibility is currently untestable, so it is put aside here.  I have found no scale for which it 
could be proven that there is only a set of markedness constraints and no faithfulness constraints, or vice-
versa.     
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(2) Featural scale-referring markedness constraints

(a) For every element p in every scale S, there is a markedness constraint m.

(b) m assigns a violation for each segment that either  

     (i) contains p
or (ii) contains anything more marked than p in scale S. 

(2a) requires that (i) there is a set of markedness constraints for every scale and (ii) 

there are as many markedness constraints for a scale S as there are elements in S.  For 

example, for a scale Z=| x 〉 y 〉 z | there are three markedness constraints that refer to Z.   

By (2b), if a markedness constraint m refers to the element y in scale Z, it will 

assign a violation to y and all elements that are more marked than y in Z (i.e. x) (2bi); in 

familiar notation, m can be written as *{x,y}.  Therefore, m will assign a violation for 

every segment that is/contains y or x.  However, m will not assign violations to any 

element lower on the scale – z in this case.  The ultimate result is a set of markedness 

constraints with the form *{x}, *{x,y}, *{x,y,z}.  In short, if p violates a markedness 

constraint C, then everything more marked than p will also violate C. 

• Formal schema
Schema (2) is expressed in more precise terms in (3).  The definition assumes that a 

constraint is a function from a candidate to a set of violation marks (after Prince & 

Smolensky 1993).5  Thus, “m(CAND) → V” is the constraint function m from a candidate 

CAND to a set of violation marks V.  The schema expresses that the number of violation 

marks in the set V is the same as the number of distinct x’s in the candidate, where x is any 

element that is equally or more marked than the scale element in question.  Conditions (c) 

and (d) restrict the definition. 

(3) Featural Scale-Referring Markedness Constraints (formal)

(a) For every scale S, there is a set of markedness constraints M. 

 (b) For every element p in S, there is some m∈M such that 

 for all x in S such that x is equally or more marked than p,

     m(CAND) → V 

• CAND is a candidate 

• V is a set of violation marks. 

• the cardinality of V is the same as the number of distinct x’s in 

CAND.

 (c) There are no other members of M. 

 (d) There are no other sets of markedness constraints for S apart from M. 

5  One may point out that a set of n violation marks has the same cardinality as a set of n+1 violation marks 
(if n≠0).  To avoid this problem, take a ‘violation mark’ to be any element from a denumerably infinite set of 
discrete elements (e.g. the natural numbers).  Thus, a set of three violation marks is {1,2,3}, with a 
cardinality of 3.  For an alternative way of conceiving of constraints, see Samek-Lodovici & Prince (1999) 
and Prince (2002). 
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Condition (d) prevents several different sets of markedness constraints from 

referring to the same scale; it bans another set of markedness constraints apart from M 

from referring to S in a way that is inconsistent with (3). 

 On the other hand, (d) does not prevent S from being mentioned in combination 

with some other scale.  For example, chapter 7 presents a set of constraints that combine 

the Place of Articulation scale with itself; these constraints are distinct from the set that 

refers only to the PoA elements and to nothing else.  Similarly, §2.4 discusses prosodic 

scales, where a single scale combines with many different structural elements. 

The schemas in (2) and (3) encapsulate the proposal that scale-referring 

markedness constraints are stringently formulated.  This point can be illustrated using the 

Major Place of Articulation scale | dorsal 〉 labial 〉 coronal 〉 glottal| (ch.5§5.3.3).   

By (2)/(3), there are four PoA-referring markedness constraints because the scale 

has four elements.  One assigns violations to dorsals alone; this constraint will be named 

*{dorsal} here, but – importantly – nothing is implied about its structural description (see 

§2.2.3).  Of the other three constraints: (i) *{dorsal,labial} assigns a violation to a 

candidate for every instance of a dorsal or labial, (ii) *{dorsal,labial,coronal} assigns a 

violation to all segments that are have either dorsal, labial, or coronal Place of Articulation, 

and (iii) *{dorsal,labial,coronal,glottal} assigns a violation to effectively all segments. 

• Harmonic Bounding
Quasi-tableau (4) shows the constraints in action.6

(4)  

  *{dors} *{dors, lab} *{dors, lab, cor} *{dors, lab, cor, gl}

 k * * * * 

 p  * * * 

 t   * * 

�    * 

The quasi-tableau shows how the markedness constraints impose a harmonic 

ordering on segments that differ in PoA without recourse to ranking (also see Prince 1997 

et seq.).  No matter what the ranking of the constraints, dorsals always incur more 

significant violations than all other segments; thus dorsals are disfavoured by these 

constraints.  Similarly, regardless of the ranking, labials are never favoured above coronals 

– every constraint that coronals violate is also violated by labials, and there is one 

constraint that labials violate and coronals do not. 

The reason that ranking is irrelevant relates to the relationship between constraint 

violations: in terms of the PoA-referring markedness constraints, coronals incur a proper 

subset of the violations of every other PoA.  So, after the mark-cancellation procedure – 

whereby violation marks common to both candidates in a pairwise competition are 

6  The term ‘quasi-tableau’ refers to tableaux that compare harmonic bounding relations between forms rather 
than demonstrate winners under some particular ranking. 
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eliminated (Prince & Smolensky 1993) – coronals will not have any violations of the 

markedness constraints above, unlike the other PoAs. 

 The situation presented above is a type of harmonic bounding.  A candidate α is a 

harmonic bound for β if α incurs a proper subset of β’s violations  (Samek-Lodovici 1992, 

Prince & Smolensky 1993:ch.9, McCarthy 2001b§1.3.1).7  In such a situation, no grammar 

will ever output β since α will always be more harmonic than it.  Prince & Smolensky 

(1993:ch.9) show that harmonic bounding reduces to properties of the mark-cancellation 

procedure.  If α has a subset of β’s marks, then after mark cancellation β will still have 

violations while α does not, therefore dooming β to ‘loser’ status.  Adopting terminology 

from Samek-Lodovici & Prince (1999), α is a harmonic bound for β if no constraint 

‘favours’ β over α and some constraint favours α over β.  A constraint C favours α over β
if α incurs fewer violations of C than β does. 

 The constraints presented above impose a type of harmonic bounding, but localized 

to just the markedness constraints for the PoA scale.  Thus, [p] may win in some grammar, 

but only through the action of some non-‘PoA markedness’ constraint (e.g. a faithfulness 

constraint like IDENT{dorsal,labial}).  In terms of the PoA-markedness constraints alone, 

[t] is a harmonic bound for [p].  Such a relation between a set of constraints is called ‘local 

harmonic bounding’ here. 

The local harmonic bounding relation is essential in allowing the constraints’ 

ranking to be permutable.  If the PoA-markedness constraints were not in such a relation, 

their ranking could not be fully permutable and maintain the scale’s hierarchical relations.  

For example, suppose CON contained a constraint that favoured dorsals and labials over 

coronals – e.g. *CORONAL.  No longer is [t] a local harmonic bound for [p] and [k]: with 

*CORONAL ranked above the other constraints, the harmonic relations are reversed so that 

[t] is less harmonic than [p] and [k].  A similar story holds for *LABIAL – again, this 

constraint favours dorsals over labials, potentially reversing the ranking between the two. 

In short, local harmonic bounding is essential for having freely ranked scale-

referring markedness constraints that maintain the hierarchy encoded in the scale. 

2.2.2  Featural scale-referring faithfulness constraints 
I propose that (i) faithfulness constraints refer to ranges of a scale, just like 

markedness constraints and (ii) that faithfulness constraints all preserve the most marked 

member of scales.  This proposal allows a generalization over both markedness and 

faithfulness constraints, encapsulated in the following hypothesis: 

(5) The Marked Reference Hypothesis (MRH)

 If a constraint C refers to scale S, C refers to the most marked member of S. 

The formal import of the term ‘refer’ differs depending on the type of constraint.  

(5) requires markedness constraints to assign a violation to the most marked member.  In 

7  Samek-Lodovici & Prince (1999) identify another type of harmonic bounding – ‘collective’ harmonic 
bounding – in which a candidate always incurs a subset of the combined violations of two or more other 
candidates.  This type of harmonic bounding is not relevant here. 
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contrast, (5) requires faithfulness constraints to always preserve the most marked scale 

member.  The MRH is encapsulated in the following informal schema for scale-based 

faithfulness constraints:8

(6) Featural scale-referring faithfulness constraints (informal)

(a) For every element p in every scale S, there is a faithfulness constraint f.
(b) f preserves p and all elements in S that are more marked than p
 i.e. f assigns a violation for every element x that 

       (i) is equally or more marked than p in S 

and (ii) has a correspondent that is unfaithful to x.

As with the markedness constraints, the schema in (6) requires one faithfulness 

constraint per scale element.  If a faithfulness constraint preserves an element p in the 

scale, it also preserves every more marked element.  For example, take a scale Z=| x 〉 y 〉 z
|.  If a faithfulness constraint preserves the mapping from /y/ to its correspondent – i.e. it 

assigns violations to the mappings /y/→[x] and /y/→[z] – it also preserves the mapping 

from all more marked elements – i.e. /x/.  The notion ‘mapping’ is expressed in terms of 

Correspondence Theory (McCarthy & Prince 1995); examples are provided below. 

 The schema in (6) does not place any restrictions on the dimension of faithfulness: 

there are separate sets of scale-referring faithfulness constraints for all dimensions 

(Input→Output, Base→Reduplicant, Output→Output, and so on). 

• Formal schema
 A more precise version of (6) is provided in (7).  The ‘dimension’ variable D refers 

to Input→Output, Base→Reduplicant, Output→Output, and so on.  The aim of (a) is to 

require a separate set of constraints for every different dimension, but restrict constraints to 

only one set per dimension. 

(7) Featural scale-referring markedness constraints 

(a) For every scale S, for every dimension D there is a set of faithfulness 

constraints F. 

 (b) For every element p in S, there is some f∈F such that 

 for all elements x in S such that x is equally or more marked than p,

     D-f(CAND) → V 

• CAND is a candidate 

• V is a set of violation marks. 

• the cardinality of V is the number of distinct /x/→[y] mappings 

along dimension D such that x≠y.

 (c) There are no other members of F. 

 (d) There are no sets of faithfulness constraints for S on dimension D apart from F. 

8  See Howe & Pulleyblank (to appear) for a somewhat different approach to scale-referring faithfulness (see 
ch. 7 for discussion). 
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• Example
To illustrate, for every faithfulness dimension there are four faithfulness constraints 

for the PoA scale | dorsal 〉 labial 〉 coronal 〉 glottal |.  One constraint per dimension 

preserves dorsals alone; it will be informally called IDENT{dorsal} here (see §2.3 for a 

precise formulation of its structural description).  Another preserves both dorsals and 

labials – IDENT{dorsal, labial}; this constraint is violated for every input dorsal or labial 

that does not retain its featural specifications in the output.  For example, /kapa/ → [tata] 

incurs two violations of IDENT{dorsal, labial}.  It is important to point out that the 

constraint requires identity between input and output element: the mappings /k/→[p] and 

/p/→[k] also incur a violation of IDENT{dorsal,labial}.  The other two faithfulness 

constraints are IDENT{dorsal,labial,coronal} and IDENT{dorsal,labial,coronal,glottal}. 

 The effect of the form of these constraints can be seen in quasi-tableau (8).  The 

‘candidates’ are Input→Output mappings from different underlying PoAs.  Each mapping 

is unfaithful; exactly how it is unfaithful is irrelevant, so the outputs are designated [~x] for 

all /x/, where [~x] is some segment that differs solely from /x/ in terms of PoA. 

(8)  

 IO-IDENT

{dors} 

IO-IDENT

{dors,lab} 

IO-IDENT

{dors,lab,cor}

IO-IDENT

{dors,lab,cor,gl}

/k/→[~k] * * * * 

/p/→[~p]  * * * 

/t/→[~t]   * * 

/�/→[~�]    * 

Quasi-tableau (8) shows the mappings to be in a local harmonic bounding relation.  

In informal terms, the constraints ensure that unfaithfulness to dorsals incurs more serious 

violations than unfaithfulness to every other PoA.  Consequently, unfaithfulness to the 

least marked elements – glottals – is least significant.  In effect, with these constraints it is 

impossible to impose a stricter faithfulness requirement on coronals without imposing the 

same requirements on the more marked labials and dorsals.  The same is true for the 

relation between labials and dorsals. 

 The empirical relevance of local harmonic bounding for faithfulness is discussed in 

chapter 8.  For the moment, it is worth noting the symmetry between the form of 

markedness and faithfulness constraints: for each markedness constraint there is a 

faithfulness constraint that refers to the same set of scale elements.  The net result is that 

the elements that violate the most markedness constraints are also those that are most 

preserved.  The effects of this implication are discussed in chapters 6 and 7. 

 As with the markedness constraints, in order for faithfulness constraints to be in a 

local harmonic bounding relation there can be no faithfulness constraint that preserves a 

lesser marked scale element without also preserving all more marked ones.  A constraint 

such as IDENT[coronal], for example, will preserve mappings from /t/ but not from /k/ or 

/p/.  This predicts that there could be a system in which /t/s excite greater faithfulness than 
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/p/ and /k/, potentially preventing them from undergoing processes that other PoAs 

undergo.  Chapter 7 shows that such a constraint has undesirable empirical consequences. 

2.2.3  Previous theories 
A leading idea in the present theory is that scale-referring constraints are freely 

rankable.  As shown above, this requirement necessitates sets of constraints that impose 

local harmonic bounding relations between candidates.  There are a number of precursors 

to this idea.  A few are briefly identified here; more detailed discussion of the proposals is 

provided in later chapters, when appropriate (see esp.ch.3). 

Precursors to the stringent idea can be seen in pre-OT work.  For example, 

Clements (1990) argues that the sonority of a segment is calculated by reference to the 

features [sonorant], [approximant], [vocalic], and [syllabic].  The features are in subset-

superset relation with each other: if a segment is [+vocoid], it is also [+approximant] and 

[+sonorant], and so on for each feature value.  To clarify, Clement’s (1990:292) table is 

reproduced here (O=obstruent, N=nasal, L=liquid, G=glide).   

 Figure 2.1:  Clements (1990) sonority calculation

 O < N < L < G

 – – – – “syllabic” 

 – – – + vocoid 

 – – + + approximant 

 – + + + sonorant 

 0 1 2 3 rank (relative sonority) 

In Clement’s theory there is no need to refer to a hierarchy of features to determine 

a segment’s sonority – no particular feature has primacy over the others precisely because 

the features’ values are related to each other in a subset-superset manner.  The present 

approach is loosely related to this idea – there is no fixed ranking because constraints are in 

a local harmonic bounding relation.

The local harmonic bounding idea can also be found in early OT work, in the 

context of specific analyses.  For example, Kiparsky (1994) uses faithfulness constraints 

similar to the ones outlined above to deal with PoA assimilation in Catalan (an approach 

discussed in detail in chapter 7§7.2), while Green (1993) uses sonority constraints 

analogous to the ones discussed above to deal with syllabification.  Finally, Beckman’s 

(1998) theory of positional faithfulness employs faithfulness constraints that refer to 

morpheme classes in a special-general relation, rather than in a fixed ranking (cf ch.6). 9

As mentioned above, the most extensive discussion of stringent constraints in 

previous OT work is in a series of lectures by Alan Prince (Prince 1997a,b,c, 1998, 1999).  

Prince shows that stringent constraints can express scale hierarchies, just like constraints in 

9  Beckman (1998) proposes that there are faithfulness constraints to roots and non-specific faithfulness 
constraints || FAITH-Root, FAITH ||.  Beckman’s constraints achieve the same result as McCarthy & Prince’s 
(1995) fixed ranking || FAITH-root » FAITH-affix || by means of their stringency relation. 
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a fixed ranking.  I have also argued the same point for scales, primarily in the context of 

prominence-driven stress (de Lacy 1997a, 2000a).     

  Prince also identifies the crucial empirical difference between the stringent 

constraints and Fixed Ranking theories – they differ in their ability to produce conflation 

(also de Lacy 1997a, 2000a).  This point is discussed in more detail in chapter 3.  In the 

present work, the aim is to precisely characterize these differences, expanding on Prince’s 

work and my own. 

To summarize, the requirements that scale-referring constraints be freely 

permutable and effect hierarchical relations can be achieved by invoking harmonic 

bounding.  Harmonic bounding in turn necessitates that scale-referring constraints have 

particular properties: they must assign violations to a contiguous part of the scale, and 

always to the same endpoint.  In short, the violation profile of scale-based constraints must 

be such that they produce local harmonic bounding in the way described above.  The 

requirements provide a guide to determining the structural description of constraints, a 

matter to which we can now turn.

2.3  Structural descriptions 
This section contains a proposal about the ‘structural description’ of scale-referring 

constraints: i.e. how constraints refer to scales, rather than how violations are calculated for 

each constraint.  Section 2.3.1 proposes that the structural description of scale-referring 

constraints is most easily stated using a multi-valued feature, generalizing proposals by 

Selkirk (1984), Green (1993), Gnanadesikan (1997), and others.  Section 2.3.2 discusses 

the form of the scale-referring constraints. 

To make the aims of this section clearer, the ‘structural description’ of a constraint 

is distinct from its ‘violation profile’.  For example, there is general agreement regarding 

the violation profile of the well-known constraint ONSET (Prince & Smolensky 1993, 

McCarthy & Prince 1993): ONSET assigns a violation for each vowel-initial syllable.  

However, there is controversy regarding the structural description of ONSET: it has been 

formulated negatively (*σ[V – McCarthy & Prince 1993a), with the ALIGN schema (i.e. 

ALIGN-L(σ,C) – McCarthy & Prince’s 1993b), and in other ways as well.  However, the 

controversy over the structural description does not in any way affect the standard view 

that there is need for a constraint that has the particular violation profile as given above.  In 

other words, the violation profile of a constraint and its structural description may be 

examined separately.  Accordingly, as with ONSET the proposals about scale-referring 

constraints’ structural descriptions in this section are separate from those about their 

violation profiles (presented in the preceding section); the validity of the proposals in this 

section do not depend on the validity of the proposals about violation profiles in the 

preceding section, and vice-versa. 

2.3.1  Multi-valued features  
I adopt an approach to feature values that is closely related to Prince’s (1983) grid 

theory in that feature values are considered to be a string of elements – x’s and o’s (also see 
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Green 1993).  This approach allows for a formally definable notion of relative similarity; 

this point will prove to be important in providing a formal definition of the structural 

description of scale-referring constraints (§2.3.2). 

I propose that a feature’s value is a string that has the form x0o0, where 0 stands for 

‘0 to any number’.  For example, valid feature values are x, o, xo, xxooo, but not xox or ox.

This approach will be called the “xo theory”. 

 In effect, every value shows the extent of a scale – a scale of n distinctions has 

values of length n-1.  For example, the feature [nasal] has two values, traditionally [+nasal] 

and [�nasal], so the present approach represents the distinction as [xnasal] and [onasal].  

For ternary features, such as Gnanadesikan’s (1997) consonantal stricture, a string of 

length 2 is used, distinguishing xx, xo, and oo values. 

The xo-theory offers a way to formally express scales.  In this respect, the same 

formal object expresses scales and features: a scale is simply a multi-valued feature.  The 

Place of Articulation scale will serve as an example. 

(9) Major Place of Articulation (PoA) Scale

 | dorsal 〉 labial 〉 coronal 〉 glottal | 

The PoA scale is expressed by the feature [Place].  It makes four distinctions, so 

has a feature value string of length 3.  The feature values in (10) match the points on the 

scale. 

(10) Multi-valued Place of Articulation features

[xxxPlace] dorsal 

 [xxoPlace] labial 

 [xooPlace] coronal 

 [oooPlace] glottal 

In Prince & Smolensky’s (1993) theory, scales are converted into constraints, while 

in the present theory scales are expressed as features.  The marked value of the scale is 

assigned a string value consisting entirely of x’s, with the length of that string depending 

on the number of distinctions made in the scale.  Every less marked value differs from the 

most marked value in terms of its x content, as seen in the PoA features above. 

 To recap, a grid theory for feature values is employed here, with some slight 

changes: (i) a feature string has the form x0o0, not just x0 and (ii) all features employ this 

formalism, not just stress or multi-valued features.10  Scales are therefore expressed as 

multi-valued features. 

 Of course, this approach is by no means a theory of scales.  The core of the theory 

of scales is in its constraints.  However, a xo approach to feature values does provide a 

formal mechanism for a theory of the structural description of scale-referring constraints.  

10  One important difference between grid theory and the present approach is that grid marks for stress encode 
relative similarity rather than absolute values.  In contrast, the xo values encode absolute values: [xxoPlace] 
refers to labials, and so forth. 
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This point is discussed in §2.3.2; the following section discusses the notion of multi-valued 

features in comparison to binary ones. 

2.3.1.1 Multi-valued and binary features11

The proposal that there are multi-valued features is somewhat nonstandard, given 

the predilection for binary (2-valued) and privative (1-valued) features in previous work 

(Jakobson, Fant, & Halle 1952, Jakobson & Halle 1956, Chomsky & Halle 1968, Creider 

1986, Steriade 1995b:147-157).   

However, the proposal that there are multi-valued feature is by no means novel.  

Chomsky & Halle (1968) employ a multi-valued feature for stress, and a number of 

researchers have effectively proposed a multi-valued [Sonority] feature (Steriade 1982, 

Selkirk 1984, van der Hulst 1984, Durand 1990, Green 1993).  Ladefoged (1975) and 

Williamson (1977) propose multi-valued laryngeal features, and Stahlke (1975) and many 

others have proposed a multi-valued feature for tone (cf Odden 1995).  Recently, 

Gnanadesikan (1997) has argued that several features are ternary-valued and Clements’ 

(1991) [open] feature can be ‘stacked’, effectively producing multiple distinctions in vowel 

height (also see Clements & Hume 1995, Lindau 1978).  In other words, these theories 

have expanded the set of feature values to include many more distinct elements (usually 

represented by the natural numbers {0,1,2,…}, for convenience). 

The ‘natural number’ approach is only one way to allow multi-valued features.  

Prince’s (1983) grid theory provides another method (also precursors in Kiparsky 1979, 

Selkirk 1984).  Instead of an n-valued [stress] feature, a string of x’s specifies relative 

stress among syllables or moras.  The grid theory approach to multi-valued features has 

frequently been extended to other features: for example, it has been used for sonority with 

gridmarks standing for different sonority levels  (van der Hulst 1984, Milliken 1988, Zec 

1988, Parker 1989, Clements 1990, 1992, Green 1993).12

In the present work, the grid-theory approach to features is adopted, and extended 

as detailed in the previous section. 

• Binary vs Multi-valued features
Surprisingly few works explicitly compare the virtues of binary and multi-valued 

features.  All of the ones that do – Sommerstein (1977), Creider (1986), and McCarthy 

(1988) – agree with Creider’s statement that “there are surprisingly few phonological 

arguments [against multi-valued features] in the literature”.  In the most recent and detailed 

account, McCarthy (1988:94) states the following, comparing binary- with multi-valued 

features: 

11  My thanks to the audience at Haskins Laboratories for their comments on a talk closely related to this 
section. 
12  Grid theory is unlike multi-valued features in that gridmarks (and even some multi-valued features) are 
construed as representing relative values for the feature (stress, sonority) (see esp. Selkirk 1984:112, 121).  
This conception sets it apart from Gnanadesikan’s feature value theory, in which features can be ternary-
valued with each value expressing an absolute, not relative, value (although Gnanadesikan’s constraints have 
the effect of relative values).   
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(11) “Are there any differences, then, between these two very different theories of 

essentially the same problem?  Explicit discussion of this question is rare, and the 

arguments raised are unpersuasive, tending to emphasize methodological rather 

than empirical differences.” (McCarthy 1988:94) 

  McCarthy observes that arguments presented for one or the other approach are not 

based on empirically testable issues, but instead rely on appeals to theory-internal 

simplicity or ease of implementation (e.g. SPE’s evaluation metric).  McCarthy points out 

that objections to multi-valued features often rest on the assumption that multi-valued 

features automatically introduce the full power of arithmetic to the grammar, allowing 

features to be incremented or decremented by any number.  Of course, the algorithms that 

manipulate feature values are somewhat independent from the form of the features 

themselves.  The same goes for the objection that there is no obvious limit to the number 

of distinctions allowed per feature; again the issue of the maximum number of distinctions 

per feature is entirely separate from the form of the features themselves.  In other words, 

the xo proposal does not introduce the full power of arithmetic operations commonly 

associated with integers.   

More concretely, McCarthy compares a theory such as the one presented in the 

previous section – where there is a single multi-valued [Place] feature – and one that has a 

non-terminal Place node which dominates several independent features ([coronal], [labial], 

[dorsal], etc.).  McCarthy concludes that “all arguments in favour of the class node Place 

apply with equal force to the n-ary feature [Place]” (p.94); the reader is referred to this 

work for further discussion.   

However, McCarthy does raise one argument in favour of the privative Place 

feature approach.  Labial cooccurrence restrictions in Arabic apply across intervening 

segments; thus a stem /btf/ is blocked from appearing faithfully.  McCarthy argues that 

these follows straightforwardly if [labial] and [coronal] are on different tiers, illustrated in 

Figure 2.2 from McCarthy (1988). 

 Figure 2.2:  Tiers and multi-valued features (McCarthy 1988)
(a)  *b t f  (b) b        t              f 

          [labial]        [labial]        [xxoPlace] [xooPlace] [xxoPlace] 

       [coronal] 

If [labial] and [coronal] are on different autosegmental tiers, it is a straightforward 

matter to explain why labials cannot appear in the output even when non-adjacent: their 

[labial] features are adjacent on a tier, and thus are subject to the OCP.  In contrast, a 

theory with a single [Place] feature (Figure 2.2:b) clearly cannot appeal to tier-adjacency. 

 Within Autosegmental theory, this is clearly a strong argument.  However, recent 

solutions to similar problems have been resolved in non-representational ways (Alderete 
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1997, Suzuki 1998, Fukuzawa 1999).  Constraints that ban multiple instances of the same 

feature value within a certain domain have been employed to deal with such cases: e.g. 

Alderete’s (1997) locally self-conjoined constraint *{labial}2.  These constraints do not 

appeal to tier-adjacency, so they can employ either multi-valued or privative Place 

features. 

 In short, there is no compelling phonological reason to reject multi-valued features 

in favour of binary/privative ones, or indeed to reject binary/privative features in favour of 

multi-valued ones.13  In the present theory, multi-valued features will be assumed to be 

possible. 

As a final note, the proposal that there are multi-valued features by no means 

precludes the existence of binary or privative ones.  In fact, as shown in ch.3§3.5.3, the 

cumulative effect of binary features can be indistinguishable from multi-valued ones for 

scale purposes in certain situations.  However, it is not the case that all multi-valued 

features can be decomposed into several independent binary features.  Two arguments for 

this – (i) natural class behaviour and (ii) conflation – are discussed in ch.3§3.5.3; I leave 

discussion until that point because it refers to examples discussed in that chapter. 

2.3.2  Constraint form 
This section incorporates the xo theory of feature values into a theory of constraint 

form.  The expression of this theory for markedness constraints is the schema in (12).  F is 

a feature, and v is its value (i.e. a string of x and o’s).   

(12) Featural markedness constraint definition

 *[vF] Assign a violation for every segment that is [v2F] 

   where v is a substring of v2

In a constraint like *[xPlace], x is the value of [Place].  Therefore, *[xPlace] is 

violated by every segment whose [Place] value contains x: i.e. [xooPlace], [xxoPlace], and 

[xxxPlace].    

There is a restriction on the schema in (12): v may only contain x’s.  Certainly, 

constraints may refer to the o values, but not in context-free markedness constraints (see 

§2.4).  Following Green (1993), constraint instantiation is assumed to be complete; in other 

words, there is a constraint *[vF] for every possible length of v, implying that there are also 

*[Place], *[xxPlace] and *[xxxPlace] constraints.  Completeness is built into the schemas 

(3b) and (7b). 

Together, the *[vPlace] constraints – with the restrictions stated above – have the 

desired harmonic bounding effect.  Quasi-tableau (13) illustrates this result. 

13  Chain shifts have been argued to provide evidence for multi-valued features (e.g. Gnanadesikan 1997 and 
works cited therein), though Creider (1986) argues to the contrary. 
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(13) Harmonic Bounding for PoA Constraints

  *[Place] *[xPlace] *[xxPlace] *[xxxPlace]

� *    

 t * *   

 p * * *  

 k * * * * 

As the quasi-tableau shows, the constraints are in a local harmonic bounding 

relation with each other.  *[xPlace] is violated by all segments except [�], while *[xxPlace] 

is violated by only the marked segments [p] and [k].  Every constraint assigns violations to 

a contiguous part of the scale, and every element is a harmonic bound for elements higher 

on the scale in terms of the PoA constraints. 

 The xo theory of feature values plays an important role in providing a structural 

description that produces harmonic bounding.  To produce harmonic bounding, the 

structural description of the scale-referring constraints needs to refer to a relation of 

inclusion between the members of the scale.  So, any structural description that includes 

[p] must also include [k], and so on.  The xo theory allows reference to inclusion in a 

straightforward way via the substring relation. 

• No covert disjunction
In contrast, theories without the xo representation offer no easy formal way to refer 

to sets of features.  For example, a theory with a set of privative PoA features – [glottal], 

[coronal], [labial], and [dorsal] – offers no straightforward method of referring to the set 

{[labial], [dorsal]}.  A constraint such as *{[labial], [dorsal]} “Assign a violation to a 

segment that is either [labial] or [dorsal]” introduces a great deal of formal apparatus to the 

theory of constraint form.  More precisely, a disjunction operation is introduced: a 

violation is assigned if the segment is [labial] or [dorsal].  Certainly, theories have 

proposed constraint conjunction operations, as in Local Conjunction (Smolensky 1993); a 

conjoined constraint such as *[labial]&*[dorsal] is violated only if both *[labial] and 

*[dorsal] are violated within some domain.  However, the constraint *{[labial], [dorsal]} is 

disjunctive, violated if either *[labial] or *[dorsal] are violated within the domain of a 

single segment: i.e. *[labial]∨*[dorsal].  The addition of a disjunction to structural 

descriptions greatly expands the possible space of constraints and goes no way toward 

explaining why it is that *[labial] and *[dorsal] form a disjunctive constraint while, for 

example, *[coronal] and *[dorsal] do not.14

The proposal presented above does not covertly implement a disjunction operator 

in constraint form.  Certainly, the interpretation of the constraints does allow for a 

disjunctive evaluation: *[xxPlace] effectively assigns violations to segments that are 

[xxoPlace] or [xxxPlace].  However, this formalism has nothing of the power of a 

disjunction operator.  For example, the present proposal does not allow different features to 

be disjoined.  A constraint that assigns a violation to all segments with either feature f1 or 

14  This contrasts with Crowhurst & Hewitt’s (1997) constraint disjunction, with which constraints – not the 
elements of their structural descriptions – may be disjoined.  See ch.3 for discussion. 
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feature f2 is not possible in the present approach – constraints only refer to different values 

of the same feature.  Moreover, the present approach does not allow any arbitrary pair of 

feature values to be disjoined: only adjacent values are effectively disjoined.  For example, 

there is no constraint that assigns a violation to a segment only if it is [xooPlace] or 

[xxxPlace], since [xoo] and [xxx] are not contiguous feature values. 

In short, while the effect of the present approach has the flavour of disjunction, it 

has very little of the power of a disjunctive operator.  The disjunction approach and its 

empirical consequences are discussed further in chapter 3§3.4.2. 

• Faithfulness
Schema (14) is for scale-referring faithfulness constraints; again F is a feature and v

is its value. 

(14) Schema for faithfulness to featural scales

IDENT[vF] If segment α is [v2F] and v is a substring of v2,

 then α' (the correspondent of α) is [v2F]. 

For example, IDENT[xPlace] requires every input segment with a Place value that 

includes x to retain its input specification in the output.  More concretely, IDENT[xPlace] 

requires coronals to surface as coronals, labials as labials, and dorsals as dorsals, but is not 

violated if glottals do not surface faithfully.  Similarly, IDENT[xxPlace] is violated only if 

input labial and dorsal segments do not have output correspondents with the same PoA; it 

is not violated if glottal or coronal PoA is not preserved.  The form of this constraint 

schema and its empirical effects are discussed in detail in chs.5-8. 

• Summary
To summarize, ‘scale-referring constraints’ are standard markedness constraints, 

with the structural description given in (12) above.  In this way, the theory of scale-

referring constraints is integrated into a general theory of markedness and features. 

 The proposal that scales are expressed as multi-valued features (almost) reduces the 

theory of scale-referring constraints to a simple generalization: there is a separate 

markedness and faithfulness constraint for every value of every feature.  For example, the 

Place of Articulation scale is expressed by a set of constraints that refers to all four values 

of the [Place] feature.  The restriction is that constraints may only refer to x values (except 

for special circumstances discussed in §2.4), and do so in the ‘substring’ manner encoded 

in the constraint schemas in (12) and (14).  Thus, the theory of scales presented here 

almost reduces to the theory of multi-valued features and how they in turn express scales. 

2.4  Scales and structure 
Scale-referring constraints often mention a structural position.  For example, Prince 

& Smolensky (1993) propose that the positions ‘syllable peak’ and ‘syllable margin’ are 

combined with the sonority scale to produce sets of constraints that influence 

syllabification.  Similarly, Kenstowicz (1996) has proposed that the sonority scale can 
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combine with the structural position ‘foot head’ (i.e. the stressed syllable of a foot) and 

‘foot margin’, and I have proposed the same for tone (de Lacy 1999a, 2002b).  This section 

presents proposals about constraints that combine scales with structural elements. 

 Structure-reference in scale constraints raises two questions: (i) what are the 

structural elements with which scales may combine? and (ii) which scales may combine 

with structural elements, and which ones cannot? 

 Section 2.4.1 presents proposals that the structural elements found in scale-

referring constraints are always one of two elements: the Designated Terminal Element 

(DTE) and non-DTE, adapted from Liberman & Prince (1977).   

Section 2.4.2 claims that there are general restrictions on which constraints may 

combine with structural positions in constraints: prosodic scales must combine with 

structural elements while featural scales must not. 

2.4.1  DTEs and non-DTEs 
I propose that scales can only combine with one of two structural elements: the 

Designated Terminal Element (DTE) and non-DTE, defined in (15) and (16) respectively.  

The notion of ‘DTE’ is taken from Liberman (1975) and Liberman & Prince (1977), but is 

extended in having ‘non-DTEs’ and reference to two elements in the definition.  Related 

proposals are found in Selkirk (1998, 2000), Zec (2000), and my own work (de Lacy 

1999a).  Works that specifically discuss the phonological relevance of non-DTEs 

(especially non-heads of feet) are Kenstowicz (1996), Ping (1999), and de Lacy (2002b). 

(15) Definition of DTE

 DTE(α,β) =def A node n of type β is the DTE of prosodic category α iff the path from 

n to α consists of an unbroken chain of prosodic heads. 

 A ‘path’ from n to α starts with node n and goes through all nodes that (i) dominate 

n and (ii) are dominated by α.

(16) Definition of non-DTE

 non-DTE(α,β) =def  a node n of type β is a non-DTE of α iff 

    (i) n is (transitively) associated to α
  and (ii) n is not a DTE(α,β)

 The definitions presented above differ from Liberman’s (1975) and Liberman & 

Prince’s (1977) original conception in two ways.  One is the notion ‘non-DTE’.  The other 

is that DTEs are 2-place elements: DTE(α,β) refers to the node that is of type β and 

dominated by an unbroken chain of prosodic heads to α.  For example, DTE(Ft,μ) (read as 

“the mora-DTE of a foot”) refers to all those head moras that are dominated by head 

syllables that are dominated by feet; in comparison, DTE(Ft,Rt) refers to the head root node 
dominated by the head mora dominated by the head syllable of a foot.  For discussion of 

why the β argument is necessary, see §2.4.1.1. 
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 Every node on the prosodic plane is taken to be marked as a head or non-head; 

moras, syllables, and feet are marked for headedness, as are root nodes.  Since the 

definition of the DTE crucially relies on the notion ‘prosodic head’ it inherits the main 

property of heads: for every prosodic node α there is only one DTE of α.15

 The arguments α and β can be any member of the prosodic hierarchy, from the root 

node to the Utterance Phrase node.  Selkirk (1998) has argued that there are DTEs for 

every prosodic category for tone (also see de Lacy 1999a); Zec (2000) has explored a 

similar idea for sonority.  Further evidence for this claim is provided in chapter 4. 

• Exemplification I: inside the syllable 
 The structures in Figures 2.3 and 2.4 aim to clarify the definition of DTE.  Figure 

2.3 is the syllable [kæt].  A superscript + marks a node as a head and a superscript - as a 

non-head; the symbols [k], [æ], [t] are root nodes.  The σ node is not marked as either a 

head or non-head since its head status is irrelevant in determining its DTEs in this 

structure.

 Figure 2.3:  DTEs below the syllable

σ

Δ(σ,μ) μ+ μ-          -Δ(σ,μ)    

 -Δ(σ,Rt)  k- æ+  t+

  -Δ(μ,Rt) Δ(σ,Rt) Δ(μ,Rt)     -Δ(σ,Rt)

 The root-node DTE of the syllable Δ(σ,Rt) is the head root node dominated by a 

chain of heads to the σ node.  Only the root node [æ] in Figure 2.3 meets this description – 

it is a head and it is dominated by a head mora which in turn is dominated by the σ.

 In contrast, [t] is a non-DTE of the syllable: -Δ(σ,Rt); [t] is not associated to the σ
node by an unbroken chain of heads – it is dominated by a non-head mora.  [k] is a -Δ(σ,Rt)

as well, but because it is not a head. 

 The leftmost mora in Figure 2.3 is a mora-DTE of the syllable: it is a head mora 

dominated by an unbroken chain of prosodic heads (of length 0 in this case) to a syllable 

node. 

 Part of the usefulness of DTEs is that a node may be a DTE of some category but a 

non-DTE of another (necessarily higher) category.  For example, [t] in Figure 2.3 is a non-

DTE of the syllable, but it is a mora DTE: [t] is a head that is dominated by an unbroken 

chain of heads – in this case a 1-length chain – to the μ node.  This dual nature proves to 

have significant empirical consequences, as discussed in later chapters (esp. ch.4§4.4).  In 

any case, it is important to recognize that the majority of elements are both DTEs and non-

DTEs of some category.  The DTE of the Utterance Phrase (i.e. the highest prosodic unit) 

15  The idea that every constituent contains one and only one head has persisted in work on the Prosodic 
Hierarchy and has been embodied in the (probably inviolable) OT constraint HEADEDNESS of Selkirk (1995) 
and Ito & Mester (1992) (cf Crowhurst 1996). 
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is the only element that is not a non-DTE of any category.  Some elements are perpetual 

non-DTEs, though.  For example, [k] in Figure 2.3  (i.e. an onset) is not a DTE of any 

category, since it is a non-head of the lowest prosodic level (i.e. μ).

• Exemplification II: inside the PrWd 
 The dual DTE-nature of terminal elements is more evident in larger structures, as in 

the PrWd in Figure 2.4.  The figure below identifies the root-node DTEs and non-DTEs; 

DTEs are shaded. 

 Figure 2.4: DTEs and non-DTEs in the PrWd
                     PrWd 
        

      Ft +                     Ft -

       

           σ +     σ +          σ -

     

             μ +    μ -        μ +   μ -       μ +

 
  p- a+ t- e+ u+ k- i+ s-

 PrWd -Δ Δ -Δ -Δ -Δ -Δ -Δ -Δ
 Ft -Δ Δ -Δ Δ -Δ -Δ -Δ -Δ

σ -Δ Δ -Δ Δ -Δ -Δ Δ -Δ
μ -Δ Δ -Δ Δ Δ -Δ Δ

 
[a] is the DTE of the Prosodic Word in Figure 2.4, while every other element is a -

ΔPrWd.  Similarly, [a] and the schwas are DTEs of a foot, while all other root nodes are foot 

non-DTEs.  This table makes it clear that an element may be a DTE for one constituent but 

not for another.   

 Another point that emerges in Figure 2.4 is that it is possible for a root node to have 

no DTE status with respect to some constituent.  The word-final [s] in  is neither a Δμ nor a 

-Δμ since it is not dominated by a mora.16  In effect, then, no constraint of the form *Δμ≤x
or *-Δμ≥x will apply to it.  This situation is only possible when strict layering is violated.  

The empirical effects of this fact are discussed in chapter 4§4.4. 

 Traditional notions such as ‘syllable peak’ and ‘margin’ can be expressed as DTEs 

and non-DTEs.  For example, the peak (i.e. nucleus) of a syllable is Δ(σ,Rt), while the 

margin (onset and coda) is -Δ(σ,Rt).  Further constituents such as onset, rime, and coda can 

also be expressed in this system. 

 As a final note, the present theory is not a theory of prosodic structure (cf Selkirk 

1984), but rather is a theory of reference to prosodic structure.  Thus, the DTE proposal has 

16  The attachment of [s] directly to the σ node is meant to show the DTE status of an element that does not 
obey Strict Layering (Selkirk 1984).  Depending on the theory of syllable structure adopted, non-strict 
layering may be banned (cf Selkirk 1995). 
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no bearing on whether elements may be extraprosodic, or whether feet may be ternary, and 

the like.   

2.4.1.1 Constraint form 
 DTEs and non-DTEs form the structural prominence scale | Δ(α,β) 〉 -Δ(α,β) |, 
generalizing P&S’s peak-margin structural scale.  More precisely, there are several DTE 

scales, one for each possible specification of α: i.e. | Δ(σ,β) 〉 -Δ(σ,β) |, | Δ(Ft,β) 〉 -Δ(Ft,β) |, and 

so on for each prosodic category.  Every DTE scale combines with every prosodic scale to 

form a set of scales, one for each distinct α,β specification. 

At this point, it is important to emphasize the role of the β part of the DTE 

definition.  As an example, Δ(Ft,σ) refers to the head syllable of a foot, while Δ(Ft,μ) refers to 

the head mora of the foot.  In principle every value of α,β for DTEs can be combined with 

scales to form constraints.  However, most of these constraints will be vacuously satisfied 

depending on the scale.  For example, on the assumption that tone associates to moras, the 

only relevant DTEs and non-DTEs for the tonal scale will be those that are moras: i.e. 

Δ(α,μ) and -Δ(α,μ).  In contrast, sonority is considered a property of root nodes here, so the 

only relevant DTEs and non-DTE combinations are Δ(α,Rt) and -Δ(α,Rt).
17  Since it will be 

self-evident which type of DTE is relevant depending on the scale discussed below, the β
part of the DTE definition will not be supplied from now on unless it is directly relevant. 

 As an example, the constraints that refer to the tonal scale will be discussed here 

(Ping 1996, 1999; de Lacy 1999a, 2002b).  The tonal scale used here has three distinctions: 

| L 〉 M 〉 H |.18  The feature [Tone] represents this scale, with the values in (17).   

(17) Multi-valued tone features

[ooTone] High 

 [xoTone] Mid 

 [xxTone] Low 

Constraints that refer to the tonal scale also mention DTEs.  Schematically, the 

DTE-tone constraints are as in (18).  Recall that the scale reverses in combination with 

non-DTEs. 

17  This fact limits the number of constraints that can be active in a grammar in a practical sense.  However, 
this in no way inhibits generation of the constraints.  Given a prosodic hierarchy with 9 elements, and two 
structural elements (Δ, -Δ), there are 162n markedness constraints for each prosodic scale with n elements.  
As pointed out above, effectively only 36n constraints are any use in practice for any scale.  Of course, this 
means that CON contains a large number of scale-referring constraints.  The sheer number of constraints is of 
no concern though: what is important is that (a) the constraints are empirically adequate and (b) the 
constraints have a common well-defined source – i.e. the schemas identified in this chapter (cf McCarthy & 
Prince’s 1993a ALIGN, and McCarthy & Prince’s 1995 IDENT, which also describe large numbers of 
constraints). 
18  It is quite possible that the Tonal Prominence Scale is a total order of all possible heights, which may 
number as many as six (Odden 1995:453ff).  The examples I have collected only offer evidence for three 
tone height distinctions in relation to stress, so this conservative form of the hierarchy is presented here (de 
Lacy 1999a, 2002b).   
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(18) DTE-Tone constraints

(a) DTE constraints:   *Δα/xxTone, *Δα/xTone 

 (b) Non-DTE constraints:  *-Δα/oTone, *-Δα/ooTone 

The constraints in (18) follow the general schema for prosodic markedness 

constraints, given in (19). 

(19) Prosodic markedness constraints with DTEs – definition

 *Δ(α,β)/[vF] “Incur a violation for every segment that  

   (1) is a β-DTE of α
  and  (2) is [v2F], where v is a substring of v2.” 

• v consists solely of x elements. 

For example, the constraint *Δω/[xTone] is violated by every PrWd DTE that has a 

[Tone] specification that contains an x: i.e. [xxTone], [xTone].  In other words, the 

constraint is violated by mid- and low-toned primary stressed syllables.   

The constraints can be expressed in somewhat more transparent notation using the 

symbols ≥ and ≤.  For example, *Δα/xTone can be expressed as *Δα≤M, meaning “Assign 

a violation to a DTE that is associated to a mid tone or a tone lower (i.e. more marked) on 

the scale (i.e. L)”.  Similarly, *-Δα≥M means “Assign a violation to a non-DTE that is 

associated to a mid tone or a tone higher (i.e. less marked) on the scale (i.e. H)”.  This 

notation will be used from now on for the sake of brevity. 

 As P&S observe, the relation of scales to structural combinations is reversed in 

non-DTE constraints.  In their example, voiceless stops are the most marked syllable 

peaks, but least marked margins (see Dell & Elmedlaoui 1988).  In the case above, low 

tone is the most marked element for DTEs, while it is the least marked for non-DTEs.  In 

the present theory the scale reversal is formally expressed by a difference in the feature 

value used: for DTEs it is x while for non-DTEs it is o.19

(20) Prosodic markedness constraints with non-DTEs – definition

 *-Δ(α,β)/[vF] “Incur a violation for every segment that  

   (1) is a β-non-DTE of α
  and  (2) is [v2F], where v is a substring of v2.” 

• v consists solely of o elements. 

For example, the tonal non-DTE constraints for PrWd non-DTEs are 

*-ΔPrWd/[οοTone] (a ban on high-toned non-DTEs), *-ΔPrWd/[οTone] (banning high- and 

mid-toned PrWd non-DTEs), and *-ΔPrWd/[Tone] (which bans all tones on PrWd non-

DTEs). 

 It is worth noting that the difference between DTE and non-DTE constraints does 

not follow from any part of the theory – it must be stipulated that scales reverse.   

19  It could be that -Δ constraints have the form “Incur a violation if v is not a substring of v2.”, eliminating 
the need to refer to o values.  However, this formulation introduces negation – a potentially undesirable 
operation in constraint form.
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• The sonority constraints 
 As a more extended example, the sonority scale presented in chapter 1, and 

repeated below, distinguishes 12 steps: 

 Figure 2.5:  The Sonority Hierarchy

(a) Consonant sonority  

voiceless

stops 
〉 voiced 

stops
〉 voiceless

fricatives 
〉 voiced

fricatives
〉 nasals 〉 liquids 〉 glides 〉 …

 (b) Vowel sonority 

…

high

central 

vowels 

〉
mid

central

vowels 

〉
high 

peripheral 

vowels

〉
mid 

peripheral

vowels 

〉
low 

peripheral

vowels 

Since the scale distinguishes 12 steps, there is a feature [Sonority] with a feature 

value string of length 11.20  Voiceless stops are [xxxxxxxxxxxSonority], while [a] is 

[oooooooooooSonority].  Since this notation is difficult to read, the ≥ and ≤ notation 

introduced above will be used from now on.  Using this notation, the DTE equivalent of 

P&S’s peak and margin constraints are given below.  A capitalized coronal member stands 

for the entire manner of articulation (e.g. T stands for voiceless stops, from [t]). 

(21) DTE+sonority Constraints

 (a)  *Δσ≤T, *Δσ≤D, *Δσ≤S, *Δσ≤Z, *Δσ≤N, *Δσ≤L,  

*Δσ≤i, *Δσ≤�, *Δσ≤{i,u}, *Δσ≤{e,o}, *Δσ≤a

 (b)  *-Δσ≥a, *-Δσ≥{e,o}, *-Δσ≥{i,u}, *-Δσ≥�, *-Δσ≥i

*-Δσ≥L, *-Δσ≥N, *-Δσ≥Z, *-Δσ≥S, *-Δσ≥D, *-Δσ≥T

As an example, *Δσ≤{�} assigns violations to root-DTEs of σ nodes (i.e. syllable 

nuclei) with sonority of less than or equal to mid central vowels. 

 The DTE of a syllable (Δσ) is the element that is the head of the syllable and 

associated to a σ node by an unbroken chain of heads (see (15)).  This concept of Δσ
correlates with the syllable ‘peak’, while -Δσ relates to the syllable margin.  As with the 

Tone constraints, the sonority scale is reversed in combination with non-DTEs: the best 

peak is the worst margin, and vice-versa. 

 Of course, the sonority scale does not only combine with syllable DTEs, but with 

DTEs of every other level.  These constraints will be discussed in the following chapters, 

when they become relevant. 

 This introduction to DTEs and non-DTEs concludes with the note that all DTE-

referring constraints are freely permutable.  There is no fixed ranking between constraints 

based on the type of DTE element; evidence that constraints that refer to *Δ(α,β) do not 

universally outrank *-Δ(α,β) constraints or vice-versa is presented in chapter 4.  Similarly, 

20  See Parker (2002) for the same conclusion – that sonority is a single unified multi-valued feature.  Chapter 
3§3.5.3 discusses proposals in which sonority is constructed from smaller scales. 
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there is no need to impose a fixed ranking between constraints that differ in their value for 

α or β: *Δ(α,β) constraints do not universally outrank constraints that refer to *Δ(α+1,β), or 

vice-versa. 

 To repeat a point made in ch.1, the proposal that scales combine with DTEs and 

non-DTEs in different ways means that the traditional notion of ‘markedness’ does not 

apply directly to certain scales.  For example, there is no real sense in which the sonority 

category ‘low vowel’ is unmarked.  Instead, markedness of prosodic scales depends on the 

structural element with which they combine.  So ‘low vowel’ is the least marked category 

in terms of DTEs, but the most marked for non-DTEs. 

 In contrast, markedness is easily applied to featural scales: since featural scales do 

not combine with DTEs, the least marked element remains consistent across contexts.  So, 

‘glottal’ is always the least marked PoA element. 

2.4.2  Featural and prosodic scales 
While DTEs combine with some scales (e.g. Tone, Sonority), they do not combine 

with others.  For example, chapter 3§3.5 shows that the PoA scale cannot combine with 

structural elements.  If it could, a constraint such as *σ�/[dorsal] would exist in CON, 

predicting an unattested type of stress system: one where stress is sensitive to Place of 

Articulation.  In contrast, some scales only appear in constraints with DTEs.  For example, 

the sonority scale cannot form a set of context-free constraints of the form *[vSonority], 

where v is some value, since these constraints also produce unattested systems (see chapter 

3§3.5.2).  Accordingly, a theory of scales must identify the scales that must appear with 

DTEs and the scales that must not. 

 I propose the restriction in (22). 

(22) The Scale-Structure Combination Restriction

(a) Scales that refer to prosodic properties (e.g. tone, sonority) always combine 

with prosodic elements in constraints. 

 (b) Scales that refer to subsegmental properties (e.g. voice, Place of Articulation) 

never combine with prosodic elements in constraints. 

A ‘Prosodic’ scale refers to non-segmental features like tone, sonority, and 

prosodic structure, while featural scales include those features commonly regarded as 

dependents of the root node (e.g. [voice], Place, [nasal], and so on).  So, there are no 

constraints of the form *Δ≤[vPlace], or *-Δ≥[vNasal], and so on.  Similarly, all constraints 

on sonority or tone must mention a (non-)DTE.  This proposal is discussed further in 

chapters 3 and 4. 

 As stated above, the ‘prosodic’ scales include the Tonal scale and Sonority scale.  

Tone has not been considered a subsegmental feature since Leben (1973) and Goldsmith 

(1976).  Sonority is standardly considered a property of entire segments (or root nodes), 

unlike subsegmental features like place of articulation.  This follows the spirit of 

McCarthy’s (1988) proposals that major class features reside in the root node, and that 

major class features are essential in defining sonority (Clements 1990, Rice 1992).  Thus, 
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sonority is a property of the root node rather than being a dependent feature, unlike [voice] 

or [nasal].  These scales are dubbed ‘prosodic’ here, with the further claim that only these 

sorts of scales can combine with structural scales while featural scales cannot. 

 The generalization made above has broad consequences.  It prevents positional 

markedness constraints to subsegmental features: there are no constraints like 

*ΔPrWd≤[labial], or *Δμ/[�voice].  Chapter 3 shows that such a restriction is necessary in 

relation to subsegmental features and ΔFt and ΔPrWd.  To summarize the argument, if there 

were constraints such as *ΔPrWd≤[labial], stress placement would be potentially sensitive to 

Place of Articulation – a situation that never happens.   

Inside the syllable, a number of researchers have argued that markedness 

constraints that refer to the relation between constituents and subsegmental features are 

necessary (e.g. Ito 1986, Zoll 1998).   

As a note on Beckman’s (1998) Positional Faithfulness theory, it may seem that 

(22a) precludes positional faithfulness constraints such as onset-IDENT[voice] since this 

faithfulness constraint refers to a prosodic position and a subsegmental feature.  However, 

this is outside the scope of (22).  (22) prevents the general algorithm that generates 

constraints from (or relates constraints to) scales from producing full sets of (non-)DTE-

referring scale constraints.  This explains why there are no faithfulness constraints such as 

-ΔPrWdIDENT{i,u}, for example (see ch.9).  However, the proposal does not prevent an 

entirely different algorithm from producing DTE-referring constraints.  Beckman’s 

Positional Faithfulness theory is just such another algorithm – it combines a small set of 

prosodic positions with scales in a totally independent way from the scale-combination 

processes proposed here.  Note that the set of prosodic elements that Positional 

Faithfulness allows to combine with scales is a small subset of those of the DTE theory 

(i.e. onsets, stressed syllables), and even elements that are not definable using DTEs and 

non-DTEs (e.g. root-initial syllables).  In short, the present theory and Positional 

Faithfulness can potentially coexist.   

Of course, empirical restrictiveness will ultimately determine which theories can 

coexist with the present proposals.  The present work aims to argue that all the constraints 

proposed here are necessary; in some cases it requires that certain types of constraint must 

not exist – as for combinations of DTEs with featural scales. 

 For the purposes of this dissertation (22) is taken to be axiomatic; its reduction to 

other principles is left for future work. 

2.5  Summary 
The contents of the preceding sections can be summarized as a series of proposals 

about scale-referring constraints: 

• Proposal: The ranking of scale-referring constraints is freely permutable (§2.3). 

Leads to: 

Local Harmonic Bounding: Both markedness and faithfulness constraints must 

refer to a range of a scale. 
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• Proposal: Prosodic scales must combine with structural elements in constraints; 

Featural scales cannot do so (§2.4). 

Related Proposal: 

 Scale-referring constraints may only refer to the structural elements ‘DTE’ and 

‘non-DTE’. 

• Proposal: Scale-reference is consistent across constraint types. (§2.5) 

Leads to: 

Faithfulness to the Marked: If a faithfulness constraint preserves a scale element, 

then it also preserves every more marked scale element.  

The following chapters examine the empirical consequences of the proposals presented 

above.   

• Chapter 3 is devoted to showing that the ranking of scale-referring markedness 

constraints is freely permutable.  This result necessitates that they be in a local harmonic 

bounding relation. 

• Chapter 4 aims to show that reference to both DTEs and non-DTEs is necessary.   

• Chapter 5 provides an extended discussion of scale-referring faithfulness constraints. 

• Chapters 6 and 7 present evidence for the Marked Reference hypothesis, showing that all 

scale-referring faithfulness constraints preserve the most marked element. 

• Chapter 8 provides evidence that faithfulness constraints must be freely rankable. 

• Chapter 9 presents a summary of the proposals and their empirical consequences. 



PART II 

MARKEDNESS 
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CHAPTER 3 

MARKEDNESS AND CONFLATION 

3.1 Introduction 
The aim of this chapter is to show that scale-referring markedness constraints must 

be freely rankable.  The proposal that scale-referring markedness constraints are stringently 

formulated – i.e. that they refer to ranges of scales (ch.2§2.2.1) – follows from free 

ranking; without free ranking the constraints would be unable to express hierarchical 

relations, as established in chapter 2.   

 As Prince (1997 et seq.) shows, evidence that scale-referring markedness 

constraints are freely rankable comes from category conflation – the elimination of 

category distinctions for a particular process.  To introduce conflation, the complementary 

notion ‘categorization’ will be discussed first (from de Lacy 1999a). 

‘Categorization’ refers to the distinctions that languages can potentially make 

between different categories for some process.  For example, the Papua New Guinea 

language Kobon distinguishes amongst peripheral low, mid, high, and central mid and high 

vowels in stress placement, with stress falling on the most sonorous vowel available 

(Davies 1981, Kenstowicz 1996).  The Kobon system shows that each of the mentioned 

types is a different category for stress purposes. 

 However, not every language makes the full range of possible category distinctions.  

Some collapse – or ‘conflate’ – categories, treating them in the same way for stress 

purposes.  Kenstowicz (1996) was the first to recognize the significance of conflation for a 

theory of scales.   

As an example, stress in Gujarati is sensitive to sonority but makes no distinction 

between high and mid vowels.  Like Kobon, stress seeks out low vowels (1b), and avoids 

stressed schwa (1c), but it does not avoid high vowels for mid vowels or vice-versa (1d), 

showing that the two categories are effectively treated as one. 

(1) Gujarati stress in brief

 (a) Default stress on penult 

  [aw�ána] ‘coming’ [bólo]  ‘speak (imperf.)’ 

  [p��t���] ‘kite’ [júrop]  ‘Europe’ 

  [sá�a]  ‘plus ½’ [kh�míso]  ‘shirts’ 
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(b) Avoidance of stressed non-low vowels 

  [h��án]  ‘distressed’ [�iká�] ‘a hunt’ 

  [bolát�]  ‘is/are spoken’ [nuksán] ‘damage’ 

(c) Avoidance of stressed schwa 

  [kój�ldi] ‘little cuckoo’ [wísm���n] ‘forgetfulness’ 

  [búk��o] ‘a mouthful’ [púst�kne] ‘book’ 

(d) No avoidance of stressed high vowels 

  [t�hok�ío] ‘girls’ [khe�ío]  ‘inkstand’ 

 Categorization and conflation are relevant for phenomena apart from stress.  The 

same issues arise in syllabification and every other sonority-related prosodification 

process.  For example, tonal distinctions can also be conflated for stress purposes (ch.4, de 

Lacy 1999a), and distinctions between different types of prosodic structure are often 

collapsed in stress assignment (de Lacy 1997a).  In short, not only must scale-referring 

constraints capture the hierarchical relations implicit in scales, they must also allow for 

elements of a scale to be treated identically in some grammars. 

Conflation is key evidence for the stringent approach (Prince 1997 et seq., de Lacy 

1997a, 2000a).  In fact, conflation casts a different light on what a scale informally 

expresses.  A scale such as | x 〉 y | does not imply that “x is always more harmonic than y”.  

Instead, it expresses the idea that “y is never more harmonic than x”, allowing for the 

possibility that x and y can be equally harmonic in some grammar.  More concretely, the 

partial sonority scale | e,o 〉 a | does not imply that stressed [a] will always be treated as 

more harmonic than stressed mid vowels, since in some languages (e.g. Nganasan – §3.3) 

they are treated in the same way.  Instead, it implies that stressed mid vowels will never be 

more harmonic than stressed [a]: stress will never actively avoid [a] in favour of mid 

vowels. 

This chapter explores the significance of conflation and characterizes the general 

differences between the stringent approach and one with constraints in a fixed ranking (cf 

Prince & Smolensky 1993 – sonority-driven syllabification, Kenstowicz 1996 – sonority-

driven stress, de Lacy 2002b – tone-driven stress). 

 The aims of this chapter are: 

(1) To show the need for freely rankable constraints.  This is achieved through an 

analysis of sonority-driven stress in the Uralic language Nganasan in §3.3.  A brief 

synopsis of why constraints in fixed rankings cannot produce all attested conflations is 

discussed in §3.3 and expanded in §3.6. 

(2) To show that the particular constraints proposed here are needed, as opposed to 

some other theory with stringent constraints.  Section 3.4 is devoted to this point; it 

contains an analysis of ‘environment-specific’ conflation in Gujarati stress.  This type of 

conflation excludes systems that are only partially stringent, and certain approaches that 

generate stringent constraints through constraint operations (e.g. constraint encapsulation – 

Prince & Smolensky 1993, disjunction – Crowhurst & Hewitt 1997). 
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(3) To identify the typology of conflations possible with the present theory’s 

constraints.  Section 3.5 shows that some conflations are required, others optional, and yet 

others impossible. 

(4) To identify precisely which conflations Fixed Ranking theories cannot produce 

– discussed in §3.6. 

Section 3.7 contains a summary. 

 To start, §3.2 discusses the sonority scale, the markedness constraints that refer to 

it, and which of these are relevant for sonority-driven stress. 

3.2  The sonority scale and constraints 
The vocalic part of the sonority scale is relevant in this chapter, so this section 

presents proposals about sonority distinctions between vowels and how they relate to the 

present theory’s constraints. 

In broad terms, there is a good deal of consensus about the ranking of elements in 

the sonority hierarchy (see discussion in Parker 2002).  In contrast, there is a great deal of 

disagreement over how many sonority distinctions there are (Sievers 1881, de Saussure 

1915, Hooper 1972, Kiparsky 1979, Steriade 1982, Selkirk 1984, Venneman 1988, 

Clements 1990, Rice 1992, Gnanadesikan 1997, Parker 2002).  This dissertation takes the 

view that the sonority hierarchy encodes a relatively large number of distinctions.  The 

basis for the ones made in Figure 3.1 is processes that are commonly considered to be 

sensitive to sonority: i.e. syllabification and sonority-driven stress (see Crosswhite 1999 

for vowel neutralization).   

Among the vowels the categories in Figure 3.1 are distinguished here, analogous to 

Kenstowicz (1996:9).21  Scale (Figure 3.1a) gives the category labels, and (Figure 3.1b) 

lists the members of the categories. 

 Figure 3.1:  Vowel sonority scale

 (a) high

central 

vowels 

〉
mid

central 

vowels 

〉
high 

peripheral

vowels

〉
mid-high

peripheral 

vowels

〉
mid-low

peripheral 

vowels

〉
low 

peripheral 

vowels

   

 (b) i u 〉 � � � � 〉 i y � u 〉 e  ø � o 〉 � � � 	 〉 æ a 
 � �

The sonority distinctions among vowels relate to two dimensions: height and 

peripherality.  The primary distinction is peripherality, which separates the central vowels 

from the others.  Within the classes of ‘peripheral’ and ‘central’, vowels are distinguished 

by height: lower vowels are more sonorous than higher vowels.  So, [a] is more sonorous 

than [e] and [o], which are in turn more sonorous than [i] and [u]; similarly, mid [�] is 

more sonorous than the high central vowel [i].

21  See Parker (2002) and references cited therein for discussion of possible substantive bases for the sonority 
scale, or lack thereof (Clements 1990, Dogil & Luschützky 1989, Kawasaki 1982, Ohala 1974, 1990).  This 
issue is not of concern here; the aim of the present theory is to provide an account of the formal expression of 
scales, not whether and how they are substantively grounded. 
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Voiceless vowels and the tense-lax distinction are not mentioned above, primarily 

because the cases in the following chapters contain no evidence for their sonority ranking.  

I have found no evidence that nasalisation or glottalisation affect the sonority of vowels, 

nor have I found compelling evidence for sonority distinctions in terms of frontness and 

backness.22

 Phonological evidence for the sonority distinctions made above will be presented in 

the following sections. 

3.2.1  The constraints 
As discussed in chapter 2, the sonority hierarchy is considered to be a multi-valued 

feature [Sonority].  With the vowel and consonant hierarchies combined, the sonority scale 

above distinguishes thirteen categories.  Accordingly, the value returned by the [Sonority] 

feature is a string of length 12.  So, the low vowel [a] is [xxxxxxxxxxxxSonority], while [p] 

is [ooooooooooooSonority] and [�] is [xxxxxooooooo] Sonority. 

For expository convenience, the fully articulated form of the [Sonority] feature will 

not be used here.  Instead, a more transparent terminology will be employed: [≥X] means 

“equally or more sonorous than a category of type X”, where X is one of the sonority 

categories.  For example, [≥Nasal] refers to all segments that are either nasal or more 

sonorous than nasals.  Conversely, [≤Nasal] refers to all segments that are either nasal or 

less sonorous than nasals. 

 The conditions on scale-referring constraints laid out in chapter 2 and the sonority 

distinctions made above allow several sets of sonority-based constraints to be identified.  

All DTE-referring constraints have the form *Δα≤[X] “Incur a violation for every DTE of 

α which is less or equally as sonorous as X”.  All non-DTE constraints have the form 

*-Δα≥[X] “Incur a violation for every non-DTE of α which is more or equally as sonorous 

as X”. 

 There are series of constraints for every possible value of α.  For example, there is 

a series of sonority-referring constraints for DTEs of syllables: e.g. *Δσ≤� is violated when 

any segment that is equally or less sonorous than schwa appears inside a syllable DTE (i.e. 

is the head of a syllable).  Similarly, *ΔPrWd≤{e,o} is violated when the head of the main-

stressed syllable is a mid vowel or is some less sonorous segment.  The result is a series of 

such stringent constraints. 

In the following sections, the primary focus will be on the set of constraints that 

relate to DTEs and non-DTEs of Prosodic Words (PrWd) and Feet (Ft) since these 

constraints relate directly to prominence-driven stress and stress-conditioned 

neutralization.  As a reminder, the DTE of a PrWd (ΔPrWd) is the nucleus of the syllable 

with primary (i.e. word-level) stress.  In contrast, the DTE of a foot (ΔFt) is the nucleus of 

the stressed syllable within a foot – i.e. both secondary and primary stressed nuclei. 

22  Some researchers consider front vowels less sonorous than back vowels (Jones 1918, Pike 1943, Hooper 
1976, Foley 1977, Howe & Pulleyblank 2001).  Reasons for this sonority distinction often appeal to 
epenthesis facts; chapters 4 and 5 argue that there is no need for such a distinction to be encoded in sonority 
terms.  Sonority-driven stress offers evidence that there is no front back distinction: if there were such a 
distinction, we could expect a language where stress avoided front vowels for back vowels of the same 
height.  To my knowledge, no such language exists. 
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 The analysis of Gujarati does not require reference to any other types of DTE 

constraints.  Evidence for the necessity of reference to non-DTEs is provided in chapter 4. 

3.3  End-conflation: Nganasan 
The aim of this section is to illustrate the ability of the present theory’s constraints 

to conflate categories.  This is done through an analysis of the stress system of the Uralic 

language Nganasan ([�anásan]).  This language is particularly interesting because it has 

conflation at both ends of the sonority scale – the more sonorous categories ‘low vowel’ 

and ‘mid vowel’ are conflated for stress purposes, as are high vowels with central vowels. 

 Section 3.3.1 presents relevant data, followed by an analysis in §3.3.2.  Section 

3.3.3 discusses what it means for two categories to be conflated in Optimality Theoretic 

terms.  Section 3.3.4 considers representational approaches to sonority-driven stress.  Since 

the aim of this section is to show the need for freely rankable constraints, constraints in a 

fixed ranking are discussed at appropriate junctures; a full discussion of fixed ranking 

theories can be found in §3.6. 

3.3.1  Nganasan23

This section presents an analysis of the Avam dialect of the Uralic language 

Nganasan, also known as Tawgi or Tawgi-Samoyed.  The description of stress presented 

here is from Helimski (1998, p.c.) and fieldwork by Olga Vaysman (p.c.), with data 

supplemented by Castrén (1854), Haydú (1964), and Tere��enko (1979).   

 Nganasan has the vowels listed in Table 3.1.24

 Table 3.1: Nganasan vowels

 i   y i u 

 e � o 

  a  

Syllables have the shape CV(V)(C).  Rimes may contain a diphthong or a long 

vowel. 

 Helimski (1998:486) describes stress as falling on a final CV� syllable, else the 

penult, as shown in (2).  Each root and its affixes form a separate stress domain; 

compounds form two domains, one for each root. 

23  I am indebted to Eugene Helimski and Olga Vaysman for discussing Nganasan’s stress system with me 
and providing additional facts and data from their fieldwork.  The most recent work on Nganasan phonology 
is found in Helimski (1998) and Vaysman (2002, in prep.). 
24  There are some restrictions on vowels.  For example, the front vowels do not appear in the first syllable 
after dentals.  The mid vowel [o] only appears in non-initial syllables when flanked by labial sounds [b m], 
and non-initial [e] only occurs after palatals.  Neither of these restrictions is significant for stress, so they will 
not be discussed further here.  Helimski (1998) and Vaysman (2002, p.c.) differ as to whether Nganasan has 
palatalized coronals [tj dj sj nj lj] (Helimski) or true palatals [c � � � �] (Vaysman); the latter approach is 
adopted here. 
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(2) Nganasan Default Penult Stress

 [kjymá�]  ‘knife’ 

 [kóru�]  ‘house’ 

[k��nd��]  ‘sledge’ 

 [kuhúmi]  ‘our (dual) skin’ 

 [bá�rb�]  ‘master, chief’ 

 [b�.lóu.k�]  ‘a kind of moveable dwelling on runners’ 

However, stress can optionally fall on the antepenult if it contains a non-high vowel 

and the penult contains a high or central vowel in a mono-vocalic syllable. 

(3) Nganasan Antepenult Stress

(a) Antepenult [e o], Penult [i y u � i]

[�émbi��i] ‘dressing’ [cét�mti] ‘four’

[�ón�i��] ‘going out’ [hó�y��] ‘writing’

[kóntu�a] ‘carries’ [hót��a] ‘writes’

(b) Retraction to [a], Penult [i y u � i]

[nánun�] {1p.sg.locative} [tándu��] ‘wider (attrib)’

[báru�i] ‘devil’ [kán�mtu] ‘which (in order)’

[�a�á	�jcy] ‘2 younger sisters’ [�ák�	�j] ‘two twins’

[hjásir�] ‘fishing rod’   

Importantly, central and high peripheral vowels are not ‘unstressable’: e.g. 

[k��nd��] ‘sledge’, [
intí�i] ‘aux.neg.3dual’, [kuhúmi] ‘our (dual) skin’. 

 The Nganasan pattern shows that there is a distinction between [a e o] on the one 

hand and [i y u � i] on the other.  Importantly, there are no distinctions within these sets.  

Stress does not retract from a penult [e o] onto a low vowel: e.g. [�ajbómti] ‘7th’, 

*[�ájbomti].  Similarly, stress does not retract from a central vowel onto a high vowel, as in 

(4).  

(4) No retraction from central to high vowels

[�i���ni] ‘below’ 

[�it��n�] ‘I still’  

[hyt����] ‘trunk’   

[hurs���i] ‘returning’  

[
intí�i] ‘aux.neg.3dual’ cf [
ínti]

[�u����u�] ‘once’   

[kuhu���m�] ‘skin for me’ 

[kubut��ndi] ‘skin {3dual lative}’  

[kubut��t�] ‘skin {2sg lative}’ 

[kuhu	���c�] ‘skin {2sg nom.}’ 

Stress does not retract from a high vowel to a central vowel either: e.g. [n�nsú��]

‘stands up’, *[n��nsu��], [n��ú��] ‘scours’, [t�
íni] ‘there {locative}’.  
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 In other words, Nganasan has two conflations: it conflates mid with low vowels for 

stress purposes, and high with central vowels.25

3.3.2  Analysis 
 This section provides an analysis of sonority-driven stress, set within Optimality 

Theory.  For other analyses of sonority-driven stress – though (obviously) not using the 

constraints proposed here – see Cohn & McCarthy (1994), Kenstowicz (1996), de Lacy 

(1997a), Gordon (1999), Broselow (1999), Zec (2000), and Crowhurst & Michael (2002).    

 While stress retraction to the antepenultimate syllable – and sensitivity to sonority 

– is optional, Eugene Helimski (p.c.) reports that it is the prevalent pattern.  Accordingly, 

the grammar in which stress shift takes place is the focus of this section. 

 Words with vowels of the same sonority show that the default position for stress is 

the penult: e.g. [kuhúmi] ‘skin, hide’.  To deal with default stress placement, the 

constraints in (5) will be used. 

(5) ALIGNFTR “The right edge of every foot must be aligned with the right edge of 

a PrWd.” (McCarthy & Prince 1993a) 

FTBIN “Every foot is binary at the syllabic or moraic level.” (McCarthy & 

Prince 1986) 

TROCHEE “Every foot is left-headed” [i.e. ALIGN-L(σ�,Ft)] (McCarthy & Prince 

1993a) 

The constraint FTBIN deserves some brief discussion.  Feet are assumed to be 

maximally disyllabic – trisyllabic and unbounded feet do not exist (Hayes 1995).26  So, the 

role of FTBIN is to ban monomoraic – i.e. ‘degenerate’ – feet.  As shown in tableau (6), 

FTBIN, ALIGNFTR, and TROCHEE produce penult stress. 

(6) Nganasan default stress

 /kuhumi/ FTBIN ALIGNFTR TROCHEE

� (a) ku(húmi)    

 (b) ku(humí)   *! 

 (c) (kúhu)mi  *!  

 (d) kuhu(mí) *!   

25  The Uralic language Moksha Mordvin has been reported as having the same conflation of vowel qualities 
as Nganasan (Paasonen 1938:114-119, Kenstowicz 1996).   However, Kenstowicz notes that crucial data is 
missing from published sources (i.e. words that show conflation of high vowels and schwa – [C�C{i,u}]).  
Jack Reuter and Aleksandr Feokstitov (p.c.) report that words with such a shape do not exist in the standard 
dialect, but appear in south-east dialects.  There is some evidence that high vowels are not conflated with 
schwa: stress moves off the default initial position if there is a high vowel in the second syllable in 
Feokstitov’s dialect: [p�tí] ‘put {3sg}’.  Thus, at least one dialect of Moksha has the scale | � 〉 i,u 〉 e,o,a |, 
without conflation of the schwa and high vowels. 
26  In OT the statement that an output structure “does not exist” means one of two things: (i) GEN never 
creates it, or (ii) it is harmonically bounded by some other structure (i.e. binary feet).  For a discussion about 
which one is more appropriate for foot size, see Hyde (2001). 
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The dotted line indicates that the ranking of the constraints cannot be determined at 

this point.  In order for a ranking argument to be established, constraint conflict must 

occur: the winner and a competitor must incur violations of distinct constraints.  In the 

situation above, the winner does not incur any violations of the relevant constraints, so – 

just as with local harmonic bounding – ranking between them is indeterminate.  This 

situation will change once the interaction of the sonority-stress constraints is considered. 

3.3.2.1 Avoidance of stressed high and central vowels 
Stress does not fall on a monomoraic penult when two conditions are met: (i) the 

penult contains a high or central vowel and (ii) the antepenult contains a non-high non-

central vowel.  The avoidance of high and central vowels in stressed syllables is expressed 

by the constraint *ΔPrWd≤{i,u}.  This constraint is violated when a PrWd DTE – i.e. a 

main-stressed syllable nucleus – contains a high vowel or anything less sonorous (i.e. [�

i]).  As a reminder, the notation “≤{i,u}” refers to all segments with the same sonority or 

less than peripheral high vowels; this includes the Nganasan vowels [i y u � i].

 The avoidance of stressed high and central vowels forces the foot to retract from 

the right edge of the PrWd: i.e. [(hót�)�a] ‘writes’, [(kóntu)�a] ‘carries’.  Such a footing 

violates ALIGNFTR, indicating that *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} must outrank this constraint. 

(7)  

 /kontu�a/ *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} ALIGNFTR

 (a) kon(tú�a) *! 

� (b) (kóntu)�a   *

The constraint *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} is violated by candidate (7a) because it contains a 

primary-stressed high vowel.  In contrast, (7b) avoids violating this constraint by stressing 

a mid peripheral vowel.  It is important to emphasize that “{i,u}” is an abbreviation for 

“peripheral high vowels”, including [i y � u].  This ranking therefore accounts for 

antepenult stress in words like [(náky)ry�] as well. 

 The ranking in (7) accounts for the fact that stress avoids [�] for mid and low 

vowels, as shown in tableau (8). 

(8)  

 /hot��a/ *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} ALIGNFTR

� (a) (hót�)�a *

 (b) ho(t���a) *! 

Analogous to the situation in tableau (7), candidate (b) violates *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} 

because it contains a stressed schwa.   

 The ranking arguments supplied above indicate a general schema for sonority-

driven stress.  As shown in tableau (8), the ranking of the DTE-sonority constraint 
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*ΔPrWd≤{i,u} over the foot-parsing constraints is a necessary component of sonority-driven 

stress.  Without such a ranking, no sonority influence on stress would be visible.   

In general terms, then, sonority-driven stress arises when some (non-)DTE-sonority 

constraint outranks some active stress-placement constraint.  Of course, the extent of the 

constraints’ influence depends on the details of the ranking.  In Nganasan, the constraint 

*ΔPrWd≤{i,u} is so highly ranked that its influence is transparently obvious.  However, 

other sonority-stress constraints have less influence.   

At the other extreme is a language that has no sonority-sensitivity at all.  The 

ranking necessary for sonority-driven stress is discussed further in §3.5.1 (see de Lacy 

2002b for analogous rankings for tone-driven stress). 

3.3.2.2 Low-end and high-end conflation 
The ranking presented above accounts for the fact that stress avoids a penult or 

central high only when the antepenult contains a mid or low vowel.  If the antepenult 

contained a high or central vowel, there would be no reason to stress it since doing so 

would not improve on violations of *ΔPrWd≤{i,u}. 

(9)  

 /�y�usa/ *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} ALIGNFTR

 (a) (�ý��)sa * *! 

� (b) �y(�úsa) *  

The tableau above shows that ALIGNFTR can be decisive in choosing the winner 

when more than one candidate incurs equal violations of the sonority-stress constraints.  

Since *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} assigns the same violations to candidates (a) and (b), the vowels [y�]

and [ú] are conflated for stress purposes – they are treated in exactly the same way.   

High and central vowels are similarly conflated in Nganasan.  In words with an 

initial high or central vowel in the penult, for example, stress falls on the penult as usual: 

e.g. [hurs���i] ‘returns’.  The present ranking accounts for this pattern, as illustrated in 

tableau (10). 

(10)  

 /hurs��i/ *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} ALIGNFTR

 (a) (húrs�)�i * *! 

� (b) hur(s���i) *  

Crucially, both candidates (a) and (b) incur the same violations of *ΔPrWd≤{i,u}.  

Since *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} is not decisive, the violations of ALIGNFTR become relevant, favouring 

the penult-stressed (b). 

 By assigning the same violations to stressed central and high vowels, *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} 

effectively conflates the two categories.  Since neither is preferred over the other, the 

footing constraints take over, preferring the default stress position. 
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 So, for stressed high and central vowels to be treated the same, it is crucial that no 

constraint that favours one over the other outranks ALIGNFTR.  More concretely, the 

constraint *ΔPrWd≤� must be ranked below the footing constraints.  Since *ΔPrWd≤� favours 

stressed high vowels over stressed schwa, any other ranking would make an unwanted 

distinction between the two categories.  This point is made in tableau (11). 

(11)  

 /hurs��i/ ALIGNFTR *ΔPrWd≤�
 (a) (húrs�)�i *! 

� (b) hur(s���i)  *

As the tableau shows, the constraint *ΔPrWd≤� is crucially ‘inactive’ – it does not 

assign a violation that is relevant in determining the winner for stress purposes.  At this 

point, it is possible to make a general statement about conflation: if two categories are 

conflated, there is no ‘active’ constraint that favours one over the other.   

• ‘Active’ 
 The term ‘active’ is used in a very limited sense here.  A more general sense of the 

term ‘active’ is found in Prince & Smolensky (1993), in which a constraint is active if it 

bifurcates the candidate set into winners and a non-empty set of losers for some 

competition.  For example, ALIGNFTR is active in Nganasan because it relegates candidate 

(b) in (11) to loser status in the competition between candidate forms from the input 

/hurs��i/.   

The term ‘active’ is used in a much more local sense here, applying solely to 

competitions relating to stress placement.  For example, *ΔPrWd≤� is inactive for stress 

purposes: it never distinguishes winners from losers that differ just in terms of stress 

position.  As tableau (11) shows, by the time candidate evaluation reaches *ΔPrWd≤�, the 

position of stress has been determined (i.e. all remaining forms have stress in the same 

position).  Thus, *ΔPrWd≤� is inactive in a very local sense, relating to stress position.  

However, it is possible that *ΔPrWd≤� is active in the general sense: *ΔPrWd≤� may make a 

crucial bifurcation in determining the quality of epenthetic vowels, for example (i.e. a 

TETU effect – McCarthy & Prince 1994).  

In contrast, *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} is active for stress placement.  As shown in tableau (8), 

this constraint makes a crucial determination between candidates that differ in stress 

position.  The term ‘active’ will be used in the local sense from now on; its scope of 

reference in this chapter will be to stress position: so, constraint C is active in relation to 

stress if it eliminates candidates (i.e. assigns them ‘loser’ status) that differ from winning 

forms in terms of stress position. 

• Summary 
As an interim summary, the ranking needed to deal with conflation of the low-

sonority categories in Nganasan is || *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} » ALIGNFTR » *ΔPrWd≤� ||.  This sort of 

ranking involves a general constraint outranking a more specific one, dubbed ‘anti-
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Paninian’ in Prince (1997 et seq.).  A constraint C1 is more general than C2 if C1 incurs a 

superset of C2’s violations. 

This is not the only ranking needed, though.  Although stress avoids the less 

sonorous high and central vowels for the more sonorous mid and low vowels, it makes no 

distinction between mid and low vowels.  Specifically, stress does not avoid a mid-vowel 

penult for a low vowel: e.g. [�ajbómti] ‘seventh’, *[�ájbomti]; of course, stress does not 

avoid a low vowel penult for a mid vowel: e.g. [koná�a] ‘going’.  This type of conflation is 

‘high-end conflation’ – conflation of categories at the unmarked end of the scale. 

 As discussed above, two categories are distinct when no active constraint assigns 

them different violations.  Since the constraint *ΔPrWd≤{e,o} favours [á] over [é] and [ó], it 

must be inactive.  In the present case, this means that it is ranked below ALIGNFtR. 

(12)  

 /�ajbomti/ ALIGNFTR *ΔPrWd≤{e,o}

� (a) �aj(bómti) *

 (b) (�ájbom)ti *! 

This is ‘high-end conflation’ – conflation of categories at the unmarked end of the 

scale.  As shown in tableau (12), high-end conflation has the same character in ranking 

terms as conflation of the low-end categories.  So, *ΔPrWd≤{e,o} occupies the same 

position as *ΔPrWd≤� in the ranking established so far: || *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} » ALIGNFTR » 

*ΔPrWd≤�, *ΔPrWd≤{e,o} ||.   

 Before moving on to consider why the present theory can successfully conflate 

categories, some other interactions of footing constraints with the sonority-stress 

constraints will be identified. 

3.3.2.3 The interaction of sonority and prosodic conditions 
There are two situations in which sonority conditions fail to force stress retraction.  

One relates to long vowels in penultimate and final position, and the other relates to pre-

antepenult position. 

• Long Vowels
Sonority does not take precedence over stress on a long vowel.  For example, stress 

does not fall on the antepenult in [�on�����] ‘once again’, even though doing so would 

result in a more sonorous stressed vowel (e.g. *[�ón����]).  In [ký��æ�] ‘they died’, stress 

does not fall on the ultima, though doing so would also improve sonority-stress 

markedness (e.g.*[ky��æ��]).

This follows from foot form considerations.  If stress appeared on the ultima in 

ky��æ� the foot would either be degenerate *[ky�(�æ��)] or trimoraic *[(ky��æ��)]; both 

candidates violate FTBIN.27

27  The constraint NONFINALITY could also be used to block final stress (Prince & Smolensky 1993).  Since 
FTBIN is independently necessary and appears in subsequent analyses, it will be used here. 
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The same reason accounts for the lack of retraction to the antepenult in �ón����.  If 

stress fell on the antepenult, the result would be a degenerate or trimoraic foot: 

*[(�ó)n����], *[(�ón��)��].

Thus, FTBIN outranks *ΔPrWd≤{i,u}, as shown in tableau (13). 

(13)  

 /�on����/ FTBIN *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} 

 (a) (�ó)n���� *! 

 (b) (�ón��)�� *! 

� (c) �o(n���)�� *

This still leaves such words with the form [Ca�C���] to be accounted for, since stress 

on the [a�] would form an acceptable foot (i.e. *[(Cá�)C��]).  The lack of such forms will 

fall out from consideration of the lack of pre-antepenult stress. 

 As a typological note, one may wonder if stress ever avoids long vowels for shorter 

vowels purely for sonority reasons.  It can: sonority takes precedence over length in Kara, 

where stress seeks out a low vowel [a] even if the default position has a long vowel (Schlie 

& Schlie 1993).  For a description and analysis, see de Lacy (1997a). 

• Limits on stress retraction
While main stress appears on the antepenult under the right sonority conditions in 

Nganasan, it never appears on other positions.  For example, the ultima never bears main 

stress, even when it contains a more sonorous vowel: e.g. [�y�úsa] ‘get lost’, *[�u�usá].  

Similarly, main stress never retracts to the pre-antepenult: e.g. [na��t��n�] ‘stands up 

{elative}’, *[ná��t�n�].  Eugene Helimski (p.c.) reports a more complex effect: stress 

retraction to the antepenult is the norm in three syllable words (e.g. [nákyry�] ‘three’), but 

is less common in four-syllable words: e.g. [�amjacým�]~[�amjácym�] ‘nine’.  The limits 

on stress placement will be argued to follow from the interaction of footing constraints and 

the sonority-stress constraints. 

 As with heavy syllables, the constraints FTBIN and TROCHEE provide the reason why 

stress cannot appear on the final syllable.  For stress to fall on a final light syllable, either 

the foot would have to be iambic – e.g. *[�u(�usá)] – or degenerate – e.g. *[�u�u(sá)].  

With both FTBIN and TROCHEE outranking *ΔPrWd≤{i,u}, final stress will be blocked even 

when it contains a more sonorous vowel. 

(14)  

 /�u�usa/ TROCHEE FTBIN *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} 

� (a) �u(�úsa)   *

 (b) �u�u(sá)  *! 

 (c) �u(�usá) *!  
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A similar fact accounts for the lack of retraction to pre-antepenult position.  Again, 

footing constraints override the avoidance of high and central stressed vowels.  Two 

constraints are relevant in preventing pre-antepenult stress. 

(15) PARSE-σ  “Every syllable is associated to a foot” (Prince & Smolensky 1993) 

 HDFTR “The rightmost foot is the head.” (Tesar 1996) 

The constraint PARSE-σ requires exhaustive footing.  It outranks ALIGNFTR in 

Nganasan, as evinced by the presence of secondary stress in longer words: 

[kìnt�l��btikúti�] ‘you are smoking’.   

(16)  

 /kint�l�btikuti�/ PARSE-σ ALIGNFTR

� (a) (kìnt�)(l��bti)(kúti�) * * 

 (b) kint�l�bti(kúti�) * * * *! 

The constraint HDFTR requires the rightmost foot to be the head.  Together, PARSE-

σ and HDFTR ensure that main stress does not retract to the pre-antepenult.  This is 

illustrated with the word /na��t�n�/ in tableau (17). 

(17)  

 /na��t�n�/ HDFTR PARSE-σ *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} ALIGNFTR

� (a) (nà��)(t��n�) * * * 

 (b) (ná��)t�n�  * *! * * 

 (c) (ná��)(t��n�) *!  * * 

The ranking shows the difficulties that arise with pre-antepenult stress.  If main 

stress falls on the pre-antepenult as in (b) and (c), either PARSE-σ or HDFTR are violated.  

In (b), PARSE-σ is violated because there are unfooted syllables; in (c), HDFTR is violated 

because the head foot is not the rightmost one.  With these constraints outranking 

*ΔPrWd≤{i,u}, it is more harmonic to stress a low sonority vowel, as in (a). 

 The ranking given above has one interesting effect: it accounts for Helimski’s 

observation that stress retraction does not take place in four-syllable words (e.g. 

[�amjacým�], *[�amjácym�]).  If stress did appear on the antepenult, the output form 

would have two unfooted syllables: *[�a(mjácy)m�].  In comparison, the penult-stressed 

form has no unfooted syllables: [(�àmja)(cým�)].  This result is illustrated in tableau (18). 

(18)  

 /�amjacym�/ PARSE-σ *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} 

� (a) (�àmja)(cým�) *

 (b) �a(mjácy)m� * *! 
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Importantly, the ranking does not affect trisyllabic words.  In trisyllabic forms, 

either antepenult or penult stress will incur the same violations of PARSE-σ, allowing the 

influence of *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} to emerge.  This situation is illustrated in tableau (19). 

(19)  

 /nakyry�/ PARSE-σ *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} 

� (a) (náky)ry� *  

 (b) na(������) * *! 

In short, the limitations on stress retraction in Nganasan follow from the interaction 

of footing and the sonority-stress constraints.  The resulting ranking is summarized in 

Figure 3.2. 

 Figure 3.2:  Nganasan sonority-driven stress ranking summary

  FTBIN

    

PARSE-σ HDFTR

    

  *ΔPrWd≤{i,u}

    

ALIGNFTR

    

 *ΔPrWd≤�  *ΔPrWd≤{e,o}

With the ranking details aside, the properties of the present theory that allow it to 

produce conflation in Nganasan will be discussed. 

 Before moving on to consider the details of conflation, a brief discussion of the 

ranking needed for non-retraction will be given.  The ranking in Figure 3.2 deals with the 

system in which stress retracts to the antepenult.  However, retraction is optional in 

Nganasan: stress may remain on the default penult position.  This sonority-insensitive 

pattern comes about by having ALIGNFTR dominate *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} as well as *ΔPrWd≤{e,o} 

and *ΔPrWd≤{�}.  For approaches to optionality involving ‘tied’ constraints, ALIGNFTR and 

*ΔPrWd≤{i,u} would be unranked with respect to each other (Anttila 1997, and references 

cited in McCarthy (2001b:233). 

3.3.3  The essentials of conflation 
This section is devoted to showing that unfettered ranking permutation is essential 

in allowing conflation, building on Prince (1997 et seq.).  To do this, an argument that 

constraints in a fixed ranking cannot produce conflation is presented, regardless of whether 

the constraints are stringently or non-stringently formulated. 

Categorization and conflation are antagonistic requirements on a theory of scale-

referring constraints.  The former requires the theory to make distinctions between 
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categories, while the latter requires them to be conflated.  The discussion above showed 

that two categories are conflated when they are assigned the same violations by active 

constraints (see §3.3.2.2 for discussion of ‘active’).  For example, stressed central and high 

vowels are conflated in Nganasan because the only relevant active constraint is 

*ΔPrWd≤{i,u} and it assigns the same violations to both types.  The relevant tableau is 

repeated in (20). 

(20)  

 /hurs��i/ *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} ALIGNFTR

 (a) (húrs�)�i * *! 

� (b) hur(s���i) *  

The observation that conflation comes about when two categories incur the same 

violations of active constraints necessitates that a theory of scales have constraints that 

refer to ranges of elements on a scale.  To prove this point, consider a theory with 

constraints that refer to points on a scale (Prince & Smolensky 1993, Kenstowicz 1996). 

(21) || *ΔPrWd/� » *ΔPrWd/{i,u} » *ΔPrWd/{e,o} » *ΔPrWd/a || 

No constraint assigns the same violations to both [��] and [í ú].  Therefore, the two 

categories cannot be conflated with just these constraints.  This point is illustrated in the 

following tableau.  Since [í ú] is favoured over [��], the ranking incorrectly predicts that 

stress should always avoid [�] for high vowels. 

(22)  

 /hurs��i/ *ΔPrWd/� *ΔPrWd/{i,u} ALIGNFTR

� (a) (húrs�)�I * *

 (b) hur(s���i) *! 

There is no ranking of the Fixed Ranking constraints that can produce the result 

attested in Nganasan and is consistent with the ranking in (21).  The only other option is to 

rank both *ΔPrWd/� and *ΔPrWd/{i,u} below ALIGNFTR.  However, such a ranking eliminates 

all sensitivity to sonority; stress is incorrectly predicted to always fall on the penult:28

(23)  

 /kan�mtu/ ALIGNFTR *ΔPrWd/� *ΔPrWd/{i,u} 

 (a) (kán�m)tu *! 

� (b) ka(n��mtu)  *

There is no way to fix the problem identified above by introducing other 

constraints.  It is crucial in Nganasan that some active constraint (or constraints) favour [é 

28  Fixed Ranking theories can effect some conflation.  For detailed discussion, see §3.5. 
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ó á] over [�� í ú] while no active constraint favours [í ú] over [��].  While the Fixed Ranking 

theory has constraints that do the former, those same constraints do not satisfy the latter 

condition. 

It is not enough that a theory have constraints that refer to ranges of a scale.  In 

order for conflation to take place, the ranking of the constraints must be freely permutable.  

Nganasan illustrates this point well.  In Nganasan *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} outranks both 

*ΔPrWd≤{e,o} and *ΔPrWd≤�.  This ranking allows central and high vowels to be conflated, 

and mid and low vowels to be conflated (see tableaux (11) and (12)).  If either 

*ΔPrWd≤{e,o} or *ΔPrWd≤� had to always outrank *ΔPrWd≤{i,u}, the Nganasan conflations 

would be impossible.   

 In fact, §3.4 shows that Gujarati employs the exact opposite to the Nganasan 

ranking: both *ΔPrWd≤{�} and *ΔPrWd≤{e,o} outrank *ΔPrWd≤{i,u}.  This ranking allows 

conflation of high and mid peripheral vowels (since *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} is inactive).  The activity 

of *ΔPrWd≤{�} ensures that central vowels are treated distinctly from peripheral vowels, 

and *ΔPrWd≤{e,o} prevents conflation of [a] with other vowels.  For a full analysis, see 

§3.4. 

 To put the observation above in slightly different terms, the problem with 

constraints in a fixed ranking is that they impose implicational relations between 

conflations.  For example, if the ranking || *ΔPrWd≤� » *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} || were universal, no 

language could both avoid stressed high vowels and conflate them with [��].  If schwa is 

conflated with high vowels, then no constraint that favours the latter over the former can be 

active.  Therefore *ΔPrWd≤� must be inactive.  However, if *ΔPrWd≤� is inactive, then every 

lower-ranked constraint is also inactive, including *ΔPrWd≤{i,u}.  The effect is that stress is 

not sonority sensitive.  In other words, this theory predicts that if category x is actively 

penalized by some constraint, x is not conflated with any other category. 

 The opposite fixed ranking || *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} » *ΔPrWd≤� || incorrectly predicts that if 

[��] is avoided and not conflated with [í ú], then [í ú] will also be avoided.  If [��] is not 

conflated with [í ú], then some constraint that distinguishes the two categories must be 

active – i.e. *ΔPrWd≤�.  If *ΔPrWd≤� is active, though, then every higher ranked constraint is 

also active.  So, *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} must be active, so predicting a distinction between stressed 

high vowels and other types.  In short, such a fixed ranking rules out languages in which 

stress avoids schwa but is conflated for the other categories. 

 Section 3.6 provides a more detailed characterization of the limitations on 

conflation in the Fixed Ranking theory. 

3.3.4  Representational theories 
Up to this point, Nganasan stress has been assumed to be sensitive to sonority 

rather than some other property.  The alternative is a ‘representational’ theory in which 

stress cannot refer to sonority, but only to structural distinctions.  In one version of such a 

theory, stress’s avoidance of [� i y u i] for [e o æ a] in Nganasan would reduce to the claim 

that the vowels in the former set have fewer moras than the latter.  Stress preference for 

syllables with greater moraic content would produce the observed stress system.  

 There are problems with the implementation of the representational approach, not 

just in Nganasan but in most other cases of sonority-driven stress.  One relates to 
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proliferation of structure.  Nganasan has both long and short vowels: e.g. [ti] ‘we (dual)’ cf 

[hi�] ‘night’.  Therefore, if the difference between high vowels and schwa on the one hand 

and non-high vowels on the other were moraic, one would be forced to posit a ternary 

moraic distinction in Nganasan.  Not only does such a proposal have unattested effects on 

phonetic realization, but it opens the door for many more moraic contrasts than are 

attested.  In effect, such an approach reduces moras to serving as little more than a diacritic 

device that is effectively synonymous with sonority. 

Representational theories also make strong predictions about other processes in the 

grammar.  Proposing that [�] and high vowels have fewer moras than other vowels predicts 

that they can – and perhaps must – be treated differently for other mora-referring 

processes.  For example, there is a minimal word restriction in Nganasan – every content 

word is minimally CVC or CV(C)V: e.g. [tu�] ‘fire’, [bi�] ‘water’, [n�sa] ‘scours’.  For 

word minima all moras count as the same: [n�sa] is not monomoraic.  This point is 

discussed at length by Gordon (1999). 

• ‘Schwa is special’ theories
Another popular representational theory relates specifically to the opposition 

between schwa and peripheral vowels.  Oostendorp (1995) and many others have claimed 

that schwa is phonologically distinct from all other vowels in that it lacks features.  With 

additional theoretical devices, this fact makes schwas ‘weak’, and consequently unable to 

bear to stress.  This theory is one of a class that considers schwa to be fundamentally 

different from all other vowels, in a phonological sense. 

The present work denies that schwa is significantly different from other vowels in 

phonological terms – the only difference is that schwa is lower on the sonority scale than 

(most) other vowels.  The fact that Nganasan treats high vowels and schwa in the same 

way supports this proposal: Nganasan clearly does not make a division between schwa and 

peripheral high vowels. 

Problems for the ‘featureless schwa’ approach also arise when considering the high 

central vowel [i].  In Nganasan (and Pichis Asheninca too – Payne 1990), [i] acts like 

schwa – it repels stress at every opportunity.  If lack of features accounts for repulsion of 

stress, [i] must also be featureless, rendering [i] and [�] phonologically indistinct; this is a 

significant problem for languages that contrast the two vowels (e.g. Nganasan, Maga Rukai 

– Hsin 2000:32ff). 

In short, stress does not show that schwa is fundamentally different from other 

vowels, phonologically speaking.  Schwa is simply low on the sonority hierarchy; its 

behaviour in phonological processes follows from this fact. 

• Generalizing the critique
 The same type of criticism not only applies to representational approaches to 

sonority-driven stress, but to representational approaches to scales in general.  For 

example, a representational approach to the PoA scale has it that non-coronals have Place 

features while coronals are featureless.  Such an approach has been criticized for the 

implications it has elsewhere in the grammar – this approach predicts that coronals should 

be transparent to place assimilation and fail to condition any process (assuming that default 
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rules are the last ones to apply).  As McCarthy & Taub (1992) point out, though, this 

prediction is not borne out (also see ch.7 in Prince & Smolensky 1993: ch.9, Steriade 

1995b).  Similar arguments have been made for the tonal scale; these again are inadequate, 

as discussed in ch.6§6.5.2.3. 

3.3.5  Summary 
To summarize, the full range of attested conflations can only be produced by 

constraints whose ranking is freely permutable.  Nganasan’s conflation of stressed central 

and high peripheral vowels necessitates a constraint that assigns the two categories the 

same violations while favouring mid- and low vowels – i.e. *ΔPrWd≤{i,u}.  It also requires 

all constraints that distinguish between the categories – i.e. *ΔPrWd≤� – to be inactive, and 

therefore lower ranked than *ΔPrWd≤{i,u}.  Since other languages require the opposite 

ranking (e.g. Gujarati – §3.4), it is clear that ranking of scale-referring constraints must be 

freely permutable.  

Constraints in fixed rankings cannot produce all possible conflations.  By having a 

fixed ranking between constraints, implicational relations are set up between categories: 

the conflation of one set of categories comes to depend on the conflation of others. 

Many of the results in this section depend on the claim that any group of 

contiguous categories can be conflated.  To demonstrate the validity of this claim, the 

stress system of Gujarati is analyzed in the next section; unlike Nganasan, Gujarati 

conflates the ‘middle’ vowel sonority categories i/u and e/o.  A full typology of attested 

conflations is presented in §3.5.  Section 3.6 explores the consequences of fixed rankings 

for conflation in more detail. 

3.4  Medial conflation: Gujarati29

As mentioned in the introduction, Gujarati [��(d)��áti] stress is sensitive to 

sonority distinctions.  In terms of conflation, Gujarati complements Nganasan: instead of 

conflating categories at the ends of the vowel sonority scale, the medial categories ‘mid 

vowels’ and ‘high vowels’ are conflated instead.  

 Gujarati has eight vowels, given in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2: Gujarati vowels

 Front Central Back   

 i  u   

 e � o   

� �   

  a    

29  I am grateful to my consultant Shimauli Dave for her native speaker intuitions and help with the data 
presented in this section. 
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 Table 3.3: Gujarati consonants

labial dental alveolar
(alveo-)

palatal 

retrofle

x
velar glottal 

-vd stops p t � t� � k 

+vd stops b d � d� � �

fricatives s� (z�) �

nasals m n� (�) � (	) N30

laterals l 


flap �

glides w~v j h

• Symbols in brackets are marginal. 

• For [N], see ch.5§5.3.3.1. 

Gujarati syllables can be described by the template (C1)(C2)V((C3)C4).  Onsets are 

optional, as shown by [a.po] ‘give’, and [pi.e] ‘he drinks’.  C2 must be one of [j h], while 

C3 must be a nasal homorganic with a following stop (e.g. [hi�c], [t�	�]).31  Geminate 

consonants are allowed: e.g. [ch�p�n] ‘56’, [guso] ‘anger’. 

The following description of stress placement is based on my own fieldwork and 

Cardona (1965).  

 For stress purposes, distinctions between syllable types prove to be of little 

relevance.  The primary determinant of stress is sonority.  Cardona (1965) describes some 

variation that my consultant did not exhibit.  The following description is therefore based 

on my results; Cardona’s work is discussed in §3.4.1.4.  Only stress in di- and tri-syllabic 

words is described because there are few Prosodic Words of more than three syllables in 

length.32

Stress is realized as raised pitch and amplitude.  Phonological evidence that stress 

is located as described below comes from intonation and allophony.  For intonation, 

stressed syllables are the locus for the pitch accents of intonational melodies.  Allophonic 

alternations between high peripheral and non-peripheral vowels [i u]~[� �] are also 

conditioned by stress (Cardona 1965:20-1).  The non-peripheral allophones appear in non-

final open syllables, except when they are stressed. 

(24) Gujarati vowel allophony

Stressed [í ú] Unstressed [� �]

 [bí�i]   type of cigar [n��ál]   ‘school’ 

 [súdhi]   ‘until’ [�táw�l]   ‘rush, hurry’ 

30  [N] is a nasal glide.  See chapter 5 for discussion. 
31  Cardona (1965:31) also mentions that C2 may be [�] or [�], though this varies depending on the dialect. 
32  Words with more than three syllables are typically morphologically complex, with PrWd divisions 
coinciding with morpheme boundaries.  Other long forms contain prefixes or enclitics, neither of which 
counts in stress placement.  To account for this latter fact, I take it that the PrWd in Gujarati encloses only the 
root and suffixes, excluding prefixes and clitics (a common pattern – see Nespor & Vogel 1986). 
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The following table describes the position of primary stress; there is no secondary 

stress.  This data expands on (1). 

(25) Gujarati Stress

 (a) Stress a syllable with [a] 

  (i) in the penult 

 [aw�ánã]  ‘coming’ [utáru]  ‘passenger’ 

 [mubárak] ‘New Year’ [sáme]  ‘in front’ 

 [azádi]  ‘freedom’ [t�álo]  ‘go (imperf.)’ 

 [sá�a]  ‘plus ½’ [t�ál�s]  ‘40’ 

 [d�ája]  ‘let’s go’ [sá�u]  ‘plain’ 

 [betál�s]  ‘42’ [áp��  ‘I give’ 

 [p�t�ásm�� ‘50th’ [�ád���] ‘carrot’ 

  (ii) else in the initial syllable 

 [tád�et��] ‘recently’ [pák�stan] ‘Pakistan’ 

 [lájb���i] ‘library’ [má	�ki] ‘swift mare’ 

 [mán�to]  ‘I want’ [ákr�m�	] ‘invasion’ 

  (iii) else in the final syllable 

 [sinemá]  ‘movie theatre’ [h��án]  ‘distressed’ 

 [p�h�lán] ‘year’ [bolát�]  ‘is (are) spoken’ 

 [
ph�smá] ‘office’ [�iká�]  ‘a hunt’ 

 [t�
p�rá] ‘girls’ [nuksán]  ‘damage’ 

 [dekhát�] ‘can be seen’ [p��á�]  ‘wages, salary’ 

 (b) Else stress a non-final syllable with one of [� 
 e o i u] 

  (i) in the penult 

 [t�hok�ío] ‘girls’ [khe�ío]  ‘inkstand’   

 [t�um�óte�] ‘74’ [kh�míso] ‘shirts’ 

 [p�h��l��  ‘first’ [b��se]  ‘sit(s) down’ 

 [��ph�s]  ‘office’ [júrop]  ‘Europe’ 

  (ii) else in the initial syllable 

 [púst�kne] ‘book’   [wísm���n] ‘forgetfulness’ 

 [ó�kh�w�� ‘know’ [kój�ldi]  ‘little cuckoo’ 

 [búk��o]  ‘a mouthful’   

 (c) Else stress penult [�]

 [k���e]  ‘does, do’ [n��vo]  ‘new (masc.)’ 

 [d���min] ‘land’ [	���u]  ‘beginning’ 

 [p��t�
�]  ‘kite’ [p����b�i] ‘water-dispensing shed’

 [p����ntu] ‘but’ [r�m��k��� ‘toy’ 

The description can be informally cast in terms of two interacting preference scales, 

one relating to sonority, and one relating to position. 
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 With regard to sonority, stress is attracted to the highly sonorous vowel [a] over 

every other type.  So, if a word contains an [a], it always ends up stressed, while the other 

vowels miss out: e.g. [tád�et��] ‘recently’, [sinemá] ‘cinema, movie theatre’.  Similarly, 

stress tends to avoid schwa for higher sonority vowels: e.g. [ólkh�w�� ��� ������ 	�
��ldi] 

‘little cuckoo’.  However, stress does not avoid [�] entirely: when the only other syllable is 

final, stress will rather stay on the schwa: e.g. [�����] ‘beginning’, [p�r��ntu] ‘but’. 

 Of present interest is the fact that stress does not prefer mid peripheral vowels over 

high peripheral vowels.  For example, stress falls on the penult in [t�hok�ío] ‘girls’, and not 

on the more sonorous mid vowel: *[t�hók�io].  In other words, the open mid, close mid, 

and high vowels are conflated for stress purposes in Gujarati. 

 The other preference scale relates to position.  The penult is clearly the most 

unmarked stress position: in words where all vowels are identical, the penult receives the 

stress: [aw�ána] ‘coming’, [w�kh��ts��] ‘on time’.  The next most favoured position is the 

antepenult.33  This is evident from words with both an initial and final [a]: e.g. [pák�stan] 

‘Pakistan’; since stress must fall on an [a] but the penult is not available, it can fall on 

either the antepenult or ultima here, but chooses the antepenult. 

 The final position is clearly the least desirable position.  Stress only falls on an 

ultima [a] if there are no other [a]’s present: e.g. [sinemá] ‘cinema, movie theatre’.  This is 

the only situation where stress falls on the ultima.  Stressing a final syllable is deemed less 

desirable than stressing a schwa: e.g. [k���e] ‘does, do’, [p����b	i] ‘water-dispensing shed’.  

This fact will be shown to follow from the interleaving of a constraint banning degenerate 

feet – McCarthy & Prince’s (1986) FTBIN – with the DTE-sonority constraints.  

Specifically, FTBIN will dominate all constraints that seek to avoid stressed schwa alone 

(i.e. *ΔPrWd≤{�}), so preventing stressed schwa from forcing final stress; in contrast, 

*ΔPrWd≤{e,o} will outrank NONFINALITY, meaning that the desire to avoid non-low stressed 

vowels will disregard the final stress prohibition. 

 So, Gujarati stress can be described informally as resulting from two interacting 

preference hierarchies: the sonority preference ranking of | a 〉 �,�,e,o,i,u 〉 � | and the 

position hierarchy of | penult 〉 antepenult 〉 ultima |.  The following section casts these 

hierarchies, and their interaction, in terms of the present theory. 

3.4.1  Analysis 
The unmarked position of stress is the penult, as shown by words where all 

syllables have vowels of the same sonority: e.g. [aw�ánã] ‘coming’, [ekóte�] ‘71’, 

[w�kh��ts��] ‘on time’.  This fact follows if Gujarati has a trochaic (left-headed) foot 

aligned with the right edge of the PrWd: i.e. [e(kóter)].  This is the same pattern as found 

in Nganasan, so the same constraints and analysis are employed here: 

33  Or the initial syllable – it is impossible to tell given the restrictions on PrWd-length noted above. 
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(26) Gujarati I: Final Trochee

 /ekote�/ ALIGNFTR FTBIN TROCHEE

 (a) (éko)te� *!   

� (b) e(kóte�)    

 (c) eko(té�)  *!  

 (d) e(koté�)   *! 

As in Nganasan, the footing constraints are violated in some situations, namely 

when there is a non-penult [a] or when the penult contains a [�].  The following two 

sections deal with both of these situations in turn.   

As in Nganasan, a constraint requiring left-headed feet (i.e. TROCHEE) outranks all 

sonority-stress constraints.  Importantly, this constraint does not ban monosyllabic (i.e. 

degenerate) feet – this is FTBIN’s job, as illustrated in (26).  As we will see, FTBIN is 

crucially violated in certain words with final [a] (e.g. [sine(má)]). 

3.4.1.1 Avoidance of stressed non-[a] 
Stress does not always appear on the penult in Gujarati: it is attracted to an initial 

[a] when the penult contains a mid vowel (e.g. [tád�et��] ‘recently’), high vowel (e.g. 

[mánito] ‘respected (masc.)’), or schwa (e.g. [má��ki] ‘swift mare’).  Of course, [a] is the 

most sonorous vowel, so this departure from the default stress position indicates that 

sonority has an overriding influence on stress in this language. 

  For stress to avoid the penult in favour of stressing an [a], two conditions must 

hold: (i) some constraint must favour stressed [a] over all other stressed vowels, and (ii) 

that constraint must outrank ALIGNFTR.  The latter ranking is crucial since initial stress 

means that the foot cannot be right aligned: i.e. [(tá��e)t��].

The present approach provides such a constraint: *ΔPrWd≤{�,�} “Assign a violation 

to the DTE of a PrWd if it contains a vowel with less sonority than a low vowel.”  Only [á] 

does not violate this constraint.  Tableau (27) shows the necessary ranking. 

(27) Gujarati II: *ΔPrWd≤{���} » ALIGNFTR

 /lajbr�ri/ *ΔPrWd≤{���} ALIGNFTR

� (a) (lájbr�)ri  *

 (b) laj(br�	ri) *! 

A further ranking can also be determined.  Final [a] also attracts the stress if no 

other vowel is as sonorous: [
iká�] ‘a hunt’, [sinemá] ‘cinema’, [�phismã	] ‘office’.  In these 

words, the foot is right-aligned so ALIGNFTR is not violated.  Instead, it is FTBIN that is 

violated since the foot is necessarily monosyllabic: [
i(ká�)], [sine(má)].34  So, 

*ΔPrWd≤{���} must outrank FTBIN.

34  I assume that TROCHEE is undominated, eliminating candidates with iambic feet (e.g. [(�iká�)]).   
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(28) Gujarati III: *ΔPrWd≤{���} » FTBIN

 /�ika�/ *ΔPrWd≤{���} FTBIN

 (a) (�íka�) *! 

� (b) �i(ká�) *

Even though the stress-sonority constraint *ΔPrWd≤{���} outranks ALIGNFTR and 

FTBIN, this does not mean that the two foot-locating constraints are irrelevant to stress 

placement.  They can have an emergent effect, determining the hierarchy of positional 

preference identified in the preceding section.  For example, when all vowels in a word are 

[a], the constraint *ΔPrWd≤{���} will not determine the winning form.  In this situation, the 

foot-locating constraints play a decisive role: 

(29) Gujarati IV: Emergence of ALIGNFTR and FTBIN

 /awwanã/ *ΔPrWd≤{���} ALIGNFTR FTBIN

 (a) (áwwa)nã  *!  

� (b aw(wánã)    

 (c) awwa(nã�)   *! 

In this way, the foot-locating constraints establish a hierarchy of positional 

preference: when sonority is not at issue, stress prefers to fall on the penult.  The next most 

favoured position is the initial syllable; when only the initial and final syllables contain [a], 

the initial wins: [(pák�s)tan] ‘Pakistan’, *[pak�s(tán)].  This fact allows us to establish a 

further ranking: since the final-stressed form violates FTBIN while the initial-stressed form 

violates ALIGNFTR, the former must outrank the latter: 

(30) Gujarati V: FTBIN » ALIGNFTR

 /pak�stan/ *ΔPrWd≤{�,�} FTBIN ALIGNFTR

� (a) (pák�s)tan   *

 (b) pak�s(tán)  *! 

 (c) pa(kístan) *! 

To summarize, the ranking || *ΔPrWd≤{�,�} » FTBIN » ALIGNFTR || not only accounts 

for the fact that stress avoids syllables without [a], but accounts for the hierarchy of 

preference in position: the constraints determine that the most harmonic position is the 

penult, then the antepenult, then finally the ultima. 

3.4.1.2 Avoidance of stressed schwa 
Attraction of stress to [a] is not the only visible effect of sonority-stress interaction 

in Gujarati.  Stress also avoids the lowest sonority vowel [�]: e.g. [púst�kne] “book”, 

[wísm���n] ‘forgetfulness’, [kój�ldi] ‘little cuckoo’. 

 Schwa is not ‘unstressable’.  Stress falls on [�] in two situations: (i) when there are 

no other non-[�] vowels (e.g. [p��t�	
] ‘kite’, [w�kh��ts��] ‘on time’), and (ii) when the 
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only other option is final stress on a non-low vowel (e.g. [k���e] ‘do’, [n���wo] ‘new’, [����u] 

‘beginning’, [p����b�i] ‘water-dispensing shed’).  This latter situation contrasts with the 

influence of [a] on stress: Gujarati prefers a final stressed [a] over a penult of lower 

sonority, while it does not prefer a final higher sonority stressed vowel to a low sonority 

penult [��].  This restriction will prove significant in evaluating the adequacy of scale 

theories below.  For the moment, the focus will be on presenting an account that employs 

the constraints proposed so far. 

Stressed [�] in Gujarati is clearly less harmonic than other stressed vowels.  The 

relevant constraint is *ΔPrWd≤�, a constraint that assigns stressed schwa a violation, but no 

other stressed vowels. 

The word [(kój�l)di] provides a clue to the ranking of *ΔPrWd≤� with respect to the 

foot-locating constraints.  Since the foot is not right-aligned in this word due to the desire 

to avoid a stressed schwa, *ΔPrWd≤� must outrank ALIGNFTR: 

(31) Gujarati VI: || *ΔPrWd≤� » ALIGNFTR ||

 /koj�ldi/ *ΔPrWd≤� ALIGNFTR

� (a) (kój�l)di  *

 (b) ko(j��ldi) *! 

This leaves the ranking of *ΔPrWd≤� and FTBIN to be determined.  In this respect, 

the form [(k��re)] is illuminating.  Its competitor is *[k�(ré)], with a higher sonority ΔPrWd,

but a FTBIN violation.  Clearly, the FTBIN violation is not worth avoiding a stressed schwa 

in Gujarati.  Therefore, FTBIN must outrank *ΔPrWd≤�.

(32) || FTBIN » *ΔPrWd≤� ||

 /k��e/ FTBIN *ΔPrWd≤�
� (a) (k���e)  *

 (b) k�(�é) *! 

As in Nganasan, the competitor [(k�ré)], with an iambic foot, is eliminated through 

the undominated constraint TROCHEE; this constraint bans right-headed feet. 

In summary, the ranking for avoidance of stressed schwa is || TROCHEE,

FTBIN » *ΔPrWd≤� » ALIGNFTR ||.  This ranking is interesting because it shows how the 

influence of sonority on a stress system may be restricted to specific environments.  Unlike 

*ΔPrWd≤{��	}, *ΔPrWd≤� does not outrank every relevant foot-locating constraint; its 

domination by FTBIN precludes sonority-sensitivity in every environment.35

In other words, the ranking interaction of the sonority-stress constraints and foot-

locating constraints not only determines whether stress will be influenced by sonority, but 

the extent of that influence.  One other point is that the ranking || FTBIN » ALIGNFTR || has 

been proven both directly (in (30)) and by transitivity. 

35  Gujarati contrasts with Chukchi in this regard: Kenstowicz shows that avoidance of stressed schwa can 
motivate final stress in Chukchi, while avoidance of stressed high vowels cannot.  See Kenstowicz (1996) for 
an analysis, which can be straightforwardly converted into the present constraints. 
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 The remaining relevant constraint is *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} – this constraint is violated when 

the ΔPrWd contains a segment with the sonority of a high vowel or less.  Since every 

grammar contains the same constraints, it is not possible to say that this constraint is 

irrelevant in Gujarati – it must be ranked somewhere.    This ranking is the subject of the 

next section. 

3.4.1.3 Conflation of medial categories 
There are three sonority distinctions in Gujarati stress: [a] vs [� � e o i u] vs [�].  Of 

present interest is the fact that mid and high peripheral vowels are treated in the same way.  

Mid and high vowels both lose stress to [a]: e.g. [mánito] ‘I want’, [nuksán] ‘damage’, 

[boláj] ‘is spoken’, [tád�et��] ‘recently’.  Similarly, they both attract stress away from [�]: 

[púst�kne] ‘book’, [wísm���n] ‘forgetfulness’, [kój�ldi] ‘little cuckoo’.  However, mid and 

high vowels do not attract stress away from each other.  Stress does not avoid high vowels 

for the more sonorous mid vowels: e.g. [t�hok�íne] ‘boys’, [khedío] ‘inkstand’.  Nor does 

stress avoid mid vowels for high vowels: e.g. [t�um�óter] ‘74’.  In short, mid and high 

vowels form a single unified category for stress purposes. 

 As discussed in §3, categories are distinct if they incur distinct violations of active 

constraints (see §3.3.2.2 for discussion of ‘active’).  Therefore, for [í ú] to be distinct from 

[é ó], some constraint that favours one over the other must be active.  The relevant 

constraint is *ΔPrWd≤{i,u}; this constraint is violated by stressed high vowels (and 

everything of lesser sonority), but not stressed mid vowels.  So, in any grammar that 

distinguishes the two – e.g. Nganasan – *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} must be active.  Conversely, if [í ú] 

and [é ó] are conflated, it follows that *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} must be inactive.  In Gujarati, then, 

*ΔPrWd≤{i,u} must be sufficiently low-ranked so as not to be crucial in choosing the 

winner.   

As the analysis in the preceding section shows, the sonority-stress constraints 

conflict with constraints on stress placement and footing.  So, to render *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} 

inactive, it must be outranked by such conflicting constraints: i.e. ALIGNFTR and FTBIN in

Gujarati.  With such a ranking, no distinction is made between mid vowels and high 

vowels.  This is demonstrated in tableau (33): if mid vowels were favoured over high 

vowels, stress should appear on the initial syllable in [t�hok�íne]. 

(33) Ranking of *ΔPrWd≤{i,u}

 /t�hok�ine/ ALIGNFTR *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} 

 (a) (t�hók�i)ne *! 

� (b) t�hok(�íne)  *

Importantly, there is no active constraint that distinguishes between [í ú] and [é ó].  

Specifically, no sonority-stress constraint that outranks the foot-form constraints favours 

stressed mid vowels over stressed high vowels: they both incur the same violations of 

*ΔPrWd≤{���} and *ΔPrWd≤�.  Tableau (34) aims to clarify this point by showing the full 

ranking of constraints. 
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(34)  

 /t�hok�ine/ *ΔPrWd≤{���} FTBIN *ΔPrWd≤� ALIGNFTR *ΔPrWd≤{i,u}

 (a) (t�hók�i)ne *   *! 

� (b) t�hok(�íne) *    *

Stressed mid and high vowels incur a violation of *ΔPrWd≤{���} because they both 

have the sonority of mid vowels or less, while both avoid violating *ΔPrWd≤� because they 

are both more sonorous than [�].  The only constraint that does make a distinction is 

inactive – it never makes the crucial determination of winner status for stress placement. 

In contrast to Gujarati, Nganasan does not conflate high and mid vowels with 

regard to stress.  The resulting ranking for Gujarati is summarized in Figure 3.3. 

 Figure 3.3: Gujarati sonority-driven stress ranking summary

 *ΔPrWd≤{���} TROCHEE

   

FTBIN

   

 *ΔPrWd≤�
   

ALIGNFTR

   

 *ΔPrWd≤{i,u}  

The contrast between Gujarati and Nganasan’s ranking is striking.  Whereas 

Nganasan has *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} outranking all other sonority-stress constraints, the opposite is 

the case in Gujarati.  The Gujarati system further underscores the point that the sonority-

stress constraints must be freely permutable.  With || *ΔPrWd≤{���} » *ΔPrWd≤� » 

*ΔPrWd≤{i,u} || it is clear that there is no fixed ranking of sonority-stress constraints, at 

least. 

3.4.1.4 Variation 
Cardona (1965) reports a few instances of free variation in his description of 

Gujarati stress.  The most major variation is in avoidance of stressed penult [�].  Like the 

dialect described in this section, stress can fall on the penult if it contains a schwa and the 

ultima a non-low vowel: e.g. [k���e] ‘does, do’.  However, Cardona reports that if the 

penult [�] is in an open syllable, stress may fall on the ultima: 
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(35) Free Variation: C�.CV-LOW (Cardona 1965:33) 

 [j��min] ~[j�mín]  ‘land’ 

[����u] ~[���ú]  ‘beginning’ 

[k���e] ~[k��é]  ‘does, do’ 

 [n��wo]~[n�wó]  ‘new’ 

However, stress will not fall on the final syllable if the penult is closed: 

(36) Penult stress: CV�C.CV

[���w.�i]  ‘a name of Parvati’,  *[��w.rí] 

 [w��s.tu]  ‘matter’,   *[w�s.tú]  

[p���.�e]  ‘personally’,   *[p��.�é] 

 [s��N.t�o]  ‘a machine’,   *[s�N.t�ó] 

There are two differences between the grammars.  One is in the ranking of the 

constraint TROCHEE.  In the dialect without final stress, TROCHEE is undominated.  It 

therefore rules out forms like *[(k��é)], with an iamb; FTBIN – as usual – rules out 

*[k�(ré)], so resulting in [(k���e)].  It still will not rule out words like [�i(ká�)] and 

[sine(má)] – these forms do not violate TROCHEE, having left-headed feet, and 

*ΔPrWd≤{�	
} outranks FTBIN.

 In the grammar with final stress in [j�mín], TROCHEE is outranked by *ΔPrWd≤�.

With this ranking, stress can fall on a final syllable to avoid a penult �, producing an iamb.  

This is illustrated in tableau (37). 

(37)  

 /k��e/ FTBIN *ΔPrWd≤� TROCHEE

 (a) (k���e)  *! 

� (b) (k��é)   *

 (c) k�(�é) *! 

The second difference between the grammars is in weight-by-position (Hayes 

1989).  Codas count as moraic in the grammar with [���é] but not the grammar with 

[��wrí].  It is significant that FTBIN still outranks *ΔPrWd≤{�}; this ranking explains why 

stress will not leave a penult closed syllable with �.  In /��w�i/, for example, candidates 

with final stress are either *[(��w.�í)] or *[��w(�í)].  Both violate FTBIN – the former 

because it has an uneven (σμμσμ) foot and the latter because it has a degenerate foot.  So, 

final stress is ruled out by FTBIN, producing penult stress.  This situation is illustrated in 

tableau (38). 
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(38)  

 /��w�i/ FTBIN *ΔPrWd≤� TROCHEE

� (a) (���w)�i *

 (b) (��w�í) *! *

 (c) ��w(�í) *! 

In short, the difference between the grammars is in the ranking of TROCHEE.  In the 

dialect described here, TROCHEE is undominated; in contrast, the dialect that avoids penult 

[�] in open syllables has TROCHEE crucially outranked by *ΔPrWd≤�.

3.4.2 Environment-specific conflation  
Gujarati is not only interesting in terms of the categories it conflates, but also in 

that conflation varies depending on the environment.  In non-final syllables, [��] is less 

harmonic than any of [í ú é ó �� ��], which in turn are less harmonic than [á].  However, in 

final position, [��] is conflated with non-low vowels for stress: they are all equally avoided.  

For example, [k���e] shows that final [é] is not more harmonic than penult [��].  This is 

‘environment-specific’ conflation, where the conflation of categories varies depending on 

their position. 

 Environment-specific conflation is important in distinguishing the stringency 

approach from theories that combine constraints.  These include Crowhurst & Hewitt’s 

(1997) constraint disjunction and Kenstowicz’ (1996) proposal that scale categories may 

be conflated before producing constraints.  I also include Prince & Smolensky’s (1993) 

‘constraint encapsulation’ with the caveat that this was intended as a purely abbreviatory 

device (Alan Prince p.c.), and not as a theory of constraint combination. 

The first step is to show how environment-specific conflation is done in the present 

theory.  A discussion of how it differs from the ‘encapsulation’ approaches just mentioned 

is then provided. 

In the present theory, environment-specific conflation comes about when a 

constraint C renders an otherwise active sonority-stress constraint inactive in a specific 

competition.  In Gujarati, C is FTBIN.  It renders *ΔPrWd≤� inactive when one candidate has 

final stress and the other does not.  Such a situation happens for [k���e], for example.  The 

winner is not *[k�(ré)] because FTBIN rules out the degenerate foot, rendering *ΔPrWd≤�
inactive. 

(39)  

 /k��e/ FTBIN *ΔPrWd≤�
� (a) (k���e)  *

 (b) k�(�é) *! 

FTBIN only renders *ΔPrWd≤� inactive in this specific competition.  FTBIN is 

irrelevant in other competitions that do not involve final stress (e.g. [kój�ldi]).  *ΔPrWd≤�
makes the crucial choice in such situations, as shown in tableau (40). 
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(40)  

 /koj�ldi/ FTBIN *ΔPrWd≤�
� (a) (kój�l)di   

 (b) ko(j��ldi)  *! 

Environment-specific conflation provides evidence that the ranking of the sonority-

stress constraints must be freely permutable.  The evidence is best explained with reference 

to a fixed ranking theory, such as the one in (41), adapted from Kenstowicz (1996) and 

Prince & Smolensky (1993). 

(41) Fixed Ranking stress-sonority constraints

|| *ΔPrWd/� » *ΔPrWd/{i,u} » *ΔPrWd/{���} » *ΔPrWd/a || 

In Gujarati, FTBIN renders *ΔPrWd/� inactive in final syllables: FTBIN outranks 

*ΔPrWd/� to prevent final stress in words like [k���e].  This ranking means that FTBIN also 

outranks *ΔPrWd/{���}, and by transitivity all the other sonority-stress constraints in (41).  

However, if FTBIN outranks all sonority-stress constraints, stress will not fall on a final [a] 

as in [	i(ká�)], *[(	íka�)], as shown in tableau (42). 

(42)  

 /	ika�/ FTBIN *ΔPrWd/� *ΔPrWd/i,u 

� (a) (	íka�) *

 (b) 	i(ká�) *! 

The problem illustrated in (42) follows from transitivity of ranking.  FTBIN

effectively renders *ΔPrWd/� inactive in situations of final stress; in other words, in the 

competition [(k��re)] vs *[k�(ré)], FTBIN alone determines the winner, rendering *ΔPrWd/�’s

violations irrelevant.  Since *ΔPrWd/� – and by transitivity FTBIN – outranks *ΔPrWd/{i,u}, 

FTBIN also renders *ΔPrWd/{i,u} inactive in final stress competitions, as illustrated in 

tableau (42).  Thus, FTBIN’s predominant position in the ranking incorrectly prevents 

sonority from being a factor in any competition involving final stress – i.e. in the 

*[(	íka�)]~[	i(ká�)] competition. 

 Because the ranking of the present theory’s constraints is freely permutable, the 

same implication does not hold.  If || FTBIN » *ΔPrWd≤� ||, it is not necessarily the case that || 

FTBIN » *ΔPrWd≤{���} ||.  As established above, it is necessary that *ΔPrWd≤{���} outranks 

FTBIN in this language; the relevant tableau is repeated in (43). 

(43)  

 /	ika�/ *ΔPrWd≤{���} FTBIN

 (a) (	íka�) *! 

� (b) 	i(ká�) *
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This point about environment-specific conflation not only rules out theories with 

constraints in a fixed ranking, but also theories in which such constraints can be combined 

through some operation.  For example, a theory in which constraints can be combined to 

form a single constraint through a disjunction operator would amalgamate *ΔPrWd/{i,u} and 

*ΔPrWd/{���} to form a single constraint that assigned a violation to a stressed syllable with 

either a high vowel or a mid vowel (see e.g. Crowhurst & Hewitt 1997).36  Such a 

constraint will be called *ΔPrWd/{i,u}∨*ΔPrWd/{���} here, and the general type of constraint 

as ‘encapsulated’.   

Certainly, encapsulated constraints can produce conflation.  For Gujarati, for 

example, the ranking would be || *ΔPrWd/� » *ΔPrWd/{i,u}∨*ΔPrWd/{���} » *ΔPrWd/a ||, with 

the high- and mid-vowel constraints encapsulated.  The problem is that the encapsulation 

approach cannot produce the type of environment-specific conflation seen in Gujarati.  

Since FTBIN outranks *ΔPrWd≤�, it also outranks *ΔPrWd/{i,u}∨*ΔPrWd/{���}; the result is 

that FTBIN renders the latter inactive in the same environments as the former.  /�ikar/ is 

incorrectly predicted to surface as *[�íka�].   

(44)  

 /�ika�/ FTBIN *ΔPrWd/� *ΔPrWd/{i,u}∨*ΔPrWd/{���}

� (a) (�íka�) *

 (b) �i(ká�) *! 

Again, there is no ranking that will produce the attested [�ikár].  For this to happen, 

FTBIN would have to rank below the encapsulated constraint, producing a ranking 

contradiction. 

 To summarize, fixed ranking theories make strong predictions about the 

environments in which constraints will be inactive.  In a fixed ranking theory, if scale-

constraint C is rendered inactive in environment E, then all scale-constraints ranked lower 

than C will also be rendered inactive in that environment.  This prediction makes a system 

with environment-specific conflation like Gujarati’s impossible to produce.  In contrast, 

the freely permutable constraints proposed here do not have any such implications.  The 

properties of Fixed Ranking theories are discussed in more detail in §3.6. 

This section has shown that the present theory can account for stress systems in 

which medial categories are conflated.  It also showed that the theory can account for 

environment-specific conflation, where different conflations apply in different 

environments.   

36  Prince & Smolensky (1993:ch.9) combine constraints in this way; their term ‘encapsulation’ is used here.  
Kenstowicz (1996) suggests a similar approach, proposing that “grammars may differ in the granularity with 
which sonority distinctions are recognized”.  Kenstowicz (1996) also suggests an approach with unranked 
constraints; this proposal will not be discussed here.  Crowhurst & Hewitt (1997) propose that constraints can 
be combined in a disjunctive relation, as here.  Prince & Smolensky’s (1993) PKPROM has a similar effect, 
and similar problems – see de Lacy (1997a) for discussion of this constraint in particular. 
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3.5  Typology 
This section addresses two issues relating to empirical coverage.  One is whether 

the stringent constraints can produce every attested conflation.  The other is whether they 

are restrictive – are they unable to produce impossible conflations? 

 While this section explores these two issues within the context of sonority-driven 

stress, it is worth noting that the constraints that motivate sonority-driven stress are only a 

small part of the present theory.  In fact, the constraints discussed here are only those that 

refer to sonority combined with PrWd and foot DTEs.  Remaining are all those constraints 

that refer to other categories – the syllable, mora, phonological phrase, and so on – and 

other scales, such as tone, Place of Articulation, and so forth.  In addition, constraints on 

non-DTEs have yet to be discussed, even though these do have an effect on sonority-driven 

stress (discussed in detail in ch.4§4.3).   

Even so, the typology of conflation for sonority-driven stress will be the focus of 

this section because it is a self-contained microcosm of the present theory: the issues that 

arise in sonority-driven stress – hierarchy and conflation – also arise in every other scale-

related empirical phenomenon.  The same issues arise for tone-driven stress (de Lacy 

1999a, 2002b) and for syllabification (Prince & Smolensky 1993); the effects of 

hierarchies and conflation are even evident in neutralization, as discussed extensively in 

chapters 6 and 9.   

In short, sonority-driven stress is useful for examining the predictions of the present 

theory since its effects are largely duplicated in other domains.  So, what the present theory 

predicts for hierarchies and conflation in sonority-driven stress also holds for every other 

related phenomenon. 

• Section 3.5.1 examines the ranking needed for a grammar to exhibit sonority-driven 

stress.   

• Section 3.5.2 discusses factors that never play any role in stress assignment, such as 

Place of Articulation.   

• Section 3.5.3 asks whether a set of binary scales can produce the same result as a single 

multi-valued scale. 

• Section 3.5.4 deals with the typology of conflation.  It identifies two different types of 

conflation and discusses their empirical effects. 

• Section 3.5.5 discusses the relation between conflation and hierarchical implications. 

3.5.1 Ranking for sonority-driven stress 
Two independent rankings are necessary to produce sonority-driven stress.  Both 

rankings involve constraints on stress placement, such as ALLFTL.  One involves the 

sonority-stress constraints, and the other faithfulness constraints.  Both rankings will be 

discussed in turn. 

 For stress to be sensitive to sonority, some sonority-stress constraint must outrank 

some stress-locating constraint.  In the hypothetical example below, *ΔPrWd≤� outranks 

ALIGN-σ�-L to produce avoidance of stressed schwa; the opposite ranking would render 

*ΔPrWd≤� inactive, and therefore stress would ignore sonority. 
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(45)  

 /p�ti/ *ΔPrWd≤� ALIGN-σ�-L 

 (a) p�ti *! 

� (b) p�tí  *

It is necessary for some sonority-stress markedness constraint to outrank some 

active stress-locating constraint for sonority-driven stress to work, but this ranking is not 

sufficient.  The ranking of faithfulness constraints is also relevant. 

 A candidate not considered in tableau (45) is [páti], where the /�/ has changed to 

[a]; this change effectively avoids violating *ΔPrWd≤�, and so offers an alternative response 

to sonority-driven stress.  To eliminate such a candidate, faithfulness constraints must at 

least outrank the stress-locating constraints.  The relevant constraint is IDENTV, which 

preserves input vowel feature specifications (after McCarthy & Prince 1995). 

(46)  

 /p�ti/ *ΔPrWd≤� IDENTV ALIGN-σ�-L 

 (a) p��ti *!  

� (b) p�tí   *

 (c) páti  *! 

The tableau shows that the ranking between IDENTV and the sonority-stress 

constraint is irrelevant: sonority-driven stress comes about when IDENTV and some 

sonority-stress constraint both outrank stress-locating constraints. 

 The ranking between IDENTV and the sonority-stress constraint does have some 

effect.  If the latter outranks the former, neutralization will take place in words where stress 

must inevitably fall on a vowel banned by the sonority-stress constraint.  An example is the 

word [p�t�] – stress cannot help but fall on a schwa.  With *ΔPrWd≤� outranking IDENTV, 

though, whichever vowel receives stress changes. 

(47)  

 /p�t�/ *ΔPrWd≤� IDENTV ALIGN-σ�-L 

 (a) p��t� *! 

 (b) p�t�� *! *

� (c) pát� *

If IDENTV outranks the sonority-stress constraint, neutralization does not take place.  

This is the situation in Nganasan, for example. 

If the stress-locating constraints dominate either IDENTV or the sonority-stress 

constraints, sonority-driven stress does not take place.  If both the stress-locating 

constraints and the sonority-stress constraints outrank IDENTV, neutralization takes place: 
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(48)  

 /p�ti/ *ΔPrWd≤� ALIGN-σ�-L IDENTV

 (a) p��ti *!  

 (b) p�tí  *! 

� (c) páti   *

If the stress-locating constraints and IDENTV both outrank the sonority-stress 

constraints, neither neutralization nor sonority-driven stress happens: 

(49)  

 /p�ti/ IDENTV ALIGN-σ�-L *ΔPrWd≤�
� (a) p��ti   *

 (b) p�tí  *! 

 (c) páti *!  

The rankings are summarized in Table 3.4.  Σ stands for ‘some sonority-stress 

constraint’, while ‘stress’ stands for some stress-locating constraint. 

 Table 3.4:  Ranking Typology

Ranking Type   
Σ IDENT stress with neutralization (47) 

IDENT Σ stress

sonority-driven 

stress without neutralization

Σ stress IDENT

 stress Σ IDENT
Neutralization (48) 

IDENT stress Σ
 stress IDENT Σ

no stress-sonority

interaction 
(49) 

The ranking schema can be generalized for all prominence-driven stress cases by 

replacing Σ with some constraint that relates ΔPrWd/Ft to some property.  For further 

discussion, see de Lacy (1999a, 2002b). 

3.5.1.1 Positional markedness vs positional faithfulness: Telling the two apart 
 One of the crucial properties of the rankings identified in Table 3.4 is that the 

constraints that motivate sonority are of the ‘positional markedness’ sort – they refer to a 

combination of a prosodic position and a property.  Since there has been some controversy 

over whether positional markedness constraints are necessary – i.e. whether they can be 

entirely supplanted by positional faithfulness constraints (Beckman 1998 cf Zoll 1998).  

This section aims to identify the general properties where positional markedness and 

positional faithfulness differ. 

 Positional markedness constraints that are relevant mention at least two distinct 

elements, having the general form *x/y; this constraint assigns a violation for candidates 

that have a position x and property y in combination.  For example, violations of the 
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constraint *-ΔPrWd≥{i,u} can be eliminated by either moving the DTE or altering the 

quality of the vowel, as shown in tableau (50); the exact outcome is determined by the 

relative ranking of faithfulness and stress constraints and the properties of the candidate 

under evaluation. 

(50)  

 /p�ta/ *-ΔPrWd≥{i,u} IDENTV ALIGN-σ�-L 

 (a) p��ta *!   

� (b) p�tá   * 

� (c) p��t�  *  

The faithful candidate (a) has a high-sonority unstressed vowel [a], so fatally 

violates *-ΔPrWd≥{i,u}.  This leaves candidates (b) and (c).  Candidate (b) avoids violating 

*-ΔPrWd≥{i,u} by shifting stress onto the [a].  Candidate (c) also avoids *-ΔPrWd≥{i,u}, but 

instead by reducing /a/ to [�].   

Both of these responses are attested.  Candidate (b) wins in the Papuan language 

Kara: stress avoids [�] for higher sonority vowels (Schlie & Schlie 1993, p.c., de Lacy 

1997a).  Candidate (c) wins in New Zealand English (my native dialect): all unstressed 

vowels reduce to [�], and [�] can be stressed (e.g. [b����] ‘bitter’). 

 This ‘symmetrical effect’ of positional markedness constraints is explicitly 

discussed in de Lacy (1999a, 2000a, 2002b) and Smith (2002).  

 The symmetrical effect property can be used to determine whether a positional 

markedness or positional faithfulness constraint is appropriate.  Since both vowel 

centralization and stress shift are possible ways to avoid stressed schwa, the constraint(s) 

that ban(s) stressed schwa must be of the positional markedness variety. 

• Positional faithfulness
 Beckman’s (1998) positional faithfulness constraints have quite a different effect 

from positional markedness ones.  Positional faithfulness constraints do not promote 

unfaithfulness, but can only block certain unfaithful mappings; in contrast, a positional 

markedness constraint can favour unfaithful candidates over faithful ones.  However, as 

shown by Beckman (1998), a positional faithfulness constraint in combination with a 

context-free markedness constraint can produce much the same result as a positional 

markedness constraint (also see Zoll 1998).  For example, the ranking || σ�-IDENTV » 

*≥{i,u} || (where *≥{i,u} bans all vowels with equal or more sonority than high vowels) 

can produce vowel reduction in unstressed syllables, after Beckman (1998). 

(51)  

 /pitaki/ σ�-IDENTV *≥{i,u} IDENTV

 (a) pítaki  * * *! 

� (b) pít�k�  * * * 

 (c) p��t�k� *! * * * 
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Unlike positional markedness constraints, though, positional faithfulness 

constraints cannot interact with context-free constraints to trigger changes in prosodic 

structure.  The reason for this difference relates to the fact that faithfulness is not an issue 

in the sonority-driven stress systems of the sort encountered above.  In other words, the 

primary competing forms do not differ in terms of faithfulness, but only in stress position. 

 For example, in Gujarati the form /h��an/ has output candidates *[h���an] and 

[h��án].  These candidates do not differ in terms of faithfulness, so no faithfulness 

constraint can distinguish them – the entire responsibility falls on markedness 

constraints.37  If all markedness constraints were context-free, there would be no way to 

distinguish the two candidates; stress will fall on the default position.  Thus, a theory 

without positional markedness constraints – and only positional faithfulness and context-

free constraints – incorrectly predicts that sonority-driven stress systems of the type 

discussed above cannot exist.  Positional markedness constraints are therefore necessary. 

In short, positional faithfulness constraints of the form p-IDENT[f], where p is a 

prosodic position and f is a feature, cannot interact with context-free markedness 

constraints to cause p to change.  Thus, they cannot motivate sonority-driven stress, or any 

prosodic change without attendant unfaithfulness (see §3.5.2 for a rather indirect exception 

to this statement). 

3.5.1.2 Hierarchy and form stringency 
 Prince (1997a,b,c, 1999) identifies a potential problem with freely rankable 

stringent constraints.  Constraints that have a stringency relation on elements of structure 

may turn out to be in straightforward conflict when entire structures are compared. The 

problem is illustrated with respect to the sonority-stress constraints here. 

 The constraints considered here are *ΔFt≤{i,u} and *ΔFt≤{�}.  As shown in tableau 

(52), the constraints are in conflict in competition between two candidates from the input 

/pit�kit�/. 

(52) 

 /pit�kit�/ *ΔFt≤{�} *ΔFt≤{i,u} 

 (a) (pít�)(kìt�)  * * 

 (b) pi(t��ki)t� * * 

If *ΔFt≤{�} outranked *ΔFt≤{i,u}, candidate (a) would win; in the opposite ranking, 

candidate (b) would win.   

Of course, for this to be a real conflict, other candidates must be eliminated.  Most 

notably, [(pít�)kit�] and [pit�(kít�)] must be dispensed with as both are local harmonic 

bounds for (a) and (b) in terms of the constraints above (they only incur one violation of 

*ΔFt≤{i,u}).  A constraint like LAPSE will do the job (Prince 1983, Selkirk 1984, Green & 

37  This statement disregards constraints that preserve stress.  However, if such constraints were active, the 
system would be a lexical stress one, not prominence-driven. 
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Kenstowicz 1995); this constraint penalizes sequences of unstressed syllables.  The 

following discussion will assume that LAPSE is high-ranked. 

 The concern is with the ranking in which candidate (b) wins: || *ΔFt≤{i,u} » 

*ΔFt≤{�} ||.  Under this ranking, it seems that stress avoids high vowels (as in 

[(pít�)(kìt�)]) for schwa (as in [pi(t��ki)t�]).  In other words, this ranking seems to create a 

scale reversal.  

 Prince (1999) shows that this problem arises with freely rankable stringent 

constraints, as outlined above.  In contrast, it does not happen with constraints in a 

particular fixed ranking – namely where constraints that ban marked elements outrank all 

those that ban more marked elements: e.g. || *ΔFt/{�} » *ΔFt/{i,u} » *ΔFt/{e,o} » *ΔFt/{a} ||.  

Because *ΔFt/{�} always outranks *ΔFt/{i,u}, a candidate with stressed [�] will always 

incur a more serious violation than any without stressed schwa, regardless of the number of 

stressed [í]’s it contains.  To make one thing clear, it makes no difference whether the 

constraints in a fixed ranking are stringent or not.  This is evident from tableau (52): if 

*ΔFt≤� universally outranked *ΔFt≤{i,u}, the candidate [pi(t��ki)t�] would never win. 

• Potential solutions and conflation 
Prince (1999) identifies four potential solutions to this problem, one of which will 

be discussed here.38  This solution retains the stringent form of constraints, but keeps a 

fixed ranking between them.  If *ΔFt≤{�} universally outranks *ΔFt≤{i,u}, then [pi(t��ki)t�]

will never beat [(pít�)(kìt�)] for sonority reasons alone.   

However, a fixed ranking – even of stringent constraints – eliminates the ability to 

conflate freely (see §3.6).  More concretely, the ranking || *ΔFt≤{i,u} » *ΔFt≤{�} || is 

needed in Nganasan to conflate high vowels and schwa.  If *ΔFt≤{�} universally outranks 

*ΔFt≤{i/u}, schwa cannot be conflated with high vowels. 

Generalizing, in order to get conflation of central and high vowels there must be 

some markedness constraint that assigns the same violations to stressed schwa and stressed 

high vowels.  This fact makes the potential for [pi(t��ki)t�] to be favoured over 

[(pít�)(kìt�)] inevitable if the theory is to deal with conflation. 

• Reconsidering the effect
The particular problem of [pi(t��ki)t�] vs [(pít�)(kìt�)] will be the focus here since 

the sonority scale is the focus of this dissertation.  To recap, the fear is that *ΔFt≤{i,u} 

causes a reversal of the sonority hierarchy: stress seemingly avoids high vowels for schwa.  

However, this is only superficially so. 

*ΔFt≤{i,u} has two effects: (i) it favours mid and low peripheral vowels over high 

vowels and schwa and (ii) it promotes minimization of structure (specifically, 

minimization of the number of stressed syllables).  In its second property, it is like every 

other negatively formulated markedness constraint: *f favours candidates with fewer 

instances of f over those that contain more f’s. 

38  The critique below also applies to the other three solutions in Prince (1999), some of which are too 
complex to discuss briefly here – see Prince (1999:4ff) for discussion. 
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To illustrate *ΔFt≤{i,u}’s structure-minimizing effects, compare two candidates 

from input /pitikiti/: (a) [(píti)(kìti)] vs (b) [pi(tíki)ti].  Candidate (a) violates *ΔFt≤{i,u} 

twice, while (b) violates it only once.  Sonority clearly plays no crucial role here; the 

winner is solely determined because *ΔFt≤{i,u} – like all negative markedness constraints 

– prefers a minimum of structure (i.e. stressed syllables, in this case). 

Returning to the central case, it is clear that *ΔFt≤{i,u} prefers [pi(t��ki)t�] over 

[(pít�)(kìt�)] for two reasons: (i) [pi(t��ki)t�] has less structure than [(pít�)(kìt�)] and (ii) 

*ΔFt≤{i,u} conflates schwa and high vowels.  Point (ii) is the source of the apparent 

problem: because high vowels and schwa are conflated, the structure-minimization aspect 

of the constraint can show through.  So, the effect of *ΔFt≤{i,u} can be informally 

described as “In a word with only high vowels and schwa, minimize feet.”  The fact that a 

less sonorous vowel ends up stressed is an entirely incidental side effect of the structure-

minimization aspect of *ΔFt≤{i,u}. 

So, *ΔFt≤{i,u} plays much the same role in this case as FTBIN does in Gujarati.  As 

shown for Gujarati, FTBIN bans final stress.  In a competition like [(k���e)] vs *[k�(�é)], the 

surface effect is as if the scale has been reversed: stress seems to prefer [�] for the mid 

peripheral vowel [e].  However, this apparent reversal is only incidental – it is a side effect 

of the pressure for binary left-headed feet. 

In short, a language in which *ΔFt≤{i,u} alone is active in the particular way 

described above will produce an effect such that (i) stress will avoid high vowels and 

schwa for mid and low peripheral vowels (as in Nganasan) and (ii) in words with only high 

vowels and schwa the candidate with the minimum number of stressed syllables will win. 

To sum up, the potential problem identified by Prince (1999) does not apply in the 

narrow confines of the sonority-driven case applied here.  The apparent problem is simply 

analogous to cases attested in natural language: constraints may eliminate sonority-

sensitivity in particular environments.  *ΔFt≤{i,u} inherently eliminates sensitivity to the 

distinction between schwa and high vowels, allowing its structure-minimization aspect can 

show through in this particular case. 

As a concluding note, Prince’s (1999) problem is more generally applied to 

stringent constraints, as he shows with a ‘structural’ scale of the type | CC]σ 〉 C]σ |.  Since 

such structural scales are not considered in this dissertation, the implications of this fact 

will not be considered here.   

3.5.1.3 Positive and negative constraints 
At this point it is timely to consider positively formulated constraints, since they 

have properties that seem to deal with the issue raised in the preceding section.  However, 

positive constraints raise other problems, identified for non-stringent constraints in de Lacy 

(1999a, 2000a), and extended to stringently formulated constraints here.39

The constraints proposed in this work are negatively formulated: they ban 

structures rather than require them.  In other words, the constraints assign a violation to a 

39  My thanks to Moira Yip and the audience at the Tone Workshop in Tromsø for their comments on a paper 
that closely relates to the points in this section.  For further critical discussion of positive constraints of the 
type discussed here and their properties, see Yip (2000). 
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candidate if it contains some structure Σ.  In contrast, positive constraints require certain 

structures: they assign violations to a candidate if it does not contain some structure Σ.  For 

example, the constraint ΔFt→[a] requires all stressed syllables to contain the vowel [a]. 

To put the negative-positive distinction in more formal terms, negative constraints 

have the form *Σ, where Σ is some structure.  Negative constraints are evaluated by taking 

the ‘power structure’ of a candidate (i.e. the set of all possible substructures of a 

candidate’s prosodic and featural structure); the number of violations incurred is the same 

as the number of distinct structures in the power structure that are identical to Σ.  In 

contrast, positive constraints with the form x→y require that every x be related to y (usually 

through the association relation); every x that is not so related incurs a violation. 

For sonority-driven stress, positively formulated non-stringent constraints have 

been proposed by Crosswhite (1999); positively formulated stringent constraints are 

employed in de Lacy (1997a). 

• The pile-up problem
A difference between positive and negative constraints is the ‘pile-up’ effect: where 

greater complexity in relation to a property p (usually more instances of p) is preferred 

over less complexity.  

Negative constraints favour less structure over more – this property was at the core 

of the issue discussed in the preceding section.  In contrast, positive constraints favour 

more structure over less.  The tone-DTE constraints in (53) illustrate this point well; H 

stands for ‘high tone’, M for ‘mid tone’, and L for ‘low tone’.  The constraints in (53) are 

non-stringent since positive non-stringent constraints exhibit the pile-up problem in a far 

more transparent manner; the result will be extended to positive stringent constraints 

below. 

(53) (a) *Δσ/L » *Δσ/M » *Δσ/H

 (b) Δσ→H » Δσ→M » Δσ→L

As an example, the constraint Δσ→H requires syllable DTEs to be associated to a 

high tone.  The problem with these constraints is that they do not simply favour higher tone 

over lower tone, but contour tones over simplex tones.  This is because a contour tone as in 

[pâ] satifies both Δσ→H and Δσ→L (i.e. it violates Δσ→M only), while [pá] violates both 

Δσ→M and Δσ→L. 

 The following tableau illustrates this point.  In this grammar, an underlyingly 

toneless syllable is required to have tone on the surface.  The ban on contour tones is 

ranked below Δσ→L, with the consequences seen in (54). 
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(54)  

 /pa/ Δσ→H Δσ→M Δσ→L *CONTOUR

 (a) pá  *! *

 (b) pa� *! *

 (c) pà *! * 

 (d) pâ  *! *

� (e) paHLM *

In short, positive constraints predict a language where the epenthetic tone is a 

contour tone, not a singleton.  Moreover, if the positive constraints are ranked above DEP-T

– a constraint prohibiting tone epenthesis (Myers 1997) – they will produce a language in 

which all syllables bear contour tones, and none have singletons. 

 This result is clearly undesirable.  No language is reported to have contour tones on 

all syllables (Cheng 1973, Pike 1948, Ping 1999). 

 The same problem arises in many other situations as well.  For example, Prince & 

Smolensky’s (1993) sonority-margin constraints are formulated negatively (*MAR/glide » 

*MAR/liquid » *MAR/nasal » *MAR/fricative » *MAR/stop).  The constraints’ positive 

counterparts would cause a pile-up problem for margins.  The best onset and coda would 

be [tsfnlj], as it satisfies all the constraints MAR→glide, MAR→liquid, MAR→nasal, 

MAR→fricative, MAR→stop.  More generally, positive margin-sonority constraints favour 

complex margins over simplex ones.  This also raises a significant typological problem: 

there is no language that requires complex margins but bans single-segment ones.

 In contrast, negative constraints do not produce the pile-up result.  Since negative 

constraints favour less structure over more, they universally prefer singletons to contour 

tones, as shown in tableau (55). 

(55)  

 /pa/ ∗Δσ/L ∗Δσ/M ∗Δσ/H *CONTOUR

� (a) pá   *

 (b) pa�  *! 

 (c) pà *! 

 (d) pâ *! * *

 (e) paHLM *! * * *

The same argument holds for sonority.  Positive constraints prefer DTEs that 

contain rising diphthongs to those with singletons.  For example, the structure in (56a) 

satisfies both Δσ→[a] and Δσ→[i,u], while (56b) does not (the structural assumptions for 

rising diphthongs follow McCarthy 1995).  This predicts – among other things – that rising 

diphthongs could be epenthetic. 

(56) Diphthong Pile-Up
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 (a) μ    (b) μ

  i  a    a 

The same can be argued for positive constraints for Place of Articulation: the 

coarticulated [kp] satisfies both [Place]→[labial] and [Place]→[dorsal], so being more 

harmonic than just [k], [p], or even [t]. 

• Stringency and the pile-up problem
The problem identified above also arises for positive stringent constraints.  

Negative and positive stringent tonal constraints are provided in (57). 

(57) Stringent DTE-tone constraints

(a) *Δσ{L}, *Δσ{L,M}, *Δσ{L,M,H} 

 (b)  Δσ→{H}, Δσ→{H,M}, Δσ→{H,M,L} 

As an example, the constraint Δσ→{H,M} requires syllable DTEs to be either high- 

or mid-toned.   

 The pile-up problem does not arise as directly with the positive stringent 

constraints.  For example, the competitors [pá] and [pâ] both do equally well on the 

constraints in (57). 

 However, the pile-up problem re-emerges when both DTE and non-DTE 

constraints are considered.  As discussed at length in chapter 4, and mentioned in chapter 

2, a segment can be both a DTE and a non-DTE.  For example, in [(�pati)], [i] is a DTE of a 

syllable, but a non-DTE of a foot.  The problem arises when the conflicting conditions on 

DTEs and non-DTEs are both active.  For example, Δσ→H requires [i] to bear a high tone, 

but the non-DTE constraint -ΔFt→L requires [i] to bear a low tone.  Thus, the most 

harmonic form for [i] to take is again the contour tone [î].  With positive constraints, the 

tonally optimal form of /pati/ is therefore [(�pátî)].   

So, positive DTE and non-DTE constraints can work together to create the 

unattested situation whereby all unstressed syllables bear a contour tone while all stressed 

ones bear a simplex one (tableau (58)). 

(58)  

 /pati/ Δσ→{H} -ΔPrWd→{L} *contour 

 (a) (�pátí)  *! 

� (b) (�pátî)   * 

 (c) (�pâtî)   * *! 

In contrast, negative constraints cannot produce such a pattern.  Consider the 

constraints *Δσ/{L} and *-ΔPrWd/{H}.  These constraints cannot both be satisfied by having 
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a contour tone on a PrWd non-DTE.  It is most harmonic to minimize tones in this 

situation, inevitably violating one or the other constraint.40

 In short, positive constraints encounter the ‘pile-up’ problem: they favour more 

structure over less, either individually or through their interaction.  In contrast, negative 

constraints favour less structure over more.   

3.5.2 Factors that never play a role in stress assignment 
The present theory makes restrictive predictions about possible hierarchical 

relations between vowel categories in sonority-driven stress.  Specifically, the constraints 

cannot produce a system in which stress avoids higher sonority vowels for lower sonority 

ones – in other words, where the sonority hierarchy is reversed, unless some incidental 

factor intervenes (e.g. a ban on final stress). 

 The reason for this restriction relates to how the present theory assigns violations.  

Every *Δα/x constraint favours higher sonority DTEs over lower sonority ones, so there is 

no ranking of these constraints that will force stress to avoid high sonority vowels.    While 

[a] attracts stress in several languages (e.g. Abelam, Gujarati, Kara, Kobon, Yimas)41, there 

is no language in which it repels stress.  The same can be said for mid vowels over high 

vowels (e.g. Abelam, Asheninca, Chukchi, Kobon, Komi, Mordwin), for high vowels over 

schwa (e.g. Chukchi, Gujarati, Lushootseed, Malay, and many others), and for high vowels 

over [i] (e.g. Pichis Asheninca). 

One issue this typology raises is not why stress is sensitive to sonority, but rather 

why it is not sensitive to so many other properties.  There are no stress systems in which 

subsegmental features such as Place of Articulation or backness in vowels plays a role in 

assigning stress.  The same goes for features such as [round], [nasal], and secondary 

articulation.  An example of such an unattested system is one in which stress falls on the 

leftmost round vowel, otherwise on the initial syllable: e.g. [páta], [póto], [póta], [pató].42

The present theory provides a response to this issue by drawing a fundamental 

distinction between prosodic and featural scales: the former combine with structural 

elements to form constraints, while the latter do not.  The empirical effect of this division 

is that only prosodic features (i.e. sonority, tone, structure) may play a role in affecting 

stress placement.   

 For stress to be sensitive to a property p, there must be some markedness constraint 

that distinguishes between a stressed syllable with p and one without p.  Therefore, main 

40  As a matter of fact, the most harmonic response to the two constraints is to have mid tone on non-DTEs, 
as attested in a number of languages (e.g. Ayutla Mixtec has epenthetic mid tones – Pankratz & Pike 1969). 
41  Abelam – Laycock (1965); Pichis Asheninca – J.Payne (1990); Chukchi – Krause (1980), Kenstowicz 
(1996); Gujarati – §3.3, Cardona (1965); Kara – Schlie & Schlie (1993), de Lacy (1997a) ; Kobon – Davies 
(1981), Kenstowicz (1996); Komi – Itkonen (1955), Lytkin (1961) ; Lushootseed – Urbanczyk (1996); Malay 
– Lapoliwa (1981); Mordwin – Kenstowicz (1996), Zaicz (1998), Jack Reuter p.c.; Yimas – Foley (1991). 
42  Stress in the Australian language Madimadi has been claimed to exhibit sensitivity to place of articulation 
of onset consonants (Hercus 1969, Davis 1985).  However, Gahl (1996) has proposed an alternative analysis, 
where stress is only sensitive to morphological structure.  Similarly, Crowhurst & Michael (2002) show that 
syllables with nuclei of [�i] attract stress over those with [i] nuclei in Nanti.  It is clear that sonority is not 
the only relevant factor in this system: it is probably the case that [�i] attracts stress because of its greater 
moraic content. 
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stress can be sensitive to the presence of [�] because there is a constraint *ΔPrWd≤{�}.  

However, main stress cannot be sensitive to vowel roundness because there is no constraint 

*ΔPrWd≤[+round].   

 Similarly, constraints such as *Δα/midV also cannot exist for empirical reasons.  

This constraint rules out mid vowels in DTEs, predicting a language in which DTEs avoid 

mid vowels for less sonorous vowels.  Tableau (59) illustrates this point for sonority-

driven stress.  With *ΔPrWd/midV ranked above all other PrWd-DTE markedness 

constraints and stress locating constraints, stress will avoid a mid vowel for a high vowel – 

an unattested system. 

(59)  

 /petito/ *ΔPrWd/midV ALLFTL

 (a) (péti)to *! 

� (b) pe(títo)  *

The ban on constraints like *Δα/midV also follows from the scale combination 

restriction: ‘mid vowel’ is not the most marked category of any prosodic scale, so it cannot 

combine with prosodic elements. 

• Reduction and Faithfulness
An opaque type of stress sensitivity to subsegmental features can be caused by 

constraints that mention prosodic positions.  This section discusses the effect of positional 

markedness constraints; they can be used to force deviation from the default prosodic 

structure if doing so will preserve some feature value that would otherwise be lost.   

For example, suppose there is a language in which all unstressed syllables reduce to 

[�].  Suppose also that faithfulness to vowel roundness – IDENT[+round] – is ranked above 

all stress-placement constraints (i.e. ALLFTL, for argument’s sake).  Stress will move to a 

non-initial position if doing so will prevent a round vowel from reducing.  Tableau (60) 

illustrates this point. 

(60)  

 /pato/ *-ΔPrWd≥{i,u} IDENT[+round] ALLFTL

 (a) (páto) *! 

 (b) (pát�)  *! 

� (c) p�(tó)   *

Candidate (a) is ruled out because the unstressed vowel is not [�] – *-ΔPrWd≥{i,u} 

assigns a violation to all unstressed (and secondary stressed) syllables that contain a 

peripheral vowel.  Candidate (b) has stress on the leftmost syllable, so satisfying ALLFTL.  

However, by doing so, /o/ is forced to reduce to [�], losing its roundness.  This 

unfaithfulness to [round] fatally violates IDENT[+round], dooming candidate (b).  The only 

remaining candidate is (c), with stress on the round vowel. 
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 The net result is effectively a system in which stress falls on the leftmost round 

vowel, and unstressed vowels reduce.  Under this ranking, stress seems to be sensitive to 

subsegmental features, albeit in an opaque way.   

On the other hand, the surface form does not violate the generalization that stress 

falls on the most sonorous element: stress falls on [o], which is more sonorous than [�].

The question now is whether a system could be set up in which stress is sensitive to a 

subsegmental feature and the output has a stressed vowel that is less sonorous than 

unstressed ones, due to sensitivity to some subsegmental feature. 

• The Wilsonian problem
 The type of concern just outlined comes to the fore in considering observations by 

Wilson (1999, 2000).  Wilson observes that positional faithfulness constraints can be used 

to force a change in prosodic structure if doing so will help eliminate marked structures. 

Imagine a system in which a change in sonority does not take place in unstressed 

syllables, but rather roundness is neutralized (any other vowel feature – e.g. nasality – 

could also be used).  In other words, round vowels are only contrastive in stressed 

syllables, and eliminated elsewhere: /poto/ → [póte].  Can the desire to eliminate [+round] 

force a change in stress with the result that the stressed vowel is less sonorous than the 

unstressed one?  In such a case, /poti/ would emerge as [petí], not as *[póti] with stress on 

the (default) initial syllable. 

 The answer is “yes”, but in a rather opaque sense. 

 To explain, in the present theory [round] is not a prosodic property, so it cannot 

combine with a (non-)DTE position to form a constraint.  To eliminate the [round] contrast 

in unstressed syllables, then, the only option is a positional faithfulness analysis (Beckman 

1998; also see this chapter, §3.5.1.1).  Thus, || σ�-IDENT[round] » *+round » IDENT[+round] 

||.  As shown above, ALLFTL must be ranked below IDENT[+round]. 

 The form /poti/ is at issue here. 

(61)  

 /poti/ σ�-IDENT[round] *+round IDENT[+round] ALLFTL

 (a) póti  * ! 

 (b) potí  * ! *

 (c) péti * ! *

� (d) petí  * *

The tableau shows that stress does end up on the less sonorous vowel [i] from input 

/poti/; stress does not fall on the default leftmost position.  This is due to the effect of 

*+round.  This constraint aims to minimize the number of round vowels in a form, but is 

blocked in its work by σ�-IDENT[round].  The solution is to move stress onto an unround 

vowel, as in (d), and so neutralize all round vowels in unstressed syllables. 

 In short, this is a system where stress falls on the leftmost unround vowel, then all 

unstressed round vowels neutralize. 
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 However, it is not a system in which – on the surface – less sonorous vowels 

always beat more sonorous vowels.  Although /poti/ is realized as [petí], it contrasts with 

input /peti/, which is realized as [péti] under the ranking above.  In /peti/→[péti], stress 

clearly does not avoid the more sonorous [e] for [i].  The result is that the system – on the 

surface – has lexical stress: there are surface forms that contrast only in the position of 

stress: [péti] (from /peti/) vs [petí] (from /poti/).  Roundness, then, acts as little more than a 

diacritic for stress avoidance in this system.  Crucially, it does not create a system where – 

on the surface – stress always avoids high sonority vowels for lower sonority ones.  

Similarly, on the surface stress does not avoid round vowels for unround vowels; there 

certainly is stress-sensitivity to roundness, but in a rather indirect fashion.  

• Summary
 To summarize, stress is never sensitive to subsegmental features.  This observation 

partly follows from the proposal that DTEs may not combine with subsegmental features 

in constraints.   

 However, stress sensitivity to subsegmental features can follow as a byproduct of a 

sonority-based contrast neutralization (i.e. vowel reduction and roundness neutralization), 

whether by means of positional faithfulness or positional markedness constraints.  In other 

words, stress sensitivity to subsegmental features is possible, but only in an opaque way: 

stress can avoid vowels based on their roundness, but only if their roundness is neutralized 

on the surface.  The result is a system that – on the surface – apparently has lexical stress, 

not sonority-sensitive stress.  In short, it is always true that in no language stress avoids a 

high sonority stressed vowel for a lower sonority one in all environments (i.e. putting aside 

interfering factors like foot form).43

3.5.3 Hierarchical form: Subhierarchies and n-ary scales 
Part of the present theory’s hierarchy effects derives from the form of the sonority 

scale.44  The idea that there is a single sonority hierarchy to which scale-constraints refer 

was adopted in chapter 2.  There is a possible alternative though: the sonority hierarchy 

may in fact be several subhierarchies, each covering part of the sonority scale (e.g. 

Gnanadesikan 1997).  For example, the vowel sonority scale may be considered to be 

made up of two scales: one for peripherality | central 〉 peripheral |, and one or two for 

height | high 〉 mid 〉 low | (or even | �low 〉 +low | and | +high 〉 �high |). 

• Scale reversals
 In many cases it is difficult to distinguish the empirical effects of subscales from 

having a single scale.  However, there is a disambiguating phenomenon: when the 

43  One way around this is if only round vowels reduce to [�]: i.e. /patota/ → [pát�ta].  The ranking || 
IDENT[+round] » ALLFTL || could then prevent round vowels from neutralizing, producing [patóta], where 
stress falls on [o], avoiding the more sonorous [a].  However, vowel reduction never targets round vowels 
without also targeting unround vowels (Crosswhite 1998), so this situation will never arise for independent 
reasons. 
44  I am grateful to the audience at Haskins Laboratories for comments on a talk that closely relates to this 
section. 
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hierarchical relation between two categories can be either way in particular grammars.  As 

an example, the vowel peripherality scale and the vowel height scale mentioned above 

encode many of the same hierarchical relations between categories as the single sonority 

scale employed in this chapter.  However, schwa outranks high vowels on the Height scale, 

but the opposite ranking holds on the Peripheral scale.  Therefore, languages with both 

rankings are predicted to appear. 

The problem for this particular example is that the vowel sonority scale is 

remarkably rigid in its hierarchical relations.  Sonority-driven stress, for example, always 

treats [��] as worse than stressed high vowels.  The same is true for the relations between 

low, mid, and high vowels.  For consonant sonority, syllabification shows that the | vowel 〉
liquid 〉 nasal 〉 obstruent | hierarchy is also inviolate, suggesting that the Sonority 

hierarchy consists of a single scale rather than several interacting subscales (see Parker 

2002 for a similar conclusion for different reasons). 

 It is important to note, though, that the present theory does not predict that the 

Sonority hierarchy must be a single unified scale.  As with any scale, such a determination 

must come about through evidence.  Situations of indeterminate ranking are simply a way 

to determine whether a hierarchy is derived from several subscales or a single scale. 

In that regard, an example of a place where subhierarchies may be relevant is with 

respect to obstruent voicing.  In some versions of the sonority hierarchy, voiced obstruents 

are universally more sonorous than voiceless obstruents: | voiced fricatives 〉 voiced stops 〉
voiceless fricatives 〉 voiceless stops | (e.g. Jespersen 1904, Bolinger 1962, Alderete 1995).  

Others make the cut between fricatives and stops: | voiced fricatives 〉 voiceless fricatives 〉
voiced stops 〉 voiceless stops | (e.g. Selkirk 1984, Dell & Elmedlaoui 1985, 1988, 

Ladefoged 1993, Blevins 1995, and many others).  Suppose for argument’s sake that there 

is evidence that both rankings are valid for particular grammars.  Such a situation indicates 

an indeterminate ranking: | voiced stop 〉 voiceless fricative | holds in one grammar, while | 

voiceless fricative 〉 voiced stop | in another.   Such a situation would indicate that there are 

two subscales, such as an Obstruent Voicing scale | voiced 〉 voiceless | and an Obstruent 

Continuancy scale | fricative 〉 stop |.  Since voiced stops are higher on the scale than 

voiceless fricatives in the former but the opposite relation holds in the latter, such scales 

would predict variable ranking. 

In short, there are reasons of theoretical implementation that some scales cannot be 

decomposed into several smaller subscales.  The reasons relate to natural class behaviour 

and the formal expression of hierarchy; both of these issues are discussed in turn below. 

• Natural classes
Suppose that the vowel sonority scale | � 〉 i,u 〉 e,o 〉  a | can be decomposed into a 

series of binary scales: (a) | � 〉 i,u,e,o,a |, (b) | �,i,u 〉 e,o,a | and (c) | �,i,u,e,o 〉 a |.  Since 

these scales are consistent in terms of their hierarchy, they will have an effect similar to 

that of a single unified scale, as discussed in the preceding section. 

However, the present theory draws a direct relation between scales and features.  

Thus, decomposing a scale in the way just outlined implies that there are three binary 

features, called fa, fb, and fc, each expressing the scales in (a), (b), and (c) above.  For 

argument’s sake, from scale (a), [�] is [�fa] and [i u e o a] are all [+fa]; from scale (b), [� i 
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u] are all [�fb] while [e o a] are all [+fb].  Similarly, from (c), [� i u e o] are all [�fc] while 

[a] is [+fc].

Some of the features have analogues in current feature theories.  For example, [fc]

classes sounds in the same way as [low] does, and [fa] distinguishes between peripheral 

and central vowels. 

However, proposing such features raises the question of their behaviour in other 

phonological processes.  After all, proposing a new feature is no trivial matter.  The feature 

can be expected to participate in dissimilation, assimilation, harmony, coalescence, and a 

multiplicity of other phonological processes.  For example, [low] is a reasonable feature 

because it participates in assimilation and dissimilation (e.g. Kera – Suzuki 1998), and in 

vowel harmony (van der Hulst & van der Weijer 1995:519ff). 

But what of a feature such as [fb]?  There is no vowel harmony whereby every 

vowel must be either one of [� i u] or one of [e o a].  However, with a feature like [fb] it 

would be a simple matter to construct such a case.  There is similarly no evidence for 

assimilation and dissimilation of [fb].

In general, proposing that multi-valued scales can be decomposed into smaller 

scales raises the issue of natural classes: if there is a scale | �,i,u 〉 e,o,a | and a 

corresponding binary feature, why do [�] and [i u] not act as a natural class for a variety of 

other phonological processes? 

The same question can be asked for the Place of Articulation scale, which is | dorsal 

〉 labial 〉 coronal 〉 glottal | (ch.5§5.3).  If this scale is decomposed into a series of binary 

scales (a) | dorsal 〉 labial, coronal, glottal |, (b) | dorsal, labial 〉 coronal, glottal | and (c) 

| dorsal, labial, coronal 〉 glottal | – with corresponding features to boot – this predicts that 

dorsal and labial will act as a class (after scale (b)) for processes like assimilation and 

dissimilation.  Scale (b) implies that there is a feature f and dorsals and labials are [�f]
while coronals and glottals are [+f] (or vice-versa – the choice of value is immaterial).  

Thus, one could rightly expect a process in which dorsals dissimilate in the presence of 

labials and vice versa: e.g. /kapa/ → [tapa], cf /tapa/ → [tapa].  I know of no such 

dissimilation process.   

The same is true of assimilation: consonants should be expected to assimilate in [f]
value.  So, one would expect to find a situation where /anka/ → [amka].  In this case, the 

[+f] /n/ assimilates to the [−f] value of /k/.  Since both labials and dorsals are [−f], the /n/ 

has a choice of surfacing as [m] or [�].  In this particular grammar, because [�] is more 

marked than [m], /n/ becomes [m].  Tableau (62) illustrates this situation. 

(62) 

 /anka/ *� AGREE[f] IDENT[f]
 (a) anka  *! 

� (b) amka   *

 (c) a�ka *!  *

AGREE[f] requires adjacent consonants to agree in f-value (Lombardi 1996, 1999).  

So, because [n] is [+f] and [k] is [−f], candidate (a) falls afoul of AGREE[f].  The two 
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remaining options are for /n/ to surface as [m] or [�] – both are [−f].  The constraint *�

decides the matter – it bans dorsal nasals, so ruling out (b) (see chs.6,7 for more on this 

constraint). 

 The net result is that /n/ turns into [m] before [k].  This type of assimilation does 

not take place (see ch.7). 

The multi-valued feature approach avoids the issue just described.  The processes 

identified above – assimilation, dissimilation, and harmony – all require agreement in 

terms of a certain feature value.  With a multi-valued feature like [Sonority] or [Place], 

there is a distinct value for every category.  For example, dorsals are [xxxPlace] and labials 

are [xxoPlace].  In terms of processes that refer to feature value identity – like assimilation 

and dissimilation – labials and dorsals will not act as a class because their feature values 

for [Place] are different.  This rests on the assumption that all constraints that require 

identity are like the IDENT ones proposed here (for discussion see ch.5). 

In short, multi-valued features allow classes to be defined without appealing to 

some aspect of identity between elements.  So, there is no feature value that schwa and 

high vowels share that mid and low vowels do not share, yet they can be referred to as a 

class for sonority due to the nature of the scale-referring constraints proposed here. 

• Maintenance of hierarchies
Suppose there is a single 3-element scale | γ 〉 β 〉 α |.  This would have three 

constraints: *{γ}, *{γ,β}, and *{γ,β,α}.  As demonstrated in ch.2 and this chapter, these 

constraints formally implement the hierarchy expressed by the scale. 

Now suppose that this scale was really three separate scales: (a) | γ 〉 α |, (b) | β 〉 α |, 

and (c) | γ 〉 β |.  The present theory would generate six constraints: (a) *{γ}, *{γ,α}; (b) 

*{β}, *{β,α}, and (c) *{γ}, *{γ,β}.   

With free ranking of these constraints, all hierarchical relations in the subscales are 

lost.  For example, *{β} can outrank *{γ}, so eliminating the hierarchy in the scale | γ 〉 β |.  

Similarly, *{γ,α} can outrank *{β}, so reversing the hierarchy | β 〉 α |; the same is true for 

the ranking || *{β,α} » *{γ} ||, which reverses the scale | γ 〉 α |.   

In short, the mechanisms proposed here effectively eliminate the hierarchies 

encoded in the subscales given above.  The only way to produce the hierarchy | γ 〉 β 〉 α | is 

to have a single unified scale, and consequently three constraints *{γ}, *{γ,β}, and 

*{γ,β,α}. 

 Of course, one may object to the point made above on the grounds that either (a) 

some other constraint-creation algorithm could be used or (b) some meta-condition 

prevents certain constraints from being produced.  Without a concrete proposal for (a), it is 

pointless to pursue this issue further.  As for (b), one obvious meta-condition that could be 

proposed is that if | x 〉 y | on any scale, then there can be no constraint that favours y over 

x.  However, such a condition is much too strong.  Different scales can reverse favouring 

relations between different types of elements: a segment’s markedness is not an absolute 

notion, but only relative to a particular scale.  More concretely, chapter 6 argues that 

coronals are more marked than glottals on the PoA scale, but the opposite is true in another 

scale. 
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• Summary
In summary, it is not a trivial matter to decompose a single multi-member scale into 

several smaller scales.  Doing so has the potential to eliminate hierarchical relations in 

scales.  It also may predict unattested class behaviour. 

As a concluding comment, whether sonority or any other property is a single 

unified scale or is composed of several smaller scales is not a question that can be easily 

answered outside a particular theory of the formal implementation of scales.  The theory 

presented in this dissertation makes clear predictions about the consequences of having 

single scales or a multiplicity of smaller scales, as identified above. 

3.5.4 Typology of conflation 
This section identifies the present theory’s predictions for conflation.  The theory 

requires some categories to conflate, allows others to optionally conflate, and prevents 

other conflations from ever happening.  Section 3.5.4.1 deals with required conflations, 

while §3.5.4.2 examines the other two types.  

3.5.4.1 Conflation by constraint form 
The present theory requires some ‘universal’ conflations: where two categories are 

always treated alike.  Since two categories x and y are distinct iff some constraint favours 

one over the other, it follows that two categories are never distinct if there is no such 

constraint.   

An example of a universal conflation is the distinction between [í] and [ú].  No 

constraint proposed here favours one over the other; therefore, it is trivially true that for 

every possible ranking, all constraints that distinguish [í] from [ú] are inactive; therefore, 

[í] and [ú] are conflated.  This particular prediction is borne out by the fact that no stress 

system treats these two categories differently.  There is no language, for example, where 

stress seeks out the leftmost [i], avoiding a [u] closer to the default stress position (or vice 

versa).  Similarly, no language treats [e] as distinct from [o] for stress purposes, so the 

same explanation holds: there is no constraint that favours [é] over [ó], or vice versa.  

3.5.4.2 Contiguous conflation 
As shown in sections 3.3 and 3.4, conflation is not only effected by constraint form, 

but by ranking as well.  Section 3.3 showed that schwa and high vowels could conflate for 

stress purposes, as could mid and low vowels; §3.4 showed that high and mid vowels could 

conflate.  However, not all imaginable conflations are possible.  (63) is an empirical 

generalization about the conflations observed in sonority-driven stress systems. 
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(63) The Conflation Generalization

• x,y,z are members of some scale S 

 If x and y are conflated into a single category C,  

 and z is between x and y in S (i.e. | x 〉 z 〉 y | or | y 〉 z 〉 x |) 

then z is conflated into category C. 

In other words, a set of categories can only conflate if they form a contiguous part 

of the scale.  Prince (1997 et seq.) shows that fully permutable stringent constraints place 

no other restrictions on conflation, predicting that any conflation of contiguous categories 

can happen.  Support for this generalization is given in the table below.  Building on Prince 

(1999) and my own work (de Lacy 1997a, 2000a), almost every possible contiguous 

conflation in stress-sonority interaction is attested.45

 Table 3.5: Stress conflation typology46

Categories Languages Active Constraints 
� i/u e/o a Kobon (Davies 1981) all *Δ/x
� i/u e/o a Gujarati (§3.4) *Δ≤�, *Δ≤{e,o} 

� i/u e/o a Asheninca (Payne 1990)  *Δ≤�, *Δ≤{i,u} 

� i/u e/o a Yil (Martens & Tuominen 1977) *Δ≤�
� i/u e/o a - *Δ≤{i,u}, *Δ≤{e,o} 

� i/u e/o a Nganasan (§3.3, Helimski 1998) *Δ≤{i,u} 

� i/u e/o a Kara (Schlie & Schlie 1993) *Δ≤{e,o} 

� i/u e/o a all vowels are treated the same

  (i) ‘�’ stands for any central vowel [� i u]

The only gap is a language that conflates [��] and [í ú] but distinguishes mid from 

low vowels. In such a grammar, stress would be much as in Nganasan, except that it would 

retract from a mid vowel penult to a low vowel.  I assume that this gap is accidental. 

• Non-contiguous conflation 
Missing in the table above – and in the data collected – is a language that conflates 

non-contiguous categories.  For example, there is no language that treats high vowels and 

low vowels in the same way and distinguishes both types from mid vowels for stress 

placement.  More concretely, there is no language like the one described in (64). 

45  Categories are marked as conflated if they are grouped inside the same box.  For example, the mid and 
low vowels are conflated in Asheninca, but the central and high vowels are not.  Note that ‘�’ stands for any 
central vowel (e.g. Asheninca has [i], not schwa). 
46  The table does not list every sonority distinction.  For example, the distinction between tense and lax  
vowels is not discussed, nor is the distinction between types of central vowels.  These omissions are due to 
lack of data, so I will not comment further on this issue. 
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(64) Non-Contiguous Conflation

 (a) Stress falls on the leftmost high or low vowel [i u a] 

  [píta], [píte], [píti] 

  [páta], [páte], [páti] 

 (b) otherwise it falls on a mid vowel: 

  [péte] 

In this language, stress avoids a mid vowel without also avoiding a low vowel.  In 

effect, [a] and high vowels have been conflated into a single category. 

 The reason why the present theory prevents such conflation relates to hierarchies 

and the fact that non-contiguous conflation requires a reversal in hierarchical relations.  If 

stress avoids mid vowels for high vowels, there must be some constraint that favours 

stressed high vowels over stressed mid vowels.  The present theory has no such constraint; 

the only constraint that bans stressed mid vowels also bans stressed high vowels: i.e. 

*ΔPrWd≤{e,o}.  In short, such a language would require a reversal in the relative ranking of 

mid and high vowels.   

 From a conflation perspective, for [a] and high vowels to be conflated no active 

constraint can assign them violations.  However, for mid vowels to be distinct from both 

[á] and [í ú], some set of constraints must assign mid vowels unique violations.  In the 

present theory, both *ΔPrWd≤e,o and *ΔPrWd≤i,u would have to be active to distinguish mid 

vowels from the others.  However, these constraints also distinguish high vowels from [a], 

meaning that they cannot be conflated.  In other words, the present theory constraints 

necessitate that for a scale | x > y > z |, if x is distinct from y and z is distinct from y, then x
is not conflated with z.

 It is important to note that the predictions of the present theory not only rest on its 

constraints, but on the idea that CON contains no antagonistic constraints – i.e. constraints 

that impose the opposite harmonic relations between categories.  For example, the 

constraint *σ�/midV cannot exist; this constraint assigns violations to mid vowels in 

stressed syllables, thereby favouring stressed high and low vowels over stressed mid 

vowels.  Such a constraint allows for a non-contiguous conflation, thereby subverting the 

present theory’s effects.  The fact that such a conflation does not happen indicates that 

CON does not contain such a constraint.   

 In summary, the present theory allows for contiguous conflations only, but places 

no restrictions on which categories conflate or how many separate conflations there may be 

in a single system.   

 While this chapter has focused on vowel sonority, there are constraints for every 

subset of the sonority hierarchy: e.g. *ΔPrWd≤liquid, *ΔPrWd≤nasal, etc.  With these 

constraints, the present theory predicts that stressed liquids and nasals should be even less 

desirable than schwa.  This prediction is borne out in the New Zealand dialect of English 

(my own).  Schwa can be stressed: e.g. [b��t] ‘bit’, [pr��ti] ‘pretty’.47  However, stress never 

falls on a liquid or nasal, as in many other English dialects.  In words like ‘illness’, schwa 

takes the stress: [��ln�s], *[l�n�s].   

47  The high front lax vowel [�] in other English dialects corresponds to [�] in New Zealand English. 
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3.5.5 The conflation-hierarchy implication 
The preceding sections have identified the present theory’s predictions for 

hierarchical relations and possible conflations.  This section examines dependencies 

between the two.  The present theory predicts (65). 

(65) The Conflation-Hierarchy Implication

• x,y,z are members of some scale S 

 if x and y are conflated  

and x is more harmonic than z,

then y is more harmonic than z.

For example, the categories ‘mid vowel’ and ‘high vowel’ are conflated in Gujarati: 

neither attracts stress over the other (e.g. [ju�ópni], [khe�ío]).  Mid vowels attract stress 

away from schwa ([kój�ldi], *[koj��ldi]), so the present theory predicts that high vowels 

will attract stress away from [�] too (as indeed they do: e.g. [wísm�r�n], *[wism��r�n]). 

 A system that is predicted to not exist is one that is similar to Gujarati, with high 

and mid stressed vowels conflated and where (i) mid vowels attract stress away from 

schwa but (ii) stress does not avoid schwa for high vowels, producing [wism��r�n] instead 

of [wísm�r�n].  In effect, this situation is one of “Avoid [��] only if the alternative is 

significantly better (i.e. a mid vowel).” 

 I have found no systems like quasi-Gujarati; more generally, there is no language in 

which the Conflation-Hierarchy Implication does not hold.  The reason that the prediction 

identified above follows from the present proposals is outlined in (66).  x, y, and z refer to 

scale categories.   

(66) Conflation-Hierarchy Implication: reasoning

• x,y,z are members of the same scale 

 (i) If x is more harmonic than z then there is some active constraint C1 which 

favours x over z.

 (ii) If x is conflated with y then no active constraint favours x over y or y over x.

 (iii) If no active constraint distinguishes x over y,

   then C1 must assign the same violations to x as it does to y.

 (iv) If C1 assigns the same violations to x and to y,

   then C1 favours y over z (because C1 favours x over z – from (i).) 

 (v) Therefore, y is more harmonic than z.

This outline will now be discussed step-by-step. 

If x is more harmonic than y in a grammar, then some active constraint assigns 

more violations to y than to x.  For example, [é] is more harmonic than [��] in Gujarati 

because [��] violates some active constraint while [e�] does not.  At this point, it doesn’t 

matter what the constraint is: the present theory offers both *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} and *ΔPrWd≤� – 

either will give the right result.  Now, when we say that [é] is conflated with [í] (and [ú]), 
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we mean that there is no active constraint that distinguishes the two.  The constraint 

*ΔPrWd≤{i,u} does distinguish [é] from [í], so it cannot be active.  This leaves *ΔPrWd≤� as 

the only possible active constraint.  But now [í] must be distinct from [��]: the latter violates 

the active constraint *ΔPrWd≤� while the former element does not.  In this way, it follows 

purely by the logic of ranking and the form of the constraints that if high and mid vowels 

are conflated, and mid vowels are actively favoured over schwa, then high vowels are also 

favoured over schwa. 

In a sense, this result reduces to a general property of classical OT: constraints 

eliminate losers; they do not pick which of the remaining candidates is the winner 

(McCarthy 2001b:106-7).  In other words, if a candidate violates a constraint C, C cannot 

pick out which of the remaining candidates must be the winner.  That job is up to the 

remaining constraints.  For example, if a candidate [apa] violates ONSET, ONSET cannot 

then designate that [pa] must win; whether [pa] or [�apa] wins is determined by other 

constraints (i.e. MAX and DEP).  The same is true of the present situation: if a candidate 

violates *ΔPrWd≤�, it cannot designate that the winning candidate must contain a stressed 

[a].  Which non-�� candidate wins is entirely up to the remaining constraints. 

 In summary, the present theory places a number of restrictions on conflation.  

Conflation of non-contiguous categories is not possible, and conflation necessitates certain 

hierarchical relations. 

3.6  Conflation and fixed ranking 
The aim of this section is to precisely characterize the types of conflation that fixed 

ranking scale-theories are able and unable to produce, building on work by de Lacy 

(1999a, 2000a) and Prince (1999).   

In §3.6.1, an individual set of constraints in a fixed ranking is shown to allow only 

‘high-end conflation’ – conflation with the most unmarked scale categories.  Section 3.6.2 

considers the conflations produced when several sets of constraints in fixed rankings are 

intermingled.  This section shows that although several sets of constraints with a particular 

complementarity of form allow for a larger number of conflations, they are still unable to 

produce systems with two or more separate conflated sets of categories (as in Nganasan).  

Section 3.6.3 summarizes the results.  

3.6.1 High-end and low-end conflation 
By way of example, the fixed-ranking constraints in (67) will be employed here: 

(67) Fixed Ranking Sonority-Stress Constraints (after Kenstowicz 1996) 

 || *σ�/� » *σ�/{i,u} » *σ�/{e,o} » σ�/a || 

As established in previous sections, two categories x and y are conflated when there 

is no active constraint that distinguishes between them (see §3.3.2.2 for discussion of 

‘active’).  An active constraint is one that is crucial in picking a winner from some relevant 
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candidate competition.48  For example, since the categories ‘stressed high vowel’ and 

‘stressed mid vowel’ are conflated in Gujarati, there can be no constraint that assigns 

different violations to them, and is active – i.e. outranks ALIGNFTR in this situation. 

 In contrast, two categories x,y are distinct when some constraint that distinguishes x
from y is active.  In Gujarati, the categories ‘stressed schwa’ and ‘stressed high vowel’ are 

distinct, so some active constraint must favour one over the other – i.e. *σ�/{�}. 

 In Fixed Ranking theories, there are implicational relations between constraint 

activity: if a constraint *x is active then all constraints that universally outrank it are also 

active.  For example, if the constraint *σ�/{e,o} is active, then so are *σ�/{i,u}, and *σ�/�.

The forced activity of these constraints prevents conflation of the categories to which they 

refer.  For example, since *σ�/� is active, the category ‘stressed schwa’ cannot be conflated 

with any other category.  The same goes for *σ�/{i,u}.  An implication of this point is that if 

a category conflates in a fixed ranking theory, it can only conflate with the unmarked 

category.  For stress, the diagram in (68) graphically illustrates the possible conflations: 

each oval represents a conflated set.  In short, if a category c is conflated at all, it is 

conflated with the most unmarked scale category – [a] in this case. 

(68) Possible conflations under Fixed Ranking

� i,u e,o a 

To clarify, the Nganasan low-end conflation case will be reviewed here.   

 As pointed out above, Fixed Ranking theories can successfully conflate any 

category with the most unmarked scale element.  For example, the categories ‘stressed mid 

vowel’ and ‘stressed low vowel’ can be conflated, in the Nganasan analysis, and repeated 

here. 

(69)  

 /�ajbomti/ ALIGNFTR *σ�/{e,o} *σ�/a 

 (a) (�ájbom)ti *! *

� (b) �aj(bómti) *

Since all constraints that distinguish the two categories are inactive, the distinction 

between mid- and low-vowels is successfully eliminated in the ranking in (69). 

 In this same way, high vowels can be conflated with mid and low vowels for stress 

– achieved by rendering *σ�/{i,u}, *σ�/{e,o}, and *σ�/{a} inactive through ranking.  Finally, 

stressed schwa can be conflated with high, mid, and low vowels if all sonority-stress 

constraints are inactive.  In all these conflations, though, the conflated categories form a 

contiguous range of the scale starting with the least marked [á].  This type of conflation is 

called ‘high-end conflation’ here. 

48  For stress, a “relevant candidate competition” involves candidates that differ in stress placement.  Properly 
speaking, the activity of a constraint is relative to specific processes.  For example, a constraint may be 
inactive for stress purposes, yet active in determining the quality of epenthetic material.  The meaning of the 
term ‘active’ will be self-evident in the following discussion. 
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 However, the Fixed Ranking theory cannot produce ‘low-end’ conflations, 

illustrated in (70).  Each oval represents a low-end conflation – one that cannot be achieved 

with a single set of constraints in a fixed ranking. 

(70) Low-end conflations

� i,u e,o a 

To illustrate, it is impossible for stressed high vowels and mid vowels to be 

conflated with the Fixed Ranking constraints unless they are conflated with low vowels.  

To explain, if central and high peripheral vowels are not conflated with low vowels, then 

constraints that distinguish between high peripheral and central vowels must be active: i.e. 

*σ�/{i,u}, *σ�/{�}.  However, if these constraints are active, they have the unfortunate side 

effect of producing a distinction between high and central-vowels, therefore preventing 

them from conflating.  The relevant tableau from the Nganasan analysis is repeated in (71). 

(71)  

 /hurs��i/ *σ�/{�} *σ�/{i,u} ALIGNFTR

 (a) hur(s���i) *! 

� (b) (húrs�)�i * *

A summary of the results identified above is given below. 

(72) Fixed Ranking and High-End Conflation

• For all sets of constraints C with constraints of the form *Σ/x,

where x∈S, S is a scale, 

Σ is some structural element, 

  and the members of C are in a fixed ranking 

 If x is conflated with y,

then x is also conflated with u.

• x,y,u are members of S. 

• u is the unmarked category in S, relative to the structural element Σ.

In other words, a set of constraints in a fixed ranking can only produce ‘high-end’ 

conflation – it cannot conflate unmarked categories without also conflating them with 

marked ones. 

3.6.2 Complementary constraints and multiple conflation 
If the Fixed Ranking theory can only produce high-end conflation, it follows that 

the Fixed Ranking theory can only produce one set of conflated categories per system.  In 

other words, a system like Nganasan’s is impossible to produce: this language has two 
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different conflations – of central and high peripheral vowels, and of mid peripheral and 

low vowels. 

 To illustrate, a constraint type relevant for conflation here in sonority-driven stress 

is one that mentions the unstressed syllable (closely equivalent to the non-DTE of the 

PrWd, in the present theory).  Unstressed syllable (σ�) constraints are provided in (73).49

(73) Fixed Ranking unstressed syllable-sonority constraints

|| *σ�/a » *σ�/{e,o} » *σ�/{i,u} » *σ�/� || 

Following Prince & Smolensky (1993), Kenstowicz (1996), and the present 

proposals, the constraints reverse the scale hierarchy, with unstressed low vowels the least 

favoured type.  These constraints are the fixed ranking equivalent of the present theory’s 

*-ΔPrWd/sonority constraints (cf de Lacy 1999a for non-heads and the tonal scale, Prince & 

Smolensky 1993 for syllable margins). 

 The constraints have an effect that is very close to that of the *σ�/x constraints: they 

favour candidates with stressed low vowels over all others, and so on through the 

hierarchy.  This point is illustrated in tableau (74). 

(74)  

 /p�tiketa/ *σ�/a *σ�/{e,o} *σ�/{i,u} ALIGN-σ�-L
 (a) p��tiketa *! * *

 (b) p�tíketa *! * *

 (c) p�tikéta *! * * * 

� (d) p�tiketá  * * * * * 

The tableau shows that the winning form is the one with the stressed low vowel.  In 

a form without low vowels, candidate (c) – with a stressed mid-vowel – would win, and so 

on through the hierarchy. 

 As observed in Prince (1999) and my previous work (de Lacy 1999a), the *σ�/x
constraints have the same hierarchical effect as the *σ�/x constraints, they differ in 

conflation.  While the *σ�/x constraints cannot conflate [��] and [í ú], for example, the *σ�/x
constraints can do so. 

(75)  

 /p�ti/ *σ�/a *σ�/{e,o} ALIGN-σ�-L *σ�/{i,u} 

� (a) p��ti    *

 (b) p�tí   *! 

49  Crosswhite (1998) presents a series of positively formulated constraints in a fixed ranking that have a 
similar effect: e.g. σ�→a “Stressed syllables must contain [a]”, and so on.  The criticisms applied to the *σ�/x
constraints apply equally to the positive constraints here – the positive constraints do not allow for conflation 
of the Nganasan type.  For further discussion of positive constraints in general, see de Lacy (1999a, 2000a) 
and §3.5.1.3. 
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In the tableau above, stress does not avoid schwa for the high vowel, showing that 

the two categories are conflated.  Even so, the activity of *σ�/a and *σ�/{e,o} shows that 

high vowels and schwa are not conflated with any other category. 

 The reason that the *σ�/x constraints can conflate stressed schwa with stressed high 

vowels again reduces to the fact that Fixed Ranking theories can produce high-end 

conflation.  Since the sonority scale is reversed in combination with σ�, schwa is the high 

end of the scale for this particular set of constraints.  So, any conflation with schwa is 

admissible, effectively producing the conflations diagrammed in (76). 

(76)  � i,u e,o a 

The net result is that almost any conflation may take place in the Fixed Ranking 

theory if both *σ�/sonority and *σ�/sonority constraints exist.  To illustrate the empirical 

effect of this point, a table of conflation types is presented in Table 3.6, with active 

constraints indicated for each conflation type. 

 Table 3.6: Conflation typology: Fixed Ranking theory

Categories Active Constraints 
� i/u e/o a *σ�/� » *σ�/{i,u} » *σ�/{e,o}  

� i/u e/o a *σ�/�, *σ�/a  

� i/u e/o a *σ�/� » *σ�/{i,u}  

� i/u e/o a *σ�/�
� i/u e/o a *σ�/a » *σ�/{e,o}  

� i/u e/o a Predicted to be impossible 
� i/u e/o a *σ�/a  

� i/u e/o a None 

As indicated, almost every conflation can be done with the Fixed Ranking 

constraints.  However, there is one type that is still predicted to be impossible: the 

Nganasan system. 

 The property that sets the Nganasan system apart from the others is that it has two 

conflations: [��]~[í ú] and [é ó]~[á]; all others have just one (or none).  This property points 

to a general result: even with both the *σ�/x and *σ�/x constraints, the Fixed Ranking theory 

cannot produce systems with two or more conflations. 

 To illustrate this point, in order to conflate [��] with high vowels, there can be no 

active constraint that distinguishes the two.  This requires *σ�/� to be inactive, and hence all 

the *σ�/x constraints to be inactive.  Therefore, all the conflations must be due to the *σ�/x
constraints. 

 The *σ�/x constraint that distinguishes [��] from [í ú] is *σ�/{i,u}, as shown in tableau 

(75) above.  Hence, it must be inactive.  However, *σ�/{e,o} must be active in order to 

distinguish high vowels and schwa from mid vowels.  This point is made in tableau (77). 
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(77)  

 /kontu�a/ *σ�/a *σ�/e,o ALIGNFTR

 (a) kon(tú�a) * *! 

� (b) (kóntu)�a *  *

However, a problem arises: since *σ�/{e,o} is active, *σ�/{a} must also be active.  

Since these two constraints distinguish stressed mid vowels from low vowels, the ranking 

requires the categories ‘mid vowel’ and ‘low vowel’ to be distinct.  Thus, mid vowels and 

low vowels cannot be conflated if high vowels and schwa are also conflated, as shown 

below. 

(78)  

 /�ajbomti/ *σ�/a *σ�/e,o ALIGNFTR

 (a) �aj(bómti) *! 

� (b) (�ájbom)ti * *

The problem just described results from the general property of constraint 

activation described above.  If a constraint C is active, then all constraints that are in a 

fixed ranking above it are also active.  If a constraint is active and distinguishes x from all 

other categories, then x cannot be conflated with any other category.  Since *σ�/{e,o} must 

be active in Nganasan, *σ�/a must also be active.  If *σ�/a is active, then [á] cannot be 

conflated with any other category.  To generalize: relative to a set of constraints that 

mention scale S, if category c is not conflated with category d and d is more marked than c
on S, then x is not conflated with any category in S.  The net result is that there can only be 

one conflation per system.   

 Although only the *σ�/sonority and *σ�/sonority constraints have been discussed 

here, the result generalizes to all sets of structurally complementary scale-referring 

markedness constraints.  So, for any set of fixed-ranking constraints with the form *Σ/x (Σ
is a constituent and x is some scale category), if there is a corresponding set of constraints 

*Σ’/x (Σ’ is every relevant structural position except for Σ) then the combined effect of the 

two constraints allows for every system with a single set of conflated categories.  

However, it still does not allow for systems with two or more separate conflations.  This 

point is summarized in (79). 
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(79) Structurally Complementary Scale Constraints in a Fixed Ranking: Conflation

For a scale S  

and two sets of constraints C1, C2 on S, 

(a) C1’s members have the form *Σ/x,

Σ is a structural position, x∈S. 

(b) C2’s members have the form *Σ'/x,

Σ' is every relevant structural position except for Σ
 (c) for all x,y∈S, if || *Σ/x » *Σ/y || then || *Σ'/y » *Σ'/x ||  

 Then the only restriction in conflation on scale S with respect to Σ is that: 

  (i) if x is conflated with y and 

  (ii) if z is conflated with some category,  

  then z is conflated with x and y.

In other words, no two-conflation systems are allowed.  By generalizing the result 

this way, it applies not only to sonority-driven stress, but to all sonority-influenced 

prosodification, including – for example – syllabification.  In addition, the generalization 

extends beyond the sonority scale to tone (de Lacy 1999a).   

3.6.3 Summary 
To summarize, a set of scale-referring markedness constraints K in a fixed ranking 

cannot produce low-end conflation: if c is conflated, it must be conflated with the most 

unmarked category.  If there is a set of constraints that is structurally complementary to K 

in the way described in §3.6.2, then almost all systems with a single conflation can be 

produced.  However, no systems with two or more conflations can be generated with fixed-

ranking constraints, regardless of the number of constraints in CON. 

 These results are summarized in (80). 

(80) Fixed Ranking Conflation Implication

 For all sets of constraints with the form *Σ/s,

where s is a point on scale S,  

and Σ is some structural element [optional] 

 (i) If *Σ/p is active, then  

for all x∈S s.t. | x 〉 p |, *Σ/x is active. 

(ii) For all y, if *Σ/y is active then y is not conflated with any category. 

(iii) Therefore, if p is not conflated with any category, then  

for all z∈S s.t. | z 〉 p |, z is not conflated with any category. 

In other words, if x and y are distinct categories and | x 〉 y |, then x is distinct from 

all categories (i.e. x is not conflated with any category), relative to a particular set of 

constraints. 

 Importantly, the result above does not apply to sets of constraints *Σ/x where there 

is no corresponding set *Σ’/x.  With such constraints, it is only possible to produce high-

end conflation, as established in §3.6.1.  Such a system is provided in chapter 4§4.3 
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(Kiriwina).  This system is shown to require constraints that refer to the structural category 

-ΔFt and that there is no set of constraints that refers to the exact complement – i.e. a 

combination of foot DTEs and unfooted syllables.  Since this system has low-end 

conflation too, it provides crucial evidence for the stringent formulation of scale-referring 

markedness constraints, like Nganasan. 

 This section concludes with the point that the property of the Fixed Ranking theory 

that prevents low-end conflation is its invariant ranking; the fact that its constraints are not 

stringently formulated is irrelevant.  In other words, a theory with stringent constraints in a 

fixed ranking would also fail to produce adequate conflation.  The reason relates to 

activation – in any fixed ranking theory, if a constraint C is active, it implies that all other 

constraints that outrank it are also always active.  Since constraint activation implies lack 

of conflation, any fixed ranking theory will have implicational relations between 

conflations.  The fact that any contiguous conflation is possible – and therefore that there 

are no implicational relations between conflations – shows that scale-referring markedness 

constraints are freely rankable, and therefore stringently formulated. 

 Finally, it should be noted that conflation in prosodification is not the only 

phonological phenomenon that shows the need for stringent constraints.  Other relevant 

phenomena – neutralization and assimilation – are presented in chapters 5 and 7.  

Nevertheless, conflation in prosodification provides the most transparent evidence for 

stringent constraint form. 

3.7  Summary 
This chapter has shown that the ranking of scale-referring constraints must be 

freely permutable.  This property of the present theory enables it to deal with conflation, 

while fixed ranking places unattested restrictions on possible conflations.  In effect, fixed 

ranking of scale-based constraints makes certain conflations dependent on others: x and y
can only conflate if y and z have already been conflated.   

The dependency relation can be illustrated with the fixed ranking || *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} » 

*ΔPrWd≤{e,o} ||.  If stressed mid vowels are distinct from stressed low vowels, as in 

Gujarati, then *ΔPrWd≤{e,o} must be active.  But if it is active, then *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} is also 

active.  If *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} is active, then high vowels and mid vowels cannot be conflated, as 

shown by [��ok�ine] below: 

(81)  

 /t�ok�ine/ *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} *ΔPrWd≤{e,o} ALIGNFTR

� (a) (t�ók�i)ne  * *

 (b) t�ok(�íne) *! *

There is no ranking of the constraints above that can produce conflation of high and 

mid vowels here.  Since the two categories can only be conflated if *ΔPrWd≤{i,u} is 

inactive, ALIGNFTR would have to outrank *ΔPrWd≤{i,u}.  Such a situation would also 

render *ΔPrWd≤{e,o} inactive, though, meaning that mid and low vowels should be 
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conflated too.  In short, fixed ranking sets up implicational restrictions between possible 

conflations, but freely rankable constraints impose no such restrictions. 

 As demonstrated in §3.6, identifying exactly which conflations are impossible with 

fixed ranking constraints depends largely on the existence of other related constraints.  A 

valid generalization, though, is that no fixed ranking theory can produce systems with two 

or more conflations.  In addition, on its own, no set of constraints in a fixed ranking can 

produce low-end conflation – conflation of marked categories alone.  However, if there are 

two sets of constraints that differ only in that they refer to complementary structural 

elements, any system with a single conflation can be produced. 

 As discussed in chapter 2, unfettered ranking permutation and the need to effect 

hierarchical relations between categories necessitates local harmonic bounding.  In turn, 

local harmonic bounding necessitates scales that refer to contiguous parts of a scale.  So, 

the argument presented in this chapter not only advocates free ranking, but that constraints 

refer to a range of a scale rather than individual points.   

The results of this chapter have broad implications for theories of constraints.   

• Constraints cannot be in fixed rankings as they would be unable to adequately produce 

all attested conflations.   

• Constraints cannot refer to points on a scale – to do so would prevent hierarchical 

relations and allow non-contiguous conflations.   

• CON cannot contain any constraint that is antagonistic to the constraints of the present 

theory: if a constraint favours x over y, there can be no constraint that favours y over x;

such a situation would eliminate hierarchical relations and produce unattested conflations.  

This restriction clearly places severe restrictions on CON, so not only does the present 

theory propose a set of constraints, but significantly limits the space of possible additional 

constraints in CON. 
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CHAPTER 4 

NON-DTES 
 

 

 

4.1  Introduction 
The aim of this chapter is to show the need for markedness constraints that refer to 

non-DTEs.  In particular, evidence for the foot non-DTE (-�Ft) is presented.
50

  Foot non-

DTEs are all those root nodes that are (i) inside a foot and (ii) not the foot’s DTE; they are 

circled in Figure 4.1. 

 

 Figure 4.1: Foot non-DTEs 
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A point that will prove to be important in the following discussion is that the term 

‘foot non-DTE’ is not synonymous with ‘unstressed syllable’.  Unstressed syllables that 

are not parsed into feet are not foot non-DTEs – they have no DTE status at all with respect 

to feet.  This follows from the definition of non-DTE: to be a non-DTE of a foot, a 

segment must be dominated by a Ft node.  For example, in [(páte)ki], [e] is a foot non-

DTE, but [i] is not because it is not contained inside a foot.  However, both [e] and [i] are 

non-DTEs of the PrWd; this difference will prove crucial in that following case studies. 

 Foot non-DTEs are the focus of this chapter because constraints that refer to them 

have fairly transparent empirical effects.  In this chapter, constraints on foot-DTEs will be 

shown to influence stress, motivate vowel neutralization, and figure in vowel epenthesis. 

 A secondary aim is to show that DTEs can refer to any prosodic category.  Thus, 

there are constraints that refer to DTEs of feet, as well as those that mention DTEs of 

syllables, Prosodic Words, Intonational Phrases and so on.  Selkirk (1998) and de Lacy 

(1999a) have argued this point for tone, and Zec (2000) has a similar approach to sonority.  

This chapter provides further evidence for this point. 

 Section 4.2 shows that constraints on the sonority of foot non-DTEs can influence 

the position of feet, and therefore of stress.  For example, in the Oceanic language Kiriwina 

a trochaic foot usually appears at the right edge of the PrWd (1a).  However, the foot will 

appear further towards the left edge if doing so will result in a low-sonority foot non-DTE 

                                                           
50  To be precise, the focus is on -�{Ft,Rt} – i.e. the Root node non-DTEs of a foot. 
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(1b).  For example, stress falls on the antepenult in [(mí�i)la] because penult stress would 

result in a foot with a high sonority non-head: *[mi(�íla)]. 

 

(1) Kiriwina stress in brief 

 
(a) Default penultimate stress 

  [am(bái)sa] ‘where?’ [bo(nára)]   ‘shelf (in house)’ 

  [ikoi(súvi)]  ‘he puts in’ [imom(kóli)]  ‘he tasted (it)’ 

  [ka(wála)] ‘canoe pole’ [tau(áu)]   ‘hey, men!’ 

 
(b) Stress retraction 

  [(kúli)a]   ‘cooking pot’ [(lámi)la]   ‘outrigger log’ 

  [la(ódi)la]   ‘jungle’ [(lú�u)ta]  ‘yam type’ 

  [(mí�i)la] ‘the face’ [(páku)la]  ‘blame’ 

 

A markedness constraint that bans high sonority foot non-DTEs – specifically 

*-�Ft�{e,o} – is shown to provide an account for this system.  Kiriwina also exhibits 

conflation that crucially requires stringent constraints, analogous to Nganasan in ch.3§3.3. 

 A similar argument is made for stress placement in the Ethiopic language Harar 

Oromo in §4.2.2.  Harar Oromo differs from Kiriwina in its response to *-�Ft�{e,o}: rather 

than deviating from the default stress position, feet are reduced in size. 

 Section 4.3 shows that constraints on foot-DTEs can produce certain patterns of 

vowel neutralization.  To be precise, vowel reduction in the informal register of Dutch only 

takes place in the foot non-DTE: e.g. [(fòn�)lo�(í)] ‘phonology’, *[(fòn�)l��(í)].  This case 

is argued to require a markedness constraint that refers specifically to foot non-DTEs. 

 Section 4.4 shows that non-DTE markedness constraints affect the typology of 

epenthetic vowels.  This section shows that any unround vowel can be epenthetic [i � i � a].  

This fact is argued to follow from the tension between DTE and non-DTE markedness 

constraints.  Further evidence for non-DTE constraints comes from Shipibo, a language in 

which the epenthetic vowel is [a] in foot heads and [i] in non-heads. 

 Section 4.5 summarizes the findings of this chapter. 

 

 

4.2 Stress and non-DTEs 
Some non-DTE constraints have already been discussed in the context of scales.  

For example, Prince & Smolensky (1993) have a set of constraints that relate sonority and 

the syllable margin (i.e. -��).  Similarly, Kenstowicz (1996) proposes that there are 

constraints on sonority in the ‘foot margin’ – the foot’s non-head syllable nucleus.  I have 

proposed constraints on tone in foot non-DTEs (de Lacy 1999a, 2002b); also see Zec 

(1999).  In a related vein, Crosswhite (1999) proposes constraints on the sonority of 

unstressed syllables. 

Constraints that mention non-DTEs reverse the scale to which they refer.  So, while 

the DTE constraints militate against low sonority elements, the non-DTE constraints 

militate against high sonority.  This reversal is indicated in the abbreviated constraint form 

by *-���s, where s is some sonority level.  The full constraint form refers to the o element 
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of feature values: i.e. *-����ooooSonority]; *-���{i,u} is violated by any non-DTE of 

category � that is more sonorous than a schwa (i.e. [i u e o � � a]).  This point is discussed 

in ch.2§2.4.1.1. 

So, the least harmonic non-DTE is a low vowel, then mid peripheral vowels, then 

high peripheral vowels, and so on through the sonority hierarchy to the least sonorous 

categories.  In terms of foot non-DTE constraints, then, a foot with the form (CV�Ci) is 

more harmonic than (CV�Ca) since the latter contains a high sonority foot non-DTE [a], 

while the former contains the less sonorous [i].  In constraint terms, the latter foot violates 

*-�Ft�a, while the former does not. 

This section discusses two languages that provide evidence for foot non-DTE 

constraints.  §4.2.1 analyses the stress system of Kiriwina, spoken in the Trobriand Islands, 

and §4.2.2 deals with Harar Oromo, an Ethiopic language.  Both languages seek to form a 

foot with low sonority non-DTEs, but achieve their aims by somewhat different means: the 

former retracts stress from the default position, while the latter alters foot size. 

 

 

4.2.1  Kiriwina 
Kiriwina – also called Kilivila – is spoken in the Trobriand Islands and the Milne 

Bay province of Papua New Guinea.  The description and data presented here come from 

Lawton’s (1993) and Senft’s (1986) grammars (hereafter L and S respectively). 

 Kiriwina has five vowels [i e a o u], and a syllable structure of (C)V(V)(m).
51

  

Bivocalic nuclei are the diphthongs [ai au ei eu oi ou]; bivocalic nuclei never consist of 

two identical vowels (i.e. a long vowel – S12, 20).  Mid vowels almost never occur word-

finally (Senft p.24).
52

 

Stress usually falls on a final bimoraic syllable (i.e. CVV(C), CVC), otherwise on 

the penult.  Increased amplitude and duration are the primary correlates of stress (L43).  L 

also notes some allophonic variation conditioned by stress (p.18).   

 

(2) Default stress in Kiriwina 

 
(a) Final Heavy Syllable (CVV(C), CVC) 

  [ivabodaním]  ‘he came last walking’ 

  [bakám] ‘I will eat’ 

  [ikiúm]  ‘he did secretly’ 

  [tauáu]  ‘hey, men!’ 

  [lakatupói]  ‘I have asked’ 

  [idói]  ‘(a boat) brings something’ 

                                                           
51  Coda [m] can only appear with monomoraic nuclei and the diphthongs [ai ei] (S 21); no examples of 
CVVm syllables were provided with stress indicated in the sources.  [m] can also appear as the sole nucleus 
in a word-initial syllable: e.g. [mtona] ‘he 3p.sg’, [msa] ‘afterbirth’, [mdauvali] ‘fly’.  In these cases, stress 
can fall on [m]: e.g. [m�.wo] {island name}, [m�.na] {particle} (L23).
52  Senft (p.24) states that mid vowels “are rarely found in word-final position, except when used in poetic 
and emphatic forms.”  I found no tokens in his data with final mid vowels and stress marked.   
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(b) Else penult  

  [idója] ‘it drifts’ [imomkóli] ‘he tasted (it)’ 

  [dumdabó�i] ‘early dawn’ [am.bái.sa] ‘where?’ 

  [péu.la] ‘strong’ [náu.�u] ‘nose plug’ 

 

However, stress falls on the antepenultimate syllable in one situation: when the 

penult contains a high vowel and the ultima contains [a] (L45, S25). 

 

(3) [CV �C{i,u}Ca] in Kiriwina 

 (a) [CV�CiCa] 

  [mí�ila]   ‘the face’ [luko-sísi�a]  {clan name} 

  [tom	éikita]   ‘selfish person’   

  [lámila] ‘outrigger log’ [katusawásila]  ‘clear throat’ 

  [vi�im-kóvila] ‘to complete’ [laódila] ‘jungle’ 

  [kúlia] ‘cooking pot’   

 
(b) CV�CuCa 

  [lasíkula]   ‘pull canoe’   

  [mé�uva]  ‘white magic’   

  [pákula] ‘blame’ [mlom
w
áluva]  ‘a red soil’ 

  [lú�uta] ‘yam type’ [búluva]   ‘thong tying door’ 

 

In contrast, stress does not retract when the penult contains a non-high vowel (4a), 

or when the ultima contains a high vowel (4b). 

 

(4) Kiriwina sonority-driven stress 

 (a) CVC{é,ó,á}Ca
53

 

  [tomtomóta] ‘dumb’   

  [idója] ‘it drifts’   

  [kawála] ‘canoe pole’   

  [bonára] ‘shelf (in house)’   

 
(b) CVCV�C{i,u} 

  [i�ibulúi]   ‘he is angry at’ [msim
w
ési]  grass type 

  [mtum
w
átu]   ‘shaggy’ [imomkóli]  ‘he tasted (it)’ 

  [mdowáli]  ‘housefly’ [dumdabó�i]  ‘early dawn’ 

  [ivá�i] ‘he did (it)’   

  [ikoisúvi]  ‘he puts in’ [mlópu] ‘cave’ 

  
�u�ulomb
w
ailí�u] ‘the meeting I love’ 

  

No forms of the shape [CVCVC{e,o}] are cited because word-final mid vowels are 

very rare word-finally, and no relevant examples are provided by L and S.
54

  Even so, there 

                                                           
53  I was unable to find any […CeCa] words with stress indicated.  There are very few such words in L, 
although they do exist: e.g. beba ‘butterfly’ (303), dodoleta ‘band of carved decoration’.   
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is evidence that mid vowels are as undesirable as low vowels in foot non-head position, 

shown in §4.2.1.3. 

Alternations support the description of stress above.  L99 observes that focus is 

marked by replacing the final vowel of verbs with a high vowel: e.g. [lumkola] ‘feel’, 

[lumkoli] ‘feel {with focus}’.  In words with otherwise antepenultimate stress, L reports 

that the vowel change causes stress to appear on the penult, though he does not give any 

transcriptions of examples. 

 

 

4.2.1.1 Default footing 
The default stress position can be ascribed to a quantity-sensitive trochaic foot, 

aligned as close to the right PrWd boundary as possible: i.e. [ba(kám)], [tau(áu)], [i(dója)], 

[imom(kóli)], [am(bái)sa].  Forms like [ba(kám)] show that Kiriwina is quantity-sensitive 

(i.e. *[(bákam)]), so feet have the form (CVX) (e.g. [ba(kám)], [tau(áu)]), or (CVCV) (e.g. 

[i(dója)]).  There is no evidence that feet are ever iambic or degenerate.  Therefore, the 

constraints TROCHEE and FTBIN are undominated in this language (see ch.3§3.3.2 for 

definitions).
55

 

 Right-edge foot alignment is promoted by the constraint ALIGNFTR.  Violations of 

ALIGNFTR can be forced by FTBIN.  This is the case for [(náu)�u]: for this candidate to have 

a right-aligned foot, the foot would either be degenerate (e.g. *[nau(�ú)]) or trimoraic (e.g. 

*[(náu�u)]).
56

  To avoid this situation and allow for the more harmonic non-right-aligned 

binary foot, FTBIN must outrank ALIGNFTR. 

 

(5)  

 /nau�u FTBIN ALIGNFTR 

 (a) (náu�u) *!  

 (b) nau(�ú) *!  

� (c) (náu)�u  * 

 

The only candidate to satisfy both FTBIN and ALIGNFTR is *[na(ú�u)], a candidate 

that fatally violates constraints on syllabification.
57

 

The following section shows that the *�Ft�x constraints account for the cases of 

antepenultimate stress. 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                
54  It is not uncommon for word-final position to be a particular locus of neutralization.  The constraints that 
produce neutralization of final /e o/ will not be discussed here since this is tangential to the main point (see 
Crosswhite 1999 for relevant discussion).  The present analysis predicts that words of the shape 
[CVC{i,u}C{e,o}] would have antepenult stress. 
55  Minimal word restrictions show that FTBIN outranks either DEP or MAX: words must be minimally 
bimoraic (i.e. a foot – McCarthy & Prince 1986, 1993b). 
56  Trimoraic trochees of the form (�����) are permitted in other languages (Hayes 1995, Kager 1993).  
However, Hayes argues that they are marginal, so I will assume that they are not permitted in Kiriwina.  This 
ranking also bans trimoraic feet in antepenult-stress words like [(mí�i)la], *[(mí�ila)]. 
57  Specifically ONSET, which favours [(náu)�u] over [na.(ú.�u)]; see Prince & Smolensky’s (1993:§3.2) 
analysis of Tongan stress for discussion.   
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4.2.1.2 Non-DTEs 
Constraints on foot non-DTEs are the primary motivation for antepenultimate stress 

in Kiriwina.  Kiriwina aims to avoid a high sonority foot non-DTE, where ‘high sonority’ 

refers to both mid and low vowels.  In /lamila/, for example, the incorrect output form 

*[la(míla)] has a foot with a very high sonority non-DTE: [a].  In contrast, the foot non-

DTE [i] in the attested form [(lámi)la] has relatively low sonority.  The relevant foot non-

DTE constraints are listed in (6). 

 

(6) Foot non-DTE sonority constraints 

 *-�Ft�{i,u} “Assign a violation for every foot non-DTE that is equally or more 

sonorous than high vowels ([i u e o a]).” 

 *-�Ft�{e,o} “Assign a violation for every foot non-DTE that is equally or more 

sonorous than mid vowels ([e o a]).” 

*-�Ft�a “Assign a violation for every foot non-DTE that is equally or more 

sonorous than high vowels ([a]).” 

 

The constraint *-�Ft�{e,o} is active in Kiriwina: this constraint assigns a violation 

to a candidate if a foot non-DTE has more sonority than a high vowel.   To deal with a 

form like [mí�ila], *-�Ft�{e,o} must outrank ALIGNFTR: 

 

(7)  

 /mi�ila/ *-�Ft�{e,o} ALIGNFTR 

� (a) (mí�i)la  * 

 (b) mi(�íla) *!  

 

An element is a non-DTE of a foot if (i) it is dominated by a foot node and (ii) it is 

not the foot’s DTE.  In candidate (a), only [m], [�], and [i] satisfy these two requirements – 

[í] is a foot DTE, and [l] and [a] are not dominated by a foot node.  Since [m], [�], and [i] 

are all less sonorous than mid vowels, the constraint *-�Ft�{e,o} is not violated.   

In contrast, candidate (b) has the high sonority [a] as a foot non-DTE, fatally 

violating *-�Ft�{e,o}. 

Note that -�Ft refers not only to the vowel in the unstressed syllable of a foot, but to 

all segments that are not the foot’s DTE.  For candidate (b), this includes the onset of the 

stressed syllable [�], the onset of the unstressed syllable [l], and the nucleus of the 

unstressed syllable [a].  In effect, then, the *-�Ft constraint is not only sensitive to the 

sonority of the non-head syllable’s nucleus, but to the onsets as well.  In practice, though, 

only the non-head syllable’s nucleus will ever be relevant; for the onsets to ever affect the 

outcome, they would have to be more sonorous than the non-head’s nucleus.  This 

situation only ever comes about in syllables with low sonority syllabic consonants and 

relatively high sonority onsets (e.g. [ln �], [wl �]).  This situation is not relevant in Kiriwina. 

The constraint *-�Ft�{e,o} must refer specifically to the non-DTE of a foot.  The 

only other potentially viable option is for it to refer to PrWd non-DTEs: *-�PrWd�{e,o}.  

However, this will not produce the right result.  A non-DTE of a PrWd is effectively every 
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element except the primary-stressed vowel.  So, the -�PrWd elements in (a) are [m ��i l a], 

and in (b) they are [m i � l a].  Therefore, a constraint like *-�PrWd�{e,o} will be equally 

violated by both candidates since both have [a] as a -�PrWd.  Since *-�PrWd�{e,o} is equally 

violated, ALIGNFTR would make the crucial decision, incorrectly favouring (b) over (a). 

 

 

4.2.1.3 Conflation and mid vowels 
It is crucial that the constraint *-�Ft�{e,o} be active in Kiriwina rather than 

*-�Ft�{a}. *-�Ft�{e,o} is violated by both (CV �C{e,o}) and (CV�Ca) feet equally, 

explaining why words like [i(dója)] have penultimate stress rather than antepenultimate 

*[(ído)ja].  In the present approach, this is because antepenultimate stress will not improve 

the non-DTE’s sonority significantly enough: *[(ído)ja] still has a high sonority foot non-

DTE, as illustrated in tableau (8). 

 

(8)  

 /idoja/ *-�Ft�{e,o} ALIGNFTR 

 (a) (ído)ja * *! 

� (b) i(dója) *  

 

[idója] also provides evidence for the ranking of *-�Ft�{a}, a constraint that 

penalizes feet with [a] non-DTEs.  The word idója shows that *-�Ft�{a} cannot be active.  

If it were, [i(dója)] should be less harmonic than *[(ído)ja]. 

 

(9)  

 /idoja/ *-�Ft�{e,o} *-�Ft�{a} ALIGNFTR 

� (a) (ído)ja *  * 

 (b) i(dója) * *!  

 

The point made above is that both (CVC{e,o}) and (CVCa) feet are conflated in 

Kiriwina: they are equally disharmonic.  So, any constraint that distinguishes them – such 

as *-�Ft�a – must be ranked below ALIGNFTR, which effectively renders it irrelevant in 

determining the winner between candidates that differ only in stress placement. 

 The ranking of the other vowel-non-DTE constraint *-�Ft�{i,u} is indeterminable.  

Since it assigns the same violations to all feet, its ranking cannot be determined by stress 

placement. 

 The ranking || *-�Ft�{e,o} » ALIGNFTR || also predicts that words ending in mid 

vowels will undergo stress retraction; however, no words allow final mid vowels, so there 

is no way to test this prediction. 

 

 

4.2.1.4 Non-retraction 
The ranking above accounts for all the other facts of Kiriwina stress.  As noted 

above, stress does not retract to the antepenult when the final vowel is high: e.g. 
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[i�ibu(lú.i)], [mdo(wáli)], [m(lópu)].  The reason for the lack of retraction is that the feet in 

these words do not have any non-DTEs with unacceptably high sonority – none violate 

*-�Ft�{e,o}.  Therefore, retraction would be gratuitous, as shown in tableau (10). 

 

(10)  

 /i�ibului/ *-�Ft�{e,o} ALIGNFTR 

� (a) i�ibu(lúi)   

 (b) i�i(búlu)i  *! 

 

The ranking also accounts for the fact that stress does not retract when the penult 

contains a non-high vowel and the ultima a low vowel.  Both *[(bóna)ra] and [bo(nára)] 

incur the same violations of *-�Ft�{e,o}, so retraction would achieve nothing.   

 

(11)  

 /bonara/ *-�Ft�{e,o} ALIGNFTR 

 (a) (bóna)ra * *! 

� (b) bo(nára) *  

 

The same ranking accounts for the lack of retraction in [tomto(móta)]: the retracted 

form *[tom(tómo)ta] does not improve DTE sonority; other relevant examples are given in 

(4a). 

 

	 DTE constraints in Kiriwina 

 The words cited above also show why an approach that entirely relies on DTE 

constraints will not work.  DTE constraints are only useful when competing candidates 

differ in DTE sonority.  However, there are many cases in Kiriwina where candidates do 

not differ in DTE sonority yet the antepenultimate-stressed form wins.   

For example, the two prime competitors from /mi�ila/ are [(mí�i)la] and 

*[mi(�íla)].  Both candidates incur exactly the same DTE violations since both have 

stressed high vowels.  Therefore, since the DTE constraints do not favour one candidate 

over the other, the choice of winner should fall to ALIGNFTR, incorrectly predicting that the 

penultimate-stressed candidate should win.  Of course, the difference between [(mí�i)la] 

and *[mi(�íla)] is not in their DTEs, but in the sonority of the foot non-DTE. 

Since DTE sonority does not matter in Kiriwina, all DTE constraints that 

distinguish [i u e o a] must be inactive.  For example, *�Ft/PrWd
{i,u} would incorrectly 

favour *[(p
w
á.jú)ju] ‘sour’ over [p

w
a(jú.ju)] if active, and *�Ft
{e,o} would incorrectly 

favour *[(mámo)va] over [ma(móva)] ‘be alive’.   

The tableau below illustrates the undesirable effect of DTE constraints in Kiriwina. 

 

(12)  

 /mamova/ *-�Ft�{e,o} ALIGNFTR *�Ft
{e,o} 

� (a) ma(móva) *  * 

 (b) (mámo)va * *!  
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If *�Ft
{e,o} (or *�PrWd
{e,o}) outranked ALIGNFTR, (b) would win.  �
 

	 FTBIN 

 Finally, it is possible to establish a ranking between FTBIN and *-�Ft�{e,o}.  One 

way to avoid violations of the non-DTE constraint is to reduce the size of the foot.  For 

example, [mi�i(lá)] does not have a highly sonorous foot non-DTE since its only foot non-

DTE is [l].  Since this strategy is not employed in Kiriwina, FTBIN must outrank 

*-�Ft�{e,o}. 

 

(13)  

 /mi�ila/ FTBIN *-�Ft�{e,o} 

� (a) (mí�i)la  * 

 (b) mi�i(lá) *!  

 

This ranking will turn out to be of more than passing interest: §4.2.2 shows that 

Harar Oromo employs the opposite ranking.   

As a final note, the constraint TROCHEE must also outrank *-�Ft�{e,o}, otherwise 

the iambic footed *[mi(�ilá)] would win. 

 

 

4.2.1.5 Morpheme boundaries 
Retraction only takes place in Kiriwina when there is no morpheme boundary 

within the last three syllables of the word (L43).  When morpheme boundaries intervene, 

stress falls on the penult regardless of sonority.   

The words in the left column of (14) contrast with those in the right column solely 

in terms of morpheme boundaries.  As shown, the presence of a morpheme boundary 

immediately before either the penult or ultima results in penultimate stress.  The bold face 

morpheme in the right column is the root.
58

 

 

(14) Kiriwina Stress and Morpheme Boundaries (Lawton, p.45) 

 [lámila] ‘outrigger log’ [la-míla] ‘I have become sth’ 

 [mé�uva] ‘white magic’ [me-�úla] ‘it originated (there)’ 

 [lú�uta] ‘yam type’ [lu-�ú-ta] ‘my sister (male speaking)’ 

 [latu-sawásila] ‘clear throat’ [wasí-la] its obligation 

 [mí�ila] ‘the face’ [mi�í-la] ‘his face’ 

 [to-m-méikita] ‘selfish person’ [bobwailí-la] ‘gift’ 

 

Morpheme boundaries before the antepenult are irrelevant: e.g. [i-(búku)la] ‘it 

bore in clusters’, *[i-bu(kúla)], [luku-(sísi)�a] ‘clan name’. 

 

                                                           
58  Neither S nor L give examples with multiple suffixes. 
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	 PrWd-Root alignment 
The lack of retraction in morphologically complex forms can be ascribed to two 

separate restrictions.  One is that the left edge of the PrWd must coincide with the left edge 

of the root by action of the constraint ALIGN-L(Root, PrWd) (McCarthy & Prince 1993a).  

This will prevent stress from falling on the prefix in words like [me-�úla] ‘it originated 

(there)’ since it must be prosodified as  

[me{(�úla)}], where {} mark PrWd boundaries.  The word cannot be prosodified as 

*[{(mé-�u)la}] because this prevents the root’s and PrWd’s left edges from coinciding. 

 

(15)  

 /me-�ula/ ALIGN-L(Root,PrWd) *-�Ft�{e,o} 

� (a) me-{(�úla)}  * 

 (b) {(mé-�u)la} *!  

 

	 PrWd-Suffix alignment 
Alignment of the root’s and PrWd’s left edges will not account for penult stress in 

[mi�í-la], though.  In this form, the PrWd boundaries will appear as [{mi(�í-la)}]; so there 

is no apparent reason why the foot cannot appear at the left edge: i.e. *[{(mí�i)-la}]. 

One cannot ascribe penult stress in these forms to a peculiarity of the suffix -la, 

either: the suffixes -ta, -na, and -gwa also cause stress to fall on the penult (L46).  

Moreover, it is not the shape of suffixes that is relevant – bimoraic suffixes can take the 

stress: e.g. [i-bukula-váu] ‘it bore in clusters again’ (cf [i-búkula] ‘it bore in clusters’).  

I have not been able to devise an OT solution to this issue that I consider entirely 

satisfactory.  One approach is to invoke a constraint that requires the right edge of a foot to 

align with the right edge of a suffix: ALIGN-R(Ft, suffix).  This will favour the 

morphologically complex [mi(�í-la)] over *[(mí�i)-la].  Tableau (16a) shows that ALIGN-

R(Ft, suffix) ranked above *-�Ft�{e,o} will produce the attested result.  Tableau (16a) 

shows the contrasting case with the monomorphemic [(mí�i)la] – since there is no suffix in 

this form, ALIGN-R(Stem,Ft) is vacuously satisfied, so allowing the effect of the DTE-

sonority constraint to emerge. 

 

(16)  

(a) /mi�i-la/ ALIGN-R(Ft,suffix) *-�Ft�{e,o} ALIGNFTR 

 (a) (mí�i)-la *!  * 

� (b) mi(�í-la)  *  

(b) /mi�ila/ ALIGN-R(Ft,suffix) *-�Ft�{e,o} ALIGNFTR 

� (a) (mí�i)la   * 

 (b) mi(�íla)  *!  

 

The reason that this account is not entirely satisfactory is because it appeals to 

alignment of a prosodic constituent with an affix and not a root; contradicting Selkirk’s 

(1995) and McCarthy & Prince’s (1993a) proposals.  Nevertheless, the Kiriwina facts are 

reminiscent of other stress systems.  For example, Latin famously stresses a heavy penult, 
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else the antepenult.  Steriade (1988a) observes that Latin has several clitics, like que ‘and’, 

which force stress to fall on the penult even if it is light (also see Halle 1990:158ff).  

Analogous to Kiriwina, addition of an enclitic in Latin forces metrical structure to diverge 

from the default pattern.  I leave the discussion of this issue in Kiriwina at this point. 

  

	 Stress Window 

The final property of interest is the issue of the stress window. Lawton says that 

stress retracts to the antepenultimate syllable, but does not mention that it ever retracts to 

the pre-antepenult.  In the present analysis, a word of the shape [CVCiC{e,o,a}Ca] would 

be best output with initial stress.  I was unable to find any words that would decide this one 

way or the other and were marked for stress, although such words may exist (e.g. 

[tolibwala] ‘house owner’ and [toliwaga] ‘name of a chiefly subclan’, although these seem 

to be morphologically complex).  Unfortunately, morphemes that are long enough for a 

window effect to be seen are rare; it may be the case that the data relevant for determining 

the presence of a window effect is not available for independent reasons. 

 

 

4.2.1.6 Summary 
Kiriwina shows that the sonority of foot non-DTEs can be decisive in determining 

stress placement.  The rankings established in the preceding sections are summarized in 

Figure 4.2. 

 

 Figure 4.2:  Kiriwina sonority-driven stress ranking summary 

  FTBIN   TROCHEE  ALIGN-L(Root,PrWd)  

 

      *-�Ft�{i,u}  *-�Ft�{e,o} 

    

       ALIGNFTR  

 

          *-�Ft�{a}   *�Ft/PrWd
{i,u}       *�Ft/ PrWd
{e,o} 

 

The ranking expresses the fact that foot-form is invariant – since FTBIN and 

TROCHEE outrank all other constraints, no sonority consideration will force feet to be other 

than well-formed bimoraic trochees.   

The crucial ranking is between *-�Ft�{e,o} and ALIGNFTR.  It is this ranking that 

forces feet to retract if doing so will result in a foot with a low sonority non-head.   

It is equally important that ALIGNFTR outrank *-�Ft�{a}, though.  The inactivity of 

*-�Ft�{a} is crucial to the conflation of mid and low vowels as equally disharmonic foot 

non-DTEs.  The reverse ranking will be illustrated in the analysis of Harar Oromo.  The 

same is true of DTE constraints – since Kiriwina ignores the sonority of stressed syllables, 

all relevant foot- and PrWd-DTE constraints must be inactive. 

Kiriwina shows that there is no fixed ranking between DTE and non-DTE 

constraints.  If the DTE counterpart of *-�Ft�{e,o} had to outrank it in every grammar, for 

example, there should be wholesale avoidance of stressed high vowels, even when the foot 
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non-DTE’s sonority was not at stake.  More concretely, *�Ft
{e,o} would require stress to 

fall on a low vowel even when the foot non-DTE was not at issue: e.g. [ta(búsi)] ‘paddle’ 

would be *[(tábu)si]. 

 Conversely, if the non-DTE constraint *-�Ft�{e,o} had to outrank its DTE 

counterpart *�Ft�{e,o} in every grammar, every language with sonority-driven stress 

would have to be sensitive to the sonority of the foot non-DTE.  This is clearly not the 

case, as shown by the many languages cited in chapter 3 in which only the sonority of the 

head is significant. 

The final point that deserves comment is the position of *-�Ft�{i,u}, a constraint 

that militates against all Kiriwina vowels in foot non-heads.  Since all candidates would 

violate this constraint equally, its ranking with respect to ALIGNFTR is largely irrelevant; it 

must be dominated by FTBIN, though, otherwise feet would be degenerate – this point is 

illustrated in Harar Oromo in the next section. 

 

 

4.2.2  Harar Oromo 
The stress system of the Ethiopic language Harar Oromo is also influenced by the 

sonority of the foot non-DTE.  Harar Oromo’s stress system is similar to Kiriwina’s in 

many ways: it too aims to have a right-aligned trochaic foot and to avoid feet with highly 

sonorous non-DTEs.  However, Harar Oromo differs from Kiriwina in two ways.  One is 

that only forms with [a] as a foot non-DTE are avoided – mid vowel foot non-DTEs are 

permitted.  The other difference is that Harar Oromo reduces the size of the foot, rather 

than moving it from the right edge. 

The data presented here come from Owens (1985).  Harar Oromo has five vowels [i 

e a o u] and their long counterparts [i	 e	 a	 o	 u	].  In nouns and adjectives, vowel length is 

contrastive medially (e.g. [bo	ru	] ‘dirty’ cf [boru	] ‘tomorrow’), but of the short vowels 

only [a] is found finally (e.g. [nama] ‘person’).  In other words, vowel length in word-final 

position is only contrastive for the low vowel (see (18)).  This restriction accounts for the 

lack of forms with short non-low final vowels in the data presented below.
59

  Syllable 

structure is (C)V(	)(C) (e.g. [bim.be	] ‘mosquito’, [mo	r.ma] ‘neck’); an extra consonant is 

allowed word-finally (e.g. [mo	rm] ‘neck’, [so�id	] ‘salt’). 

 In nominals, stress can only fall on the ultima or penult.
60

  The default position for 

stress is the penult, as shown in the following words (Owens 1985: 29): 

 

                                                           
59   The ban on word-final short non-low vowels can be seen as a type of apocope: non-low short vowels are 
deleted.  This can be ascribed to the ranking || CONTIG » *��
{e,o} » MAX ||.  The ranking of *��
{e,o} over 
MAX results in deletion of non-low vowels in syllable rimes.  However, CONTIG prevents medial deletion.  
From input /nami/, the output would therefore be [nam].  Restriction of apocope to short vowels is common, 
and can be formally implemented by having a faithfulness constraint that preserves long vowels outrank 
*��
{e,o} (see Beckman 1998). 
60  Tone placement on verbs, an important indicator of stress, is affected by a number of verbal suffixes that 
obscure the overall pattern.  I refer the reader to Owens (1985:28ff), and focus solely on nominal stress here. 
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(17) Harar Oromo default nominal stress 

 [áble	]   ‘knife’ [kítli	]   ‘kettle’ 

 [hant�’áb	i	]   ‘ice, sleet’ [kúrsi	]    ‘chair’ 

 [há	re	]   ‘donkey’ [ok	óte	]   ‘pan’ 

 [hulále	] ‘door even’ [xále	]   ‘liver’ 

 

Stress is realized by increased duration and amplitude (Owens, p.37).  In addition, 

high tone obligatorily associates to the stressed syllable and spreads rightward (tone is 

therefore entirely predictable in these words).  So, words with penult stress have high tone 

on the penult and ultima, but low tone on preceding syllables (e.g. [hànt�’áb	í	] ‘ice, sleet’) 

while words with final stress have high tone on the ultima only (e.g. [màkì	ná	] ‘car’). 

The words in (17) show that stress in Harar Oromo is quantity-insensitive: it makes 

no distinction between bimoraic and monomoraic syllables (e.g. [kítli	] ‘kettle’).  

Significantly, stress does not always fall on the penult: it appears on the final 

syllable if it contains a low vowel ([a] or [a	]).61
   

 

(18) Harar Oromo: Final [a(	)] attracts stress

 [ad	á]   ‘forehead’ [lolá]   ‘battle’ 

 [dum	e	sá]   ‘cloud’ [ma�alá	]  ‘market’ 

 [�urbá	]   ‘boy’ [maki	ná	]  ‘car’ 

 [hulá	]   ‘door’ [maná]   ‘house’ 

 [ibid	á]    ‘fire’ [mut�’á	]   ‘child’ 

 [intalá]   ‘girl’ [namá]   ‘person’ 

 

The words [maki	ná	] ‘car’ (18) and [kúrsi	] ‘chair’ (17) are both loanwords, 

showing that the stress placement rule is productive. 

 Harar Oromo stress is very similar in kind to Gujarati stress (ch.3§3.4).  In both 

languages, the default position for stress is the penult, and in both languages [a] influences 

stress.  However, there is one important difference between Gujarati and Harar Oromo: 

when both the penult and ultima contain [a], stress falls on the penult in Gujarati but on the 

ultima in Harar Oromo.  For example, Harar Oromo has [namá], while Gujarati has [sá�a].  

This difference will provide evidence for foot non-DTE constraints in Harar Oromo. 

 

 

4.2.2.1 Default stress and DTEs 
The default position for stress in Harar Oromo is the penultimate syllable: e.g. 

[kúrsi	] ‘chair’, [k’urtúmi	] ‘fish’.  To account for this fact, a quantity-insensitive trochaic 

foot at the right edge of the PrWd is employed here: e.g. [k’ur(túmi	)].  The foot must be 

                                                           
61  Owens observes that there are some exceptions to the generalizations made above.  In the main these are 
morphologically conditioned.  For example, stress falls on the final syllable in the class of ‘invariable 
adjectives’ (e.g. [adí	] ‘white’, *[ádi	] – p.29), and a number of suffixes are pre-stressing, producing penult 
stress and overriding the sonority conditions on stress: e.g. [gúd	-a	] ‘big+masc.’, *[gúd	a	].  There also seem 
to be a few lexical exceptions: e.g. [mál	a	] ‘cheek’ (p.29), [sa�alé	] ‘sound’, [horí	] ‘wealth’, [e	rú	] ‘field, 
farm’, [an�áfa] ‘eldest sibling’.  Since Owens asserts that the exceptions are clearly in the minority, I put 
them aside and focus on the general pattern. 
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quantity insensitive because the length of the rime clearly does not affect stress placement, 

as shown by the examples just given.   

As in Gujarati, the constraint TROCHEE requires the head of the foot to be leftmost, 

while FTBIN-� requires the foot to be disyllabic.  The constraint ALIGNFTR requires all feet 

to be rightmost. 

 

(19) Default Stress in Harar Oromo

� /k’urtumi	/� FTBIN TROCHEE ALIGNFTR�
�� (a) k’ur(túmi	)    

� (b) k’urtu(mí	) *!   

� (c) k’ur(tumí	)  *!  

� (d) (k’úrtu)mi	   *! 

�
However, words whose ultima contains an [a(	)] have final stress (e.g. [dum	e	sá] 

‘cloud’, [namá] ‘person’), indicating that there is some high-ranking constraint that favours 

candidates with a final [á(	)].  This is the subject of the following section. 

  

 

4.2.2.2 Non-DTEs 
The non-DTE constraints provide an account for final stress in words like [namá].  

In all words with penult stress, the non-head syllable of the foot contains a low sonority 

vowel [i	 e	 o	 u	], but never the highest sonority [a] or [a	].  For example, in  [(áble	)] 
‘knife’, the non-DTE of the foot contains the nucleus [e	]; the same position in [(kúrsi	)] 
‘chair’ has a low-sonority high vowel.  In contrast, penult stress in words with a final [a] 

would create a foot with a very high sonority non-DTE: e.g. *[(náma)], *[(�úrba	)].   
Final stress in these words is a solution to this problem: [na(má)], [�ur(bá	)].  By 

employing a degenerate foot, highly sonorous foot non-DTEs are avoided.  For example, 

the only foot non-DTE in [�ur(bá	)] is [b]; the segments [�ur] are not inside a foot, and so 

are not foot non-DTEs. 

Avoidance of a high-sonority non-DTE is motivated by the constraint *-�Ft�a 

“Assign a violation for a non-DTE with [a]”.  With this constraint outranking FTBIN, stress 

seeks out a final [a]: 

 

(20) 

 /nama/ ALIGNFTR *-�Ft�a FTBIN 

 (a) (náma)  *!  

� (b) na(má)   * 

 (c) (ná)ma *!  * 

 

Candidate (a) violates *-�Ft/a because one of its foot non-DTEs is [a].  As shown 

by candidates (b) and (c), the only sort of foot that avoids violating *-�Ft/a is a degenerate 
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one.  By having a degenerate foot, foot non-DTEs are eliminated: there is no vocalic -�Ft in 

[na(má)] or *[(ná)ma].
62

 

 Of the candidates with degenerate feet, candidate (c) loses to (b) because it does not 

have a right-aligned foot. 

 The same ranking produces the correct stress for [a]-final words without penult [a], 

as illustrated in (21). 

 

(21)  

 /�urba	/ ALIGNFTR *-�Ft�a FTBIN 

 (a) (�úrba	)  *!  

� (b) �ur(bá	)   * 

 (c) (�úr)ba	 *!  * 

 

In short, Harar Oromo and Kiriwina present different responses to the same 

problem – i.e. high sonority foot non-DTEs.  While Kiriwina retracts stress from the right 

edge to avoid high sonority non-DTEs, Harar Oromo opts to reduce foot size.   

 A further ranking that can be established for Harar Oromo is that the non-DTE 

constraint *-�Ft�{a} is active in its system while *-�Ft�{e,o} is not.  This latter point is 

shown by words like [(áble	)] ‘knife’, *[ab(lé	)].  In contrast, *-�Ft�{e,o} is active in 

Kiriwina while *-�Ft�{a} is not, again illustrating the point that scale-referring constraints’ 

ranking must be freely permutable.   

 

	 The inadequacy of DTE constraints in Harar Oromo 

Non-DTE constraints must be used to account for Harar Oromo.  DTE-referring 

ones cannot produce the right results, especially with regard to words like [namá] ‘person’.  

In such words, stress falls on an ultima [a] even when the penult contains an [a].  The 

problem is that there is no motivation to deviate from the default stress position (i.e. 

penult).  In constraint terms, ranking any DTE constraint above FTBIN will not cause final 

stress in this situation.  This is illustrated in tableau (22). 

 

(22)  

 /nama/ *�Ft
{e,o} FTBIN 

� (a) (náma)   

 (b) na(má)  *! 

 

The problem illustrated above is that there is no motivation for stress to avoid 

penult [a]: the constraint *�Ft
{e,o} treats a penultimate [á] the same as a final [á], 

allowing FTBIN to emerge as the crucial constraint.  The same result will happen no matter 

which DTE constraint is used.  This follows from the fact that all viable candidates will 

have a stressed [a], so all will incur equal violations of all DTE constraints.   

                                                           
62  The candidate [(namá)], with an iambic foot, is ruled out by *-�Ft�a, due to the initial syllable’s [a].  This 
form shows that FTBIN, and not TROCHEE, is the crucially dominated constraint here. 
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Analogous to Kiriwina’s stress pattern, the point that the [na(má)]~*[(náma)] 

competition raises is that the sonority of the foot DTE is not at issue; the only difference 

between the two candidates is in the content of their foot non-DTEs.   

In short, the DTE-sonority constraints cannot provide a solution to the Harar 

Oromo system.  As in Kiriwina, it is the sonority of the foot’s non-head syllable that 

matters.   

 

 

4.2.2.3 Summary 
 The ranking established for Harar Oromo is summarized in Figure 4.3. 

 

 Figure 4.3: Harar Oromo ranking summary 

   *-�Ft�{a}  ALIGNFTR  

 

       FTBIN 

 

   *-�Ft�{e,o} *-�Ft�{i,u} 

 

The ranking || *-�Ft�{a} » FTBIN || is responsible for sonority-driven stress.  

ALIGNFTR prevents feet from responding to *-�Ft�{a} by movement as in Kiriwina, so 

they respond by reducing the size of the foot.   

The constraints *-�Ft�{e,o} and *-�Ft�{i,u} do not force feet to reduce in size, so 

must be inactive in this ranking. 

Together, Harar Oromo and Kiriwina illustrate a property of Optimality Theory: 

“heterogeneity of process and homogeneity of target” (see McCarthy 2001b for 

discussion).  Violations of similar markedness constraints are avoided by different means.  

Harar Oromo responds to restrictions on the foot non-DTE by reducing foot size; in 

contrast, feet retract from the right edge in Kiriwina.  In constraint terms, the difference is 

due to the ranking of ALIGNFTR and FTBIN – the former dominates the latter in Harar 

Oromo while the opposite holds in Kiriwina.  Section 4.3 presents yet another option for 

satisfying non-DTE constraints: vowel reduction. 

 

 

4.2.3  Alternatives: Sequential theories 
The aim in the analyses of Kiriwina and Harar Oromo was to show that constraints 

must refer to non-DTEs.  In the confines of the present theory, there is certainly no other 

way to produce the Kiriwina system; the DTE constraints are of no use because the 

sonority of DTEs is often the same in competing candidates (i.e. Kiriwina [mí�ila] vs 

*[mi�íla]).   

But what of entirely different constraints?  This section examines ‘sequential’ 

constraints.  Such constraints refer to the relation between nearby elements; in this 
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instance, they would weigh the sonority difference between elements in nearby stressed 

syllables. The aim is to show that ‘non-sequential’ constraints of the sort proposed here are 

necessary in any case, and that sequential constraints have undesirable typological 

consequences. 

 

 

4.2.3.1 Sonority-cline/distance theories 
I know of no analysis of sonority-driven stress that has employed a sequential 

theory.  However, one type of sequential theory that may seem like an obvious alternative 

will be discussed here: that there are sets of constraints that promote a falling sonority cline 

– or sonority distance – from DTEs to non-DTEs.  Such constraints are similar to those 

proposed for sonority-distance effects (Selkirk 1984, Clements 1990, Baertsch 1998, 

Gouskova 2002, Parker 2002).  The question of interest here is whether a theory with 

sonority-cline/distance constraints could supplant the present approach.  The unifying 

factor in all such theories is that ‘the steeper the cline (or greater the distance), the better’. 

The problem such a theory encounters with Kiriwina is that sonority distance will 

not distinguish feet of the form (CíCi) and (CáCa) since both nuclei have the same distance 

between them – i.e. ‘0’.  However, the two foot types are treated differently. (CíCi) is 

highly desirable, motivating stress to retract from the right edge (e.g. [(mí�i)la], 

*[mi(�íla)]).  In contrast, (CáCa) is avoided (e.g.  [sa(máni)] ‘admit’, *[(sáma)ni]).  The 

same is true for Harar Oromo: (CáCa(	)) is avoided (e.g. [ma�a(lá	)]  ‘market’, 

*[ma(�ála	)]), whereas (CíCi	) is not (e.g. [(kítli	)] ‘kettle’, *[kit(lí	)]).  
In short, sonority distance or cline is not all that matters in Kiriwina and Harar 

Oromo.  Crucially, low sonority foot non-DTEs are favoured more than high sonority ones, 

regardless of the sonority of foot DTEs.
63

 

Since conditions on non-DTE sonority play an independent role in Kiriwina and 

Harar Oromo, one may ask whether there is any need for sonority-distance constraints 

related to footing at all.   Constraints that refer to sonority-distance are at least not 

necessary to account for the cases discussed in this section and chapter 3.  Constraints that 

state independent restrictions on DTEs and non-DTEs adequately account for these 

patterns of sonority-driven stress, as well as all the others I have examined (see ch.3§2.5.3 

for a list).  I have argued a similar point for tone-driven stress elsewhere (de Lacy 1999a, 

2002b): constraints on the difference between tone levels within a foot are not necessary in 

tone-driven stress. 

Again, the success of the present theory in accounting for Kiriwina and Harar 

Oromo is that its constraints focus solely on the sonority of a single element; they do not 

take into account the sonority of adjacent elements. 

                                                           
63  A similar problem arises with the OCP, which is another type of sequential constraint.  Suzuki 
(1998§2.4.3.2) uses the constraint OCP(a)Ft to ban two instances of [a] within a foot.  This constraint – and 
others like it – cannot be used to deal with Kiriwina stress: OCP(a)Ft incorrectly favours *[(bóna)ra] over 
[bo(nára)].  Moreover, OCP(a)Ft can be rejected on typological grounds: it favours the foot (CíCa) over 
(CáCa) even though the latter has a higher sonority stressed syllable, so producing a situation of markedness 
reversal. 
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In summary, a theory that has sonority-distance constraints alone will face a 

difficult challenge in Kiriwina and Harar Oromo.  The two languages treat (CíCi) and 

(CáCa) feet differently, even though they do not differ in sonority cline/distance. 

 This is not to say that sonority-distance constraints do not exist in CON.  For 

example, cooccurrence restrictions on onset segments are often cast in terms of sonority-

distance restrictions (Selkirk 1984, Baertsch 1998, Morelli 1998).  The same is true for 

syllable contact effects (Murray and Vennemann 1983, Vennemann 1988, Davis 1998, 

Gouskova 2002), and for restrictions on possible diphthongs.  However, in all these cases, 

sonority distance is calculated between adjacent elements.  In no language are two non-

adjacent segments banned because their sonority is too similar.  The cases discussed here 

have an entirely different nature: the sonority of adjacent elements is not at issue; in fact, 

the sonority of non-adjacent syllable nuclei is evidently never significant either. 

 In short, there is no evidence that the extra power of a sequential theory is needed.  

The localistic nature of the (non-)DTE constraints provides an adequate account of the 

attested languages.  On the other hand, it is important to point out that the DTE and non-

DTE theory does not preclude sequential constraints.  It is possible that sequential 

constraints coexist with the DTE constraints.  However, if they do, the DTE theory places 

strong restrictions on their form.  If sequential constraints exist, none of them may 

contradict a DTE constraint, favouring a low sonority DTE over a high sonority one, or 

vice versa for a non-DTE. 

 

 

4.2.4 Summary 
This section has shown that markedness constraints that refer specifically to foot 

non-DTEs are necessary.  If markedness constraints could only refer to DTEs, it would be 

impossible to produce either the Kiriwina or Harar Oromo systems since stress ignores the 

sonority of DTEs entirely, relying on the sonority of the foot non-head to determine its 

position.   

This section also showed that it is necessary to refer to the foot’s non-DTE, as 

opposed to some other category.  Reference to the sonority of ‘unstressed syllables’ (or 

-�PrWd)�is inadequate, failing to distinguish forms such as Kiriwina’s [(mí�i)la] from 

[mi(�íla)]. 

 

	 Tone and non-DTEs 

 While the sonority scale has been the focus of this section, it is important to point 

out that the same effects can be seen with other prosodic scales, such as tone.  In the 

present theory, foot non-DTEs can combine with the tonal scale, producing a set of 

constraints that favour lower-toned foot non-DTEs over higher-toned ones: i.e. *-�Ft�L, 

*-�Ft�M, *-�Ft�H.   

In de Lacy (1999a, 2002b), I showed that such constraints were instrumental in 

determining foot placement in several Mixtec languages (for a full analysis, see the cited 

works).  For example, the default position for stress in Ayutla Mixtec is on the initial 

syllable: e.g. [�ínúrá] ‘his pineapple’. (Pankratz & Pike 1969).   However, stress will seek 

out the leftmost high-toned syllable that is immediately followed by a low-toned syllable: 
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e.g. [lú(lúrà)], *[(lúlú)rà] ‘he is small’.  The works cited argued that this pattern comes 

about through the action of a constraint against non-low toned non-DTEs that outranks 

ALIGNFTL.  This is illustrated in tableau (23). 

 

(23)  

 /lulura/ *-�Ft�M ALIGNFTL 

� (a) lú(lúrà)  * 

 (b) (lúlú)rà *!  

 

	 Typology and non-DTEs 

This section concludes by discussing the relevance of non-DTE constraints to the 

typology of sonority-driven stress systems.  As established in chapter 3, stress never seeks 

out a lower sonority vowel, ignoring a higher sonority one in the default stress position.  

The non-DTE constraints do not subvert this result.  In fact, non-DTE constraints have 

much the same effect as DTE constraints.  Non-DTE constraints will also promote stress 

on sonorous vowels, as shown in tableau (24). 

 

(24)  

 /tika/ *-�Ft�{a} ALIGN-� �-R 

 (a) (tíka) *!  

� (b) (tiká)  * 

 

In short, the non-DTE constraints do not adversely affect the implicational relations 

for sonority-driven stress, or more generally for prosodification.  The hierarchical relations 

imposed by scales still hold: stress will only ever be attracted to sonorous vowels. 

 Of course, non-DTE constraints do present a variety of additional predictions for 

sonority-driven stress.  As argued in the previous sections, the sonority of the stressed 

syllable may not be at issue in a particular language, but rather the sonority of the foot non-

DTE (or some other relevant non-DTE).  Since the non-DTE constraints only favour low 

sonority elements, no language will ever seek to make a high sonority element a non-DTE, 

avoiding lower sonority elements.  For example, there is no language that avoids having 

the non-DTE of a foot contain a high vowel, preferring a low vowel instead.  In such a 

language, stress would retract from a penult low vowel onto the antepenult if the ultima 

contained a high vowel (e.g. /pakali/ � [(páka)li], *[pa(káli)]; this is the exact opposite 

situation to Kiriwina (§4.2.1).  Again, this sort of system cannot occur because no 

constraint favours the scenario just sketched out. 

In short, the present theory predicts that – when active – the DTE and non-DTE 

constraints will motivate stressed syllables to seek out highly sonorous vowels, while non-

heads will aim to have low sonority elements.  These implicational relations ensure that the 

typological generalizations identified for conflation in chapter 3§3.5 still hold: non-

contiguous conflations are not allowed, and the Conflation-Hierarchy Implication still 

holds.  In other words, the non-DTE constraints have no adverse effects on sonority-

sensitive prosodification. 
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 To conclude, this section has identified two languages that require constraints that 

refer to the properties of the non-DTE of a foot.  

 

 

4.3  Faithfulness and non-DTEs 
The previous sections showed that non-DTE constraints could motivate deviation 

from the default stress position.  However, there are a number of other ways to respond to 

a prohibition on high sonority non-DTEs.  One way is to change high sonority non-DTEs 

into low sonority ones.  This is what happens in Dutch: high sonority vowels reduce to [�] 

in certain unstressed positions (Kager 1989, Oostendorp 1995). 

Exactly which unstressed position can undergo reduction depends on the speech 

register.  Oostendorp (1995) provides forms for the word /fonoloi/ ‘phonology’, given in 

(25).
64

 

 

(25) Vowel Reduction in Dutch Registers 

Formal register [fònolo�í] 

 Semi-formal register [fòn�lo�í] 

Very Informal  [fòn�l��í] 

No register  *[fònol��í] 

 

The Semi-formal register form [fòn�lo�í] is of particular interest since reduction 

only takes place in one of the unstressed syllables, not both.  Kager (1989:312) shows that 

the difference in reduction in [fòn�lo�í] relates to foot structure.  In the Semi-formal 

register, /o/ only reduces in the non-head position of a foot; in other unstressed syllables it 

remains faithful: i.e. [(fòn�)lo(�í)].   

The primary aim of this section is to show that reduction in the semi-formal register 

requires markedness constraints that ban high-sonority vowels in foot non-DTEs.  In fact, 

further complexities of reduction in the Semi-formal register show the need for several 

non-DTE constraints, including constraints on foot non-DTEs (*-�Ft�{i,u}) and on non-

DTEs of the ProsodicWord (*-�PrWd�{e,o}). 

Section 4.3.1 discusses the details of reduction in the Semi-formal register.  An 

analysis is presented in §4.3.2. 

Reduction in the other registers and the unattested reduction pattern (*[fònol�í]) is 

the focus of §4.3.3. 

§4.3.4 contains a summary. 

 

 

4.3.1  Dutch Semi-formal reduction: Description 
There is a large literature on vowel reduction in Dutch (Martin 1968, Booij 1977, 

1981, van der Hulst 1984, Zonneveld 1985, Kager 1989, Kager, Visch, and Zonneveld 

                                                           
64  John McCarthy points out that the same pattern is seen in flapping in English.  For example, repetitive is 
acceptable as [r�(p��t�)t�v] (formal), [r�(p����)t�v] (standard), and [r�(p����)��v] (very casual), but never 
*[r�(p��t�)��v].  This pattern can be explained by an account similar to the one below if markedness 
constraints that promote flapping in non-DTEs are employed.  This issue is left for future work. 
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1987, Oostendorp 1995).  Within this literature, there is a great deal of agreement about the 

details of reduction and its relation to register. 

Reduction in the semi-formal register is complex.  Certain unstressed vowels 

reduce to schwa, but whether they do so in every unstressed position depends on the type 

of vowel.  While /a/ and /e/ reduce to [�] in all unstressed positions, /o/ and /i/ only reduce 

in the weak position of a foot (Kager 1989:312, Booij 1981, Oostendorp 1995).  For 

example, /lokomotif/ is realized as [(lòk�)mo(tíf)], not *[(lòk�)m�(tíf)].  The category 

‘weak position of a foot’ is effectively equivalent to ‘foot non-DTE’ (-�Ft), as will be 

shown below.  The round high vowels /y/ and /u/ do not reduce at all. 

Figure 4.4 summarizes the generalizations in graphical form. 

 

 Figure 4.4:  Dutch Semi-Formal reduction summary

   i y   u 

 

   e  �  o 

 

     a   

    indicates reduction in all unstressed positions 

    indicates reduction in -�Ft only. 

 

Semi-formal reduction presents several analytical challenges.  The one that is of 

central interest here is the difference between the non-DTE of foot and other unstressed 

positions for /o/ and /i/.  The following sections will argue that this pattern follows from 

the constraint *-�Ft�{i,u}, which bans high sonority elements in foot non-DTEs alone. 

 As implied above, neither primary nor secondary stressed vowels ever undergo 

reduction: e.g. [(�ál�)], *[(���l�)];  [(�par�)(dis)], *[(p��r�)(dís)] (Kager 1989:297, Booij 

1981).   

 

	 Non-metrically conditioned influences 

The focus of this section will be on the patterns of vowel reduction influenced by 

metrical structure.  A number of non-metrically based conditions also trigger and restrict 

vowel reduction, though.   

Vowels in onsetless syllables also do not undergo reduction, nor do prevocalic 

vowels.  Finally, word-final vowels in open syllables do not reduce (e.g. [k��la], *[k��l�] 

‘cola’ – K304).  These restrictions will be discussed in §4.3.3 since they are unrelated to 

the aspect of vowel reduction that is of immediate interest: i.e. its metrical conditioning. 

In short, all post-consonantal non-pre-vocalic vowels in non-final unstressed 

syllables with onsets are subject to reduction.   

 

	 Data 

The words listed below are taken from Kager (1989) (Hereafter K).  Footing is my 

own, based on Kager’s proposals; stress in Dutch is left-to-right trochaic and quantity-

sensitive – tense vowels count as bimoraic (Kager 1989:313, Oostendorp 1995§4.2).  The 
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transcriptions are from Cassell’s Dutch Dictionary (van Wely 1977), with vowel reduction 

marked following K’s indications.  Glosses are given where the English translation is not 

immediately apparent. 

 

(26) /a/ reduces in footed and stray unstressed syllables
65

 

 [(kàr�)(m��l)]  karamel [(sì�)(r��t)]  sigaret 
 [(k��l�)(bòr�)(tø�r)] collaborateur [(jèry)z�(l��m)] Jerusalem 

 [r�(d��is)] radijs ‘radish’ [(àp�)k�(líps)] apocalyps 

 [(pàn�)r�(mík)] panoramiek   

 

(27) /e/ reduces in footed and stray unstressed syllables 

 [(pròs�)(dé)]  procédé ‘process’ [(lìt�)r�(týr)] literatuur
 [(èk�)(nòm�)(trí)] econometrie [s�(nát)] senaat 
 [(��nt�)s�(d��nt)] antecedent [(èpi)d�(mí)]  epidemie 
 

(28) /o/ reduces in footed unstressed syllables only 

 [(�òk�)(lá)]  chocola ‘chocolate’ [(lìm�)(nád�)] limonade 

 [(p��l�)(tón)] peloton ‘platoon’ [(lòk�)mo(tíf)] lokomotief 
 [(èko)n�(mí)]  economie [(òn�)(màt�)(pé)]  onomatopee 
 [to(mát)] tomaat ‘tomato’ [(k��t�)�o(rí)]  categorie 
(29) /i/ reduces in footed unstressed syllables only 

 [(r��l�)(kwí)]  relikwie ‘relic’ [(d��s�)(plín�)]  discipline 

 [(k��r�)k�(týr)] karikatuur [(sp��s�)(fìs�)(téit)] specificiteit 
 [mi(nút)] minuut [(ìnd�)vi(dú)] individu 

 [(s��rt�)fi(k��t)]  certificaat   

 

(30) Dutch /y/ and /u/ reduction 

(a) /y/ does not reduce 

 [(màny)f�k(ty�r)] manufaktuur ‘drapery’ [(prímy)l�]  primula  

 [(stìmy)l�s ] stimulus [(kòmy)(n��st)] communist 
 (b) /u/ does not reduce 
 [(���lu)(zí)]  jaloezie [(k��mu)(flá��)] camouflage 

 

The following section presents an analysis of this reduction pattern. 

 

 

4.3.2  Semi-formal reduction: Analysis 
Crosswhite (1999) proposes that certain cases of vowel reduction are a response to 

a ban on high sonority elements in unstressed syllables.  The following analysis adopts the 

spirit of this approach.  The formalism relies on the non-DTE constraints.
66

  Semi-formal 

                                                           
65  Evidence that the underlying forms contain the vowels indicated comes from the Formal register, in which 
no reduction takes place. 
66  Crosswhite’s (1999§2.1) constraints refer to the category ‘unstressed syllable’.  The present theory differs 
in referring to non-DTEs of prosodic units, effectively distinguishing between different types of unstressed 
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reduction in Dutch is of particular interest to the present theory because it requires the 

action of constraints that refer to non-DTEs of different prosodic categories (i.e. -�Ft and -

�PrWd), in some cases crucially ranked with respect to each other. 

This analysis starts with reduction of /a/ and /e/ in all unstressed syllables 

(§4.3.2.1).  Section 4.3.2.2 deals with the less general /o/ and /i/ reduction, and §4.3.2.3 

concludes by accounting for the lack of reduction of /y/ and /u/. 

 

 

4.3.2.1 /a/ and /e/ reduction: PrWd non-DTEs 
/a/ and /e/ both reduce in unstressed syllables, regardless of whether the syllable is 

in a foot or not: e.g. /literatyr/ � [(lìt�)r�(����)] literatuur.  In the present theory, there is no 

category ‘unstressed syllable’ (cf Crosswhite 1999).  Instead, ‘unstressed syllable’ is every 

PrWd non-DTE that is not a foot DTE. 

The non-DTE of a PrWd is every element that is not the primary stressed segment 

of a PrWd.  So, the constraint *-�PrWd�{e,o} bans all segments with sonority of more than 

high vowels that do not bear primary stress.  This constraint outranks all faithfulness 

constraints that preserve the peripherality of /a/ and /e/ – i.e. lowness for /a/ (IDENT[+low]) 

and frontness for /e/ (IDENT[�back]); these constraints will collectively be called IDENTV 

here.  With the ranking || *-�PrWd�{e,o} » IDENTV ||, reduction of /a/ and /e/ will take place 

in all unstressed positions, as shown in tableau (31). 

 

(31)  

 /literatyr/ *-�PrWd�{e,o} IDENTV 

 (a) (lìte)ra(týr) * *!  

 (b) (lìt�)ra(týr) *! * 

� (c) (lìt�)r�(týr)  * * 

 

It is essential to invoke a constraint that refers to the non-DTEs of PrWds rather 

than non-DTEs of feet here.  -�PrWd refers not only to unstressed syllables within feet, but 

also ‘stray’ (i.e. unfooted) syllables.  In [(lìt�)r�(týr)], only the first schwa is a -�Ft; the 

second is not a foot non-DTE because it is not dominated by a Ft node.  If only *-�Ft�{e,o} 

were active, the output would be *[(lìt�)ra(týr)] without reduction in the stray syllable. 

 

	 Blocking reduction in stressed syllables 

The constraint *-�PrWd�{e,o} promotes reduction in both secondary stressed and 

unstressed positions.  It therefore favours *[(��nt�)s�(d��nt)] ‘antecedent’, with reduction in 

the secondary stressed syllable, over the actual winner [(��nt�)s�(d��nt)].  This example 

underscores the point that PrWd non-DTEs are not the same as ‘unstressed syllables’: 

unstressed syllables are all those PrWd non-DTEs that are not foot DTEs while -�PrWd 

refers to all syllables that do not bear main stress (i.e. secondary stressed and unstressed 

syllables).  

                                                                                                                                                                                
syllable; in fact, there is no direct non-DTE equivalent to the category ‘unstressed syllable’, as discussed 
below. 
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The DTE constraint *�Ft
{�} blocks reduction in stressed syllables by banning 

schwa in precisely that position.  The constraint also has the incidentally desirable effect of 

explaining why [�] is never permitted in stressed position: with this ranking, underlying /�/ 

will be forced to peripheralize if it ends up with stress: i.e. /p�t/ � [pét] (or some other 

peripheral vowel), *[p��t].   
*�Ft
{�} must outrank *-�PrWd�{e,o}, as shown in (32). 

 

(32) 

 /�ntesed�nt/ *�Ft
{�} *-�PrWd�{e,o} IDENTV 

� (a) (��nt�)s�(d��nt)  * * * 

 (b) (��nt�)s�(d��nt) *!  * * * 

 

One further ranking is needed to account for lack of reduction in secondary stressed 

syllables.  The ranking given in (32) would not prevent /e/ or /a/ from raising to [i], so 

satisfying *-�PrWd�{e,o}.  The constraint IDENT[�high] can be used to avoid this result.  If 

IDENT[�high] outranks *-�PrWd�{e,o}, the [�high] /a/ and /e/ will not be able to raise to 

[+high] /i/; however, they will be able to reduce to the [�high] [�]. 

 

(33) 

 /�ntesed�nt/ IDENT[�high] *-�PrWd�{e,o} 

� (a) (��nt�)s�(d��nt)  * 

 (b) (ìnt�)s�(d��nt) *!  

 

The constraint IDENT[�high] will be used as stated here.  This constraint is not an 

ad hoc solution – it turns out that it plays an important role in other reduction patterns, 

discussed in the context of /o/-reduction below. 

 The final point of this section is that it is significant the constraint *-�PrWd�{e,o} is 

used here rather than *-�PrWd�{i,u}.  This difference accounts for the fact that /i/ does not 

reduce in unfooted unstressed positions: e.g. [mi(nút)] minuut, *[m�(nút)] (cf [r�(d��is)], 

*[ra(d�is)] ‘radish’).  To prevent reduction of /i/ in stray syllables, IDENTV must outrank *-

�PrWd�{i,u}, as shown in tableau (34). 

 

(34) 

 /mi(nút)/ *-�PrWd�{e,o} IDENTV *-�PrWd�{i,u} 

� (a) mi(nút)   * 

 (b) m�(nút)  *!  

 

 Diagram (35) summarizes the rankings established in this section.  
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(35) Interim ranking summary I: /a/ and /e/ reduction 

     *�Ft
{�} IDENT[�high] 

 

            *-�PrWd�{e,o} 

 

      IDENTV 

 

           *-�PrWd�{i,u}  

 

As a concluding comment, one of the significant points of this section is that there 

is no term that corresponds directly to ‘unstressed syllable’ in the (non-)DTE theory.  

Instead, ‘unstressed syllables’ are those -�PrWd that are not �Ft.  This may seem surprising 

given that processes like vowel reduction generally seem to target ‘unstressed syllables’ as 

a group (for relevant proposals, see Crosswhite 1999).  However, as demonstrated in this 

section, the fact that there is no 1:1 relation between ‘unstressed syllables’ and non-DTEs 

does not prevent processes from being limited to unstressed syllables alone.  Moreover, the 

non-DTE theory predicts that there are different types of unstressed syllables – specifically 

that unstressed syllables in foot non-DTEs are distinct from unfooted syllables; this point is 

discussed in the following section. 

 

 

 

4.3.2.2 /o/ and /i/ reduction: Foot non-DTEs 
In contrast to /e/ and /a/, /o/ and /i/ do not reduce in every unstressed syllable.  /o/ 

and /i/ only reduce when they are in the non-DTE position of a foot: e.g. [(lòk�)mo(tíf)], 

*[(lòk�)m�(tíf)] ‘locomotive’; [(ìnd�)vi(dú)] individu, *[(ìnd�)v�(dú)].  /i/ reduction will 

be discussed first, followed by /o/ reduction. 

 

	 /i/ reduction 

Since /i/ only reduces in the non-DTE position of a foot, the PrWd non-DTE 

constraint *-�PrWd�{i,u} cannot be responsible for /i/-reduction (as established in the 

preceding section).  Instead, the relevant constraint is the foot non-DTE constraint 

*-�Ft�{i,u}, which bans peripheral vowels only in the weak member of a foot.  Tableau 

(36) shows that this constraint outranks IDENTV.  

 

(36) 

 /individu/ *-�Ft�{i,u} IDENTV *-�PrWd�{i,u} 

 (a) (ìndi)vi(dú) *!  * * * 

� (b) (ìnd�)vi(dú)  * * * 

 (c) (ìnd�)v�(dú)  * *! * 
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	 /o/ reduction 

Reduction of /o/ is a slightly more complex matter than /i/-reduction, but shows the 

interaction of different types of non-DTE constraint in a rather striking way.  The 

constraint *-�PrWd�{e,o} – used in the preceding section – promotes reduction of /o/ in 

every PrWd non-DTE.  However, /o/ is prevented from neutralizing in all such positions 

because doing so would make it lose its ‘colour’ features – i.e. roundness.  In more formal 

terms, the constraint IDENT[round] prevents /o/ from neutralizing, as shown in tableau (37) 

with the word [to(mát)] tomaat, *[t�(mát)]. 

 

(37)  

 /tomat/ IDENT[round] *-�PrWd�{e,o} 

� (a) to(mát)  * 

 (b) t�(mát) *!  

 

IDENT[round] will not block reduction of /a/, /e/, and /i/ because these vowels’ 

[�round] specification is preserved in [�].   

 However, /o/ does reduce to [�] in foot non-DTE position.  As with /i/, there is a 

stronger pressure to reduce in foot non-DTEs than in unfooted ‘stray’ positions.  As with 

/i/, a foot non-DTE constraint *-�Ft�{e,o} can be used to motivate this change.  With 

*-�Ft�{e,o} outranking IDENT[round], /o/ will reduce to [�]. 

 

(38)  

 /lokomotif/ *-�Ft�{e,o} IDENT[round] *-�PrWd�{e,o} 

 (a) (lòko)mo(tíf) *!  * * * 

� (b) (lòk�)mo(tíf)  * * * 

 (c) (lòk�)m�(tíf)  * *! * 

 

Again, something must be said about why /o/ does not reduce to [u] – 

*[(lòku)m�(tíf)] – since this would preserve its [+round] specification.  The constraint 

IDENT[�high] provides the answer: IDENT[�high] outranks IDENT[round]; this ranking 

prevents /o/ from raising to the [+high] [u], but allows /o/ to reduce to the [�high] mid 

vowel [�]. 

Diagram (39) summarizes the rankings established in this section, and amalgamates 

them with the ones from the previous section.  The rankings on the left side are those from 

the previous section, and those on the right are from this section. 
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(39) Interim ranking summary II: /o/ and /i/ reduction + /a/ and /e/ reduction

  *-�Ft�{e,o} IDENT[�high] 

   *�Ft��   

  IDENT[round]  

    

 *-�PrWd�{e,o} *-�Ft�{i,u}  

    

      IDENTV   

    

 *-�PrWd�{i,u}   

 

The discussion has passed by an important aspect of the analysis without comment: 

/i/ reduction is motivated by the constraint *-�Ft�{i,u}, while /o/ reduction is motivated by 

*-�Ft�{e,o}.  The next section shows why this must be the case, and therefore why /o/ 

reduction cannot be forced by *-�Ft�{i,u}. 

 

 

4.3.2.3 /y/ and /u/ preservation 
 Unlike /o/, the round high vowels /y/ and /u/ do not reduce in any position: e.g. 

[(kòmy)(níst)] communist, *[(kòm�)(níst)]; [(���lu)(zí)] jaloezie, *[(���l�)(zí)].  As with the 

lack of /o/ reduction in stray syllables, this effect can be ascribed to the constraint 

IDENT[round].  If IDENT[round] outranks *-�Ft�{i,u}, neither /y/ nor /u/ will reduce, as 

shown in tableau (40). 

 

(40)  

 /komynist/ IDENT[round] *-�Ft�{i,u} 

� (a) (kòmy)(níst)  * 

 (b) (kòm�)(níst) *!  

 

/y/ cannot reduce to any other vowel here: reducing to [u] or [o] will still incur 

violations of *-�Ft�{i,u}. 

 This ranking shows that there is a crucial difference between the foot-level 

*-�Ft�{e,o} and *-�Ft�{i,u} in Dutch.  The former outranks IDENT[round] while the latter 

does not: || *-�Ft�{e,o} » IDENT[round] » *-�Ft�{i,u} ||.  *-�Ft�{e,o} must outrank 

IDENT[round] to allow /o/ to reduce in foot non-DTEs, while IDENT[round] must outrank *-

�Ft�{i,u} in order to block reduction of high round vowels.  This ranking concludes the 

analysis of Semi-formal vowel reduction in Dutch.   

The complete ranking is presented in Figure 4.5.   
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 Figure 4.5:  Dutch Semi-Formal register vowel reduction ranking

  *-�Ft�{e,o} IDENT[�high] 

     *�Ft
�    

  IDENT[round]  

    

 *-�PrWd�{e,o} *-�Ft�{i,u}  

    

      IDENTV   

    

 *-�PrWd�{i,u}   

 

The fact that the PrWd-level constraint *-�PrWd�{i,u} is inactive (i.e. ranked below 

IDENTV) is crucial in preventing /i/ from reducing in all positions.  The fact that /i/ (and /o/) 

only reduce in foot non-DTE positions is evidence that a markedness constraint must 

promote reduction in this specific position. 

 

 

4.3.3 Informal and unattested reduction 
Reduction in the Formal and Informal registers is much less complex than in the 

Semi-formal register.  No reduction takes place in the Formal register, a situation that can 

be produced by ranking IDENTV above all non-DTE constraints. 

Almost every vowel reduces in every unstressed position in the Informal Register.  

The exceptions are /y/ and /u/, which only reduce in the non-DTEs of feet.  The ranking 

needed for this register differs from the Semi-formal one only in that the non-DTE 

markedness constraints are higher in the ranking, by precisely two strata. 

To force neutralization of /o/ in stray syllables, *-�PrWd�{e,o} must outrank the 

faithfulness constraints IDENT[round].  Similarly, to force neutralization of /i/ in all 

unstressed syllables, *-�PrWd�{i,u} must outrank IDENTV.  However, since reduction of /y/ 

and /u/ is blocked in stray syllables, IDENT[round] must outrank *-�PrWd�{i,u}.  The 

example in (41) is /lokomotif/, which is realized as [(lòk�)m�(tíf)] in the informal register, 

compared with [(lòk�)mo(tíf)] in the Semi-formal register. 

 

(41) Informal reduction of /o/ 

 /lokomotif/ *-�PrWd�{e,o} IDENT[round] 

� (a) (lòk�)m�(tíf) * * * 

 (b) (lòk�)mo(tíf) * *! * 

 

Reduction of /y/ and /u/ in foot non-DTEs requires the ranking || *-�Ft�{i,u} » 

IDENT[round] ||. 
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(42) Informal reduction of /u/ 

 /��luzi/ *-�Ft�{i,u} IDENT[round] 

 (a) (���lu)(zí) *!  

� (b) (���l�)(zí)  * 

 

To prevent reduction of /y/ and /u/ in stray syllables, IDENT[round] still must 

outrank *-�PrWd�{i,u}; of course, this ranking will not prevent reduction of /i/ to [�] in 

unstressed syllables. 

The full ranking is summarized in Figure 4.6.  In essence, it differs from the Semi-

formal register’s ranking only in that the markedness constraints have been moved up two 

strata in the ranking.  The constraints *�Ft
{�} and IDENT[�high] are omitted here; they 

occupy a similar position as in the Semi-Formal register – outranking all -

�PrWd constraints. 

 

 Figure 4.6: Dutch Informal register vowel reduction ranking

 *-�PrWd�{e,o} *-�Ft�{i,u}  

        

  IDENT[round]   

    

 *-�PrWd�{i,u}   

    

      IDENTV   

 

	 Impossible reduction 
 The constraints used here not only account for vowel reduction in the non-formal 

registers, but also for the unattested reduction pattern �[(fòno)l�(�í)].
67

  I adopt Kager’s 

proposal in (43) that reduction in stray syllables implies reduction in foot non-DTEs. 

 

(43) Kager’s Generalization 

“For vowels whose reducibility depends on position, reduction is generally easier 

in adjunct [i.e. foot non-DTE] positions than in stray positions.” (K313) 

 

Kager’s Generalization falls out from the present theory: from input /fonolo�i/, 

�[(fòno)l�(�í)] is harmonically bounded by the candidate with reduction in the foot non-

DTE alone [(fòn�)lo(�í)]. 

 The relevant constraints here are (i) those that promote reduction in unstressed 

syllables – i.e. the foot and PrWd non-DTE constraints and (ii) faithfulness constraints.   

The major competing candidate is [(fòn�)lo(�í)], with reduction in the foot non-

DTE only.  This candidate fares equally well in terms of faithfulness as �[(fòno)l�(�í)] – 

both are unfaithful to an input /o/.
68

 

                                                           
67  The symbol � indicates a form that is not only unattested in a particular grammar, but also universally 
impossible. 
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In terms of markedness constraints, �[(fòno)l�(�í)] fares no better on any 

markedness constraint than [(fòn�)lo(�í)].  Specifically, for all *-�PrWd/x constraints, 

�[(fòno)l�(�í)] and [(fòn�)lo(�í)] incur the same number of violations.  However, 

[(fòn�)lo(�í)] incurs fewer violations than �[(fòno)l�(�í)] for several constraints (e.g. 

*-�Ft�{i,u}). 

In short, [(fòn�)lo(�í)] is a harmonic bound for �[(fòno)l�(�í)]: the latter incurs a 

subset of the former’s violations.  Tableau (44) illustrates this point. 

 

(44) 

 /fonolo�i/ *-�Ft�{i,u} *-�PrWd�{i,u} IDENTV 

� (a) (fòn�)lo(�í)  * * 

� (b) (fòno)l�(�í) * * * 

 

For �[(fòno)l�(�í)] to win in some grammar, there would have to be a markedness 

constraint that promoted reduction in unfooted syllables, thus dooming [(fòn�)lo(�í)].  

Since ‘stray syllable’ is not definable in non-DTE (or DTE) terms, there is no such 

markedness constraint in the present theory. 

 A faithfulness alternative would be to invoke a faithfulness constraint that refers to 

the foot non-DTE but not to unfooted PrWd non-DTEs.  Thus, [(fòn�)lo(�í)] is less faithful 

than �[(fòno)l�(�í)] because the former does not retain the underlying /o/’s features in the 

foot non-DTE position.  Such a constraint is not available in the present theory, so the 

pattern is predicted to be impossible (cf Alderete 1995, Yip 1995).
69

 

 In short, Kager’s Generalization follows from the fact that candidates with 

reduction in stray syllables only are harmonically bounded by those with reduction only in 

foot non-DTEs.  This follows from the fact that there is no way to refer to stray syllables 

without also referring to foot non-DTEs in the present theory. 

 

	 Non-metrical restrictions on neutralization 

As noted in the description of vowel reduction, vowels in onsetless unstressed 

syllables in Dutch do not reduce: e.g. elíte, *�líte; idóol, *�dóol.  K298 notes that lack of 

reduction is particularly pervasive in word-initial syllables.  This statement might be recast 

as ‘vowels in syllables with [h] and [�] onsets cannot reduce’, since there is an epenthetic 

[�] at the beginning of all vowel-initial lexical words, and [�] is epenthesized in V-initial 

medial syllables after [a]: e.g. [bá�obab], [má�oist].  Oostendorp (1995) suggests that 

reduction in these cases is blocked by a constraint that requires syllables to have a 

specification for Place of Articulation, assuming that [h] and [�] are placeless (cf chs.5, 6, 

7).  The issue is somewhat complex, though: see Kager (1989:298-9) for a detailed 

discussion. 

                                                                                                                                                                                
68  I assume that there is no position-specific faithfulness constraint that favours preservation of /o/ in a stray 
syllable over preservation of /o/ in a foot non-DTE.  This seems reasonable, given theories of positional 
faithfulness (Beckman 1998, Casali 1997). 
69  This does not prevent different reductions from taking place in the foot non-DTE and stray syllables.  See 
Crosswhite (1999) for extensive discussion. 
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Similarly, prevocalic vowels reduce with difficulty, especially in the initial 

syllable: e.g. [kaíro], *[k�íro] (K299).  Similarly, final open syllables are irreducible 

(Kager 1989: 303-4): e.g. cóla, táugee, kóffie, Málmö, híndoe.   

It is clear that these restrictions on reduction are not related to DTE or non-DTE 

status, so – strictly speaking – they are beyond the scope of the present theory.  However, 

they certainly deserve a detailed explanation as similar restrictions occur in other 

languages (Crosswhite 1999:ch.6).  Crosswhite provides reasons for the lack of reduction 

in all such cases, making use of positional faithfulness constraints and constraints on 

admissible vowel-vowel sequences.  This section will not explore an analysis of these 

additional restrictions along these lines here; see Crosswhite (1999:ch.6) for a general 

solution.
70

 

 

 

 

4.3.4  Summary 
This section has shown that vowel reduction in Dutch registers is produced by 

constraints on non-DTEs, both of the Foot and the PrWd. 

Dutch vowel reduction is striking in that it provides evidence for the activity of 

several non-DTE constraints in the same grammar: *-�Ft
{i,u}, *-�Ft
{e,o}, 

*-�PrWd
{i,u}, and *-�PrWd
{e,o}.  These constraints are demonstrably distinct in Dutch, as 

they interleave with faithfulness constraints.  For example, *-�Ft
{e,o} outranks 

IDENT[round] in the Semi-formal register, while *-�Ft
{i,u} does not.   

The Dutch system shows both the expressiveness and restrictiveness of the 

(non-)DTE approach.  The DTE and non-DTE constraints can be used to refer to a variety 

of categories of syllables.  For example, constraints that refer to DTEs of the PrWd apply 

only to main-stressed syllables, while those that refer to DTEs of feet apply to both main 

and secondary stressed syllables.  In contrast, there is no DTE category that applies solely 

to secondary stressed syllables; thus, any constraint that influences secondary stressed 

syllables also influences main stressed ones (unless it is blocked by some constraint that 

refers specifically to main-stressed syllables, as in positional faithfulness).   

More relevant to Dutch is the distinction between footed unstressed syllables and 

unfooted (stray) unstressed syllables.  The category -�Ft allows constraints to refer to only 

those unstressed syllables that are in feet.  In contrast, there is no definable non-DTE 

category that refers solely to stray syllables.  The effect is that no markedness constraint 

can influence the content of stray syllables without also influencing footed unstressed 

syllables as well.   

In short, the DTE/non-DTE approach to constraint form provides adequate 

expressiveness, but is not unrestricted. 

                                                           
70  One final restriction on vowel reduction deserves some comment in the context of the present theory.  
Some final vowels in CVC syllables can undergo reduction: mót�r, proféss�r, rád�r.  However, reduction is 
easiest when the final vowel is immediately post-tonic; final reduction in words stressed on the antepenult is 
more difficult: lúcifer, Júpiter, rábies, Aristóteles.  The difference in ease of reduction in CVC syllables 
again seems to refer to a difference between foot non-DTEs and PrWd non-DTEs: vowels in foot non-DTEs 
– i.e. immediately post-tonically (mót�r) cf (lúci)fer – reduce more easily, showing that foot non-DTE 
constraints have a greater effect, as they do generally in the language. 
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As a closing comment, the Dutch system is not unique.  Nagy (1998) reports that 

post-tonic syllables in Faetar obligatorily reduce to [�], while reduction is optional for pre-

tonic syllables (also see Nagy & Renolds 1997).  Russian also exhibits differences between 

immediately pre-tonic (i.e. arguably footed) and other syllables in terms of vowel reduction 

(see Crosswhite 1999 and references cited therein for discussion and analysis).  Similar 

patterns are found in Saami (Bye 2001) and Lushootseed (Urbanczyk 1996). 

 

 

4.4  The interaction of DTEs and non-DTEs: Vowel epenthesis 
Evidence that markedness constraints refer to non-DTEs is also found in 

phenomena that are sensitive to the interaction between DTE and non-DTE scale 

preferences.  The existence of both DTE and non-DTE constraints means that the 

markedness of a vowel depends on its position.  In the present theory, high sonority 

segments are the least marked type in DTEs, but most marked in non-DTEs.  In contrast, 

low sonority segments are least marked in non-DTEs, but most marked in DTEs. 

There is a further property of the DTE theory: a segment can be both a DTE and a 

non-DTE.  For example, the [i] in [pá.ti] is the DTE of the syllable and mora, but a non-

DTE of the foot and PrWd.  Therefore, both DTE and non-DTE constraints can apply to it.  

The net result can be a tug-of-war between DTE constraints and non-DTE constraints, with 

the result that the least marked segment is neither high sonority nor low sonority, but has a 

quality that is a compromise between the two extremes – e.g. [�]. 

This section shows how the antagonism between DTE and non-DTE constraints 

accounts for all the different types of epenthetic vowels, and for the fact that epenthetic 

vowel features may differ depending on the environment in the same language. 

Section 4.4.1 presents a typology of epenthetic elements.  It also provides rankings 

for epenthesis of various types of vowel systems.   

Section 4.4.2 discusses Shipibo, a language that has epenthetic [a] in foot heads and 

epenthetic [i] in foot non-heads (Lauriault 1948, Elías 2000, p.c.).  This situation is shown 

to come about through the action of DTE and non-DTE constraints. 

Section 4.4.3 discusses universals of epenthesis.  While a vowel of any sonority can 

be epenthetic, there are restrictions on languages with more than one epenthetic vowel 

quality, like Shipibo. 

 

 

4.4.1 The spectrum of epenthesis 
Table 4.1 shows that any non-round vowel [i � i � e � a] can be epenthetic. 

The table lists cases of ‘default’ epenthesis, where the epenthetic segment is not 

influenced by the featural content of adjacent elements.  ‘Copy’ epenthesis (where the 

epenthetic element duplicates part or all of a nearby vowel) is discussed only in passing 

(§4.4.1.2); see Kitto & de Lacy (1999) and references cited therein for discussion of copy 

vowels.  More generally, the cases below do not include those where epenthetic vowel 

content is influenced by processes such as vowel harmony and assimilation. 

The aim in the table is genetic diversity, but for practical (i.e. visual) reasons 

examples of each type have been limited to a maximum of 10 languages.  To give a sense 
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of the relative frequency of the types, of a total of 105 languages (randomly selected), 22 

have [i], 19 [�], 13 [a], 10 [e], 7 [�], 5 [i], 3 [o], and 26 had copy vowels (see Kitto & de 

Lacy 1999). 

 

 Table 4.1: Typology of epenthetic vowels

 Vowel Language Family Reference 
 Amharic Semitic Hayward (1986) 

 Karao N.Phillipine Brainard (1994) 

 

i 

Washo Hokan Kenstowicz & Kisseberth (1971) 

 Chukchi Chukotko-Kamchatkan Krause (1980) 

 Hindi Indo-Aryan Steriade (1995b:138) 

 Itelman Chukotko-Kamchatkan Bobaljik (1997) 

 Karo Batak Sundic Woolams (1996) 

 Ladahki Tibetan Koshal (1979) 

 Malay Sundic Ahmad (1994) 

 Mongolian Altaic Svantesson (1995) 

 Palestinian Arabic Semitic Abu-Salim (1982:10) 

 Sekani Athapaskan Hargus (1988) 

 

� 

Wolof Senegambian Ka (1985) 

 Alabama Muskogean Montler & Hardy (1991) 

 Harari Ethiopian Rose (1997) 

 Maltese Semitic Hume (1992) 

 Manam Oceanic Lichtenberk (1983:32) 

 M�ori Polynesian de Lacy (2002a) 

 Moañés Galician Romance Martinez-Gil (1997) 

 Ojibwa Algonquian Piggott (1992) 

 Pa �li Indo-European Fahs (1985) 

 

i 

Pipil Aztecan Campbell (1985) 

 Japanese (loans) Isolate Ito & Mester (1995) 

 Kannada Dravidian Sridhar (1990) 

 Ko�ava  Dravidian Ebert (1996) 

 

� 

Tamil Dravidian Vasanthakumari (1989) 
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 Basque Indo-Eurpoean Hualde (1991) 

 Chipewyan Athapaskan Li (1946) 

 Czech Slavic Ketner (2003) 

 Galician Romance Colina (1997) 

 Gengbe (Mina) Niger-Congo Abaglo & Archangeli (1989) 

 Mohawk Iroquoian Hopkins (1987) 

 Spanish Romance Steriade (1995b) 

 Slave Athapaskan Rice (1989:133) 

 Temiar  Mon-Khmer (closed �s)  McCarthy (1980) 

 

e/� 

Tiberian Hebrew  Semitic (word-final closed �s) Rappaport 

(1984) 

 Axininca Campa Arawakan Payne (1990), McCarthy & 

Prince (1993b) 

 Coos Penutian Frachtenberg (1922) 

 Dakota Siouan Shaw (1980:120) 

 Klamath Penutian Kenstowicz & Kisseberth (1971) 

 Lardil Pama-Nyungan Piggott (1993) 

 Mabalay Atayal  Formosan Lambert (1999§3.2.1) 

 Marathi Indo-Aryan Pandharipande (1997) 

 Mesola Italian Romance Repetti (1996) 

 Sudanese Arabic Semitic Haddad (1983) 

 

a 

Wapishana Arawakan Tracy (1972) 

 

The table omits languages with more than one epenthetic vowel.  See §4.4.2 for 

discussion. 

The epenthetic vowels listed above are inserted to satisfy a variety of requirements, 

including minimal word restrictions, metrical conditions, and segmental phonotactic 

restrictions (see Broselow 1982). 

 The following subsections identify the rankings of the DTE and non-DTE 

constraints that produce the attested vowel qualities.  Section 4.4.1.1 shows how the 

dominance of DTE over non-DTE constraints can result in the high sonority [a] as the 

epenthetic vowel, focusing on epenthesis in Coos (Frachtenberg 1922).   

Section 4.4.1.2 shows how the dominance of the non-DTE constraints can produce 

low sonority [i], [�], and (to some extent) [i], with special attention paid to epenthesis in 

Maga Rukai (Hsin 2000).   

Section 4.4.1.3 shows how a mingling of the DTE and non-DTE constraints 

produces vowels with intermediate sonority – [e], [�], and (to some extent) [i]; [�]-

epenthesis in Chipewyan is the main case discussed in this section. 

 Section 4.4.1.4 discusses vowels that are never, or only ever marginally, epenthetic 

(e.g. [u o � �]). 
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4.4.1.1 Epenthetic [a] 
McCarthy & Prince (1994) have shown that the quality of epenthetic elements is 

due to the emergent effect of markedness constraints.  This follows from the fact that 

epenthetic elements have no underlying correspondents, so faithfulness constraints cannot 

influence their form.  Since faithfulness constraints are irrelevant, the featural content of an 

epenthetic vowel is the pure expression of markedness constraints.  Therefore, default 

epenthesis provides insight into the DTE and non-DTE constraints. 

In terms of the DTE constraints alone, high sonority vowels – i.e. [a] – are the least 

marked type.  The influence of the DTE constraints on epenthetic quality can be seen in a 

variety of languages.  One language of this type that has received a great deal of recent 

discussion is Axininca Campa (Payne 1990, McCarthy & Prince 1993b), but a number of 

other languages also have epenthetic [a].  For example, Frachtenberg (1922:309ff) 

describes [a]-epenthesis in the Penutian language Coos.   

Coos has the short vowels [i e a o u] and [�], and the long vowels [i	 e	 æ	 a	 o	 u	].  
Syllable structure is (C)(C)V(X)(C), where X is a sonorant (nasal, liquid, glide, or vowel).  

Codas are restricted to certain [nasal+obstruent] and [liquid+stop] clusters (i.e. [mt ms mx 

nt nk nl  lt lm �t �ts]).  Nuclei may contain a short vowel, long vowel, or diphthong.  

Examples of syllables can be seen in [d�ms.tets] ‘through a prairie’ and [ha.ta	.jims] no
gloss, [tkem] no gloss (p.307-8). 

  The restrictions on syllable structure motivate epenthesis in a variety of situations.  

As Frachtenberg explains, all inadmissible word-final and medial clusters are avoided 

through the insertion of a vowel (p.309).  (45) provides relevant examples. 

 

(45) [a]-epenthesis in Coos 

  (a) Epenthesis in word-final clusters 

   [mí�ax] cf [mi�x-án�m]  ‘lunch make me’ (315) 

   [lhinap] cf [lhinp-í	je]  ‘they two came through’ (315) 

   [álqas]  cf [alqs-á	ja]  ‘they two are afraid of it’ (315) 

   [tsilats] cf [tsíl-ts�x�m]  ‘he was astonished’ (315) 

   [kwa	xal] cf [n-kwá	xl-a]  ‘they two have bows’ (315) 

   /winq-s/  � [wínqas]   ‘mat, spider’ (309) 

   /helq/   � [hélaq]   ‘he arrived’ (309) 

 

  (b) Epenthesis in word-medial clusters (p.309)
71

 

   /winq-x�m/ � [wináqax�m]  ‘it is spread out’ (309) 

   /helq-x�m/  � [heláqax�m]  ‘it is the end’ (309) 

   /�nq-a/   � [�náq-a]   ‘they two went down’ (309) 

 

  As an example, /alqs/ cannot be faithfully output with an acceptable coda *[alqs], 

so [a] is epenthesized to resolve the problem [al.qas].  In ranking terms, a constraint (or 

constraints) against inadmissible coda clusters must outrank DEP-IO.  A detailed account 

                                                           
71  It is not clear why /winq-x�m/ cannot be repaired by a single epenthetic vowel *[wi.naq.x�m], 
*[win.qa.x�m].  Frachtenberg (1922) provides no relevant comments, so I leave the issue aside here. 
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of the constraints against inadmissible codas in Coos will not be given here as this would 

take the discussion too far from the point here; the constraint – or set of constraints – will 

simply be called *CODA_CLUSTER here.  To prevent deletion, MAX-IO must also outrank 

DEP.  The rankings are illustrated in tableau (46). 

 

(46)  

 /alqs/ *CODA_CLUSTER MAX DEP-IO 

 (a) alqs *!   

� (b) al.qas   * 

 (c) als  *!  

 

  The issue of present interest is not what motivates epenthesis, but rather what 

determines the quality of the epenthetic vowel.  In this regard, there must be some 

markedness constraint that favours [a] over all other vowels – i.e. [e o i u �]. 

 A contender for this role is the syllable-level DTE constraint *��
{e,o}.  This 

constraint militates against all nucleus segments with less sonority than a low vowel.  

Thus, it will favour [álqas] over all other candidates, including *[álqes], *[álqis], and 

*[álq�s].   

 The constraint *��
{e,o} must outrank all markedness constraints that would 

favour any of the non-low vowels over [a].  This includes all non-DTE constraints that 

refer to the positions ‘foot non-DTE’ and ‘PrWd non-DTE’.  For example, the constraint 

*-�PrWd�{i,u} favours [�] over [a] in unstressed syllables, so incorrectly favouring 

*[(álq�s)] over [(álqas)].  Since [a] is the worst type of non-DTE (as it is the most 

sonorous element), *��
{e,o} must outrank all relevant non-DTE constraints (i.e. all those 

that refer to non-DTEs of feet and all higher categories.  The following tableau illustrates 

this ranking. 

 

(47)  

 /alqs/ *��
{e,o} *-�PrWd�{i,u} *-�Ft�{i,u} 

� (a) (álqas)  * * 

 (b) (ál.q�s) *!   

 

  To generalize, [a] is epenthesized in the DTE of � when some DTE constraint with 

the form *��
{e,o} outranks all non-DTE constraints of the form *-���x, where � is a 

higher prosodic category than �.  In Coos, for example, *��
{e,o} outranks all *-

�Ft�{i,u}, *-�PrWd�{i,u}, and so on. 

 

	 a > i > e 
 To conclude with an interesting complexity of the Coos system, it seems that [a] is 

not epenthesized in all environments: after [s], the epenthetic vowel is [i] (e.g. [d��msit] cf 

[d�mst-éts lhínap] ‘to the prairie he came’, [hætsit	] cf [hætsteni	jeq�m] ‘a story is being 

told’).  This is due to a constraint requiring agreement in place of articulation between [s] 

and a following vowel, which will be referred to as AGREE[coronal] here (after Hume 
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1992, Clements & Hume 1995).  AGREE[coronal] is not otherwise active in Coos, but 

emerges in epenthesis, just as *��
{e,o} emerges.  AGREE[coronal] must outrank 

*��
{e,o} to block epenthesis of the low (non-front) vowel [a].   

However, this process raises the question of why [i] is epenthesized rather than [e] 

since both could satisfy AGREE[coronal].  An answer is provided by lower-ranked DTE 

markedness constraints.  Since the constraint *��
{e,o} assigns the same violations to [i] 

and [e], lower-ranked constraints are free to determine which of the two vowels is most 

harmonic.  Since [e] is more sonorous than [i], a non-DTE constraint like *-�PrWd�{e,o} 

will favour the latter over the former.  The result is illustrated in tableau (48). 

 

(48)  

 /d�mst/ AGREE[coronal] *��
{e,o} *-�PrWd�{e,o} 

� (a) demsit  *  

 (b) demset  * *! 

 (c) demsat *!  * 

 

  To be more complete, [e] can be prevented from winning by having *-�PrWd�{e,o} 

outrank all DTE constraints that favour [e] over [i] – i.e. *��
{i,u}. 

  Thus, although the non-DTE constraints are dominated, they can have an emergent 

effect, even in a system where DTE constraints predominate. 

 

 

4.4.1.2 Epenthetic [i �]
 As shown in the preceding section, the dominance of syllable-level DTE 

constraints over higher-level non-DTE ones results in a high sonority epenthetic vowel.  

Unsurprisingly, the opposite ranking produces a low sonority epenthetic vowel.  Complete 

dominance of the non-DTE over the DTE constraints will result in a grammar 

epenthesizing the lowest sonority vowel allowed in its inventory. 

 Maga Rukai offers an interesting example of low-sonority epenthesis that shows 

the effect of non-DTE constraints in a rather striking way.  Hsin (2000) reports that Maga 

Rukai has seven contrastive vowels: the peripheral vowels [i e a o u] and the central 

vowels [i �].  Every word in Maga Rukai must end in a vowel, so epenthesis is used to 

eliminate consonant-final words.  This is a common process in Tsou languages (Tsuchida 

1976). 

 At first, Maga Rukai vowel epenthesis may seem irrelevant to present concerns 

because the final vowel is generally a copy of the preceding vowel (49a) (cf Selayarese – 

Basri et al. 1977).  However, a key piece of data is that copying does not take place after 

[a] – [i] is inserted instead (49b). 
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(49) Maga Rukai epenthesis

 (a)  [ikivi] ‘tail’   [kpi�i] ‘clothing’ 

  [�veke] ‘betel nut’  [rvele] ‘arrow’ 

  [tesboko] ‘egret (black)’ [svo�vo�o] ‘butterfly’ 

  [u�ulu] ‘drink’  [tkaslu�u] ‘shrimp’ 

  [krimi] ‘palate’  [a�mimi] ‘iron’ 

  [�k�s�] ‘camphor laurel’ [lc���] ‘vegetable’ 

 (b) [cac�ali] ‘start’  [tkorpa�i] ‘frog’ 

 

Hsin (2000) provides evidence that the underlying forms listed above lack a final 

vowel underlyingly.  The evidence is rather complex since a number of processes interact 

to change the underlying form substantially on the surface (including iambic vowel 

deletion, deletion, and coalescence).  The reader is referred to Hsin (2000:95ff) for 

discussion of the input status of these vowels.
72

 

 

	 Vowel Copy 

The most striking aspect of Maga Rukai epenthesis is the fact that the epenthetic 

vowel – for the most part – is a copy of the preceding one.  Since copy epenthesis is not the 

focus of this section, the constraint that promotes copying is referred to as AGREEV here, 

requiring harmony between adjacent vowels. 

AGREEV outranks markedness constraints that favour a particular vowel over all 

others, like the DTE constraint *-�PrWd�{�}, which favours [i] over all other vowels.  

Tableau (50) illustrates this ranking.  NOCODA, a constraint that bans coda consonants 

(Prince & Smolensky 1993), outranks DEP in Maga Rukai, so motivating epenthesis.
73

 

 

(50)  

 /rvel/ AGREEV *�PrWd�{�} 

� (a) rvéle  * 

 (b) rvéli *!  

 

However, *-�PrWd�{�} is not inactive.  Its effect emerges in epenthesis after [a], as 

in [tkorpa�i] ‘frog’.  Epenthesis of [i] in this situation raises two questions: (i) why is the 

epenthetic vowel not [a]? and (ii) why is the epenthetic vowel [i]?  Non-DTE constraints 

provide an answer to both these questions. 

                                                           
72  To summarize, Hsin (2000) shows that [dmele] derives from a form with underlying /a/ and /i/, which I 
take to be /damil/ here.  Vowels in the weak member of a foot are prohibited, so *[(damíl)] is banned.  
Instead of deleting, [a] coalesces with the following vowel, forming [(dmél)].  Finally, epenthesis takes place, 
producing [(dmé)le].  This proposal explains why the negative form is [(dàm)(lí	)]: the negative consists of a 
mora, which forces the underlying [i] to metathesize.  The result is that neither vowel is deleted, so showing 
the true quality of the input vowels.  If the input was /damile/ – i.e. the copy vowel was underlying – the 
negative would be *[damle	]. 
73  NOCODA does not cause word-medial epenthesis (e.g. [tkaslu�u], *[tkasalu�u]).  There are two possible 
reasons for this: (1) CONTIGUITY blocks medial epenthesis (McCarthy & Prince 1995, Kenstowicz 1994b), or 
(2) medial consonant clusters are all complex onsets (cf Kager’s 1997 account of Macushi). 
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 Since [a] is the most marked non-DTE, [a]-copying can be blocked by a constraint 

such as *-�PrWd�{a}.  This situation is illustrated in tableau (51). 

 

(51)  

 /tkorpa�/ *-�PrWd�{a} AGREEV *-�PrWd�{�} 

 (a) tkòrpá�a *!   

 (b) tkòrpá��  * *! 

� (c) tkòrpá�i  *  

 

The constraint *-�PrWd�{a} bans high sonority non-DTEs, so eliminating the 

candidate with epenthetic [a].  This leaves the candidates without copy vowels – (b) and 

(c).   

 The tableau also goes some way to accounting for the emergence of [i] in this 

situation.  Since both (b) and (c) do not have copy vowels, they violate AGREEV equally.  

This allows the lower-ranked constraint *-�PrWd�{�} to emerge, favouring the lowest 

sonority vowel available – i.e. [i].  In other words, [i] wins in this situation because it is the 

most desirable non-DTE. 

 To ensure that [i] appears in this situation rather than some other vowel, further 

rankings are crucial.  Importantly, *-�PrWd�{�} must outrank all DTE constraints that 

promote [�] and more sonorous elements above [i]: i.e. *��
{i} and *��
{i}.   

 To generalize, [i] is epenthesized in the non-DTE of � when some non-DTE 

constraint of the form *-���{�} outranks all DTE constraints of the form *��
x, where � 

is a lower category than �.  In Maga Rukai, *-�PrWd�{�} outranks *��
{i}, *-���{i}, and 

so on.  In other words, Maga Rukai epenthesis is emergence of the unmarked – the 

unmarked vowel in terms of the non-DTE constraints emerges when other options – i.e. 

copying – are blocked. 

 An analogous ranking can be used to produce [�] and [i] as epenthetic vowels for 

languages in which they are the least sonorous vowels available. 

 

 

4.4.1.3 Epenthetic [e �]
 The cases discussed so far have all relevant DTE constraints outranking all non-

DTE ones or vice-versa.  However, the DTE and non-DTE constraints can interleave with 

each other.  The net result can be that neither the most nor the least sonorous vowel is ideal 

for a particular position.  In such a case, the epenthetic vowel emerges with ‘medium’ 

sonority relative to the other vowels – i.e. [e �] or [i], depending on the other vowels in the 

language’s inventory. 

 [�]-epenthesis is found in the Athapaskan language Chipewyan (Li 1946).  

Chipewyan has the vowels [i e � a o u] (p.399).  Syllables have the shape CVC, where 

coda consonants must be (i) coronal or glottal and (ii) fricatives or sonorants (i.e. [� � s z � 

h n � l r]) or (iii) [�].   

Words are minimally disyllabic in Chipewyan.  As in its relative Slave (Rice 

1989:133), if a stem is monosyllabic and is not accompanied by a prefix, [�] is 
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epenthesized before the stem.  Because of a ban on onsetless syllables, [h] accompanies 

[�]-epenthesis, as shown in (52). 

 

(52) Minimal Word epenthesis in Chipewyan 

/tsa�/   �  [h�tsa�] ‘he sg. was crying’ 

cf /�wa-tsa�/  �  [�watsa�]  ‘he will cry’ 

     /uh-tsa�/  � [huhtsa�] ‘you pl. were crying’ 

     /�� h-t-t�/  � [�uht�]  ‘you (dual) were eating’ 

 

[�]-epenthesis appears in a multiplicity of other situations in Chipewyan, illustrated 

in (53).  In all the cases, the epenthetic vowel is inserted to satisfy phonotactic 

requirements. 

 

(53) [�]-epenthesis elsewhere in Chipewyan

 /n-ts
h
a�/ � [n�ts

h
a�]   ‘you sg. were crying’  

 cf /i-t-ts
h
a�/�[hits

h
a�] ‘we pl. were crying’ 

 /�-n-t
h
�/  � [��n�t

h
�]    ‘you sg. were eating’ 

 /�-n-�-t�/ � [��n���-t
h
�] ‘they (dual) ate’ 

   cf [�-uh-t
h
�]  ‘you (dual) were eating’ 

 /n-�-i-t
h�s/ � [n��it

h�z]  ‘we lay down’ 

 /h-n-�-t
h�s/  � [h�n��t

h�z] ‘they lay down’ 

   cf [n-i-t
h�s]  ‘you sg were lying down’ 

 /tu-n-t�/ � [tun�t�] ‘he was drowning’ 

   cf [tu-n-i-t�] ‘you were drowning’ 

 

The issue of present interest is why the epenthetic vowel is [�], as opposed to the 

more sonorous [a] or less sonorous [e] or [i].  The combined effect of the DTE and non-

DTE constraints provides an answer. 

 The DTE constraint *��
{e,o} bans all syllable nuclei with less sonority than low-

mid vowels.  If this constraint outranks all non-DTE constraints that favour high vowels 

over mid vowels (e.g. *-�PrWd�{e,o}), the epenthetic vowel will not be [i], as shown in 

§4.4.1.1. 

 The non-DTE constraint *-� PrWd�{a} bans all high sonority PrWd non-DTEs.  [�] 

is only epenthesized in non-main stressed positions, so the epenthetic vowel will always be 

subject to this constraint.
74

 

 The net result is that the DTE constraint *��
{e,o} rules out high and high-mid 

vowels and the non-DTE constraint *-�PrWd�{a} rules out [a].  This leaves [�] as the only 

viable epenthetic vowel, as illustrated in tableau (54).  As in the preceding sections, 

epenthesis is motivated by a ban on consonant clusters outranking DEP-IO. 

 

                                                           
74  I assume that the head syllable is always in the stem (following Rice 1987 for Slave).  Since alternations 
only show epenthetic elements outside stems, the effect is that there is only evidence for the quality of non-
head epenthetic elements. 
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(54)  

 /n-ts
h
a�/ *��
�e,o} *-�PrWd�{a} *��
{�,�} *-�PrWd�{�,�} 

 (a) nits
h
á� *!  *  

 (b) nets
h
á� *!  *  

 (c) nats
h
á�  *!  * 

� (d) n�ts
h
á�   * * 

 

The tableau shows how antagonistic conditions on DTE and non-DTE sonority can 

result in a vowel of medium sonority. 

 As a final note, [�] is selected over the round vowel [�] because of another scale: 

round vowels are more marked than unround ones.  This point is developed in the next 

section. 

 

	 Mid vowel epenthesis elsewhere 

Chipewyan is not unique in having an epenthetic mid vowel.  Mohawk’s epenthetic 

[e] has been the subject of much discussion (Michelson 1988, Hagstrom 1997 and 

references cited therein).  As mentioned above, Slave also has an epenthetic [�], as does 

Czech (Ketner 2003), several Romance languages have an epenthetic mid vowel, and 

Temiar and Tiberian Hebrew have [e]-epenthesis in closed syllables (McCarthy 1980, 

Rappaport 1981, resp.). 

Moreover, the present ranking is not only needed for epenthetic mid vowels.  It is 

necessary in all situations where neither the least nor the most sonorous vowel in a 

language is the epenthetic one.  For example, a language that has a central vowel but 

epenthesizes [i] will have to employ a ranking analogous to Chipewyan’s: a DTE 

constraint will have to ban central vowels and a non-DTE constraint will eliminate all non-

high peripheral vowels; such a language is discussed in §4.4.2. 

 

 

4.4.1.4 Universals of epenthetic quality 
 Despite the variation in sonority in epenthetic vowels, they all have features in 

common: putting aside interference from processes like vowel harmony and dissimilation, 

all epenthetic vowels are [�round] and almost all are [�back].  This section discusses cases 

of putative [+round] and/or [+back] epenthetic vowels, concluding that they are extremely 

marginal, and perhaps unattested.  Reasons for their exclusion are also provided. 

  Convincing cases of round epenthetic vowels are hard to come by.  In fact, while 

cases of [u] or [o] have been reported, it remains uncertain whether there are any round 

epenthetic vowels.  Cases of epenthetic [o] will be discussed first (Hungarian, Pendau, and 

Seri), followed by cases of epenthetic [u], and finally a case of epenthetic [!]. 

 

	 [o] epenthesis 

Quick (2000:30) shows that Pendau epenthesizes [o] between consonant-final roots 

and clitics: [d�und�u�]~[d�und�u�o"o] ‘his/her house’, cf [babi] ‘pig’~[babi-"o] ‘his/her 

pig’.  However, there is an independent process of vowel harmony: affix vowels agree with 
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root vowels in [round] and [low] (e.g. [me-ide] ‘small’, [me-me"o�] ‘cold’, [ma-paris] 

‘difficult’, [mo-doda] ‘red’, [mo-bulu�] ‘green’).  On top of that, all enclitics contain a 

round vowel: [�u] {1p.sg.gen.}, [mu] {2p.sg.gen}, [to] {1p.pl.incl.}, ["o] {3p.sg.gen.}, 

[mo] {completive aspect}, [po] {continuative aspect}.  Therefore, the appearance of 

epenthetic [o] instead of [e] or [a] can be ascribed to the influence of nearby vowels.  In 

short, the vowel’s roundness is due to an incidental harmony process, and is not an 

indication of the form of context-free markedness constraints. 

Marlett (1981:55) reports that Seri has epenthetic [o].  However, this vowel seems 

to appear only before an [m]: e.g. /tm-kap/ � [tomkap] no gloss, /i-t-k-m-pi	/ � [itkompi	] 
‘didn’t he taste it?’.  It also appears in very restricted morphological environments (i.e. 

between certain prefixes).  Moreover, elsewhere [i] is inserted: e.g. /�p-mi-pan�#/ � 

[$�p$mpan�#] ‘1sg-proximal-run’ (p.54).  It is possible that epenthetic [o] is not epenthetic 

at all, but part of the input. 

As in Seri, Hungarian epenthetic [o] only appears in restricted morphological 

environments, and [a] acts as the epenthetic vowel in other environments (Fowler 1986); it 

is therefore possible that [o] is a morpheme while [a] is the true default. 

 

	 [u] epenthesis 

Epenthetic [u] has been reported by various sources for a number of Dravidian 

languages (e.g. Sinhala – Keer 1996:10).  However, other sources report that the vowel is 

actually a [�] or [i] (e.g. Ko�ava – Ebert 1999, Bright 1975:13).  Even so, Bright claims 

that the epenthetic vowel is [u] in dialects of Kannada and Telugu, contrasting with 

epenthetic [i] in other Dravidian languages.  In addition, Paradis (1992) reports that the 

epenthetic vowel is [u] in Fula (also see Causley 1999b:73).   

Finally, E.Sapir (1965:17) reports that [u] or [%] (the choice depends on ATR 

harmony) is used to separate consonants in Diola Fogny: e.g. /ama�ut+ja/ � [ama�utuja] 

‘if you don’t want’.
75

  Again, it is not clear that [u] is truly epenthetic.  Sapir also reports 

that deletion is used to eliminate underlying clusters: e.g. /l�t+ku+jaw/ � [l�kujaw], 

*[l�tukujaw] ‘they won’t go’.  There is no immediately apparent reason why deletion 

should apply in one instance but epenthesis in the other; the morphological and 

phonological environments seem indistinguishable.  It may be the case that deletion is the 

default case.  In fact, this is borne out by the fact that input consonant clusters separated by 

[u]/[%] undergo deletion in rapid speech: /ujuk+ja/ � slow [ujukuja], fast [ujuja] ‘if you 

see’.  In short, [u]-epenthesis does not behave like epenthesis in other languages – it 

applies for no apparent reason to separate clusters that are otherwise resolved by deletion. 

Without in-depth examination of each case – something beyond the scope of the 

present section – no further comment on these cases will be made here.  At the very least, 

[u]-epenthesis is highly marginal.   

 

                                                           
75  [�] is used to separate consonants in the formation of distributives: /RED+fule�/ � [fule��fule�]; 
However, � does not appear in other forms, with no apparent regularity.   
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	 [!] epenthesis 

The only other case of a round epenthetic vowel is the front lax round [!] in 

Icelandic (Kiparsky 1984, Karvonen & Sherman 1997).  [!] is inserted between a stem-

final consonant and an [r].  The only suffixes that produce this environment are the 

nominative masculine singular [r] and third person singular [r]: e.g. [da�!r] ‘day 

{nom.sg}’, [tek!r] ‘take {3sg.pres.}’.  Icelandic [!] stands out from the cases in Table 4.1 

in terms of the restrictiveness of its environment: it is not epenthesized for word-minima 

reasons, or to break up any pair of illicit consonants, but only appears in the environment 

C+_r.  This – along with its rare featural content – may suggest that [!] is not truly 

epenthetic.  Instead, it may be a morpheme, either inserted in just this environment, or as 

part of the underlying representation of the nom.sg. and 3sg.pres. morphemes.  The fact 

that it does not appear in the environment V+_r may be due to a ban on [V!] clusters.  Of 

course, this issue deserves much more serious consideration; nevertheless, it is possible 

that Icelandic does not present a case of a round epenthetic vowel. 

 

	 Theory 

The lack of round epenthetic vowels is expected in the present theory.  Vowel 

roundness is a marked value (see ch.8§8.2).  Thus, there is no motivation for vowels to be 

round: to be so would be gratuitously marked.  Of course, this leaves aside cases of 

assimilation and harmony that produce round vowels. 

In other words, epenthetic unround vowels are harmonic bounds for epenthetic 

round vowels in terms of context-free markedness constraints: i.e. *[round].  Faithfulness 

constraints cannot be invoked to preserve round vowels since epenthetic vowels have no 

underlying features (see ch.4§4.4 for discussion). 

The only way that an epenthetic vowel could be round is if roundness was an 

incidental property of some category on a prosodic scale, like sonority.  However, there is 

no evidence that the sonority scale distinguishes round from unround vowels: no stress 

system is sensitive to roundness.  Since no prosodic scale favours round and unround 

vowels of the same sonority equally, the emergent influence of *[+round] will always 

result in an epenthetic unround vowel. 

A similar reason accounts for the fact that almost all epenthetic vowels are non-

back.  As argued in ch.8§8.3.3, backness in vowels is marked.  So, again, an epenthetic 

vowel with a [+back] specification would be gratuitously marked.  As with roundness, 

there is no prosodically based (i.e. sonority) motivation to have a back vowel – back 

vowels are not more sonorous than front vowels of the same height and peripherality.  So, 

sonority cannot subvert the featural influence of the constraint *[+back].   

The major exception to the [+back] generalization is the low vowel [a], which is 

often classed as [+back] in many languages, and can be epenthetic.  This is an exception 

because it often has no front counterpart, so *[+back] is necessarily violated; as shown 

above epenthetic [a] comes about through imposition of sonority requirements. 

 The one remaining issue is the set of languages with epenthetic [�].  It is notable 

that – except for Japanese – all are Dravidian.  Moreover, there seems to be some 

disagreement – or language-internal variation – as to whether the epenthetic vowel is back 

[�] or central [i].  For example, the epenthetic vowel is reported to vary in realization as 
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[�] and [i] in Ko�ava (Ebert 1996:1).  Similarly, Bright (1975:13) reports most Dravidian 

epenthetic vowels to be [i].  Therefore, it may be that [�] classes as a central vowel in 

these languages, thus being less sonorous than all other types.  Again, this issue requires 

further investigation and careful phonetic measurement, and is unfortunately beyond the 

scope of this dissertation. 

 

 

4.4.2 Contextual epenthesis in Shipibo 
 The claim that high sonority vowels are preferred in DTEs and low sonority ones 

are favoured in non-DTEs finds striking support in the Peruvian language Shipibo 

(Lauriault 1948, Elías 2000, p.c.).
76

 

 Shipibo has the surface vowels [i i % a].  Each syllable contains a single vowel and 

an optional onset consonant (i.e. (C)V).  An epenthetic vowel is inserted to avoid coda 

consonants, as in the forms /karib-ki/ � [karibaki] ‘went again’, and /honirib-ki/ � 

[honiribiki] ‘hid again’.  From these examples, it is evident that the epenthetic element has 

two realizations: [a] and [i].  Lauriault observes that the epenthetic vowel is [a] in odd 

numbered syllables, and [i] in even syllables.  The following data illustrates this 

generalization with a consonant-final stem plus the suffix –[ki] {completed action}:
77

 

 

(55) Shipibo epenthesis 

 (a) [a]-epenthesis in odd-numbered syllables 

  [karibaki]   ‘went again’  [b%ribaki]   ‘went away again’ 

  [piribaki]   ‘ate again’  [j%mits%ribaki]  ‘stole again’ 

  [aribaki]   ‘did it again’    

 (b) [i]-epenthesis in even-numbered syllables 

  [%�ribiki]   ‘saw it again’  [r%aribiki]  ‘it croaked again’ 

  [%nãribiki]   ‘knew again’  [rakiribiki]   ‘was afraid again’ 

  [b%%ribiki]   ‘healed again’  [tiiribiki]   ‘worked again’ 

  [h%niribiki]   ‘hid again’  [tearibiki]   ‘bothered again’ 

  [j%n%ribiki]   ‘commanded again’  

 

Lauriault also shows that the quality of the epenthetic element changes when other 

affixes are added before the epenthetic element: 

 

(56) /a-rib-ki/   � [aribaki]    ‘did it again’ 

 /a-ma-rib-ki/   � [amaribiki]   ‘made him do it again’ 

 /a-ma-ris-rib-ki/ � [amarisibaki]   ‘merely made him do it again’ 

 

In contrast, morphemes added after the epenthetic element have no effect on its 

form: [aribaki] ‘did it again’ cf [aribariski] ‘merely did it again’. 

                                                           
76  My thanks to José Elías for providing the underlying forms, narrow transcriptions of output forms, and the 
description of stress.   
77  The only data Lauriault provides consists of the morphemes rib ‘repeated action’ and ki ‘completed 
action’.  However, he asserts that other morpheme combinations exhibit the a/i alternation. 
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	 The foot in Shipibo 

 The variation in epenthetic quality in Shipibo can be related to the foot.  Shipibo 

has left-aligned trochaic feet: e.g. [(j%�n%)(rìbi)ki].
78

  Whenever the epenthetic element 

appears in the head syllable of a foot, it is realized as the most sonorous vowel [a].  In 

contrast, whenever it appears in the non-head of a foot, it emerges as the low sonority 

vowel – [i].
79

 

To account for this variation, the foot-referring constraints *�Ft
{i,u} and 

*-�Ft�{a} are invoked here.  The latter constraint bans high sonority vowels in foot non-

DTEs, while the former constraint militates against low sonority vowels in foot heads.  

With these constraints, the variation in epenthetic quality emerges.  Epenthesis is 

motivated by a ban on coda consonants (NOCODA) outranking DEPIO. 

 

(57) Epenthesis of [a] in Foot DTEs in Shipibo

 /karib-ki/ *�Ft
{i,u} *-�Ft�{a} 

� (a) (kári)(bàki)   

 (b) (kári)(bìki) *!  

 

(58) Epenthesis of [i] in Foot Non-DTEs in Shipibo

 /j%n%-rib-ki/ *�Ft
{i,u} *-�Ft�{a} 

 (a) (j%�n%)(rìba)ki * * *! 

� (b) (j%�n%)(rìbi)ki * *  

 

In both the tableaux above, foot-form constraints dominate the sonority constraints.  

Higher ranked constraints require left-aligned trochaic feet, effected by PARSE-�, TROCHEE, 

and ALIGNFTL (McCarthy & Prince 1993b).  If this were not so, footing would be sensitive 

to sonority.  In addition, faithfulness constraints outrank the sonority constraints above, so 

preventing neutralization. 

 There is one remaining issue, related to the discussion of Chipewyan [�].  The non-

DTE epenthetic vowel in Shipibo is not the least sonorous one available – i.e.  [i].  Instead, 

it is the ‘medial’ sonority [i].  With the non-DTE constraints alone, [i] is more harmonic 

than [i] in non-DTE position since the latter violates *-�Ft�{i,u} while the former does not.   

As with Chipewyan, the emergence of [i] is due to the intermingling of DTE and 

non-DTE constraints.  Although [i] fares worse than [i] in terms of non-DTE constraints, it 

                                                           
78  For an in-depth discussion of Shipibo stress, see Elías (2000).  Elías (p.c.) observes that the initial foot can 
appear as an iamb under special circumstances: e.g. [(karí)(bàki)].  For discussion, see Elías (2000).  There is 
little phonetic or phonological evidence for the secondary stresses postulated.  It is possible that the foot 
structure has no phonetic realization, a situation found in other Peruvian languages (Huariapano – Parker 
1998), and in languages such as Cairene Arabic (Hayes 1995). 
79  The data do not provide evidence for the quality of the epenthetic vowel in an unfooted syllable (in this 
case, the final syllable of an odd-parity word).  If it were found to be [i], the appropriate constraint for 
Shipibo would be *-�PrWd�{e,o}, not *-�Ft�{e,o}.  If it were found to be [a], this could be ascribed to the 
emergent effect of a constraint such as *��
{e,o}.  In any case, the behaviour of stray syllable epenthesis 
does not alter the general point: that DTEs and non-DTEs place different conditions on vowel quality. 
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is favoured by DTE constraints.  Thus, choice of [i] over [i] can be ascribed to a constraint 

such as *��
{i}, as shown in tableau 

 

(59)   

 /onãrìb-ki/ *-�Ft�{e,o} *��
{i} 

 (a) (ónã)(rìba)ki *! * 

� (b) (ónã)(rìbi)ki  * 

 (c) (ónã)(rìbi)ki  * *! 

 

As discussed in the previous section, the epenthetic vowel cannot be [%] because of 

the emergent ban on round vowels (i.e. by *[+round], outranked by IDENT[+round] to 

preserve input roundness contrasts). 

 

 

4.4.3 Universals of epenthesis 
To summarize the results of the preceding sections, the DTE and non-DTE 

constraints together predict that there are no straightforward absolute universals relating to 

epenthetic quality.  A language may take an epenthetic vowel of any sonority in any 

position. 

 

	 Implicational relations within a language 

 The DTE constraints do make a somewhat complex prediction, though.  The 

prediction relates to languages like Shipibo, where the quality of the epenthetic vowel 

differs depending on position.  When the quality of the vowel is determined by sonority 

requirements (as opposed to, e.g., assimilation), the present theory predicts that the more 

sonorous version of the vowel will appear in a more ‘DTE-like’ position.  A position P1 is 

more ‘DTE-like’ than position P2 if P1 is a DTE of category � while P2 is not.   

For example, Shipibo has two epenthetic vowels – [a] and [i].  Epenthetic vowels 

end up in two places: �Ft and -�Ft.  The �Ft position is more DTE-like than -�Ft because the 

former is a DTE of a Ft while the latter is not.  Therefore [a] will appear in the �Ft position.   

 In contrast, the constraints predict that there is no ‘anti-Shipibo’ language where [i] 

is epenthesized into the �Ft position while [a] appears as a -�Ft.  This involves the less 

sonorous [i] ending up in the more DTE-like position �Ft. 

 This prediction follows from the form of the constraints and the nature of the 

prosodic hierarchy.  If a high-sonority vowel x is epenthesized into a DTE of category K, 

this could only have come about through the influence of a DTE-markedness constraint: 

*�K/x.  Significantly, this constraint not only puts a restriction on �’s of category K, but on 

DTEs of all higher categories.  For example, *��
{a} not only requires [a] to appear in 

DTEs of syllables, but also puts the same restriction on DTEs of Ft, PrWds, and so on.  

This therefore rules out the possibility of epenthesizing a less sonorous vowel into a DTE 

of a higher category. 

 To expand on the last point, the only way that [i] could be epenthesized into a foot 

DTE in Anti-Shipibo is for some markedness constraint M that favoured [i] over [a] to 
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outrank *���{a}.  M must not only favour [i] over [a], but must only favour it in foot DTE 

position, and nowhere else.  Thus, M would have a form like *�Ft/i; the problem with such 

a constraint is clear – it reverses the scale relation between [a] and [i], and is not allowed in 

the present theory. 

 

	 Perpetual DTEs and non-DTEs 

Epenthesis of low sonority vowels depends on the influence of a non-DTE 

constraint.  This raises the issue of positions that are DTEs of every category.  If position p 

is not a non-DTE of any category, then anything epenthesized into p is subject only to DTE 

constraints.  Since DTE constraints all favour high sonority elements, the epenthetic vowel 

in p must therefore be [a], and can never be anything less sonorous [� e i � i]. 

A number of languages provide no insight into this question since epenthetic 

vowels go out of their way to avoid DTE positions (i.e. most importantly, the main stressed 

syllables) in many languages (Alderete 1995, Beckman 1998, Broselow 2001).  However, 

cases of epenthesis into �PrWd position are attested.   

A problem is raised by a relevant case in Arabic: [i] is epenthesized into main-

stressed position: e.g. [katabtílu], *[katabtálu] (McCarthy 1979).  The problem is that [i] is 

a low-sonority vowel, yet the position it appears in is the DTE of the highest prosodic level 

(in some utterances).  In short, the DTE-sonority constraints cannot deal with the Arabic 

system. 

While this presents a problem for the DTE-sonority constraints, it may merely be 

the case that epenthetic vowel quality is also influenced by other scales.  If some other 

scale favours [i] over [a], [i] will appear in DTE position under an appropriate ranking.  

Exploration of this issue is left for future work. 

However, it is worth noting that a point similar to the one for DTEs can be made 

for certain non-DTE positions.  Onset position is a non-DTE of all constituents.  Since 

onsets are not DTEs of any category, only non-DTE constraints can apply to them.  

Therefore, epenthesis into onset position must always produce a low sonority element, as 

long as other factors do not intervene.  Certainly, epenthesis of stops – the lowest sonority 

category – into onsets is common; a full discussion is provided in ch.5§5.3.  Epenthetic 

onset elements can be highly sonorous, but only in response to their environment (e.g. [&] 
in Boston English – McCarthy 1994, epenthetic glides – Rosenthall 1994). 

 

 

4.5  Summary 
The aim of this chapter was to show the need for constraints that refer to non-

DTEs.  The primary focus was on the foot non-DTE.  Evidence for non-DTE constraints 

was presented from systems with sonority-driven stress, vowel reduction, and epenthesis.  

Each of these cases is discussed in turn.   

 

	 Sonority-driven stress 

In Kiriwina and Harar Oromo, stress placement refers to the sonority of the vowel 

in the foot’s non-head.  For example, stress falls on the antepenult in Kiriwina’s [(mí�i)la] 

because the alternative – stress on the default penult position *[mi(�íla)] – results in a foot 
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with a high sonority non-head.  Similarly, stress falls on the ultima in Harar Oromo’s 

[na(má)] because stress on the penult *[(náma)] would create a foot with a high sonority 

non-head. 

In these languages, DTE sonority is irrelevant.  This is clearly shown by Kiriwina 

[(mí�i)la] – the competing *[mi(�íla)] does not differ in DTE sonority at all.  Since DTE 

sonority is irrelevant, reference to the foot’s non-DTE is essential. 

 

	 Vowel neutralization 

Dutch presents a case where the foot non-head places difference conditions on 

vowel neutralization than in other unstressed positions.  While [o] and [i] reduce to [�] in 

foot non-heads in the informal register, they do not reduce in unfooted syllables: e.g. 

/lokomotif/ � [(lòk�)mo(tíf)] ‘locomotive’, *[(lòk�)m�(tíf)] (Kager 1989 and many 

others).  It is clear that vowel reduction does not simply refer to the category ‘unstressed 

syllable’ here (cf Crosswhite 1999).  Instead, there is a crucial difference between foot 

non-DTE position and other unstressed syllables, so necessitating markedness constraints 

that refer to this position. 

 

	 Epenthesis 

The DTE constraints promote high sonority elements, so a CON without 

antagonistic constraints would incorrectly predict the epenthetic vowel to be [a] in all 

languages.  The non-DTE constraints provide this antagonism.  They provide an account 

for why [a] is epenthesized into foot heads in Shipibo, while [i] appears in foot non-heads.  

The tension between DTE and non-DTE constraints was used to account for cases with 

‘medial sonority’ elements, like Chipewyan’s [�]. 

 

	 Other categories 

While foot non-DTEs have been the focus of this chapter, the theory has non-DTE 

and DTE constraints that refer to all other elements of the prosodic hierarchy.  This point 

has already been argued for tone by Selkirk (1998) and in my own work (de Lacy 1999a, 

2002b).  The following paragraphs sketch the evidence for this proposal.  

Prince & Smolensky (1993) show that sonority constraints that refer to syllable 

DTEs (i.e. nuclei) and syllable non-DTEs (i.e. margins) are necessary in accounting for 

syllable structure restrictions (also see ch.6§6.5.2.2). 

Evidence that constraints refer to foot DTEs and non-DTEs is provided in this 

chapter (also ch.1§1.4.1.2), by Kenstowicz (1996) for sonority, and for tone in de Lacy 

(1999a, 2002b). 

Evidence that constraints refer to PrWd DTEs (as opposed to foot DTEs) is given 

for Nganasan stress in ch.3§3.2.  Evidence for reference to PrWd non-DTEs (as opposed to 

foot non-DTEs) was provided in §4.3. 

No evidence for reference to categories of higher levels is provided in this 

dissertation.  This is because I know of no evidence that sonority is sensitive to such higher 

levels.  However, this does not mean that constraints cannot refer to higher levels, such as 

DTEs of Prosodic Phrases, Intonational Phrases, and so on.  It is clear that constraints on 

tone must refer to these levels, so accounting for the fact that heads of these phrases attract 
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high tone, while non-heads attract low tone.  For example, Kim (1997) shows that every 

Major Phrase in Korean must contain at least one high tone, and that no other high tones 

are permitted.  The constraints *�MaP/L and *-�MaP/H must outrank tone-faithfulness to 

achieve this result.  Similarly, the phonologically assigned (i.e. default) intonational tune in 

the Polynesian language Maori is H*L
-
 on every Major Phrase (Bauer 1993).

80
  This can be 

explained if *�MaP/L and *-�MaP/H are employed in this language.  See de Lacy 

(1999a§5.2, 2003) for related discussion. 

 

 

 

                                                           
80  If declarative intonation is assumed to be the phonological default (phonologically assigned) tonal melody, 
the tone-prominence constraints explain why the most common pattern is H*L%, with a high tone on the 
head of a MajorP/IntonationalP. 
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CHAPTER 5

PRELIMINARIES TO FAITHFULNESS

5.1 Introduction
The aim of Part III, including chapters 5 to 8, is to present a theory of scale-

referring faithfulness constraints and provide evidence for it.

There are two leading ideas behind the theory. One is that more marked elements 

excite greater preservation than less marked ones.  The other is that categories can be

conflated for faithfulness purposes.

To expand on the first of these proposals, degree of markedness will be argued to 

correlate with degree of preservation (also see Kiparsky 1994, Jun 1995, and chs.6,7).  For 

example, in the Place of Articulation scale | dorsal 〉 labial 〉 coronal 〉 glottal | (discussed in 

detail in §5.3), the most marked element is ‘dorsal’.  Therefore, pressure to preserve

dorsals is paramount; no other element is subject to the same degree of preservation.  Least 

of all are glottals – since they are least marked, they are also the (relatively) least

preserved.

This is not to say that dorsals will always be preserved in preference to less marked 

categories.  Categories can be conflated for faithfulness: labials can be accorded the same 

degree of preservation as dorsals in some grammars; in others dorsals, labials, and coronals 

can be conflated for faithfulness purposes.

• Constraints
The ‘marked preservation’ proposal – that marked elements excite greater

preservation than less marked ones – is formally expressed by (i) having constraints that

preserve marked elements but not less marked ones and (ii) not having any constraints that 

preserve unmarked elements but not marked ones.

The faithfulness conflation proposal is formally expressed in a way analogous to

the proposal for markedness conflation (ch.3) – faithfulness constraints are formulated

stringently.

To schematize the combined effect of these proposals, for a scale | γF 〉 βF 〉 αF |, 

where γ is the most marked value of feature F, there is a set of faithfulness constraints,

listed in (1).  Since all the constraints preserve the marked element, constraints of this type 

will be called ‘marked-faithfulness’ constraints.
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(1) Marked-faithfulness constraints

IDENT{γF} If x is γF, then its correspondent x' has the same value for F 

as x (i.e. x' is γF).

IDENT{γF,βF} If x is γF or βF, then its correspondent x' has the same value 

as x for feature F (i.e. γF or βF respectively).

IDENT{γF,βF,αF} If x is γF or βF or αF, then its correspondent x' has the same 

value as x for feature F.

The constraints in (1) are the ‘skeleta’ for scale-referring constraints.  They may be 

elaborated by mentioning dimension of application (e.g. Input→Output, Output→Output,

Base→Reduplicant), or certain prosodic positions (Casali 1997a,b, Beckman 1998);

examples of each of these dimensions are provided in chapter 6.  They may also be

elaborated by restriction to a prominent position (Beckman 1998); examples will be

provided when relevant.

The constraint IO-IDENT{γF,βF} demands that input segments specified as γF or βF

remain faithful in the output.  So, IO-IDENT{γF, βF} assigns a violation to (i) all mappings 

from /γF/ that result in [βF] or [αF] and (ii) all mappings from /βF/ that result in [γF] or 

[αF].

The constraints are ‘asymmetric’ in the sense of Pater (1996, 1999).  For example, 

while IDENT{γF} bans /γF/ → [βF], it does not militate against /βF/→[γF].  For further

discussion of this point, see ch.7§7.7.4.

Unless otherwise stated, all IDENT constraints will refer to the Input→Output

dimension in this and the following chapters.  For discussion of IDENT and its effect on

dimension, see ch.7§7.7.4.

Finally, there are no MAX or DEP equivalents of the IDENT constraints.  For

discussion, see ch.6§6.4.2.

The form of stringent faithfulness constraints is discussed further in §5.2; an

implementation of the Place of Articulation scale is provided in §5.3.

The constraints in (1) are stringent in that an unfaithful mapping from a less

marked element incurs a proper subset of the violations of an unfaithful mapping from a

more marked element.  Quasi-tableau (2) illustrates this point: an unfaithful mapping from 

the most marked element [γF] incurs a superset of violations of all unfaithful mappings

from less marked elements.

(2) Stringent form of faithfulness constraints

IDENT{γF} IDENT{γF,βF} IDENT{γF,βF,αF}

/γF/ → [βF] or [αF] * * *

/βF/ → [γF] or [αF] * *

/αF/ → [γF] or [βF] *

The tableau shows that the constraints have the cumulative effect that more marked 

elements are subject to more preservation than less marked ones.  For example, since [γF]
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is the most marked element, all faithfulness constraints preserve it.  Since [βF] is more

marked than [αF], more faithfulness constraints preserve [βF] than [αF].

The faithfulness constraints also allow conflation.  As determined in ch.3, two

categories are conflated when they incur the same violations of active constraints.  Since

[γF] and [βF] both violate IDENT{γF,βF} equally, the categories [γF] and [βF] will be

conflated in a grammar where IDENT{γF,βF} is the only active faithfulness constraint.

Similarly, all the categories will be conflated in a grammar in which IDENT{γF,βF,αF} is

the only active faithfulness constraint.

• Seperability of proposals
It is important to point out from the outset that the ‘marked preservation’ aspect of 

the faithfulness constraints in (1) is quite separate from the fact that they are stringently

formulated.  To underscore this point, there are many alternative theories with stringent

constraints that do not have the ‘marked preservation’ property.  For example, the

‘unmarked-faithfulness’ constraints IDENT{αF}, IDENT{αF,βF}, and IDENT{αF,βF,γF} –

based on the scale | γF 〉 βF 〉 αF | – are stringently formulated but cannot preserve marked 

elements without also preserving unmarked ones.

Moreover, there are non-stringent theories that effectively express the marked-

preservation property.  For example, the set of non-stringent constraints in a fixed ranking 

|| IDENT{γ} » IDENT{β} » IDENT{α} || encodes the ‘marked preservation’ property by virtue 

of having faithfulness constraints to marked elements universally outrank all faithfulness

constraints to less marked elements (Jun 1995, Kiparsky 1994). 

Chapter 6 and 7 argue solely for the point that faithfulness constraints must have

the ‘marked preservation’ property; they do not present arguments that faithfulness

constraints must be stringently formulated.  Accordingly, the arguments presented in those 

chapters support all theories with the ‘marked preservation’ property, including the

stringent approach in (1) and the fixed ranking theory outlined in the preceding paragraph.

In contrast, chapter 8 argues solely for the point that faithfulness constraints must 

be stringently formulated.  Evidence for this proposal comes from ‘faithfulness conflation’, 

where two competing candidates are equally unfaithful, so allowing a lower-ranked

constraint to make the crucial decision.  This chapter shows that Fixed Ranking theories of 

faithfulness cannot produce such cases.

In short, the ‘marked preservation’ and stringency proposals are separable – neither 

depends on the validity of the other.  Similarly, the empirical phenomena that support the 

proposals are also quite separate, as summarized briefly below.

5.1.1 Empirical implications
The proposed form of the scale-referring faithfulness constraints has a number of

empirical effects.

Since marked elements can excite greater preservation than less marked ones,

marked values may be exempt from processes that less marked values undergo.  For

example, with only the constraint IDENT{γF} outranking all markedness constraints, input 

segments specified as [γF] will surface faithfully, but the less marked values [βF], [αF]
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will undergo changes triggered by the markedness constraints.  Thus, only the marked

value may escape processes such as neutralization (chs.6,9) and assimilation (ch.7).

The other major empirical effect has to do with ‘faithfulness conflation’.  As shown 

in ch.3§3.6, stringent markedness constraints allow category distinctions to be collapsed

for certain processes; the same is true of stringent faithfulness constraints.  Since an

unfaithful /γF/ mapping and an unfaithful /βF/ mapping incur the same violation of

IDENT{γF,βF}, if IDENT{γF,βF} is the only active faithfulness constraint for some

competition, the two mappings would be effectively conflated in terms of unfaithfulness.

Such conflation has visible effects in certain types of coalescence (ch.8).

Some concrete examples are given below to illustrate the points made above.

• Neutralization: marked-faithfulness & Gapped Inventories
Chapter 6 discusses the effect of the proposal that marked elements are more

faithfully preserved than less marked elements.  The phenomena discussed relate to

neutralization of Major Place of Articulation distinctions: i.e. | dorsal 〉 labial 〉 coronal 〉
glottal |.  Neutralization produces an ‘inventory’, a term that refers to the surface segments 

that can appear in a particular position.

Two kinds of inventories are identified, following Prince & Smolensky (1993) and 

Prince (1997c).  One type produces a ‘harmonically complete’ inventory of segments,

consisting of a contiguous set of the scale starting with the least marked element.  For

example, the Polynesian language Tahitian has the voiceless stops [p t ] – in terms of PoA 

this is a contiguous set, starting with the least marked ‘glottal’, extending through to labial 

(Coppenrath & Prevost 1974).  Tahitian’s relative Tongan also has a harmonically

contiguous system, having representatives of all major PoAs: [k p t ] (Churchward 1953).

The other type of inventory is of more immediate interest.  This is the

‘harmonically gapped’ type (a term from Prince 1997c): it consists of the least marked

element and a highly marked element, but crucially lacks elements of intermediate

markedness.  The Polynesian language Hawaiian provides a relevant case: it has the stop

inventory [k p ] (Pukui & Elbert 1979).  This inventory has the least marked glottal

element and the highly marked labials and dorsals, but lacks the less marked coronal PoA 

(other examples of this inventory are given in ch.6§6.3).

Gapped segmental inventories require faithfulness constraints that exclusively refer 

to marked categories.  To show this, relevant PoA-referring constraints are given in (3);

further discussion of their form is given in §5.3.
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(3) Place of Articulation constraints

(a) Markedness

*{dors} For every dorsal segment, assign a

violation.

*{dors,lab} For every segment that is either dorsal or

labial, assign a violation.

*{dors,lab,cor} For every segment that is dorsal, labial, or

coronal, assign a violation.

*{dors,lab,cor,glottal} For every segment that is dorsal, labial,

coronal, or glottal, assign a violation.

(b) Faithfulness

IDENT{dors} If x is dorsal, then x has the same place of

articulation as its correspondent x'.
IDENT{dors,lab} If x is dorsal or labial, then x has the same 

place of articulation as its correspondent x'.
IDENT{dors,lab,cor} If x is dorsal, labial, or coronal, then x has 

the same place of articulation as its

correspondent x'.
IDENT{dors,lab,cor,gl} If x is dorsal, labial, coronal, or glottal,

then x has the same place of articulation as 

its correspondent x'.

For coronals to be eliminated, some markedness constraint that bans coronals must 

outrank all faithfulness constraints that preserve it: i.e. || *{dors,lab,cor} »

IDENT{dors,lab,cor}, IDENT{dors,lab,cor,glottal} ||.

(4) Neutralization Ranking: || ∃Mk(x) » ∀Faith(x) ||

/t/ *{dors,lab,cor} IDENT{dors,lab,cor} IDENT{dors,lab,cor,glottal}

(a) t *!

 (b)  * *

However, the more marked elements /p/ and /k/ surface faithfully.  Prince (1997c, 

1999) has shown that some faithfulness constraint that preserves dorsals and labials must 

outrank all markedness constraints that ban them in such a system.  So IDENT{dors,lab}

must outrank all markedness constraints, including *{dors,lab,cor}.

(5) Preservation Ranking: || ∃Faith(x) » ∀Mk(x) ||

/kapa/ IDENT{dors,lab} *{dors,lab,cor}

 (a) kapa * *

(b) aa * *!
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It is crucial that the faithfulness constraint preserve only labials and dorsals.  If it 

preserved coronals as well, coronals would not neutralize at all.  In short, the ranking

identified above allows only /k p / to surface faithfully; /t/ is debuccalized to [].

Chapter 6 shows how the theory deals with both gapped and harmonically

contiguous inventories.  The theory is also shown to be restrictive: it cannot produce

‘disharmonic’ inventories, in which only marked elements exist (e.g. [k p], with no [t] or 

[]).

• Assimilation: Marked Faithfulness & Blocking
Further evidence that marked elements are subject to more faithfulness than less

marked ones is presented in chapter 7.  With Kiparsky (1994) and Jun (1995), this chapter 

will argue that systems in which only unmarked PoAs assimilate require faithfulness

constraints that exclusively preserve marked categories.

For example, only coronals undergo assimilation in Catalan: /son bus/ → [som

bus] ‘they are voices’, cf /som dos/ → [som dos], *[son dos] ‘we are two’; /ti
pres/→[tipres], *[tim pres] ‘I have bread’ (Mascaró 1976, 1986, Hualde 1992).  As

proposed by Kiparsky (1994), this system can be produced by ranking a faithfulness

constraint that preserves dorsals and labials only above all assimilation-triggering

constraints (called ASSIM here).

Tableau (6) shows the ranking needed for coronal assimilation: ASSIM must outrank 

all constraints that preserve coronals – i.e. IDENT{dors,lab,cor}.

(6) Coronals undergo assimilation

/son bus/ ASSIM IDENT{dors,lab,cor}

(a) son bus *!

 (b) som bus *

In contrast, since dorsals and labials do not undergo assimilation, some faithfulness 

constraint that preserves them – and only them – must outrank ASSIM.

(7) Dorsals and labials do not undergo assimilation

/ti pres/ IDENT{dors,lab} ASSIM IDENT{dors,lab,cor}

 (a) ti pres *

(b) tim pres *! *

The ranking || IDENT{dors,lab} » ASSIM || does not effect the outcome of tableau (6):

since IDENT{dors,lab} does not evaluate mappings from a coronal, all candidates in (6) will 

vacuously satisfy it.

This chapter shows that Catalan-type systems can be produced using the marked-

faithfulness constraints, and that – under certain assumptions – that marked-faithfulness

constraints are an indispensable part of any analysis of such systems.

The remainder of the chapter deals with further predictions of the marked

faithfulness constraints and their interaction with markedness.
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• Coalescence: Stringent faithfulness
Chapter 8 provides evidence that faithfulness constraints are formulated stringently.

For Place of Articulation, this means that there are constraints IDENT{dors,lab} and

IDENT{dors,lab,cor} which preserve several different PoA specifications equally, as

opposed to a set of faithfulness constraints for each PoA individually: e.g. || IDENT{dors} » 

IDENT{lab} » IDENT{cor} ||.

Evidence for this proposal comes from a type of coalescence in which the output

retains unmarked values.  For example, adjacent consonants in Pali coalesce to satisfy

certain syllable-based restrictions (ch.8§8.4).  If the two input consonants differ in their

PoA specification, the output retains the least marked value.  For example, the /b
h
-t/ in

/lab
h
-taba/ coalesce to form a [dh] (i.e [ladhaba] ‘take {gerund}’).  The coalesced output 

[dh] retains the less marked PoA – i.e. coronal.

The reason that coronals survive is due to markedness: *{KP} favours [dh] over

*[bh].  Thus, *{dors,lab} outranks all faithfulness constraints that favour preservation of

labials over coronals – i.e. IDENT{dors,lab}.

(8)

/lab
h
1-t2aba/ *{dors,lab} IDENT{dors,lab}

(a) labh1,2aba * *!

 (b) ladh1,2aba * *

Candidate (a) incurs two violations of *{dors,lab} because it contains two labials: 

[bh] and [b].  In contrast, (b) contains only a single labial – [b], so winning over (a).

The evidence for stringent faithfulness constraints relates to a failed candidate:

*[ladh1,2ada].  In this form, the input /b/ has neutralized to [d].  A labial-preserving

faithfulness constraint must prevent this neutralization from taking place.  As tableau (9)

shows, IDENT{dors,lab,cor} does this effectively.

(9)

/lab
h
1-t2aba/ IDENT{dors,lab,cor} *{dors,lab} IDENT{dors,lab}

 (a) ladh1,2aba * * *

(b) ladh1,2ada * *! * *

Candidate (a) violates IDENT{dors,lab,cor} once because the input /b
h
/ has a coronal 

output correspondent: [dh].  In contrast, candidate (b) violates IDENT{dors,lab,cor} twice: 

one for the /b
h
/→[dh] mapping and the other for the /b/→[d] mapping.  In short,

IDENT{dors,lab,cor} is crucial in preventing wholesale neutralization of labials.

IDENT{dors,lab,cor} also has one other essential property: it conflates two

unfaithful mappings.  Tableau (10) illustrates this situation.
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(10)

/lab
h
1-t2aba/ IDENT{dors,lab,cor} *{dors,lab} IDENT{dors,lab}

 (a) ladh1,2aba * * *

(b) labh1,2aba * * *!

(c) ladh1,2ada * *! * *

While IDENT{dors,lab,cor} eliminates candidate (c) (the candidate with across-the-

board labial neutralization), it assigns equal violations to (a) and (b).  These equal

violations allow the markedness constraint *{dors,lab} to determine the outcome,

favouring candidate (a).  In other words, in order for *{dors,lab} to have an influence on 

the outcome, the unfaithful mappings /b
h
-t/→[dh] and /b

h
-t/→*[bh] must be treated as

equally unfaithful.

In short, a faithfulness constraint that assigns equal violations to unfaithfulness of

dorsals, labials, and coronals – i.e. IDENT{dors,lab,cor} – is essential in accounting for this 

type of coalescence, hence the need for stringent faithfulness constraints.  The remainder 

of chapter 8 provides a survey of coalescence cases, and documents the implications of the 

theory in other related areas.

• Structure of Part III in Brief
Table (11) summarizes the structure of Part III.  Chapters 6 and 7 argue the point 

that all faithfulness constraints preserve the most marked element.  Chapter 8 deals with

the proposal that faithfulness constraints are stringently formulated.

(11) Outline of Part III

Chapter Theoretical issue Phenomenon
6 Marked preservation PoA Neutralization

7 Marked preservation Assimilation (PoA and voice)

8 Faithfulness conflation – stringency Coalescence

• The rest of this chapter
There are two parts to the rest of this chapter.  §5.2 discusses the formal

implementation of the present theory in more detail.  §5.3 is an extended discussion of the 

Place of Articulation faithfulness constraints and the Place of Articulation scale itself.

The aim of these sections is to (i) clarify the preceding discussion and (ii) provide 

evidence for some basic assumptions made in the following chapters.

5.2 Scale-referring faithfulness constraints: Theory
The aim of this section is to provide a more formal discussion of the proposals

summarized in §5.1.

The theory of scale-referring faithfulness constraints presented here derives from

two separate hypotheses.  One is that faithfulness constraints are stringently formulated.
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The other is that more marked elements can be preserved while less marked elements are 

not.

These two leading ideas have obvious parallels to the form of markedness

constraints: markedness constraints are also stringently formulated (ch.3), and they assign 

violations to more marked elements without assigning violations to less marked ones. 

Since degree of markedness correlates with degree of faithfulness in such a direct 

way, markedness and faithfulness constraints have a very similar form.  In effect, for every 

set of elements that markedness constraints refer to, there is a faithfulness constraint that 

refers to the same set.  So, one can generalize over the form of both markedness and

faithfulness scale-referring constraints as in (12).

(12) Marked Reference Hypothesis (MRH)

If a constraint C that refers to scale S mentions category c in S,

then C also mentions all categories k
where k is more marked than c in S.

The meaning of ‘mentions’ depends on whether the constraint is a markedness or

faithfulness one.  If the constraint is a markedness constraint M, M ‘mentions’ category c if 

it assigns a violation for every instance of c in a candidate.  If the constraint is a

faithfulness constraint F, F ‘mentions’ c if F assigns a violation for the mapping /c/ → [d],

where [d]≠[c].

Section 5.2.1 shows how the hypothesis is formally implemented in the present

theory.  Section 5.2.2 discusses alternative formulations of the faithfulness constraints.

5.2.1 Scale faithfulness
The MRH in (12) provides a strong condition on scale-referring faithfulness

constraints.  The other condition adopted here is completeness: for every scale element s
there is some faithfulness constraint that mentions s.  Thus, there is no element in a scale 

that is neglected by faithfulness entirely.

To restate the example from the introduction, for a scale | γF 〉 βF 〉 αF |, there are 

three scale-referring faithfulness constraints.  The faithfulness constraints can be

informally defined as in (13).

(13) Marked-faithfulness constraint skeleta

IDENT{γF} If x is γF, then its correspondent x' has the same value for F 

as x (i.e. x' is γF).

IDENT{γF,βF} If x is γF or βF, then its correspondent x' has the same value 

as x for feature F.

IDENT{γF,βF,αF} If x is γF or βF or αF, then its correspondent x' has the same 

value as x for feature F.

For every scale element, there is some faithfulness constraint in (13) that preserves 

it.  In addition, (13) lists the only faithfulness constraints that refer to | γF 〉 βF 〉 αF |.  The 
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MRH rules out constraints that preserve only /β/ or /α/, or preserve /α/ and /γ/ without also 

preserving /β/.

It is important to point out that the structural descriptions of the constraints in (13)

are described informally.  As discussed in chapter 2, scales are implemented in the present 

theory through feature value strings.  So, properly speaking the scale | γF 〉 βF 〉 αF | is a set 

of feature values [xxF], [xoF] and [ooF].

In other words, the faithfulness constraints preserve feature value strings rather than 

individual scale elements.  More precisely, faithfulness constraints refer to substrings of

the feature values, analogous to markedness constraints.  Thus, there are three faithfulness 

constraints: IDENT[xxF], IDENT[xF], and IDENT[F].  As an example, IDENT[xF] applies to

segments with x as a substring of the value of F: i.e. [xxF] and [xF].  From this, the

stringent form of faithfulness constraints derives.  In general, then, there is one schema for 

IDENT, given in (14).

(14) Faithfulness Schema

IDENT[vF] • v is a feature value string.

• Val(α,F) is the value of feature F in segment α.

• α and α’ are correspondents.

If v is a substring of Val(α,F)

then Val(α,F) = Val(α’,F).

The schema states that IDENT constraints refer to substrings of feature values.  So, 

IDENT[xF] refers to all values of F that contain the string x – i.e. [xoF], [xxF] for a feature F 

with a value string of length 2.  If the input value contains x, then the output is required to 

faithfully preserve the input value.  So, if the input is [xxF], IDENT[xF] demands that the

output also be [xxF]; it cannot be [xoF] or [ooF].

To further exemplify (14), suppose that there is an input segment that has the value 

[xoF].  Then for IDENT[xF], v in (14) is x and Val(α,F) is xo.  Since x is a substring of xo,

then the correspondents must agree in feature value – i.e. they must both be xo.

The formulation in (14) differs minimally from McCarthy & Prince’s (1995) IDENT

schema.  In effect, the only difference is that restrictions are placed on the domain of the 

constraint.  For example, IDENT{dors,lab} requires identity in terms of PoA, but only

applies to dorsals and labials.

5.2.2 Restrictions
There are several restrictions on the form of the faithfulness constraints in this

theory.  One relates to MAX and DEP constraints, and the other to the interpretation of

IDENT.

The present theory does not employ scale-referring MAX[feature] and DEP[feature]

constraints (cf Lombardi 1995, 1999, McCarthy 1995, 2000b, Causley 1997, Pulleyblank 

1998, Howe & Pulleyblank 2001, and others).  For example, there is no MAX{[xxxPlace]},

which requires all input dorsal features to have an output dorsal feature correspondent.  An 
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empirical argument against MAX-feature constraints is presented in ch.6§6.4.2.1.  In other 

words, IDENT constraints are the only ones that can refer to scale elements.

Another point relates to the form of the IDENT constraints.  The IDENT constraints

require identity rather than inclusion in terms of the feature value v.  For example,

IDENT[xxPlace] does not require every input segment with xx in its Place value to simply

contain xx in its Place value in the output.  Such a requirement would allow less marked 

elements to become more marked with impunity: for example, the mapping /m/→[]

would be admissible since /m/ is [xxPlace], [] is [xxxPlace], and both values contain xx.

While in most cases such a mapping would not take place because /m/→[m] incurs fewer 

markedness violations than /m/→[], it does become an issue in assimilation. If

IDENT[xxPlace] does not block the mapping /m/→[], then labials should always assimilate 

to dorsals.  This incorrect version of IDENT is called ‘�IDENT’ in the tableau below:

(15) Faithfulness constraints do not work this way

/amka/ �IDENT[xxPlace] ASSIM

(a) amka *!

 (b) aka

In short, IDENT constraints require feature values to be identical, not freely chosen 

from a set of possible values.

It is also important to point out that the elements mentioned in the antecedent are

the same as those in the consequent.  For example, IDENT{dors} can be cast as “If an input 

segment S is dorsal, then S’s correspondent must be dorsal.”  The antecedent and

consequent cannot refer to different elements: e.g. *“If an input segment S is dorsal, then 

S’s output correspondent must be labial” (i.e. an ‘unfaithfulness’ constraint), or *“If an

input segment is dorsal, then its output correspondent must be [+voice]” (cf Orgun 1994). 

5.3 Major Place of Articulation: Form and constraints
Since the Major Place of Articulation (PoA) scale figures prominently in several of 

the following chapters, it will be used here to exemplify the structure of the marked

faithfulness constraints.

The form of the PoA scale used here is given in (16), closely following Lombardi

(1995, 1998b).  The scale in (16) has precursors in a great deal of previous work, including 

Jakobson (1941), Paradis & Prunet (1991) and references cited therein, and within

Optimality Theory Prince & Smolensky (1993:ch.9§1.2,§2), Smolensky (1993),

Gnanadesikan (1995), Prince (1997c, 1999), and Pater & Werle (2001), to name but a few.

(16) The Major Place of Articulation (PoA) Scale

| dorsal 〉 labial 〉 coronal 〉 glottal |

‘Labial’ refers to both bilabial and labiodental (e.g. [], [v]).  ‘Coronal’ covers

interdental, dental, alveolar, and palato-alveolar places of articulation.  ‘Dorsal’ is used
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primarily to refer to velars; for discussion of the classification of uvulars and pharyngeals 

see McCarthy (1994).  ‘Glottal’ refers solely to the glottals [ h ] and to anusvara [N], 

discussed in Trigo (1988) and §5.3.3.  The scale does not deal with secondary place

articulations (i.e. labialization, palatalization, velarization); these will be discussed where

appropriate.

The PoA scale is well suited to illustrating the points in this section and the

following chapters.  Since it is a featural scale (cf sonority), it cannot combine with DTEs 

in markedness constraints; there are no constraints of the form *Δα/{dorsal}, for example 

(for strong typological reasons – see ch.3§3.5).  Therefore, there is no ambiguity about the 

markedness of PoA in a particular position: dorsal segments are highly marked for PoA

regardless of whether they are in an onset, coda, stressed syllable, or any other prosodic

constituent.  This consistency makes featural scales ideal for approaching questions about 

neutralization.  In contrast, prosodic scales are ambiguous when it comes to neutralization 

and markedness.  For example, [a] is unmarked as a DTE, but highly marked as a non-

DTE; this markedness ambiguity has significant empirical effects (see ch.4§4.4), but is too 

complex to use as an exemplar of a theory of neutralization.

Moreover, the PoA scale already has a significant amount of theoretical support

(see references above).

The primary aim of this section is to exemplify the form of scale-referring

constraints.  So, §5.3.1 discusses the form of the PoA-markedness constraints.  This

section also provides arguments that they must be stringently formulated.

Section 5.3.2 presents the PoA-faithfulness constraints.

The form of the PoA scale is discussed in §5.3.3.  This section presents evidence

for the distinctions and ranking in (16).  It discusses the ‘glottal’ class, especially with

regard to nasals and Trigo’s (1988) proposals.  Diagnostics for determining relative

markedness are identified.  Evidence from consonant epenthesis is presented to show that 

glottals and coronals are less marked than labials and dorsals.  Finally, evidence for the

relative markedness of labials and dorsals is discussed.

5.3.1 The PoA markedness constraints
There are four PoA markedness constraints in the present theory, given in (17)

(also see Prince 1999).  Their extended form is given in the left column.  The right column 

gives their abbreviated form, used from now on.

(17) PoA Markedness Constraints

Long Form Short Form
*{dorsal} *{K}

*{dorsal,labial} *{KP}

*{dorsal,labial,coronal} *{KPT}

*{dorsal,labial,coronal,glottal} *{KPT}
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The constraint *{KPT} is violated by a segment that is either dorsal, labial, or

coronal.  For example, the form [kapata] will incur three violations of *{KPT} – one for 

[k], one for [p], and one for [t].  In contrast, [] does not violate *{KPT}.

As dictated by the MRH in (12), every constraint bans the most marked element –

dorsals.  Just as with the sonority constraints, the markedness constraints are in a

stringency relation, as shown in quasi-tableau (18).

(18) Stringent PoA Markedness Constraints

*{K} *{KP} *{KPT} *{KPT}

[k] * * * *

[p] * * *

[t] * *

[] *

As with the sonority constraints in chapter 3, there is no need to invoke a fixed

ranking to ensure that glottal will always be the least marked PoA.  Since no constraint

favours non-glottals over glottals and some constraint favours glottals over every other

PoA, glottals will always be most harmonic in terms of the markedness constraints.  In

short, glottals are a local harmonic bound for all other PoAs.

5.3.1.1 Manner and PoA
The constraints in (17) are intended to be the skeleta for all PoA-referring

markedness constraints.  In other words, there may be elaborations on the constraints in

(17) as long as their favouring relationships – i.e. which PoAs are treated as more

harmonic than others – are kept the same.

• No implicational relations between different manners of articulation
One elaboration relates to manner of articulation.  A survey of inventories reported 

in Appendix A shows that there is no relation between different manners of articulation for 

PoA.  To be precise, no implicational statements of the form “If there is a segment with

PoA x in MoA1 then there is a segment with PoA x for MoA2 (MoA1≠MoA2)”, where MoA 

is ‘Manner of Articulation’, were found to hold.

The lack of implicational relations between PoAs of different manners can be seen 

in Polynesian languages.  For example, Maori has the voiceless stops [p t k] and the

voiceless fricatives [f h] (Bauer 1993); there clearly is no implicational relationship

between the existence of dorsal and coronal voiceless stops and the existence of those same 

PoAs for voiceless fricatives.  Colloquial Samoan shows that the opposite also does not

hold: this language has [f s] and [k p ], showing that the existence of a coronal voiceless 

fricative does not imply the presence of a coronal voiceless stop (Clark 1976, Mosel &

Hovdhaugen 1992).

Similarly, Hawaiian has the voiceless stops [k p ], nasals [m n], and fricative [h] –

the existence of a coronal nasal does not imply the presence of a coronal voiceless stop or 
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voiceless fricative in any of the other manners of articulation (Pukui & Elbert 1979).

Conversely, Colloquial Samoan has the voiceless fricatives [f s] and nasals [m ] – again 

the presence of a coronal voiceless fricative does not imply the presence of a coronal nasal.

Table 5.1 underscores this point.  It lists languages in which the PoA contrasts for a 

particular manner of articulation are a proper subset of those found in another manner of

articulation.  For example, PoA contrasts in Murut voiceless fricatives are a proper subset 

of the voiced stop contrasts: the former has just the coronal [s], while the latter has [b d ].

Conversely, voiced stop contrasts are a proper subset of voiceless fricative contrasts in

Wintu.  The gaps for voiced fricatives are probably accidental – due to the relative rarity of 

voiced fricatives cross-linguistically.  The table below is based on the survey reported in

Appendix B.

Table 5.1: PoA proper subset relations among different manners of articulation
81

⊂ -vd stops +vd stops -vd fricatives +vd fricatives nasals

-vd stops Nganasan

[tk()]~[bd]

Ormuri

[ptk]~[fsxh]

- Vanimo

[pt]~[mn]

+vd stops Djapu

[]~[ptttjk]

Wintu

[bd]~[fsxh]

- Central-Eastern

Tundra Nenets

[bd]~[mn]

-vd fricatives Tongan

[fsh]~[ptk]

Murut

[s]~[bd]

- Kewa

[s]~[mn]

+vd fricatives E.Mari

[z]~[ptk]

Boazi

[vz]~[bd]

W.Mari

[s]~[fsx]

Harar Oromo

[z]~[mn]

nasals Mordvin

[mn]~[ptck]

Komi

[mn]~[bd]

Hungarian

[mn]~[fsxh]

Mountain Slave

[mn]~[vz]

As Table 5.1 shows, there are no implicational relations between different manners 

of articulation for PoA contrasts.
82

• Theoretical implications
The theoretical implication of the observation just made is that there may well be

manner-specific PoA constraints.  Markedness constraints of this type could have the form 

*{KPT}/nasal (i.e. *{mn}), *{KPT}/[vd stop] (i.e. *{kpt}), and so on.  For example, to 

account for the fact that there is a velar [k] in Mordva but no velar nasal [], *{K}/nasal 

81  References: Boazi (Foley 1986:61), Central-Eastern Tundra Nenets (Salminen 1998), Djapu Yolngu
(Morphy 1983), Harar Oromo (Owens 1985:10), Hungarian (Abondolo 1998b:433), Kewa (Foley 1986:60-
1), Komi (Hausenberg 1998:309), Mari (Kangasmaa-Minn 1998:221), Mordva (Zaicz 1998:185-6),
Mountain Slave Rice 1989:30), Murut (Prentice 1971:16), Nenets (Salminen 1998:522-3), Nganasan
(Helimski 1998:483-4), Ormuri (Efimov 1986), Tongan (Churchward 1953), Vanimo (Ross 1980), Wintu
(Broadbent & Pitkin 1964).
82  Interestingly, there are also no implicational relations between series of segments differing only in glottal 
distinctions.  For example, Haida has plain and aspirated labials [p ph], but no labial ejective [p’] (Sapir
1923).  In contrast, Harar Oromo has the ejectives [p’ t’ t’ k’], but only the plain voiceless stops [t] and [t]
(Owens 1985).  No account of these facts will be provided here.
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would outrank all velar-preserving faithfulness constraints while *{K}/{-vd stop} would

not.

A separate issue is whether there are manner-specific faithfulness constraints to

complement the markedness constraints (e.g. IDENT{KPT}/nasal vs IDENT{KPT}/stop).

As it turns out, the cases discussed in chs.6-8 do not provide much insight into this issue.

If the constraints did exist, they would not affect the results of the following chapters.

Since this is tangential to the main point of this Part, the issue is left for future research.
83

For the sake of brevity, the PoA markedness constraints will be mentioned without 

manner specifications in the following chapters; the manner of articulation will be

mentioned only when it is directly relevant.

5.3.1.2 Stringent form
Since chapter 3 showed in detail why markedness constraints must be stringently

formulated, this section will briefly and schematically identify a phenomenon that provides 

evidence for stringent PoA-markedness constraints.

Take a hypothetical system where stops are neutralized to [] in codas: e.g. /ak/ →
[a], /atma/ → [ama].  As discussed in detail in ch.6, this type of neutralization involves 

the constraint *{KPT}, which outranks all faithfulness constraints that preserve dorsal,

labial, and coronal PoA (i.e. all faithfulness constraints).

(19)

/ak/ *{KPT} IDENT{KPT}

(a) ak *!

 (b) a *

However, suppose that []’s are banned before other glottals, so that *[aha] is

unacceptable.
84

  This ban will prevent coda stops from debuccalizing in this environment 

too, so that /akha/ → [akha], *[aha].  Importantly, though, /akha/ is not realized as *[atha] 

– in other words, /k/ does not neutralize to the next least marked element [t] when it cannot 

neutralize to [].  So, unless /k/ can neutralize to [] in this language, it does not neutralize 

at all.

With stringent markedness constraints, this blocking effect is easy to achieve.  The 

constraint against glottal+glottal clusters – OCP(glottal) – must outrank *{KPT}, as shown 

in tableau (20).

83  It is difficult to separate the effects of manner-specific markedness and faithfulness constraints.  If there 
were manner-specific faithfulness constraints, one could expect them to block a process for a particular
manner of articulation while allowing others to undergo it.  For example, nasals assimilate in PoA in English 
while fricatives and stops do not.  This may indicate that IDENT{KPT}/{stop,fricative} outranks all
assimilation-triggering constraints while IDENT{KPT}/nasal is ranked lower.  On the other hand, it may
indicate that there are nasal-specific PoA constraints: *{KPT}{KPT}/nasal may outrank IDENT{KPT}, while 
assimilation-inducing constraints for stops and fricatives are ranked below the faithfulness constraint.
84  For such a constraint, see the discussion of Yamphu in ch.7§7.5.4.  Also see McCarthy (1994) for
discussion of OCP constraints on glottals.  In any case, any constraint that blocks the usual output of
neutralization in a specific environment could be used here.
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(20)

/akha/ OCP(glottal) *{KPT} IDENT{KPT}

(a) aha *! *

 (b) akha *

(c) atha * *!

Candidate (a) has neutralized /k/ to [], but in doing so fatally violates

OCP(glottal).  This leaves candidates (b) and (c).  Candidate (c) is important: instead of

neutralizing /k/ to [], it changes /k/ to the next least-marked element [t].  However, the

next least marked element is not good enough in this system: unless /k/ can neutralize to

[], it will not neutralize at all.  This property is formally achieved by the stringent form of 

the constraint *{KPT}: *{KPT} assigns the same violations to both [k] and [t], so it does 

not favour (c) over (b).  The crucial constraint is then IDENT{KPT}, which prefers the

faithful (b) over (c).  Crucially, no constraint that favours [t] over [k] (e.g. *{K}, *{KP}) 

can outrank IDENT{KPT} otherwise (c) would beat (b).

To show why the stringent *{KPT} is necessary for this case, consider a fixed

ranking theory with || *K » *P » *T ||.  To get neutralization of /k/ to [], *K would have to 

outrank all faithfulness constraints that preserved it (i.e. all faithfulness constraints in the

present theory).  The same is true for *P and all labial-preserving faithfulness constraints, 

and *T and all coronal-preserving faithfulness constraints.

To block neutralization to [] before other glottals, OCP(glottal) would have to

outrank *K.  That way from input /akha/, *[aha] would be eliminated.  However, there is 

now no way to prevent /k/ from neutralizing to [t], producing *[atha] from /akha/.  This is 

illustrated in tableau (21).

(21)

/akha/ OCP(glottal) *K *T IDENT{KPT}

(a) aha *! *

(b) akha *!

� (c) atha * *

The tableau above shows that the form with debuccalization (a) is correctly

eliminated, thanks to OCP(glottal).  However, problems arise in the competition between 

(b) and (c).  Because *K favours [t] over [k], it incorrectly eliminates the faithful form,

with the result that the form with neutralization to [t] wins.

There is no way to avoid this problem.  No markedness constraints can be invoked: 

such a constraint would have to favour [k] over [t] and outrank *K, incorrectly reversing 

the markedness relation between dorsal and coronal, thereby predicting unattested

phenomena such as epenthetic dorsals (cf §5.3.3.3).  No faithfulness constraint can be

employed either: if a dorsal-preserving faithfulness constraint like IDENT{K} outranked

*{K}, /k/ would never neutralize to [], even in environments where it should.
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The problem is that the markedness constraint *K favours coronals over dorsals.

So, if [] is not available, /k/ will inevitably seek out the next least marked element –

coronals – in the Fixed Ranking theory.

As shown in (20), the solution to this problem is to conflate candidates (a) and (b) –

if both incur the same violations of active markedness constraints, faithfulness will emerge 

to preserve the most faithful candidate.

To generalize from this case, stringent markedness constraints allow neutralization 

to be blocked when it will not yield the least marked element in a specific environment.  In 

contrast, non-stringent constraints predict that “the next best is good enough” – that for a

scale | z 〉 y 〉 x |, if z generally neutralizes to x but x is blocked in some z-neutralizing

environment, z will always neutralize to the next least marked element y.

5.3.2 The PoA faithfulness constraints 
The PoA faithfulness constraints are given in (22).

(22) PoA Faithfulness

IDENT{K} If x is dorsal, then x' has the same PoA as x.

IDENT{KP} If x is dorsal or labial, then x' has the same PoA as x.

IDENT{KPT} If x is dorsal, labial, or coronal, then x' has the same PoA as x.

IDENT{KPT} If x has any PoA, then x' has the same PoA as x.

As an example, IDENT{KP} requires input dorsals and labials to surface faithfully.

So, IDENT{KP} is violated by any unfaithful mapping from /k/ or /p/: i.e. /k/ → [p] or [t] or 

[] and /p/→ [k] or [t] or [].  It is not violated by the mappings /k/→[k] and /p/→[p], nor 

by any unfaithful mapping from a coronal or glottal (i.e. /t/→{k,p,}, //→{k,p,t}).

Table (23) shows the effect of the faithfulness constraints.

(23) Violations

IDENT{K} IDENT{KP} IDENT{KPT} IDENT{KPT}

/K/ → [P] or [T] or [] * * * *

/P/ → [K] or [T] or [] * * *

/T/ → [K] or [P] or [] * *

// → [K] or [P] or [T] *

Chapter 6§6.4.2 will argue that IDENT constraints are the only type of faithfulness 

constraint that refers to scales;  there are no MAX or DEP constraints that refer to features: 

i.e. no MAX{K}.

To provide a more formal statement of the PoA-faithfulness constraints, Place of

Articulation is taken to be the feature [Place], with the possible values of this feature as in 

(24).
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(24) [Place] values

[xxx Place] = dorsal

[xxo Place] = labial

[xoo Place] = coronal

[ooo Place] = glottal

The Marked Reference Hypothesis is implemented in the present theory as the

requirement that every constraint must refer to the same value element – i.e. x, in this case.

For the Place of Articulation scale, this requirement allows the following markedness and 

faithfulness constraints:

(25) (i) PoA Markedness Constraints

*[xxxPlace], *[xxPlace], *[xPlace], *[Place]

(ii) PoA Faithfulness Constraints

IDENT[xxxPlace], IDENT[xxPlace], IDENT[xPlace], IDENT[Place]
85

As discussed in chapter 2 and illustrated in chapter 3, the markedness constraints

are evaluated as such: *[xPlace] is violated for every instance of a Place feature f if f’s
value contains x.  So, *[xPlace] is violated by [xxxPlace], [xxoPlace], and [xooPlace]

features.

Faithfulness constraints require identity between correspondents.  A constraint like 

IDENT[xxxPlace], for example, requires an input segment that is [xxxPlace] to be [xxxPlace]

in the output.  The constraint IDENT[xxPlace], on the other hand, requires input dorsals to 

be dorsals in the output, and input labials to be labials in the output.  Extensive support for 

the form of the faithfulness constraints will be provided in later chapters.

5.3.3 The form of the PoA scale
The aim of this section is to justify the distinctions and ranking given in the PoA

scale proposed here, repeated in (26).

(26) The Major Place of Articulation (PoA) Scale

| dorsal 〉 labial 〉 coronal 〉 glottal |

The form of the scale most closely agrees with Lombardi’s (1998) proposals.
86

Other precursors (of which there are many) were mentioned in the introduction to §5.3.

The idea that there is a markedness hierarchy involving different places of

articulation has had much support.  However, there is a great deal of disagreement over the 

details.

85  The value of [Place] in IDENT[Place] is e (the empty string), which all values of [Place] contain.
Therefore, IDENT[Place] preserves all PoA values.
86  Lombardi (1995) groups pharyngeals [ ] with glottals as the least marked PoA.  No evidence relevant to 
the markedness status of pharyngeals is presented in the following chapters, so determination of its status will 
be left for future research.
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Section 5.3.3.1 discusses the category distinctions made in (26), focusing especially 

on the ‘glottal’ class.  This class includes [], [h], and Trigo’s (1988) [N] – a nasal glide.

Recognition of a nasal equivalent to [] and [h] will prove to be important in explaining 

patterns of nasal neutralization and epenthesis.

Evidence for the rankings of the PoA scale is discussed in sections 5.3.3.2-5.3.3.4.

Section 5.3.3.2 identifies diagnostics used to determine relative markedness.

The proposal that glottals and coronals are the least marked PoAs is discussed in

§5.3.3.3.  This section presents evidence from consonant epenthesis and neutralization to 

support this proposal.  The proposal that velars can be the least marked PoA is also

considered (Trigo 1988, Rice & Causley 1998, Rice 2000a,b).

Section 5.3.3.4 deals with the ranking between labials and dorsals.

5.3.3.1 Glottals
The PoA scale in (26) distinguishes four main classes of PoA.  As the coronal,

labial, and dorsal classes are generally accepted in a great deal of previous work, the

‘glottal’, or ‘laryngeal’, class is the focus of this section.  The class of glottals includes the 

glottal stop [], the fricatives/approximants [h ], and Trigo’s (1988) [N].  The least well 

known of these – [N] – will be discussed first, followed by a discussion of glottals as a

class.

The following discussion builds on Trigo’s (1988) proposal that there are nasal

counterparts of [] and [h].  I will argue that there are two separate nasal glottals.  One is a 

nasalized approximant [h ].  The other is a nasal stop, symbolized as [N] (not to be

confused with uvular []).  Although [N] is phonologically glottal, I propose it is

phonetically realized with an oral constriction in the velar-uvular region.

• The Nasal Glide (Anusvara) [h ]
[h ] is the Sanskrit anusvara, also found in Japanese word-final codas (McCawley

1968, Trigo 1988).  Trigo describes it as a ‘glide-like transitional element’.  In Gujarati it is 

said without (complete) occlusion in the oral cavity, thus sounding like a nasalized [h] (or 

– rather – a nasalized [] since it is voiced). 

[h ] is reported to occur in a number of Peruvian languages.  For example, Rich

(1963) reports its existence in Arabela onsets, which also can contain [m] and [n].  The

Arabela [h ] is clearly nasal: it motivates nasal harmony, just as [m] and [n] do (e.g.

[h ãnu ] ‘to fly’, cf [nu wa] ‘partridge’, [mo nu] ‘kill’).

[h ] is also reported to alternate with [] in some languages.  Payne (1990:162)

reports that it appears in Aguaruna onsets, but is realized as [] in codas: [suku]

‘influenza’ cf [sukuh -ãn] ‘influenza+accusative’ (p.162).

Just like [h], [h ] continues the articulations of preceding vowels.  For example,

McCawley (1968:84) describes the Japanese [h ] as “a nasalized prolongation of the

preceding vowel”.
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• The glottal nasal [N]

In phonological terms, [N] contrasts with [h ] solely in terms of the feature

[continuant].  What makes [N] an elusive phonological element to identify is its phonetic 

realization: it is realized with an occlusion in the velar or uvular region, therefore making it 

phonetically identical to [].  Nevertheless, [N] and [] are phonologically distinct.

Clearly, any proposal that two phonologically distinct elements have the same

phonetic realization requires careful scrutiny.  The first aim is to explain why a nasal stop 

specified as [glottal] would require a velar constriction.  Evidence that there is a nasal stop 

that is phonologically a glottal will then be presented.

The reason that a glottal nasal is realized with velar constriction arises from a

proposal by Ohala & Lorentz (1977).  They argue that the main feature that distinguishes

PoA in nasals should be seen as difference in the size of the oral cavity (p.585).  A bilabial 

[m] has the largest oral cavity, then [n]; [] has the smallest.

Figure 5.1: Vocal Tract shape for [m], [n], [] (from Ohala & Lorentz 1977:586)

I suggest that the implementation of the ‘placeless’ [N] effectively calls for the

most direct route from the glottis to the nostrils (via the pharyngeal and nasal airways).

Any oral cavity would subvert this aim; therefore the size of oral cavity must be restricted.

As shown in the diagrams above, a constriction in the velar region is the best that can be 

done in this regard.

This implementation can be compared with another ‘placeless’ consonant [h]: like 

the proposal for [N], [h] is produced by creating the most direct route from the glottis to 

the sound radiation point (the mouth); the nasal cavity is closed off in this case.

The net result is that two different phonological segments – // and /N/ – have the 

same phonetic realization, but for quite different reasons.  The phonological specifications 

of // issue a directive for velar constriction; in contrast, the phonological specifications of 

/N/ merely require a direct route from source to radiation point, and velar constriction

happens to be necessary to achieve this goal.

(a) (b)

(c)

m n
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• Phonological Evidence for [N]
The reason so much time has been spent in discussing [N] is that it appears

prominently in the analysis of neutralization in chapter 6.  For example, a number of

languages neutralize all nasal PoA contrasts to [N] in coda position (e.g. Hullaga Quechua, 

Seri
87

, Yamphu (Rutgers 1998), Makassarese (Aronoff et al. 1987), and Misantla Totonac

(San Marcos dialect) (Mackay 1994:380); others are provided in ch.6§6.6.1.  Since [N] is 

realized with velar constriction, the result is a coda nasal inventory of just [], or [m ] if 

only coronals neutralize.

One may wonder why this velar nasal should be considered to be [N] at all.  A

variety of evidence is presented in ch.6§6, so I will only summarize it here.

One reason relates to parallelism of neutralization.  Most of the languages with

neutralization to [N] also have neutralization of oral stops to [] and/or fricatives to [h].  In 

contrast, no language has neutralization of oral stops to [k] and fricatives to [x] (see

ch.6§6.6.3.1).

Another reason relates to epenthesis.  The oral stops [] and [t] are commonly

produced by epenthesis, as is the glottal [h]; in contrast, [k] and [x] are never epenthetic.

As shown in §5.3.3.2, Uradhi provides an example of epenthesis that produces ‘’,

supporting the proposal that this is phonologically [N].

Another reason relates to the behaviour of nasals in assimilation to glottals.  For

example, the coronal nasal /n/ assimilates to a following glottal’s PoA in Yamphu (Rutgers 

1988): /pen-i/ → [pei] ‘he’s sitting’; /hen-he-nd-u-æn-de/ → [hehendwende] ‘can

you open it?’ (p.44) (for further discussion see ch.6§6.6).  This is easily explained if the

nasal realized here is [N]: i.e. [peNi], [heNhendwende].  Otherwise, it is difficult to see

why a glottal would cause a preceding nasal to turn into a velar.  Certainly, assimilation of 

stops to glottals results in a glottal, not a velar: e.g. /mo-dok-ha/ → [modoha] ‘like those’ 

(p.48).

Further evidence for the phonological status of [N] will be presented in ch.6§6.6.

• Comparison with Trigo (1988)
In summary, I have proposed that there are two nasal glottals: the approximant [h]

and the stop [N].  The latter is realized with constriction in the velar~uvular region, making 

it indistinguishable from [].

Although this proposal is based on Trigo’s (1988) work, it is important to point out 

that it differs from Trigo’s (1988:45ff) proposals.  For Trigo, there is no glottal nasal stop; 

there is only a nasal glide, equivalent to [h ] here.  To account for the fact that this sound is 

realized with velar constriction in some languages, Trigo proposes that “the dorsal

articulation of place-less consonants is acquired to implement the [+consonantal] feature” 

(p.49).  In other words, glottal nasals always start off as /h / and are converted to velar

nasal stops at some point in the derivation (p.55).

87  To be precise, /m/→[] before pause (e.g. /kotpam/→ [kótpa] ‘sardine’), but not in an unstressed
syllable (e.g. [sáòm] ‘he will beg’ – Marlett 1981:20).  Faithfulness to the stressed syllable blocks
neutralization in this case (Beckman 1998).
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I do not adopt Trigo’s view for two reasons.  One is theory-internal: /N/→[]

conversion is necessarily opaque.  /N/ must first trigger all processes that rely on its glottal 

PoA, then at the last it is converted into a velar.  Since the output is phonologically velar 

[], this is necessarily a two-step process in Trigo’s theory: first /n/-assimilation produces 

[N], which is then followed by velarization to [].  In the present view, the assimilated

nasal is the glottal [N] in the output: i.e. [peNi].  There is no ‘velarization’ step –

realization of the stop with velar constriction is not due to a phonological process, but a

matter of phonetic implementation.  I reject the opaque approach because it does not sit

well with classic Optimality Theory as presented by Prince & Smolensky (1993).

Certainly, opacity does exist, and theories for dealing with it have been proposed

(McCarthy 1999, 2002a, Goldrick & Smolensky 1999, Goldrick 2000, Bye 2001).

However, /N/-velarization is quite a different type of opaque process: it is obligatory,

occurring every time /N/ appears.

The other reason is more concrete, relating to the markedness of velars.  Trigo

(1988:ch.2) argues that the phonological rule that inserts dorsals applies to placeless

consonants generally, not just /N/.  With an opaque derivation, this implies that placeless

oral stops and oral fricatives could also be given a [dorsal] feature.  As Trigo shows, the

result of this prediction is that [k] can be epenthetic and a target of neutralization.  For

epenthesis, a placeless consonant is inserted, then assigned a [dorsal] feature to produce

[k].  For neutralization, stop consonants first debuccalize, then the output is assigned a

dorsal feature, predicting that [k] and [x] can be the output of place neutralization.

Although Trigo argues that cases supporting these predictions exist, I will argue

that none withstand scrutiny – there is never epenthesis of [k] or [x], and these segments

are never the output of neutralization (see also Paradis & Prunet 1990a,b, 1994).  Since the 

arguments are best set in a theory of neutralization, I leave discussion of this point until

ch.6§6.6.  For a discussion of epenthesis, see 5.3.3.3.

• Glottals are not placeless
The final issue to be discussed here is the phonological representation of the class 

of glottals [ h  N].  I will argue that these elements bear a PoA feature, following

McCarthy (1994) (cf Clements 1985, Sagey 1986, Hayes 1986, Avery & Rice 1989, Rice 

& Avery 1993).  McCarthy (1994) presents evidence that the place feature of glottals is

phonologically active in a number of phonological processes (also see Rose 1996).

Ch.6§6.5.2.1 adds to this evidence.

McCarthy’s (1994) proposal that these elements have the feature [+glottal] will be 

adopted.  Following a suggestion by John Kingston, the [+glottal] feature can be

interpreted as requiring an absence of consonantal constriction downstream from the sound 

source that divides the oral cavity into separate resonating chambers.
88

  This is the case for 

[N]: the nasal passage provides the only resonating chamber; there is no oral resonating

chamber due to velar constriction.

For phonological interests, the crucial point is that glottals have a PoA feature.

88  The ban on a consonantal constriction – a constriction related to the production of a consonant – allows 
for coarticulation of glottals with vowels (as typically happens).  My thanks to John Kingston for discussion 
of this point.
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5.3.3.2 Markedness diagnostics
The rankings proposed in the scale | dorsal 〉 labial 〉 coronal 〉 glottal | are motivated 

by a particular conception of markedness diagnostics – phenomena that show asymmetries 

in the treatment of different PoAs.  The aim of this section is to first identify the

diagnostics considered valid in this work.  The section concludes by identifying other

previously proposed diagnostics, and outlining why they are not considered relevant.

Many diagnostics for determining markedness relations have been proposed

(Greenberg 1966, Brown & Witkowski 1980, Moravcsik & Wirth 1983:6, Paradis &

Prunet 1991, Causley 1999b§2.3, Rice 2000a,b).  Of these, the ones in Table 5.2 are

argued to be valid.

Table 5.2: Markedness diagnostics considered valid

(a) Neutralization: outputs

If /x/ and /y/ neutralize to produce [x], then y is more marked than x.

(Jakobson 1941, Trubetzkoy 1939; ch.6§6, Cairns 1969)

(b) Deletion

If y undergoes structurally conditioned deletion and x does not, then y is more 

marked than x.
89

(Rice 2000a,b, ch.6§6.4.2)

(c) Epenthesis (Consonant)

If consonant x is epenthesized and y is not, then y is more marked than x.

(Archangeli 1984, 1988, McCarthy & Prince 1994, §3.3.3)

(d) Assimilation: triggers

If y triggers assimilation and x does not, then y is more marked than x.

(Mohanan 1993:75,76; Jun 1995:78; ch.7§7.7)

(e) Prosodification: mutual influence

If some prosodic constituent α is attracted to or attracts x and ignores y, then y
is more marked than x in terms of α.

90

(tone & stress: Goldsmith 1987, de Lacy 1999a, 2002b; sonority & stress:

chs.3,4, Kenstowicz 1996; sonority and syllable structure: Prince &

Smolensky 1993 and references cited therein).
(f) Inventory structure (to a very limited extent)

If the presence of x in a segmental surface inventory implies the presence of y
but not vice versa, then y is more marked than x.
(Jakobson 1941, Trubetzkoy 1939, Greenberg 1966; cf ch.6)

89  The term ‘structurally-conditioned’ is from Trubetzkoy (1939:235ff).  A process is structurally
conditioned if (i) it takes place in some prosodic position (e.g. coda, onset, stressed syllable) and (ii) no
surrounding elements are involved in triggering the process.  For example, [k] is deleted in Lardil codas
(Hale 1973) – this is structurally conditioned deletion.  In contrast, deletion of [k] before another dorsal is not 
structurally conditioned since a non-structural element – i.e. the other dorsal – is crucial to triggering the
process.
90  For example, [a] attracts stress over [i] in Gujarati, so [i] is more marked than [a] in terms of stress.
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The diagnostics in Table 5.2 are argued to be valid in this work; of these six, (f) is 

only partially useful.

The output of neutralization (a) is discussed in ch.6§6.6.  Evidence is adduced to 

show that neutralization of two elements always results in the less marked of the two.  For 

example, if /p/ and /t/ neutralizes in coda position, the outcome will always be [t], and

never [p].

Chapter 6§6.4.2 provides evidence that the undergoers of deletion – diagnostic (b) 

– also exhibit a markedness-based asymmetry.  This section argues that if x deletes, then so 

do all more marked elements.  For example, if /t/ deletes in codas, so do the more marked 

/p/ and /k/.  In contrast, there is no language in which /t/ deletes while /k/ and /p/ do not in

the same environment. 

For diagnostic (c), §5.3.3.3 shows that the output of consonant epenthesis is always 

a glottal or coronal, and never a dorsal or labial.  Note that this asymmetry does not apply 

to vowel epenthesis, discussed in ch.4§4.4.

Chapter 7§7.5 agrees with Jun (1995) and Mohanan (1993) that the triggers of

assimilation always include more marked elements (diagnostic (d)).  For example, if /t/

requires a preceding consonant to assimilate to it (e.g. /mt/ → [nt]), then so will /k/ (i.e.

/mk/ → [k]).  In other words, there is no language in which /t/ triggers assimilation while 

/k/ does not; in contrast, there are languages in which /k/ triggers assimilation while /t/

does not (e.g. Korean).  This asymmetry again provides evidence for relative PoA

markedness.

Diagnostic (e) refers to the interaction of prosodic structure with scales.  This was 

the topic of chapters 3 and 4.  In chapter 3, for example, it was shown that there are

languages in which a more sonorous element attracts stress away from a less sonorous one, 

but the opposite situation never occurs: there are no languages in which a less sonorous

element can attract stress away from a more sonorous one.  This typological asymmetry

was argued to provide evidence for markedness.

Diagnostic (f) – inventory structure – is of only limited value in determining

markedness relations, despite the fact that it is cited most often to support markedness

claims.  Chapter 6 (esp.§6.3,6.4) shows that almost no implicational relation holds between 

any pair of PoAs in a segmental inventory.  For example, the existence of a labial in an

inventory does not guarantee the existence of a coronal and vice-versa.  Chapter 6 also

argues that the least marked element cannot be eliminated in inventories, so inventories do 

offer a diagnostic for the least marked element in a scale.

The undergoers and/or output of dissimilation might also be included in Table 5.2, 

although its status is as yet controversial (Alderete 1997, Ito & Mester 1996a,b cf Suzuki

1998, Fukazawa 1999).

• Invalid diagnostics
Diagnostics that do not show markedness relations – at least on the surface – are

listed in Table 5.3.
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Table 5.3: Markedness diagnostics considered invalid

(a) Inventory structure

If x is in some segmental inventory and y is not, then y is more marked than x.

(Jakobson 1941, Trubetzkoy 1939, Greenberg 1966; cf ch.6)

(b) Neutralization: Undergoers

If /y/ undergoes neutralization but /x/ does not, then y is more marked than x.

(Jakobson 1941, Trubetzkoy 1939; ch.6§6, Cairns 1969)

(c) Vowel Epenthesis

If vowel x is epenthesized and y is not, then y is more marked than x.

(Archangeli 1984, 1988, McCarthy & Prince 1994, §3.3.3)

(d) Assimilation: Undergoers

If x undergoes assimilation and y does not, then y is more marked than x.

(Kiparsky 1985; Mohanan 1993:63,76; Jun 1995:33,70ff; cf ch.7§7.5)

(e) Coalescence

If x and y coalesce to form y, then y is more marked than x.

(de Haas 1988, Causley 1999b:ch.5; ch.8§8.4)

As mentioned above, inventory structure (a) provides only a limited diagnostic for 

markedness.  If neither of two elements is the least marked in a scale, either may appear in 

an inventory without the other.  Related to this is the claim of chapter 6§6.3 that almost 

any PoA can undergo neutralization while other segments do not.

Chapter 4§4.4 has shown that vowel epenthesis – diagnostic (c) – also does not

provide a completely valid markedness diagnostic.  Any non-round vowel may be

epenthetic [i  i e  a], with the only asymmetry being that round epenthetic vowels are at 

least extremely rare, and perhaps unattested.

Chapter 7 discusses diagnostic (d).  It shows that there are no implicational

relations between undergoers of assimilation; if dorsals undergo assimilation, there is no

guarantee that coronals and labials will too, and vice-versa (ch.7§7.2).

Diagnostic (e) is discussed in chapter 8§8.4, which shows that both marked and

unmarked features can persist in the output of coalescence. 

• Other diagnostics
The diagnostics listed in both Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 all relate to synchronic

processes.  The reliability of diachronic change as providing unambiguous testimony of

markedness relations is not clear to me.  To give one example, chapter 6 shows that there 

are synchronic grammars where /k/ neutralizes to [t], but none where /t/ neutralizes to [k]; 

in contrast, Proto-Eastern-Polynesian *t has been realized as Hawaiian [k] (Clark 1976).  It 

is likely that non-phonological influences reduce diachronic change’s reliability as a

markedness diagnostic.

Other diagnostics include frequency (both within and across languages – Greenberg 

1966, Schwartz 1979, Paradis & Prunet 1991:10-12), early acquisition (Menn 1983, Stoel-

Gammon 1985, Vihman et al. 1986), speech errors (Stemberger & Stoel-Gammon 1991),

and behaviour in aphasia (Béland & Favreau 1991).  These latter diagnostics relate to
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performance mechanisms, while those in the Tables above relate to competence.  The

following chapters focus on competence diagnostics only.

5.3.3.3 Coronals and glottals: Consonant epenthesis
The idea that coronals are less marked than both labials and dorsals is popular (see 

Paradis & Prunet 1991, McCarthy & Taub 1992 and references cited in these works for

discussion).  This section identifies some markedness diagnostics that support this claim.

The relative ranking of coronals and glottals is also discussed, as is the proposal the velars 

are less marked than coronals. 

• Epenthesis: Data
Epenthetic segments can be divided into two types for PoA.  One is where the PoA

is copied from a nearby segment.  This is the case in glide epenthesis, for example, where 

the glide is palatal [j] if an adjacent vowel is front, but labial [w] if the vowel is back (e.g. 

Dakota – Shaw 1980:90).  Such cases are treated as arising from PoA assimilation in ch.7.

The other type is where the PoA is not influenced by surrounding segments –

‘default’ epenthesis.  Such cases show the emergence of context-free markedness

constraints.  For example, the epenthetic consonant in Hare and Bearlake Slave is [h],

regardless of the environment (Rice 1989:133).  /h/-epenthesis is used to eliminate

onsetless syllables: e.g. /ice/ → [hice ] ‘we sing’ (cf /t-ice/ → [tice ] ‘we start to sing’); /le-i-

wee/ → [lehiwee] ‘we cut in two’.

As Table 5.4 shows, epenthetic consonants may take on glottal [ h N] or coronal [t 

s n l ] PoA.  The list builds on Lombardi (1998, p.c.), and on my previous work on

epenthesis (Kitto & de Lacy 1999).
91

Table 5.4: Typology of consonant epenthesis
92

Language Reference
Chadic Frajzyngier & Kopo (1989)

Cupeño Crowhurst (1994)

Larike Laidig (1992)

Mohawk Hale & White Eagle (1980)

Tigre Raz (1983)



Tsishaath Nootka Stonham (1999)

91  I am grateful to Linda Lombardi for discussing PoA in consonant epenthesis with me.  For discussion and 
theoretical proposals relating to PoA markedness and epenthesis, see Lombardi (1995, in prep.).
92  Epenthetic [l] has been reported for Bristol English (Wells 1982, Gick 1999).  However, Bermudez-Otero

(2003) shows that this is not truly epenthetic.
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Axininca Campa Payne (1981)

Korean Kim-Renaud (1986:19)

Maori de Lacy (2002a) & references cited therein
t

Odawa Ojibwa Piggott (1993), Lombardi (1998)

Ayutla Mixtec Pankratz & Pike (1967)

Chipewyan Li (1946)

Fox Bloomfield (1924:220)

Huariapano Parker (1994a:100-1, 1998)

Slave (Bear Lake, Hare) Rice (1989:133)

Tigre Rose (1996)

Tucanoan (utterance-final

C-epenthesis)

Welch & Welch (1967:18)

Yagua Payne & Payne (1986:438)

h

Yucatec Mayan

(utterance-final C-

epenthesis)

Straight (1976:71)

Uradhi Hale (1973), Crowley (1983), Trigo (1988:57ff), 

cf Paradis & Prunet (1990a)N

Kaingang Yip (1992) [cit Lombardi 1998:14]

Fula language game Bagemihl (1989), Lombardi (1998)

Gokana Hyman (1982, 1985), Lombardi (1998)

Korean Hong (1997)

Murut Prentice (1971:113)
93

n

Tunica Haas (1946), Lombardi (1998)

Anejom Lynch (2000:29)

Boston English McCarthy (1993)

Japanese Mester & Ito (1989), Lombardi (1998)


Southern Tati Yar Shater (1969)

] is the most common epenthetic element; only a few representative cases are

listed above.

The most common site of epenthesis is in onsets.  Fox provides an example of

onset [h]-epenthesis: /mana icawiwa/ → [mana hichawiwa] (Bloomfield 1937:220); Slave 

presents a further case (Rice 1989:130ff).

Epenthetic consonants can also appear in codas.  For example, Ayutla Mixtec

requires the PrWd-initial syllable to be bimoraic (i.e. CVC) (Pankratz & Pike 1967).

Usually this is achieved by geminating the following consonant: [tos.so] ‘a floral arch’,

[tim.ma] ‘candle’, [cel.le] ‘scissors’, [naj.ja] ‘a dog’.  However, coda stops are banned, 

so /h/ is inserted into stressed syllable codas instead of geminating them: [tuh.t
j
a] ‘atole’, 

*[tut.t
j
a], [ah.ku] ‘a few’, [kah.ti] ‘cotton’.  Parker’s (1994a, 1998) analysis of

Huariapano provides an example of metrically conditioned [h] epenthesis in codas.

93  Only in a very restricted environment: mainly in the environment /a:+V/, but also at other V+V junctures.
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Uradhi dialects provide a case of epenthetic [N] (Trigo 1988:57ff, Hale 1973,

Crowley 1983).  All Uradhi utterances end in a consonant (a condition implemented by a 

version of FINAL-C – McCarthy & Prince 1994§5).  This condition is met by insertion of

[N] after vowel-final words: e.g. [iwi-N] ‘morning bird’, [juku-N] ‘tree’.  Words can also 

end in a coronal nasal; in such a case, the coronal remains unchanged: [nani-mun] ‘ground-

ablative’ (p.325).  For further discussion, see Trigo (1988).
94

Of the epenthetic consonants, [n N l] seem to be acceptable epenthetic codas.

Epenthetic onsets are typically [ t h] or a homorganic glide [j w] and perhaps [].
There are also languages that assign epenthetic consonants their PoA through

assimilation in some environments, and a default PoA in others.  For example, a number of 

languages epenthesize glides next to high vowels, but [] elsewhere: Dutch (Booij

1995:191), Tamil (Wiltshire 1988), Kalinya (Rosenthall 1994:180), Malay (Cohn 1989,

Cohn & McCarthy 1994).

In contrast, no language inserts an epenthetic labial [p f m] or dorsal [k x ] (for 

discussion, see ch.6§6.6) (unless some independent process – like assimilation –

interferes).
95

• A note on glides
Glides present a rather special case in relation to epenthesis.  The ‘commonly

accepted’ glides are [j w ] and (probably) [h] (Chomsky & Halle 1968); [] might also be 

considered a glide, but more controversially.  The interesting fact about the set [h j w ] is 

that there is no ‘pure’ coronal glide; the closest is the palatal [j].  Chapters 7 and 8 will

show that palatality is marked, with the effect that an epenthetic [j] may be ruled out by

means of a ban on palatal segments.  If the constraint against palatals is ranked high

enough and the glottal [h] is also avoided, the most unmarked PoA for glides left is labial.

In short, the present system predicts that there could be languages with an epenthetic [w], 

if that language avoids palatals and glottals.  Parker (1989) shows that this is precisely the 

case for Chamicuro.  However, it is important to emphasize that glides are a special case –

they are special because they essential lack an dental/alveolar element; in essence, this

means that the labial [w] can be ‘promoted’ in unmarkedness.  The existence of

dental/alveolars of all other manners of articulation means that the same thing cannot

happen for other manners of articulation – [p], [f], and [m] can never be epenthetic.

94  Paradis & Prunet (1990a:12) propose that the epenthetic segment is simply a floating [+nasal] feature that 
acquires dorsality from the preceding vowel.  More recent views of vowel features do not consider all vowels 
to be [dorsal], so this approach is put aside here.  Having said this, Uradhi offers some interesting further 
complexities.  Final nasals – both underlying and epenthetic – can be optionally denasalized if the preceding 
consonant is oral. The result is [] or [k], depending on the dialect.  This complication is left for future
research.
95  Trigo (1988:57ff) argues that Uradhi has epenthetic [N], not [], though the phonetic realization is the
same.
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• Epenthesis: theoretical implications
This asymmetry in epenthesis shows that coronals and glottals are less marked than 

dorsals and labials.  In more technical terms, this asymmetry shows that (i) there is a

markedness constraint or constraints that favour coronals and glottals over dorsals and

labials, and (ii) that there is no markedness constraint that favours dorsals and/or labials

over glottals and/or coronals.  If a constraint ‘favours x over y’, it assigns fewer violations 

to x than to y.

To explain this point, faithfulness constraints do not apply to epenthetic segments.
96

Therefore, the featural content of epenthetic segments is entirely determined by

markedness constraints (Smolensky 1993:5).  Since epenthetic elements emerge as

coronals and glottals and not labials or dorsals, there must therefore be markedness

constraints that favour the former pair over the latter pair (i.e. *{K} and *{KP} in the

present theory).  Moreover, since epenthetic elements are never labials or dorsals, it must 

be the case that no markedness constraint favours them over glottals and coronals.  If there 

were a constraint *{T}, for example, and it outranked all anti-{KP} constraints,

epenthetic elements could be dorsal or labial.

Lombardi (1998) observes that inventories without glottals show that there cannot 

be a markedness constraint that favours dorsals and labials above coronals (i.e. *{T}).  In 

all such cases, the epenthetic consonant is coronal: e.g. Maori (Bauer 1993, de Lacy

2002a), Axininca Campa (Payne 1981).  For example, Axininca Campa inserts [t] to

eliminate onsetless syllables; it has the stops [k p t] (Payne 1981:59)

(27) Axininca Campa [t]-epenthesis (Payne 1981:108ff)

/i+N+koma+i/ → [iNkomati] ‘he will paddle’

/i+N+koma+aa+i/→ [iNkomataati] ‘he will paddle again’

/i+N+koma+ako+i/→ [iNkomatakoti] ‘he will paddle for’

/i+N+koma+ako+aa+i+ro/ → [iNkomatakotaatiro] ‘he will paddle for it again’

cf /i+N+tik+i/ → [iNtiki] ‘he will cut’, *[iNtikti]

    /no+na+ak+i+ro/ → [nonatakiro] ‘I have carried it’, *[nonataktiro]

If there were a constraint *{T}, a system could easily be constructed whereby

labials or dorsals would be epenthetic.  For example, if glottals were eliminated and *{T} 

outranked all other markedness constraints, a system with [k p t] would have epenthetic

[p]:

(28) No *{T}

/a/ *{T} *{K} *{KP}

(a) ta *!

� (b) pa *

(c) ka *! *

96  Howe & Pulleyblank (2001) propose that faithfulness constraints are responsible for the quality of
epenthetic segments (focusing on vowels).  Their proposal uses DEP-F constraints to ban the insertion of
marked features.  Arguments against MAX-F constraints are given in ch.6§6.4, so this theory will be discussed
further there.
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In short, epenthesis shows that there can be no constraint that favours dorsals and 

labials over coronals.
97

• Coronals vs Glottals
The epenthetic element can be (and usually is) glottal even when a coronal is

available (Lombardi 1998).  Therefore, some markedness constraint must favour glottals

over coronals.  On the other hand, the markedness constraint cannot favour dorsals and

labials over coronals, as established above.  The present theory’s *{KPT} satisfies both

these requirements.  The existence of this constraint relies on the proposal that coronals are 

more marked than glottals.

Certainly, glottals may be banned from inventories, indicating that some

markedness constraint favours coronals over glottals; ch.6§5.2 discusses this issue in

detail.

• Other diagnostics
Other diagnostics apart from epenthesis support the proposal that glottals and

coronals are less marked than dorsals and labials.

In ch.6§6.6, the output of neutralization is shown to always be glottals or coronals,

never labials or dorsals.  It is also shown that the featural content of the output of

neutralization is determined (almost) solely by markedness constraints.  Hence, direction

of neutralization shows the structure of markedness constraints (just like epenthesis).

Ch.6§6.4.2 discusses asymmetries in deletion.  Cases where only dorsals and

labials are deleted (e.g. Lardil, Nunggubuyu) are argued to show the need for markedness 

constraints that favour coronals and glottals over the other PoAs.  The lack of cases where 

coronals delete but labials and dorsals survive is argued to show that there are no

constraints that ban coronals without also banning labials and dorsals.

As a final note, since subsegmental scales (i.e. not sonority or tone) do not affect 

prosodic structure (ch.3§3.5.2.2), prosodification provides no evidence for featural scales.

• Velar unmarkedness
This discussion concludes with a brief consideration of two counter-proposals for

markedness, both involving velar as less marked than coronals.

Trigo (1988) proposes that coronals are least marked in onset position, but dorsals 

are least marked in coda position.

Rice & Causley (1998) and Rice (2000a,b) propose that – in effect – there are two 

scales relevant to PoA.  One relates to structural complexity: on this scale, velars are less 

marked than coronals, labials, and other dorsals.
98

  However, PoAs can also be evaluated 

97  This discounts fixed rankings.  If fixed ranking was allowed, *{T} would have to be universally outranked 
by constraints that favoured coronals over dorsals and glottals.  Some languages epenthesize [] even when it 
is otherwise banned in the language (e.g. German, English).  The present constraints provide no particular 
insight into these cases, so they will not be discussed further here.
98  Rice & Causley (1998) propose that glottals consist of a bare root node while velars consist of a root node 
and a Place node, but no place features.  In contrast, coronals, labials, and non-velar dorsals have more
complex structure: root nodes, Place nodes, and place features.
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in terms of structural completeness, in which case coronals, labials, and non-velar dorsals 

are less marked than both velars and glottals.  In effect, then, there are two scales, one in 

which coronals are less marked than velars, and another in which velars are less marked

than coronals.

Both proposals make predictions about the output of epenthesis and neutralization.

For epenthesis, they predict that [k] could be an epenthetic consonant, as could [x].  Cases 

that seem to have epenthetic velars are discussed in ch.6§6.6.2; for all of these (very few) 

cases, the ‘epenthetic’ velar is argued to really be a morpheme.

Ch.6§6.6.1 shows that there are no cases where segments neutralize to velars.

Thus, there is no case where stops neutralize to [k], or fricatives to [x]; languages with

nasal neutralization to [] are argued to instead involve neutralization to [N].  In contrast, a 

number of languages neutralize stop PoA distinctions to coronals.

Other arguments for velar unmarkedness will be shown to rely on unreliable

diagnostics. For example, Trigo (1988:84ff) argues that assimilation provides evidence for 

velar unmarkedness: in some languages, only velars undergo assimilation, while in others

only velars trigger it.  Chapter 7 shows that the typology of undergoers in assimilation

provides no support for relative markedness.

Trigo (1988:90ff) also cites evidence from transparency to vowel feature spreading.

In Chinook, only the velars [k k’  x], uvulars [q q’  ] and glottal [] are transparent to 

rounding harmony: e.g. /u-k’asks/ → [uk’usks] ‘girl’ (cf [i-k’asks] ‘boy’) , [u-qunak]
‘large boulder’ (cf [i-qanak] ‘stone’); cf [t-pawil-ma] ‘bunches of grass’, [u-lata-is]

‘flounder’.  Trigo proposes that the ability of dorsals to allow spreading indicates that they 

lack any place features.  Paradis & Prunet (1994) provide an alternative account, based on 

the proposal that feature spreading is strictly local (also see Gafos 1996).  Consequently,

[+round] can only spread through consonants that can bear a [+round] feature.  It just so 

happens that only velars and uvulars can bear such a secondary articulation: [p
w
 t

w
] are not 

allowed in the language.

Paradis & Prunet provide an interesting array of cross-linguistic support for their 

proposal.  They adduce a minimally contrasting case from Inor: this language allows

labialized labials and velars, and consequently allows rounding harmony to spread through 

both types, but not coronals.  Given the Inor facts, if transparency truly indicated lack of

PoA features, one would have to argue that both labials and velars are featureless in Inor.

In short, there is no solid evidence that velars can be less marked than coronals in 

any grammar.  Further discussion of this point is provided in ch.6§6.6.3.1.

5.3.3.4 Dorsals vs labials
This section discusses evidence for the relative markedness of dorsals and labials.

There is very little agreement over the relative markedness of dorsals and labials;

some authors have labials as the more marked of the pair (e.g. Prince 1997, Hamilton

1997), others have dorsals as more marked than labials (Mohanan 1993, Lombardi 1998,

Bernhardt & Stemberger 1998:172), and yet others have no ranking between the two (e.g. 

Jun 1995).  Few of the authors offer diagnostics for the rankings (cf Hamilton 1997 –

inventories in Australian languages; Mohanan 1993:75-6 – assimilation triggers).
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Very few of the markedness diagnostics are applicable to the ranking between

labials and dorsals.  For example, since either a coronal or glottal is always available in an 

inventory, neutralization will never reduce PoA contrasts to labials or dorsals.  Likewise, 

epenthesis will never produce a labial or dorsal since coronals and glottals are universally

less marked.

Of all the diagnostics, only two remain: deletion and direction of neutralization.  In 

Siuslawan codas, [k] deletes but [p] does not (Frachtenberg 1922; ch.6§4.2.2).  This

indicates that some markedness constraint that bans [k] but not [p] outranks MAX, the anti-

deletion constraint (McCarthy & Prince 1995).  Moreover, no markedness constraint that 

assigns a violation to [p] can outrank MAX in this grammar.  The existence of a markedness 

constraint that targets dorsals alone – i.e. *{K} – indicates that dorsals and labials are

distinct on some scale.

Siuslawan deletion does not show that dorsals are necessarily more marked than

labials.  It could be that dorsals and labials are not ranked with respect to each other (e.g.

Smolensky 1993, Rice 2000a, Jun 1995, Cho 1999).

However, there is an absence of typological evidence that labials are ever deleted 

while dorsals remain.
99

  Therefore, I have as yet found no need for a markedness constraint 

that bans labials without banning dorsals.  If it is always true that labials cannot delete

without dorsals also deleting, then all markedness constraints that assign a violation to

labials must also assign one to dorsals, just as *{KP} does.

Evidence for the | dorsal 〉 labial | ranking also comes from triggers of assimilation.

Chapter 7:§6 discusses this issue, showing that dorsals can trigger place assimilation while 

labials do not (also Mohanan 1993:75-6).  For example, labials assimilate to a following 

dorsal in Korean, but dorsals do not assimilate to a following labial (see ch.7§6.2.2 for

other examples).  Chapter 7 provides arguments that this asymmetry follows from the

greater markedness of dorsals: more marked elements may force assimilation while less

marked elements do not.  In contrast, I found no cases where labials forced assimilation

while dorsals did not.
100

  This indicates that labials are never more marked than dorsals

under any ranking.  This fact can only follow if there is no markedness constraint *{P},

banning labials but not dorsals.

The lack of *{P} can be explained if dorsals are universally more marked than

labials.  Since markedness constraints must mention the most marked member of a scale, 

any constraint that mentions labials must therefore also mention dorsals: i.e. *{KP}.

To conclude, although there is evidence that dorsals are more marked than labials, 

it is less robust than evidence that coronals and glottals are less marked than labials and

dorsals.  Accordingly, the theoretical proposals presented in the following chapters never 

rely on the relative markedness of dorsals and labials.  In almost all cases, the argument

would follow if labials were more marked than dorsals, or they had the same ranking on

the PoA scale.  The few cases where the ranking is relevant will be identified when they

arise.

99  There are languages with dorsals but no labials.  However, this does not indicate that input labials delete in 
such cases – they may neutralize, as shown in chapter 6.
100  The case of Received Pronunciation English with assimilation of /n/ to labials but not dorsals is discussed 
in ch.7§7.5.4.
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5.4 Summary
The aim of this chapter was to introduce the scale-referring faithfulness constraints 

used in the following chapters.  The constraints have two important properties: (i) they

preserve more marked elements over less marked ones, and (ii) they are stringently

formulated.  Arguments for the necessity of these two properties are presented in the

following chapters.

A secondary aim of this chapter was to provide an implementation of the PoA scale 

in terms of constraints.  Evidence for the form | dorsal 〉 labial 〉 coronal 〉 glottal | was

provided; further evidence is supplied in the following chapters where relevant.
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CHAPTER 6 

FAITHFULNESS TO THE MARKED I: 

NEUTRALIZATION

6.1 Introduction 
 This chapter is the first of two to argue for the proposal that marked elements are 

subject to greater preservation than less marked ones.  This informal statement is formally 

expressed for the Major Place of Articulation scale | dorsal (K) 〉 labial (P) 〉 coronal (T) 〉
glottal (�) | by the marked-faithfulness constraints in (1). 

(1) Major Place of Articulation marked-faithfulness constraints

• x corresponds to x'

IDENT{K} If x is dorsal, then x' has the same PoA as x.

IDENT{KP} If x is dorsal or labial, then x' has the same PoA as x.

IDENT{KPT} If x is dorsal, labial, or coronal, then x' has the same PoA as x.

IDENT{KPT�}  If x has any PoA, then x' has the same PoA as x.

For the remainder of this chapter, all IDENT constraints will refer to the 

Input→Output dimension unless otherwise stated.  So, IO-IDENT will be abbreviated to 

IDENT.  For discussion of the relevance of dimension to IDENT constraints, see ch.7§7.7.4. 

As explained in chapter 5, the form of the constraints ensures that faithfulness to 

unmarked elements never overrides faithfulness of marked elements.  For example, every 

faithfulness constraint that preserves coronals also preserves the more marked labial and 

dorsal elements (i.e. IDENT{KPT}, IDENT{KPT�}).  The result is that there is no way to 

single out unmarked elements for special faithfulness; in contrast it is possible for marked 

elements to be preserved faithfully while less marked elements are not. 

 As an example, IDENT{KP} requires both dorsals and labials to be faithfully 

preserved.  So, any unfaithful mapping from /k/ will incur a violation, as will any 

unfaithful mapping from /p/.  However, IDENT{KP} incurs no violations for unfaithful 

mappings from /t/ or /�/.

 As a reminder, the ‘marked preservation’ aspect of the faithfulness constraints in 

(1) is quite separate from the fact that they are stringently formulated (i.e. refer to ranges of 

a scale).  As discussed in ch.5§5.1, the ‘unmarked-faithfulness’ constraints IDENT{T},

IDENT{TP}, and IDENT{TPK} are also stringently formulated but cannot preserve marked 

elements without also preserving unmarked ones.  In contrast, the set of non-stringent 

constraints in a fixed ranking || IDENT{K} » IDENT{P} » IDENT{T} » IDENT{�} || encodes 

the ‘marked preservation’ property by having faithfulness constraints to marked elements 
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universally outrank all faithfulness constraints to less marked elements (Jun 1995, 

Kiparsky 1994).   

This chapter and the next argue solely for the point that faithfulness constraints 

must have the ‘marked preservation’ property; they do not present arguments that 

faithfulness constraints must be stringently formulated.  Accordingly, the arguments 

presented in this chapter support all theories with the ‘marked preservation’ property, 

including the stringent approach in (1) and the fixed ranking theory outlined in the 

preceding paragraph.  The need for stringent form is discussed in chapter 8. 

• Neutralization
The empirical focus of this chapter is neutralization.  The term ‘neutralization’ is 

used here to refer only to structurally conditioned non-assimilative and non-dissimilative 

neutralization, to use Trubetzkoy’s (1939:233ff) terminology.  This includes processes that 

change the featural content of a segment in a certain structural position (or in all structural 

positions), but do not refer to adjacent segments.  For example, in Slave all stops and 

fricatives are neutralized to [�] in coda position regardless of which segments precede or 

follow (Rice 1989) – this counts as neutralization here.  In contrast, /�/ changes to [m] in 

Chukchi codas, but only before a labial consonant (ch.7§7.4.3.1, Bogoras 1922, Krause 

1980); although this is a type of neutralization, it is assimilative and therefore not the focus 

of this chapter (see ch.7).  As a note on terminology, the phrase “/α/ neutralizes to /β/” will 

be used to mean that /α/ and /β/ neutralize, producing [β].  Thus, Slave’s coda /k/ 

neutralizes to [h]. 

This chapter will discuss (i) neutralization of PoA distinctions in syllable codas and 

(ii) absolute PoA neutralization.  The latter refers to the situation where certain segments 

are banned in all environments. 

• Gapped inventories
Evidence for marked-faithfulness constraints comes from languages that have 

inventories that contain highly marked elements but lack less marked ones.  The term 

‘inventory’ is used here to refer to the surface segments found in a language; it may be 

further modified by a prosodic position, such as ‘coda inventory’, being those segments 

that can appear in syllable codas in a language.  The particular type of inventory of interest 

here is exemplified by Yamphu (Rutgers 1998).  This Nepalese language has the stops [k p 

t �] in onset position.  In codas, though, only [k p �] appear; /t/ is neutralized to [�].   

A selection of relevant data is provided in (2); this case is discussed in more detail 

in §6.3.  Yamphu has intervocalic voicing of singleton stops (e.g. [hæd-u-�], *[hæt-u-�]). 
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(2) Yamphu coda PoA neutralization (in brief)

 (a) /t/→[�]

 [nam�i�] ‘daughter-in-law’cf [nam�id-æ�] {instrumental, ergative}

 [the�-nim�a] ‘we lifted you’ cf [t
h
ed-u-�] ‘I lifted you’ 

 [si�-ma] ‘to hit’ cf [sit�-a] ‘hit+past’, [sit�-i�] ‘hit+exp.’

 (b) /p/→[p] 

 [kh
ap] ‘language’ 

 [kep-ma] ‘stick + infinitive’ 

 (c) /k/→[k] 

 [æ�lik] ‘bendy’ 

 [kh
a�k-pa] ‘scrape one’s throat + perform act’ 

 [kh
a�k-ma] ‘scrape one’s throat + infinitive’ 

 (d) /�/→[�]

 [asi�] ‘previously’ (cf [asi.�-em-ba] ‘before’) 

 [ji�w-æ�-m�] ‘river-possessive-down’ (cf [kani�-æ�æ] ‘we-poss.’) 

In the Prague School conception of markedness (Jakobson 1941, Trubetzkoy 1939), 

Yamphu coda neutralization is surprising, to say the least.  Yamphu eliminates a very 

unmarked element in codas – the coronal /t/ – but leaves the highly marked elements /k/ 

and /p/ untouched.  On the surface, this seems to be directly contrary to the spirit of 

markedness theory. 

 The proposal that marked elements may excite great preservation provides an 

explanation for Yamphu.  /k/ and /p/ escape the PoA neutralization process because they 

are highly marked, and so are the subject of greater preservation than the less marked 

element /t/. 

In formal terms, the key constraint is IDENT{KP}, which preserves input dorsals 

and labials in the output but not coronals.  IDENT{KP} outranks all constraints that promote 

elimination of dorsals and labials: i.e. *{KP} and *{KPT}. 

(3)  

 /ap/ IDENT{KP} *{KP} *{KPT} 

� (a) ap  * *

 (b) a� *! 

Tableau (3) shows how IDENT{KP} blocks neutralization of /p/ to [�].  In contrast, 

IDENT{KP} does not prevent /t/ from neutralizing.   

If all faithfulness constraints that preserve coronals (IDENT{KPT}, IDENT{KPT�})

are ranked below the constraints that ban coronals (*{KPT}) the result will be that /t/ is 

debuccalized, as shown in tableau (4).   
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(4)  

 /at/ *{KPT} IDENT{KPT} IDENT{KPT�}

 (a) at *! 

� (b) a� * *

Tableau (5) puts the two rankings together (ignoring IDENT{KPT�} and *{KP} for 

brevity).  The input to tableau (5) is /sok+sæt/ ‘squeeze+pull’, producing [sok-sæ�].  

(5) Marked preservation and unmarked neutralization

 /sok+sæt/ IDENT{KP} *{KPT} IDENT{KPT} 

 (a) soksæt�  * *! 

� (b) soksæ�  * *

 (c) so�sæ� *! * * 

 (d) so�sæt *! * *

As a side note, debuccalization is blocked in onsets by positional faithfulness 

constraints (Beckman 1998, Lombardi 1995, 1999). 

The inventory of coda consonants in Yamphu is ‘gapped’, a term from Prince 

(1997c, 1998).  While Yamphu has the marked elements [k p] and the highly unmarked [�]

in codas, its inventory lacks the ‘intermediately’ marked [t]; in other words, [t] is a gap in 

an otherwise contiguous range of the PoA scale.  This chapter shows that faithfulness 

constraints that preserve only marked elements are essential in accounting for gapped 

inventories.100  Prince (1998) has also shown that this type of constraint can produce 

gapped inventories. 

 This chapter also shows that – contrary to previous claims – every type of gapped 

inventory exists for every manner of articulation.  As a brief example, Table 6.1 lists coda 

inventories of voiceless stops.  As shown, every type of gapped inventory – one that lacks 

a less marked element but contains a more marked one – is attested.  A � indicates that the 

stop is present in the coda of the language cited, while a blank square means that the stop is 

banned.

 Table 6.1: Gapped voiceless stop inventories

 k p t � Coda Inventory 
� � � Cockney English, Yamphu 

� � � Nambiquara

� � Nganasan

� � Fuzhou 

� �  Mordvin 

100
  To underscore the point that gapped inventories support the ‘marked preservation’ proposal and not the 

proposal that faithfulness constraints are stringently formulated, the ranking || IDENT{K} » IDENT{P} » 
*{KP}, *{KPT} » IDENT{T} || with non-stringent faithfulness constraints can also produce the Yamphu 
system (also see Prince 1999). 
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The same point can be (and is) made for onset inventories.  For example, Hawaiian 

only allows [k p �] in onsets (Pukui & Elbert 1979, 1986).  These languages are discussed 

in detail in §6.3. 

• Harmonically complete inventories
The marked-faithfulness constraints are not limited to producing gapped 

inventories: they can also produce ‘harmonically complete’ ones, a term from Prince & 

Smolensky (1993:ch.9).  A harmonically complete inventory consists of a contiguous 

range of a scale, starting with the least marked element.  For PoA, harmonically complete 

inventories of voiceless stops are [�], [t �], �p t �], [k p t �]. 

Section 6.2 shows how the marked-faithfulness constraints produce harmonically 

complete inventories. 

• Disharmonic inventories
In contrast, the theory does not allow inventories that lack the least marked 

element, called ‘disharmonic’ here.  For example, there is no inventory consisting of [k p] 

alone.

 The reason for the lack of this inventory is what Moreton (1999) dubs ‘Harmonic 

Ascent’.  In Optimality Theory, deviation from the faithful candidate can only occur if an 

alternative is less marked.  So, /k/→[	] is a possible neutralization because some 

markedness constraint favours [	] over [k] (i.e. *{K}).  However, /	/→[k] is impossible as 

a neutralization because there is no markedness constraint that favours [k] over [	]: every 

markedness constraint that assigns a violation [	] also assigns it to [k] (i.e. *{KPT}).   

 Section 6.4 develops this proposal in detail.  Importantly, it shows that it only holds 

true if IDENT constraints are the only type allowed for features.  Constraints like MAX-F can 

produce disharmonic inventories.   

In short, the least marked element can never be eliminated from an inventory.  The 

typological consequences of this claim are explored in §6.4, as well as the influence of 

other scales, accounting for the elimination of glottals in a number of languages. 

• Interaction with Other Scales & Processes
While the results outlined above are true of PoA neutralization alone, surface 

inventories can be influenced by other constraints.  For example, Abau has a disharmonic 

voiceless stop inventory of [k p] in medial onsets.  The lack of [t] is due to a lenition 

process that turns /t/ into the flap [
].  In this case, the existence of a surface disharmonic 

inventory is not due to the PoA constraints, but to the influence of other intersecting 

constraints.

Section 6.5 identifies a number of processes that have a usually transparent effect 

of producing disharmonic inventories.  Moreover, the marked-faithfulness constraints will 

be shown to be crucial in explaining why segments with marked PoAs can be prevented 

from undergoing such processes. 

 One important non-PoA influence that will be introduced from the beginning is the 

behavior of the glottals [� h N].  Section 5 presents a variety of evidence to show that 

glottals are highly sonorous.  This fact makes them undesirable syllable margins (see 
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ch.3,4).  Thus, a ban on high-sonority margins may eliminate glottals without affecting 

other PoAs.  As with Abau’s flapping process, the result is a disharmonic inventory. 

• Neutralization Target
The final issue discussed in this chapter relates to the marked-faithfulness 

constraints’ influence on the output target of neutralization: e.g. whether /k/ neutralizes to 

[p], [t], or [�].  This section shows that it is crucial that the faithfulness constraints have no 

influence on the output target.  For example, no marked-faithfulness constraints favours 

neutralization to [p] over neutralization to [�] and [t]; if it did the unattested /k/→[p] 

neutralization could take place.  This result follows from the fact that the faithfulness 

constraints assign equal violations to all unfaithful mappings.  Its empirical effect is that a 

segment will always neutralize to the least marked PoA available. 

The form of the marked-faithfulness constraints means that markedness constraints 

are forced to make the crucial determination as to the target of neutralization: they force 

neutralization to the least marked PoA available.  Neutralization targets are discussed in 

§6.6.

• Implications for markedness
This chapter has implications for the concept of ‘markedness’.  As observed by 

Prince (1998), previous theories of markedness have “programmatically assumed that 

something like harmonic completeness is true of every language.”  Given the existence of 

gapping, inventories can no longer be seen to provide clear evidence about markedness 

relations in scales.  To be more concrete, the fact that [k] exists in Hawaiian but not [t] 

does not imply that [k] is less marked than [t] in any grammar.  In short, this chapter all but 

eliminates inventory structure as a diagnostic for markedness. 

The one exception relates to the least marked element.  The present theory predicts 

that the least marked element of scale S can never be eliminated by S-referring constraints.  

This point is discussed in detail in §6.4.   

In contrast, this chapter affirms direction of neutralization and epenthesis as reliable 

diagnostics for markedness (§6.6).  Both direction of neutralization and epenthesis are free 

from the influence of faithfulness constraints, so they provide insight into the form of 

markedness constraints. 

• Organization
The organization of the rest of this chapter is as follows. 

Section 2 discusses harmonically complete inventories – those that contain a 

contiguous section of the PoA scale, starting with the least marked element.  The ranking 

needed to produce such theories is identified, along with typological evidence for the 

existence of the full range of such inventories. 

Section 3 deals with gapped inventories – those that contain highly marked 

elements and the least marked element, but lack segments of intermediate markedness.  

This section identifies a number of gapped inventories, and identifies the ranking 

responsible for producing them. 
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Section 4 discusses disharmonic inventories – those that lack the least marked 

element – and why they are banned in the present theory. 

Section 5 also deals with disharmonic inventories, and shows how they can arise 

through the interaction of other scales and processes with the PoA constraints. 

The topic of section 6 is direction of neutralization.  This section discusses the fact 

that neutralization always results in the least marked scale element, and how the form of 

the faithfulness constraints contributes to this result. 

Section 7 provides a summary. 

Many of the results presented in this chapter refer to a typological survey of coda 

and onset inventories.  The results of this survey are presented in Appendix A.  Moreover, 

references for languages mentioned in passing will not be given in the text for the sake of 

brevity but in Appendix B.   

6.2 Harmonically complete inventories 
Gapped inventories are the focus of this chapter since they provide evidence that 

marked-faithfulness constraints are necessary.  However, to be able to discuss gapping 

fruitfully, harmonically complete inventories must be examined first.   

On the descriptive side, this section aims to establish typological facts about 

harmonically complete inventories.  On the theoretical side, the aim is to identify the 

ranking responsible for harmonically complete inventories using the marked-faithfulness 

constraints.  The general ranking needed to produce neutralization is also identified. 

Harmonically complete inventories do not provide direct evidence for the form of 

the marked-faithfulness constraints; however, showing how the marked-faithfulness 

constraints produce them is a necessary step towards the analysis of Gapped inventories. 

The term ‘Harmonically Complete’ comes from Prince & Smolensky (1993:187). 

(6) Harmonic completeness

 “Harmonic completeness means that when a language admits forms that are marked 

along some dimension, it will also admit all the forms that are less marked along 

that dimension.” (Prince & Smolensky 1993:187) 

A harmonically complete inventory in terms of PoA is one that contains a 

contiguous range of the scale starting with the least marked element.  At one extreme, [�]

is a harmonically complete voiceless stop inventory; it is found as the result of coda PoA 

neutralization in many languages (e.g. Kalantan Malay, Kashaya).  At the other extreme, [k 

p t �] is the fullest harmonically complete inventory; the others are [p t �] and [t �].  

Section 6.2.1 describes the range of attested harmonically complete inventories. 

 Section 6.2.2 identifies the ranking needed for harmonically complete inventories.  

Harmonic completeness is discussed in detail in Prince & Smolensky (1993:ch.9), 

Smolensky (1993), and Prince (1998).  The proposals in this section owe much to this 

previous work, but differ in that marked-faithfulness constraints are employed here.   

Section 6.2.3 summarizes the results of this section.  It also identifies the general 

ranking needed to ensure neutralization of /α/ to [β].
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6.2.1 Description 
This section presents evidence that harmonically complete inventories exist for all 

places of articulation, for both coda inventories and onset inventories.  Moreover, two 

types of harmonically complete inventory are identified.  One type is purely the product of 

the PoA markedness constraints; the other type takes into account the influence of an 

independent process – Glottal Elimination. 

• Standard harmonically complete Inventories 
With the PoA scale | dorsal 〉 labial 〉 coronal 〉 glottal |, and no other interfering 

factors, there are four harmonically complete inventories.  Table 6.2 lists examples of each 

type of harmonically complete voiceless stop inventory; table 6.3 does the same for 

voiceless fricatives.  For the sake of brevity, only one language is cited for each system 

(see Appendix A for other manners of articulation and further examples).   

The languages listed under ‘coda inventory’ have the contrasts indicated in codas; 

in onsets they have a fuller range of contrasts (see Appendix A for details).  The languages 

listed under ‘onset inventory’ have the range of contrasts indicated in onsets in all 

positions.  References for languages cited are given in Appendix B. 

 Table 6.2: Harmonically complete inventories I: Voiceless stops

  K P T  �
 k p t � Coda Inventory Onset Inventory 
    � Kashaya Nancowry and Tübatulabal reduplicants

   � � Chickasaw Harar Oromo (plain stops)
101

� � � Standard Malay Tahitian 

� � � � Pendau Tongan 

 Table 6.3: Harmonically complete inventories II: Voiceless fricatives

  K P T  �

 x f s h Coda Inventory Onset Inventory 
    � Fox Rapanui 

   � � Chipewyan Sikaiana 

� � � Maltese Yanomam 

� � � � Egyptian Arabic Harar Oromo 

As an example, Kashaya has the inventory of plain voiceless stops [k p t �] in 

onsets, but neutralizes this to just [�] in codas (Buckley 1994:99).  Almost at the other end 

101
  Harar Oromo has three series of stops: plain voiceless, voiced, and voiceless glottalized (Owens 

1985:10).  Of the plain voiceless stops, there are only the coronals [t] and [�].  [k] only appears as a 
geminate.  The other stop series have more PoAs: [b d d� �], [p’ t’ t�’ k’]. 
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of the harmonically complete inventory type, Tahitian has an onset inventory of [p t �], 

lacking [k].   

 I have been unable to find a language that has [�] as the only voiceless stop in 

onsets.  I suggest this typological gap exists for functional reasons: voiceless stops tend to 

be used a great deal in lexical items, so several contrasts are called for; therefore the lack 

of an onset inventory with only a [�] is not a concern from a competence point of view.  

However, onset inventories can be reduced to just [�] in certain environments, such as in 

reduplicants (see §6.2.2.2, Alderete et al. 1999). 

 In contrast, there is no such restriction on voiceless fricatives: a number of 

Polynesian languages only allow [h] in onsets (e.g. Rapanui (Easter Island); see Clark 1976 

for a survey).   

• Glottal Elimination 
The systems just mentioned do not exhaust the list of harmonically complete PoA 

inventories.  Several independent processes can interfere with the output of neutralization, 

one of the most significant being ‘Glottal Elimination’: the fact that glottals [� h] are 

banned from onset and/or coda inventories in some languages.  For example, onsets in 

Maori can contain the voiceless stops [k p t], but no [�] (Bauer 1993);  for voiceless 

fricatives, Apatani codas allow [s] but no [h] (onsets allow [x s h]). 

 Section 6.5.2 argues that Glottal Elimination has nothing to do with place 

neutralization: it is driven by entirely different markedness constraints.  In that section, 

glottals are argued to be more sonorous than segments with different PoA, so a ban on 

highly sonorous syllable margins (see ch.3) can effectively eliminate glottals from an 

inventory.  For a discussion of the full typological effects of Glottal Elimination, see 

§6.5.2.  For the moment, the notion of Glottal Elimination will be adopted without further 

comment.

 The effect of Glottal Elimination is to promote coronals to least marked status: if 

there is no glottal, then there is no lesser-marked PoA than coronal.  So, languages with 

Glottal Elimination provide a further three types of harmonically complete inventory, 

listed in tables 6.4 and 6.5.  The tables again list voiceless stop and voiceless fricative 

inventories.

 Table 6.4: Voiceless stop inventories with Glottal Elimination

  K P  T  �

 k p t � Coda Inventory Onset Inventory 
   �  Uradhi - 

� �  Formal Kiowa Vanimo 

� � �  New Zealand English Maori 
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 Table 6.5: Voiceless fricative inventories with Glottal Elimination

  K P  T  �
 x f s h Coda Inventory Onset Inventory 
   �  Apatani Fore 

� �  English East Futuna 

� � �  Seri Mordvin (Erzya) 

At this point, one may wonder whether ‘glottal’ is actually a highly marked PoA, 

and its high markedness accounts for Glottal Elimination.  There are two pieces of 

evidence for glottal’s low markedness.  One is that epenthesis and direction of 

neutralization show that glottals are less marked than dorsals, labials, and coronals in terms 

of PoA.  The other is that inventories are of almost no use in determining PoA markedness: 

for every PoA, there is some language that lacks that PoA (see §3).  For discussion of the 

proposal that glottals lack (Place) features, see §6.5.2.  Therefore, the following discussion 

proceeds on the idea that Glottal Elimination is independent of place neutralization. 

• Voiced Fricatives and Voiced Stops 
Voiced Stops (and voiced fricatives) are distinct from voiceless stops, voiceless 

fricatives, and nasals in that they have no glottal counterpart.
102

  Because of this, coronal is 

predicted to be the least marked PoA for voiced stops and fricatives.  The harmonically 

complete inventory types for voiced stops and fricatives are therefore just three: (i) [d], [b 

d], [� b d] for voiced stops and (ii) [z], [v z], [� v z] for voiced fricatives. Neutralizations 

involving voiced stops and voiced fricatives will not be discussed in any detail in the 

following sections because overt PoA neutralizations involving them (i.e. those with 

alternations) are so few: usually coda voiced stops and voiced fricatives are eliminated by 

voice neutralization.  See Appendix A for typological generalizations. 

6.2.2 Ranking 
The aim of this section is to identify the ranking needed to produce harmonically 

complete inventories.  Prince & Smolensky (1993) and Prince (1998) have discussed 

harmonically complete systems in detail.  The present work builds on their proposals, with 

the difference that the following discussion employs stringent marked-faithfulness 

constraints instead of non-stringent non-marked faithfulness ones (see §6.2.3 for 

discussion).

 This section focuses on the inventories found in Standard Malay (Lapoliwa 1981, 

Teoh 1988, Trigo 1988:41ff).  Malay offers an excellent case study for such inventories: it 

has different harmonically complete voiceless stop inventories in different environments. 

102
  This is not entirely true since fricatives have a voiced glottal [�].  However, [�] never seems to contrast 

with [h], so it cannot be said that an inventory has an [�] with the same status as other fricatives.  Thus, [�] is 
put aside here.  Recall from ch.5 that nasals have a glottal member – [N]. 
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The harmonically complete inventory [p t �] is found in Malay codas.  This 

inventory lacks only the most marked element [k].  Section 6.2.2.1 shows how this 

inventory is produced using the marked-faithfulness constraints.   

A language related to Standard Malay – Ulu Muar Malay – has the smallest 

possible harmonically complete inventory – [�]; this is found in the codas of reduplicants.  

The ranking responsible for this inventory is identified in §6.2.2.2. 

Standard Malay onsets exhibit a harmonically complete inventory with Glottal 

Elimination: [k p t].  The ranking responsible for this inventory is provided in §6.2.2.3. 

 Section 6.2.2.4 generalizes over the results, giving a general characterization of the 

ranking needed for harmonically complete inventories. 

6.2.2.1 Malay codas: [p t �]
This section describes the coda inventory found in several Malay dialects, 

including Standard Malay (Lapoliwa 1981).  As a general comment on the strategy taken 

for the examples in this language, coda inventories will be the focus because they most 

readily provide alternations (though cf §6.2.2.2, §6.3.4.2).  To support the proposals in this 

chapter, it is important to show that the surface inventories come about through 

neutralization of PoA distinctions, rather than some incidental process (cf §6.5). 

• Description
While Malay onsets allow the voiceless stops [k p t], codas permit only [p t �].  

There is clear evidence that input /k/ neutralizes to [�].  The data in (7) is from Lapoliwa 

(1981:88-9) (see also Onn 1980:9, Teoh 1988:98ff).
103  The suffix –an expresses a result: 

e.g. [didik-an] is ‘the result of educating’, [-i] is a transitivizer. 

103
  Teoh (1988) differs from Lapoliwa in reporting that underlying /k+V/ sequences surface as [�kV]: e.g. 

/masak-an/ → [masa�kan] ‘dish’ (103), cf /ikat+an/→[ikatan] ‘ties’.  Teoh notes that all underlying stem-
final stops geminate before V-initial suffixes in slow speech: /l�tup+an/→[l�toppan] ‘explosion’, 
/ikat+i/→[ikatti] ‘to tie’ (p.106-7).  Teoh argues that gemination of input /k/ produces a coda [k] which is 
forced to neutralize, yielding /k+V/→[k.kV]→[�.kV].  Thus, the underlying /k/ breaks into two segments: the 
one in coda neutralizes to [�] as expected, and the one in the onset is realized faithfully – as [k].  This data 
will not be discussed here since it is tangental to the point of this section – that /k/→[�].  For discussion of 
geminate alterability, see Keer (1999).   
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(7) Malay codas [p t �] (Lapoliwa 1981:88-9)
104

 (a) /k/→[�]

Root _# _+C _+V 

 /baik/ bai��‘good’ bai�-lah ‘all right’ k-baik-an 

 /didik/  didi��‘educate’  didik-an  

 /duduk/ dud���‘sit’ dudu�-kan ‘to seat’ duduk-i 

 /�rak/ �ra��‘move’ �ra�-lah ‘move it’ �rak-an 

 /pendek/  pend���‘short’ pnde�-�a  ‘in short’  k-pndek-an 

 /sorak/ sora��‘shout’ sora�-�a ‘way he shouted’ sorak-i

 (b) /p t/ stay faithful 

  [atap]  ‘roof’ 

  [ikat]  ‘to tie’ 

  [ltup]  ‘to explode’ 

  [sakat]  ‘parasitic plant’ 

  [su�ut]  ‘grumble’ 

In short, the result of /k/-debuccalization is the harmonically complete coda 

inventory [p t �].   

Malay is not unique in having this particular pattern: a case just like it is found in 

Arekuna Carib: [k p t] appear in onsets, but /k/ neutralizes to [�] in  codas: /nak-nai/ →
[na�nái] ‘aunt’, cf [mak��i] ‘sin’ (Edwards 1978).  The same pattern is also found in 

Makassarese (Aronoff et al. 1987).  An analogous case for onset inventories is found in 

Tahitian (Coppenrath & Prevost 1974); the Tahitian ranking is mentioned in the analysis 

below.

• Neutralization
To neutralize /α/ to [β] in Optimality Theory, a markedness constraint that favours 

[β] over [α] must outrank all faithfulness constraints that preserve /α/ (at the very least – 

see §6.2.2.4 for details).  Therefore, to neutralize /k/ to [�] some markedness constraint that 

assigns violations to [k] but not [�] must outrank all faithfulness constraints that preserve 

/k/.

 Since almost all PoA-markedness constraints favour [k] over [�], any would do at 

this point.  *{K} will be used here – the reason for this choice will become evident below.  

Since all faithfulness constraints preserve /k/, *{K} must outrank them all. 

104
  Lapoliwa also cites the free variants [��rak-lah], [sorak-�a], [baik-lah] (but not *[p�ndek-�a]).  The 

variable appearance of [k] rather than [�] in these forms may relate to the development of onset clusters, so 
that /baik-lah/ can be syllabified as [bai.klah] or [bai�.lah].  Such clusters are found only in loans and as the 
result of certain syncope processes (Hendon 1966:32-3).  In any case, the appearance of [�] word-finally –
unambiguously a coda – shows that /k/ neutralizes to [�].
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(8)  Neutralization of coda /k/, step 1

 /baik/ *K IDENT{K} IDENT{KP} IDENT{KPT} IDENT{KPT�}

 (a) baik *! 

� (b) bai� * * * *

As the tableau shows, candidate (a) is eliminated because it contains a dorsal, so 

violating *{K}.  All the dorsal-preserving faithfulness constraints are ranked lower, so the 

input dorsal cannot survive.  As a reminder, a constraint like IDENT{KP} is violated by 

unfaithful mappings from either dorsals or labials.  So, the fact that /k/→[�] in candidate 

(b) results in a violation of IDENT{KP}.

 A point that will turn out to be significant relates to the form of the markedness 

constraint that triggers neutralization.  If /k/ neutralizes to [�], /k/-neutralization must be 

motivated by a markedness constraint that favours [�] over [k].  It is not simply enough 

that the markedness constraint assigns a violation to [k].  So, the constraint *{KPT�}

cannot be used to force /k/-neutralization.  This constraint assigns the same violations to all 

PoAs, so it does not favour any segment over [k].  Since all segments violate *{KPT�}

equally, it will not assign any crucial violations.  Since *{KPT�} is not decisive, the 

decision will be passed to lower ranked constraints.  Tableau (9) underscores this point. 

(9) 

 /baik/ *{KPT�} IDENT{K} 

� (a) baik *  

 (b) bai� * *! 

Since [baik] and [bai�] violate *{KPT�} equally, the constraint is irrelevant in 

picking a winner.  The lower-ranked constraint IDENT{K} then emerges to favour the 

faithful form. 

 The ranking identified above does not guarantee that /k/ will neutralize; it could 

also delete.  To prevent deletion, McCarthy & Prince’s (1995) anti-deletion constraint MAX

must outrank all of the IDENT constraints.  For further discussion of the role of deletion in 

inventory-formation, see §6.4.2. 

• No neutralization in onsets 
The proposal that neutralization in onsets is blocked by an onset-specific 

faithfulness constraint is adopted here (Lombardi 1995, 1999, Jun 1995, Padgett 1995, 

Beckman 1998).  In this case, some /k/-preserving onset-IDENT constraint must outrank 

*{K}, so preventing /kepeh/ from neutralizing to *[�epeh] or *[tepeh].105  The opposite 

ranking would produce a language that bans [k] in onsets as well as codas, as found in 

105
  The primary ranking arguments in this section stands regardless of whether positional markedness or 

positional faithfulness motivates coda place neutralization (Beckman 1998 cf Zoll 1996).  If a set of coda-
specific PoA constraints (e.g. *coda/{K}, etc.) were used to motivate neutralization, the ranking needed 
would be the same.   
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Tahitian (Coppenrath & Prevost 1974).
106

  In tableau (10), the onset-faithfulness constraint 

onset-IDENT{K} is used, but it could well be any other onset-IDENT constraint. 

(10)  Neutralization of coda /k/, step 2: Preserving the onset

 /ikat/ onset-IDENT{K} *K IDENT{K} 

� (a) ikat  *

 (c) itat *! *

• Neutralization target
The final important issue relates to why /k/ turns into [�] rather than [t] or [p].  The 

reason follows from the form of both the faithfulness and markedness constraints.  The 

outputs [p], [t], and [�] are equally unfaithful to /k/ – they all incur the same violations of 

the PoA-faithfulness constraints (see §6.6 for further discussion).  Therefore, the choice of 

output falls to the PoA-markedness constraints.  Since [�] is a local harmonic bound for all 

other segment types in terms of the PoA-markedness constraints, it will emerge triumphant 

regardless of ranking.  This result is illustrated in tableau (11). 

(11) Neutralization of coda /k/, step 3: getting the right target

 /baik/ *{K} *{KP} *{KPT} *{KPT�}

 (a) baik *! * * * 

 (b) baip  *! * * 

 (c) bait   *! * 

� (d) bai�    * 

Note that [�] is a harmonic bound for all the other PoAs in terms of the PoA-

markedness constraints alone.  Other constraints may interfere with this result, producing 

neutralization to coronals instead.  Section 6.6 provides a detailed discussion of this point. 

• Preservation
All stops apart from /k/ are faithfully preserved in Malay codas.  So, the type of 

ranking used to eliminate /k/ in (8) must be reversed for all other PoAs.  For example, 

since /p/ is preserved, some faithfulness constraint that preserves /p/ (IDENT{KP},

IDENT{KPT}, or IDENT{KPT�}) must outrank all markedness constraints that favour some 

other segment over [p] (i.e. *{KP} and *{KPT}, but not necessarily *{KPT�} as explained 

above).  The same is true for the coronal /t/: at least one of IDENT{KPT} and IDENT{KPT�}

must outrank *{KPT}.

Tableau (12) illustrates preservation of coda /p/; it employs IDENT{KPT} for the 

sake of exposition, but – as observed above – IDENT{KP} and IDENT{KPT�} would serve 

equally well. 

106
  As a matter of interest, all words that have a cognate form with [k] in other languages have [�] in 

Tahitian: e.g. Maori [kai] ‘food, eat’ cf Tahitan [�ai].
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(12)  

 /atap/ IDENT{KPT} *{KP} *{KPT} 

� (a) atap  * * * 

 (b) ata� *! 

The only other segment not discussed here is /�/.  Underlying /�/ will clearly stay 

faithful in Malay codas, appearing as [�].  Interestingly enough, nothing has to be said 

about the ranking of the PoA constraints to ensure that /�/ survives faithfully.  The reason 

relates to the ranking needed to neutralize a segment: /�/ can only be eliminated through 

the action of a markedness constraint that favours some other segment over [�].  However, 

none of the PoA-markedness constraints have this property; *{KPT�} is the only one that 

assigns a violation to [�], and it also assigns a violation to every other PoA.  Thus, /�/ can 

never be eliminated in terms of the PoA constraints.  For further discussion, see §6.2.2.3 

and §6.4. 

• Ranking summary
The resulting ranking for Malay codas is summarized in Figure 6.1.  The solid lines 

indicate that the higher constraint outranks the lower one.  The dotted lines indicate that at 

least one of the rankings must hold: so either IDENT{KPT} or IDENT{KPT�} (or both) must 

outrank *{KPT}; either IDENT{KP}, IDENT{KPT}, or IDENT{KPT�} must outrank *{KP}. 

 Figure 6.1: Malay coda neutralization ranking
                         onset-IDENT{K} 

                    *{K} 

IDENT{K} IDENT{KP} IDENT{KPT} IDENT{KPT�}

         *{KP}  *{KPT} 

As discussed above, the position of the markedness constraint *{KPT�} is 

irrelevant because it does not favour any segment over any other type.
107

  The topmost 

faithfulness constraint could be any onset-IDENT constraint, since all preserve /k/. 

The diagram gives a sense of the ranking needed to neutralize and preserve.  To 

neutralize /k/ to [�], some constraint that favours [�] over [k] must outrank over all /k/-

preserving faithfulness constraints: this is shown in the diagram, where *{K} outranks all 

the faithfulness constraints above.  The diagram shows that the other PoAs survive because 

some relevant faithfulness constraint outranking all relevant markedness constraints.  A 

precise version of the ranking needed for neutralization will be provided in §6.2.2.4. 

107
  This does not mean that *{KPT�} (or its faithfulness counterpart IDENT{KPT�}) is always 

inconsequential – see ch.7 for discussion. 
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The diagram also gives a sense of the ranking needed for a harmonically complete 

inventory.  A harmonically complete inventory is one in which the more marked elements 

are banned.  In ranking terms, this involves a markedness constraint that bans marked 

values alone (*{mf}) outranking all faithfulness constraints that preserve those values 

(IDENT{mf}, IDENT{mf,uf}).  It also may involve some faithfulness constraint that 

preserves unmarked values (IDENT{mf,uf}) outranking all markedness constraints that ban 

those values (i.e. *{mf, uf}) (for discussion on whether this ranking is necessary, see §6.4).  

The result is the ranking || *{mf} » IDENT{mf}, IDENT{mf, uf} » *{uf, *mf} ||, with certain 

assumptions about the ranking of other constraints (see §6.2.2.4).  In the ranking above, the 

marked value of the [Place] feature is ‘dorsal’, and the relatively unmarked values are 

‘labial’ and ‘coronal’, hence the ranking || *{K} » IDENT{KPT} » *{KP}, *{KPT} ||.  A 

precise account of the ranking needed for harmonically complete inventories will be 

provided in §6.2.2.4. 

• Other manners of articulation
The ranking for Malay can also be used to account for the same type of 

neutralization in other manners of articulation.  For example, an interesting case is found in 

Florentine Italian spirantization (Giannelli & Savoia 1979, Kirchner 1998).  Between a 

vowel and sonorant, labial and coronal stops spirantize to fricatives.  In the speech of 

younger speakers, /p/ spirantizes to [φ], and /t/ to [θ], but velar /k/ debuccalizes to [h] (/k/ 

spirantizes to [x] in the formal speech of older speakers).  The net result is a spirantized 

harmonically complete inventory of [φ θ h], lacking [x].  Again, the dorsal PoA is 

neutralized while the others are preserved. 

6.2.2.2 [�] in Ulu Muar Malay reduplicant codas 
 The Ulu Muar Malay language shares the restriction on [k] in codas with Standard 

Malay, but also exhibits another harmonically complete coda inventory – only [�] is 

allowed in reduplicant codas (Hendon 1966). 

 Hendon (1966:58-9) reports that the coda stops [k p t] in two reduplicants 

neutralize to [�] in Ulu Muar Malay.  The full reduplicant (13a) reduplicates the entire 

stem and replaces stem-final stops with [�].  The partial reduplicant (13b) reduplicates the 

first CV of the stem and the stem-final consonant.  If the stem-final consonant is a stop, it 

reduplicates it as a [�].   

(13) Ulu Muar Malay reduplicant coda debuccalization [�] (Hendon 1966:58,59)

 (a) Full reduplicant 

[m-rata�-ratap]  ‘wails and wails’ 

[laki�-lakit]   ‘sticks in various places’ 

[di-ali�-alit-kan]  ‘is transferred by repeated scrapings’ 

[di-pija�-pija�]  ‘is repeatedly trampled on’ 
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 (b) Partial (CVC) reduplicant 

[t�a�-t�akap]   ‘talks in a low tone’ 

  [�a�-�alap]   ‘is repeatedly dark’ 

[si�-sikit]   ‘various small quantities’ 

  [la�-la�it]   ‘ceiling cloth’ 

[ta�-tari�]   ‘accordion’ 

  [�o�-�ole�]   ‘takes a cat-nap’ 

If the stem-final consonant is not a stop or there is no stem-final consonant, [�]

does not appear in the full reduplicant: [mat�a-mat�am] ‘various kinds’, [laja-laja�] ‘kite’, 

[putu-putus] ‘are severed’, [ja�ke-ja�keh] ‘feels stiff all over’, [ija-ijaw] ‘are green’; [api-

api] ‘fire’, [mato-mato] ‘policeman’ (p.59).
108

The CVC reduplicant is only found with stems that end in a stop, /h/, or a nasal.  If 

the stem ends in a nasal, the reduplicant’s final consonant is a nasal homorganic with the 

following stop: [ka�-kawan] ‘friend’, [sin-sia�� ‘during the daytime on various days’ 

(p.59).  If the stem ends in /h/, the reduplicant’s consonant is [h]: [sop�h-pueh] ‘to their 

complete satisfaction’. 

Debuccalization of stops is clearly an emergent process because stop-C clusters are 

permitted in non-reduplicative morpheme-juncture environments: e.g. [niãt-kan] ‘is prayed 

for’ (64), [id�p-kan] ‘is kept alive’(65), [atap-rumãh] ‘thatch of a house’ (9), [sakit-mato] 

‘have eye trouble’ (9). 

What makes reduplicant codas interesting is that they go further in debuccalization 

than non-reduplicant codas: while only /k/ debuccalizes in base codas, all stops 

debuccalize in reduplicant codas.  The result is that the stop inventory of coda reduplicants 

is the minimal harmonically complete inventory: [�]. 

• Eliminating all but [�]
The issue of immediate interest is the neutralization of reduplicant coda stops to 

[�].  The account given here parallels the account given by Alderete et al. (1999) for 

Tübatulabal and Nancowry in some respects – in these languages, all reduplicant onsets are 

neutralized to [�]. 

As discussed in the previous section, neutralization of /α/ to [β] only comes about 

when some markedness constraint that favours [β] over [α] outranks all faithfulness 

constraints that preserve /α/.  In the case of Malay reduplicants, since /t/ neutralizes to [�], 

some markedness constraint that favours [�] over [t] (i.e. *{KPT}) must outrank all 

faithfulness constraints that preserve /t/ in reduplicants.  In the latter case, the relevant PoA 

faithfulness constraint refers to the Base-Reduplicant dimension, as given in (14). 

108
  This reduplication pattern is reminiscent of the one found in Makassarese (Aronoff et al. 1987, McCarthy 

& Prince 1994:sec.5).  In Makassarese a [�] also appears in reduplication: [bala�balao] ‘toy rat’.  However, 
McCarthy & Prince argue that the glottal stop is epenthetic, forced by a constraint requiring PrWd-final 
consonants.  Alderete et al. (1999) use the same solution to account for the fact that all reduplicant onsets are 
[�] in Nancowry and Tübatulabal reduplicants.  The epenthesis solution is not available for the present data: 
[�] only appears when the stem has a final stop (putuputus, *[putu�putus], cf [dipija�pija��).  If [�] were an 
epenthetic consonant, its appearance would be driven by purely prosodic factors, and not contingent on the 
presence of a stem-final stop. 
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(14) BR-IDENT{KPT} If x is K or P or T, then x' has the same PoA as x.

• x is in the base 

• x' is in the reduplicant 

• x and x' are correspondents 

The relevant ranking is provided in tableau (15).  As for faithfulness in bases, IO-

IDENT{KPT} – the input-output version of IDENT{KPT} – outranks *{KPT} to prevent 

neutralization of coda /t/.  Only violations by stops of the constraint *{KPT} are shown 

below.

(15)  

 /RED-lakit/ *{KPT} BR-IDENT{KPT} BR-IDENT{KPT�}

 (a) lakitlakit * * * *! 

� (b) laki�lakit * * * * *

A similar ranking must hold for /p/: some markedness constraint that favours [�]

over [p] (i.e. *{KP}, *{KPT}) must outrank all BR-IDENT constraints that preserve it (i.e. 

BR-IDENT{KP}, BR-IDENT{KPT}, BR-IDENT{KPT�}).  This type of ranking has been 

invoked for similar PoA neutralizations in reduplication by Alderete et al. (1999). 

 Importantly, IO-IDENT{KPT} outranks *{KPT}.  This prevents coda neutralization 

in every environment, eliminating the candidate *[laki�laki�] from /RED-lakit/. 

 As pointed out in the preceding section, no special ranking needs to be invoked for 

base [��.  Since no PoA-markedness constraint favours any other segment over [�], base 

[�] will be faithfully copied regardless of the ranking. 

 To prevent reduplicant onsets from neutralizing to [�], an onset-specific version of 

BR-IDENT{KPT} must outrank *{K}, *{KP}, and *{KPT}.  The opposite ranking would 

produce a system in which all onsets neutralize to [�].  This is found in Nancowry and 

Tübatulabal reduplicants (see Alderete et al. 1999 for references and an analysis).  

 Figure 6.2 summarizes the ranking needed for coda neutralization. 

 Figure 6.2: Ulu Muar Malay reduplicant neutralization
      ONSET-BR-IDENT{KPT} 

   *{KP}  *{KPT} 

IDENT{KP} IDENT{KPT} IDENT{KPT�}

The dotted lines indicate a choice in a crucial ranking: at least one of *{KP} and 

*{KPT} must outrank IDENT{KP}.  There is no need to mention constraints that pertain to 

the neutralization of [k] in reduplicants: since coda /k/ never appears in bases, it will not 

appear in reduplicants regardless of the ranking. 
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• The form of the reduplicant
This discussion of Malay reduplication will conclude with an account of the 

reduplicant’s form.  This approach is based on McCarthy & Prince’s (1994, 1995) 

Generalized Template Theory, whereby reduplicant form is the result of emergent 

conditions on prosodic structure. 

McCarthy & Prince (1994, 1995) show that reduplicant size can be related to 

morphological category: large (foot-size) reduplicants are roots, while smaller (syllable-

size) ones are affixes.  Because of independent conditions that require roots to have their 

own Prosodic Word (e.g. Selkirk 1995), root reduplicants are forced to be at least a foot in 

size to satisfy minimal word requirements.  This idea is adopted here; the reader is referred 

to McCarthy & Prince (1994) for a detailed analysis along these lines (also see Urbanczyk 

1996).

The reduplicants both aim to copy the rightmost stem consonant.  This is most 

evident with the partial reduplicant in the form [ka�kawan]: the reduplicant copies the 

stem-final [n] (subsequently assimilating it).  Alderete et al. (1999), in their analysis of 

similar patterns in Nancowry, ascribe this behaviour to the constraint BR-ANCHOR-R 

(McCarthy & Prince 1995).  BR-ANCHOR-R requires the rightmost base element to have a 

correspondent in the reduplicant.  It must outrank requirements on contiguity in the base 

(BR-CONTIGUITY), otherwise the reduplicated form of [kawan] would be *[kawkawan].  

BR-ANCHOR-R must also outrank the markedness constraint NOCODA, which would favour 

*[kakawan] over [ka�kawan]. 

(16)  

 /RED+kawan/ BR-ANCHOR-R BR-CONTIG NOCODA

 (a) kawkawan *! * * 

 (b) kakawan *! *

� (c) ka�kawan  * * * 

However, reduplication of the stem-final consonant – consequently violating BR-

ANCHOR-R – is blocked when the coda is not a nasal or a stop.  This can be ascribed to an 

emergent ban on continuancy in codas, called *CODA/+CONT here (also see Zec 1988).
109

With *CODA/+CONT outranking BR-MAX, the reduplicant will copy only part of the base 

rather than having a continuant coda.  Both BR-IDENT[cont] and *CODA/+CONT must 

outrank BR-ANCHOR-R, otherwise the full reduplicant would reduplicate all consonants, 

regardless of their manner of articulation. 

This ranking only does part of the job, though: *putu�putus satisfies both 

*CODA/+CONT and BR-MAX.  To ban this candidate, the constraint BR-IDENT[cont] – 

requiring corresponding segments to agree in continuancy – must outrank BR-MAX.

109
  *CODA/+CONT can be reduced to the ranking || onset-IDENT[±continuant] » *+continuant » 

IDENT[±continuant] ||, given in §6.5.1. 
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(17)  

 /RED-putus/ *CODA/+CONT BR-IDENT[cont] BR-MAX

 (a) putusputus *! 

 (b) putu�putus  *! 

� (c) putuputus   *

Importantly, BR-MAX outranks all the PoA-markedness constraints.  The opposite 

ranking would result in deletion of non-glottal codas, not neutralization. 

• Glottals elsewhere 
As a final comment, while neutralization to glottals in codas only occurs in 

reduplicants in Malay, the present theory predicts that it could occur in any position – i.e. 

(i) codas of bases and (ii) in both onsets and codas.   

 Neutralization of all PoA distinctions to [�] in codas is extremely common –

perhaps even the commonest type of PoA neutralization.  Kashaya (Buckley 1994) 

presents an example: all plain stops debuccalize in coda position.  Debuccalization does 

not apply to stops with a secondary articulation (i.e. glottalization, aspiration).  The 

debuccalization examples are from Buckley (1994:99); page numbers for the contrasting 

non-debuccalized cases are given in brackets. 

(18) Kashaya stop debuccalization (Buckley 1994)

 (a) /t�/ → [�]

/qahmat �/ → [qahma�] ‘angry’ cf [qamat�-�] he’s angry’ (68)  

/�e�et �/ → [�e�e�] ‘basket’ cf [�e�et �-�emu] ‘that’s a basket’ (72) 

/mahsit �/ → [masi�] ‘embers’ cf [masit-
�
] ‘it’s embers’ (68) 

 (b) /t/ → [�]

/qham’ot/ → [qhabo�] ‘garter snake [qhabot-
�
] ‘it’s a garter snake’ (68) 

/sulemat/ → [sulema�] ‘rope’ cf [sulemat-
�
] ‘it’s a rope’ (68) 

 (c) /t�/ → [�]

/watat�/ → [wata�] ‘frog’ cf [watat�-�iq] ‘it must be a frog’ (73) 

/ma�t�at�/ → [maca�] ‘they’  cf [ma�t�at�-�e�mu] ‘that’s them’ (72) 

 (d) /q/ → [�]

/mihjoq/ → [mihjo�] ‘woodrat’ cf [mihjoq-�] ‘it’s a woodrat’ (69) 

/mit�ha�q/ →  [micha��] ‘sweat’ cf [mit�haq-�] ‘it’s sweat’ (69) 

In contrast to Malay, *{KPT} outranks both IO-IDENT{KPT} and IO-IDENT{KPT�}

in Kashaya, rather than BR-IDENT constraints.  As in Malay, though, onset-specific IDENT

constraints must outrank *{KPT}. 

Even more extreme than Kashaya is a language in which allows only glottals in 

onsets – i.e. neutralizes PoAs in all positions.  As mentioned above, none of the languages 

in the survey (Appendix B) does this for voiceless stops in all environments (no doubt for 

functional reasons).  However, it is attested with fricatives: a number of languages have 
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only [h] in onset position and no other fricatives (e.g. Rapanui (Easter Island), 

Kapingamarangi, Bororó Macro-Je).  Moreover, neutralization of all stops to [�] is found 

in restricted morphological environments: reduplicant onsets are neutralized to [�] in 

Tübatulabal and Nancowry (Alderete et al. 1999, and references cited therein). 

6.2.2.3 Glottal Elimination in Malay onsets 
Malay onsets contain yet another type of voiceless stop inventory: [k p t].  Notably, 

Malay onsets cannot contain [�] (Hendon 1966:31, Lapoliwa 1981:85ff).  In the present 

theory, such a situation cannot come about through the action of PoA constraints (see 

§6.4).  Instead, this section shows that an independent process – ‘Glottal Elimination’ – is 

responsible for the lack of [�].  

In §6.5, glottals are argued to be more sonorous than segments with other PoAs.  

Accordingly, the constraint *-Δμ≥{glottal} bans glottals onsets, leaving [k p t].  To recall 

from ch.2-4, -Δμ refers to the non-DTE of a mora – i.e. onset consonants.  As in ch.2§2.4.1, 

moraic non-DTEs are onset consonants, assuming that onset consonants are the dependent 

of a μ node while coda consonants are either moraic or dependents of the σ node (Hyman 

1985, Zec 1988:7). 

(19) DTEs below the syllable

σ

μ+ μ-
          

   C
-
 V

+
 C

+

    -Δμ Δμ

• Ranking
The ranking needed for Glottal Elimination depends on the means used to eliminate 

the glottals.  This section starts by identifying the neutralization ranking. 

At least two rankings must hold for glottals to be eliminated.  One involves a 

markedness constraint that favours some other segment over glottals – i.e. *-Δμ≥{glottal} –

outranking all glottal-preserving faithfulness constraints (i.e. IDENT{KPT�}). 

The other crucial ranking is that *-Δμ≥{glottal} must outrank *{KPT}.  Since 

*{KPT} favours glottals over all other segments, it would render *-Δμ≥{glottal} inactive in 

any other ranking.  This ranking will prove to have significant consequences for the 

typology of epenthesis and direction of neutralization (§6.6). 

Tableau (20) illustrates the two rankings needed for Glottal Elimination. 
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(20) Glottal Elimination

 /�a/ *-Δμ≥glottal IDENT{KPT�} *{KPT}

 (a) �a *! 

� (b) ta  * *

The tableau shows that both the rankings identified above are crucial.  If 

IDENT{KPT�} outranked *-Δμ≥glottal, [ta] would be blocked for its unfaithfulness.  If 

*{KPT} dominated *-Δμ≥glottal, [ta] would also be eliminated because it contains a 

coronal (as would [pa] and [ka]). 

 If glottals were eliminated through deletion rather than neutralization, *-Δμ≥glottal 

would outrank MAX.  Again, *-Δμ≥glottal will outrank *{KPT}, but by transitivity in this 

ranking: if *{KPT} outranked MAX all PoAs would be banned in the inventory.
110

• Promotion of coronal
Glottal Elimination effectively gives coronals ‘least marked’ status.  This means 

that the glottal-less inventories [k p t], [p t], and [t] are – in effect – harmonically complete.   

For example, Vanimo’s [p t] inventory and Tahitian’s [p t �] inventory differ only 

in that the former has no glottal stop.  In terms of the PoA constraints, then, Vanimo and 

Tahitian are not significantly different; the difference relates solely to the ranking of 

*-Δμ≥{glottal}.  Apart from that, the languages’ rankings are almost identical. 

Since glottals are eliminated in Vanimo, coronals graduate to ‘least marked’ status 

in terms of PoA.  This follows because x is less marked than y in a grammar if all 

markedness constraints that favour y over x are inactive.  Since *-Δ≥glottal favours 

coronals over glottals, no active markedness constraint favours anything over coronals.  

Since coronals are the least marked remaining element, it makes no difference how 

coronal-referring faithfulness and markedness constraints are ranked; any ranking will 

produce the same result (see §3.3).  The fact that coronals become least marked is attested 

by the fact that languages without glottals neutralize to coronal.  Examples are provided in 

§6.

In short, the only difference between inventories with glottals and those without 

them is that constraints from another scale interfere with the workings of the PoA scale in 

the latter type. 

Further discussion of the rankings needed to account for the typology of Glottal 

Elimination is given in §6.5.2.2. 

110
  It is not clear whether [�] is eliminated through deletion or neutralization in Malay.  One strategem 

suggests that it is neutralized.  Suppose there were an underlying stem-final /�/ – it would emerge faithfully 
as [�]: /ba�/→[ba�]; it could not delete because there is no ban on coda [�].  Addition of a vowel-initial affix 
would make the /�/ appear in an onset: [ba�-i].  If glottals deleted in this position (i.e. [ba-i]), one would 
expect to find sets of words that have a stem-final [�] in citation form but no consonant before vowels.  
Neither Lapoliwa nor Hendon report such words; the only ones with surface final-[�] appear with a [k] 
preceding a vowel.  Therefore, it is possible that /�/ neutralizes to [k].  For an analysis, see §6.6. 
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6.2.2.4 Harmonic completeness 
This section identifies the ranking needed to produce harmonically complete 

inventories.  As a first step, the ranking needed to neutralize /α/ to [β] is discussed. 

• Neutralizing /α/ to [β]

It is not a simple matter to ensure neutralization of /α/ to [β].  The following 

paragraphs step through the necessary and sufficient conditions, summarized (26) (also see 

McCarthy 2001b:67ff). 

To neutralize /α/ to [β], some markedness constraint M that favours [β] over [α]

must outrank all faithfulness constraints that ban the /α/→[β] mapping.  Importantly, M
must favour [β] over [α] – it cannot assign equal violations to both elements (like the 

constraint *{α,β}).

(21) Neutralization, step 1

 /α/ *{α} IDENT{α}

α *! 

� β *

The part that makes the neutralization ranking complex is ensuring that no higher-

ranked constraints prevent /α/ from neutralizing or being realized as [β].  For a start, no 

markedness constraint that favours [α] over [β] (e.g. *{β}) can outrank the neutralization-

triggering constraint (*{α} here).  Otherwise, [β] would be eliminated. 

(22) Neutralization, step 2

 /α/ *{α} *{β} IDENT{α}

α *! 

� β * *

Ensuring that /α/ neutralizes to [β] rather than some other segment requires a 

similar ranking.  For every markedness constraint m that favours some other segment [γ]

over [β], m must outrank all constraints that favour [β] over that [γ].  For example, the 

constraint *{β} bans [β] but not some other segment [γ], so a constraint that favours [β]

over [γ] – i.e. *{γ} – must outrank *{β}.

(23) Neutralization, step 3

 /α/ *{α} *{δ} *{β} IDENT{α}

α *!  

δ  *! *

� β   * *

The final step is to ensure that faithfulness constraints do not prevent /α/ from 

neutralizing to [β].  For example, suppose [α] and [δ] shared some feature value [+f] that 

[β] does not have.  If IDENT[+f] outranked *{δ}, /α/ would map to [δ], not [β], because 
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doing so would be more faithful.  Thus, *{δ} must outrank IDENT[+f].  More generally for 

every segment γ, some markedness constraint that favours [β] over [γ] must outrank every 

faithfulness constraint that prefers the /α/→[γ] mapping over the /α/→[β] map. 

(24) Neutralization, step 4a

 /α/ *{α} *{δ} IDENT[+f] *{β} IDENT{α}

α *!  

δ  *! *

� β   * * *

There is an alternative to the ranking || *{δ} » IDENT[+f] ||.  Suppose [α] and [β]

shared some feature value [+g] that [α] and [δ] do not share.  Then IDENT[+g] would 

favour the mapping /α/→[β] over /α/→[δ].  So, if IDENT[+g] (i) outranked all markedness 

constraint that favoured [δ] over [β] (i.e. *{β}) and (ii) outranked all faithfulness 

constraints that favoured the mapping /α/→[δ] over /α/→[β] (i.e. IDENT[+f]), then the 

same result would follow. 

(25) Neutralization, step 4b

 /α/ *{α} IDENT[+g] IDENT[+f] *{β} IDENT{α}

α *!  

δ  *! *

� β   * * *

In short, it is no easy matter to ensure that /α/ neutralizes to [β].  Apart from the 

basic || markedness » faithfulness || ranking to ensure neutralization in the first place (26a), 

the influence of other markedness constraints (26b,ci) and faithfulness constraints (26cii) 

must also be blocked.  The rankings laid out above are summarized in (26). 

(26) Neutralization of /α/ to [β] Ranking

 (a) || ∃M(β>α) » ∀F(α) || 

• M(β>α) is a markedness constraint that favours segment β over α
• F(α) is a faithfulness constraint that bans the /α/→[β] mapping 

 (b) There is no M(α>β) that outranks M(β>α)

 (c) For all segments γ (γ≠α,γ≠β),

 either (i) some  M(β>γ) outranks all F(α→γ, *α→β) and all M(γ>β)

 or (ii)some F(α→β, *α→γ) outranks all M(β>γ) and all F(α→γ, *α→β)

• Harmonically complete inventories: ranking
A harmonically complete inventory is one that contains some segment α and all 

less marked segments, but eliminates all segments that are more marked than α.  For 

example, the inventory [p t �] contains [p] and all less marked segments (i.e. [t �]), but no 

more marked ones (i.e. [k]). 
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Characterizing a harmonically complete inventory in ranking terms is simply a 

matter of applying the neutralization ranking in (26) in certain way.   

Suppose there is an inventory I that is harmonically complete in terms of a scale S.  

The most marked element of S in I will be called χ.  Everything that is more marked than 

χ on scale S is neutralized, so the ranking in (26) must hold for each of these S-elements.  

In contrast, everything less marked than χ and χ itself is preserved, so one of the rankings 

in (26) cannot hold for each of these elements. 

Applying the ranking in (26) in the way just described will produce a harmonically 

complete inventory.  A slightly simpler characterization of harmonically complete 

inventories (and therefore easier to apply) is offered in (27).  This focuses on the ‘primary’ 

neutralization ranking, identified in (26a).  Importantly, (27) does not replace the full set of 

conditions needed to ensure neutralization; it is only presented here to simplify exposition 

of the core rankings. 

(27) Ranking schema for harmonically complete inventories

For a scale S, an inventory I is harmonically complete in terms of S if  

(a) there is some x∈S in I, such that 

   for all z, || ∃F(x) » ∀M(z>x) || (i.e. x is not neutralized)  

and  (b) for all y∈S that are less marked than x in S, 

  for all z, || ∃F(y) » ∀M(z>y) || 

and (c) for all w∈S that are more marked than x in S, 

  for some z, || ∃M(z>w) » ∀F(w) || 

In essence, (27) applies the preservation-ranking schema iteratively: if some 

segment x is preserved, then all less marked segments are also preserved.  Since 

preservation of x comes about through having some faithfulness constraint that preserves x
outrank all markedness constraints that favour some other segment over x, then the same 

ranking must hold for all less marked elements.   

 As a final note, (27) does not take into account the difference between MAX and 

IDENT.  For discussion of how MAX relates to inventories, see §6.4.2. 

6.2.3 Summary 
The aim of this section was to show how the present theory deals with 

harmonically complete inventories.   

To summarize, to preserve any particular PoA α, some faithfulness constraint that 

preserves α must outrank all markedness constraints that favour some other PoA over α
(i.e. || ∃F(α) » ∀M(β>α) ||).  For example, to preserve /t/, IDENT{KPT} or IDENT{KPT�}

must outrank *{KPT}; the faithfulness constraints do not have to outrank *{KPT�} since 

*{KPT�} does not favour any other PoA over coronals. 

In a harmonically complete inventory, if any PoA α is preserved, then all PoAs less 

marked than α are also preserved.  So the || ∃F(α) » ∀M(β>α) || ranking applies for all 

segments less marked than α as well.  The exception is the least marked element, which 

survives no matter what the ranking (see §6.5). 
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• Theoretical essentials for harmonic completeness 
While the present theory can produce harmonically complete inventories, this does 

not set it apart from many alternative theories.  In order to produce harmonically complete 

inventories, the only requirement on a faithfulness theory is that for every PoA there is 

some faithfulness constraint that preserves it, given certain standard assumptions about 

markedness constraints (i.e. that they favour unmarked segments over marked ones). 

 For example, Prince (1998) shows that a theory with a single faithfulness constraint 

– IDENT[Place] – can produce harmonically complete inventories.  Similarly, a theory with 

‘unmarked’ faithfulness constraints (e.g. IDENT{�}, IDENT{T�}, IDENT{PT�},

IDENT{KPT�}) can do the same job.

Similarly, a theory with constraints in a fixed ranking || IDENT{K} » IDENT{P} » 

IDENT{T} || will achieve the same result.  For example, for Malay [p t �] coda, the ranking 

|| *K » IDENT{K} » IDENT{P} » IDENT{T}, *P » *T || will produce the right results: /k/ will 

be eliminated by virtue of the ranking || *K » IDENT{K} ||, while /p/ and /t/ will be 

preserved by having IDENT{P} outrank *P and IDENT{T} outrank *T. 

 Thus harmonically complete inventories do not provide any evidence for the 

marked faithfulness theory.  However, showing how the marked-faithfulness constraints 

produce harmonically complete inventories is a necessary step towards explaining how 

Gapped inventories work. 

 On the other hand, some theories can only produce harmonically complete 

inventories.  The next section shows that such theories – unlike the marked-faithfulness 

theory – are empirically inadequate. 

6.3 Gapped inventories
A ‘gapped’ inventory is one that contains the least marked scale member and 

highly marked elements, but not those of intermediate markedness (the term ‘gapped’ is 

from Prince 1999).  For example, the inventory of voiceless stops found in the Polynesian 

language Hawaiian has [k p �], but no [t] (Pukui & Elbert 1979).  Here, the least marked 

[�] and highly marked [p] and [k] are present, but the intermediately marked [t] is missing.   

 Prince (1998) showed that a theory with marked-faithfulness constraints can 

produce gapped inventories.  This section extends this observation, showing that analysis 

of gapped inventories requires marked-faithfulness constraints: no other constraint types 

can produce gapped inventories, given current theories of CON and EVAL.  Thus, the 

existence of gapped inventories provides support for the present theory. 

 A number of theories of inventory structure have claimed that gapped inventories 

do not exist (e.g. Jakobson 1941, Prince & Smolensky 1993, Prince 1998).  Counter to this 

claim, §6.3.1 identifies cases of gapped inventories and introduces the main example used 

in this section: the coda inventory [k p �] found in Yamphu (Rutgers 1998). 

 Section 6.3.2 identifies the ranking needed for gapped inventories.  Marked-

faithfulness constraints are shown to play a crucial role in this ranking. 

 Section 6.3.3 discusses other gapped inventories focusing on [k t �], found in the 

Uralic language Nganasan’s codas (Helimski 1998). 
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 Section 6.3.4 shows why the marked-faithfulness approach works, and why 

alternatives cannot produce gapped inventories.  

 Section 6.3.5 summarizes the findings in this section. 

6.3.1 Description 
Gapped PoA inventories are one of [K P �], [K T �], [K �], [P �], or [K T].  All of 

these inventories lack an element of intermediate markedness (T and/or P), but have a 

highly marked element (K and/or P), and the least marked element (�, or T by virtue of 

Glottal Elimination).   

Table 6.6 identifies gapped inventories for voiceless stops.  For further examples 

and for other manners of articulation, see Appendix A.  The languages listed under ‘Coda 

Inventory’ have the missing element(s) in onset position (e.g. Nambiquara has a [p] in 

onset position, and Fuzhou has [k p t] in onsets). 

 Table 6.6: Gapped voiceless stop inventories

 k p t � Coda Inventory Onset Inventory 
� � � Cockney English Hawaiian 

� � � Nambiquara Ayutla Mixtec, Arabic 

� � Nganasan - 

� � Fuzhou - 

� �  Mordvin Japanese (Yamato & Sino-Japanese strata)

I was unable to find languages with the onset inventories [k �] and [p �].  However, 

coda inventories with the form [k �] and [p �] exist.  I consider these to be accidental gaps. 

 The primary empirical focus in this section will be on the gapped [k p �] inventory.  

There are several reasons for choosing this inventory.  One is that the gap – [t] – is 

unambiguously less marked than [k] and [p] (see §6 and ch.5 for discussion).  Thus, [k p �]

is clearly an inventory that has highly marked elements but no intermediate-marked 

element.  In other words, the only crucial part of the PoA scale assumed here is that labials 

and dorsals are both more marked than coronals; the ranking between labials and dorsals is 

irrelevant.

• Attestation
The gapped [k p �] inventory is found in onsets in the Polynesian languages 

Hawaiian, Luangiua, and colloquial Samoan (Pukui & Elbert 1979; Salmond 1974; 

Marsack 1962, Mosel & Hovdhaugen 1992 resp.).
111

  Outside Polynesia, the same 

inventory is found in two dialects of the Athapaskan language Chipewyan – Yellowknife 

(Haas 1968) and Fort Resolution (Rice 1978) (cf Fort Chipewyan Chipewyan – Li 1946, 

111
  The lack of [t] in Samoan and Luangiua is an independent development from Hawaiian; the languages are 

in entirely different subgroups (Clark 1976).  The lack of [t] cannot be ascribed to physiological impairment 
(as was the lack of labials in Tlingit by Jakobson (1941:357-8)): this would not be able to explain why [t] 
exists in Formal Samoan and that speakers can switch between the two registers. 
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ch8§8.4), and the Southern Athapaskan languages Kiowa-Apache, Jicarilla, and Lipan 

(Haas 1968).   

The [k p �� inventory is found in codas in Yamphu (Rutgers 1998), Refugee 

Tibetan (Meredith 1990), and Chaoyang (Yip 1994).
112

  Several English dialects also have 

this inventory, with Cockney English being particularly well documented (Sivertson 1960). 

 As an example, Cockney English has neutralization of PoA distinctions in codas.  

Specifically, /t/ neutralizes to [�] in this position, as shown in (28).  The column on the left 

shows the underlying form, the second column shows that /t/ neutralizes to [�] in codas, 

and the third column gives evidence that /t/ is the underlying consonant. 

(28) Cockney Coda neutralization (Sivertsen 1960)

 /n�t/ [n��] ‘not’ cf [n�.t��] ‘not it’ (p.111)

 /k�t/ [k��] ‘cut’ cf [k�.t��] ‘cut it’  (p.110)

 /stæ�t/ [stæ���] ‘state’ cf [�.stæ��tj��r��] ‘the state you’re in’ (p.126)

In contrast, the highly marked /p/ and /k/ do not neutralize: [br�k] ‘brick’, *[br��];

[�p] ‘up’, *[��].  The output of Cockney neutralization is therefore a gapped coda 

inventory [k p �]: it contains the least marked element [�] and the highly marked [k] and 

[p], but lacks an element with intermediate markedness: [t]. 

Gapped coda inventories are especially important.  It is crucial to show that gapped 

inventories come about through place neutralization rather than some other incidental 

process (e.g. lenition – see §5).  Onset inventories are often uninformative in this regard 

since they typically do not show alternations.  However, both Cockney English and 

Yamphu codas provide alternations: PoA neutralization clearly drives the elimination of 

[t], as it debuccalizes to [�], just like Malay /k/. 

6.3.1.1 Yamphu 
The Nepalese language Yamphu provides a particularly clear case of a gapped 

[k p �] inventory (Rutgers 1998).  Yamphu onsets can contain any of the consonants in 

Table 6.7. 

112
  Yip (1994) argues that coda [�] “is not a segment, but a feature of the entire morpheme”.  [�] behaves 

distinctly from other stop codas: it does not contribute to weight, so [CVG�� (G is a glide) syllables are 
permissible, while *[CVG{p,k}] syllables are not.  Even if [�] is a feature, it is still possible that /t/ 
neutralizes to it, thus accounting for the gap in Chaoyang codas. 
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 Table 6.7: Yamphu onset consonants

  labial coronal velar glottal

 p t ts k ��
 p

h
 t

h
 ts

h
 k

hstops

(b)

 fricatives s � h

 nasals m n ��
 liquids r �
 glides w j

The stops are voiced intervocalically and post-nasally, and are voiceless 

elsewhere.
113

  Syllables have the form (C1)(C2)V(�)(C).  Simple onsets can contain any of 

the consonants in Table 6.7 (except /�/ is marginal).  In complex onsets, C1 can be a stop, 

fricative, or nasal; C2 may be the trill [r], flap [�], or glide [w].   

• Elimination of coronals
Of the stops, only [k p �] appear in codas.  The coronal [t] can only appear in 

medial codas when it is part of a geminate: i.e. [t�], [t�h], [t�s], [t�sh]; this point will be 

discussed below.  The ban on coronals runs throughout all manners of articulation: [n] is 

banned except before a homorganic consonant, and final [s] and [r] are also prohibited.  

The stops will be the focus of this section since they provide the most PoA contrasts (see 

§6.6.1).

There is abundant evidence that /t/ is eliminated in coda position through 

neutralization to [�] (i.e. debuccalization).  The evidence for /t/→[���is laid out in (29).  

The leftmost column shows the debuccalized form; debuccalization is found before all 

consonant-initial suffixes and word-finally, although only the infinitive suffix [ma] is 

given here for consistency’s sake. 

 The final column provides evidence for the underlying form, consisting of the root 

plus a vowel-initial suffix (the root is underlined).  Stops voice intervocalically, so /t/ 

surfaces as [d] in vowel-initial position (cf [thep-ma] ‘to hit the top’, [theb-u-�]; [sak] 

‘hunger’ cf [sæ�-æ]).  Some verbs have a final geminate /t�/ underlyingly; the geminate 

still debuccalizes before a consonant, but emerges faithfully before a vowel (e.g. /khit�-ma/

→ [khi�ma], cf [ja�-�hit�-u�]).  All data comes from Rutgers (1998:524-598).114

113
  The only exception is /b/, which appears word-initially in a small number of words (p.18). 

114
  For many more final-/t/ roots, see Rutgers (1998) – Rutgers helpfully provides underlying forms for all 

roots. 
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(29) Yamphu coda PoA neutralization

 (a) /t/→[�]

 [hæ��-ma] ‘to bite’ [hæd-u-�] ‘I nibbled at’ 

 [k
h
æ�-ma] ‘to recede’ [he�-�h

ad-a] ‘the dryness receded’ 

 [tri�-ma] ‘contrary’ [kap-trid-u] ‘he has (unexpectedly)’ 

 [le�-ma] ‘to be brief’ [k
h
æ�-led-e] ‘go briefly’ 

 [k
h
i�-ma] ‘to bring’ [ja�-�h

it�-u-�] ‘I brought it for him’ 

 [me�-ma] ‘to allow’ [ram-met�-a-mi] ‘they made me walk’ 

 [pe�-ma] ‘important’ [ri��-æm-bet�-e] ‘spread it (important)’

 [p
h
æ��-ma] ‘recessive’ [la�-bh

æt�-e] ‘take it away’ 

 [si�-ma] ‘to hit’ [sit�-a] ‘hit+past’, [sit�-i�] ‘hit+exp.’ 

 (b) /p/→[p] 

 [k
h
ap] ‘language’ 

 [tsop] ‘everybody, all’ 

 [opta�] ‘head scarf’ 

 [kep-k
h
ad-i] ‘Let’s go sticking’ 

 [wapsa] ‘chick’ 

 [kep-ma] ‘stick + infinitive’ 

 [replo�] ‘peeling of the skin’ 

 (c) /k/→[k] 

 [æ�lik] ‘bendy’ 

 [k
h
a�k-pa] ‘scrape one’s throat + perform act’ 

 [aktok] ‘like that’ 

 [tsiktsi�] ‘nasty, repugnant’ 

 [tsuksum] ‘six days ago’ 

 [k
h
a�k-ma] ‘scrape one’s throat + infinitive’ 

 [imakna] ‘what-do-you-call-it?’ 

 [akja�wa] ‘buttocks’ 

 (d) /�/→[�]

 [�ok-ma]  ‘find+infin.’ (cf [tok-ma] ‘open+infin.’) 

 [ji�w-æ�-m�] ‘river-possessive-down’ (cf [kani�-æ�æ] ‘we-poss.’)
115

 [asi�] ‘previously’ (cf [asi.�-em-ba] ‘before’) 

 [ædæ�-wa] ‘a little’ (cf variant [ædæ�-a]) 

 [e�e�-�æræ�] ‘on this side’ (cf variant [e�e�-æræ�]) 

 [lo�-wæ] ‘leech’ (cf [lo�-æ] variant) 

There is also evidence from nouns that /t/ debuccalizes to [�] word-finally: [nam�i�]

‘daughter-in-law’ cf [nam�id-æ�] {instrumental/ergative}. 

Although only the infinitive –ma is used in the data in (a) above, [�] appears before 

all sonorant-initial suffixes, as shown in (30). 

115
  The possessive has a number of phonologically conditioned allomorphs.  Its basic form is /æ�æ/, but the 

final vowel is lost before consonants.  For other alternations, see Rutgers (1998:65ff). 
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(30) Debuccalization of /t/ before other suffixes

[t
h
e�-na] ‘I lifted you’ 

[t
h
e�-nim�a] ‘we lifted you’ 

[t
h
e�-mini] ‘I did not lift them’ 

[t
h
e�-�ani] ‘you did not lift me’ 

 cf  [t
h
ed-u�] ‘I (dual) lifted you’,  

[t
h
ed-adzu�] ‘I (dual) lifted him’  

[t
h
ed-a] ‘you lifted me’ 

[t
h
ed-u] ‘you lifted him’ 

[t
h
ed-ami] ‘they lifted me’ 

To complete the description, /t/ does not debuccalize before obstruents; it 

assimilates instead: /pit-k
h
ad-a/ → [pik�hada] ‘it started boiling’ (p.42), /læ�t-pe-ma/ →

[læ�p�ema] ‘to do’ (p.43).  Underlying glottals also geminate: /ham-be�-te/ → [hambet�e]

‘where?’, /ha�o-no�-so/ → [ha�onos�o] ‘even only now’ (p.43).  Geminate glottals are 

banned, so codas delete before glottals rather than debuccalize: /t
h
et-�en�a/ → [t

h
e�en�a], 

*[t
h
e��en�a] ‘I lift’ (p.605).  An account of pre-glottal deletion will be provided below. 

6.3.2 Ranking 
A gapped inventory comes about through the action of faithfulness constraints that 

preserve marked features without preserving less marked elements.   

In the Yamphu case, the labial [p] and dorsal [k] are preserved by ranking some 

constraint that preserves both over all markedness constraints that ban them in favour of 

another segment.  Anticipating further developments, the ranking needed has IDENT{KP} 

over *{K}, *{KP}, and *{KPT}.  The example in tableau (31) is [tsiptsok] ‘marshy, 

soggy’. 

(31) Preservation of the marked

 /tsiptsok/ IDENT{KP} *{K} *{KP} *{KPT} 

� (a) tsiptsok  * * * * * * * 

 (b) tsi�tsok� *! * * * * * 

 (c) tsiptso�� *! * * * * 

 (d) tsi�tso�� * *! * * 

• Neutralizing /t/ 

As shown in §6.2, to neutralize /t/ to [�] some markedness constraint against [t] 

must outrank all faithfulness constraints that preserve it: i.e. || *{KPT} » IDENT{KPT},

IDENT{KPT�} ||.  The example used below is /nam�it/ ‘daughter-in-law’, which surfaces as 

[nam�i�] (cf [nam�id-æ�] {instrumental, ergative}). 
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(32) Neutralization of the unmarked

 /nam�i�/ *{KPT} IDENT{KPT} IDENT{KPT�}

 (a) nam�it� *!

� (b) nam�i�� * *

As with Malay, /t/ is blocked from neutralizing in onsets by an onset-specific IDENT

constraint: either onset-IDENT{KPT} or onset-IDENT{KPT�} outranks *{KPT}.  The 

opposite ranking would produce neutralization in all environments, as in Hawaiian and 

Yellowknife Chipewyan. 

Importantly, the two sets of rankings just identified are compatible – they contain 

no contradictions.  Figure 6.3 graphically illustrates this point. 

 Figure 6.3: Yamphu’s gapped [k p �] coda inventory ranking
IDENT{KP}  onset-IDENT{KPT}

  *{K}  *{KP}  *{KPT} 

IDENT{KPT} IDENT{KPT�}

Tableau (33) illustrates Figure 6.3 with the word [sok-sæ�] ‘squeeze+pull’, from 

/sok+sæt/.  

(33) Marked preservation with unmarked neutralization

 /sok+sæt/ IDENT{KP} *{KPT} IDENT{KPT} 

 (a) soksæt�  * *! 

� (b) soksæ�  * *

 (c) so�sæ� *! * * 

 (d) so�sæt *! * *

Candidates (c) and (d) go too far in neutralizing [k], thereby fatally violating 

IDENT{KP}.  Of the /k/-preserving candidates, (b) minimizes violations of *{KPT} by 

neutralizing /t/ to [�].  The result is a coda inventory with [k p] and [�], but no [t]. 

 One final ranking is crucial in ensuring that /t/ neutralizes to [�]: all constraints that 

favour coronals over glottals must be dominated by *{KPT}.  Most importantly, this 

includes the sonority-based Glottal Elimination constraint *-Δ≥{glottal}.  The opposite 

ranking will prevent /t/ from neutralizing to [�], as shown in tableau (34) (also see §6.4, 

§6.6.3).
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(34)  

 /nam�it/ *{KPT} *-Δ≥{glottal} 

 (a) nam�it� *!

� (b) nam�i� *

• Medial assimilation
To complete the account of Yamphu neutralization, something must be said about 

the behavior of coda [t] before stops and its appearance in geminates.  As pointed out 

above, underlying /t/ does not turn into a [�] before stops, it assimilates instead: /pit-k
h
at-a/ 

→ [pik�hada] ‘it started boiling’, *[pi�k
h
ada] (p.42), /læ�t-pe-ma/ → [læ�p�ema] ‘to do’ 

(p.43).  Similarly, underlying geminates remain faithful: e.g. [sit�-a] ‘hit+past’, *[si�ta]. 

 This pattern is common in cases of neutralization: assimilation pre-empts 

neutralization medially, so that it is only seen in word-final codas or in environments 

where assimilation is blocked (e.g. before sonorants).  An account of this particular case of 

gemination is provided in ch.7:§3.2.  I will briefly summarize the account here. 

 Assimilation beats neutralization in medial codas because a constraint banning 

heterorganic stop clusters – called ASSIM here (see ch.7 for discussion) – outranks the 

markedness constraint *{KPT}.   

(35) Assimilation beats neutralization in Yamphu

 /læ�t-pe-ma/ ASSIM *{KPT} IDENT{KPT} 

 (a) læ�tpema *! * * 

� (b) læ�p�ema  * *

 (c) læ��pema *! * *

The constraint ASSIM bans all stop clusters that disagree in PoA: this includes both 

[tp] in (a) and [�p] in (c).  At this point, the only remaining candidate is (b), even though it 

has a labial in coda position.  Candidate (b) incurs one violation of *{KPT} as the 

geminate contains a single root node; nothing hinges on this point. 

 Crucially, ASSIM does not require stop+sonorant clusters to agree in PoA, so 

/læ�t-ma/ will be realized as [læ��ma] since it does not violate ASSIM.  In addition, ASSIM

obviously cannot affect word-final consonants: /nam�it/→[nam�i�]. 

 The ranking in (35) predicts that [�]+stop clusters will be avoided generally in 

Yamphu: since ASSIM bans [�+stop] clusters and it outranks IDENT{KPT�}, glottal stops 

cannot be retained before stops.  This is the correct prediction: underlying glottals also 

geminate (e.g. /ham-be�-te/ → [hambet�e] ‘where?’.  

 The final issue relates to the lack of assimilation of dorsals and labials: [kep-k
h
ad-i]

‘let’s go sticking’, *[kek�hadi]; [aktok], *[at�ok].  Chapter 7 shows that this is unremarkable 

behavior: labials and dorsals can be prevented from assimilating by IDENT{KP}; thus, 

IDENT{KP} outranks ASSIM.
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(36)

 /ak1t2ok/ IDENT{KP} ASSIM

� (a) ak1t2ok *

 (b) at�1,2ok *! 

Before moving on to generalize the result presented for Yamphu (§6.3.3), the 

ranking needed for gapped inventories with Glottal Elimination will be identified. 

6.3.2.1 Glottal Elimination and gapped inventories
A gapped inventory with glottal elimination is one that lacks a labial and a glottal: 

i.e. [k t], [x s], [� n].
116

  For example, Gilbertese has only [k t] in onsets (cf Ayutla Mixtec, 

with [k t �] in onsets).  Mordvin only allows [k t] in codas, but has [p] in onsets.  

Nunggubuyu also presents a good case of the [k t] type in codas: while onsets have dorsals, 

labials, and coronals [k p c � t � t], codas can only contain dorsals and coronals: e.g. [ninik] 

‘soft’, [wu�pa] ‘cocky-apple’, [watpar] ‘grevillea’, [pacpara] ‘mat’ (Heath 1984:23); 

unfortunately, there are no alternations to show what happens to underlying /p/.  The same 

is true of Hixkaryana (Derbyshire 1985:177, 179).117

For voiceless fricatives, there are a number of languages that ban [f] but have [x] 

and [s] (Yuma, Mansi, Atayal, Mataco-Noctenes).  For nasals, Cayapa has [� m n �] in 

onsets, but only allows [� n] in codas. 

• A gapped Cantonese secret language
An interesting case that illustrates a gapped glottal-less inventory for both stops and 

nasals is found in reduplicant codas in a Cantonese secret language (Chao 1931, Yip 

1982:656, Trigo 1988:54).  

Cantonese has the stops [p t t� k kw] and nasals [m n �], of which all but [t�] and 

[kw] can appear in coda position.118  The secret language involves reduplication of the base 

with a number of attendant changes, exemplified by /kat/→[lat-kit].  The reduplicant’s 

vowel is neutralized to [i] and the base’s initial consonant is replaced with [l].  Of present 

interest is the fact that the reduplicant’s coda undergoes neutralization: /p/ is realized as [t] 

and /m/ as [n].  Notably, [k] and [�] do not undergo neutralization, resulting in a gapped 

reduplicant coda inventory of [k t] and [� n].119  The data is from Yip (1982:656); no 

glosses were given.120

116
  These particular examples are based on the proposal that dorsals are more marked than labials.  

Nevertheless, the argument stands even if the opposite holds since there are languages with [p t (�)] and no 
[k], as shown in §6.2 (i.e. Malay). 
117

  Some dialects of Hixkaryana are reported to debuccalize [k t] codas to [�].
118

  Onset consonants are [p t t� k k
w
 m n � f s h l j w] and coda consonants are [p t k m n � j w] (Kao 

1971:59). 
119  A minimally contrasting case is found in a Taiwanese secret language (Trigo 1988:54): both labials and 
dorsals undergo neutralization in reduplicants: [laptsit] ‘ten’, [liamtin] ‘tired’, [lakpit] ‘north’, [h��hin]
‘wind’.   
120  Yip does not cite any cases of a vowel-final root.  This is important to show that the reduplicant’s coda is 
not a prespecified coronal consonant.  However, an almost identical Taiwanese language game shows the 
same pattern: vowel-final roots end up without a coda in the reduplicant: /a/ → [la i], *[la it].
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 (37) Cantonese Secret Language: Coda [k t], [� n]

 (a) /t, n/ → [t, n] 

  /kat/ → [lat-kit]

  /t�an/  → [lan-t�in]

 (b) /p, m/ → [t, n] 

  /�ap/ → [lap-�it]

  /t’im/ → [lim-t’in]

 (c) /k, �/ → [k, �]

  /t��k/ → [l�k-t�ik]

  /fu�/ → [lu�-fi�]

The focus here is coda neutralization, so this will be the primary focus of the 

following discussion.   

 To force neutralization of labials, a markedness constraint that bans them (*{KP}) 

must outrank all relevant faithfulness constraints.  As with Malay reduplication, the 

faithfulness constraints refer to the reduplicant: i.e. BR-IDENT{KP} and BR-IDENT{KPT}.  

For prior analyses that employ BR-IDENT constraints along the same lines, see Alderete et 

al. (1999)’s analyses of Tübatulabal and Nancowry. 

The fact that labials are kept in onsets and the base indicates that *{KP} is 

dominated by relevant IO and onset faithfulness constraints: e.g. IO-IDENT{KP}.   

(38) Reduplicant coda neutralization in Cantonese

 /tsap-RED/ IO-IDENT{KP} *{KP} BR-IDENT{KP} BR-IDENT{KPT}

 (a) lap tsip  * *! 

� (b) lap tsit  * * *

 (c) lat tsit *! 

Since dorsals are blocked from assimilating, some dorsal-preserving constraint 

must outrank all markedness constraints that ban dorsals.  The only dorsal-faithfulness 

constraint available is IDENT{K} – this must outrank all markedness constraints, since all 

mention dorsals.

(39) Gapping in Cantonese reduplicants

 /pak-RED/ BR-IDENT{K} *{KP} BR-IDENT{KPT}

� (a) lak pik  * * *! 

 (b) lak pit *! * * *

The final aspect of this part of the analysis is the ranking needed to eliminate 

glottals.  Since [�] and [h] are banned in codas, *-Δσ≥glottal must outrank all glottal-

preserving constraints IDENT{KPT�} and *{KPT}, as established above. 

In short, the [k t] gapped inventory is produced by the rankings in Figure 6.4. 
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 Figure 6.4: Cantonese gapped [k t] coda ranking
  BR-IDENT{K}   

 *{K}  *{KP}     *-Δσ≥glottal 

 BR-IDENT{KP} BR-IDENT{KPT} BR-IDENT{KPT�} *{KPT} 

Several issues remain for this pattern.  One major one is fixed segmentism: the 

reduplicant’s vowel is always [i] and the initial consonant of the base is [l].  For recent 

analyses of fixed segmentism, see Alderete et al. (1999); Yip (2000) provides an analysis 

of a closely related dialect.  Since this issue is tangential to the main point, it will not be 

discussed further here. 

6.3.2.2 Ranking schema 
To generalize the result of the preceding two sections, a gapped inventory is one in 

which a less marked element is neutralized but a more marked element is not.   

Suppose there is an inventory I that is gapped in terms of a scale S.  Therefore, 

there must be some S-element α that is neutralized – i.e. the rankings in (26) hold for /α/.

There must also be some S-element β which is more marked than /α/, but is preserved.  

Therefore, some ranking in (26) does not hold for /β/.

A slightly simpler characterization of gapped inventories is offered in (40).  This 

focuses on the ‘primary’ neutralization ranking, identified in (26a).  Importantly, (40) does 

not replace the full set of conditions needed to ensure neutralization; it is only presented 

here tosimplify exposition of the core rankings. 

The constraint form M(α>β) is a markedness constraint that favours α over β; F(α)

is a faithfulness constraint that preserves α.

(40) Gapped inventory ranking schema

For some scale S, 

inventory I is gapped in terms of S if 

(a) there is some x∈S such that  

for some z || ∃M(z>x) » ∀F(x) || 

and  (b) some y∈S s.t.

(i) || ∃F(y) » ∀M(w>y) || 

 and (ii) y is more marked than x in S. 

Condition (40a) produces neutralization of scale element /x/: some markedness 

constraint that disfavours [x] outranks all /x/-preserving faithfulness constraints.  In 
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contrast, there is some more marked element /y/ for which the opposite holds: some 

faithfulness constraint F(y) prevents /y/ from neutralizing. 

For example, Yamphu /t/ satisfies condition (40a): || *{KPT} » IDENT{KPT}, 

IDENT{KPT�} ||.  The more marked /p/ satisfies condition (40b): || IDENT{KP} » *{KP}, 

*{KPT} ||. 

6.3.3 Other gapped inventories
 This section aims to show how the general result identified in the previous section 

can be extended to other gapped inventories.   

The primary case discussed is Nganasan’s coda inventory of [p �].  This inventory 

is gapped like Yamphu’s in that it lacks /t/, but it is similar to Malay’s in lacking a [k]. 

6.3.3.1 Nganasan 
 Nganasan has the consonants listed in Table 6.8, from  Helimski (1998) and Olga 

Vaysman (p.c.). 

 Table 6.8: Nganasan Consonants

  labial coronal palatal dorsal glottal 

 p t c k �
stops

b d � �
s �� h

fricatives
��  �

 nasals m n � �
 liquids l  r �

Syllables have the shape CV(V)(C).  Rimes may contain a diphthong or a long 

vowel.

 Codas can only contain a proper subset of the consonants in Table 6.8 (Helimski 

1998:484).  Of the sonorants, codas can contain nasals homorganic to the following 

consonant and the coronal liquids.  Of present interest is the obstruent coda inventory: only 

[p] and [�] are permitted.  Helimski (1998) reports that the obstruents /t k s/ all 

demonstrably neutralize to [�]; there are no clear alternations for the other obstruents 

(Helimski 1998:489).  Examples for neutralization of coronals are provided in (41a), and 

for non-neutralization of labials in (41b).
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(41) Nganasan coda neutralization

 (a) /t, d/ → [�]

 /mat/  → [ma�] ‘house’, cf [ma�-] {genitive} 

 /ko�a�a-t/  → [ko�a�a-�] ‘kill {3p}’, cf [ko�a�a-�-u�] {3pl+object} 

 /kubu-t/  → [kubu-�] ‘skin + {predic.}’, cf [kubu-t-u�] {3pl + indic.}’ 

 /kotu-t/ → [ko���] ‘kill+imper.pres.2sg’, cf [ko	�-�-]

 /�inti-t/ → [�indi-�] ‘aux. negative + 3pl.’, [�inti-�-i�]

(b) /p, b/ → [p] 

  [�erpt�]   ‘first’ 

  [tapkt]   ‘from there’ 

  [ko�upsu�m]  ‘kill {debitive, 1sg.}’ 

  [ku!ymu niptia]  ‘man or woman’ 

  [koturuptu�u!-]  base for ‘continuously cause someone to kill’ 

• Analysis
The interesting aspect of Nganasan is that it not only eliminates [t] in codas, but [k] 

as well.  Thus, it is a cross between Yamphu and Malay. 

As in Yamphu, coda /t/ can be neutralized to [�] through the ranking || *{KPT} » 

IDENT{KPT}, IDENT{KPT�} ||, shown in tableau (42).  As in Yamphu, onset neutralization 

is blocked by a constraint on onset preservation: onset-IDENT{KPT}.

(42) Elimination of /t/

 /kotu-t/ *{KPT} IDENT{KPT} IDENT{KPT�}

 (a) ko�ut * * *! 

� (b) ko�u� * * * *

Again, /p/ can be preserved through the action of the faithfulness constraint 

IDENT{KP}; this must outrank all constraints that ban [p] – i.e. *{KP} and *{KPT}. 

(43) Preservation of /p/

 /tapkt/ IDENT{KP} *{KPT} *{KP} 

� (a) tapkt * * * * * * 

 (b) ta�kt *! * * * *

So far, nothing is different from the Yamphu ranking.  However, the final analytic 

step is to neutralize /k/, setting Nganasan apart from Yamphu. 

 There is only one markedness constraint left that can be used to eliminate dorsals – 

*{K}.  *{K} must outrank all faithfulness constraints that preserve dorsals – i.e. all 

faithfulness constraints.  Since the other dorsal-eliminating constraints *{KP} and *{KPT} 

are already outranked by some faithfulness constraint, they cannot be used here. 
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(44) Neutralization of /k/

 /pikt/ *{K} IDENT{K} IDENT{KP} 

 (a) pikt *! 

� (b) pi�t * *

Figure 6.5 summarizes the Nganasan ranking. 

 Figure 6.5: Nganasan’s gapped [p �] coda inventory ranking

  onset-IDENT{KPT}

   *{K} 

     IDENT{K}    IDENT{KP} 

     *{KP}  *{KPT} 

      IDENT{KPT}  IDENT{KPT�}

In short, Nganasan shows that the rankings used to produce gapped inventories and to 

eliminate highly marked elements are compatible.   

6.3.4 The essentials of gapping 
The preceding sections have shown how gapping works under the present theory.  

This section is devoted to showing that the present theory is successful because it has 

marked-faithfulness constraints.  In other words, the aim of this section is to show why 

marked-faithfulness constraints offer the only possible account of gapped inventories. 

Although §6.3.2 showed that the present theory can produce gapped inventories, it 

did not explicitly demonstrate that the reason for this was the marked faithfulness 

constraints.  This section considers alternative faithfulness theories; it shows that there 

must be constraints that exclusively preserve marked elements. 

• IDENT[Place] 

The need for marked-faithfulness constraints can be illustrated by a theory without 

them.  For example, Prince (1998) entertains the hypothesis that only one PoA-faithfulness 

constraint exists.
121

  The faithfulness constraint IDENT[Place] preserves all PoAs equally. 

121
  Prince & Smolensky (1993:ch.9§2) arrive at the same conclusion, though in terms of the Parse-Fill 

theory, not correspondence. 
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 Prince (1997c, 1998) shows that the IDENT[Place] theory cannot produce gapped 

inventories (also see Prince & Smolensky 1993:ch.9).  I will expand on this point here. 

 To produce an inventory like Hawaiian’s [k p �], the fact that /k/ and /p/ are 

retained can only be accounted for by ranking IDENT[Place] above all markedness 

constraints that ban [k] and [p] (i.e. *{K}, *{KP}, *{KPT}).   

However, all markedness constraints that ban [t] also ban [k] and [p], and no 

faithfulness constraint preserves [k] and [p] without also preserving [t].  Therefore, there is 

no way to neutralize /t/. 

(45) The need for marked faithfulness

 /taka/ IDENT[Place] *{K} *{KP} *{KPT} 

� (a) taka  * * * * 

 (b) �aka *! * *

 (c) �a�a * *! 

For /t/ to be eliminated, *{KPT} would have to outrank IDENT[Place].  However, 

this would also incorrectly eliminate /p/ and /k/. 

 This result does not depend on the markedness theory assumed.  Even with a fixed 

ranking theory || *K » *P » *T » *� ||, the result is the same.  To ban /t/, IDENT[Place] must 

be outranked by *T, but this then implies that /k/ will also neutralize. 

 The same problem arises with faithfulness theories that have several different 

faithfulness constraints where none specifically preserve marked PoAs.  For example, a 

theory with ‘unmarked’ faithfulness constraints (IDENT{�}, IDENT{T�}, IDENT{�TP}, 

IDENT{�TPK}) comes up against the same problem.  For /t/ to neutralize, *{KPT} must 

outrank IDENT{T�}, IDENT{�TP}, IDENT{�TPK}; this ranking will also force neutralization 

of /k/, though. 

 Thus, IDENT{KP} is essential in producing a [k p �] inventory; analogously, 

IDENT{K} is necessary to produce [k t (�)] inventories. 

• The Markedness Alternative
To show that the reasoning above is correct, it is also necessary to eliminate 

markedness-based alternatives.  Without marked-faithfulness constraints, the only 

alternative is to rely on a markedness constraint to produce the right results.  To eliminate 

[t] using a markedness constraint without eliminating any more marked element would 

require a markedness constraint that assigns a violation to [t] but not to [k p] – i.e. *{T}.  

With the ranking, || *{T} » IDENT[Place] » M(k,p) ||, where M(k,p) is the set of markedness 

constraints that ban {KP}, only /t/ would be neutralized.
122

Such an approach has obvious flaws.  The constraint *{T} eliminates the 

markedness relations between PoA: under the ranking || *{T} » *{KP} ||, coronals are 

more marked than labials and dorsals.  This raises significant problems for direction of 

neutralization: the ranking || *{T} » *{KP}, *{K} || predicts a language in which all 

122
  As shown by the ranking, *{T} is not in a fixed ranking with other PoA constraints.  So, this type of 

theory is only one in which *{T} may dominate *{K} and *{P}. 
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coronals neutralize to labials in codas.  Such languages do not exist: neutralization always 

proceeds towards the unmarked end of the scale, meaning that coronals cannot neutralize 

to the more marked labial PoA (§6).  Tableau (46) shows that *{T} produces such a 

situation.  This language also has Glottal Elimination. 

(46) No M(k∨p > t)

 /at/ *{T} IDENT[Place] *{K} 

 (a) at *! 

� (b) ap  *  

 (c) ak  * *! 

In short, a markedness-based approach to gapped inventories is doomed to failure – 

it requires markedness constraints that invert the markedness relations between scale 

elements.  Since there is no markedness account of gapped inventories, faithfulness 

constraints bear the entire burden of accounting for their properties.  A marked-faithfulness 

analysis therefore offers the only possible explanation of gapped inventories. 

To summarize the reasoning presented above: 

(a) As shown in (26), in order to preserve a PoA x, some faithfulness constraint that 

preserves x outranks all markedness constraints that disfavour x: || ∃F(x) » ∀M(y>x) ||.   

 (b) The PoA-markedness constraints have the property that if y is less marked than 

x, then all markedness constraints that ban x also ban y.
123

  So,  || ∃F(x) » ∀M(x), ∀M(y) ||. 

 (c) Now, suppose there were no marked faithfulness constraints.  This means that 

there are no faithfulness constraints that exclusively preserve more marked elements.  So, 

for all F(x), F(x) must also preserve all less marked elements y.  Therefore, the final 

ranking is || ∃F(x,y) » ∀M(x), ∀M(y) ||.   

 (d) From this ranking, since some faithfulness constraint that preserves y (i.e. 

F(x,y)) outranks all markedness constraints against y (i.e. M(y)), then [y] cannot be 

eliminated.  Thus, preservation of x implies preservation of all less marked elements y in a 

theory without marked faithfulness constraints. 

• Surviving Theories 
Successful analysis of gapped inventories requires marked-faithfulness constraints.  

This leaves two general types of theory.  One has faithfulness constraints that exclusively 

preserve marked elements.  The marked-faithfulness theory presented here is of this type; 

as discussed in §6.1 the fixed ranking theory || IDENT{K} » IDENT{P} » IDENT{T} || also 

has this property.  For example, the fixed ranking theory can produce elimination of /t/ and 

preservation of /k/ (i.e. part of the Yamphu system) through the ranking in (47). 

123
  Or, in a fixed ranking theory, all markedness constraints that ban x outrank all markedness constraints 

that ban y.  The result is the same. 
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(47)  

 /sok+sæt/ IDENT{K} *{KPT} IDENT{T} 

 (a) so�sæt *! *

 (b) so�sæ� *! *

 (c) soksæt  * *! 

� (d) soksæ�  * *

The other type of theory that can produce gapped inventories is a superset of the 

marked-faithfulness theories: it has both marked and unmarked faithfulness constraints; 

this type is discussed in chapter 7. 

6.3.5 Summary 
To summarize the findings of this section, marked-faithfulness constraints are 

essential in providing an account of gapped inventories.  Without faithfulness constraints 

that preserve marked PoAs alone, only harmonically complete inventories can be produced 

(§3.3, Prince & Smolensky 1993:ch.9, Prince 1998). 

 In the present theory, a gapped inventory comes about when some PoA α is 

neutralized by the ranking || ∃M(γ>α) » ∀F(α) || while a more marked element β is 

preserved by the ranking || ∃F(β) » ∀M(δ>β) || (M(γ>α) refers to a markedness constraint 

that favours γ over α).  The reason that these two rankings are compatible follows from the 

fact that the faithfulness constraint that preserves the more marked element β need not also 

preserve the lesser-marked element α.  For the [k p �] inventory, this translates into the 

ranking || IDENT{KP} » *{KPT} » IDENT{KPT} ||, as shown in tableau (48), reproduced 

from §6.3.2. 

(48)  

 /sok+sæt/ IDENT{KP} *{KPT} IDENT{KPT} 

 (a) soksæt�  * *! 

� (b) soksæ�  * *

 (c) so�sæ� *! * * 

As a concluding comment, although gapped voiceless stop inventories have been 

the focus of this section, they are found with other manners of articulation as well.  An 

interesting case is found in Caribbean Spanish, described by Trigo (1988:72ff) and 

mentioned in c.5§5.1.3.2.  For voiceless fricatives, [s] debuccalizes to [h] in codas: e.g. 

/tos/ → [toh] ‘cough’ (cf [tos-eh] ‘coughs’) (Trigo 1988:72ff).  However, /f/ only 

optionally debuccalizes: [difteria]~[dihteria] ‘diphtheria’.  The effect is a gapped coda 

voiceless fricative inventory [f h], lacking [s].  The same fact holds for nasals.  Trigo 

argues that /n/ debuccalizes to [N]: /tren/ → [treN] ‘train’ (cf [tren-eh] ‘trains’).  Again, 

/m/ only optionally neutralizes: [album]~[albuN] ‘album’, [adam]~[adaN] ‘Adam’.  

However, nasal neutralization can be blocked by assimilation to the PoA of a following 
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stop: e.g. [tren ke], *[tre� ke] ‘train that’ (cf [iN-se�uro] ‘insecure’, [iN-finito] ‘infinite’ – 

there is no assimilation to fricatives).  This is analogous to stop assimilation in Yamphu: an 

assimilation constraint blocks neutralization. 

The next step is to show that while marked-faithfulness constraints can produce 

gapped inventories, they cannot produce unattested inventories – i.e. the ‘disharmonic’ 

type. 

6.4 Disharmonic inventories 
The remaining type of inventory is neither harmonically complete nor gapped:  

‘disharmonic’ inventories differ from the other types in that they lack a least marked 

element: i.e. [K P], [K], and [P].  As a note, strictly speaking, inventories consisting of 

[K P T] are disharmonic in terms of the PoA constraints.  Glottal Elimination promotes 

coronal to least marked status, though, so [KPT] inventories will be called harmonically 

complete. 

 The present theory predicts that disharmonic inventories never come about through 

PoA neutralization.  They may come about through other incidental processes, such as 

lenition (§6.5), but no process motivated by the PoA markedness constraints will ever 

produce a disharmonic inventory. 

 This section is based on the claim that disharmonic inventories do not exist.  

Section 6.5 discusses inventories that are apparently disharmonic. 

 Section 6.4.1 shows why the present theory cannot produce disharmonic 

inventories.

Section 6.4.2 discusses the relation of deletion to disharmonic inventories.  This 

section shows that a theory with MAX-feature constraints can produce disharmonic 

inventories while a theory with feature-specific IDENT constraints cannot.  Furthermore, 

segment deletion is shown to create only harmonically complete inventories in the present 

theory, therefore setting deletion apart from neutralization. 

6.4.1 Ranking 
Barring incidental processes (see sec.3.4), the least marked element cannot be 

eliminated by neutralization in the present theory.  This prediction follows from a property 

of Optimality Theory dubbed ‘Harmonic Ascent’ by Moreton (1999) (for discussion see 

McCarthy 2001b:101ff). 

 For a candidate to win, it must fare better than all others on both faithfulness and  

markedness constraints: i.e. it must be more harmonic on some dimension (hence 

‘harmonic ascent’).  In the competition between an unfaithful candidate and the fully 

faithful form, the unfaithful candidate obviously cannot win on faithfulness.  Therefore, if 

an unfaithful candidate wins, some markedness constraint must favour it over the fully 

faithful candidate.  As an example, from input /k/ the unfaithful candidate [�] could win 

over the faithful [k] because the markedness constraint *{K} favours the former over the 

latter.  In contrast, from input /t/, the unfaithful candidate [p] can never win over [t] 

because no markedness constraint favours [p] over [t]. 
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More generally, suppose that there is some segment α and no markedness 

constraint favours anything over α.  There is then no way that any candidate but [α] can 

win given input /α/: no other candidate will be less marked, and all others will be less 

faithful.   

In terms of the PoA constraints alone, this is the case for /�/.  There is no PoA-

markedness constraint that favours any other PoA over [�].  Therefore, from input /�/, the 

candidate [�] cannot lose to any other candidate on a markedness constraint, and it beats all 

others in faithfulness.  Therefore, regardless of the ranking, /�/ will always emerge as [�]. 

To illustrate this point, tableau (49) shows the competition between [�] and the next 

least marked segment [t], from input /�/.  The constraints IDENT{KPT�} and *{KPT�} are 

the only ones that mention glottals, so only they are relevant to the competition. 

(49) No way to get rid of glottals

 /�/ *{KPT�} IDENT{KPT�}

� (a) � *  

 (b) t * *! 

Tableau (49) shows that the ranking of IDENT{KPT�} and *{KPT�} is irrelevant; 

under either ranking /�/ will be faithfully realized.  The fact that both (a) and (b) violate 

*{KPT�} illustrates a general point about markedness constraints: the only way for [t] to 

beat [�] is if a markedness constraint favoured [t] over [�] – i.e. assigned a violation to [�]

but not to [t].  Since no markedness constraint does this, [t] can at best be equally as 

marked as [�].  Therefore, faithfulness inevitably proves decisive. 

 In short, in terms of the PoA constraints /�/ cannot be realized as anything but 

[�].
124

6.4.1.1 The glottal/coronal universal 
The result that glottals cannot be neutralized is artificial in the sense that it holds 

only of the PoA markedness constraints.  This result is thwarted somewhat by the Glottal 

Elimination constraint *-Δσ≥{glottal}, which favours non-glottals over glottals.  As shown 

in previous sections, if *-Δσ≥{glottal} outranks either (i) MAX or (ii) *{KPT} and 

IDENT{KPT�}, glottals can be eliminated from an inventory.   

In this case, though, coronals graduate to ‘least marked’ status in terms of PoA.  

Having the least marked PoA, coronals therefore cannot be eliminated under any ranking.  

Tableau (50) illustrates this point.  The ranking || *-Δσ≥glottal » IDENT{KPT�}, *{KPT} || 

ensures that glottals are banned from the inventory.  With this ranking, the PoA constraints 

cannot force neutralization of /t/.   

124
  One may ask “What if there is never any /�/ in the input?”  This question is irrelevant in OT given 

Richness of the Base. 
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(50) Promoting coronals

 /ti/ *-Δσ≥glottal *{KPT} IDENT{KPT�}

� (a) ti  *  

 (b) �" *! *

 (c) pi  * *! 

 (d) ki  * *! 

The coronal [t] wins in (50) because it graduates to least marked status: since 

glottals are eliminated for incidental reasons, there is no less marked available PoA than 

coronal: the candidates [pi] and [ki] cannot win because no markedness constraint favours 

[p] or [k] over [t]; furthermore, both are less faithful than [ti]. 

In short, the ranking of the PoA constraints in the marked-faithfulness theory is 

irrelevant to preservation of /t/ in neutralization.125  As long as the ranking in (50) holds – 

producing (emergent) glottal elimination – any ranking of the PoA-faithfulness constraints 

will allow /t/ to emerge as [t].
126

• The Universal
While coronals can be promoted to ‘least marked’ status by Glottal Elimination, no 

similar process can promote dorsals or labials above coronals.  Evidence from epenthesis 

and targets of neutralization shows that dorsals or labials are never favoured over coronals 

by any markedness constraint (§6.6).  Since there is no markedness constraint in CON that 

favours dorsals and/or labials over coronals, coronals and glottals cannot both be 

eliminated, leaving a [K P] inventory. 

 The result is the prediction for inventories in (51). 

(51) Universal for PoA Inventories

 For all inventories I, 

for all manners m in I, 

m contains

      (i) a glottal,  

                and/or (ii) a coronal  

Section 6.5 will introduce further caveats to (51), namely that incidental processes 

may change the manner of articulation of coronals, leaving only dorsals and labials.  For 

example, /t/ may be lenited to [
], leaving just [k p] as voiceless stops.  Even in these cases, 

though, the input coronal PoA cannot be changed to a more marked PoA.127

125
  Of course, /t/ may be eliminated due to other processes, like assimilation.   

126
  The only caveat relates to deletion.  If both *{KPT} and *-Δσ≥glottal outrank MAX (and other deletion-

blocking constraints, like ONSET) then /t/ will emerge as ∅ (i.e. delete).  However, in this case all other 
consonants will delete as well, regardless of their PoA.  Of course, this does not create a system that lacks a 
[t] and [�] while retaining the more marked [p] and/or [k]. 
127

  An interesting prediction relates to PoA for geminates.  Geminate glottals [�� h�] seem to be remarkably 
rare, and clearly avoided in a number of languages.  Thus, in all cases of geminates, coronals present the least 
marked PoA.  Therefore – putting aside other interfering processes – coronal geminate voiceless stops should 
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• Implications for Binary Scales
The result just outlined can be generalized to all scales.  For binary scales, its 

implication is that there can be no inventory consisting of just the most marked element.   

For example, a two-valued (i.e. binary) scale on vowel nasality | V
nasal 〉 Voral

 | can 

be realized as two constraints: *{V
nasal

, V
oral

} and *{V
nasal

}.  If *{V
nasal

} outranks all 

faithfulness constraints that preserve vowel nasality, the result will be an inventory without 

nasal vowels.  However, no ranking can eliminate oral vowels: if *{V
nasal

,V
oral

} outranks 

all faithfulness constraints, oral vowels will still surface as oral.  The only other option – a 

nasal vowel – fares no better on markedness and worse on faithfulness, so oral vowels can 

never be neutralized to nasal ones.   

Quasi-tableau (52) illustrates this point.  The � symbols indicate potential winners 

under some ranking.  In contrast, the form (c) in which the oral vowel /o/ has been 

neutralized to the nasal [õ] will always lose because it is ‘cumulatively’ harmonically 

bounded by (a) and (b).  In other words, every ranking will produce either (a) or (b) as a 

winner, but no ranking will let (c) win. 

(52)  

 /potã/  *{V
nas

} *{V
nas

,V
oral

} IDENT{V
nas

} IDENT{V
nas

,V
oral

}

� (a) potã * * *   

� (b) pota  * * * * 

 (c) põtã * * * *  * 

The same result holds of all binary scales.   

6.4.2 Deletion and MAX(Feature) 
An aspect of the present theory that is crucial in banning disharmonic inventories is 

that neutralization is not allowed to compete with deletion. 

 To explain this point, the preceding sections have shown that a disharmonic 

inventory [k p] cannot come about through neutralization.  However, inventories can also 

be formed by deletion.  So, it is reasonable to be concerned that a disharmonic [k p] 

inventory could conceivably come about through deletion: i.e. /k p/ survive while /t/ and 

/�/ delete.  Since disharmonic inventories are never observed, they cannot be allowed to 

come about through deletion.  Thus, a comprehensive theory of inventories must explain 

why deletion does not produce disharmonic inventories. 

 In the present theory, the reason that deletion (symbolized as ∅) cannot produce 

disharmonic inventories relates to the relative harmony of [T] and ∅.  The form of the 

present theory’s constraints ensures that if ∅ is more harmonic than [T] in a grammar, then 

∅ is more harmonic than all other PoAs as well.  Thus, if /T/ deletes, then so do [K] and 

always surface faithfully.  Taylor’s (197?) survey of geminates confirms this generalization: all of the 26 
languages have coronal geminates, though not all have geminate dorsals. 
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[P] because ∅ avoids all PoA-markedness violations, and MAX is not sensitive to PoA 

distinctions, unlike IDENT.

 More concretely, for /t/ to delete, some markedness constraint against [t] must 

outrank MAX – the constraint that bans deletion (McCarthy & Prince 1995).  However, all 

markedness constraints that ban [t] in the present theory (i.e. *{KPT}, *{KPT�}) also ban 

all more marked elements – [p] and [k].  Therefore, if /t/ deletes, so do /p/ and /k/.  This 

point is illustrated in tableau (53).  The candidate with /t/-deletion only – (b) – loses to the 

candidate with deletion of all PoAs – i.e. (c).

(53)  

 /kapito/ *{KPT} MAX

 (a) kapito * * *! 

 (b) kapio * *! *

� (c) aio  * * * 

The next step is to show that no constraint can subvert the result in (53).  In other 

words, there can be no constraint that bans (c) but not (b), while also eliminating (a). 

For any constraint – markedness or faithfulness – to prevent deletion of K and P 

while letting T delete, the constraint would have to favour K and P over both T and ∅.

This way, both [kapio] and [aio] would satisfy the constraint, but [kapio] would win on 

MAX.

 No markedness constraint can be used to subvert the result in (53).  To do so, there 

would have to be a PoA-markedness constraint that favoured K or P over T.  There is no 

such constraint in the present theory, nor could there be in any theory; if there were such a 

constraint, it would incorrectly predict that T could neutralize to K and P (see §6.6).
128

 No faithfulness constraint can be invoked either.  Such a faithfulness constraint 

would have to prevent /k/ and /p/ from deleting, without doing so for /t/.  No faithfulness 

constraint in the marked-faithfulness theory can do this.  For example, while IDENT{KP} 

prevents neutralization of /k/ and /p/ to a segment with a different PoA, it does not stop /k/ 

and /p/ from deleting.  IDENT{KP} only requires corresponding segments to agree in PoA – 

it does not require every input segment to have an output correspondent.  In effect, then, 

the marked-faithfulness constraints favour faithfulness and deletion equally: either staying 

faithful to the input or deleting will avoid violating IDENT.  More concretely, candidates 

(a), (b), and (c) in (53) all violate IDENT{K}, IDENT{KP}, and IDENT{KPT} equally (i.e. 

not at all).  Therefore, IDENT constraints cannot be used to favour (b) over (c). 

128
  The only way that a constraint like *{T} could exist in CON is if it were universally outranked by 

constraints against K and P. 
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6.4.2.1 MAX(Feature) and disharmonic inventories 
The result identified above relies on there being no faithfulness constraint that 

favours K and/or P over T and ∅.  If there were such a constraint, disharmonic inventories 

could come about through deletion.   

Theories with MAX(feature) constraints have the potential for such faithfulness 

constraints (e.g. McCarthy & Prince 1994:fn.9, Lombardi 1995, 1999, Lamontagne & Rice 

1995, McCarthy 1995, 2000b, Pater 1996, 1999, Zoll 1998, Causley 1997, 1998, 1999, 

Fukazawa 1999, Kingston 1999, Walker 2000).
129

  A fairly standard definition of a 

MAX(feature) constraint is provided in (54). 

(54) MAX(F)  “Every input feature F has a corresponding feature F' in the output 

and the values of F and F' are identical.” 

If there were PoA-specific versions of MAX(feature) such as MAX{KP}, then 

disharmonic inventories could occur.  MAX{KP} requires an input dorsal or labial feature 

to be present in the output, and to retain the same value.  Coupled with a ban on floating 

features, MAX{KP} can effectively prevent deletion of segments that contain an input 

dorsal or labial.  Thus, /ka/ → [a] violates MAX{KP} while /ta/→[a] does not. 

 In effect, MAX{KP} favours K and P over both T and ∅.  The result is that input /k/ 

and /p/ can survive while both /t/ and /�/ delete.   

(55)

 /pita�e/ MAX{KP} *{KPT�} MAX

 (a) pita�e  * * *! 

� (b) piae  * * * 

 (c) iae *! * * * 

In short, a theory with marked-MAX(feature) constraints predicts the existence of 

disharmonic inventories while a marked-IDENT theory does not.  For other arguments 

against MAX-F (for completely different reasons), see Keer (1999:38ff) and Struijke 

(2001).

6.4.2.2 Limits on deletion 
The present theory does not prohibit deletion entirely as an inventory-forming 

process.  However, there are strong limits on deletion.  To be precise, the theory makes the 

prediction in (56). 

129
  These works have employed MAX-Feature constraints to account for a variety of processes.  The 

processes most often discussed are cases of coalescence and floating features.  For coalescence with IDENT

constraints, see chapter 8 and Pater (1996) (cf Causley 1997, 1998); for floating features with IDENT

constraints, see Struijke (2001). 
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(56) Inventory-forming deletion prediction

 Deletion can only form harmonically complete inventories 

• Harmonically Complete deletion in Lardil 
An example of how the theory can produce a harmonically complete inventory 

through deletion is found in Lardil (Hale 1973, Ito 1986, Wilkinson 1988, Prince & 

Smolensky 1993:ch.7). 

Lardil has the consonants in Table 6.9, after Hale (1973).  Hale’s diacritics have 

been converted into IPA diacritics. 

 Table 6.9: Lardil consonants (Hale 1973, adapted)

labial
lamino-

dental

apico-

alveolar

apico-

domal

lamino-

alveolar
dorsal

 stops p t � t � t # k 

 nasals m n � n � n# �
 lateral l
 flap ��

 approximant w � j

Only the apicals in bold and homorganic nasals are allowed in codas.  The 

exception is /�/, which turns into [$] in codas.  All other consonants delete, as shown in 

(57).

(57) Lardil Non-coronal Deletion (Hale 1973:424,425) 

   Underlying Nominative Non-future 
 /p/ → ∅ /�ipi�ipi/ ‘rock cod sp.’ → [�ipi�i]  cf [�ipi�ipi-n]

 /t �/ → ∅ /t �a
awut �a/ → [t�a
awu]  cf [t�a
awut �a-n] 

 /t/ → [t] /ja$puti/ ‘snake’ → [ja$put]  cf [ja$puti-n] 

 /�/ → [$] /ki
u�a/ ‘booby’ → [ki
u$]  cf [ki
u�a-n] 

 /t #/ → ∅ /t �aput #i/ ‘older brother’ → [t�apu]  cf [t�aput #i-n] 

 /k/ → ∅ /�aluki/ ‘story’  → [�alu] cf [�aluki-n] 

 /m/ → ∅ /mu
kunima/ ‘nullah’ → [mu
kuni] cf [mu
kuni-n] 

 /n/ → [n] /pir�en/ ‘woman’ → [pir�en] cf [pi
�eni-n] 

 /�/ → ∅ /pe
e�/ ‘vagina’ → [pe
e]  cf [pe
e�i-n�
 /l/ → [l] /kentapali/ ‘dugong’ → [kentapal] cf [kentapali-n] 

 /
/ → [
] /pe�
/ ‘ti-tree sp.’ → [pe�
] cf [pe�
-in] 

 /$/ → [$] /mija$i/ ‘kind of spear’ → [mija$] cf [mija$-in] 

 /w/ → ∅ /kurumpuwa/ ‘tata-spear’ → [kurumpu] cf [kurumpuw-an]

The following analysis follows the one proposed by Prince & Smolensky 

(1993:98ff) in its essentials. 
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Deletion of non-coronals in Lardil can be produced by having (i) *{KP} outrank 

MAX and (ii) MAX outrank all markedness constraints that ban less marked elements (i.e. 

*{KPT}, *{KPT�}).  Tableau (58) illustrates this ranking. 

(58) Lardil Deletion Ranking

 /pu�uka/ *{KP} MAX *{KPT} 

 (a) pu�uk * *! * * * 

� (b) pu�u * * * * 

Candidate (a) is ruled out by the *{KP} as it contains too many non-coronals 

compared with (a).   

 Other outcomes – epenthesis and neutralization – are blocked by ranking DEP and 

IDENT{KP} above MAX, as shown in tableau (59). 

(59) Lardil Deletion Ranking

 /pu�uka/ *{KP} IDENT{KP} MAX

 (a) pu�uki * *! 

 (b) pu�ut  *! 

� (c) pu�u   *

After Prince & Smolensky, ONSET blocks deletion in onsets, as shown below. 

(60) Lardil Deletion Ranking

 /pu�uka/ ONSET *{KP} MAX

 (a) u�u *! *

 (b) pu�uk  *! 

� (c) pu�u   

The lamino-dental [t�] and lamino-alveolar [t#] are also banned in codas.  Hamilton 

(1993) proposes that laminals have a feature [laminal], which is essentially the same as 

[+distributed] (T.Hall 1997:144).  Thus, *[+distributed] ranked above MAX will achieve the 

right result here. 

 Since [�] does not appear in Lardil, *-Δσ≥{glottal} can also outrank MAX.

 More extreme cases include Capanahua (Loos 1969) and Yaminawa Pano (Loos 

1999), where all word-final stops delete. 

• Gapping and Deletion
Deletion in Lardil is possible because the result is a harmonically complete 

inventory.  The present theory predicts that the gap in gapped inventories cannot come 

about through deletion.   

As an example, the lack of [t] in the gapped inventory [k p �] can only be due to 

neutralization.  If /t/ were deleted, *{KPT} must outrank MAX.  However, this ranking 

forces deletion of dorsals and labials as well.  As discussed above, no constraint can 
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prevent deletion of K and P without also preserving T.  In short, there can be no language 

that is just like Yamphu except that coda /t/’s delete rather than neutralize. 

 An interesting case of a gapped coda inventory that further illustrates this point is 

found in Siuslawan (Frachtenberg 1922:456-7, Trigo 1988:108).  Before [n], coda [k] and 

[t] are banned, leaving just [p] and a glottal.  /k/ is eliminated by deletion: /taak-

nxan/→[tanxan] ‘this one thou’, *[tahnxan].  Therefore, *K must outrank MAX.

 Since /p/ survives faithfully, MAX must outrank all markedness constraints that ban 

[p]: i.e. *{KP}, *{KPT}, *{KPT�}.  Since MAX now outranks all markedness constraints 

that ban [t], /t/ cannot be eliminated through deletion.  Indeed, it neutralizes to [h]: 

[waayu�tn�]~[waayu�hn�] ‘he is told’, *[waayu�n�].
130

 Similar facts are found in child language.  For example, Pater & Barlow (to appear) 

report the speech of child LP65 to delete velars when possible: adult [klin] ‘clean’ vs LP65
[jin]; adult [klo��z] ‘clothes’ vs LP65 [jo��].131

  In contrast, there seem to be no cases 

where children delete labials but keep dorsals (Joe Pater p.c.). 

 To conclude this section, the conclusions about MAX could also be extended to 

other non-IDENT faithfulness constraints like UNIFORMITY, LINEARITY, and DEP (McCarthy 

& Prince 1995).  Like MAX, these constraints may not have feature-specific versions.  The 

empirical implications of this point deserve separate exploration, so they will not be 

discussed further here (see Howe & Pulleyblank 2001 for feature-specific DEP constraints).

6.4.3 Summary 
To summarize, marked-IDENT constraints do not allow disharmonic inventories.  

Two factors are essential in producing this result.   

 One factor is Harmonic Ascent (Moreton 1999).  Harmonic Ascent prevents 

unfaithful candidates that are more marked than the faithful candidate from winning.  

Thus, the least marked element cannot be altered since no other candidate is less marked 

(or more faithful).  As an example, /�/ cannot yield anything but [�] in terms of the PoA 

constraints alone: [t], [p], and [k] are all less faithful, and more marked. 

 Glottal Elimination can interfere with this result to promote coronals to least 

marked status.  In such cases, coronals cannot be eliminated, again for Harmonic Ascent 

reasons.  Taking Glottal Elimination into consideration, then, every manner in every 

inventory is predicted to have a glottal, a coronal, or both. 

 The other factor relates to the form of the marked-faithfulness constraints 

themselves.  None of the marked-faithfulness constraints used here favour preservation of 

marked elements over deletion.  For example, IDENT{KP} is equally satisfied by deletion 

130
  Catalan presents an apparent counter-example (Mascaró 1976, Hualde 1992:404).  Word-final /n/ deletes 

while /m/ and /�/ do not: [pl�] ‘full’ (cf [pl�n-�]), cf [som] ‘we are’, [s��] ‘sense’.  However, /n/ is deleted 
under complex conditions: it must be underlyingly (i) in absolute final position (cf /pl�n/ → [pl�ns], *[pl�s], 
/kuntent/ ‘happy’ → [kuntén], *[kunté], cf kuntént-�]), (ii) preceded by a vowel: /karn/ → [karn], *[kar] 
‘meat’, and (iii) in a stressed syllable (cf [p�t���in] ‘they may suffer’).  These factors suggest that /n/-deletion 
is not simply driven by PoA markedness considerations, but by some other condition, perhaps on prosodic 
structure. 
131  Velar deletion is blocked by the constraint ONSET, but then velars are neutralized to coronals: e.g. adult
[�e�t] ‘gate’ vs LP65 [de�:�.
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or faithful preservation of /k/ and /p/.  The effect is that disharmonic inventories cannot be 

produced by deletion.  A disharmonic inventory consisting of just /k p/, having deleted /t 

�/, would have to have some faithfulness constraint that favours preservation of [k] and [p] 

over [t], [�], and deletion – the IDENT constraints do not fit this profile.  In contrast, a 

constraint like MAX{KP} does, showing that MAX constraints cannot be feature-specific. 

 The lack of MAX(feature) constraints places a strong restriction on deletion as an 

inventory-forming process in the present theory: deletion can only produce harmonically 

complete inventories.  This predicts that there can be no language with a gapped inventory 

where the gap comes about through deletion: i.e. there can be no Yamphu-like language 

with a coda [k p �] inventory where /t/ deletes. 

 This section concludes with the point that the results in this section only hold in a 

localized sense: the theory predicts that disharmonic inventories cannot come about solely 

through the action of the PoA-markedness and -faithfulness constraints proposed here.  

However, CON contains a number of other constraints.  The next section shows how these 

can create apparently disharmonic PoA inventories. 

 As a final note on deletion, the claim that MAX does not refer to subsegmental 

features does not mean that subsegmental features cannot play a role in deletion.  

Lombardi (1995) has observed that constraints like *[+voice] can motivate deletion of 

voiced segments through the ranking || *[+voice], IDENT[+voice] » MAX ||.  Wilson (2000) 

observes that feature-referring constraints like *{K} could influence which of a set of 

consonants will delete.  For example, *{K} would favour deletion of /k/ in both /kp/ and 

/pk/.  However, Lombardi (1995) observes that in fact conditions on voicing cannot force 

deletion, and Wilson (2000) argues that PoA-markedness constraints cannot determine 

which consonant deletes.  Unfortunately, Lombardi (1995) and Wilson (2000) propose 

theories that cannot be discussed here without going far from the theme of this chapter (cf 

McCarthy 2002b).  So, in the interests of thematic unity, I regrettably forego discussion of 

their proposals here. 

6.5 Interaction with other scales and processes 
PoA neutralization can interact with many other processes.  These processes can 

influence the outcome of PoA neutralization, producing apparently disharmonic 

inventories.  The aim of this section is to show that processes such as lenition and 

nasalization can produce apparently disharmonic inventories, but that such cases are never 

the result of PoA neutralization.   

 Section 6.5.1 identifies several types of ‘manner neutralizations’.  In many cases, 

the manner of articulation of a segment may be altered, as in lenition of /t/ to the flap [
].  
The result can be a disharmonic [k p] inventory.  Similar processes include conversion of 

voiced stops to nasals, and coalescence of nasals and vowels.  This section shows that in 

each case the PoA constraints are not responsible.  Moreover, PoA of unmarked segments 

is never converted to something more marked in a different manner of articulation. 

 The other major influence on disharmonic inventories is Glottal Elimination.  The 

result can be the inventory [k p t], which – strictly speaking – is disharmonic in terms of 

PoA.  Section 6.5.2 presents two relatively independent arguments: (i) that Glottal 
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Elimination is different from PoA neutralization, and (ii) that it is caused by a condition on 

sonority.   

 Section 6.5.3 summarizes the results of this section. 

6.5.1 Manner neutralization 
A variety of processes is subsumed under the term ‘manner neutralization’ here.  

Manner neutralizations cause one or more segments to change their manner of articulation, 

as in lenition of /t/ to [
], or nasalization of /d/ to [n].   

Manner neutralizations can create disharmonic inventories, though in almost all 

cases they do so in a clearly transparent manner.  A disharmonic inventory can come about 

through manner neutralization when segments less marked in terms of PoA undergo the 

neutralization while more marked ones do not.  The case studies below show how this 

situation can come about.  It will turn out that marked-faithfulness constraints will prove 

essential in accounting for the reported patterns. 

Section 6.5.1.1 discusses a neutralization dubbed ‘nasal conversion’ here.  This 

refers to a process that turns stops into nasals in codas.  In Dakota, only /p/, /t/, and /t�/
undergo this process, /k/ does not.  The result is a disharmonic stop inventory consisting of 

just a velar.  This section shows that the reason that /k/ does not undergo nasal conversion 

is not due to a desire to form a disharmonic inventory, but rather because the target of such 

conversion – [�] – is otherwise banned in the language. 

Section 6.5.1.2 discusses lenition, focusing on flapping.  In some languages, only 

coronals undergo lenition (e.g. English).  The remaining unlenited stops can form a 

disharmonic stop inventory of [k p].  Again, it is argued that this pattern is not motivated 

by a desire to eliminate coronal stops; instead, /k p/ are prevented from flapping by a 

constraint that prevents them from losing their Place of Articulation. 

Section 6.5.1.3 examines cases of vowel+nasal coalescence.  In some languages, 

only [m] appears in codas – [n] does not.  This section shows that the marked-faithfulness 

constraints are crucial in producing this type of system: they prevent the /m/ from 

coalescing with the preceding nasal to form a nasalized vowel, but they do not do the same 

for a coda /n/. 

Section 6.5.1.4 examines cases where allophony produces apparently disharmonic 

inventories.  For example, in Gujarati /w/ is banned word-initially, so it changes into the 

voiced fricative [v].  However, since there are no other voiced fricatives, this creates a 

disharmonic inventory.  This section shows how the present theory produces such cases. 

6.5.1.1 Nasal conversion 
Stops can be forced to turn into nasals in codas (e.g. Dakota, Ecuador Quichua, 

Kashaya).  For example, the voiced stops [b d] turn into their nasal counterparts in 

Kashaya codas: [cad-u] ‘look!’ cf [can’ p
h
i] ‘if he sees’; [mahsad-un] ‘while taking it 

away’ cf [mahsan’-q
h
] (Buckley 1994:48). 

 Dakota presents a case where such nasalization produces a disharmonic voiceless 

stop inventory in codas.  Word-final stops /p t/ and the affricate /t�/ are optionally 
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converted into the nasals [m n] in codas.
132

  However, [k] never nasalizes in this position: 

it simply voices to [�] (Shaw 1980: 367, 374).  The data in (61) is from Shaw (1980:367-

374).

(61) Dakota Stop Nasalization

 (a) /p/→[m] in codas 

  /RED-pot-a/  → [potpota] ~ [ponpota]    ‘worn out, spoiled’ 

  /RED-top-a/ → [toptopa] ~ [tomtopa]    ‘four’ 

  /nap-kawi/ → [napkaw������namkaw��� ‘beckon with the hand’ 

  /xap/  → [xam] (cf [xap-a])   ‘to be stripped’ 

 (b) /t/→[n] in codas 

  /RED-�ot-a/ → [�od�ota] ~ [�on�ota]  ‘be many’ 

  /o-khat-jaγu/ → [okhad-jaγu] ~ [okhan-jaγu] ‘to be scorched in’ 

  /sdot-ja/ → [sdod-ja] ~ [sdon-ja]  ‘to know’ 

  /�ot/  → [�on]    ‘be smoky’ 

 (c) /t�/ → [n] in codas 

  /aki-RED-het�a/→ [aki-hen-het�a]  ‘withered, nearly dead’ 

  /�et�-ja/ → [�en-ja]  ‘dry’  

  /�it�-ja/  → [�in-ja]  ‘badly’  

  /o-�it�-xã-ka/ → [o�in xãka]  ‘to act wickedly’ 

  /wa-nit�/ → [wa-nin]  ‘be without, lack’ (cf [wa-nit�-a]) 

  /ja-zit�/ → [ja-zin]  ‘elastic, flimsy’ (cf [ja-zit�-a]) 

 (d) /k/→[�] in codas 

  /wãjak/  → [wãja�]  ‘to see’ (cf [wãjak-a])  

  /�ok/  → [�o�]  ‘thick, solid’ (cf [�ok-a])  

  /t�ek/  → [t�e�]  ‘to stagger’ (cf [t�ek-a])  

  /ka-kh
ak/ → [ka-k

h
a�]  ‘to make dull noise’ (cf [ka-k

h
ak-a]) 

  [ojate-k�������	
-�]   ‘the people’ (stylistic variation) 

Nasal conversion results in a disharmonic coda stop inventory consisting of just the 

velar [�].  However, it is clear that the disharmonic inventory is an incidental result of a 

non-PoA neutralization process.  The reason that [k] does not nasalize is because the 

corresponding nasal [�] is banned in the language.133

 Stop nasalization can be motivated by a ban on low sonority coda consonants: i.e. 

*Δμ≤{+vd stop} (cf Zec 1995).  Assuming that codas are moraic in Dakota, 

*Δμ≤{+vd stop} will ban all stops in codas.  This constraint outranks all faithfulness 

constraints that preserve the stop’s nasality and voicing (i.e. IDENT[±nasal], 

IDENT[±voice]).  The requirement that stops retain their value for [continuant] (i.e. 

IDENT[±continuant]) will ensure that stops turn into nasals rather than fricatives. 

132
  If the voiceless stops are not converted into nasals, they undergo voicing assimilation to the following 

segment. 
133

  The only situation in which [�] can appear is before a dorsal stop.  This comes about through assimilation 
of the coronal nasal only. 
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(62) Nasal Conversion in Dakota

 /�ot/ *Δμ≤{+vd stop} IDENT[±continuant] IDENT[±voice] IDENT[±nasal]

 (a) �ot *! 

 (b) �od *! *

� (b) �on * *

 (c) �os  *! 

To prevent /k/ from nasalizing, a constraint against [�] must outrank *Δμ≤{+vd

stop}.  The present theory provides such a constraint: *{K}/nasal, a manner-specific 

version of *{K}.  *{K}/nasal must outrank *Δμ≤{+vd stop} to block /k/→*[�].  However, 

this is not enough: *Δμ≤{+vd stop} could still be satisfied by both nasalizing /k/ and 

changing its PoA: e.g. /k/→*[n].  This indicates that a dorsal-preserving faithfulness 

constraint must outrank *Δμ≤{+vd stop} as well (i.e. any PoA-faithfulness constraint).  

Since [�] is banned generally in the language, assuming that /�/ is eliminated through PoA 

neutralization, *{K}/nasal must outrank IDENT{K}. 

(63) Blocking velar nasal conversion

 /�ok/ *{K}/nasal IDENT{K} *Δμ≤{+vd stop}

� (a) �o�   *

 (b) �on  *! 

 (c) �o� *! 

The fact that /k/ doesn’t turn into [x] can be accounted for by ranking 

IDENT[±continuant] above *Δμ≤{+vd stop}.

The final issue is why /k/ does not remain faithful – i.e. [k], rather than voice.  This 

can be ascribed to the effect of the emergent coda sonority constraint *Δμ≤{-vd stop}, 

which bans voiceless stops in codas.  As long as *Δμ≤{+vd stop} outranks IDENT[±voice], 

codas will voice. 

(64)  

 /�ok/ *Δμ≤{+vd stop} *Δμ≤{-vd stop} IDENT[±voice]

 (a) �ok * *! 

� (b) �o� *  *

In summary, Dakota’s disharmonic coda stop inventory [�] is not due to PoA 

neutralization; it is the result of a ban on low sonority elements that is blocked for dorsals. 

 Exactly the same pattern is found in Ecuador Quichua (Orr 1962).  Of the stops [p b 

t d ts dz t� d  k �] only [k �] are found in codas ([t�] can appear in medial codas).  

However, this correlates with the fact that Ecuador Quichua only has the nasals [m n �].  

Again, dorsal stops are blocked from nasalizing to [�], producing an apparently 

disharmonic inventory on the surface. 
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6.5.1.2 Lenition and flapping 
It is not uncommon for stop inventories in certain structural positions to be the 

disharmonic [k p] or [� b], lacking a coronal.  In these cases, though, it is usually 

transparent that the coronal is not eliminated by PoA constraints, but by lenition: 

specifically, conversion to a flap [
] (for an extensive survey, see Kirchner 

1998:ch.4§1.2.1).  The non-coronal segments are blocked from lenition, resulting in a 

disharmonic inventory. 

For contrast, an example where all stops spirantize will be presented first.  

Timugon Murut’s voiced stop inventory is [b d �] (Prentice 1971).  However, after 

vocoids, voiced stops, glottal stop, and clause-finally, these segments are lenited to [% 
 �]

respectively. 

(65) Lenition in Murut (Prentice 1971:17)

/bala�/ ‘inform’ [naka-%ala�] ‘has informed’  

cf [mam-bala�] ‘will inform’ 

/balojti/ ‘cramped’ [tood o %alojti] ‘really cramped’  

cf [balojti] ‘cramped’ 

/di/ ‘of’  [ama� 
i] ‘father of’ cf [anak di] ‘child of’ 

/ma�udad/ ‘will scrub’ [ma�u
a
]
/�iti/ ‘here’   [mo�nsoj �iti] ‘it’s good here’  

cf [molondom �iti] ‘it’s dark here’ 

The constraint LENITE will be used to stand for the markedness constraints that 

motivate lenition.  Lenition is taken to be essentially an increase in sonority here, brought 

about by assimilation to the manner (or [sonority]) features of neighbouring vowels.  

Following Kirchner’s proposals (1998), LENITE does not target specific places of 

articulation, but applies to all PoAs equally. 

If LENITE outranks all faithfulness constraints that preserve manner of articulation 

(called IDENT[manner] for brevity here), stops will be converted into more sonorant 

counterparts.  In Murut, LENITE forces all medial stops to turn into segments with as high a 

sonority as possible.  There are two conditions on lenition: one is that the stops must retain 

their [�nasal] feature (IDENT[±nasal]), so preventing /b/ from turning into [m].  The other is 

that stops must retain their input PoA (IDENT{KPT}): so /b/ cannot turn into the coronal 

[
]. 

(66) Murut lenition

 /ro�op/ IDENT{KPT} IDENT[±nasal] LENITE IDENT[manner] 

 (a) ro�op   *! 

� (b) ro�op    *

 (c) ro�op  *! *

 (d) ro
op *! *
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One other factor is essential in producing lenition in Murut.  The constraint LENITE

must outrank all markedness constraints that ban voiced fricatives (e.g. *{KP}/+CONT), 

otherwise lenition will be blocked. 

 In contrast to Murut, only coronals lenite in Abau (Bailey 1975).  [t] is in 

complementary distribution with [
] (which is in free variation with [�]): [t] appears pre-

consonantally, while [
] appears in other positions.  In contrast, /k/ and /p/ are realized 

faithfully in all positions, with the exception that all stops are voiced after nasals. 

(67) Abau lenition

 (a) [t] and [
] in in complementary distribution 

 [
wak] ‘to be’ [w&nd�s]  ‘snake sp.’ 

 [sip
i] ‘pigeon’ [
&wpwat
&wp] ‘all’ 

 [
utsano
]  ‘to slip’ [�tp&w] ‘sweat fly’ 

 (b) /k/ and /p/ are realized faithfully in all positions 

 [juwap] ‘rib of sago palm frond’ 

 [&mb&w] ‘bow’ [p&k&n]  ‘now, today’ 

 [papo] ‘past tense’ [kikj�]  ‘to put’ 

 [siup]  ‘stomach’ [amp&k]  ‘a room’ 

 [k&��on]  ‘lice’ [j&k]  ‘plant shoot’ 

The ranking that sets Abau apart from Murut relates to *{KP}/+CONT; with this 

constraint outranking LENITE, labial and dorsal stops cannot lenite.  This is shown in 

tableau (68). 

(68)  

 /p&k&n/ *{KP}/+CONT LENITE IDENT[manner] 

� (a) p&k&n *

 (b) p&�&n *! *

As above, IDENT{KPT} prevents /k/ from turning into the flap [
].  In contrast, 

since /t/ turns into [
], *{�,β} will not block coronal lenition. 

(69)  

 /sipti/  *{KP}/+CONT LENITE IDENT[manner] 

 (a) sipti  *! 

� (b) sip
i   *

So, as with Dakota nasal conversion, the disharmonic [k p] inventory comes about 

because the output of lenition for non-coronals is banned.  Again, PoA neutralization has 

nothing to do with the surface disharmonic inventory. However, PoA-faithfulness is 

crucial: because IDENT{KPT} outranks LENITE, non-coronals are not allowed to change 

their PoA, indirectly resulting in a disharmonic inventory. 
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Although voiceless stops have been the focus here, the same effects can be found 

for voiced stop inventories. There are several languages in which the only voiced stops are 

[b] and/or [�] – the coronal [d] is not present.  However, in the majority of these languages 

it is transparently obvious that the lack of [d] is due to a general lenition process that 

converts voiced stops into resonants, usually the flap [
].  The reason it is obvious is due to 

the limited environments in which lenition applies – often only intervocalically.  For 

example, Sirionó, Ocaina, and Warao have just [b], or ��], or both, but [d] and [
] are in 

free variation.  Tigak, and Roro have gone a step further: they both have [b] and [�], but 

[d] has lenited in every position to [
] (the same for Makurap, though this has a [�] and no 

[b]).  In other words, the lack of [d] is not due to constraints against coronal place of 

articulation, but rather to a general process that does not target Place of Articulation. 

In short, disharmonic stop inventories can occur, but only if some process affects 

coronals alone. 

 As a concluding note, the present theory’s predictions are somewhat different for 

fricatives.  Manner-changing lenition seems to apply to voiceless fricatives only rarely 

(Kirchner 1998).
134

  So, if there is no independent process that eliminates /s/ without 

eliminating other voiceless fricatives, no language can be without an [s] or [h].  The survey 

of languages reported in Appendix A did not yield any language that lacked both [s] and 

[h], having just [x f].
135

6.5.1.3 Vowel+nasal coalescence 
This section deals with a process that can produce disharmonic nasal inventories in 

codas.  When only coronal nasals coalesce with a preceding vowel, the result can be a 

surface nasal inventory consisting of only non-coronals.  

A relevant case is found in Chickasaw (Munro & Ulrich 1985, Trigo 1988:111).  

On the surface, the coda inventory is disharmonic, consisting solely of [m].  This is 

because underlying /Vn/ surfaces as a nasalized vowel: /cholhkan-a-n/ → [cholhkanã] 

‘spider-object’, cf [apa-ta-m] ‘eat-question-past’.
136

 Such nasalization can be seen as arising from a general ban on codas (NOCODA). To 

motivate vowel-nasal coalescence, NOCODA must outrank UNIFORMITY – the anti-

coalescence faithfulness constraint (for a full analysis of coalescence, see ch.8).   

The reason that only /n/ coalesces can be related to the loss of consonantal place 

features.  If /m/ coalesces with a vowel, the /m/’s labial PoA feature would be lost, fatally 

134
  /s/ did surface as /r/ in Latin between vowels (honos-honoris), but this type of change seems rare. 

135
  The only exception is Cubeo.  Morse & Maxwell (1999) report that Cubeo has [x] and no other fricatives 

(p.3).  However, there seems to be a process of affrication whereby /s/ becomes [t�]: all stridents in Spanish 
loanwords are realized as [t�].  The fact that /x/ does not undergo affrication can be accounted for by a high-
ranking ban on [kx].  Thus, affrication parallels the flapping process: /x/ alone of the fricatives survives 
because it is blocked from an otherwise general fricative-elimination process. 
136

  Medial codas are placed under more stringent restrictions: both /m/ and /n/ end up as nasalization: [im-
oka] ‘his water’, cf[��nita] ‘his bear’, [�-�olo�] ‘his shoe’.  *{KPT}{KPT} may outrank IDENT{KP} here, 
banning medial labials.  See ch.7 for details.
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violating IDENT{KP}.  In contrast, /Vn/ coalescence would only require unfaithfulness to 

the coronal PoA.
137

(70) Nasal Coalescence

 /ta1n2ka3m4/ IDENT{KP} NOCODA IDENT{KPT} UNIFORMITY

 (a) ta1n2ka3m4  * *! 

� (b) tã1,2ka3m4  * * *

 (c) tã1,2kã3,4 *! * * * 

Candidate (a) gratuitously violates NOCODA by retaining both nasals.  In contrast, 

while candidate (c) satisfies NOCODA, it does so at the expense of losing the marked PoA 

feature ‘labial’.  The coalescence of /am/ to [ã] fatally violates IDENT{KP}.  In contrast, 

coalescing /an/ to [ã] does not violation IDENT{KP} since the fusion only involves losing 

the unmarked coronal feature.  As shown in the tableau, IDENT{KPT} must be ranked 

below NOCODA for /n/-coalescence to take place at all. 

 In short, although Chickasaw has a disharmonic nasal coda inventory, it does not 

come about through PoA neutralization. 

 Vowel-nasal coalescence is fairly common, and usually has the same result as 

Chickasaw.  However, some cases do not show overt alternations.  For example, in 

Chaoyang coda coronals are banned, resulting in a nasal inventory of [� m] (Yip 1994).  

Since nasal vowels are in complementary distribution with [Vm] and [V�] sequences (i.e. 

*[V�m], *[V��]), it is likely that nasal vowels derive from underlying /Vn/ sequences.  

Again, it is arguable that /n/ coalesces with a preceding vowel while other nasals do not (cf 

Yip 1994§3.1).

• Other nasal-eliminating processes
Two other processes can produce apparently disharmonic nasal inventories.  One is 

where nasals are apparently neutralized to [�];§6.6.1 argues that this is actually 

neutralization to [N] – a harmonically complete inventory.   

The other is conversion of nasals to laterals.  For example, Lawton (1993:21) 

reports that [n] is in free variation with [l] in Kiriwina codas.  This results in a coda nasal 

inventory that consists of [m] alone.  As with lenition, this can be seen as a general process 

of nasal→liquid conversion, with /m/→[l] blocked by the PoA-faithfulness constraints 

since there is no labial liquid in the language. 

6.5.1.4 Sonorant allophones 
In the cases discussed so far, disharmonic inventories have come about when a 

highly marked segment has been blocked from undergoing an otherwise general 

137
  Hume (1991) and Clements & Hume (1995) have proposed that vowels and consonants share the same 

PoA features.  This model of PoA features is not incompatible with the present proposal: the authors cited 
propose a difference between consonantal and vowel Place features.  Coalescence of vowels and nasals can 
be seen as a loss of specifically C-Place features, in their terminology. 
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neutralization of manner.  An analogous situation is found with certain cases of allophony.  

For example, [v] is the only voiced fricative to appear on the surface in Gujarati.  

However, it is in complementary distribution with the glide [w], and the two are 

demonstrably related in alternations.  This section will show how allophonic processes can 

produce apparently disharmonic inventories. 

A number of languages have the voiced fricative [v] but not the coronal [z] (e.g. 

Tahitian, Gujarati).  In all such cases, there is evidence that (i) voiced fricatives are banned 

in general and (ii) [v] is related to an approximant [w] or ['].  This section will focus on 

the Gujarati situation. 

• Description
Gujarati’s consonant inventory is provided in Table 6.10 (Cardona 1965). 

 Table 6.10: Gujarati Consonants

 labial dental alveolar palatal retroflex velar glottal

-vd stops p t � t� � k 

+vd stops b d� d � ( ��
fricatives s � (z �) ��
nasals m n � (ñ) ) (�) N 

laterals l *
flap 
�
glides w~v j h

Generally speaking, voiced fricatives are banned.  [z] only appears in loanwords 

and [�] is banned.  However, [v] does appear in certain environments: in mono-segmental 

onsets (e.g. [vat] ‘manner’), and as the first member of bisegmental onsets (e.g. [vjas] 

{proper name}).  Thus, in certain environments, there is a disharmonic voiced fricative 

inventory consisting of [v] alone. 

 The proposal advanced here is that this fact can be explained in much the same way 

as the cases discussed in previous sections.  All voiced fricatives undergo a general 

neutralization process.  However, neutralization of /v/ is blocked in specific environments 

(just as /k/→[�] is blocked in Dakota, or /b/→[%] is blocked in Abau).  The result is an 

apparently disharmonic voiced fricative inventory. 

To provide a full account of this proposal, it is necessary to point out that [w] and 

[v] are in complementary distribution, as described in (71). 
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(71) Gujarati [v]~[w] distribution

(a) [v] appears in  

(i) monosegmental onsets  

[vat] ‘matter, story’ 

[svar] ‘morning’)  

(ii) as the first member of complex onsets  

[vjas] {proper name} 

[vrt] ‘a vow’ 

(b) [w] appears in  

(i) codas

[b
h
aw] ‘price’ 

[kew.+o] ‘how big?’ 

(ii) the second member of onsets  

[dwara] ‘by means of’ 

[swikar] ‘acceptance’ 

• Eliminating /v/ 
Since [v] and [w] are in complementary distribution, it is likely they are allophones.  

Therefore, /v/ and /w/ must neutralize to [v] in the environments in (71a), and to [w] in the 

environments in (71b).

The fact that /v/ neutralizes to [w] gives a clue as to the fate of other voiced 

fricatives – it is reasonable to assume that they turn into sonorants.138  Thus, a constraint 

that bans voiced fricatives (*VDFRIC for short) must outrank both IDENT[±vocoid] and 

IDENT[±sonorant].  On all other features, [v] and [w] agree. 

(72)  

 /bh
av/ *VDFRIC IDENT[±sonorant] IDENT[±vocoid]

 (a) bhav *! 

� (b) b
h
aw  * *

All other options involve violating faithfulness to continuancy, voicing, and 

nasality, so IDENT[±continuant], IDENT[±voice], and IDENT[±nasal] outrank the IDENT

constraints in (72). 

• Blocking /v/→[w] 

However, [v] surfaces faithfully when it appears as the first member of an onset: 

e.g. [vat], [vrt].  This can be ascribed to avoidance of high-sonority onsets – i.e. glides.  

Such bans are found elsewhere, as discussed in §6.5.2.2.  The prohibition is implemented 

by the constraint *-Δμ≥{glide}, which bans all segments that are equally or more sonorous 

than glides in onset position.  With *-Δμ≥{glide} outranking *VDFRIC, /v/→[w] is blocked 

in onset position. 

138
  More precisely, /v/→[w], /z/→[�], and /�/→[w].  For discussion of the PoA of [w] and its participation in 

allophony, see Ohala & Lorentz (1977) and Appendix A. 
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(73)  

 /vat/ *-Δμ≥{glide} *VDFRIC

� (a) vat  *

 (b) wat *! 

/v/ cannot neutralize with any other segment because the faithfulness constraints on 

continuancy, nasality, and voicing mentioned above block all other segments. 

However, /v/ does surface as [w] when it is the second member of an onset: e.g. 

[dwara], *[dvara].  This indicates that yet another constraint bans [v] in just this position.  

A restriction on sonority-distance will achieve the right result: [d] and [v] are too close in 

sonority.  More generally, only clusters where the second member is a sonorant are 

allowed in Gujarati.  Thus, the constraint SONDIST must outrank *-Δμ≥{glide} (for theories 

on the form of SONDIST see Baertsch 1998, Gouskova 2002 and references cited therein). 

(74)  

 /dwara/ SONDIST *-Δμ≥{glide}

� (a) dwara  *

 (b) dvara *! 

The same type of alternation does not happen for other voiced fricatives like /z/.  

Neutralization of /z/ does not encounter the same problems as [v] (i.e. *-Δμ≥{glide}) 

because /z/ can absolutely neutralize to the non-glide [
] (analogous to Latin).  Since [
] is 

allowed in all positions, /z/→[
] neutralization will never be blocked.  Thus, for incidental 

reasons, of the voiced fricatives only /v/ will ever be realized faithfully. 

• /w/→[v] 

What makes Gujarati interesting is that there is a complementary process of 

/w/→[v] neutralization.  Thus, /w/ neutralizes to [v] in onset-initial position: *[wat], 

*[wras].  The same constraints that were identified above can be used here.  With 

*-Δμ≥{glide} and SONDIST outranking all /w/-preserving constraints, /w/ will neutralize to 

[v] in onset-initial position. 

(75)  

 /wat/ *-Δμ≥{glide} IDENT[±sonorant] IDENT[±vocoid]

 (a) wat *! 

� (b) vat  * *

/w/ neutralizes to [v] rather than some other segment because [v] is the most 

faithful available segment: it preserves all of /w/’s features (i.e. PoA, voice, continuancy) 

except for [+sonorant] and [+vocoid].   

This point provides an account for why the palatal glide /j/ does not neutralize in 

onsets: although *-Δμ≥{glide} assigns a violation to onsets with [j], /j/ cannot neutralize to 
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a less sonorous element: all other options are too unfaithful.  Specifically, there is no 

segment that shares /j/’s PoA, continuancy, and voicing (as /w/→[v] does): [z] is not 

palatal, [�] is not voiced, and [d ] is not a continuant (after Clements 1999).  Formally, this 

can be modeled by having IDENT[±voice], IDENT[±continuant], and IDENT{KPT} outrank 

*-Δμ≥{glide}. 

In summary, the Gujarati disharmonic voiced fricative inventory, consisting of just 

[v], comes about because (i) /v/→[w] is blocked in certain environments, and (ii) /w/→[v] 

is required in certain environments.   

• Generalizing the result
Allophony and blocking of neutralization produces disharmonic inventories in a 

number of languages. 

 A number of languages take the Gujarati pattern further, neutralizing /w/ to [v] in 

����
������
�	���
���������– Geiger 1943, Fahs 1985; most Polynesian languages – Clark 

1976:20; Russian – Lightner 1965).  In all these cases, there is no surface [w], and [v] (by 

virtue of its derivation) acts like a surrogate glide.  For example, [v] behaves just like its 

close relative Maori’s [w] for several processes, including dissimilation (de Lacy 1997b).  

����� ��� ��	�� ���
� �� ����
� ��� ����
��
��
�� �� ���
� �
�����
� in detail in ch.8§8.5.139  In a 

related example, the only voiced fricative in Huariapano is [%] (Parker 1994a).  Parker 

notes that its realization “fluctuates between a stop, a fricative, and a glide articulation”.  

Again, there is a correlation between the voiced fricative and glide. 

An analogous situation can be ascribed to the relation between voiced stops and 

nasals in some languages.140  This is arguably the case for Koasati [b] (Kimball 1991).  

The consonant inventory is as follows: 

 Table 6.11: Koasati consonant inventory

  labial coronal palatal dorsal glottal 

 stops p t t�� k �
  b 

 fricatives , s �� h

 nasals m n 

 liquids -  l 
 glides w j

Kimball’s (1991) grammar of Koasati provides a detailed account of the phonetics 

and phonology of [b].  He notes that [b] has “a nasal quality” and that it “patterns more 

frequently with resonants than with stops” (p.20).  Indeed, in terms of medial consonant 

clusters, [b] patterns with the nasal [m] in only allowing the low sonority [t k] and [h] to 

follow it.  In contrast, [p] and [f] allow both low sonority [t k h] and high sonority [n] or [l] 

139
  In some cases, it is possible that the segment [v] has been misreported, and is actually the approximant 

[�].
140  The cases of disharmonic voiced stop inventories were found by searching UPSID.  Several cases listed 
as lacking a [d] were found to in fact have one: Dakota, Kewa ([mb nd], Nasioi, Nenets (Tundra has [b d]), 
Paya ([b d �],o r perhaps [p� t� k�]), Seneca ([b] (and [m]) appear in three or so nicknames). 
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to follow them.  So, it is possible that the segment realized as [b] is derived from an 

underlying sonorant, or is even phonologically specified as a sonorant.  The same situation 

(i.e. [b] but no [d]) occurs in other Muskogean languages (Alabama, Muskogee, Koasati, 

Chickasaw, and Chocktaw).   

Another relevant case is Mura-Pirahã, which is reported as having the consonants: 

[p t k � b � s h]
141

 (Heinrichs 1964).  Notably, there is no [d].  However, Dixon & 

Aikhenvald (1999b:354) point out that /b/ has allophones [m] and a bilabial trill.  /�/ has a 

rather curious double-flap allophone ([
.%]) (Everett 1982).  Again, voiced stops are 

banned generally, but appear as allophones of sonorants. 

In short, disharmonic inventories can come about through allophony as well as 

blocking of neutralization.  The same pattern holds here as in the previous cases of manner 

neutralization: disharmonic inventories come about when – for incidental reasons – a 

neutralization that applies to all segments with a certain manner of articulation is blocked 

in a specific environment for only one of those segments. 

6.5.2 Glottal Elimination 
As mentioned in sections 6.2 and 6.3, languages may lack glottals.  This section 

argues that the lack of glottals in those languages is not due to PoA neutralization.  Instead, 

some other process is responsible for the elimination of glottals, just as flapping is 

responsible for the elimination of [t] in many languages, and nasal coalescence is 

responsible for the lack of coda [n]. 

 There are two relatively independent parts to this section.  The first (§6.5.2.1) 

argues that Glottal Elimination cannot be PoA neutralization.  The arguments stem from 

facts relating to direction of neutralization and from asymmetric behavior in neutralization 

of non-glottal PoAs. 

 The second part (§6.5.2.2) proposes that Glottal Elimination derives from a ban on 

high sonority onsets.  Glottals are argued to be highly sonorous elements.  From this, 

Glottal Elimination is argued to be the elimination of highly sonorous segments in syllable 

margins, analogous to the elimination of glides in Gujarati. 

6.5.2.1 Glottal Elimination is not place neutralization 
In the present theory, the lack of glottals in some languages cannot be ascribed to 

the action of the PoA constraints.  As shown in §6.4, since ‘glottal’ is the least marked 

PoA, it cannot be eliminated by the PoA constraints alone.   

• The subset relation 
There are empirical reasons to think that Glottal Elimination is not the same as PoA 

neutralization processes.  A striking reason relates to the ‘subset’ relation between onsets 

and codas. 

141
  Everett (1982) reports that /hi/ → [k].  For women, /s/→[h]/_i and sometimes everywhere.  So, the 

woman’s register of Pirahã has only the phonemes /p t � b g h/. 
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A number of authors have argued that there is a relation between PoA contrasts in 

onsets and codas: the PoA contrasts found in codas are always a subset of those found in 

onsets (Trubetzkoy 1939, Beckman 1998, Goldsmith 1990, and references cited therein). 

 If attention is restricted to non-glottal PoAs, this generalization is valid.  More 

specifically, none of the languages listed in Appendix A have a dorsal in the coda without 

having one in the onset; the same is true for labials and coronals.  For example, there is no 

language with [p t] in its onset but [k p t] in the coda.
142

 However, Parker (2001) shows that the same is not true for Glottal Elimination.  If 

a language allows glottals in its coda, this does not necessarily mean that it also permits 

them in onsets.  He points out that the Peruvian language Chamicuro allows the voiceless 

fricatives [s h] in codas but only [s] in onsets (also Parker 1994b, to appear).  Parker cites 

further examples, including Macushi Carib, which allows only [s] in onsets, and only [h] in 

codas.  For stops, §6.2 showed that Standard Malay allows [�] in codas but not in onsets.   

 In contrast, some languages have glottals in onset position but not in codas.  For 

example, Yuma has [k p t��] in onsets but only [k p t] in codas.  Similarly, Lamani allows 

[s h] in onsets, but only [s] in codas. 

 To summarize, elimination of non-glottal PoAs obeys the Subset generalization, 

while glottal elimination does not.  This difference is summarized in the tables below. 

 Table 6.12: Glottals and the subset generalization

  (a) Glottal Distribution (b) Non-Glottal Distribution
onsets codas language onsets codas language
� � Apalai Carib � � English [k p t] 

� � Yuma ��] � � Kalantan Malay

� � Chamicuro [h] � � - 

� � Maori [�] � � Djapu (fricatives)

To explain, Table 6.12(a) shows that any configuration of glottals is permitted.  

There are languages that allow glottals in (i) both onsets and codas (Apalai Carib), (ii) 

onsets only (Yuma for [�]), (iii) codas only (Chamicuro for [h]), and (iv) neither in onsets 

nor codas (Maori for [h]).  Table 6.12(b) shows that the same is not true of any non-glottal 

PoA.  There are languages that allow non-glottals in both onsets and codas (e.g. English), 

and there are languages that allow non-glottals in onsets but not codas (e.g. Kalantan 

Malay has [k p t] in onsets but just [�] in codas).  However, there is no language that 

allows a certain non-glottal PoA in codas but bans it in onsets: for example, such a 

language would allow [k] in codas but not in onsets.  

There are also languages that ban all non-glottal fricatives in both codas and onsets.  

There is no analogous case for stops, but this is no doubt due to functional reasons (as 

discussed in §6.2.1, §6.3.1).  Of course, there are languages that ban a subset of non-glottal 

stops in both onsets and codas (e.g. Ayutla Mixtec bans [p] in both positions). 

142
  The exception is nasal inventories: a language may have [�] in the coda but not in the onset.  In §6.6.3.1 I 

propose – extending Trigo’s (1988) theory – that the [�] in such cases is actually [N]. 
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• Theoretical Implications
Beckman (1998) provides an explanation for the asymmetric nature of non-glottal 

PoA neutralization.  Beckman shows that context-free markedness constraints coupled 

with onset-specific faithfulness constraints cannot produce a system with more contrasts in 

codas than in onsets.  Tableau (76) shows why this is so.  The markedness constraint *{K} 

bans dorsals, IDENT{K} preserves dorsals, and onset-IDENT{K} preserves dorsals in onset 

position. � points to possible winners: i.e. winners under some ranking. 

(76) The subset generalization in velar neutralization

 /kak/ onset-IDENT{K} IDENT{K} *{K} 

� (a) kak   * * 

� (b) /a�  * * 

 (c) �ak * * * 

� (d) �a� * * *  

The tableau shows that the form [�ak] cannot win under any ranking – this form 

neutralizes [k] in onsets but not in codas.  It cannot win because it is collectively 

harmonically bounded (Samek-Lodovici & Prince 1999).  If *{K} dominates, (c) will lose 

to (d); if IDENT{K} dominates, (c) will lose to (a); if onset-IDENT{K} dominates, (c) will 

lose to (b) or (a). 

 It is crucial, then, that no markedness constraint bans {K} in onsets alone: a 

constraint like *ONS/{K} would favour (c) over (a) and (b), and IDENT{K} would favour 

(c) over (d).   

 It is also crucial that there be no coda-specific faithfulness constraint: coda-

IDENT{K} would favour (c) over (b) and (d), and *{K} would favour (c) over (a). 

 However, Glottal Elimination is not asymmetric.  Therefore, one of the two options 

just identified must hold for glottals.  Either there is a coda-specific faithfulness constraint 

that preserves glottals in codas: coda-IDENT{glottal}, or there is an onset-specific 

markedness constraint that bans glottals: *ONS/{glottal}.   

Parker (2001) makes a proposal along the lines of the onset-markedness approach, 

so this approach will be examined here.  The coda-faithfulness approach will not be 

considered here as it has not been proposed to this date. 

 From the point of view of the present theory, a constraint like *ONS/glottal presents 

a problem: it combines a subsegmental feature with a prosodic position.  While this is a 

theory-internal concern, it does give pause: *ONS/{glottal} would be an anomaly as the 

only markedness constraint that referred to a prosodic position and a subsegmental 

feature.143

 In contrast, the present theory does allow for the combination of prosodic scales 

and prosodic positions.  This leads to the notion that glottals are banned in onsets not 

143
  Note that *ONS/{glottal} would be the only markedness constraint to combine glottals and prosodic 

conditions in the present theory.  Faithfulness constraints – as generated by Positional Faithfulness theory – 
can refer to such positions.  See ch.2§2.4.2. 
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because of their PoA, but because of some prosodic-scale related property.  This proposal 

is developed in the next section.   

6.5.2.2 Glottals and sonority 
The previous section showed that a constraint banning glottals in onsets is 

necessary.  The idea explored in this section is that such a constraint refers to the sonority 

hierarchy, not the PoA scale. More concretely, glottals are argued to be highly sonorous, so 

the constraints that motivate Glottal Elimination are those that ban highly sonorous 

elements in margins: *-Δμ≥{glottal} and *-Δσ≥{glottal}. 

 There are two parts to the argument in this section.  The first part aims to show that 

highly sonorous elements are avoided in margins (Clements 1990, Prince & Smolensky 

1993, Gnanadesikan 1995).  The second part argues that glottals are more sonorous than 

their non-glottal counterparts. 

• High sonority syllable onsets are undesirable
 The Polynesian language Niuafo’ou bans high sonority onsets – glides – in stressed 

syllables (Tsukamoto 1988, de Lacy 2000b).
144

  So, while the high vowels /i u/ turn into 

glides pre-vocalically, they will not do so if they end up in a stressed syllable: 

(77) Niuafo’ou Glide Restriction (Tsukamoto 1988)

 (a) Glide onsets in unstressed syllables 

 [ju.ní.ti 0] ‘unit’ *[iuniti 0]
 [wa.é.a] ‘wire’ *[uaea] 

 [we.lì.�a.tó.ni 0] ‘Wellington’ *[ueli�atoni0]
 (b) No glide-formation before stressed syllables 

 [i.á.te]  ‘yard’  *[já.te]  

 [u.á.fu0] ‘wharf’ *[wá.fu] 

 [u.í.pi0] ‘whip’ *[wí.pi] 

 [ku.á.ta] ‘quarter’ *[kwá.ta] 

In de Lacy (2000b), I argue that a constraint against highly sonorous onsets blocked 

glide formation in Niuafo’ou.  Glide formation comes about when ONSET outranks 

constraints that preserve underlyingly moraic vowels (IDENT-μ).

(78) Glide formation in Niuafo’ou

 /iuniti/ ONSET IDENT-μ
� (a) ju.ní.ti  *

 (b) i.u.ní.ti * *! 

144
  A number of other languages ban highly sonorous elements in onsets.  For example, a number of 

languages ban liquids in this position (e.g. Golin – Bunn & Bunn 1970:4, Arabana-Wangkangurru  – Hercus 
1972, see Walsh Dickey 1997 for an extensive list).  In Campidanian Sardinian, glides and rhotics are banned 
in word-initial onsets, but are allowed elsewhere (Bolognesi 1998).  See de Lacy (2000b) for a more detailed 
survey and discussion. 
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The markedness constraint that bans glides in stressed syllable margins is *-

Δσ�≥{glide}.  With this outranking ONSET, glide formation will be blocked when it would 

place a glide in a stressed syllable: 

(79) Blocking glide formation in stressed syllables

 /iate/ *-Δσ�≥{glide} ONSET IDENT-μ
� (a) i.á.te  * * 

 (b) já.te *! *

The ranking || *-Δσ�≥{glide} » IDENT-μ || also allows inputs such as /jate/ to surface 

as [iáte] – this form satisfies *-Δσ�≥{glide}, while the faithful [játe] does not (see de Lacy 

2000b for details). 

 An analogous case is found in the Australian language Alyawarra. In Alyawarra, 

main stress falls on the leftmost syllable with an onset, unless that onset is a glide (Yallop 

1977:43).145

(80) Alyawarra Stress

 (a) i.lí.pa axe, *í.li.pa 

 (b) rín.ha {3rd person pronoun} 

 (c) ju.kún.tja ashes, *jú.kun. tja

 (d) walíjmparra  pelican,  *wálijmparra

The constraint ALIGN-σ�-L expresses the tendency for stress to appear at the left 

edge while the avoidance of onsetless syllables is prompted by the constraint σ�/ONSET,

requiring that stressed syllables have onsets. 

(81)

 /ilipa/ σ�/ONSET ALIGN-σ�-L 

 í.li.pa *! 

� i.lí.pa  *

(82)  

 /rinha/ σ�/ONSET ALIGN-σ�-L 

� rín.ha   

 rin.há  *! 

145
  Yallop (1997:43) proposes that word-initial glides form diphthongs with the following vowel, so they 

really form onsetless syllables.  There is no independent evidence for this, though.  One reason to think that 
glides are really onsets is the fact that they can appear in front of diphthongs: e.g. [al.kwij.la] am/is/are 
eating (p.42).  The nucleus in this word would have to be [wij] − a triphthong, which is typologically marked, 
to say the least. 
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The final step is to explain why stress avoids syllables with glide onsets.  Enter the 

constraint *-Δσ�≥{glide}. 

(83)

 /ju.kun.t
j
a/ IDENT-μ *-Δσ�≥{glide} ALIGN-σ�-L 

� ju.kún.t
j
a   *

 jú.kun.t
j
a  *! 

 í.u.kun.t
j
a *!  

In short, neutralization, glide-formation, and stress assignment shows that high 

sonority margins are undesirable. 

 Niuafo’ou and Alyawarra are not the only languages to avoid glide onsets in 

stressed syllables: Mabalay Atayal prevents glide-formation in stressed syllables too 

(Lambert 1999§3.3.2.3).   

• Glottals and sonority146

The aim of this part is to show that glottals are more sonorous than their non-glottal 

counterparts: i.e. [�] is more sonorous than [p t k] and [h] is more sonorous than [f s x].  A 

good deal of previous work supports this proposal (Pike 1954, Chomsky & Halle 

1968:301, Pinker & Birdsong 1979, Levin 1985, Trigo 1988:46, Parker 1989, 2002, 

Churma & Shi 1995, Gnanadesikan 1995, 1997).  The sonority status of glottals is far from 

uncontroversial, though.  Clements (1990:322) suggests that glottals “behave arbitrarily in 

terms of the way they class with other sounds”, effectively having no sonority value (also 

van der Hulst 1984, Boersma 1998).  A number of authors have argued the opposite: that 

glottals have the same sonority as obstruents (Heffner 1950, Lass 1976, Dogil 1989, 1992, 

Zec 1988).  The following paragraphs identify phonological evidence that glottals class 

with highly sonorous elements like glides and liquids. 

 Walker (2000, to appear) shows that the ability of segments to undergo nasal 

harmony follows the sonority scale, with more sonorous elements more susceptible to 

nasalization.  Notably, the glottals are at the top of this list, classed with glides.
147

  For 

example, nasality can only spread through glides, laryngeals, and nasals in a Malay dialect: 

[me�wa�h] ‘prosperous’, [mãjãt] ‘corpse’, [mãhãl] ‘expensive’, [mã�ãp] ‘forgive’ (Teoh 

1988:60).

Another example relates to transparency in vowel copy.  Vowel features can spread 

through intervening consonants.  Gafos & Lombardi (1999) show that such spreading 

follows the sonority hierarchy, with glides more willing to allow spread than liquids, 

liquids more susceptible than nasals, and so on.  Notably, glottals stand at the top of this 

hierarchy.  For example, height and roundness features can spread leftward in Harar 

Oromo (Owens 1985), but only through glides, [h], and [�], as shown in (84). 

146
  I am endebted to Steve Parker for a discussion of this issue.  Parker (2002) provides an extensive survey 

of literature on sonority, on which the following discussion is based. 
147

  See esp. Walker (1998:sec.2.2.3).  Walker’s arguments for the nasalization of glottals are based on her 
phonological analysis.  See Walker (1998:56) for discussion of the relative nasalizability of glides and 
glottals. 
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(84) Harar Oromo Height Assimilation (Owens 1985:21)

 /tah-e/  →  [tehe]  ‘he became’ 

/tah-u/  →  [tohu]  ‘he becomes (dependent form)’ 

 /d a�-e/ → [d e�e] ‘he said’ 

 /d a�-u/ → [d o�u] ‘let him say {jussive}’ 

/d’a�aj-e/ → [d’a�eje] ‘he heard’ 

 cf [barar-ne] ‘we flew’ *[barerne]; [dame�] ‘branch’. 

In sonority-distance restrictions, glottals usually act like highly sonorous elements; 

they rarely behave like other PoAs with the same manner of articulation.  For example, 

Gujarati allows only glides, liquids, and [h] as the second member of onset clusters: [kjal] 

‘opinion’, [krupa] ‘kindness’, [kle�] ‘fatigue’, [khrc] ‘cost’ (Cardona 1965:31ff).  In 

contrast, it is rare that [h] has the same opportunities as other fricatives: compare English 

[sl�t] ‘spit’, [fl�t] ‘flit’, *[hl�t].  For a general discussion of glottals and syllabification, see 

Churma & Shi (1995). 

Zec (1988, 1995) and Churma & Shi (1995:30) also observe that codas tend to 

house high sonority segments.  They list several cases where only high sonority elements 

(glides, liquids, nasals) and glottals are permitted in coda position.  For example, Cayapa 

only allows nasals, continuants, and [�] to appear in codas. 

 Of course, to be fully convincing that glottals are highly sonorous, one would have 

to examine all the behaviours of glottals, especially the ones where (apparently) glottals do 

not act like highly sonorous elements.  I will touch on one fact that can occasionally make 

glottals seem to behave like low sonority elements.  Chapter 7 shows that less marked 

elements can undergo assimilation while more marked ones do not.  Since glottals are the 

least marked in terms of PoA, this predicts that they should be very prone to assimilation.  

More generally, because glottals are the least marked elements in terms of PoA, they excite 

least faithfulness.  So, the fact that glottals make such chequered appearances in 

inventories therefore could derive from the fact that they submit to so many processes 

because of their unmarked status. 

• The Constraints
If glottals are indeed more sonorous than non-glottals, it follows that constraints on 

high sonority margins could eliminate glottals without also eliminating non-glottals.  The 

present theory provides two relevant constraints: *-Δμ≥{glottal} and *-Δσ≥{glottal}.  The 

former applies to the non-DTEs of moras, and the latter to syllable non-DTEs (i.e. onsets, 

moraic codas, and non-moraic codas).  The syllable structure in (85) identifies these 

elements.   
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(85)            σ

μ+ μ-

     C
-
 V

+
 C

+
    C

-

  -Δμ  -Δσ

In traditional terms, the non-DTEs of moras are ‘onset consonants’ (see Hyman 

1985, Zec 1988:7).  The non-DTEs of syllables are syllable margins (onsets and codas).  

Table 6.13 identifies the typology needed for glottals. 

 Table 6.13: Glottal typology

(a) No glottals 

 || *-Δσ≥{glottal} » F(glottal) || 

(b) Glottals in onsets and codas

 || F(glottal) » *-Δσ≥{glottal}, *-Δμ≥{glottal} || 

(c) Glottals in codas and not onsets 

 || *-Δμ≥{glottal} » onset-F(glottal), F(glottal) » *-Δσ≥{glottal} || 

(d) Glottals in onsets and not codas 

 || onset-F(glottal) » *-Δσ≥{glottal}, *-Δμ≥{glottal} » F(glottal) || 

Illustrations of the use of the glottal constraints have been provided in §6.2.2.3 and 

§6.3.2.1.

 This section concludes with the observation that the proposal that glottals are 

highly sonorous yet unmarked in terms of PoA is unlikely to provide an entire account of 

glottal behavior.  For one, there are differences between [h] and [�], with some languages 

allowing one but not the other (e.g. Japanese), and others allowing both, but in 

complementary positions.  While much more clearly needs to be said about such cases, the 

proposals made so far are adequate for addressing the issues at hand. 

6.5.2.3 Glottals are not placeless 
To complete this discussion of glottals, this section discusses an alternative to the 

proposal above – that glottals lack place features entirely.  A number of authors have 

argued for this idea (Clements 1985, Sagey 1986, Hayes 1986, Steriade 1987, Avery & 

Rice 1989, 1994, Rice 1995).  Of course, this is not a theory of Glottal Elimination in itself 

– many authors have proposed a constraint that requires segments to have some PoA 

feature, thereby favouring K, P, and T over � (Padgett 1994, 1995, Causley 1999:100, 

Parker to appear, Broselow 2001). 

 However, McCarthy (1994) shows that the ‘Placeless Glottal’ proposal encounters 

a number of problems.  He observes that if glottals are placeless, OCP restrictions on PoA 

should be unable to eliminate them.  This is not so: gutturals and glottals act as a class in 
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Arabic: no two elements from the set [1 2 3 4 h �] can appear in the same root (see also 

Hayward & Hayward 1989). 

If glottals are placeless, they should also be unable to trigger assimilation.  

McCarthy (1994:207ff) shows that this is not the case for vowel-consonant assimilation 

involving glottals.  He argues that vowels can assimilate to the PoA feature of glottals (and 

pharyngeals and uvulars), resulting in lowering.  For example, the feminine /-e/ in Syrian 

Arabic lowers to [a] after glottals, pharyngeals, and uvulars: 

(86) Syrian Arabic Lowering (McCarthy 1994)

 [dara -e] ‘step’ 

[wa� h-a]  ‘display’ 

 [mni�3-a] ‘good’ 

 [da��a�5-a] ‘tanning’ 

Rose (1996) provides further examples. 

 Glottals can also trigger Place assimilation.  For example, glottals require a 

preceding consonant to assimilate to their PoA in Yamphu (see ch.7§7.6.2.4): e.g. /mo-

dok-ha/ → [modo�ha] ‘like those’, /læ�t-he-ma/ → [læ��hema] ‘to be able to do’ (Rutgers 

1998:48).

As Smolensky (1993) has shown, effects akin to placelessness can be derived by 

ranking constraints against the ‘placeless’ feature below all others; this dissertation and 

Prince (1997 et seq.) have shown that the same result follows from stringent constraints.  

These approaches have the advantages of the placeless proposal without the shortcomings, 

as shown in this chapter and for assimilation in ch.7§7.3. 

• Other placeless segments
It is worth pointing out that the placelessness proposal has been applied to other 

segments, raising the same problems.  A number of authors have argued that coronals are 

placeless, given the fact that they are often the product of neutralization and can undergo 

processes while other segments do not (Paradis & Prunet 1991 and references cited 

therein).  However, McCarthy & Taub (1992) and Steriade (1995b) have identified several 

areas where the ‘placeless coronal’ proposal encounters problems (see also ch.7§3.3).  If 

coronals are placeless, then [coronal] should not trigger or block processes.  However, 

coronals both trigger and block assimilation.  A full account is presented in chapter 7. 

Schwa has also been argued to lack place features.  Oostendorp (1995) proposes 

that the placelessness of schwa prevents it from bearing stress in Dutch.  In other words, 

stressed syllables require their dependents to have place features – analogous to constraints 

that require dependents of onsets to have place features in order to ban glottals.  The 

problem with this approach is that it fails to explain why other vowels can repel stress.  For 

example, high vowels [i y u] in Nganasan avoid stress with the same alacrity as [] and [i], 

but these vowels cannot all be placeless (ch.3§3.2). 
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• Summary
In summary, the proposal that glottals are placeless encounters the same problems 

as previous claims that coronals and schwa are placeless.  Placelessness results in inertness 

and predicts unique behaviour.  However, glottals – like schwa and coronals – are not 

phonologically impotent: they can undergo and trigger processes just like non-glottals.  

Glottals are also not unique.  While they may fail to undergo a certain processes in some 

language, other non-glottal PoAs can fail to undergo that same process in other languages.   

6.5.3 Summary 
In conclusion, disharmonic inventories can arise through processes that are not 

related to PoA.  Section 6.5.1 identified several neutralizations involving a change in 

manner of articulation.  For example, lenition can target coronals alone, resulting in a 

disharmonic inventory consisting of just dorsals, just labials, or both.  The same was 

shown to happen for coalescence of vowels and nasals, and for a variety of other processes.   

Finally, Glottal Elimination was argued to not be a PoA-related process.  It is 

unlike other PoA neutralizations in that glottals can be eliminated in onsets but not in 

codas.  Evidence that glottals are highly sonorous led to the proposal that Glottal 

Elimination is triggered by a ban on high sonority margins. 

The important point of this section is that disharmonic inventories are not produced 

by PoA neutralization.  Accordingly, there is no need for any constraints apart from the 

markedness and faithfulness ones proposed herein. 

6.6 Neutralization targets 
Trubetzkoy (1939) claimed that segments could only neutralize to the least marked 

element available.  Thus, the output target of neutralization is always the unmarked scale 

element: e.g. /t/→[�] but never /t/→[k].  This section adopts Trubetzkoy’s proposal.  So, 

only the neutralizations in (87) are possible; examples are given in table (88).
148

(87) Input  neutralizes to

 /K/ → [�] or  [T] 

 /P/ → [�] or [T] 

 /T/ → [�]

 /�/ → [T] 

148
  This almost excludes the possibility of PoA-related chain shifts (i.e. /k/→[p], /p/→[t]), except perhaps for 

/p,k/→[t], /t/→[�].  I have found no cases of PoA chain-shifts reported in the literature.   
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(88) Neutralization targets: examples
 UR Surface Example Language 

glottal
/baik/ → [bai�]

cf [k-baik-an] 

Malay codas 

(Lapoliwa 1981) 

dorsal

coronal /k’ak-RED/ → [lak-k’it]

Taiwanese secret language 

codas

(Li 1985) 

glottal [m-rata�-ratap]  
Ulu Muar Malay reduplicant

codas (Hendon 1966) 
labial

coronal /�ap-RED/ → [lap-�it]
Cantonese secret language 

codas (Yip 1982) 

coronal glottal
/nam�"t/ → [nam�"�]

cf [nam�id-æ�]

Yamphu codas 

(Rutgers 1998) 

glottal coronal
/t�oh-k

h
o/ → [t�o�t6-kh

o] 

cf [t�o�h-uni] 

Korean codas  

(Kim-Renaud 1986) 

As an example, /k/ can neutralize to [�] since it is the least marked PoA.  /k/ can 

also neutralize to [t] if [�] is ruled out by Glottal Elimination.  However, /k/ can never 

neutralize to [p] because every inventory contains a less marked element – either [t] or [�].  

 Section 6.6.1 identifies the factors responsible for the neutralizations listed above.  

One relates to the form of the markedness constraints: since ‘glottal’ is a local harmonic 

bound for all other PoAs, glottals will always be favoured as outputs over other segments.  

Another reason relates to the form of the faithfulness constraints: the constraints assign the 

same violations to all unfaithful elements.  Together, these two factors result in the least 

marked PoA emerging as the target of neutralization: the form of the faithfulness 

constraints ensures that markedness constraints will determine the output’s form, and 

glottals harmonically bound all other PoAs, so the output of neutralization will typically be 

glottals. 

 Section 6.6.2 discusses the effect of Glottal Elimination on the output of 

neutralization.  This section shows that Glottal Elimination can force neutralization to a 

coronal, even when a glottal is present in the language. 

 Section 6.6.3 discusses the relation of gapped inventories to possible outputs of 

neutralization.  This section shows that only glottals can be the target of neutralization in a 

gapped inventory [k p �].  More generally, it shows that dorsals and labials can never be 

the output of neutralization.  An alternative proposal is also discussed – that velars are less 

marked than coronals in some grammars (Trigo 1988, Rice 2000a,b). 

 Section 6.6.4 discusses cases where glottals are neutralized, through Glottal 

Elimination.

 Section 6.6.5 presents a summary. 
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6.6.1 The output of neutralization 
It is common for glottals to be the output of neutralization (i.e. debuccalization), as 

discussed in §6.6.2 and §6.6.3.  This section argues that this generalization follows from 

two facts: (i) the PoA-markedness constraints favour [�] over all other PoAs, and (ii) 

marked-faithfulness constraints do not distinguish between different types of 

unfaithfulness. 

6.6.1.1 The form of markedness constraints  
The focus of discussion here will again be /k/-neutralization in Malay (§6.2).  In 

that section, it was shown that the output of /k/-neutralization was [�]: e.g. /baik/ → [bai�]. 

 In terms of the PoA constraints, the output of /k/ neutralization cannot be anything 

but [�].  Part of the reason for this is that the PoA constraints favour glottals over all other 

PoAs, as shown in the tableau for /baik/→[bai�].  As shown in §6.2, the ranking || *{K} » 

IDENT{KPT} || ensures that /k/ and no other PoAs neutralize.  Tableau (89) shows that the 

remaining markedness constraints determine that the output of neutralization will be [�], 

regardless of their ranking. 

(89)  

 /baik/ *{K} IDENT{K} *{KP} *{KPT} *{KPT�}

 (a) baik *! 

 (b) baip  * *! * * 

 (c) bait  *  *! * 

� (d) bai�  *   * 

The tableau shows that the ranking of the PoA-markedness constraints is irrelevant 

because [�] is a local harmonic bound for both [t] and [p].
149

 So, the target of neutralization depends on the form of markedness constraints.  

Since /k/ neutralizes to [�] and not [t] or [p] in Malay, there must be some constraint or 

constraints that favours [�] over both [t] and [p] (*{KPT} here).   

Similarly, since /k/ never neutralizes to [p] in any language, there cannot be any 

constraint that favours [p] over both [t] and [�] (i.e. *{T�} or *{T}).
150

  The same is true 

for neutralization to [k]: since [k] is never the target of neutralization, constraints that 

favour [k] over both [t] and [�] cannot exist in CON. 

6.6.1.2 The form of faithfulness constraints 
Faithfulness constraints also play a role in determining the target of neutralization.  

A crucial aspect of tableau (89) is that the faithfulness constraint conflates all unfaithful 

149
  As discussed in ch.5, an alternative theory with a fixed ranking of constraints || *K » *P » *T || would 

achieve the same results. 
150

  Unless *{T�} and *{T} were universally outranked by a constraint against [p], as in the fixed ranking 
theory || *K » *P » *T ||. 
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forms.  In other words, IDENT{K} assigns the same violation to [p], [t], and [�].  This fact 

allows markedness constraints to be solely responsible for the outcome of neutralization. 

 To clarify this point, suppose that faithfulness constraints assigned different 

violations based on the degree of difference along the scale; such faithfulness constraints 

will be called �IDENT, to distinguish them from the standard IDENT constraints.  For 

example, [k] and [p] are only one step away on the PoA scale, so �IDENT{K} would assign 

one violation to the mapping /k/→[p].  Since [t] is two steps away from [k], /k/→[t] would 

incur two violations of �IDENT{K}, and /k/→[�] would incur three violations.  

Faithfulness constraints that are somewhat similar to this type are proposed by 

Gnanadesikan (1995). 

 With this type of faithfulness constraint, neutralization could produce the next least 

marked element on a scale (as shown by Gnanadesikan 1995).  Tableau (90) illustrates this 

situation.

(90)  

 /baik/ *{K} �IDENT{K} *{KP} *{KPT} *{KPT�}

 (a) baik *!

� (b) baip  * * * *

 (c) bait  * *! * *

 (d) bai�  * * *! *

The tableau shows that this type of faithfulness constraint, ranked above all 

markedness constraints, can prevent markedness from having any say in the output of 

neutralization.  Since /k/→[p] neutralization is not attested, this type of  

faithfulness constraint cannot exist.151

 Not only does the lack of /k/→[p] ban the type of scalar-faithfulness just 

mentioned, it means that CON cannot contain any faithfulness constraint that favours 

/k/→[p] over /k/→[t] and /k/→[�].  For example, suppose there were a faithfulness 

constraint IDENT[�coronal].  This would not assign a violation to /k/→[p], but would 

assign one to /k/→[t].  In a language with Glottal Elimination, /k/ could therefore 

neutralize to [p].  Therefore, there is no constraint IDENT[�coronal].  Generalizing, CON 

cannot contain faithfulness constraints that favour /m1f/→[m2f] over /m1f/→[uf], where m1f

and m2f are different marked elements on the same scale and uf is the unmarked scale 

element.152  The problem with IDENT[�coronal] is that it favours /k/→[p] (i.e. the 

151
  Gnanadesikan (1995:ch.3) argues that faithfulness constraints with a similar effect account for chain 

shifts: where /x/→[y] but /y/→[z].  Curiously enough, the consonant chain shifts discussed all involve 
increases in markedness, not neutralization to less marked elements (Gnanadesikan argues that the chain 
shifts are triggered by morphemes).  Gnanadesikan’s proposal also predicts neutralizations whereby /m/→[b]
and /b/→[p] (e.g. in coda position).  I have not found any cases fitting this description.  For vowel height 
chain shifts, see the alternative proposal in Kirchner (1994). 
152

  Elliott Moreton, cited in McCarthy (2000) dubs this property of faithfulness constraints ‘retentiveness’.  
He concludes that OT must have retentive faithfulness constraints to produce chain shifts.  The result 
produced here shows that at the very least PoA-faithfulness constraints cannot be retentive.  It may be that 
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neutralization of a marked feature to another marked feature) over /k/→[t] (i.e. the 

neutralization of a marked feature to an unmarked feature).   

In contrast, the PoA-faithfulness constraints proposed conflate unfaithful 

categories.  From input /k/, the outputs [p], [t], and [�] are all equally unfaithful – they all 

incur exactly the same violations of IDENT{K}, IDENT{KP}, IDENT{KPT}, and 

IDENT{KPT�}.  This is illustrated in the violations of IDENT{K} in tableau (89).  Because 

all unfaithful candidates are equally unfaithful, they allow the lower-ranked markedness 

constraints to make the crucial decision. 

6.6.2 Coronal promotion 
The output of PoA neutralization is not always a glottal: it can be a coronal.  In 

these cases Glottal Elimination blocks glottals as outputs, either overtly or emergently.  

Glottal Elimination can favour coronals over glottals as the output because glottals are 

more marked than other PoAs in terms of sonority: i.e *-Δσ≥glottal.   

In the trivial case, glottals are banned from an inventory, so the least marked PoA 

available is coronal.  For example, /�/ neutralizes to [n] in Yecuatla Misantla Totonac 

(MacKay 1994:33): this language has no placeless [N] (cf Caribbean Spanish – §6.6.3.1). 

 A more interesting case is where dorsals and/or labials neutralize to coronal PoA, 

but a glottal is available.  In these cases, Glottal Elimination has an emergent effect.  A 

relevant case is found in a Taiwanese secret language: dorsal and labial stops in 

reduplicants neutralize to [t] in codas, despite the fact that [�] is available (Li 1985).  This 

case is discussed in §6.6.2.1.   

 Section 6.6.2.2 discusses whether labials and dorsals can be ‘promoted’ in the same 

way as coronals.  This section shows that this is not possible under the proposals about 

constraint form in this chapter. 

6.6.2.1 Emergent Glottal Elimination 
The Taiwanese secret language described by Li (1985) is very similar to the 

Cantonese one discussed in §6.3.2.1: (i) the reduplicant’s vowel is neutralized to [i], (ii) its 

coda is neutralized to a coronal, and (iii) the base’s initial consonant is replaced with [l] (or 

[n] if the following vowel is nasal).  The differences are that /k/ neutralizes to [t] in the 

Taiwanese secret language (cf Cantonese), and the other is that Taiwanese allows coda [�].  

Relevant data is provided in (91); the reduplicant is underlined. 

more generally faithfulness constraints on the same scale cannot be retentive, though retentiveness may 
emerge through the interaction of faithfulness constraints on separate scales. 
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(91) Taiwanese secret language (Li 1985:97,98)

 (a) Vowel-final roots  

  /be ts’ai/ → [le-bi   lai ts’i] ‘buy food, go to the market’ 

  /e hiau/ → [le i  liau hi] ‘able’ 

 (b) Neutralization to coronals  

  /tsap ap/  → [lap tsit  lap it]  ‘ten boxes’ 

/kam tsia/ → [lam kin  lia tsi]  ‘sugarcane’ 

  /t’at/ → [lat t’it]  ‘to kick’ 

/tsin t’iam/ → [lin tsin  liam t’in]  ‘very tired’ 

  /pak k’ak/ → [lak pit  lak k’it]  ‘to peel, to crack open’ 

  /p’�� h��/ → [l�� p’in    l����in] ‘flatus ventritus’ 

In contrast, [�]-final roots appear with the underlying [�]: /pia�/ → [lia(�) pi�]

‘wall’; /ho k’e/ → [lo hi  le(�) ki�].
153

 The issue raised by this case is why labials and dorsals do not neutralize to [�], 

since it is available: for example, /pak/ could be realized as *[lak pi�], analogous to 

reduplication in Ulu Muar Malay (§6.2.2.2).  However, the result is [lak pit].  In short, 

although [�] is allowed in Taiwanese, it is clearly not considered less marked than [t] for 

neutralization purposes. 

• Analysis: emergent Glottal Elimination
 Glottals harmonically bound all other types of PoA in terms of the PoA markedness 

constraints.  So the PoA-markedness constraints cannot be responsible for favouring 

neutralization to [t] rather than [�]: there must be some other markedness constraint that 

blocks neutralization to glottals but not coronals.  The obvious candidate is the Glottal 

Elimination constraint *-Δσ≥glottal.  This constraint must outrank all constraints that 

favour glottals over coronals – i.e. *{KPT}, as shown in tableau (92). 

(92)  

 /pak-RED/ *{KP} BR-IDENT{KPT�} *-Δσ≥glottal *{KPT}

 (a) lak-pik *! *

� (b) lak-pit  *  *

 (c) lak-pi�  * *! 

The constraint *{KP} bans dorsals and labials, eliminating (a).  As in Malay 

reduplication, an onset-specific PoA faithfulness constraint prevents neutralization of onset 

[p]. 

 Both (b) and (c) are equally unfaithful, so the decision is passed to lower-ranked 

markedness constraints.  Since *-Δσ≥glottal favours non-glottals over glottals, candidate 

(c) is eliminated.  This leaves the candidate with coronal PoA (b).   

153
  Glottals are usually eliminated before other consonants, but always appear in word/phrase-final codas.  

There has been some discussion about the status of coda glottals in Taiwanese (Roberts & Li 1963, Yip 
1995:19). 
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 In short, Glottal Elimination can have an emergent effect in the language, forcing 

neutralization to coronals.   

As a final point, glottals are not neutralized to coronals in the ranking above: /pia�/

→ [lia(�) pi�], *[lia(�) pit].  This follows from the ranking || BR-IDENT{KPT�} » 

*-Δσ≥{glottal} || – this preserves glottals in reduplicants.  The opposite ranking would 

produce an emergent Glottal Elimination, in which glottals were banned in reduplicants but 

allowed elsewhere. 

6.6.2.2 Can labials and dorsals be promoted too? 
The discussion above has shown that Glottal Elimination can emergently affect the 

outcome of neutralization, producing coronals even when glottals are available.  The issue 

this raises is whether some other process can do the same for labials or dorsals: in other 

words, could some process(es) emergently eliminate both coronals and glottals so that 

labials (or dorsals) are effectively promoted to least marked status?   

If such a process existed, [p] (or [k]) could be the output of neutralization.  Since 

no such neutralizations exist, coronal- & glottal-eliminating processes must be banned. 

 The constraints proposed in this chapter do not allow such a process.  To eliminate 

both coronals and glottals, a constraint (or constraints) is needed that favours labials and/or 

dorsals over coronals.  As argued in §6.5, there is no such constraint.   

For example, while lenition may only apply to coronals, the constraint that triggers 

lenition – LENITE – targets all PoAs equally; the fact that only coronals undergo lenition in 

some languages is due to the blocking effect of marked-faithfulness constraints.  Thus, an 

emergent lenition process cannot be used to eliminate coronals in this case. 

To expand on this point, suppose that glottals were banned in a language by Glottal 

Elimination and only /t/ lenites to [
].  Tableau (93) repeats the coronal-only lenition 

ranking from §6.4. 

(93)  

 /abada/ IDENT{KP} *{�,%} LENITE

� (a) aba
a   * 

 (b) abada   * *! 

 (c) a%ada  *! *

 (d) a
a
a *!  

Candidate (a), with lenition only of /d/, wins because it preserves non-coronal PoAs 

(unlike (d)), avoids the prohibited segment [%] (unlike (c)), and does not avoid lenition 

entirely (cf (b)). 

 However, suppose that [�] is banned in the output, and is forced to neutralize to 

some other segment.  Since [7] is eliminated by lenition, could /�/ neutralize to [b]?  The 

answer is no: /�/ must neutralize to [
].  This result is illustrated in tableau (94). 
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(94)  

 /a�a/ *{K} LENITE IDENT[manner] 

 (a) a�a *! *

 (b) aba  *! 

 (c) ada  *! 

� (d) a
a   *

The faithful candidate (a) is eliminated because it contains a dorsal.  This leaves the 

candidates with [b], [d], and [
]. 
 The problem with both candidates (b) and (c) is that they both have failed to lenite, 

equally violating LENITE.  This means that the flapped candidate (d) wins.  The only 

constraint that could thwart this result is IDENT[manner], which prevents /�/ from turning 

into the sonorant [
].  However, IDENT[manner] must be ranked below LENITE in order for 

lenition to happen in the first place, so it can have no adverse effects. 

 More generally, the tableau shows that /�/ cannot neutralize to [b] because there is 

no constraint that favours labials over coronals.  LENITE does not do so – it applies equally 

to all PoAs.  In contrast, if there were a coronal-specific version of LENITE – i.e. 

LENITE(coronal) – then the result would be quite different: candidate (c) would fatally 

violate LENITE(coronal) and (d) would fatally violate IDENT[manner], leaving candidate (b).  

Therefore, there can be no constraint that specifically targets coronals in this way. 

 The treatment of lenition outlined above can be generalized to other processes.  If 

all processes are like lenition in that they do not specifically target coronals, there can be 

no markedness constraint that favours labials over coronals.  If there is no markedness 

constraint of this type, neutralization to coronals will always trump neutralization to 

labials.  In short, labials or dorsals can never be the targets of neutralization.  This point is 

discussed further in the next section. 

6.6.3 Gapping and the output of neutralization 
The issue raised in the last part of the previous section arises in gapped inventories: 

suppose that coronals are eliminated from an inventory, as in Yamphu and Hawaiian.  

Could Glottal Elimination not emergently prevent neutralization to glottals?  In this case, 

/k/ could only neutralize to [p] since [p] is the least marked non-glottal available. 

 The answer is again no.  The reason follows from the ranking needed to eliminate 

coronals.  As shown in §6.3, coronals are eliminated when *{KPT} outranks IDENT{KPT} 

and IDENT{KPT�}.  However, one further ranking is necessary: *-Δ≥{glottal} must be 

ranked below *{KPT}.  Without this ranking, coronals cannot be neutralized to glottals.  In 

fact, glottals would be eliminated from the inventory.  This is illustrated in tableau (95). 

(95)  

 /ta/ *{KPT} *-Δ≥{glottal} IDENT{KPT} 

 (a) ta *! 

� (b) �a * *
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Tableau (95) shows that if *-Δ≥{glottal} outranked *{KPT}, candidate (b) would 

be eliminated, thereby preventing coronals from being eliminated.  This result follows 

from Harmonic Ascent: /t/ can only neutralize to a less marked element.  The only element 

less marked than [t] is [�].  Therefore, if [�] is eliminated, /t/ can only surface as [t]. 

 The ranking || *{KPT} » *-Δ≥{glottal} || has another effect: it ensures that glottals 

are less marked than labials and dorsals.  Since *{KPT} favours glottals over dorsals and 

labials, this means that dorsals can only neutralize to glottals. 

(96)  

 /ka/ *{K} *{KPT} *-Δ≥{glottal} IDENT{KPT}

 (a) ka *! *! 

 (b) pa  *! *

 (c) ta  *! *

� (d) �a   * *

Therefore, if coronals are eliminated in a language, PoA neutralization can only 

produce glottals.  This again follows from the fact that no markedness constraint favours 

labials and/or dorsals over coronals.  If there were such a (freely rankable) constraint – 

*{T} – it would not only be an easy matter to create a gapped inventory where /k/ 

neutralized to [p], it would be an easy matter to have all non-labial segments neutralize to 

labials, as shown in the tableau below. 

(97)  

 /�akata/ *{K} *{T} *-Δ≥{glottal} IDENT{KPT�} *{P}

 (a) �akata * * * 

 (b) papapa    * * * * * *

In short, there can be no constraint that favours labials above coronals.  The same 

goes for dorsals and their relation to labials and coronals – if there were a constraint 

*{PT�}, all segments could neutralize to [k].  The lack of such a constraint in the present 

theory prevents this from happening. 

6.6.3.1 The velar-unmarkedness hypothesis 
Although this section is something of a digression from the preceding discussion, it 

is necessary to point out that some researchers have claimed that dorsals – or more 

particularly velars – can be the targets of neutralization (Trigo 1988, Causley & Rice 1998, 

Rice 2000a,b).  This proposal has been extensively criticized in a series of papers by 

Paradis & Prunet (1990a,b, 1994).  This section aims to discuss cases that Paradis & Prunet 

did not address.  As in their work, this section concludes that there is no solid evidence for 

the ‘velar-as-unmarked’ hypothesis.   
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As a preliminary remark, I consider the following discussion overly brief for what 

is a proposal with broad implications; nevertheless, some comment must be given here as 

the proposal directly challenges some of the premises of the present theory.   

• The hypotheses
Trigo (1988) proposes that coronals are least marked in onset position, but dorsals 

are least marked in coda position.  Causley & Rice (1998) and Rice (2000a,b) propose that 

there are two scales relevant to PoA.  One relates to structural complexity: on this scale, 

velars are less marked than coronals, labials, and other dorsals.
154

  However, PoAs can also 

be evaluated in terms of structural completeness, in which case coronals, labials, and non-

velar dorsals are less marked than both velars and glottals.  In effect, then, depending on 

the ranking a grammar can chose whether coronals are less marked than velars, or vice-

versa.

• Dorsal obstruents are not targets of neutralization
Both ‘velar-as-unmarked’ proposals predict that dorsals can be the target of 

neutralization in codas.  However, of the languages listed in Appendix B, there are no 

convincing synchronic cases of neutralization to [k].
155

The closest case is found in the Maracaibo dialect of Venezuelan Spanish.  Guitart 

(1981) (cit Trigo 1988) reports that coda stops neutralize to [k] and fricatives to [x]: 

obsekio  [oksekio], este [exte].  However, these forms are in free variation with 

neutralizations to [�] and [h]: i.e. [o�sekio], [ehte].  It is therefore unclear whether this 

constitutes evidence for neutralization to glottals, or dorsals.   

To conclude, unlike synchronic cases, there are clear examples of diachronic 

change of *t to [k].  For example, Hawaiian [kanaka] ‘man’ is cognate with other Eastern 

Polynesian language’s [ta��	����
��������������������
����
	
����
�����	 ��	 
������!��
�"�

[te].  The reconstructed forms for Proto-Eastern Polynesian have *t (Clark 1976).  Haas 

(1968) and Rice (1978) show that *t has turned into [k] in two dialects of Chipewyan – 

Yellowknife and Fort Resolution respectively.   In contrast, all the synchronic cases of /t/-

elimination show neutralization to [�] (e.g. Cockney English, Yamphu, Refugee Tibetan – 

see §6.3).  It is not clear what to make of this disparity between diachronic and synchronic 

change.  Since the present theory focuses solely on synchronic grammar, though, this issue 

is put aside here.  In short, there are no synchronic cases of stop neutralization to [k]. 

For fricatives, I have found no cases where fricatives neutralize to the velar [x].156

154
  Causley & Rice (1998) propose that glottals consist of a bare root node while velars consist of a root node 

and a Place node, but no place features.  In contrast, coronals, labials, and non-velar dorsals have more 
complex structure: root nodes, Place nodes, and place features. 
155

  Chen (1973) argues that the development of coda consonants in Chinese dialects involved development 
of coronals into velars, both for stops *t→k and nasals *n→� (cf Zee 1985, who argued that *� developed 
into [n]).  The same development occurred in Proto-Eastern Polynesian to Hawaiian, and in Chipewyan 
dialects (§6.6.3.1).  Despite the *t→k change, the dialects do not provide evidence against the present 
proposal.  One of the dialects – Fuzhou – has both [�] and [k] in codas (Yip 1982:646), an admissible 
inventory in the present theory (also see Wright 1983:26ff, Zhang 2000).  Chen reports the Chaozhou dialect 
to have only [p k] in codas; however, this only applies to the literary language: the colloquial language has 
debuccalized all consonants to [�].  In short, Chen’s (1973) proposals do not conflict with the present theory. 
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• Dorsal nasals are not targets of neutralization
 The final type of neutralization involves nasals.  In contrast to stop and fricative 

neutralization, there are many reported cases of neutralization to [�].  Languages with 

alternations (usually of /n/ to [�]) include Huallaga Quechua, Seri
157

, Yamphu (Rutgers 

1988), Selayarese (Broselow 2001), Makassarese (Aronoff et al. 1987, Basri et al. 1998), 

Misantla Totonac (San Marcos dialect) (Mackay 1994:380), a number of Spanish dialects 

(Trigo 1988, Morris 2000), and the Carib languages Arekuna (Edwards 1978:226), Tiriyó 

(Peasgood 1972:39), and Wayana (Jackson 1972:47).  Many other languages restrict nasals 

in codas to just [�]. 

I adopt Trigo’s (1988) theory that all these cases actually involve the ‘glottal’ nasal 

[N] rather than velar [�] (for discussion, see ch.5§5.3.3.1).  A variety of evidence supports 

this proposal.  Yamphu will be used as a representative example here because its 

phonological system is already familiar from §6.2. 

 Yamphu has the nasals [m n �].  In terms of distribution, neutralization, and 

assimilation, [�] behaves like a glottal.  

 For distribution, [�] is rare in word-initial position, and has a free variant [n]: e.g. 

[�a]~[na] ‘fish’, [�a�kma]~[na�kma] ‘to request’ (Rutgers 1998:33).  This is fairly typical 

behaviour: [�] is often banned word-initially but allowed elsewhere (e.g. English, 

Dutch).
158

  There is a small amount of evidence that [�] is avoided intervocalically in 

Yamphu.  Rutgers (1998:24) notes that intervocalic [�] is in free variation with [w�] in a 

small number of words.  A number of words with intervocalic [�] have allomorphs with 

[��] (e.g. [ho�aja]~[ho��aja] ‘hole’).  However, medial [�] is tolerated in the majority of 

words (e.g. [ka��a] ‘kind of cricket’). 

 [�]’s behaviour parallels the behavior of glottals: glottals are often banned in 

onsets, but permitted in codas.  In contrast, it does not parallel the behavior of dorsals in 

other manners of articulation: none of the languages listed in Appendix B ban [k] or [x] in 

onsets, but allow them in codas. 

 [�] also parallels [�] in neutralization.  As shown in §2, /t/ neutralizes to [�] in 

codas.  For the nasals, /n/ neutralizes to [�].  This neutralization occurs word-finally; 

156
  Neutralization to a uvular has been reported for Carib (Hoff 1968, Gildea 1995:65).  In codas, uvular [�]

appears before obstruents and [�] appears before sonorants.  Due to a process of apocope, consonants may 
end up in coda position.  In this environment, they neutralize to [�] before obstruents and to [�] before 
sonorants: [ena�pi] ‘eat’, cf [ena��-poti] ‘eat repeatedly’, [ena�-ne�] ‘he ate’ (Hoff 1968:58, Gildea 1995).  It 
seems that the uvular [�] is at least treated like a glottal in this situation, since it parallels [�] in the 
neutralization pattern above.  In fact, [�] is in complementary distribution with [h], the latter appears in 
onsets while the former appears in codas.  It is thus inviting to consider [�] not a true uvular, but perhaps [h] 
with some secondary articulation.  Without close phonetic analysis, further speculation is unwarranted.  I can 
only conclude by noting that Gildea’s (1995) survey of debuccalization in other Carib languages shows that 
the target of neutralization in all other cases is a glottal.  In any case, Carib does not provide support for the 
velar-as-unmarked hypothesis. 
157  To be precise, /m/→[�] before pause, but in an unstressed syllable: /ko�tpam/→ [kó�tpa�] ‘sardine’, cf 
[sá�òm] ‘he will beg’ (Marlett 1981:20).  Faithfulness to the stressed syllable blocks neutralization in this 
case (Beckman 1998). 
158  For arguments that the English [�] is [N], see McCarthy (2001).  Apart from being banned in onsets, [�]
counts as moraic while [n] and [m] do not.  Thus, [�] cannot appear after a long vowel: e.g. [di�n] dean,
[di�m] deem, *[di��].
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medially /n/ assimilates (discussed below).  The paradigm of the person pronoun /hæn/ 

shows the coda neutralization of [n]. 

(98) Yamphu: neutralization of /�/ to [n]

 /hæn/ ‘you (sg.)’ → [hæ�]

cf  [hæn-æ�] {ergative} 

     [hæn-i�] {plural} 

[hæn-i�-æ�] {pl.+ergative} 

Other morphemes that show this alternation include /-hon/ {logical consequence 

(LC)} (e.g. [asa-ho�] ‘whoever’), /iman/ {interrogative}, and the elative suffix /-pan/ 

(e.g.[tu�-m-em-ba�] ‘be.3pl.fact.elative’ – 278). 

 A number of languages neutralize stops to [�] and nasals to [�].  It is common for 

languages to allow only [�] and [�] in codas.  For example, Makassarese only allows [�]

and [�] word-finally; notably, it does not allow word-final [k] (Aronoff et al. 1987, Basri et 

al. 1998, McCarthy & Prince 1994§5).  Languages with the same restriction are Nantong 

Chinese (Ao 1993), Kelantan and Terengganu Malay (Teoh 1988),  Selayarese, and Konjo 

(Broselow 2001).  Similarly, Caribbean Spanish neutralize fricatives to [h] and nasals to 

[�] (Trigo 1988:72ff).  Other languages that allow only [h] and [�] in codas include 

Wayana (Jackson 1972), and Macushi (Abbott 1991 – only [h �]).  Finally, several Chinese 

secret languages neutralize codas in reduplicants to just [�] and [�] (Yip 1982, 2000:27). 

 In contrast, there is no language in which [�] as the result of neutralization parallels 

[k]: i.e. there is no language in Appendix B that bans all but [k] and [�] in codas. 

 Assimilation in Yamphu also provides evidence that [�] is really [N].  /n/ 

assimilates in PoA to a following obstruent.  For example, /pen/ ‘sit’ is realized as follows: 

[mæm.bem.ba] ‘without sitting’, [pen.so.ben.ni] ‘he doesn’t even sit’, [pe�.�o.ben.ni] ‘he 

really won’t sit’.  Before /�/ and /h/, /n/ is realized as [�]: [pe�.�i] ‘he’s sitting’, /hen-he�-
nd-u-æn-de/ → [he�he�ndwende] ‘can you open it?’ (p.44-5).    Stops also assimilate 

before glottals, but to glottal PoA, not dorsal: /mo-dok-ha/ → [modo�ha] ‘like those’ 

(p.48).  Again, [�] parallels [�]. 

In summary, there is a variety of evidence that surface [�] in Yamphu is in fact 

glottal [N].  In terms of surface restrictions, [�] behaves like glottals: it can appear in codas 

but not in onsets, just like [�] and [h] in many languages.  In contrast, no language bans [k] 

and/or [x] in onsets but allows them in codas.  Notably, assimilation of /n/’s PoA to a 

glottal [�] or [h] results in [�] in Yamphu, indicating that [�] and [�] share the same PoA. 

Finally, in languages with debuccalization of stops and/or fricatives, nasals often 

parallel these processes by neutralizing to [�].  It is never the case that neutralization of 

nasals to [�] is paralleled in other manners of articulation by neutralization to dorsals (i.e. 

stops to [k] or fricatives to [x]).   

• No epenthesis of dorsal obstruents
Epenthesis is not neutralization, but still directly reflects relative markedness, as 

discussed in ch.5§5.3.3.3.  Therefore, the ‘velar-as-unmarked’ hypothesis (or at least 
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Causley & Rice’s version) predicts epenthesis of [k], [x], and [�], paralleling epenthesis of 

[�], [h], and [n]. 

 Trigo (1988) argues that two languages show epenthesis of velars: [k] and [�] in 

Uradhi (Hale 1976, Crowley 1983), and [�] in Murut (Prentice 1971).  I have found two 

other relevant cases: Ko(ava (Ebert 1996) and Seri (Marlett 1981).  While these cases 

deserve more discussion that presented here, it is possible to cast doubt on their validity. 

 As Broselow (1982) and many others have shown, consonant epenthesis takes 

place to satisfy general phonotactic requirements such as bans on onsetless syllables (e.g. 

[h]-epenthesis in Slave – Rice 1989), or avoidance of adjacent identical consonants.  

However, none of the cases cited above are that straightforward.  All involve ‘epenthesis’ 

of dorsals without a clear phonotactic motive for insertion. 

 The Dravidian language Ko(ava will be discussed here since – in my opinion – it 

offers the clearest and most detailed evidence of putative [k]-insertion of the cases cited 

above.

 Ko(ava has the voiceless stops [p t� � t� k].  Syllable structure is CVX, where X is 

either a consonant or vowel; onsets are optional word-initially.  Ebert (1996:9) reports that 

“euphonic [k] is inserted between roots ending in a vowel or [n] and a following [a]”, with 

the additional proviso that [k] voices after nasals.  Examples are given in (99). 

(99) Ko(ava euphonic [k] (Ebert 1996)

 /ku(i-a/  → [ku(ika]  ‘let’s drink’  (cf [ku(i] ‘drink’) 

/a*a-ate/  → [a*akate]  ‘without sitting down’ 

/ko(8-ate/  → [ko(8kate] ‘do not give!’ 

/tin-ad8/ → [tin�ad8]  ‘let him eat’ 

/kan-a/  → [kan�a]  ‘see you!’ 

 cf /�*8d-at �e/  → [�*8dat�e]  ‘don’t write’ (cf [�l8d8] ‘write’)159

The problem with treating [k] as epenthetic here relates to the environment that 

triggers its insertion.  If [k] were truly epenthetic, it should be inserted for phonotactic 

reasons, such as a requirement that syllables have onsets.  However, epenthesis after /n/-

final roots is prosodically unnecessary: /kan-a/ could surface as *[ka.na], since this form 

satisfies ONSET.  Instead, [�] is epenthesized (voiceless stops are banned after nasals): [kan-

�-a].  There is not only no prosodic motivation for dorsal epenthesis here, the epenthesis 

creates a prosodically undesirable syllable – i.e. one with a coda. 

 Moreover, euphonic [k] is severely restricted in its distribution.  It can only appear 

between a verb root and suffix.160  For example, /√kond-8n-av��/→[kond8nav��], 
*[kond8nkav��] ‘one who killed’; /√�*8d-8n-�/→[�*8d8n�], *[�*8d8nk�] ‘I wrote’. 

In short, [k] does not behave like epenthetic consonants in other languages.  If 

anything, its distribution suggests that it has the status of a morpheme, much like the 

semantically contentless ‘thematic’ morphemes in Attic Greek (Lupas 1972). 

 The same point can be made for Seri, Murut, and Uradhi.   

159
  Ko�ava epenthesizes [�] after root-final consonants. 

160  It could be that /k/ is part of the root.  Exact determination of the status of /k/ awaits a detailed analysis of 
Ko�ava morphology. 
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In Seri, Marlett (1981:56) reports that [k] is epenthesized in a very specific 

morphological and phonological environment: ∅ → [k] / C
coronal

_C
nasal

+.  In other words, 

[k] is epenthesized after [t] and before a nasal that is part of a prefix: e.g. /�a-tm-a-1/ →
[�atkma-1] ‘1pS-ABIL-go/pl’, /�p-tm-kap/ → [�ptkomkap] ‘1sS-ABIL-fly’ (p.56); /m-t-

m-aa/ → [imtkmaa] ‘don’t you know it?’, /i-t-m-pi�/ → [itkompi�] ‘didn’t he taste it?’ 

(p.72).

As in Ko(ava, it is unclear what prosodic restriction motivates the ‘epenthesis’.  [k] 

is not epenthesized to avoid an ONSET or NOCODA violation.  Moreover, it may be 

accompanied by [o]-epenthesis: [itkompi�] (see ch.4§4.4 for discussion).  It is unclear in 

this case why the output is not simply [itompi�] – this solves the problem of [tm] adjacency 

and avoids creating marked syllables.   

As in Ko(ava, Seri [k]-‘epenthesis’ is limited to a very specific morphological 

environment – between prefixal elements (e.g. /i-t-√mis/ → [itmis], *[itkmis] ‘OM-RL-

resemble’ (p.56)).  In fact, it effectively only shows up after two different morphemes: /tm/ 

and between /t/ and /m/.  In short, Seri [k] does not act like an epenthetic element; its 

distribution may reasonably be called idiosyncratic, much like a morpheme’s. 

Paradis & Prunet (1994) have already provided a detailed reanalysis of Uradhi; the 

reader is referred to their work for further details.   

As for Murut, Trigo (1988:59ff) argues that a [�] that appears with certain 

reduplicants in Murut is epenthetic.  Data from Prentice (1971:121) includes /RED+a�kup/ 

→ [�a�a�kup]no gloss, /RED+insilot/ → [�i�insilot] ‘toothpick’ (cf [bu-%ulud] ‘ridges in 

which tuberous crops are planted’).  Notes that [�] reduplicates as [�] – this is due to the 

fact that voiced stops and voiced fricatives are in complementary distribution – voiced 

stops are banned intervocalically (they spirantize, as described in §6.5.1.2). 

However, the appearance of [�] poses a number of puzzles if it is epenthetic.  One 

is why a less marked segment like the voiceless stop [k] is not epenthesized: it is perfectly 

acceptable in stem-initial position and intervocalically (e.g [kabul] ‘fan’, [kutupus] ‘bangs, 

explodes’ (p.99); [naka-%ala�] ‘has informed’ (p.17)).  The other issue is that [�]’s 

appearance is unpredictable.  It only occurs with some vowel-initial reduplicants.  Others 

employ infixation:  e.g.  /RED+ulampoj/ → [ulalampoj] no gloss, /RED+indimo/ →
[indidimo] ‘about five times’.  If [�] appears to satisfy some prosodic requirement, it is 

difficult to see why it should only appear for some roots and not others.  Like the other 

cases cited above, [�]’s distribution is idiosyncratic and unpredictable, more reminiscent of 

a morpheme than an epenthetic element. 

To conclude, there are no convincing cases of dorsal epenthesis, and therefore no 

reason to posit a markedness constraint that favours dorsals over coronals.
161

  The lack of 

such a constraint ensures that neutralization can never produce dorsals, only glottals and 

coronals.

161
  Yip (1992) reports that [�] is inserted to meet a prosodic weight requirement in Kaingang (cit Lombardi 

1998).  Again, this can be treated as the glottal nasal [N]. 
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6.6.4 Glottal neutralization 
The final issue that requires some comment is neutralization of glottals.  As argued 

in previous sections, glottals can neutralize through Glottal Elimination: if *-Δσ≥{glottal} 

outranks both *{KPT} and IDENT{KPT�}, /�/ and /h/ will be banned.   

Evidence that glottals can neutralize to coronals is found in Korean. 

Korean places many restrictions on its coda consonants.  One is a ban on fricatives: 

[s] and [h] are not allowed to appear in codas.  As shown in (100), both fricatives are 

neutralized to the stop [t6] (Kim-Renaud 1986:10,16, Iverson 1989:287, Lee 1998:146, 

Ahn 1998:40, 93).
162

  “KR” refers to Kim-Renaud (1986), “I” refers to Iverson (1989), and 

“L” to Lee (1998). 

(100) Korean coda continuant neutralization

 (a) /s/ → [t] 

 /os/ ‘clothes’ [osin] ‘as for the clothes’ 

[os-e] ‘clothes+locative’ 

[ot6-k’wa] ‘clothes and’ 

(KR10,L146) 

 /pus/ ‘swell up’ [pus-]

[put6-k’o] ‘swell up and’ 

(L161) 

 /is’/ ‘exist, have’ [is’-] ‘I have it’ 

[it6-k’o] ‘exist and’ 

(KR10)

 /nas/ ‘sickle’ [nat] ‘sickle’ 

[nat6-kwa] ‘sickle and’ 

(L151) 

 cf /soki/ ‘inside’ [soki] {nominative} 

[sok6-t’o] ‘inside also’ 

[sok6] {phrase-final form} 

(L146) 

 (b) /h/ → [t] 

 /t�o�h/ ‘good’ [t�o�h-uni] ‘as (it’s) good’ 

[t�o�t6-kh
o] ‘good and’ 

[t�o�t6-tha] ‘good (decl.)’ 

(I287) 

 /suh/ ‘male’ [sut6-phm] ‘male tiger’ (KR16) 

 /nh/ ‘insert’  [nt6-th
a] ‘to insert’ (KR16) 

 /nah/ ‘bear’ [nat6-kh
o] ‘bear and’ (KR16) 

Kim-Renaud (1986:16) reports that the pre-consonantal [h] appears in a “slow, 

bookish, emphatic pronunciation”; it is deleted in faster and colloquial speech.  This is not 

true of word-final /h/, which always surfaces as [t6] (Ahn 1998:93).   

• Analysis
The aspect of Korean coda neutralization that is of present interest is that the glottal 

/h/ neutralizes to the coronal [t].   

162
  Coda stops are unreleased. 
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 The first step is to explain why fricatives are eliminated in Korean codas.  The 

ranking || onset-IDENT[±continuant] » *+continuant » IDENT[±continuant] || will achieve 

this result, as shown in tableau (101). 

(101) /h/→[t] in Korean I

 /suh/ onset-IDENT[±cont] *+continuant IDENT[±cont] 

 (a) suh  * *! 

� (b) sut  * *

 (c) tut *! * * 

The issue of present interest is why /h/ neutralizes to the coronal [t] rather than any 

other stop.  /h/ cannot neutralize to [�] because glottal stops are banned in Korean (Ahn 

1998:55).  This can be formally implemented by the Glottal Elimination constraint 

*-Δσ≥{glottal}.
163

  To prevent elimination of /h/ in onsets, onset-IDENT{KPT�} can outrank 

this constraint. 

 With *-Δσ≥{glottal} banning glottals, /h/ has no choice but to neutralize to one of 

[p6 t6 k6].164
  The reason /h/ neutralizes to [t6] rather than [p6] or [k6] is because [t6] has the 

least marked PoA, as shown in tableau (102). 

(102)  

 /t�o�h/ *[+continuant] *-Δσ≥{glottal} *{K} *{KP} 

 (a) t�o�h *!    

 (b) t�o��  *!   

� (c) t�o�t6     

 (d) t�o�p6    *! 

 (e) t�o�k6   * *! 

In short, neutralization of glottal /h/ to a coronal is emergence of the unmarked.  As 

predicted by the present theory, if glottals are eliminated, coronals are promoted to least 

marked status.  Therefore, glottals neutralize to coronals. 

6.6.5 Consistency of neutralization target 
 As a concluding point, one further prediction that follows from this approach is that 

the output target of neutralization for an individual language will be the same for every 

element, holding all else equal.  So, if /k/ neutralizes to [�] in a language and /p/ also 

neutralizes, /p/ will neutralize to [�] as well.  There is no language in which /k/ neutralizes 

to [�] in codas while /p/ neutralizes to [t].  In other words, the neutralization target within 

an individual language is consistent. 

163
  This ranking does not mean that [�] will also appear in onsets: /�/ may neutralize to [h] in onsets. 

164
  Aspirated consonants, tense consonants, and palato-alveolars are banned in codas. 
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 The within-language consistency of neutralization target follows from basic 

principles of markedness, and relies on certain properties of faithfulness constraints.  

Schematically, if /α/ neutralizes to [δ] and not [γ], then some markedness constraint M that 

favours [δ] over [γ] must outrank all markedness constraints that do the opposite.  If that is 

so, then neutralization of /β/ in the same environment must also be to [δ] -- it cannot 

produce [γ] as M favours [δ] over [γ]. 

 More concretely, if /k/ neutralizes to [��, then *{KPT} outranks *MAR/glottal.  So, 

/p/ can only neutralize to [�] -- [t] is eliminated by *{KPT}. 

 The markedness side is only part of the story, though; this result depends heavily 

on the form of faithfulness constraints.  Schematically, if some faithfulness constraint is 

not violated by /β/→[γ] but is violated by /β/→[δ], then /β/ could neutralize to [γ] while /α/

neutralizes to [δ].  For example, if there is a faithfulness constraint F that penalizes /k/→[�]

but is not violated by either /k/→[t] or /p/→[�], the ranking || F » *{KPT} » *MAR/glottal || 

will produce a language where /k/ neutralizes to [t] but /p/ neutralizes to [�].  As this does 

not take place, there can be no such faithfulness constraint. 

 More generally, within-language consistency of target for PoA requires that there is 

no faithfulness constraint that is violated by neutralization of PoA /x/ to glottal or coronal 

PoA without also being violated by PoA /z/→[y].  Thus, there can be no faithfulness 

constraint that is violated by /k/→[�] but not /p/→[�] or /t/→[�]; the same holds for 

neutralizations to [t]. 

6.6.6 Summary 
The aim of this section was to show that the form of the markedness and marked-

faithfulness constraints permitted only certain values to be the output of neutralization.

Glottals can be the output of neutralization because they are harmonic bounds for 

all other PoAs in terms of the PoA scale.  Neutralization can also produce coronals because 

they can be promoted to least marked status by Glottal Elimination.  In contrast, no process 

eliminates both coronals and glottals alone, so dorsals and labials can never be the outcome 

of neutralization. 

The form of faithfulness constraints is crucial to this result.  Faithfulness 

constraints cannot favour mappings to a more marked element over a less marked one.  For 

example, there can be no faithfulness constraint that penalizes the mapping /k/→[t] but not 

/k/→[p].  The marked-faithfulness constraints have this character.  For example, IDENT{K} 

is violated equally by /k/→[p] and /k/→[t].  Accordingly, the marked-faithfulness 

constraints cannot determine the target of neutralization – this is left entirely to markedness 

constraints.

The results of this section also apply to non-PoA scales.  Neutralization should 

always produce the least marked element available.  So, for any scale S=| γ 〉 β 〉 α |, [α]

will always be the output of neutralization of S elements.  Similarly, for binary scales the 

least marked element should always be the target of neutralization.  We should therefore 

expect neutralization of [+voice] to [�voice] in obstruents (e.g. German), but there is no 

way in the present theory to produce the opposite. 
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6.7 Summary 
The aim of this chapter was to show that highly marked elements can be preserved 

while less marked elements are not.  More formally, the aim was to show the need for 

faithfulness constraints that preserved marked elements only. 

Such constraints were argued to be crucial in accounting for ‘gapped’ inventories – 

ones that contained highly marked elements but lacked less marked ones.  For example, 

coronals are eliminated in Yamphu codas, but the more marked labials and dorsals are 

permitted: /soksæt/ → [soksæ�], *[so�sæt], *[so�sæ�].  The same inventory is found in 

onsets in Hawaiian (Kupui & Elbert 1979) and a number of other languages (§6.3.1). 

Section §6.3.4 showed that an adequate account of gapped systems required a 

constraint that preserved marked elements alone.  In the case of Yamphu, this was the 

constraint IDENT{KP}, which preserves input labial and dorsal specifications only.  

Tableau (103) shows how IDENT{KP} prevents /k/ from neutralizing to [�], but allows the 

less marked /t/ to debuccalize.  To simplify matters, only violations of stop PoA will be 

shown for *{KPT}. 

(103) Gapped Inventories

 /soksæt/ IDENT{KP} *{KPT} IDENT{KPT} 

 (a) so�sæ� *! * * 

� (b) soksæ�  * *

 (c) soksæt  * *! 

Candidate (a) debuccalizes all stops in coda position.  By doing so, it fatally 

violates IDENT{KP} because the dorsal PoA of input /k/ is not preserved in the output. 

 Both candidates (b) and (c) avoid violations of IDENT{KP} by preserving /k/.  

However, candidate (c) is over-zealous in its preservation – it fails to capitalize on the fact 

that nothing prevents /t/ from debuccalizing.  In contrast, candidate (b) minimizes 

violations of *{KPT} by eliminating output [t].  The result is a gapped coda inventory. 

 The marked-faithfulness constraints can generate all possible gapped and 

harmonically complete inventories.  However, they cannot generate ‘disharmonic’ ones: 

those that fail to have some least marked element ([�] or [t]) (i.e. [K P], [K], [P]).  

Consequently, almost all gaps in table 6.14 are filled.  For the languages cited, the first has 

the inventory in codas, and the second has it in onsets; see Appendix A for more examples.  

‘GE’ stands for ‘Glottal Elimination’. 
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 Table 6.14: Voiceless stop inventories

   k p t � Languages 
� � � � Chamicuro, Tongan 

� � � Standard Malay, Tahitian 

   � � Menomini, Harar Oromo 

   � Nantong Chinese, Nancowry reduplicants 

� � �  Yuma, Maori 

� �  Kiowa (formal), Vanimo 

H
ar

m
o

n
ic

al
ly

 C
o

m
p

le
te

 

G
E

�  Lardil 

� � � Yamphu, Hawaiian, 

3 � � � Nambiquara, Tlingit 

� � Nganasan 

�   � Fuzhou 

G
ap

p
ed

2 � �  Hixkaryana, Gilbertese 

� �   unattested (disharmonic) 
�   unattested (disharmonic) 

�    unattested (disharmonic) 

Disharmonic inventories like [k p] cannot be produced by the PoA constraints 

because they fail to contain the least marked PoA element; by Harmonic Ascent, the least 

marked element cannot be eliminated through any ranking. 

However, other processes may interfere to produce disharmonic inventories.  For 

example, glottals may be eliminated through a ban on high sonority margins and coronals 

may undergo flapping, leaving only the voiceless stops [k p] in certain environments. 

• Deletion vs Neutralization
The theory proposed here predicts that deletion and neutralization have different 

effects as inventory-forming processes.  While neutralization may produce both gapped 

and harmonically complete inventories, deletion can only produce harmonically complete 

inventories.

More concretely, the gap in the Yamphu coda inventory must come about through 

neutralization: /t/ must neutralize to [�].  The present theory predicts that /t/ cannot delete 

in this case. 

To explain, if /t/ is deleted, then *{KPT} must outrank MAX.  However, since 

*{KPT} also bans dorsals and labials, it will be impossible to block their deletion as well.  

At this point, the form of the marked-faithfulness constraints is crucial.  IDENT{KP} cannot 

prevent /k/ and /p/ from deleting: it is equally satisfied by both /k/→[k] and /k/→∅
(McCarthy & Prince 1995). 
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• Direction of Neutralization
The theory significantly restricts the output of neutralization.  /x/ may only 

neutralize to [y] if [y] is less marked than [x] and there is no [z] that is less marked than 

[y].  This follows from Harmonic Ascent: for an unfaithful candidate to win, it must fare 

better that the fully faithful candidate on some markedness constraint.  Since no 

markedness constraint favours a less marked element over a more marked one, all 

unfaithful winners must be less marked than the faithful form.   

 Together, this means that /T/ can only neutralize to [�].  /K/ and /P/ must neutralize 

to [�] or [T].  [�] must neutralize to /T/. 

• Other Scales
The generalizations identified for PoA extend to other scales.  With binary scales, 

the results are somewhat more limited.  In a binary scale | β 〉 α |, there can be only two 

inventories [β α] and [α].  Since [α] is least marked, it cannot be eliminated: the 

disharmonic inventory [β] is therefore banned.  There is no equivalent to a gapped 

inventory for binary scales, for practical reasons. 

 For example, if we take a vowel nasalization scale, with | V
nasal 〉 Voral

 |, two types 

of inventory are predicted: one with only oral vowels, and one with both oral and nasal 

vowels.

 This does not mean that the results only apply to PoA, though.  For example, they 

apply to the sonority scale to explain the typology of manners of articulation.  To explain, 

the sonority scale is repeated in (104). 

(104) | glides 〉 liquids 〉 nasals 〉 +vd frics 〉 -vd frics 〉 +vd stops 〉 -vd stops | 

Languages can have contiguous parts of the sonority hierarchy in onsets.  For 

example, Mura-Pirahã has voiceless stops, voiced stops, and voiceless fricatives in onsets: 

higher sonority elements (voiced fricatives, nasals, liquids, and glides) are not present 

(except as allophones in restricted environments).  In contrast, Maori has a gapped 

inventory: it has voiceless stops, voiceless fricatives, nasals, and liquids, but lacks voiced 

stops and voiceless fricatives.  The following table presents a fuller typology of gaps.  The 

shaded boxes highlight the relevant gap in the inventory. 

 Table 6.15: Gapped non-DTE inventories

Language glides liquids nasals +vd frics -vd frics +vd stops -vd stops

Aguaruna � � � � �

Cubeo � � � � �

Mundurukú � � � � � �

Djapu � � � � �

Gavião � � � � � �

Rarotongan � � � �

Awetí � � � � � �
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These gaps can be accounted for by the same method as PoA gaps: some 

faithfulness constraint preserves the marked (high sonority) elements, while lesser-marked 

elements are eliminated. 

 As with PoA, Harmonic Ascent predicts that the least marked element – voiceless 

stops – cannot be eliminated.  In all the languages listed in Appendix B, this prediction 

holds.
165

• Implications for Markedness Diagnostics 
This section concludes with a point mentioned in the introduction, relating to the 

implications of this chapter for the concept of ‘markedness’.  Given the existence of 

gapping, inventories can no longer be seen as diagnostics for markedness relations in 

scales.  For example, the fact that [k] exists in Yamphu codas but not [t] does not imply 

that [k] is less marked than [t] in this – or any – grammar.  In short, this chapter has all but 

eliminated inventory structure as a diagnostic for markedness.   

The one exception relates to the least marked element.  The present theory predicts 

that the least marked element of scale S can never be eliminated by S-referring constraints.  

To obscure the issue, nothing precludes another scale Z from having different markedness 

relations.  Interaction of S- and Z-referring constraints can therefore confuse the surface 

picture.  This chapter showed how PoA- and sonority-referring constraints did precisely 

this: while glottals are least marked in terms of PoA, the sonority constraints can eliminate 

them. 

Even with the interference of sonority, though, the persistence of the least marked 

element comes through, embodied in the empirical claim that all manners in all inventories 

have a segment at either glottal or coronal PoA, or both. 

In contrast, this chapter affirms that direction of neutralization and epenthesis both 

provide reliable diagnostics for markedness.  Both direction of neutralization and 

epenthesis are free from the influence of faithfulness constraints, so they provide insight 

into the form of markedness constraints.  

165
  A number of Australian languages are reported as having no voiceless stop phonemes (e.g. 

Ngunggabuyu).  However, in these cases voiceless stops occur word-initially; the lack of voiceless stops 
elsewhere can be explained by an interfering process of intervocalic and post-sonorant voicing.  The 
Polynesian language Nukuoro has been cited as having voiced stops but no voiceless ones (Carroll 1965).  It 
may be the case that this language (and other reported cases) has unaspirated voiceless stops (like all other 
Polynesian languages); this was my impression on hearing Nukuoro spoken, though I took no measurements.  
Languages relevant to this issue, cited in UPSID, are Jomang, Bandjalang, Yidiny, Dyirbal, Mbabaram. 
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CHAPTER 7 

FAITHFULNESS TO THE MARKED II: 

AVOIDING HETERORGANIC CLUSTERS 

7.1 Introduction 
The aim of this chapter is to provide further evidence for the proposal that more 

marked elements can be preserved while less marked ones are not, formally expressed as 

faithfulness constraints that preserve marked elements without preserving less marked 

ones: e.g. IDENT{K}, IDENT{KP}.  A further aim is to show that there are no faithfulness 

constraints that preserve unmarked elements alone – e.g. IDENT{T}, IDENT{PT}.  

As in chapter 6, the focus of this chapter is entirely on the proposal that marked 

elements are subject to greater faithfulness than unmarked ones.  This chapter does not aim 

to show that faithfulness constraints must be formulated stringently; this is reserved for 

chapter 8. 

The empirical focus of this chapter is heterorganicity-avoidance.  A heterorganic 

consonant cluster is a sequence of consonants that disagrees in Place of Articulation: e.g. 

[�p �t mk mt nk np].  In contrast, homorganic clusters agree in PoA: e.g. [�k mp nt].   

Languages can avoid heterorganic clusters like [mk] in a variety of ways: deletion 

[k] (§7.5.1), epenthesis [mik] (§7.3.1), coalescence [�] (ch.8), neutralization [nk] (§7.6.1), 

metathesis [km] (§7.5. 3), and – most commonly – assimilation [�k] (§7.1-§7.3).  As 

indicated by the section references, almost all of these heterorganicity-avoidance 

techniques are discussed in this chapter, though assimilation is the primary focus. 

Heterorganicity-avoiding processes provide evidence for the marked-faithfulness 

constraints.  As with neutralization (ch.6), the marked-faithfulness constraints can prevent 

marked elements alone from undergoing heterorganicity-eliminating processes. 

• The usefulness of marked-faithfulness
For example, assimilation is used to eliminate certain heterorganic clusters in 

Catalan.  However, only coronals undergo assimilation in Catalan; labials and dorsals are 

exempt (Mascaró 1976, 1986, Hualde 1992, Palmada 1994).  A full description and 

analysis is provided in §7.2; (1) summarizes the data. 

(1) Catalan Coronal-Only Assimilation (in brief) 

 (a) Coronals assimilate 

  [son �miks] son amics ‘they are friends’ 

  [som b�us] son beus ‘they are voices’ 

  [so� kuzins] son cosins ‘they are cousins’ 
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 (b) Labials do not assimilate 

  [som �miks]  som amics ‘we are friends’ 

  [som p�ks] som pocs ‘we are few’ 

  [som dos] som dos ‘we are two’ 

 (c) Dorsals do not assimilate 

  [ti� pa] tinc pa  ‘I have bread’ 

  [ti� pres�] tinc pressa ‘I’m in a hurry’ 

In informal terms, /�/ and /m/ do not assimilate in Catalan because they are highly 

marked, and their high markedness excites greater preservation.  In contrast, the coronal /n/ 

is less marked, and – in Catalan – it is not marked enough to warrant preservation.  So, /n/ 

undergoes assimilation while the more marked elements do not. 

 In formal terms, Catalan-type systems result from a ranking in which IDENT{KP}, 

which preserves dorsals and labials alone, outranks the markedness constraint that bans 

heterorganic clusters.  In such a ranking, it is more harmonic to retain marked feature 

values – i.e. labial and dorsal specifications – than assimilate.  In contrast, nothing prevents 

coronals from assimilating – faithfulness constraints that preserve coronals (IDENT{KPT}) 

are dominated by the anti-heterorganic markedness constraint.  This analysis builds on 

previous OT analyses by Kiparsky (1994) and Jun (1995).  Tableaux (2) and (3) illustrate 

this ranking; the constraint ASSIM bans heterorganic clusters.   

(2) 

 /son b�us/ IDENT{KP} ASSIM IDENT{KPT} 

 (a) son b�us  * ! 

� (b) som b�us   *

     

(3)

 /som dos/ IDENT{KP} ASSIM IDENT{KPT} 

� (a) som dos  *

 (b) son dos * ! *

Tableau (2a) shows that coronals undergo assimilation because ASSIM outranks all 

coronal-preserving faithfulness constraints.  In contrast, tableau (2b) shows how the more 

marked labial and dorsal PoAs can be exempt from assimilation: IDENT{KP} prevents the 

input labial /m/ from being unfaithful, as regressive assimilation requires. 

• The need for marked-faithfulness
Catalan shows how marked-faithfulness constraints can be useful, but it does not 

show that they are necessary – in other words, it does not rule out analyses without 

marked-faithfulness constraints.  For example, Catalan could also be analyzed by invoking 

a constraint that just rules out coronal+non-coronal clusters, dubbed the ‘Markedness-

Reliant’ approach here.  In this type of analysis, only coronals would assimilate because no 

markedness constraint would ban non-coronals in heterorganic clusters. 
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Section 7.3 examines the Markedness-Reliant approach.  It shows that it is both too 

restrictive and not restrictive enough.   

Evidence that the Markedness-Reliant approach is too restrictive comes from 

systems that have more than one method of avoiding heterorganic clusters.  For example, 

Ponapean avoids coronal+non-coronal heterorganic clusters by assimilation /np/→[mp], 

but eliminates other heterorganic clusters by epenthesis /mt/→[mat] (Rehg & Sohl 1981, 

Goodman 1995).  A theory without marked-faithfulness constraints is argued to predict 

that that the Ponapean system is impossible. 

Evidence that the Markedness-Reliant approach is not restrictive enough comes 

from neutralization.  A constraint that targets coronal+non-coronal heterorganic clusters 

alone can produce a type of neutralization whereby coda coronals become non-coronal: 

e.g. /anka/ → [amka].  As established in ch.6§6.6, this type of neutralization is unattested. 

• No need for unmarked-faithfulness
The second half of this chapter (§7.4-§7.6) is devoted to showing why there is no 

need for ‘unmarked’-faithfulness constraints – faithfulness constraints that only preserve 

unmarked elements, like IDENT{T} and IDENT{PT}.  The theory proposed here denies that 

such constraints exist in CON. 

On the surface, theories without unmarked-faithfulness constraints face a challenge 

in systems like Sri Lankan Portuguese Creole’s (Smith 1978, Hume & Tserdanelis 1999).  

This language is the exact complement to Catalan: labials and dorsals assimilate while 

coronals do not (for analogous cases involving voice assimilation, see §7.4.4, Wetzels & 

Mascaró 2001).  Selected data is given in (4), taken from both Smith (1978) and Hume & 

Tserdanelis (1999).  See §7.4.2 for details.   

(4) Sri Lankan Portuguese Creole marked-only assimilation (in brief)

 (a) Coronals do not assimilate 

 [k�klu�n+p�] ‘turkey {dative sg.}’ 

[si�n+ki]  ‘bell {verbal noun}’  

 [si�n kida�j]  ‘the ringing of bells’  

 (b) Labials assimilate 

 /ma�m+su/ → [ma�nsu] ‘hand+{genitive}’   

 /pikini�m ka�z�/ → [pikini��ka�z�] ‘small house’ 

 /ma�m+ki/ → [ma��ki] ‘hand {verbal noun}’ 

(c) Dorsals assimilate  

 /mi�ti�+p�/ → [mi�timp�] ‘meeting {dative sg.}’ 

 /u� pæ�zu/ → [um pæ�zu]  ‘one pound’  

 /mi�ti�+su/  → [mi�tinsu]  ‘meeting {genitive}’  

Section 7.4 will argue that faithfulness constraints are not responsible for the lack 

of coronals assimilation (cf Catalan).  Instead, the SLP Creole system will be shown to 

follow from the proposal that heterorganic clusters differ in markedness.  Specifically, 

heterorganic clusters without coronals are less marked than those with coronals.  So, 
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coronal+C heterorganic clusters are exempt from assimilation in SLP Creole because they 

are already adequately unmarked. 

 This idea is implemented by combining all context-free PoA markedness 

constraints with themselves, forming constraints such as *{KP}{KPT}, which bans 

clusters consisting of either a dorsal or labial, followed by a dorsal, labial, or coronal.  This 

theory differs from previous approaches in OT, which have typically treated all 

heterorganic clusters as being equally marked (e.g. Lombardi’s 1995, 1999 AGREE theory). 

 In short, systems like SLP Creole’s do not provide evidence that unmarked-

faithfulness constraints are necessary.   

• Not all heterorganic clusters are equal
Sections 7.5 and 7.6 present two pieces of evidence that anti-heterorganicity 

constraints like *{KP}{KPT} are independently necessary.   

Section 7.5 discusses the triggers of heterorganicity-avoidance.  For example, in 

Attic Greek only heterorganic clusters in which the second member is a non-coronal are 

avoided (Steriade 1982, Bubeník 1983).  The net result of this restriction was that only (i) 

homorganic clusters and (ii) non-coronal+coronal clusters are allowed on the surface: e.g. 

/RED+pe�th+k+a/ → [pepe�ka] ‘I have persuaded’ (S217), cf /dio�k+te�n/ → [dio�kte�n] 

‘persecutor {acc.masc.sg.}’.  This system and others like it are shown to fall out from the 

proposal that heterorganic clusters differ in markedness.  In fact, the formal account 

employs a constraint that is the mirror image of the one used for SLP Creole 

(*{KP}{KPT}). 

Section 7.6 discusses neutralization.  Specifically, Kiowa (casual register) 

neutralizes PoA distinctions in medial codas but not final ones: /th
�p-k�/→[th

��k�] ‘shoot 

{neg}’, cf [tap] ‘deer’.  This neutralization pattern is shown to require a constraint that 

specifically targets certain types of heterorganic cluster without targeting others.   

The relation between medial assimilation/neutralization and final neutralization is 

also discussed in this section. 

 In short, the constraints used for SLP Creole are shown to be independently 

necessary, again providing support for the proposal that unmarked-faithfulness constraints 

are unnecessary. 

• Empirical observations
Apart from the theoretical points, this chapter makes novel empirical observations, 

and provides more evidence for some previous proposals relating to assimilation. 

One observation is that there are no implicational relationships in relation to 

undergoers of assimilation (and heterorganicity-avoiding processes in general).166  As 

Table 7.1 shows, any subset of {dorsal, labial, coronal} can undergo assimilation.  For 

example, only dorsals are exempt from assimilation in Inuktitut, only labials are exempt in 

166  This claim disagrees with a great deal of previous work that has held that if coronals undergo 
assimilation, so do non-coronals.  For the most recent and extensive discussion, see Cho (1990), Mohanan 
(1993:76), and Jun (1995§2.2.2). 
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Harar Oromo, and only coronals are exempt in SLP Creole.  See the sections cited for 

references to the language in the table. 

 Table 7.1: Undergoers of assimilation 

 K P T Language
� � � Diola Fogny (J.Sapir 1965:16) 

� � Sri Lankan Portuguese Creole (§7.4.1), Nunggubuyu (§7.4.4) 

� � Harar Oromo (§7.4.3.2) 

� � NBA Inuktitut (§7.2.2), (Korean – §7.5.2) 

� Catalan (§7.2.1), Yamphu (§7.2.2) 

� Gunin/Kwini (§7.1) 

� Chukchi, Uradhi (§7.4.3.1) 

Southern Sierra Miwok (§7.6.2.2) 

In contrast, evidence is provided for Mohanan’s (1993) (also see Jun 1995) 

observation regarding triggers of assimilation: if a less marked element triggers 

assimilation, so does a more marked one.  In slightly different terms, if heterorganic 

clusters of the form C(onsonant)+coronal undergo assimilation, then so do clusters of the 

form C+labial and C+dorsal.  This allows for languages where coronals do not trigger 

heterorganicity-avoidance (e.g. Attic Greek) and where neither coronals nor labials trigger 

assimilation (e.g. Korean), while excluding languages where coronals alone trigger 

assimilation. 

Finally, this chapter identifies a number of predictions about the relations among 

medial assimilation, medial neutralization, and final neutralization (§7.6.2).  As Table 7.2 

shows, almost every possible combination is attested except for one in which there is final 

PoA neutralization and neither assimilation nor neutralization medially.  See §7.6.2 for 

references to the languages cited. 

 Table 7.2: Medial-final PoA relations

medial codas word-final codas /amkam/167 Language
� � [amkam] Southern Sierra Miwok 

 neutralize � [ankam] Kiowa 

 assimilate � [a�kam] Harar Oromo, Diola Fogny

� neutralize [amkan] impossible 
 neutralize neutralize [ankan] Nganasan 

 assimilate neutralize [a�kan] Selayarese, Tzutujil 

As a final comment, while this chapter is primarily concerned with the PoA scale, 

attention is also given to the (obstruent) voicing scale | +voice 〉 -voice |; all sections 

conclude by showing how the proposals for the PoA scale extend to the voicing scale. 

167  The systems listed here apply to assimilations of both nasals and stops.  So, the input /apkap/ is more 
appropriate for some of the systems listed (i.e. Kiowa – see §7.6.1, Nganasan – ch.6§6.3). 
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• Organization
§7.2 discusses the usefulness of marked-faithfulness constraints in accounting for

systems in which only unmarked elements undergo assimilation. 

Languages analyzed: Catalan, Inuktitut, Kiowa, Yamphu; Ukrainian 

§7.3 shows that Markedness-Reliant approaches to Catalan-type systems are

undesirable. 

Language analyzed: Ponapean 

§7.4 introduces the theory of anti-heterorganic cluster constraints, formally

expressing the proposal that heterorganic clusters differ in markedness. 

The theoretical aim of this section is to show that there is no need for

faithfulness constraints that exclusively preserve unmarked feature values. 

Languages analyzed: Sri Lankan Portuguese Creole, Chukchi, Harar Oromo,

Mekkan Arabic 

§7.5 shows that there is independent evidence for the markedness constraints

proposed in §7.4.  The evidence presented in this section relates to asymmetries

in the elements that trigger assimilation. 

Languages analyzed: Attic Greek, Korean, Kui. 

§7.6 shows that there is independent evidence for the markedness constraints

proposed in §7.4.  The evidence in this section relates to cases of medial

neutralization without final neutralization. 

Language analyzed: Kiowa. 

§7.7 discusses alternative approaches to the SLP Creole type of system.  Specifically,

��������	 
������� ��� ���������	 
������ �������	 ��� �������� �� ��� ���

proposed here. 

§7.8 summarizes the findings of this chapter. 

7.2  Preserving the marked 
The aim of this section is to show that the predictions of the marked-faithfulness 

theory are borne out.  As discussed in chs.5 and 6, the marked-faithfulness constraints can 

prevent marked feature values from undergoing a process while unmarked values are not 

spared.  Such a situation is formally implemented by having a marked-faithfulness 

constraint outrank the markedness constraints that motivate the process.  This is 

schematized in a general way in the ranking in (5).  IDENT{marked} preserves some 
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marked feature value alone.  M motivates unfaithfulness; its ranking over 

IDENT{marked,unmarked} ensures that unmarked values undergo the process.168

(5) Unmarked Undergoers Only

 || IDENT{marked} » M » IDENT{marked,unmarked} || 

The ranking in (5) can be easily extended to deal with scales with several steps; an 

example is given below for the 4-member PoA scale. 

For processes that avoid heterorganic clusters, the ranking in (5) will prevent 

clusters with marked elements from being eliminated, but allow clusters with less marked 

elements to be dispensed with.  As mentioned in §7.1, this type of system is found in 

Catalan, where only coronals undergo assimilation.  Jun’s (1995) and Cho’s (1999) 

surveys of Place assimilation identify several other Catalan-type systems, including 

Brussels Flemish, German, Keley-i, Japanese, Lithuanian, Polish, Sanskrit, and Toba 

Batak.  Meccan Arabic can be added to this list (Bakalla 1973:508-513). 

At face value, the Catalan-type system conflicts with the predictions of markedness 

theory (at least the Prague School conception): an unmarked element is converted into 

something more marked (i.e. /n/→[m]/_p, /n/→[�]/_k), while more marked elements are 

prevented from becoming less marked: e.g. /mt/ does not undergo assimilation to *[nt], 

even though the resulting [n] would have the less marked coronal PoA. 

Section 7.2.1 shows that marked-faithfulness constraints provide a solution to this 

conundrum.  Specifically, the constraint IDENT{KP} prevents marked elements from 

assimilating, but allows coronals to be affected.  This analysis builds on previous work in 

OT, especially Kiparsky (1994) and Jun (1995).  Underspecification approaches to the 

Catalan system are also discussed (Kiparsky 1982, Cho 1999).  They are argued to be 

inadequate for reasons relating to the typology of undergoers in assimilation. 

Section 7.2.2 identifies the further typological predictions of the theory.   

 Section 7.2.3 provides a summary. 

7.2.1 Catalan 
PoA assimilation in Catalan has been the subject of a number of descriptions and 

analyses (Mascaró 1976, 1986, Wheeler 1979, Kiparsky 1985, 1994, Recasens 1991, 

Hualde 1992, Palmada 1994).  The analysis presented in this section owes much to this 

previous work, especially Kiparsky’s (1994) OT analysis.  The following sections recast 

168  Unmarked feature values might not undergo the process triggered by the markedness constraint if there is 
no more harmonic candidate.  This situation relates to Harmonic Ascent, and is discussed in detail in chapter 
6.  For assimilation, the issue does not arise since there is no heterorganic cluster that is less marked than a 
homorganic one.  Under some rankings, though, certain heterorganic clusters may be equally as marked as 
homorganic ones.  For example, the constraint *{K}{KPT} can motivate /�p/ to either be realized as 
homorganic [mp] or for the /�/ to neutralize to [n] (i.e. [np]) – both outcomes satisfy the constraint.  See §7.6 
for discussion of relevant cases. 
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the analyses in terms of the present theory and consider a number of related facts about 

heterorganicity-avoidance in Catalan.169

Section 7.2.1.1 describes aspects of Catalan phonotactics relevant to assimilation, 

and the process of nasal assimilation itself.  Section 7.2.1.2 presents an analysis.  Section 

7.2.1.3 discusses related processes in Catalan. 

7.2.1.1 Description  
Catalan has the consonants listed in Table 7.3 (adapted from Hualde 1992:367).170

Segments in parentheses are marginal or differ from dialect to dialect. 

 Table 7.3: Catalan consonants

  labial dental/alveolar alveo-palatal palatal dorsal

 p t � k
stops 

b d� �

(ts) t�
affricates

(dz) (d�)

 f s �
fricatives

z �

 nasals m n � �

 laterals l �

 rhotics �   r 

 glides w j

Syllables have the form (C)(C)V(C)(C).  Singleton onsets can consist of any 

consonant except [�], the affricates, [�], and [w].  Codas can contain any segment except 

voiced obstruents, which demonstrably neutralize to their voiceless counterparts. 

 Onset clusters consist of a stop or [f] plus a coronal liquid [r l], with the exception 

of [tl] and [dl].  Examples are [prum�tr�] ‘promise’, [blaw] ‘blue’, [kla] ‘clear’, [fr�t] 

‘cold’ (Hualde 1992:380).   

 Almost the same facts hold for coda clusters, though the order of segments is 

reversed.  Word-finally, liquid+stop clusters are admissible, with the exception of [lt].171

In addition, the following clusters with [s] are admissible: [sp st sk ns ls]. 

• Assimilation
 Many coda consonants assimilate to the PoA of a following onset.  To be precise, 

certain stops, nasals, and laterals assimilate; the fricative [s] also alters in codas (see 

Hualde 1992). 

169  My thanks to Eva Juarros for her native speaker intuitions regarding the data in this section and for help 
with the transcriptions and glosses. 
170  As Hualde (1992) points out, there are several dialects of Catalan, differing in a number of phonological 
features.  The following generalizations refer (at least) to Eastern Catalan. 
171  Obstruent voicing neutralizes in codas, so /d/ → [t], hence coda [ld] clusters are ruled out independently. 
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Two types of PoA assimilation are distinguished here.  One is assimilation of major 

PoA – i.e. labial, coronal, and dorsal specifications.  The other is assimilation of minor 

PoA – i.e. distinctions within the major PoA categories, such as bilabial vs labio-dental for 

labials, and dental vs alveolar vs palatal in the coronal category.  The focus of this section 

is major PoA assimilation; minor PoA will be discussed when relevant. 

 Only the alveolar nasal [n] exhibits major PoA assimilation in coda position; [m �

�] remain unchanged.  (6) provides data from Mascaró (1976), Hualde (1992:395), and 

Palmada (1994:83, 109).   

(6) Major PoA Assimilation in Catalan

  /son/ ‘they are’ /som/ ‘we are’ /a�/ ‘year’ 

amics ‘friends’ son �miks som �miks a� �mik 

pocs ‘few’ som p�ks som p�ks a� p�tit172

beus ‘voices som b�us som b�us  

felisus ‘happy pl.’ so� f�lisus so� f�lisus a� f�lis 

tontus ‘stupid’ son tontus som tontus a� tontu 

docils ‘amenable’ son d�sils som dosils 

cinc ‘five’ son si� som si�

�ik�ts ‘boys’, �op ‘wet’ son �ik�ts  som �ik�ts  �� �op 

rossos ‘blonde’ son ros�s som ros�s

lliures ‘free pl.’ so� �iwr�s som �iwr�s �� �iwr�s

cosins ‘cousin pl.’ so� kuzins som kuzins 

grans ‘big pl.’ so� �rans som �rans a� �ran

The forms [ti� pres�] tinc pressa ‘I’m in a hurry’ and [ti� pa] tinc pa ‘I have bread’ 

show that the dorsal [�]does not assimilate either (Palmada 1994:109, Mascaró 1976 

resp.). 

The same restrictions hold morpheme-internally.  In other words, homorganic 

nasal+C clusters and heterorganic clusters consisting of a labial followed by a non-labial 

are permitted. 

(7) Morpheme-internal NC clusters 
(a) homorganic 

 [kámbi]  canvi  ‘change’ 

 [k�mpán�] campana  ‘bell’ 

 [k�mb��d��] Cambotja  ‘Cambodia’ 

 [k�ndó]  candor  ‘candour’ 

 [k���úr]  cangur  ‘kangaroo’ 

 [ku�k�ri�ó]  conqueridor  ‘conquering’ 

172  From /a�/ + /p�tit/ any petit ‘short year’. 
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(b) heterorganic labial+C (Hualde 1992:373) 

[kumtát]  comtat  ‘country’ 

[�súmt�] assumpte  ‘business’ 

[d�mná]  damnar  ‘to damn’ 

[ímn�] himne  ‘hymn’ 

[préms�] premsa  ‘press’  

7.2.1.2 Analysis 
PoA assimilation comes about when a constraint against heterorganic clusters 

outranks all relevant PoA-faithfulness constraints.  The constraint that bans heterorganic 

clusters will be called *HETERORGANIC here.  This constraint is formally identical to 

Lombardi’s (1996, 1999) AGREE[Pl���� �����	�
�� ����� ��� ����
� ��������� ������	� 
�

will be replaced by a theory of anti-heterorganicity constraints presented in §7.4.  This 

section explicity argues against the AGREE theory, so – to avoid the semblance that the 

AGREE theory is adopted here –the name *HETERORGANIC is employed instead. 

For assimilation of coronals to take place, *HETERORGANIC must outrank all 

faithfulness constraints that preserve coronals: i.e. IDENT{KPT}, repeated in (8). 

(8) IDENT{KPT} “If x is dorsal or labial or coronal,  

then x' has the same place of articulation as x,

where x' is the correspondent of x.” 

To be even more precise, the relevant IDENT{KPT} in Catalan refers to the relation 

between inputs and output correspondents (i.e. IO-IDENT{KPT}).  For discussion of this 

point, see §7.7.4.  Unless otherwise stated, all IDENT constraints mentioned in this chapter 

refer to the Input→Output dimension.  Tableau (9) shows the assimilation ranking at work. 

(9) Basic anti-heterorganicity ranking

 /son kuzins/ *HETERORGANIC IDENT{KPT} 

 (a) son kuzins *! 

� (b) so� kuzins  *

The constraint *HETERORGANIC is violated by all heterorganic clusters.  So, 

candidate (a)’s [nk] cluster incurs a violation, while (b)’s [�k] cluster does not.  Candidate 

(a)’s violation is fatal, as shown above. 

• Blocking labial and dorsal assimilation
   *HETERORGANIC assigns a violation to all heterorganic clusters, not just those with 

[n].  Section 7.3 will show that this is a necessary fact: there is no constraint that bans 

coronal+non-coronal clusters alone.  However, *HETERORGANIC’s generality raises the 

question of why labials, palatals, and dorsals do not assimilate in Catalan.   
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The relevant constraint in the marked-faithfulness theory is IDENT{KP}, which 

preserves input labial and dorsal specifications.173  With IDENT{KP} outranking 

*HETERORGANIC, the marked categories are prevented from assimilating.  This approach 

follows Kiparsky’s (1994) analysis. 

(10) Blocking assimilation of the marked

 /som kuzins/ IDENT{KP} * HETERORGANIC IDENT{KPT} 

� (a) som kuzins  *

 (b) so� kuzins *! *

Candidate (b) fatally violates IDENT{KP} because the input labial specification is 

lost in the output: /m/→[�].  In other words, IDENT{KP} blocks assimilation, rendering the 

constraint *HETERORGANIC inactive. 

 The Catalan ranking therefore illustrates the blocking effect of marked-faithfulness 

constraints.  The constraint IDENT{KP} specifically preserves marked PoA values, so 

blocking the markedness constraint that promotes unfaithfulness – *HETERORGANIC.

However, the markedness constraint outranks all faithfulness constraints that preserve 

unmarked feature values – IDENT{KPT} – with the result that only unmarked values 

undergo assimilation. 

 As a side note, it is impossible to determine the ranking of IDENT{K} in this system 

(cf §7.2.2).  Since IDENT{K} incurs a subset of IDENT{KP}’s violations, ranking it either 

above or below IDENT{KP} will have no effect in relation to the markedness constraints 

discussed so far. 

• Avoiding Other Outcomes
Like standard OT markedness constraints, the anti-heterorganic markedness 

constraints only eliminate candidates; they do not specify which of the surviving 

candidates will win.  Thus, *HETERORGANIC bans candidates with a heterorganic cluster 

like [�p], but does not specify which of the alternatives – deletion [p], epenthesis [�ip], 

assimilation [mp], or coalescence [m] – will apply. 

 The choice of winner falls to other constraints.  Since deletion and epenthesis are 

ruled out in Catalan, the anti-deletion constraint MAX and anti-epenthesis constraint DEP

must both outrank *HETERORGANIC.  Tableau (11) illustrates this ranking. 

173  I adopt the proposal that (true) palatals are a type of dorsal (corono-dorsals, or [�back] dorsals – Keating 
1988, E.Pulleyblank 1989) (cf alveo-palatals, which are [�anterior] coronals).  So, IDENT{KP} will prevent 
/�/ from assimilating to [t] in [a� tontu], *[an tontu]. 
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(11) Blocking deletion and epenthesis

 /som kuzins/ IDENT{KP} MAX DEP *HETERORGANIC

� (a) somkuzins *

 (b) so�kuzins *!   

 (c) sokuzins  *!  

 (d) somikuzins   *! 

The competition between (a), (c), and (d) shows the need for the ranking || MAX,

DEP » *HETERORGANIC ||.  If *HETERORGANIC outranked either MAX or DEP, the /mk/ cluster 

would be resolved by deletion or epenthesis.  This point is discussed in detail in §7.3, 

where epenthesis is used to avoid heterorganic clusters (in Ponapean), and §7.5 where 

deletion is employed (in Attic Greek). 

 Other outcomes are ruled out by other faithfulness constraints.  For example, 

coalescence of /mk/ is blocked by the anti-coalescence constraint UNIFORMITY (McCarthy 

& Prince 1995).  Neutralization and metathesis will not improve on *HETERORGANIC, so – 

by process of elimination – the only option available is assimilation. 

• Direction of Assimilation
One further comment is needed in relation to the faithful mapping /som 

tontus/→[som tontus].  Significantly, the coronal onset does not assimilate here: 

*[sompontus].  An onset-faithfulness constraint will be used to deal with this directionality 

effect, after Beckman (1998) and Lombardi (1995, 1999).   

As Lombardi (1995, 1999) shows, a faithfulness constraint that specifically 

preserves PoA values in onsets produces regressive assimilation.  In the present instance, 

such a constraint blocks assimilation of onsets if it outranks *HETERORGANIC.

(12)  

 /som tontus/ IDENT{KP} onset-IDENT{KPT} *HETERORGANIC

� (a) som tontus   *

 (b) som pontus  *! 

For further discussion of directionality, see §7.4. 

• Ranking summary
Figure 7.1 summarizes the ranking established above. 
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 Figure 7.1: Catalan assimilation ranking
IDENT{KP}   MAX     DEP

           *HETERORGANIC

IDENT{KPT} 

The diagram shows that the form of the marked-faithfulness constraint IDENT{KP} 

is crucial in blocking assimilation.  If it preserved coronals as well, no assimilation would 

take place. 

• Alternatives
This subsection concludes with a discussion of an alternative approach to Catalan.  

This approach appeals to the idea that /m/ does not assimilate because doing so would lose 

a grammatically significant contrast.  In such an approach, /m/ fails to assimilate in [som 

tontus] because doing so – i.e. *[son tontus] – would fail to preserve the surface contrast 

between the 3rd and 1st person (cf [som tontus]) (or other relevant grammatical restrictions 

for other /m/~/n/ cases).  Such an approach has been formally implemented using 

MORPHREAL constraints, requiring morphemes to retain some vestige of their output 

������������	�
 ������� ��� ����
� ���� 	� provide another formal implementation.  At 

the time of writing, though, I am unaware of any formal detailed theory of surface contrast 

preservation.  Thus, the following remarks are somewhat general, and not directed at any 

particular theory. 

A ‘preserve contrast’ approach has some hurdles to overcome in accounting for 

Catalan.  For one, it fails to explain why /n/ can assimilate but /m/ can not.  Preventing /m/ 

from assimilating does not effectively preserve the contrast in person on the surface: 

compare /son p�ks/ and /som p�ks/, which both surface as [som p�ks].  In a sense, the 

surface contrast between /m/ and /n/ is preserved before coronals and dorsals: /son d�sils/ 

→ [son d�sils] cf [som d�sils] and /son kuzins/ → [so� kuzins] cf [som kuzins].  However, 

this then raises the issue of why contrast is only selectively preserved, and conditioned by 

phonological environment in such a way.  The same point can be made for the contrast 

between /n/ and /�/ – it is neutralized before dorsals, so failing to preserve surface contrast 

in this environment. 

Finally, /m/ is preserved (i.e. does not assimilate) even in environments which do 

not carry crucial grammatical information – i.e. morpheme-internally.  The words [kumtát] 

comtat ‘country’, [�súmt�] assumpte ‘business’, [ímne] himne ‘hymn’, and [préms�]

premsa ‘press’ all have a bilabial nasal before a non-labial; it is unclear why loss of the /m/ 

through assimilation here would result in a fatal loss of gramatical information. 
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7.2.1.3 Stop gemination 
The PoA-faithfulness constraint IDENT{KP} has visible effects throughout 

Catalan’s phonology, not just in major PoA assimilation.  Another effect is found in stop 

gemination. 

 Coda coronal stops in Catalan geminate with a following onset consonant, but 

labials and dorsals geminate only if their input PoA specification would not be lost.  The 

data in (13) is taken from Palmada (1994:82) and Hualde (1992:397).  

(13) Stop gemination

s�t  ‘seven’ cap  ‘none’ pok  ‘few’ 

 p�b�l�s ‘villages’ s�p��b�l�s cap��b�l� pokp�b�l�

 kamp ‘field’ s�k�amp capkamp pok�amp 

 b��us ‘fools’, bo ‘good’ s�b���us cab�o po�bo 

 mal ‘pain’ s�m�als cam�al po�mal 

 labials ‘labials’ s�l�abials cablabial po�labial 

�iures ‘free’ s���iures cab�iura po��iuras 

Gemination can be seen as ‘total assimilation’, and is a method of avoiding 

heterorganic clusters.  Like assimilation, gemination is blocked only when it would force 

unfaithfulness to input dorsal or labial specifications.174  So, /cap mal/→[cam�al] is 

permissible because the input /p/’s labial feature is preserved in the output [m].  However, 

/po� mal/→*[pom�al] is prohibited because the input dorsal specification is lost.  Similarly, 

/cap labial/→*[cal�abial] is banned because the input /p/ loses its labial specification in the 

output. 

 Gemination can be motivated by constraints on syllable contact.  As Venneman 

(1988) has argued, many languages require a sonority fall from coda to onset segments.  

Such a condition would rule out the level sonority heterorganic stop-stop clusters and 

rising sonority [t.l], [t.m], and [t.�] clusters.  Geminates avoid syllable contact violations 

because they have a single root node, so there is no sonority cline at all.  As expected under 

a syllable-contact approach, nasal and lateral codas do not geminate (for fricatives, see 

below): e.g. [son tontus], *[sot�ontus]; [s�ltontus], *[s�t�ontus].  This follows from the use 

of SYLLCON here – the clusters [n.t] and [l.t] have falling sonority. 

For a recent theory of syllable contact set within Optimality Theory, see Gouskova 

(2002).  The constraint SYLLCON will be used here (Davis 1998), with the caveat that it can 

no doubt be reduced to the interaction of several different constraints.  In any case, the 

constraint *HETERORGANIC cannot be used instead of SYLLCON here.  *HETERORGANIC

only motivates PoA assimilation, predicting /s�t labials/→*[setlabials].  Conversely, 

SYLLCON cannot take over *HETERORGANIC’s role: SYLLCON cannot motivate nasal 

assimilation: /son p�ks/→*[sonp�ks] does not violate SYLLCON, and neither does 

[somp�ks].   

174  Other assimilation requirements are at work in these alternations: voice assimilation is required (e.g. /pok
labial/ → [po�labial]); for discussion of obstruent-sonorant voice assimilation, see Jun (1995).  Some dialects 
require assimilation in nasality (Hualde 1992:397).  
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Again, IDENT{KP} outranks SYLLCON, preventing dorsals and labials from 

geminating.   

(14) Blocking Gemination of the Marked

 /cap1 k2amp/ IDENT{KP} SYLLCON IDENT{KPT} 

� (a) cap1k2amp  *

 (b) cak�1,2amp *! *

One assumption that underlies the analysis here is that consonants coalesce to form 

a geminate.  This means that both /p/ and /k/ correspond to output [k�] in candidate (b) 

below.  Because the labial /p/ corresponds to (b)’s dorsal [k�], IDENT{KP} is violated.  

Further discussion of coalescence is provided in chapter 8.  Clearly, this approach differs 

from the traditional analysis that gemination involves an opaque process of coda deletion 

followed by compensatory lengthening.  For relevant discussion, see chapter 8. 

• Liquid assimilation
Finally, the ranking established above also accounts for liquid assimilation.  For 

example, the non-palatal lateral [l] assimilates in patalality, but the palatal [�] does not. 

(15) Lateral assimilation (Hualde 1992:396)

 (a) /l/ assimilation 

  /s�l/   ‘sun’ 

  [s�l �mik]  ‘friendly sun’ 

  [s�l s�k]  ‘dry sun’ 

  [s�� ��rma]  ‘brother sun’ 

  [s�� �iwr�]  ‘free sun’ 

 (b) /�/ non-assimilation 

  /e�/   ‘he’ 

  [e� don�]  ‘he gives’ 

  [e� sap]  ‘he knows’ 

  [e� �aw]  ‘he lies’ 

Since palatals are specified as [�back] dorsals, IDENT{KP} blocks /�/ assimilation, 

as shown in tableau (16). 

(16)  

 /e� don�/ IDENT{KP} *HETERORGANIC

� (a) e� don� *

 (b) el don� *! 

As with nasal assimilation, /l/ can assimilate to palatals without hindrance, due to 

the dominance of *HETERORGANIC over IDENT{KPT}. 
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 As a concluding note, Rice & Avery (1991:116), citing J.Mascaró (p.c.), report that 

/l/ is realized as [lw] before labials and [�] before dorsals.  Other sources report velarization 

but not labialization (Wheeler 1979:301), and others that /l/ does neither (Hualde 

1992:396).  Dialects that block velarization and/or labialization can be accounted for by 

having constraints that ban these marked segments outranking the constraint that motivates 

place assimilation – i.e. || *�, *lw » *{KPT}{KPT} ||.175  The opposite ranking obtains in 

languages with velarization or labialization. 

7.2.2 Typology of unmarked-undergoer systems 
Catalan represents just one of several types of system in which only unmarked 

elements undergo assimilation.  While Catalan employs IDENT{KP} to block assimilation, 

others use IDENT{K} or IDENT{KPT}.  The result is the typology of unmarked-undergoer 

systems in Table 7.4. 

To explain the notation used in the table, the columns K, P, T, � indicate whether a 

certain PoA undergoes assimilation or not.  An � indicates that the PoA does not 

assimilate, and the � indicates that it does assimilate.  The grayed box under the � column 

indicates that the language bans glottal PoA.  For example, the Catalan entry indicates that 

both dorsals and labials do not undergo assimilation while coronals do; there is no glottal 

counterpart that is relevant, so the glottal box is grayed-out. 

 Table 7.4: Unmarked undergoer systems

 K P T � Language Type 
� � � Diola Fogny nasal assimilation 

� � � � -

� � � NBA Inuktitut stop clusters 

� � � � Yamphu stop assimilation 

� � � Catalan nasal assimilation 

� � � � Gujarati nasal assimilation 

� � � Southern Sierra Miwok nasal assimilation 

The gap in the table is a language that (i) has a glottal element and (ii) assimilates 

all PoAs except dorsals.  This is no doubt an accidental gap given that this system is so like 

NBA Inuktitut’s. 

 All the cases listed in the table – apart from Catalan – are discussed in turn below.   

• Preservation of all PoAs 
At one extreme of preservation, IDENT{KPT�} outranks *HETERORGANIC.  Such a 

language has no assimilation at all, as in Southern Sierra Miwok (Broadbent 1964). 

175  The constraint on [�] and [lw] might be considered a manner-specific instantiation of *{KP} – 
*{KP}/liquid. 
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(17) Southern Sierra Miwok lack of assimilation

 [sympy�] ‘close eyes’ [ponpu�] ‘to get dusk’ [kawe�pa]  ‘shout at s.o.’ 

��ymty�] ‘to sing’ [tyntyn�y�] ‘to think’ [co�tita�]  ‘crooked’ 

 [homcupa�] ‘barber’ [palanca�] ‘flatiron’

 [momko�� ‘moccasins’ [tynkyn�a�] ‘to maim’ [ci�ku�� ‘seed basket’ 

At the other extreme, all PoAs assimilate, as in Diola Fogny (J.Sapir 1965:16). 

(18) Diola Fogny nasal assimilation

 /ni+RED+�am/ → [ni�a��am] ‘I judge’ 

 /pan+�i+ma��/ → [pa��ima��] ‘you (pl) will know’ 

 /ku+RED+b��/ → [kub�mb��] ‘they sent’ 

 /na+RED+ti��/ → [nati�nti��] ‘he cut (it) through’ 

• Dorsal preservation only
The marked-faithfulness constraints also predict a language in which only dorsals 

are preserved in heterorganic clusters, since dorsals are the most marked elements.  This 

system is found in Northern Baffin-Aiviluk Inuktitut (Dorais 1986):  this language allows 

for the surface geminates [p� t�] and any cluster starting with a dorsal – either the velar [k] 

or uvular [q].   

To generalize over the data, N.B.A.Inuktitut requires coda consonants to either be 

homorganic or dorsal.  For concreteness, assimilation will be assumed to eliminate 

underlying heterorganic clusters.176  Accordingly, *HETERORGANIC must outrank all 

faithfulness constraints that preserve coronals and labials – i.e. IDENT{KPT} and 

IDENT{KP}.   

(19) Coronal and Labial Undergoers

 /tanka/ *HETERORGANIC IDENT{KPT} 

 (a) tanka *! 

� (b) ta�ka  *

Since dorsals do not undergo assimilation, IDENT{K} must outrank the markedness 

constraint, as shown in tableau (20). 

(20) 

 /ta�pati/ IDENT{K} *HETERORGANIC IDENT{K,P} 

� (a) ta�pati  *

 (b) tampati *! *

176  There are no alternations to support this assumption.  However, by Richness of the Base (P&S 1993) 
underlying heterorganic clusters must be disposed of in some manner. 
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N.B.A.Inuktitut shows that faithfulness constraints must distinguish between 

dorsals and non-dorsals.  In short, faithfulness constraints must not only distinguish 

coronals from non-coronals, but make distinctions among the non-coronals as well. 

• Non-glottal preservation
As discussed in ch.5, ‘glottal’ is the least marked PoA in the present theory (also 

Lombardi 1998).  Thus, glottals can pattern with coronals in unmarked-undergoer systems.  

For example, only glottals and coronals undergo assimilation in Yamphu – like Catalan, 

labials and dorsals are exempt (Rutgers 1998; also see ch.6).  

 In Yamphu, glottal and coronal stops assimilate to the PoA of a following obstruent 

while dorsals and labials do not.  The data in (21) is from Rutgers (1998:43); for 

justification of underlying forms, see Rutgers (1998) and ch.6§6.3. 

(21) Yamphu assimilation

 (a) /� + C/ → [C�]
 /ham-be�-te/ → [hambet�e] ‘where?’ 

 /ha�o-no�-so/ → [ha�onos�o] ‘even only now’ 

 (b) /t + C/ → [C�]
 /pi�t-khad-a/ → [pi�k�hada] ‘it started boiling’ 

 /læ�t-pe-ma/ → [læp�ema] ‘to do’ 

 /kit-si-ma/ → [kis�ima]  ‘to feel fear’ 

 (c) /p + C/ → [pC] 

 [opta�] ‘head scarf’ 

 [kep-khad-i] ‘Let’s go sticking’ 

 [wapsa] ‘chick’ 

 (d) /k + C/ → [kC] 

 [kha�k-pa] ‘scrape one’s throat + perform act’ 

 [aktok] ‘like that’ 

 [tsiktsi�] ‘nasty, repugnant’ 

 [tsuksum] ‘six days ago’ 

An alternation that shows /�/-assimilation is found with the possessive suffix.  The 

possessive is underlyingly /æ�æ/: e.g. [k-æ�æ] ‘I+{possessive}’, but before consonants the 

final vowel deletes: e.g. [ji�w-æ�-mu] ‘river-poss.-down’.  Vowel-final deletion often 

creates a [�]+obstruent cluster.  As expected, the [�] is eliminated through gemination: e.g. 

/hæ��uw-æ�æ-tw-e/ → (deletion [hæ��uæ�twe] →) [hæ��uæt�we] ‘of the one of 

Hæ�guwa’ (p.65); /ma�uw-æ�æ-tu/ → [ma�uwæt�u] ‘of Maguwa’.  It is also worth noting 

that [�]s are not generally banned in codas – only before a following obstruent (cf [ki��ma] 

‘to fear’ – ch.6§3). 

As in Catalan, dorsal and labial assimilation is blocked by IDENT{KP}.  The 

following tableaux illustrate the ranking. 
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(22)  

 /ham-be�-te/ IDENT{KP} *HETERORGANIC IDENT{KPT�} IDENT{KPT}

 (a) hambe�te  *! 

� (b) hambet�e * *

(23)  

 /aktok/ IDENT{KP} *HETERORGANIC IDENT{KPT�}

� (a) aktok  *

 (b) at�ok *! *

Gujarati presents a case that is similar to Yamphu, but differs in that (i) only nasals 

assimilate and (ii) only the ‘glottal’ nasal assimilates (see ch.5 for discussion; Trigo 1988): 

e.g. /s�N-tap/→[s�ntap] ‘affliction’, cf [d��mto] ‘dining’, [m�np�tid�] ‘soothing of mind’, 

[k��bi] ‘peasant’ (Cardona 1965:27).  In this language, IDENT{KPT} outranks 

*HETERORGANIC, preventing all but glottals from assimilating. 

7.2.2.1 Underspecification and the typology of undergoers 
It is important to point out that the present theory relies entirely on constraint 

ranking rather than representation or underspecification to produce the typology of 

unmarked-undergoer systems reported above.  Following Prince & Smolensky (1993), 

feature values are assumed to be fully specified in the output.  As discussed in ch5§5.3, the 

coronals – and even the glottals – bear a place feature (Lombardi 1998:6).177

In fact, the typology of undergoers in assimilation shows that an underspecification 

approach to unmarked-undergoer systems is unworkable.   

The underspecification approach to a system like Catalan’s is based on the 

assumption that segment x can (more readily) undergo assimilation if it lacks place 

features.  For example, if coronal segments have no PoA features in Catalan, the specified 

PoA features [labial] and [dorsal] may spread into codas without hindrance (Kiparsky 

1985:97, Avery & Rice 1989, Cho 1999 and references cited therein).  

The typology of undergoers presents two major problems for this approach.  One is 

that only one PoA feature value may be underspecified per language: if two segments both 

lacked PoA features, they would be phonologically indistinguishable for PoA.  Problems 

therefore arise in a system like Yamphu’s, in which both coronals and glottals undergo 

assimilation while dorsals and labials do not.  The same problem arises for N.B.A. 

Inuktitut, where both coronals and labials assimilate.  If ability to undergo assimilation 

equates with lack of PoA features, then two segment types must lack PoA features in both 

these languages, making them phonologically indistinguishable. 

177  To clarify, full output specification does not imply that segments may lack features, but rather that 
features cannot be filled in at the end of the derivation (i.e. after candidate evaluation).  The proposal that 
glottals have a place feature is therefore a separate issue. 
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Another problem is that there are languages in which the exact opposite to the 

Catalan situation holds: dorsals and labials undergo assimilation while coronals do not (see 

§7.5.1).  If ability to undergo assimilation indicates lack of place features, dorsals and 

labials must lack PoA features in such languages, effectively reversing PoA markedness. 

In short, proposing that certain segments lack PoA features offers no explanation of 

asymmetries in undergoers of assimilation once the full typology is considered.  In 

contrast, the present theory has no need to appeal to underspecification – failure to 

assimilate is solely due to the interaction of constraints (also see Smolensky 1994, 

Lombardi 1995, 1998, Jun 1995:17ff).   

 For discussion on the shortcomings of underspecification theory in other areas, see 

ch.5§3, McCarthy & Taub (1992), Kaun (1993), Mohanan (1993), Prince & Smolensky 

(1993), and Steriade (1995b). 

7.2.3 Summary 
The aim of this section was to show that there are systems in which marked 

elements are exempt from processes that avoid heterorganic clusters.  The theory not only 

predicts that unmarked-undergoer systems exist, but that for every possible set of marked 

feature values there can be a system in which only those values are exempt from 

assimilation (or some other anti-heterorganic process).  With the PoA scale | dorsal 〉 labial 

〉 coronal 〉 glottal |, then, there should be a system in which elements from the following 

sets are exempt from assimilation: {dorsal}, {dorsal, labial}, {dorsal, labial, coronal}. 

 North Baffin Aiviluk Inuktitut was shown to be of the first type, with only dorsals 

avoiding assimilation.  Catalan and Yamphu are of the type where dorsals and labials, but 

not coronals (or glottals), are preserved.  In Gujarati all but glottals avoid assimilation. 

 In all cases, the ranking has the same character: a faithfulness constraint that picked 

out marked feature values outranks the anti-heterorganic markedness constraints, which in 

turn outranked all faithfulness constraints that preserved the lesser marked feature values.  

Schematically, each system had the ranking || IDENT{marked} » M » 

IDENT{marked,unmarked} ||, where IDENT{marked} and IDENT{marked,unmarked}, in this 

instance, refer to the marked and unmarked values of the Major PoA scale. 

7.2.3.1 Unmarked undergoers and the Voice scale 
The marked-faithfulness theory applies to every scale, not just to PoA.  Therefore, 

effects similar to those discussed above should be found in the assimilation of every 

scale/feature.  This prediction is borne out for obstruent voicing: the marked [+voice] 

specification can be exempt from undergoing voice assimilation (Cho 1999:110, 123ff).   

Standard Ukrainian provides a relevant case (Bethin 1987, Butska 1997).  The 

marked voiced segments are exempt from voice assimilation.178

178  There is no word-final devoicing.  See §7.5.2 for discussion of the relation of medial assimilation to final 
neutralization. 
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(24) Ukrainian Voicing

 (a) C-vd → C+vd / _C+vd

  /borot + ba/  → [borodba]   ‘fight’ 

/pros’ + ba/  → [proz’ba]  ‘request’ 

/jak + ze/  → [ja�ze]  ‘how’ 

/vok + zal/ → [vo�zal]  ‘station’ 

/osj + de/  → [ozjde]  ‘here/there’ 

 (b) C+vd does not assimilate to [�voice] 

[du�ka]  ‘handle’ 

[vezty]  ‘to drive’ 

[xobta]   ‘trunk (gen.sg.)’ 

[ridko]  ‘rarely’ 

[s’vbyd + ko]  ‘quick’ 

[v’id + pov’idajte]  ‘answer (imperative)’ 

The Ukrainian system can be generated using the same ranking schema identified 

above.  For the voicing scale | +voice 〉 -voice |, there are two faithfulness constraints 

IDENT[+voice] and IDENT[±voice].  The ranking needed to produce Ukrainian is || 

IDENT[+voice] » *HETERO-voice » IDENT[±voice] ||, where *HETERO-voice bans clusters 

that disagree in voicing.  Analogous to Catalan, onset-IDENT[±voice] forces assimilation to 

be regressive. 

(25)  

 /borot + ba/  IDENT[+voice] *HETERO-voice IDENT[±voice] 

 (a) borotba  *! 

� (b) borodba     *

(26)  

 /ridko/  IDENT[+voice] *HETERO-voice IDENT[±voice] 

� (a) ridko  *

 (b) ritko *! *

As a contrasting example, both voiceless and voiced stops undergo voicing 

assimilation in Serbo-Croatian: /rob + stavo/ → [ropstavo] ‘slavery’, /top + dzjizja/ →
[tobdzjizja] ‘gunner’ (Partridge 1956, Gro���� ����� 	
� �����������

 As a closing note, only coda-onset assimilation has been discussed here.  The 

existence of marked faithfulness constraints makes predictions for within-constituent 

assimilation as well.  By having a ranking such as the one provided in ch.8§8.4 for 

Swedish, within-constituent assimilation can be to the unmarked value: e.g. /abt/ → [apt], 

/apd/ → [apt].  In contrast, by having IDENT[+voice] ranked appropriately, voice 

assimilation in coda constituents can be to the marked value: i.e. /abt/ → [abd], /apd/ →
[abd].  The former of these cases is attested in a number of languages, as observed by 
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������� �	


�� ������� ������ ���� ��� ������ ���� �� ��� ��������� ������ ��� ���������

grounds for this assertion are not made clear.  Future research will no doubt determine 

whether within-constituent assimilation can be to either marked or unmarked values, and if 

– like Catalan – marked elements can be exempt from assimilation. 

7.3 The need for marked-faithfulness  
The preceding section aimed to show that the marked-faithfulness constraints are 

desirable – they have attested empirical effects.  The aim of this section is to go one step 

further, showing that the marked-faithfulness constraints are necessary, given certain 

standard assumptions about CON’s contents. 

 To elaborate on this aim, the preceding section did not show that marked-

faithfulness constraints offer the only solution to unmarked-undergoer systems (i.e. 

languages of the Catalan type).  The alternative is a ‘markedness-reliant’ approach: one 

that relies on the form of anti-heterorganicity constraints to account for the asymmetric 

behaviour of undergoers.  

For Catalan, a markedness-reliant approach would employ a markedness constraint 

that only bans coronal+non-coronal clusters, called *{T}{KP} here.  *{T}{KP} assigns 

violations to [nk np], but not to [mk mt �p �t].  As the following tableaux show, 

*{T}{KP} can be used to produce the Catalan system without appealing to marked 

faithfulness constraints.  The only faithfulness constraint used here is one that preserves all 

PoAs, called IDENT[Place] (Prince 1998). 

(27) The Markedness-Reliant approach to unmarked-undergoer systems

 /son kosins/ *{T}{KP} IDENT[Place] 

 (a) sonkosins *! 

� (b) so�kosins  *

(28)  

 /som kosins/ *{T}{KP} IDENT[Place] 

� (a) somkosins  

 (b) so�kosins  *! 

In short, only coronals undergo assimilation in a markedness-reliant approach 

because only they are subject to active markedness constraints.   

 The aim of this section is to show that the Markedness-Reliant approach to 

unmarked-undergoer systems is both too restrictive and not restrictive enough.  The 

marked-faithfulness theory will therefore be argued to offer the only account of unmarked-

undergoer systems. 

Section 7.3.1 shows that the markedness-reliant approach cannot produce every 

system that the marked-faithfulness ones can.  Specifically, marked-faithfulness constraints 

can account for certain systems that employ more than one method of avoiding 

heterorganic clusters while markedness-reliant approaches cannot.   
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Section 7.3.2 shows that the markedness constraint needed in a markedness-reliant 

approach to Catalan – *{T}{KP} – predicts an unattested type of neutralization. 

 Section 7.3.3 summarizes the findings of this section. 

7.3.1 Multiple methods for avoiding heterorganicity 
There are several ways to avoid heterorganic consonant sequences.  For example, 

the heterorganic cluster /np/ could be eliminated through assimilation [mp], deletion [p], 

epenthesis [nip], or coalescence [m].  In fact, it is possible for more than one method to be 

employed in the same language, as happens in Ponapean (Rehg & Sohl 1981, Ito 

1986:120ff).  The term ‘multiple method system’ will be used below to refer to such cases. 

The aim of this section is to show that the Ponapean multiple-method system is 

amenable to an analysis with marked-faithfulness constraints and that no Markedness-

Reliant account of Ponapean is possible, under standard assumptions. 

Section 7.3.1.1 describes the Ponapean system.  Section 7.3.1.2 provides an 

analysis using the marked-faithfulness constraints.  Section 7.3.1.3 shows that a 

Markedness-reliant approach to Ponapean cannot work.  Section 7.3.1.4 identifies 

predictions of the marked-faithfulness approach for systems that avoid heterorganic 

clusters in several ways.  

7.3.1.1 Ponapean: Description 
The following description is based on Rehg & Sohl (1981) and Goodman (1995).  

The consonants of Ponapean are given in Table 7.5. 

 Table 7.5: Ponapean consonant inventory

  labial dental/alveolar palatal dorsal 

 stops p   pw t � k

 affricates t�

 fricatives s

 nasals m   mw n� �

 liquids l�  r 

Ponapean has five vowels [i e a o u] (some dialects also have [�]) and long 

counterparts.  Syllables have the shape CV(X), where X is either lengthening of the vowel 

or a consonant.  Onsets are optional in word-initial position only.  Word-final position 

licenses a further consonant, allowing final syllables of the shape CVCC and CV:C in 

addition to the other types. 

 Heterorganic clusters are banned in the output.  Only sonorant geminates and 

homorganic nasal+obstruent clusters are allowed, as illustrated in (29). 
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(29) Ponapean Clusters 

 (a) Medial Clusters 

     (i) Nasal+Obstruent 

  [manta] ‘next day’ [nanset] ‘ocean’ 

  [sampa�] ‘world, earth’ [na�k�p] ‘inlet’ 

     (ii) Sonorant Geminates 

  [kom��l] ‘to rest’ [�o��o�] ‘to be barking’ 

  [nal�e�] ‘heaven’ [nar�as] ‘ground level of feasthouse’ 

(b) Word-final clusters 

  [kens] ‘yaws’ [emp] ‘coconut crab’ 

  [mal�] ‘forest clearing’ [lem�w] ‘afraid of ghosts’ 

(c) Word-initial clusters179

  [m�et�] ‘full’ [mpek] ‘to look for lice’ 

  [nta] ‘to say’ [�kol] ‘to make sennit’ 

The restriction to homorganic nasal+obstruent and geminate sonorant clusters can 

be actively seen in reduplication and certain compounds.  For example, the reduplicated 

form of /pap/ is [pampap] ‘to swim’, not *[pappap] since obstruent geminates are not 

permitted.   

• Avoidance of heterorganic clusters I: prefix+root and classifier+noun
The ban on heterorganic clusters is evident in a number of alternations.  Relevant 

examples at the prefix+root boundary are given in (30).  The set in (30a) show changes in 

the prefix /nan/ ‘in’ – the final /n/ assimilates in PoA to a following obstruent, and totally 

assimilates to a following sonorant.  The data in (30b) show changes with the prefix /lim/ 

{numeral}.  Again, heterorganic clusters are avoided, but in this case through 

epenthesis.180

 (30) Prefix+Root heterorganicity elimination

(a) Coronal + Non-Coronal: Assimilation 

 [nan + imw] ‘in that house’ [nal + l��] ‘in heaven’ 

 [nam + par] ‘in trade wind season’ [nar + r�k] ‘season of plenty’ 

 [namw+pwu�ara] ‘between them’ 

[nan + s�t] ‘in the ocean’ 

 [na� + k�p] ‘inlet’  

 [na� + k�p] ‘inlet’  

179  A vowel is optionally epenthesized before word-initial NC clusters (Rehg & Sohl 1981:55). 
180  The featural content of the epenthetic vowel is determined by complex conditions, relating to the quality 
of nearby vowel (Goodman 1995:168, Rehg & Sohl 1981:92).  An analysis of the form of the epenthetic 
vowel is tangential to the issue at hand; for discussion of copy epenthesis in general see Kitto & de Lacy 
(1999) and references cited therein. 
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(b) Labial + Non-Labial: Epenthesis 

 [lim + a + tip]  ‘slices, chips’ [lim + a + kap] ‘sheaves’ 

 [lim + i + sou] ‘heaps, piles’ [lim + a + ka] ‘rows, lines’ 

 [lim + e + lep] ‘oblong things’ [lim + a + kis] ‘small pieces’ 

 [lim + a + ra] ‘branches  

Epenthesis also takes place after dorsals: e.g. /ak-tei/ → [aketei] ‘engage in a 

throwing contest’ (Rehg & Sohl 1981:70).   

 Heterorganicity-avoidance also is in force across classifier-noun boundaries (Rehg 

& Sohl 1981:57, Goodman 1995: 160). 

(31) Classifier+noun coronal assimilation

 /kisin pakas/ → [kisim pakas] ‘small species of fish’ 

 /kilin pwi�k/ → [kilimw pwi�k] ‘skin of a chicken’ 

 /ti�n kidi/  → [ti�� kidi] ‘bone of a dog’ 

 /ti�n malek/ → [tiim malek] ‘bone of a dog’ 

 /paan �ete�ete/ → [paa� �ete�ete] ‘roof of mouth’ 

Epenthesis only takes place to avoid underlying heterorganic clusters: it does not 

occur after every labial and dorsal coda, as shown in (32).  As an example, /lim+pak/ is 

realized as [limpak], not *[limapak] ‘times’. 

(32) No epenthesis after homorganic labials and dorsals

 [lim+pi��]  ‘strip, strand’ 

 [lim+pali]  ‘body extremities’ 

 /RED+kik/  → [ki�kik] ‘kicking’ 

 /t�t��k+ki/  → [t�t���ki] ‘to work’ 

• Avoidance of heterorganic clusters II: root+suffix
There is a difference in the methods of heterorganicity-avoidance at the root+suffix 

boundary: coronals do not assimilate; like labials and dorsals, coronal+non-coronal clusters 

are eliminated through epenthesis.  Examples are given in (33). 

(33) Root+Suffix Coronal+C epenthesis

 /li�an + ki/ → [li�aniki] ‘consider to have the property of prettiness’ 

 /sapan + ki/ → [sapaniki] ‘consider to have the property of generosity’ 

To clarify, /sapan+ki/ is not realized as *[sapa�ki] with assimilation, but with 

epenthesis as [sapaniki]; this form contrasts with the prefix+root cluster  

/nan+k�pi/→[na�k�p], which assimilates.  

To summarize, heterorganic clusters are eliminated by two different methods in 

Ponapean.  At the prefix+root and classifier+noun boundaries, coronal+non-coronal 

heterorganic clusters are avoided by assimilation, while non-coronal heterorganic clusters 
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are eliminated by epenthesis.  In contrast, at the root+suffix boundary, all heterorganic 

clusters are eliminated by epenthesis.   

 The following section provides an analysis of this system, starting with the 

processes employed at the prefix+root/classifier+noun boundaries.  It concludes with an 

account of the differences at the root+suffix juncture.181

7.3.1.2 Ponapean: Analysis 
There have been a number of analyses of Ponapean heterorganicity-avoidance or 

processes related to it (Ito 1986, 1989, Blevins & Garrett 1993, Goodman 1995).  

Goodman (1995) provides an in-depth OT analysis of the assimilation facts and of 

Ponapean phonotactics in general.  The following analysis follows Goodman’s in many 

respects, primarily differing in its use of the marked-faithfulness constraints and 

Correspondence Theory (McCarthy & Prince 1995). 

 For assimilation to eliminate coronal+non-coronal clusters, *HETERORGANIC must 

outrank all faithfulness constraints that preserve coronal PoA (IDENT{KPT}, 

IDENT{KPT�}). 

As discussed in the Catalan analysis, further rankings are needed to ensure that 

assimilation takes place rather than some other phenomenon.  To prevent both deletion and 

epenthesis, both MAX and DEP must outrank IDENT{KPT}.  Tableau (34) illustrates the 

ranking for DEP.182

(34) 

 /nan-para/ *HETERORGANIC DEP IDENT{KPT} 

 (a) nanpar *!  

� (b) nampar   *

 (c) nanapar  *! 

Candidates (b) and (c) both satisfy *HETERORGANIC – neither has a heterorganic 

cluster.  However, (c) is ruled out by DEP because it has epenthesis; candidate (b) incurs the 

least significant violation by being featurally unfaithful (i.e. violating IDENT{KPT}). 

• Blocking non-coronal assimilation
 Ponapean is like Catalan in that labials and dorsals do not assimilate.  So, the 

Catalan solution can be invoked for Ponapean: IDENT{KP} must block assimilation. 

 However, Ponapean is unlike Catalan in that heterorganic clusters staring with a 

labial or dorsal are not tolerated on the surface: they are eliminated by epenthesis (e.g. 

/lim+tip/ → [limatip].  In constraint terms, [limatip] violates DEP but not IDENT{KP}, 

181  For discussion of changes in manner, such as coda stop nasalization, see Rehg & Sohl (1981:58ff) and 
Goodman’s (1995) extensive analyses. 
182  There is word-final apocope in Ponapean, accounting for the loss of the final /a/ in /nan-para/.  I leave 
analysis of this fact aside here (see Goodman 1995:100ff). 
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indicating that the latter outranks the former.  Furthermore, to get epenthesis at all, 

*HETERORGANIC must outrank DEP.  Tableau (34) illustrates these rankings. 

(35)  

 /lim+tip/ *HETERORGANIC IDENT{KP} DEP IDENT{KPT}

 (a) limtip *!  

 (b) lintip  *! *

� (c) limatip   *

The markedness constraint *HETERORGANIC eliminates the fully faithful candidate 

(a), leaving the assimilated form (b) and the form with epenthesis (c).  *HETERORGANIC 

must outrank DEP otherwise no assimilation would take place in Ponapean at all (cf the 

Catalan ranking). 

 The competition between (b) and (c) shows why IDENT{KP} must outrank DEP: (b) 

is fatally unfaithful to the input labial specification of /m/, so violating IDENT{KP}.  In 

contrast, the candidate with epenthesis (c) only violates the relatively low-ranked DEP.

 The ranking established above will still allow coronals to assimilate: since 

IDENT{KP} does not apply to coronals, it will be inactive in competitions such as 

[nampar]~*[nanapar], allowing DEP to eliminate the unattested form, as in (34). 

 Significantly, this analysis relies on the existence of the marked-faithfulness 

constraint IDENT{KP}.  Without a faithfulness constraint that specifically preserves labials 

and dorsals, there would be no way to prevent non-coronals alone from assimilating rather 

than having epenthesis. 

 To summarize, Ponapean is much like Catalan.  In both languages, the marked 

PoAs labial and dorsal are preserved.  The difference is that Ponapean does not tolerate 

heterorganic sequences at all, so an alternative non-feature-changing process is employed 

for non-coronal+C clusters.  In ranking terms, the difference relates to the place of DEP.

The constraint *HETERORGANIC only outranks IDENT{KPT} in Catalan; the other 

faithfulness constraints MAX and DEP outrank *HETERORGANIC, ensuring that neither 

deletion nor epenthesis could be employed as a secondary method of heterorganicity-

avoidance.  In Ponapean *HETERORGANIC outranks both DEP and IDENT{KPT}, so allowing 

both assimilation and epenthesis as methods of eliminating heterorganic clusters. 

• Root faithfulness and boundary differences 
This analysis concludes with an account of the behaviour of coronals at the 

root+suffix boundary.  While coronals assimilate at prefix+root and classifier+noun 

boundaries, they behave like labials and coronals at the root+suffix boundaries: e.g. /sapan 

+ ki/ → [sapaniki], *[sapa�ki].  To account for this difference, the constraint Root-

IDENT{KPT} is employed here; this constraint requires input PoA specifications of root 

segments to be preserved (after McCarthy & Prince 1995, Beckman 1998).   

Root-IDENT{KPT} functions like IDENT{KP} in Ponapean: it outranks DEP, so 

preserving coronals in roots, and therefore preventing assimilation.  The result is illustrated 

in tableau (36). 
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(36) Root-Faithfulness

 /sapan+ki/ *HETERORGANIC Root-IDENT{KPT} DEP IDENT{KPT}

 (a) sapanki *!  

 (b) sapa�ki  *! *

� (c) sapaniki *

The assimilation candidate (b) is ruled out because the input coronal /n/ is part of 

the root, and so its change to [�] violates Root-IDENT{KPT}.  The only remaining 

candidate is (c), with epenthesis. 

 In contrast, Root-IDENT{KPT} will not prevent prefix-final consonants from 

assimilating.  For example, the /n/ in /nan-para/ is not part of a root, so Root-IDENT{KPT} 

will not prevent it from assimilating to [nampar].   

• Ranking summary
Figure 7.2 summarizes the rankings identified for Ponapean. 

 Figure 7.2: Ponapean anti-heterorganicity ranking
MAX  *HETERORGANIC IDENT{KP}   Root-IDENT{KPT} 

               DEP

        IDENT{KPT} 

As in Catalan, the ranking of IDENT{K} is indeterminate, so it is not included in the 

diagram above.  

7.3.1.3 The failure of Markedness-Reliant approaches 
It is now possible to consider an alternative analysis of Ponapean – one in which 

there are no marked-faithfulness constraints (e.g. see Prince 1998).  In other words, this 

section deals with a hypothetical CON that does not contain faithfulness constraints that 

preserve marked PoAs alone.  This rules out constraints like IDENT{K}, IDENT{KP}, and 

IDENT{P}, but still allows hypothetical constraints like IDENT{KPT�}, IDENT{PT�}, and 

IDENT{T�}, none of which preserves marked elements exclusively.  Conversely, this 

section aims to ask whether a theory without a faithfulness constraint that preserves just 

non-coronals – i.e. IDENT{KP} – can produce the Ponapean system.   
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• The epenthesis ranking
Epenthesis eliminates heterorganic clusters consisting of a non-coronal and another 

consonant in Ponapean: /lim-tip/→[limatip], *[lintip].  At least two rankings are needed to 

produce epenthesis.  *HETERORGANIC must outrank DEP, in the familiar way.183

The other ranking needed to eliminate the candidate with assimilation – *[lintip].  

To ban this form, some constraint C that favours [limatip] over *[lintip] must outrank DEP;

the faithful form may or may not violate C – this violation is irrelevant because the faithful 

form is eliminated by *HETERORGANIC in any case.  The ranking is therefore || 

*HETERORGANIC, C » DEP ||. 

(37) 

 /lim-tip/ *HETERORGANIC C DEP

 (a) limtip *! (*) 

 (b) lintip  *! 

� (c) limatip   *

Of course, all constraints not mentioned in (37) that favour (b) over (c) must be 

ranked below C.

• What is C?
But what is the constraint C?   

Suppose that C is a markedness constraint of the standard type – one that assigns a 

violation based on some output property.  Then, *[lintip] must have some property p that 

[limatip] does not have, and C must assign a violation to p (i.e. C is *p).  Furthermore, 

there is no other constraint D that outranks C and favours a candidate with property p over 

one without p; more concretely, D does not favour *[lintip] over [limatip].  

However, C’s ranking poses a problem for forms with property p. C outranks DEP,

and tableau (37) establishes that property p can be avoided through epenthesis.  Therefore, 

since C outranks DEP, there should be no occurrence of p on the surface in Ponapean: all 

inputs with property p should be realized without p on the surface.184

Since *[lintip] contains property p, *[lintip] must contain some property that is 

never faithfully realized.  In other words, some aspect of *[lintip] is absolutely ill-formed 

in Ponapean. 

The problem is that nothing in *[lintip] is absolutely banned in the output:  *[lintip] 

contains no feature value or prosodic structure that is not found in other attested forms.  Of 

most relevance, [nt] sequences are found elsewhere: e.g. [manta] ‘next day’, so C cannot 

be a constraint like NOCODA, *COMPLEX, or the far more specific *[nt].  All of these 

183  To be more precise, a markedness constraint M against non-coronal+C heterorganic clusters must outrank 
DEP. M need not assign a violation to coronal+non-coronal clusters, though if M does not do so, some other 
markedness constraint that does ban coronal+non-coronal clusters will have to be invoked to outrank 
IDENT{KPT}.  This note makes no difference to the argument made below, so I adopt the simpler approach 
that M bans all heterorganic clusters. 
184  No other constraint ranked higher than C can be invoked to block across-the-board p-elimination.  As 
pointed out above, such a constraint (i.e. D) cannot outrank C in this language. 
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constraints would trigger epenthesis since they outrank DEP.  Therefore, paradoxically, 

*[lintip] cannot contain p.

This paradox shows that the premise was incorrect: C cannot be a markedness 

constraint. 

• Assimilation ranking
Since C is not a markedness constraint, C must therefore be a faithfulness 

constraint.  The only faithfulness difference between [limatip] and *[lintip] in [limatip]’s 

favour is that the loser fails to preserve the input labial specification.  So, C must be a 

faithfulness constraint that requires preservation of input labial specifications. 

In a theory with no marked-faithfulness constraints, though, C cannot preserve 

labial PoA alone; a constraint like IDENT{P} preserves a marked value without preserving a 

lesser marked one (i.e. T), and so is a marked-faithfulness constraint.  Thus, C must at least 

require both labials and coronals to surface faithfully in the output: i.e. it is IDENT{PT} (or 

any other faithfulness constraint that preserves both labials and coronals). 

In short, the ranking needed for epenthesis is || *HETERORGANIC, IDENT{PT} » 

DEP ||. 

Unfortunately, this ranking incorrectly predicts that coronal+non-coronal clusters 

cannot be eliminated through assimilation.  For example, there are two significant 

candidates from input /nan-par/: the form with assimilation [nampar] and the form with 

epenthesis *[nanapar].  The ranking || IDENT{PT} » DEP || will incorrectly favour the 

epenthesis candidate over the former since only *[nanapar] satisfies IDENT{PT}, by 

preserving the coronal PoA. 

In short, a theory without marked-faithfulness constraints predicts that the 

Ponapean system is impossible.  The only way around this problem is to employ a 

faithfulness constraint that preserves labials but not coronals: IDENT{KP}.  This constraint 

correctly favours [limatip] over *[lintip], but does not favour *[nanapar] over [nampar]. 

The next section generalizes this result by identifying the types of ‘multiple-

method’ systems – those in which heterorganic clusters are eliminated by two or more 

different methods – that can be produced using marked-faithfulness constraints. 

7.3.1.4 Marked faithfulness and Multiple Method systems 
Theories with only marked-faithfulness constraints, like the present one, make a 

prediction with regard to multiple-method systems like Ponapean’s.185

(38) Multiple-method prediction within a marked-faithfulness theory

If a language employs both assimilation and another non-PoA changing process 

(e.g. epenthesis, deletion) to eliminate heterorganic clusters, then the elements that 

assimilate will always be the least marked ones. 

185  The prediction holds only if there are no MAX constraints that refer to marked features – see ch.6 for 
discussion. 
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In other words, there can be no language ‘Anti-Ponapean’ in which labials and 

dorsals assimilate (e.g. /am-ta/→[anta]) while coronal+C clusters undergo epenthesis (e.g. 

/an-pa/→[anapa]). 

 To produce epenthesis between coronal+non-coronal clusters /an-pa/ → [anapa], 

and not assimilation *[ampa], some IDENT constraint that preserves coronals – i.e. 

IDENT{KPT} – must outrank DEP.  This way, IDENT{KPT} will eliminate *[ampa], leaving 

[anapa].  No faithfulness constraint other than IDENT{KPT} can be used here; crucially, 

since only marked faithfulness constraints are allowed, any constraint that preserves 

coronals must also preserve labials. 

 However, this ranking prevents /am-ta/ from assimilating.  The assimilated form 

[anta] will be eliminated by IDENT{KPT}, meaning that the form with epenthesis *[amata] 

will win. 

• Generalizing the result
This result follows from the nature of the different types of faithfulness constraint.  

IDENT constraints block candidates with assimilation, but not deletion or epenthesis.  

Because of the form of marked-IDENT constraints, if assimilation of x is blocked, then 

assimilation of all more marked values is also blocked.  So, since assimilation of coronals 

is blocked in the putative case above, labials cannot assimilate either.  Therefore, if 

assimilation takes place in a system at all, it must happen to the least marked element. 

• Comparison with free-reference theories
This prediction not only sets the MRH apart from theories without marked-

faithfulness constraints, but also apart from theories that allow both marked- and 

unmarked-faithfulness constraints.  Because these theories can contain virtually any IDENT

constraint, they will be called ‘free-reference’ theories. 

A theory that allows unmarked-faithfulness constraints like IDENT{T} predicts that 

Anti-Ponapean could exist.  Its ranking would be analogous to the one presented for 

Ponapean using the marked faithfulness theory: i.e. || *HETERORGANIC, IDENT{T} » DEP » 

{other IDENTs} ||.  In this ranking, IDENT{T} blocks assimilation of coronals, forcing 

epenthesis; since DEP outranks all the other IDENT constraints, though, labials and dorsals 

assimilate.   

 In short, the present theory predicts that Anti-Ponapean systems cannot exist: in a 

multiple-method system, assimilation will always apply to the least marked elements. 

 As a final note, this section has shown that a theory without marked-faithfulness 

constraints cannot account for multiple-method systems in Ponapean.  Therefore, a theory 

that relies on markedness constraints alone to produce Catalan-type systems is too 

restrictive: it predicts that systems like Ponapean’s should not exist.  The next section is 

devoted to showing that markedness-reliant approaches are not restrictive enough. 

7.3.2 Neutralization and the Markedness-Reliant theory 
As discussed in the introduction to this section, the markedness-reliant approach to 

Catalan relies on the existence of a markedness constraint that bans coronal+C clusters 
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alone – *{T}{KP}.  However, this constraint has an undesirable side effect: it can motivate 

an unattested type of neutralization. 

The unattested system is one in which word-medial coronal codas neutralize to 

labials: i.e. input /an-ka/ surfaces as �[amka] (the symbol � marks a universally unattested 

output, given the input) (cf cases where medial codas neutralize to less marked PoAs – 

§7.6).  This type of neutralization is easy to generate with the constraint *{T}{KP}, as 

shown in tableau (39). 

(39)  

 /anka/ *{T}{KP} IDENT{KPT} *{K} 

 (a) anka *! *

� (b) amka  * * 

 (c) a�ka  * * *! 

The constraint *{T}{KP} rules out the candidate with a coronal+non-coronal 

sequence (a), leaving �[amka] and *[a�ka].  IDENT{KPT} is irrelevant in selecting the 

winner – its role is simply to ensure that dorsals are not neutralized in every position (by 

outranking *{K}).   

 The crucial constraint for choosing between [amka] and *[a�ka] is the context-free 

markedness constraint *{K}, which is violated for every instance of a dorsal in the output.  

As shown, *{K} favours [amka] over [a�ka], thus producing neutralization of /n/ to [m].  

All constraints that favour [a�ka] over [ampa] are ranked below *{K} (e.g. 

*HETERORGANIC).

 The neutralization of /n/ to [m] would only apply in heterorganic clusters.  

Homorganic codas remain faithful: /anta/ will surface as [anta] since *{T}{KP} is not 

violated by homorganic sequences.  Furthermore, there is no constraint that favours [amta] 

over [anta] – such a constraint would have to be *{T}, with a variety of undesirable 

consequences detailed in ch.6.   

 In short, the constraint *{T}{KP} can produce a system in which coda /n/ 

neutralizes to [m] in heterorganic clusters.  Such neutralization is unattested: it goes 

against the generalization that all ‘horizontally context-free’ neutralizations – i.e. those that 

are not influenced by neighbouring segments (as in assimilation, dissimilation) – result in a 

less marked segment (see chapters 8 and 9, Trubetzkoy 1939:81ff).186

 This point is rather unsurprising, given that the context-free constraint *{T} has 

equally undesirable effects in neutralization: a constraint *{T} could cause coronals to 

neutralize to more marked elements, a point discussed in detail in ch.6§6. 

 In short, the markedness-reliant approach to Catalan necessarily invokes a 

markedness constraint that makes unattested typological predictions.  Therefore, the only 

186  To anticipate the constraints proposed in §7.4, the Cluster constraints cannot produce this unattested 
neutralization.  No Cluster constraint favours [amka] over [anka].  Specifically, [nk] violates *{KPT}{K}, 
*{KPT}{KP}, and *{KPT}{KPT}.  [mk] violates all of these constraints plus *{KP}{K}, *{KP}{KP}, 
*{KP}{KPT}.  In short, [nk] is a local harmonic bound for [mk] in terms of the Cluster constraints.  
Therefore, /anka/ can never surface as �[amka] – [anka] will always win. 
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remaining option is a marked-faithfulness approach, so affirming the existence of marked-

faithfulness constraints. 

7.3.3 Summary 
The aim of this section was to show that the marked-faithfulness constraints are a 

necessary part of CON.  Two arguments for marked-faithfulness constraints were 

presented.   

The first argument focused on multiple-method systems.  It showed that the ranking 

|| IDENT{KP} » DEP » IDENT{KPT} || is crucial in preventing non-coronals from 

assimilating, so allowing epenthesis to apply.  Alternative analyses in which markedness 

constraints are responsible for the Ponapean system were shown to be impossible. 

The second argument showed that a markedness account of Catalan relies on 

markedness constraints that ban coronal+non-coronal clusters.  Such constraints predict 

unattested neutralizations, in which /n/ surfaces as [m] in heterorganic clusters, regardless 

of the PoA of the following consonant.   

In short, only a marked-faithfulness analysis of unmarked-undergoer systems is 

viable; the alternatives are both too restrictive – failing to account for multiple-method 

systems like Ponapean’s – and not restrictive enough, producing unattested neutralizations. 

7.4 Eliminating faithfulness to the unmarked 
The preceding sections aimed to show that marked faithfulness constraints exist in 

CON.  The following sections deal with the second aim: to show that no other faithfulness 

constraints need exist. 

 In the present theory, if a faithfulness constraint preserves a feature value it also 

preserves all more marked values.  This requirement rules out the PoA-faithfulness 

constraints in (40). 

(40) Non-existing PoA-faithfulness constraints 

IDENT{�}, IDENT{T}, IDENT{P}

IDENT{T�}, IDENT{P�}, IDENT{K�}, IDENT{PT}, IDENT{KT} 

IDENT{PT�}, IDENT{KT�}, IDENT{KP�}

This and the following section aim to show that heterorganicity-avoiding processes 

do not require any of the constraints in (40).   

A challenge for this proposal is provided by languages in which only unmarked 

elements are exempt from assimilation.  For example, in Sri Lankan Portuguese (SLP) 

Creole, only labials and dorsals assimilate – coronals do not: e.g. /ma�m+ki/→[ma��ki] 

‘hand {verbal noun}’, *[ma�mki]; cf /si�n+ki/→[si�nki], *[si�ki] (Smith 1978, Hume & 

Tserdanelis 1999).   

Such ‘marked-undergoer’ systems have two possible analyses.  One invokes a 

faithfulness constraint that blocks coronals from assimilating.  However, this faithfulness 
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constraint necessarily refers to coronals alone: || IDENT{T} » *HETERORGANIC » 

IDENT{KPT} ||.  IDENT{T} is one of the constraints ruled out by the present theory. 

The other possible analysis is a markedness-reliant one, and is the one proposed 

here.  The markedness-reliant analysis maintains that coronals are exempt from 

assimilation in SLP Creole because they are already ‘adequately unmarked’.  In other 

words, SLP Creole tolerates coronal+non-coronal sequences because they are the least 

marked of all the heterorganic clusters.   

Behind this proposal is the idea that not all heterorganic clusters are equally 

marked.  A formal implementation of this idea is presented in §7.4.1.  This section 

proposes a set of constraints that replaces the constraint *HETERORGANIC used above.  The 

combined effect of these constraints is to favour clusters composed of less marked 

elements over those with more marked elements; they are accordingly called the ‘Marked-

Cluster’ constraints. 

Section 7.4.2 presents an analysis of the SLP Creole system in terms of the 

Marked-Cluster constraints, showing that an unmarked-faithfulness constraint like 

IDENT{T} is unnecessary. 

The Marked-Cluster constraints predict other marked-undergoer systems, 

specifically ones in which only dorsals undergo assimilation, and one in which only 

dorsals and coronals – not labials – assimilate.  Section 7.4.3 identifies and analyzes such 

systems, in Chukchi and Harar Oromo respectively.  As for SLP Creole, the Marked-

Cluster constraints are shown to eliminate need for non-marked-faithfulness constraints 

(specifically IDENT{PT} and IDENT{KT}). 

Since the existence of marked-undergoer systems has been explicitly denied in 

previous work, §7.4.4 identifies other relevant cases, and extends the analysis to 

unmarked-undergoer systems in voicing assimilation. 

As a side-note, Wetzels & Mascaró (2001) have identified systems of voicing 

������������ �	�� �
� �������� �� ��� �
������ ��� ������������ ����� ��� �������

1999b).  An analysis of such systems within the present theory is given in §7.4.4. 

7.4.1  The Marked-Cluster constraints: Heterorganicity-avoidance 
There are two leading ideas behind the form of the markedness constraints 

presented in this section.  One is that all homorganic clusters are favoured over 

heterorganic ones.  The other is that some heterorganic clusters are more marked than 

others.  Specifically, those with highly marked components are more marked than those 

with lesser-marked components.187  For example, [kp] is universally more marked than 

[pt]. 

 The entire set of anti-heterorganic cluster constraints – called the ‘Marked-Cluster’ 

constraints – is given in (41); their definition is provided in schematic terms in (42).  The 

187  The earliest precursor to the present theory is Cairns & Feinstein’s (1982) theory of onset cluster 
markedness (also see Morelli 1998).  For recent approaches to cluster constraints in Optimality Theory, see 
Baertsch (1998) and Gouskova (2002). 
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Marked-Cluster constraints effectively combine the sets of PoA specifications allowed by 

the present theory.188

 As above, K stands for ‘dorsal’, P for ‘labial’, T for ‘coronal’, and ‘�’ for glottal; 

the constraints in (41) do not refer to a particular manner of articulation; though manner-

specific instantiations may be possible (see below for discussion).  The constraints are 

freely rankable. 

(41) The Marked-Cluster Constraints (anti-heterorganic markedness constraints)

 *{K}{K} *{K}{KP} *{K}{KPT} *{K}{KPT�}

 *{KP}{K} *{KP}{KP} *{KP}{KPT} *{KP}{KPT�}

 *{KPT}{K} *{KPT}{KP} *{KPT}{KPT} *{KPT}{KPT�}

 *{KPT�}{K} *{KPT�}{KP} *{KPT�}{KPT} *{KPT�}{KPT�}

(42) Interpretation of the anti-heterorganic constraints

 *XY “Assign a violation for every pair of adjacent segments such that  

       (i) the first segment has a feature f1 from set X  

and (ii) the second segment has a feature f2 from set Y.” 

As an example, the constraint *{K}{KPT} assigns a violation to all clusters that 

consist of a dorsal followed by a labial or coronal: e.g. [�p], [�t].   

Importantly, the constraint does not assign a violation to homorganic sequences – 

[�k].  This effectively adopts the autosegmental approach that a sequence of featurally 

identical elements – a geminate – has a single root node (Halle & Vergnaud 1980, Steriade 

1982, Clements 1985, Hayes 1986, Sagey 1986, Schein & Steriade 1986).189  Thus, the 

constraint *{K}{K} does not assign a violation to the geminate [k�]: *{K}{K} bans two 

adjacent segments with dorsal PoA, while [k�] is a single segment (i.e. consists of a single 

root node).  Note that *{K}{K} will assign a violation to ‘fake’ geminates [k.k], consisting 

of two root nodes (a distinction needed in Tigrinya – Schein & Steriade 1986, also see 

Keer 1999 for discussion of fake geminates).   

To provide further examples, *{KPT�}{KPT�} assigns a violation to every 

sequence with non-identical PoA specifications – i.e. all heterorganic clusters.  In contrast, 

*{KP}{KPT�} only assigns violations to sequences where the first member is a non-

coronal: e.g. [�p], [�t], [��],[mp], [mt], [m�].  Similarly, *{KPT}{KP} is only violated by 

clusters where the second member is non-coronal: e.g. [pk], [tk], [kp], [tp]. 

188  One might enquire as to whether the constraints are formed through local conjunction (Smolensky 1993).  
They cannot be formed solely through local conjunction since *{KPT}&*{K} does not specify linear order 
(e.g. [�t] violates *{KPT}&*{K}, but not *{KPT}{K}) nor adjacency (e.g. [�at] violates *{KPT}&*{K} – 
see Alderete 1997 for relevant discussion).  For present purposes, it is enough that the constraints favour 
homorganic clusters over heterorganic ones and establish a ranking between different types of heterorganic 
clusters. 
189  The constraints could be straightforwardly adapted to Selkirk’s (1991) two-root theory, where geminates 
have two root nodes but still share features.  If the constraints banned adjacent PoA features rather than 
segments with features, Selkirkian two-root geminates would not violate them.  Selkirk’s two-root theory 
was designed to deal with processes of geminate fission; for discussion of such cases using the single-root 
approach, see Keer (1999). 
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It is worth pointing out that the validity of the Marked-Cluster constraints does not 

stand or fall on the validity of the autosegmental representation of geminates.  The central 

points here are that (i) there are constraints that assign violations to heterorganic clusters 

and that (ii) the constraints favour some types of heterorganic cluster (namely, those with 

highly marked components) over other types (i.e. those with less marked components).  

Even so, the structural description of the constraints is straightforwardly expressed 

assuming autosegmental representation, so it will be assumed throughout. 

• Undergoers 
It is useful to distinguish two general types of Marked-Cluster constraints.  In one 

type, the leftmost set of elements is a subset of the rightmost one: e.g. *{K}{KPT}, 

*{KP}{KPT}.  In the other type, the rightmost set of elements is a subset of the leftmost 

set: e.g. *{KPT}{K}, *{KPT}{KP}.  The different types have distinct empirical effects. 

Constraints of the first type, like *{K}{KPT}, affect undergoers.  For example, 

*{K}{KPT} will ban clusters consisting of a dorsal+non-dorsal [�p �t], but will not 

militate against any other heterorganic cluster [mk mt nk np].  Thus, if *{K}{KPT} is the 

only active constraint in a grammar, only dorsal+non-dorsal clusters would be eliminated.  

This situation happens in Chukchi §7.4.1.3, where only dorsals assimilate. 

The combined effect of the Marked-Cluster constraints is to favour clusters starting 

with a low-marked element over all those with a highly marked leftmost element.  The 

result is that KC clusters, where C is any consonant that disagrees in PoA with the 

preceding segment, are local harmonic bounds for PC, TC, and �C clusters in terms of 

Marked-Cluster constraints with the form *{x}{KPT}; the same is true of PC as a local 

harmonic bound for TC and �C, and TC as a local harmonic bound for �C.  Thus, the 

constraints can be used to avoid any contiguous set of these clusters.  For example Sri 

Lankan Portuguese Creole (§7.4.2) avoids KC and PC heterorganic clusters, but allows TC 

clusters. 

Importantly, the constraints do not present the same problem as the Markedness-

Reliant approach discussed in sections 7.2-7.3.  That discussion showed that a constraint 

like *{T}{KP} has undesirable consequences.  In the theory of cluster markedness 

presented here, there is no constraint *{T}{KP}.  Moreover, no ranking of the constraints 

can be used to ban coronal+non-coronal clusters.   More concretely, coronal+non-coronal 

clusters violate the constraints *{KPT}{KP}, *{KPT}{KPT}, and *{KPT}{KPT�}.  

However, labial+non-labial and dorsal+non-dorsal clusters also violate all these 

constraints.  Thus, the constraints could not be used to provide a markedness-reliant 

account of Catalan – i.e. an analysis without marked-faithfulness constraints. 

• Triggers 
Constraints of the second type – e.g. *{KPT}{K} – place restrictions on triggering 

elements.  For example, *{KPT}{K} bans all heterorganic clusters with a dorsal second 

member: [mk nk], but no others [�p �t mt np].  If *{KPT}{K} were the only active 

constraint in a grammar that eliminated clusters through assimilation, it would effectively 

only force assimilation before dorsals.  Such a case is found in Korean in §7.5.1.2 (with 

slightly more complexity). 
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Together, these ‘triggering’ constraints also impose relations between different 

types of cluster: CK clusters, where C is a heterorganic consonant, are local harmonic 

bounds for CP, CT, and C� clusters in terms of Marked-Cluster constraints with the form 

*{KPT}{x}.  Similarly, CP is a local harmonic bound for CT and C�, and CT for C�.  In 

short, clusters with a dorsal as the rightmost member are the worst kind in terms of 

triggering, followed by those with a labial as the second member, and so on.  In effect, this 

means that there can be a language where only dorsals trigger assimilation (Korean), one in 

which only dorsals and labials trigger heterorganicity-avoidance (Attic Greek – §7.5.1.1), 

and one in which dorsals, labials, and coronals – but not glottals – trigger assimilation. 

Of course, the constraints are not mutually exclusive.  They can be intermingled to 

produce systems with restrictions on both undergoers and on triggers.  The following 

sections will generally focus on grammars with conditions on one or the other.  However, 

the analysis of Kui (§7.5.1.3) shows the need for constraints of the form *{K}{KP}, where 

coronals are neither undergoers nor triggers. 

• Elaborations
 As stated in (41), the constraints apply to any type of segment.  Since there are 

often different conditions on heterorganic clusters of different manners of articulation, it is 

quite possible that there are specific instantiations of the constraints in (41) for certain 

manners of articulation.190  Since the aim of this section is to determine the form of 

faithfulness constraints, little time will be devoted to developing this notion (see §7.6) – 

the exact form of the markedness constraints will be made clear for each of the case studies 

as they arise. 

 Similarly, the constraints in (41) do not refer to constituency, only linear order.  So, 

the constraint *{KPT�}{KPT�} bans heterorganic clusters in any position, regardless of 

whether they consist of two onset segments, two coda segments, or a coda+onset sequence.  

While it is possible that further investigation will show the need for versions of these 

constraints that refer to constituency, the cases studies discussed below provide no relevant 

evidence (also see Steriade 1995a for relevant work that does not refer to constituency).  

Again, while this issue is worthy of future attention, it is tangential to the main point here 

and – more importantly – has no bearing on the claims about faithfulness constraints made 

in this section. 

 In fact, for the purposes of this chapter it is only essential that there are markedness 

constraints that (i) favour homorganic over heterorganic clusters and (ii) distinguish 

different types of heterorganic cluster, based on PoA markedness.  The constraints in (41) 

are employed because they fulfill these two functions.  Supporting evidence is provided in 

the following sections.191

190  I do not mean to imply that there should be a constraint for every possible combination of manner of 
articulation with PoA.  Such an approach would fail to capture the implicational relations in manner of 
articulation for assimilation, as demonstrated by Padgett (1994) and Jun (1995).  Clearly, the role of manner 
in place assimilation is significant and deserves careful formal development; unfortunately, this is beyond the 
scope of this chapter. 
191  For discussion of Lombardi’s (1995 et seq.) AGREE[F] constraints, see §6.2. 
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 As a final point, one may wonder whether constraints that mention glottals: e.g. 

*{KPT�}{KPT�} are necessary (cf Rice 2000a,b).  Yamphu provides support for this 

proposal, from evidence that glottals can be both triggers and targets of assimilation 

(§7.5.1.4). 

 For discussion regarding direction of assimilation, see §7.7.1.1. 

• The Marked-Cluster theory: aims and evidence
This section concludes with a comment about how the Marked-Cluster constraints 

figure in the following sections. 

The aim of the following subsections is to show that the Marked-Cluster constraints 

eliminate the need for unmarked-faithfulness constraints (e.g. IDENT{T}).  However, doing 

so only shows that the Marked-Cluster constraints are a viable alternative to the unmarked-

faithfulness constraints. 

So, §7.5 is devoted to showing why the Marked-Cluster constraints are 

independently necessary.  Cases in which faithfulness cannot play a crucial role are 

discussed and argued to depend on the Marked-Cluster constraints. 

As a final note, four previous proposals relating to assimilation are compared to the 

Marked-Cluster theory in the following sections.  Sections 7.5 and 7.6 discuss theories that 

do not make distinctions between different types of heterorganic cluster (e.g. 

AGREE[Place], after Lombardi 1995), and those that seek to reduce assimilation to 

conditions on independent PoA in codas (Ito 1986, Cho 1999).  Section 7.7 focuses on two 

recent theories that have been used to deal with marked-undergoer systems like SLP 

Creole’s – ��������	 
������� ���	������ ����������� �������� ��� ���������	 
������

Comparative Markedness theory. 

7.4.2 Marked undergoers I: Sri Lankan Portuguese Creole 
 Sri Lankan Portuguese (SLP) Creole is the exact opposite to Catalan: only coronals 

are exempt from assimilation in the former while only coronals undergo assimilation in the 

latter (Smith 1978, Hume & Tserdanelis 1999).  This section argues that the SLP Creole 

system – and all ‘marked-undergoer’ systems – comes about through a ban on highly 

marked clusters.  For SLP Creole, this idea is implemented by the constraint *{KP}{KPT}, 

which only bans heterorganic clusters with a non-coronal as the leftmost element.  In 

effect, then, coronals are already ‘adequately unmarked’ in SLP Creole – they do not 

assimilate because doing so will not sufficiently improve their markedness. 

 Section 7.4.2.1 describes relevant facts of SLP Creole phonology, and discusses the 

relevant assimilations.  Section 7.4.2.2 presents an analysis in terms of the Marked-Cluster 

constraints, and compares it with an unmarked-faithfulness analysis (i.e. with a constraint 

like IDENT{T}).  

7.4.2.1 Description 
SLP Creole has the following consonant phonemes: 
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 Table 7.6: Sri Lankan Portuguese Creole consonants   

  labial coronal palatal dorsal192

 p t k   
stops 

b d �

 affricates t�

 f s 
fricatives

z

 nasals m n � �   

 laterals l

 rhotics �

 glides w j

The short vowels are [i e æ � � o u], with long counterparts [i� e� æ� a� �� o� u�].

Syllables have the structure (C)(C)V(�)(C).  Complex onsets consist of (1) an obstruent+[�]

(excepting [s�]), and – rarely – (2) an obstruent+[l] or (3) [s] followed by a stop.  Word-

medial codas must be sonorants.   

• Assimilation
There are also restrictions on heterorganicity.  Labial and dorsal codas require the 

following obstruent to be homorganic, both within words and across word boundaries.  

This requirement can be seen in the alternations in (43); the annotation (xx#yy) refers to 

the page number and example number respectively in Smith (1978), whereas (H&T) refers 

to Hume & Tserdanelis (1999). 

(43) SLP Creole assimilation data

(a) /m/+C assimilation
 /p�rim t�suwa�/ → [p�rint�suwa�] ‘I am sweating’ (100#739) 

 /ma�m+su/ → [ma�nsu] ‘hand+{genitive}’   (100#736) 

 /ta�m nik�r�/ → [ta�n�ik�r�] ‘also won’t’ (89#641) 

 /�eza�m lej/ → [�eza�nlej] ‘reasonably’ (100#740) 

 /bo�m d�entis/ → [bo��d�entis] ‘good people’ (100#738) 

 /pikini�m ka�z�/ → [pikini��ka�z�] ‘small house’ (100#737) 

 /ma�m+ki/ → [ma��ki] ‘hand {verbal noun}’ (H&T) 

192  I only distinguish Major PoA here.  /t/ and /d/ are realized as dental [t� d�] while other coronals are 
alveolar. 
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(b) /�/+C assimilation
 /mi�ti�+p�/ → [mi�timp�] ‘meeting {dative sg.}’ (H&T) 

 /u� pæ�zu/ → [um pæ�zu]  ‘one pound’  (102#758)193

 /u� fa�k�/ → [um fa�k�]  ‘one knife’  (102#757) 

 /u� ma�m/  → [um ma�m]  ‘one hand’ (103#760) 

 /u� di�j�p�/ → [un di�j�p�]  ‘for one day’  (102#758) 

 /mi�ti�+su/  → [mi�tinsu]  ‘meeting {genitive}’ (H&T) 

 /�lu� d�e�ntis/  → [�luñ d�e�ntis] ‘some people’  (102#756) 

In contrast, the nasal [n] allows consonants with any PoA to follow it, as shown in 

(44).194

(44) /n/+C = no assimilation

 [k�klu�n+p�] ‘turkey {dative sg.}’ (100#741) 

 [si�n+p�]  ‘bell {dative sg.}’ (H&T) 

 [�rænp�pa]~[�rænp�] ‘grandfather’  (73#492) 

 [konw�n] ‘convent’  (102#753) 

[si�n+ki]  ‘bell {verbal noun}’  (H&T) 

 [si�n kida�j]  ‘the ringing of bells’  (67#465) 

The same is true of the coronal codas [l �].

(45) Liquid clusters

(a) [l]+C 

 [kú�lp�]  ‘guilt’ [á�ltu] ‘tall, high’ 

 [�lkonsá�] ‘consult’ [�lfá�d�] ‘pillow’ 

 (b) [�]+C 

 [kó��pu] ‘body’ [�á��fu] ‘fork’ 

 [ko�tá�] ‘cut, slaughter’ [p��s�]  ‘see, appear’ 

 [pó��ku] ‘pig’   

In short, only labials and dorsals are undergoers in SLP Creole assimilation; 

coronals are exempt. 

193  That ‘one’ is underlyingly /u�/ can be seen by its form before vowel-initial forms like [�lu� ��as] 
‘sometimes’ (101#748, 749). 
194  I was unable to find relevant data for the palatal nasal [�] because it does not occur word-finally.  In 
addition [�] does not occur word-initially, and in intervocalic position it optionally becomes a nasalized glide 
[��] (Smith p.92).  This means that [�] has a rather marginal phonemic status, only obligatorily occurring in 
medial codas before a palatal: [�t�] and [�d	].  It is therefore possible to treat [�] as an allophone of /n/ here, 
assimilating to palatals (as in Catalan). 
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7.4.2.2 Analysis 
The leading idea behind the following analysis of SLP Creole is that coronals do 

not assimilate because they are already ‘adequately unmarked’.  In other words, coronal+C 

clusters are less marked than non-coronal+C clusters, so allowing them to survive in SLP 

Creole.   

The leading idea is formalized in the present theory through the structure of the 

anti-heterorganic markedness constraints.  In terms of the Marked-Cluster constraints of 

the type *{x}{KPT}, coronal+C clusters incur a proper subset of the violations of other 

clusters.  Specifically, while [n{p,k}] violates only *{KPT}{KPT}, [m{t,k}] violates 

*{KP}{KPT} as well, and [�{p,t}] further violates *{K}{KPT}.  Because of this local 

harmonic bounding relation there is a hierarchy of cluster types: | �{t,p} 〉 m{k,t} 〉 n{p,k} 

|.   

In effect, SLP Creole only aims to avoid the most marked clusters: it makes a cut 

above [n{p,k}] clusters, and bans all those that are more marked. 

• Avoiding marked clusters
The Marked-Cluster constraint that is responsible for the SLP Creole system is 

*{KP}{KPT}.  This constraint bans non-coronal+C clusters but not coronal+C ones.  

*{KP}{KPT} must outrank all PoA-faithfulness constraints that preserve dorsal or labial 

PoA – i.e. all faithfulness constraints (only IDENT{KPT} is given in the tableau below for 

the sake of brevity). 

(46)  

 /miti��+p�/ *{KP}{KPT} IDENT{KPT} 

 (a) miti��p� *! 

� (b) miti�mp� *

The ranking in tableau (46) cannot force coronal+non-coronal clusters to 

assimilate.  For example, from /si�n-p�/, the faithful output [si�np�] will not violate 

*{KP}{KPT} because it has a coronal as its first member.  Thus, nothing favours the 

assimilated form *[si�mp�], and so the faithfulness constraint IDENT{KPT} makes the 

crucial decision, favouring the unassimilated [si�np�].

(47) 

 /si�n-p�/ *{KP}{KPT} IDENT{KPT} 

� (a) si�np�   

 (b) si�mp�  *! 

 Further to this ranking, to ensure that coronals do not undergo assimilation some 

faithfulness constraint to coronals – i.e. IDENT{KPT} – must outrank all constraints that 

ban coronal+non-coronal clusters – i.e. *{KPT}{KPT} (and also *{KPT}{KP}, 

*{KPT}{K}). 
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(48)  

 /si�n+p�/ *{KP}{KPT} IDENT{KPT} *{KPT}{KPT}

� (a) si�np�   *

 (b) si�mp�  *! 

Again, onset-IDENT{KPT} ensures that assimilation is regressive.   

• Summary
To summarize, systems in which unmarked elements are exempt (marked-

undergoer systems) come about through the action of markedness constraints.  In effect, 

unmarked elements are exempt in such systems because they are already ‘unmarked 

enough’.   

In general terms, the ranking needed for marked-only undergoer systems involves 

(i) a markedness constraint that targets marked elements alone outranking all faithfulness 

constraints that preserve those elements and (ii) faithfulness constraints that preserve 

unmarked elements outranking all markedness constraints that would eliminate those 

elements.   

For example, in SLP Creole the constraint *{KP}{KPT} targets marked consonant 

clusters alone.  This constraint outranked all PoA-faithfulness constraints.  Since the 

unmarked coronals did not undergo assimilation, IDENT{KPT} had to outrank all 

markedness constraints that banned heterorganic coronal-initial clusters (e.g. 

*{KPT}{KPT}).  This point is schematized in Figure 7.3, which shows the rankings 

identified above. 

 Figure 7.3: Sri Lankan Portuguese Creole assimilation ranking
   *{KP}{KPT} 

IDENT{KPT} IDENT{KP} IDENT{K} 

   *{KPT}{KPT} 

• Alternatives: unmarked faithfulness
The alternative to the analysis just provided relies on faithfulness to block coronal 

assimilation.  One could appeal to a constraint that only preserves coronals (IDENT{T}) 

outranking all anti-heterorganicity constraints (analogous to the Catalan analysis).  So, 

from /si�n-p�/, the assimilated candidate *[si�mp�] would be eliminated due to the fact that 

it is unfaithful to the input coronal specification, violating IDENT{T}.  Crucially, from 

/ma�m-ki/, the candidate [ma��ki] does not violate IDENT{T}, allowing the anti-

heterorganic constraints to do their job. 

While an analysis with the unmarked-faithfulness constraint IDENT{T} does in 

principle work for SLP Creole, §7.5 will show that it cannot replace the Marked-Cluster 
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constraints.  In contrast, the Marked-Cluster constraints are needed for independent 

reasons, so unmarked-faithfulness constraints are redundant. 

7.4.3 Marked undergoers II: Avoiding dorsals 
The Marked-Cluster constraints not only predict a language like SLP Creole, where 

only labials and dorsals undergo assimilation; they can also generate a language in which 

only dorsals undergo assimilation.  The aim of this section is to show that these predictions 

of the Marked-Cluster constraints for undergoers are borne out.   

Section 7.4.3.1 presents an example of a dorsal-undergoer system – nasal 

assimilation in Chukchi. 

Section 7.4.3.2 discusses a case where only labials undergo assimilation.  This 

system is produced by having both Marked-Cluster constraints and marked-faithfulness 

constraints active in the same grammar. 

7.4.3.1 Chukchi 
The most marked cluster consists of a dorsal+C.  Such a sequence violates all of the 

relevant markedness constraints: *{K}{KPT}, *{KP}{KPT}, and *{KPT}{KPT}.  The 

constraint *{K}{KPT} sets dorsal+non-dorsal clusters apart from all other types, 

predicting a language that tolerates all heterorganic clusters except for this type: i.e. �[nt 

np nk], �[mp mt mk], *[�p �t], �[�k]. 

 Chukchi provides a relevant system (Bogoras 1922, Krause 1980, Odden 1988).  In 

this language, only /�/ assimilates to the PoA of a following consonant; /m/ and /n/ remain 

unchanged.  Chukchi consonants are provided in Table 7.7. 

 Table 7.7: Chukchi consonants

  labial dental palatal velar uvular glottal

 stops p t t� k q �

� � x
fricatives

�
 nasals m n �

 rhotics r r�
 glides w w� j j�

The /�/-assimilation examples below use the morpheme /te�/ (e.g. [te��-���-�n] 

‘good’).195  The examples marked (O) below are from Odden (1988:12), those from 

Bogoras (1922) are marked (B), and those from Krause (1980) are marked K. 

195  A process of vowel harmony is responsible for the alternations in the vowels (Bogoras 1922, Krause 
1980). 
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(49) Chukchi /�/ assimilation 

 (a) /�/ assimilates 

[tam-pera-k]  ‘to look good’  (O) 

[tam-pera-e]  ‘he appeared well’  (B655) 

[p�om-p�o�]  ‘mushroom’  (K21) 

[tam-vair�in]  ‘good state of things’  (B655) 

[tam-wa-r�r�-�n] ‘good life’  (K21) 

[tam-wa�eir�in] ‘good work’  (B655) 

[tan-t�ai]  ‘good tea’  (B655) 

[tan-t�ott�ot]  ‘good pillow’  (K21) 

[tan-��m���]  ‘good story’  (O) 

[t�enl-�t]  ‘drawers’ (cf [t�e��l]) (K21) 

[tan-leut]  ‘cleaver head’   (B655) 

[telen-remkin]  ‘ancient people’  (B655) 

[tan-ran]  ‘a good house’  (B655) 

[tan-r�arq�]  ‘good breastband’ (O) 

[telen-jep]  ‘long time ago’  (B655) 

[ten-j�lqet-�k]  ‘to sleep well’  (K21) 

 (b) /m/ and /n/ do not assimilate 

[valvimtilana�] ‘to Raven-Man’  (B667) 

[�umnin]  ‘my left hand’   (B659) 

[miml-�t]  ‘place near the water’ (K41) 

[t�mk-�n]  ‘hummock (abs.sg.) (K40) 

[n�-mk�-kin]  ‘often’    (O) 

[ramkit�in]  ‘people’   (B665) 

[tum�-�-tum]  ‘comrade’  (K40) 

[m�e-e�e�ilin] ‘sacrificing shaman’  (B660) 

[umq�]   ‘polar bear’  (K40) 

[n-i-np-u-qin]   ‘old one’   (B658) 

[�a-n-pera-w-�en] ‘decorated’  (O) 

[mit-i-nmu-ut]  ‘we killed you(sg)’  (B659) 

[nin�dlinin]  ‘hand’    (B658) 

[�inqej]  ‘boy (abs.sg.)  (K40) 

The restriction identified above holds of all NC clusters: whether morpheme 

internal or across morpheme-boundaries, [m] and [n] can appear before any consonant, but 

[�] can only appear before a velar (Bogoras 1922:652). 

• Glottal or velar? 
 Given the distinction between glottal and velar nasals discussed in ch.5, one may 

ask whether the surface [�] cited above is a glottal [N] rather than a velar (cf Trigo 1988).  

As discussed in ch.5, both glottal and velar nasals are realized with velar constriction, so 

are phonetically indistinguishable.  Nevertheless, there is phonological evidence that the 

segment realized as [�] is underlyingly a velar, not a glottal.   
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Velars alone undergo a process of spirantization before nasals.  Krause (p.18) 

observes that the velar stop /k/ spirantizes to the velar [�] before all consonants except for 

[k � � q �], before which it remains faithful; /�/ does not undergo any analogous change.196

The examples in (50) are taken from Krause (p.18). 

(50) Chukchi /k/-lenition

 [k�t�j�at-�k] cf  [�a-�t�j�at-len] ‘the wind blew’ 

 [k�r��ew-�k] cf [�e-�r���w-lin] ‘he grew up’ 

 [k�j�w-�k] cf [�e-�j�w-lin]  ‘he woke up’ 

 [t�ik-ejmew-�k] cf [t�i�-m�et-�k]  ‘to grow somewhat’ 

    [t�i�-nil�in-nin] ‘he raised slightly’ 

Notably, /�/ behaves in a similar way.  As shown in (49), /�/ assimilates before 

almost every manner of articulation.  However, assimilation is blocked before other nasals.  

In this environment, /�/ spirantizes, as shown in (51) (from Krause 1980:20). 

(51) Chukchi pre-nasal /�/-lenition

 [rat�w��-�k] cf [m�t-rat�w��-m�k] ‘we competed’ 

 [tara�-�k] cf [n�-tara�-more] ‘let’s build a place to live’ 

 [enawr��-�k] cf [enawr��-nen]  ‘he presented him’ 

 [pet�i�] cf [pet�i�-�inqej] ‘boy with a cold’ 

In contrast, /m/ and /n/ remain faithful before another nasal (e.g. [�umnin] ‘my left 

hand’, [m�e-e�e�ilin] ‘sacrificing shaman’, [mit-i-nmu-ut] ‘we killed you (sg)’ – Bogoras 

1922). 

 There are two points to note here.  One is that /�/ behaves like the velar /k/ in the 

fact that it spirantizes, and unlike labials and coronals,.  The other is that /�/ lenites to a 

velar [�] rather than a consonant with some other PoA (e.g. [�]).  Both of these facts 

suggest that /�/ is phonologically a velar.  If [�] were a glottal nasal [N], its behaviour is 

more difficult to explain, especially considering that the glottal stop /�/ does not behave 

analogously to /�/ (i.e. /�/ remains faithful before other consonants and undergoes several 

processes that /�/ does not – Krause 1980:95ff).  For these reasons, Chukchi will be treated 

as having a velar nasal rather than a glottal [N]. 

• Analysis
 In the present theory, only dorsal+non-dorsal clusters violate the constraint 

*{K}{KPT}.  So, with this Marked-Cluster constraint outranking all faithfulness 

constraints, only dorsal+non-dorsal clusters will be eliminated.  To prevent assimilation of 

labials and coronals, at least IDENT{KPT} must outrank all other cluster constraints (i.e. 

*{KP}{KPT}, *{KPT}{KPT}). 

196  The exception is before /�/, before which /k/ is realized as [�]: e.g. cf [plek-�t] cf [t�-ple�-��-k] ‘to sew 
footwear’ (Krause 1980:18). 
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(52) Dorsals assimilate

 /te�-pera-k/ *{K}{KPT} IDENT{KPT} *{KP}{KPT} *{KPT}{KPT}

 (a) te�perak *! * *

� (b) temperak *

(53) Labials and Coronals do not assimilate

 /�a-n-pera-w-�en/ *{K}{KPT} IDENT{KPT} *{KP}{KPT} *{KPT}{KPT}

� (a) �anperaw�en   *

 (b) �amperaw�en  *! 

In summary, the typological predictions of the Marked-Cluster theory are borne out 

for marked-undergoer systems.  For an analogous case, see Uradhi (Crowley 1983:321). 

7.4.3.2 Harar Oromo 
To complete the typological picture, the present theory predicts that a language 

could combine properties of Chukchi and Catalan.  This section argues that such a case is 

found in Harar Oromo.  Harar Oromo is like Catalan in that a marked PoA is exempt from 

assimilation (i.e. labials) but a less marked PoA (coronal) is not.  However, Harar Oromo 

is also like SLP Creole in that a marked PoA (dorsal) undergoes assimilation while a less 

marked one (labial) does not.  The net result is that only labials are exempt from 

assimilation. 

• Assimilation
Harar Oromo has the consonants in Table 7.8 (Owens 1985, Lloret 1992). 

 Table 7.8: Harar Oromo consonants

  labial coronal (alveo-) 

palatal 

dorsal glottal

 -vd t t� (k)197 �

 ejective p’ t’ t�’ k’ 

 +vd b d d� �
stops

implosive �

 f s � x h 
fricatives 

z

 nasals m n �

 liquids l r 

 glides w j

Syllables have the form (C)V(�)(C). 

197  [k] only appears as a geminate or as the second consonant of a consonant cluster: [muk�e�ni] ‘trees, 
forest’, [ark] ‘see’. 
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 The examples relevant to present concerns relate to stop assimilation.  As shown in 

(54a), dorsal stops assimilate to form a geminate with a following consonant; [x] also 

optionally assimilates.198  In contrast, labials do not (54b). 

(54) Harar Oromo Assimilation

 (a) Dorsal + C2 → [C2�]

  /hok’ + ne/ → [hojnne] ‘we scratched’   (24) 

  /me�k’ + te/  → [me�tt’e] ‘you turned’   (22) 

  /d’i�k’ + na/ → [d’i�jnna] ‘we wash’   (23) 

  /fi�� + te/  → [fi�jdde] ‘you escaped’   (23) 

  /d’u�� + ne/  → [d’u�jnne]  ‘we drank’   (23) 

 /be�x + ne/  → [be�nne] ‘we know’ {optional}  (23) 

(b) Labial + [C2] → No change 

  /t�’ap’ + ti/  → [t�’ap’t’i] ‘it (fem.) breaks’  (22)  

 /k’ab + ta/  → [k’abda] ‘you have’   (23) 

  /�ub + tan/  → [�ubdan] ‘you (pl) burn something’ (23) 

There are no root+suffix alternations showing that coronals assimilate in PoA since 

all suffixes seem to only contain coronals.  However, coronal nasals in prefixes assimilate 

to the PoA of a following stem consonant: /hin-wa�du/ → [hiwwa�du] ‘he doesn’t bake’, 

/hin-ja�du/ → [hijja�du] ‘he doesn’t think’, /hin-raftu/ → [hirraftu] ‘you don’t lie down’.   

 Coronals also assimilate in manner and voice: e.g. /d
�
i�t�+na/ → [d

�
i�nna] ‘we kick’; 

/did+ne/ → [dinne] ‘we refused’; /ha�d�
+ti�/ → [ha�tti�] ‘mother {nominative}’ (p.24).199

The same assimilation pattern is also found in the Southern Oromo languages 

Boraana, Orma, and Waata for plain stop+coronal clusters (Lloret 1992:259ff).  The 

Western Oromo languages differ in that only coronals assimilate (i.e. the Catalan system).   

 It is important to point out that input geminate labials surface faithfully in the 

language: e.g. [lapp�e�] ‘heart’, [�ubba�] ‘on top’ (p.14).  So, the failure of labials to 

assimilate cannot be ascribed to a surface ban on labial geminates. 

• Analysis 
Since coronals undergo assimilation, the Marked-Cluster constraint *{KPT}{KPT} 

must outrank IDENT{KPT}.  No other relevant Marked-Cluster constraint (i.e. *{K}{KPT} 

and *{KP}{KPT}) can be used because these do not ban coronal+non-coronal clusters. 

(55)  

198  Assimilation is accompanied by diphthongization, described by Owens (p.24) as “a strong palatalization 
in the vowel preceding the velar consonant”: e.g. /hok’-ne/ → [hojn�e] ‘we scratched’.  The diphthong 
formed has almost the same status as underlying /Vj/ clusters, shown by the fact that a rule of raising 
(/aj/→[e�] – e.g. /d’a�aj-sis/ → [d’a�e�sis] ‘make someone hear’) can optionally apply to them: e.g. /la�-ni�/
→ [le�n�i�]~[lajn�i�] ‘river+nom’.  For further discussion, see Owens (1985:20, 23-4). 
199  Consonant clusters with [�] as the first member are also banned.  These are eliminated by assimilating the 
/�/ to the preceding vowel: /de�bi�+ti/ → [de�bi�ti], *[de�bit�i] ‘she returns’ (Owens 1985:20).  Clusters with 
/t�/ as the first member are not reported by Owens. 
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 /hin-wa�du/ *{KPT}{KPT} IDENT{KPT} 

 (a) hinwa�du *! 

� (b) hiwwa�du *

• Why Harar Oromo is like Catalan
The Catalan-like aspect of Harar Oromo relates to labials.  As in Catalan, labials 

are exempt from assimilation but the less marked coronals are not.  As shown for Catalan, 

the only way to account for this fact is to have a marked-faithfulness constraint blocking 

assimilation of labials.  In ranking terms, the constraint IDENT{KP} must outrank 

*{KPT}{KPT}, as shown in tableau (56). 

(56)  

 /��ap’+ti/ IDENT{KP} *{KPT}{KPT} IDENT{KPT} 

� (a) ��ap’ti  *

 (b) ��att’i *! *

• Why Harar Oromo is like Chukchi
However, there is an important difference between Harar Oromo and Catalan.  

Neither labials nor dorsals assimilate in Catalan, but dorsals assimilate in Harar Oromo.  In 

this respect, Harar Oromo is like Chukchi – dorsals assimilate while the less marked labials 

do not. 

As in Chukchi, then, some constraint that bans dorsal+non-dorsal clusters must 

dominate all constraints that preserve dorsals – i.e. IDENT{KP}, IDENT{K}.  This ranking is 

shown in tableau (57). 

(57)  

 /me�k’ + te/ *{K}{KPT} IDENT{KP} 

 (a) me�k’te *! 

� (b) me�tt’e  *

No other markedness constraint will work.  For example, *{KP}{KPT} must be 

ranked below IDENT{KP}, otherwise labials would assimilate.  Similarly, there is no 

faithfulness constraint that can force dorsals to assimilate.  Figure 7.4 shows the full 

ranking of the constraints. 

 Figure 7.4: Harar Oromo assimilation ranking
    *{K}{KPT} 

     IDENT{KP}           IDENT{K} 

   *{KPT}{KPT}     *{KP}{KPT} 

     IDENT{KPT} 
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The diagram shows aspects of both the marked- and unmarked-undergoer rankings 

identified in §7.2 and §7.4.1.  Having the marked-faithfulness constraint IDENT{KP} 

outrank the anti-heterorganic cluster constraint *{KPT}{KPT} blocks marked elements 

from assimilating, as in Catalan.  Having the Marked-Cluster constraint *{K}{KPT} 

outrank the relevant faithfulness constraints IDENT{KP} and IDENT{K} forces marked 

elements alone to assimilate, as in SLP Creole and Chukchi. 

 In short, Harar Oromo shows that languages cannot be classed as having either 

‘marked undergoers’ or ‘unmarked undergoers’.  As predicted by the free ranking of 

constraints, a language may have both aspects – in effect being a hybrid form of Catalan 

and Chukchi. 

7.4.4 Exempting the unmarked elsewhere 
Since it has been claimed that marked-undergoer systems do not exist (Mohanan 

1993:63,76, Jun 1995:33,70ff), this section provides further evidence for this type of 

assimilation system.   

 The SLP Creole-type system is common among Australian languages.  For 

example, Alyawarra allows both homorganic and coronal codas, but no other types: e.g. 

[inpima] ‘get’, [aranka] ‘beard’, [antira] ‘fat’, [ampa] ‘child’, [a�ka] ‘child’ (Yallop 1977).  

Other examples include Bardi (Metcalfe 1975), Kuuku Ya’u (Thompson 1988), Lardil 

(Hale 1973), Ngawun Mayi (Breen 1981), Ngiyambaa (Donaldson 1980), Nhanda (Blevins 

2001), and Nunggubuyu (Heath 1984).  Sources for several of the languages show 

alternations.  For example, Nunggubuyu eliminates dorsals in heterorganic clusters in a 

variety of ways, but always retains coronals. 

(58) Nunggubuyu: marked-undergoers only 

 (a) /�/ assimilation and /�/ deletion 

 root [�ulmu�] ‘belly’ [wulu�] ‘soft’ 

 +pergressive [ama-�ulmum-ba�] [ama-wulu-ba�]

 +locative ��ulmun-du�] [wulu-du�]

 +relative [ama-�ulmu�-�inju�] [ama-wulu-�inju�]

 (b) /n/ and /d/ preservation 

[man-bajama] ‘(group) to keep going’ [wadbar] ‘grevillea’ 

[a-mu�n-ba�] ‘by foot’   [�ud�a] ‘to prod’ 

[dan-�aru-�aji]  ‘to have a bellyache’ 

Outside Australia, the Uralic language Saami has the same restriction (Bye 

2001:139).   

The Dravidian language Tamil exhibits the same restriction in syllable-initial 

codas: dorsal and labial nasals undergo assimilation, and coronals do not (e.g. [tun.bã] 

‘sorrow’, cf /ma�m-ta�n/ → [ma�ndã] ‘tree (emphatic)’ (Beckman 1998§2.4.4, Asher 1985, 

Christdas 1988).   
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The Hokan language Seri has a similar restriction: /m/ assimilates, but /n/ does not 

(Marlett 1981): /i-m-ka�/→[i�ka�] ‘who does not look for it’ (cf [i-m-a�] ‘who is not 

grinding’) cf [so�men ka�a] ‘he will winnow’ (Marlett 1981:16-17). 

Finally, Hamer (South Omotic) bans *{KP}{KPT} clusters as well, but resolves 

violations (for obstruent-obstruent clusters) through metathesis: /ep-sa/ → [es.pa] ‘cause to 

cry’, /wob-sa/ → [wospa] ‘make bent’,  /�s-ka/ → [�ks�] ‘cause to spear’ (Lydall 1976: 

404, Zoll 1998).  For a discussion of how the cluster constraints can produce metathesis, 

see §7.5.1.3. 

• Voicing assimilation
 Marked-undergoer systems are not a peculiarity of PoA assimilation.  Wetzels & 

Mascaró (2001) have recently identified a number of such cases in voice assimilation.  In 

these systems, only segments with the marked [+voice] feature assimilate; voiceless 

segments do not (Yorkshire English, Parisian French, and Ya�thê).  Mekkan Arabic has the 

same type of system: voiced stops assimilate to voiceless stops, but not vice-versa (Abu-

Mansour 1994, 1996, Bakalla 1973).  In the data below, AM refers to Abu-Mansour 

(1994), and B to Bakalla (1973). 

(59) Mekkan Arabic200

 (a) Voiced → Voiceless 

/�abtahal/  → [�aptahal]    ‘he supplicated’ (B521) 

/�ad�fa/ → [�at�fa]   ‘added to’ (AM) 

/�ad�tarr/  → [�at�t�arr]  ‘he compelled’ (B522) 

/�ad�tama�t/  → [�a�tama��]  ‘met with’ (B521) 

/mud�tahid/  → [mu�tahid]   ‘diligent’ (B522) 

/ma�tu�l/  → [maktu�l]   ‘killed’ (B521) 

/�a�tabas/  → [�aktabas]   ‘he learned’ (B521) 

/sa��abt/  → [sa��apt]  ‘I dragged’ (B521) 

/�antad�t/  → [�anta�t]  ‘I bore’ (B522) 

/mirid�t/  → [mirit�t�]  ‘I was sick’ (B522) 

/�a�sam/ → [�aksam]  ‘he made an oath’ (AM) 

  /mazkuur/ → [maskuur]  ‘mentioned’ (AM) 

  /�id�timaa�/ → [�i�timaa�]  ‘meeting’  

 (b) Voiceless stops = no assimilation 

  [�akbar] ‘older’, *[agbar]   AM 

  [matd�ar] ‘shop’    AM 

  [xut�bah] ‘engagement’   AM 

200  Emphatic consonants are indicated with a superscript [�]. 
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 (c) No voice neutralization in codas or word-finally 

  [�i�tiha�d]  ‘effort’    (B521) 

  [madba�a] ‘massacre’   AM 

  [�ab�a] ‘he made someone stay’ (B136) 

  [�ad�bar] ‘he forced’   AM 

  [muru�d�] ‘meadows’   AM 

It is important to point out that codas are not devoiced in Mekkan (59c), so the fact 

that they appear voiceless in front of voiceless segments must be due to assimilation. 

 This pattern of assimilation can be accounted for by having cluster constraints for 

the voicing scale | +voice 〉 -voice | analogous to the ones proposed for PoA above.  This 

would produce four constraints, listed in (60). 

(60) Voicing-Cluster Constraints

*{±vd}{+vd}  bans voiceless+voiced clusters 

*{±vd}{±vd}   bans voiceless+voiced and voiced+voiceless clusters 

*{+vd}{+vd}  vacuously satisfied   

*{+vd}{±vd}  bans voiced+voiceless clusters 

As an example, *{+vd}{±vd} bans clusters of a voiced segment followed by a 

voiceless segment – as with the PoA cluster constraints, clusters that agree in voicing are 

not banned. 

 Mekkan Arabic can be produced by ranking a constraint that specifically targets 

voiced segments – i.e. *{+vd}{±vd} – over all faithfulness constraints, which in turn 

outrank the anti-heterorganic constraint against voiceless elements: i.e. *{±vd}{±vd}.  The 

result is illustrated in the following two tableaux. 

(61)  

 /�a�tabas/ *{+vd}{±vd} IDENT{±vd} *{±vd}{±vd}

 (a) �a�tabas *! *

� (b) �aktabas  *

(62)  

 /�akbar/ *{+vd}{±vd} IDENT{±vd} *{±vd}{±vd}

� (a) �akbar   *

 (b) �a�bar  *! 

In short, marked-undergoer systems are neither particularly rare nor confined to 

PoA assimilation.   

 To summarize, this section has argued that systems in which only unmarked 

elements undergo assimilation do not require faithfulness constraints that specifically 

preserve unmarked elements.  The markedness constraints of the present theory provide an 
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adequate solution.  The next section provides independent evidence for the Marked-Cluster 

constraints. 

7.5 Triggering heterorganicity avoidance 
The aim of the preceding section was to show that there is no need to appeal to 

unmarked-faithfulness constraints like IDENT{T} to account for systems in which only 

marked elements undergo assimilation.  The argument presented was that such ‘marked-

undergoer’ systems fall out from the proposal that heterorganic clusters differ in 

markedness, as formally expressed by the Marked-Cluster constraints. 

The aim of this section and §7.6 is to show that the Marked-Cluster constraints are 

needed independently, for phenomena other than marked-undergoer systems.  Since the 

Marked-Cluster constraints are necessary in any case, they not only pose an alternative to 

the unmarked-faithfulness constraints, but also render them redundant. 

The rest of this section presents evidence for the Marked-Cluster constraints from 

‘triggers’ of heterorganicity-avoidance.  For example, only dorsal and labial onsets trigger 

deletion of preceding non-homorganic consonants in Attic Greek.  For example, 

underlying /t/ is deleted before [k]: e.g. /RED+anut+k+a/ → [anuka], *[anutka] ‘I have 

accomplished’.  In contrast, stops are not deleted before [t]: e.g. /di��k+t��n/ → [di��kt��n] 

‘persecutor {acc.masc.sg.}’.  In other words, non-coronals trigger deletion of preceding 

heterorganic consonants, while coronals do not.   

The following case studies affirm the typological generalization made by Mohanan 

(1993:75,6) that there is an implicational relationship between different PoA types in terms 

of triggering elements (also see Jun 1995:71,78).  That is, if x triggers avoidance of 

heterorganic clusters, then all segments with a more marked PoA also trigger 

heterorganicity-avoidance.201  For example, [p] in Attic Greek triggers heterorganicity-

avoidance: it forces deletion of a preceding segment that disagrees in PoA.  This implies 

that [k] will do the same, but does not imply that [t] will do so.  In Korean (§7.5.1.2), 

dorsals require preceding elements to assimilate to them, but labials and coronals do not.  

In contrast, there is no language in which only coronals trigger assimilation (or deletion, or 

any other heterorganicity-avoiding process).   

This asymmetry is shown to follow from the form of the Marked-Cluster 

constraints.  The Marked-Cluster constraints favour clusters with a less marked rightmost 

element over those with a more marked rightmost element: | pk, tk 〉 kp, tp 〉 kt, pt |.  From 

this, the following sections show that a language cannot both avoid clusters with a 

rightmost coronal and tolerate clusters with a more marked second member. 

Section 7.5.1 discusses Attic Greek.  This section provides evidence for the 

constraint *{KPT}{KP}.   

Section 7.5.2 presents an analysis of assimilation in Korean, in which dorsals 

trigger assimilation in preceding elements, but labials and coronals do not (with the added 

201  To be accurate, Mohanan (1993) only refers to assimilation.  I generalize the prediction here to all 
processes that are used to avoid heterorganic clusters (e.g. deletion, epenthesis, coalescence, metathesis). 
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complexity that coronals always undergo assimilation).  This section is shown to provide 

evidence for the constraint *{KPT}{K}. 

Section 7.5.3 fills out the typology by showing the need for the constraint 

*{K}{KP}, which accounts for interesting effects in Kui metathesis. 

By showing that constraints of the sort *{KPT}{KP}, *{KPT}{K}, and *{K}{KP} 

exist, it is clear that different types of heterorganic clusters have different markedness.  

Having shown that these constraints are independently necessary, the SLP Creole system is 

argued to follow analogously.  Section 7.5.4 presents this argument in detail. 

Section 7.6 presents evidence for the Marked-Cluster constraints from 

neutralization.  Section 7.7 discusses two recent theories that aim to account for marked-

undergoer systems – ��������	 
������� ������ �� ��������		-faithfulness constraint 

conjunction, and McCarthy’s (2002a) theory of Comparative Markedness.  

7.5.1 Triggering deletion in Attic Greek 
Yip (1991) observes that heterorganic clusters with a coronal member can be 

exempt from heterorganicity-eliminating processes.  In this respect, such clusters are 

treated like homorganic ones.  Yip terms the ban on heterorganic clusters without a coronal 

the ‘Cluster Condition’.  This section expresses the Cluster Condition in terms of the 

Marked-Cluster constraints, focusing on stop+stop clusters in Attic Greek.   

This section shows that Attic Greek is the mirror image of SLP Creole.  In SLP 

Creole, coronal+non-coronal clusters escape elimination (through assimilation) because 

they are the least marked cluster type (formally expressed by *{KP}{KPT}).  In Attic 

Greek, non-coronal+coronal clusters escape elimination (through deletion) for the same 

reason, though a different constraint – *{KPT}{KP} – is responsible. 

The striking aspect of the Attic Greek case (and the others reported in the following 

sections) is that the featural content of the second cluster element determines whether the 

cluster is eliminated; this contrasts with a language like Catalan where any consonant – 

labial, palatal, or dorsal – may trigger assimilation of a preceding coronal. 

It is also worth pointing out that the Attic Greek restriction is not unique: a number 

of other Indo-European languages share this property.  Apart from English, another 

striking example is Swedish.  Just like Attic Greek, the permissible clusters (in both medial 

and word-final position) are (1) K{K,T}, (2) P{P,T}, and (3) TT: i.e. homorganic clusters 

and clusters with a coronal as the second member (Sigurd 1965).202

7.5.1.1 Description 
Attic Greek consonant clusters have been described extensively by Lupas (1972), 

Sommerstein (1973), Steriade (1982) and Bubeník (1983).  Stop clusters are the focus of 

this section; their relation to other cluster types is discussed at the end. 

202  The one exception is [mk], which is found medially (but not [m�]).  More precisely, [nasal+C] clusters 
show this pattern, [stop+C] clusters also show this pattern, with the restriction that homorganic stop+stop 
clusters (i.e. geminates) are banned.  Clusters of a moraic sonorant ([l r]) + C allow the C to have any PoA.  
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The consonants of Attic Greek are given in Table 7.9.  There are three series of 

stops, contrasting in voicing and aspiration; each series contrasts three places of 

articulation.203

 Table 7.9: Attic Greek consonants

  labial coronal palatal dorsal glottal

 p t k

 ph th khstops 

b d �

 fricatives s h

 nasals m n 

 liquids l   r 

 glides w j

In word-internal stop clusters the second consonant must be either coronal or 

homorganic to the preceding consonant: [pt kt bd �d p� t� p�
h t�h k�

h] are admissible, while 

*[tp tk pk kp db d� b�] are not (Steriade 1982, Bubeník 1983:89ff).204

(63) Attic Greek stop clusters

(a) Word-initial Stop Clusters 

   [ptyr��]  ‘I scare’ 

  [ktidz��]  ‘I call into existence’ 

  [bdeluktos]  ‘detestable’ 

  [khthes]   ‘yesterday’ 

[phthe�r��]  ‘destroy’ 

 (b) Word-Medial Stop Clusters

 [pipt��]  ‘I fall’ [pap�os]  ‘grandfather’ 

 [diktuon]  ‘net’ [prat���]  ‘to do’ 

 [hebdomas] ‘week’ [ap�
hus]  ‘daddy’ 

 [ekhthros]  ‘hateful’ [tit�hos]  ‘breast’ 

 [hephthros] ‘boiled’ [bak�
hos]  ‘Bacchus’ 

Alternations that show the stop-cluster restrictions in action are given in (64).  The 

data in (a) shows elimination of [tk] clusters through deletion of the first member; (b) and 

(c) are provided for way of comparison.  The annotation (Sxx) refers to page numbers in 

Steriade (1982).   

(64) Attic Greek deletion 

(a) *tk 

203  [h] occurred only initially and ��] only before dorsals.  There are five short vowels [i y e a o] and 
accompanying long vowels (see ch.8§8.2 for further discussion). 
204  Obstruent clusters have to agree in voicing and aspiration, hence the absence of [pd kd bt �t pht kht].  [�d] 
is only attested medially. 
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/RED+anut+k+a/  → [��nuka]  ‘I have accomplished’ (S217) 

/RED+p��th+k+a/  → [pep��ka]  ‘I have persuaded’ (S217) 

/RED+er��d+k+a/  → [��r��ka]  ‘I have propped’ (S217) 

(b) �pt 

/grap+ton/   → [grapton]  ‘written {acc.sg.neut.}’  

/heps+to+s/   → [hephthos]  ‘boiled’ (S216) 

/RED+�raph+sthai/  → [�e�raphthai] ‘to have been written’ (S216) 

(c) �kt 

/di��k+t��n/   → [di��kt��n]  ‘persecutor {acc.masc.sg.}’  

Several properties of the Attic Greek system set it apart from the cases discussed so 

far.  One is that heterorganic clusters are eliminated through deletion, not assimilation or 

epenthesis.   

The other difference relates to the ‘triggering element’, a term adopted from Jun 

(1995:76ff).  The triggering element in heterorganicity-avoidance is the rightmost segment 

in a cluster – or more precisely the one that remains faithful in any anti-heterorganicity 

process.  So, the triggering elements in Catalan are [p t k] since they all induce coronals to 

assimilate.  In contrast, the only triggering elements in Attic Greek are [p k] since these 

alone cause deletion of a preceding segment.  Attic Greek is therefore a ‘marked-trigger’ 

system: one in which marked elements alone motivate heterorganicity-avoidance. 

7.5.1.2 Analysis 
The leading idea behind the following analysis of Attic Greek is that non-

coronal+coronal clusters escape deletion because they are already ‘adequately unmarked’.  

This is formally expressed through the constraint *{KPT}{KP}, which bans heterorganic 

clusters with a non-coronal as the second member: i.e. [kp], [pk], [tp], [tk].   

Since the response to heterorganic clusters in Attic Greek is deletion, two rankings 

are needed.  One is that *{KPT}{KP} must outrank MAX (the anti-deletion constraint – 

McCarthy & Prince 1995), as shown in tableau (65).   

(65) 

 /anut+k+a/ *{KPT}{KP} MAX

 (a) anutka *! 

� (b) anuka  *

The other ranking ensures that deletion takes place rather than assimilation or 

epenthesis: i.e. || DEP, IDENT{KPT} » MAX ||.  Tableau (66) illustrates this ranking.   
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(66) 

 /anut1+k2+a/ *{KPT}{KP} DEP IDENT{KPT} MAX

 (a) anut1k2a *!   

 (b) anut1ek2a  *!  

 (c) anuk�1,2a   *! 

� (d) anuk2a    *

A separate issue is why the rightmost consonant of the cluster survives.  The 

constraint σ-CONTIGUITY will be employed here, after Lamontagne & Rice (1995) (for an 

alternative see Wilson 2000, and McCarthy’s 2002b critique).  σ-CONTIGUITY requires 

every segment within a syllable to have contiguous correspondents in the input.  So, 

[a.nu.ka] satisfies σ-CONTIGUITY because /nu/ are contiguous, as are /ka/.  However, 

*[a.nu.ta] violates σ-CONTIGUITY because /t/ and /a/ are not contiguous. 

σ-CONTIGUITY can almost be ranked in any position (analogous to the behaviour of 

onset-IDENT{KPT} in Catalan).  At the very least, it must outrank *{K} and *{KP}, 

otherwise deletion will be sensitive to featural content (cf Wilson 2000).  

• Coronals
 The ranking established above does not eliminate clusters with a rightmost coronal 

member.  Tableau (67) illustrates this point for /dio�k+te�n/, in which the /kt/ cluster 

surfaces faithfully: [dio�kte�n], *[dio�te�n]. 

(67) 

 /di��k1+t2��n/ *{KPT}{KP} DEP IDENT{KPT} MAX

� (a) di��k1t2��n     

 (b) di��t2��n    *! 

 (c) di��t�1,2��n   *! 

 (d) di��k1et2��n  *!  

This tableau shows the crucial part of this analysis: *{KPT}{KP} does not assign a 

violation to [kt] clusters.  There is no other motivation to avoid non-coronal+coronal 

clusters (ensured by ranking *{KPT}{KPT}, *{KP}{KPT}, *{K}{KPT} below MAX).  So, 

the faithful candidate (a) wins. 

 The Attic Greek ranking is summarized in Figure 7.5.  The following discussion of 

alternatives will refer to this ranking.  Given that there is no crucial ranking involving σ-

CONTIGUITY, it is not mentioned in the diagram. 
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 Figure 7.5: Attic Greek deletion ranking
  *{KPT}{KP}  DEP-IO  IDENT{KPT}  

          MAX

  *{KPT}{KPT} *{KP}{KPT}  *{K}{KPT} 

7.5.1.3 Alternatives: Faithfulness and AGREEment 
Approaches to Attic Greek that rely on faithfulness constraints to obtain the right 

results face significant difficulties.   

The problem with a faithfulness analysis is that there are no asymmetries in 

faithfulness in Attic Greek: every segment type can undergo deletion – dorsals delete in 

/kp/ clusters, labials delete in /pk/ clusters, and coronals delete in /tk/ and /tp/ clusters.  So, 

a faithfulness constraint that preserves labials and/or dorsals will ‘over-preserve’, 

preventing deletion in [kp] and [pk] clusters.205

Unmarked-faithfulness constraints (like IDENT{T}) also cannot be used to deal with 

the Attic Greek system.  In short, the empirical effects of Marked-Cluster constraints and 

unmarked-faithfulness constraints are distinct: Marked-Cluster constraints provide a 

solution to Attic Greek, while unmarked-faithfulness constraints do not. 

As a final note, the only type of faithfulness approach that can be used in Attic 

Greek is one that invokes a context-sensitive faithfulness constraint: specifically, a 

constraint like MAX/_coronal, which bans deletion before a coronal.  A more formal 

definition is given in (68). 

(68) MAX/_coronal “For all x such that x precedes a coronal in the input, x has an output 

correspondent x'.” 

Similar ‘pre-coronal’ faithfulness constraints have been proposed in previous work 

– specifically Jun’s (1995:129) IDENT constraints.  However, they have undesirable 

typological effects.  A set of faithfulness constraints of the form IDENT/_x, where x is a set 

of PoAs (after Jun 1995) effectively preserves PoA in word-medial codas.206  Their 

existence in CON therefore predicts a language with more PoA contrasts in codas than in 

onsets.  For example, the ranking || IDENT/_{KPT} » *{K} » onset-IDENT{K}, IDENT{K} || 

205  In any case, such an approach would require a MAX constraint.  See ch.6 for discussion. 
206  Jun’s (1995:129) proposal has two constraints in a fixed ranking: || PRESERVE-Place/_coronal » 
PRESERVE-Place/_non-coronal ||.  If both of these constraints outrank *{KP}, which in turn outranks onset-
IDENT-Place, there will be neutralization of non-coronals in onsets but not in codas.  While this problem 
could be resolved by having onset-IDENT[Place] universally outrank the pre-coronal faithfulness constraints, 
the present theory avoids the need for both this arbitrary fixed ranking and such context-sensitive faithfulness 
constraints. 
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will eliminate dorsals in every position except word-medial codas, as shown in tableau 

(69). 

(69)  

 /kakpa/ IDENT/_{KPT} *{K} onset-IDENT{K} IDENT{K}

 (a) kak.pa  * *! 

 (b) ka�.pa *! * *

� (c) �ak.pa  * * *

 (d) �a�.pa *! * * * 

The tableau shows that the ranking produces a language with [k] in codas but not in 

onsets.  As observed in ch.6§6.5.2.1 and Beckman (1998), this type of language does not 

occur. 

In short, the failure of dorsals and labials to delete before coronals in Attic Greek 

must be due to a markedness constraint.  As shown above, the markedness constraint 

necessarily distinguishes between different types of heterorganic cluster, banning all but 

non-coronal+coronal clusters. 

• Markedness alternatives
The contention in this section is that the markedness constraint that triggers 

deletion in Attic Greek assigns distinct violations to different types of heterorganic cluster.  

This approach differs from theories that only make distinctions between homorganic and 

heterorganic clusters.  

For example, the constraint AGREE[Place] assigns a violation to all heterorganic 

clusters (after Lombardi 1995, 1999 ��� ������	 
������ ��� ������� � ������ ���
 ���

this specific constraint).  Thus, AGREE[Place] cannot be used to produce the Attic Greek 

system (or Korean and Kui, discussed in the following sections).  The problem with 

AGREE[Place] is that it assigns the same violations to [kt] and *[tk].  With a CON that has 

only AGREE[Place] to regulate heterorganic clusters, the only recourse for Attic Greek is to 

turn to a faithfulness solution.  However, as shown above, such a solution faces serious 

challenges. 

Interestingly, a version of the AGREE theory that distinguishes different PoAs also 

will not work for Attic Greek, Korean, or Kui.  For example, AGREE[dorsal] requires a 

consonant to agree in PoA with an adjacent dorsal.  However, no constraint formulated in 

this ‘symmetric’ manner can deal with Attic Greek.  The problem can again be illustrated 

with [kt] and *[tk] clusters.  These clusters do not differ as to their lack of PoA agreement.  

Rather, they differ solely in that the former consists of a dorsal+coronal while the latter has 

the opposite order.  A constraint like AGREE[dorsal], as defined above, will therefore assign 

both [kt] and *[tk] violations.  The only type of markedness constraint that will work for 

Attic Greek is an ‘asymmetric’ one – one that treats coronal+dorsal clusters differently 

from dorsal+coronal ones. 
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In summary, analyses of Attic Greek that do not appeal to constraints that 

distinguish between different types of heterorganic cluster face significant challenges that 

– at least from the perspective of current constraints – seem insurmountable. 

7.5.1.4 Relation to other processes and clusters 
To round off the analysis of Attic Greek, this section examines the relation of the 

ranking above to the process of stop deletion.  It concludes by discussing cooccurrence 

restrictions on clusters other than stop+stop ones. 

• Stop deletion
Stops delete word-finally in Attic Greek, illustrated in (70) (Steriade 1982, Ito 

1986:104). 

(70) /onomat/ → [onoma]  ‘name{nom.sg.}’ cf [onomat-os] {gen.sg.} 

/br��mat/ → [br��ma]  ‘solid food {nom.sg.}’  cf [br��mat-os] {gen.sg.} 

 /�unaik/  → [�unai]  ‘woman {voc.}’ cf [�unaik-a] {acc.sg.} 

 /�alakt/  → [�ala]  ‘milk {acc.sg.}’ cf [�alakt-os] {gen.sg.} 

Word-final stop deletion is no doubt motivated by a different process than deletion 

in clusters (cf Ito 1986:104ff).  Word-final stop deletion can be motivated by the constraint 

*Δμ≤stop, which bans segments with equal or less sonority than a stop as mora DTEs (coda 

consonants are taken to be moraic here); this constraint is essentially the same as Ito’s 

(1986:105) coda condition for Attic Greek.  If *Δμ≤stop outranks MAX, coda stops will be 

deleted. 

 To prevent *Δμ≤stop from deleting medial stop codas, the constraint I-CONTIG can 

be employed (McCarthy & Prince 1995); I-CONTIG requires input segments to have 

contiguous outputs, so banning deletion internal to a string (also see Kenstowicz 1994b).  

In short, || I-CONTIG » *Δμ≤stop » MAX ||. 

 The tableau below illustrates this ranking with the word /parapto�mat/ ‘a false step’ 

([parapt��ma] {nom.sg}, [parapt��matos] {gen.sg.}).   

(71) 

 /parapt��mat/ I-CONTIG *Δμ≤stop MAX

 (a) parapt��mat  * *! 

� (b) parapt��ma  * *

 (c) parat��ma *! * * 

The constraint I-CONTIG is violated by (c) because the output substring [at] is not a 

contiguous string in the input.  This leaves candidates (a) and (b); (a) violates *Δμ≤stop 

twice because it has two stop codas.  So, (b) wins. 
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 To complete the ranking, since medial coda stops are deleted when preceding a 

non-coronal, *{KPT}{KP} must outrank I-CONTIG.  The result is illustrated in the tableau 

below. 

(72) 

 /anut+k+a/ *{KPT}{KP} I-CONTIG *Δμ≤stop MAX

 (a) anutka *! *

� (b) anuka  * *

• Other Clusters 
To generalize over the following discussion, only clusters where both members 

have the same manner of articulation are (non-trivially) subject to the Cluster Condition. 

Stop+{fricative, liquid} clusters trivially satisfy the Cluster Condition since all 

fricatives and liquids are coronals (except for /h/, which only appears word-initially).  In 

[sC] clusters the C may have any PoA: e.g. [spa��] ‘I draw’, [stratos] ‘army’, [skapt��] ‘I 

dig’.  The Cluster Condition also does not hold of stop+nasal clusters: the nasal may be 

either [m] or [n] (excepting [pm] and [b{m,n}]).207

(73) Stop+nasal clusters

 [tm�:ma] ‘slice’ [thn�:jsk�:] ‘I die’ 

 [dm�:s] ‘slave’ [dnophos] ‘darkness’ 

 [akm�:n] ‘the point of a weapon’ [kn�:n] ‘scratching’ 

 [pra�ma] ‘deed’  [ha�nos] ‘holy’ 

In liquid+stop clusters the second consonant may also have any PoA: e.g. [orphne] 

‘darkness’, [arthron] ‘joint’, [arktos] ‘a bear’, [elpis] ‘hope’, [alkaia]. ‘tail (esp.of lion)’ 

 While stop+nasal and liquid+stop clusters are rather free in comparison to 

stop+stop clusters, nasal+obstruent clusters are more restricted: they must be homorganic 

[mp mb nt nd �k ��].  Notably, heterorganic nasal+coronal clusters are not allowed: *[mt 

md �t �d].  The only nasal+nasal cluster is [mn]. 

 In short, the Cluster Condition only holds non-trivially of stop+stop clusters; it 

demonstrably does not hold of stop+nasal, nasal+stop, and liquid+stop clusters – i.e. any 

cluster with a sonorant.  It also holds of nasal+nasal clusters.  In short, the Cluster 

Condition holds of all clusters that agree in manner of articulation (see Padgett 1991, 1994 

for discussion of this point). 

 The fact that there are differences between stop+stop sequences and other clusters 

is not surprising given Jun’s (1995) survey. Jun showed that certain clusters are more 

likely to be subject to heterorganicity restrictions than others cross-linguistically.  Jun’s 

survey revealed that there is an implicational hierarchy of undergoers in terms of manner.  

207  I note that word-initial stop+[m] clusters are extremely rare though: unattested for [km �m thm khm], and 
marginal for [dm tm] (Bubeník 1983:90).  On top of that, a number of processes conspire to eliminate 
stop+[m] clusters (Steriade 1982:252ff), though some of these are limited to specific morphological 
environments. 
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Nasals are most likely to assimilate, followed by stops; fricatives and non-nasal sonorants 

are least likely to assimilate (p.69).   

 The difference can be dealt with in the present theory by employing separate anti-

heterorganic constraints for different manners of articulation.  Thus, there can be separate 

constraints for Stop+Stop sequences, Nasal+Stop clusters, and Liquid+Stop sequences.  In 

Attic Greek, then, *{�,m,n}{k,p,t} rules out all but homorganic nasal+stop clusters, while 

*{k,p,t}{k,p} deals with stop+stop clusters. 

 This extension to the theory will not be pursued further here, but merely note that it 

offers a way to distinguish between the behaviour of different clusters (see Jun 1995, and 

ch.5 for discussion). 

7.5.1.5 Summary 
In summary, the account of Attic Greek presented above crucially relies on the fact 

that a markedness constraint distinguishes different types of heterorganic cluster.  

Specifically, *{KPT}{KP} only bans heterorganic clusters with a non-coronal second 

member.  The previous sections argued that alternative solutions without such a constraint 

face significant difficulties. 

There are a number of similarities between the present theory and Yip’s (1991) 

Cluster Condition.  In effect, Yip’s Cluster Condition draws a distinction between lesser-

marked heterorganic clusters and more marked ones, just as the Marked-Cluster constraints 

do.208  As with the Marked-Cluster constraints, the Cluster Condition has a potentially 

symmetric effect: it allows coronal+C or C+coronal heterorganic clusters to be the least 

marked type in a particular grammar, depending on other conditions in the language (i.e. 

Attic Greek cf SLP Creole).   

One of the major differences between the Cluster Condition and the present theory 

is that the Marked-Cluster constraints distinguish several different degrees of heterorganic-

cluster markedness, with coronal+C/C+coronal clusters simply the least marked.  The next 

section shows that this difference is warranted: C+dorsal clusters are also distinct from all 

other types (also cf Chukchi and Harar Oromo, which treat dorsal+non-dorsal clusters as 

more marked than all other types).209

 As a concluding note, the Attic Greek cluster restriction is found in a number of 

Indo-European languages (Yip 1991).  For a recent discussion relating to its activity in 

English, see Lamontagne (1993). 

208  Yip (1990:64) accounts for asymmetries in Attic Greek (i.e. *[tk] vs [kt]) by requiring the leftmost 
consonant to contain the marked (i.e. labial or dorsal) PoA.  Thus, the Cluster Condition does not necessarily 
have a symmetric effect – i.e. it does not necessarily ban both non-coronal+C and C+non-coronal clusters in 
a language. 
209  The similarities between the present theory and the Cluster Condition mean that Jun’s (1995:22) criticism 
of the Cluster Condition applies equally to the present theory.  Jun points out that Yip’s condition allows for 
a language with (1) homorganic clusters, (2) coronal+C clusters, and (3) C+coronal clusters; the only clusters 
banned would therefore be [kp pk].  The present theory predicts the same: || *{KP}{KP} » IDENT{KPT} ||.  
Jun observes that such a system is unknown.  However, one possibility is Lamani (Trail 1970), which allows 
[pt], [kt], and [tk] codas (there is no mention of [tp]).  I do not consider such a system to be impossible, just 
likely to be rare. 
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7.5.2 Korean: Assimilation to the marked 
The aim of this section and §7.5.3 is to show that the typological predictions of the 

Marked-Cluster constraints are borne out.  This is not only of typological interest; it will 

prove to be significant in distinguishing the Marked-Cluster theory from alternative 

theories �������� �� 	
���� �����
��� 
�� ���
���� �����
��

Attic Greek shows the need for the constraint *{KPT}{KP}, in which only dorsals 

and labials trigger heterorganicity avoidance.  Another relevant constraint in the present 

theory is *{KPT}{K}; this constraint can produce a system in which only dorsals trigger 

assimilation.  Korean provides a relevant case, though with additional interesting 

complexities.   

7.5.2.1 Description 
Table 7.10 lists consonant contrasts found in Korean (Cho 1999:83, see Ahn 

1998:37 for a full list of allophones). 

 Table 7.10: Korean consonants

   labial coronal dorsal glottal

  plain p t t� k 

 stops aspirated ph th t�� kh

  tense p’ t’ t�’ k’ 

 fricatives s   s’ h

 nasals m n �

 liquid l

Certain consonants in syllable codas undergo assimilation.  Diagram (74) 

summarizes the assimilation pattern. 

(74) Korean coda assimilation (summary)

 Input  Output Assimilation? 

 /K + P/ → [KP] �

 /K + T/ → [KT] �

 /P + K/ → [KK] �

 /P + T/ → [PT] �

 /T + K/ → [KK] �

 /T + P/ → [PP] �

To point out the generalizations in this pattern, labials assimilate to dorsals, but 

labials do not assimilate to coronals (Kim 1973, Kim-Renaud 1974, 1986, Iverson & Kim 

1987, Jun 1995, Ahn 1998, Cho 1988, 1999). 
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(75) Korean labial assimilation

 (a) /{p, m}/ + dorsal = assimilation 

 /�p+ko/  → [�kko] ‘bear on the back + conj.’ 

 /�p+ko/  → [�kko] ‘bear on the back + conj.’ 

 /ip+ko/  → [ikko] ‘wear and’ 

 /���� + kaps/ → [��ikkap] ‘price of a house’ (Ahn 100) 

 /kamki/  → [ka�ki] ‘a cold/influenza’ 

 /namkik/  → [na�kik] ‘the South Pole’ 

 (b) /{p, m}/ + coronal = no assimilation 

 /ip+ta/  → [ipta] ‘wear+SE’ 

 /nap+nita/  → [namnita] ‘sprout’ 

 /��ip+to/ → [��ipto] ‘house as well’ (Ahn 100) 

 /sum+ta/  → [sumta]  ‘hide+SE’ 

 /kim + ��hi/ → [kim��hi] ‘kimchee’ (Ahn 100) 

Dorsals in Korean do not assimilate at all. 

(76) dorsals + non-assimilation

 /��ak + pha/ →  [��akpha]  ‘destruction’ 

 /kuk + pap/ →  [kukpap] ‘rice in soup’  (Ahn 100) 

 /ik + ta/  → [ikta]   ‘ripe + SE’ 

 /kak + ��a/ →  [kak��’a] ‘each’ 

 /kuk + mul/ → [ku�mul] ‘soup + water’ 

/pa� + pota/  →  [pa�pota]  ‘(more) than room’ 

/ka� + pota/ → [ka�pota] ‘river + rather than’ 

/pa� + to/ →  [pa�to]  ‘room as well’  (Ahn 100) 

 /ka� + mul/ →  [ka�mul] ‘river water’  (Ahn 100) 

In contrast, coronals assimilate to every PoA, not just to dorsals (Cho 1999:85ff; 

Jun 1995:51-2, Ahn 1998:99ff). 
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(77) Korean coronal (alveolars, alveo-palatals) assimilation

 (a) /t,t�,n/ + labial → assimilation210

 /kot + palo/  → [koppalo] ‘straight’ 

 /path + pota/  → [pappota] ‘rather than field’ (Ahn 100) 

 /nat� + pota/ → [nappota] ‘rather than daytime’ (Ahn 100) 

 /an + pa�/ → [ampa�] ‘inner room’ 

 /sin + pal/ → [simpal] ‘shoes’  (Ahn 100) 

 /t�inan+pam/  → [t�inampam] ‘last night’ 

 /han + b�n/  → [hamb�n] ‘once’ 

 (b)  /t,t�,n/ + dorsal → assimilation
 /pat + ko/  → [pakko]  ‘receive and’ 

 /tat + ki/  → [takki] ‘closing’   (Ahn 100) 

 /tit + ko/  → [tikko] ‘hear and’ 

 /mit + ko/ → [mikko] ‘believe and’ 

 /kot� + kam/ → [kokkam] ‘dried persimmon’ (Ahn 100) 

 /han + ka�/ → [ha�ka�]   ‘the Han river’ 

 /ton + kanpa�/ → [to�kapa�] ‘money bag’  (Ahn 100) 

7.5.2.2 Analysis 
The following analysis pursues the idea that Korean is similar to Catalan.  Thus, 

coronals undergo assimilation while (generally) non-coronals do not.  The complexity is 

that dorsals trigger assimilation regardless of the preceding consonant.   

 Like Catalan, coronals undergo assimilation while labials and dorsals (generally) 

do not because the marked-faithfulness constraint IDENT{KP} preserves labials and 

dorsals.  Tableau (78) shows that coronals undergo assimilation, while tableau  

(79) shows that labials and dorsals do not.  These tableaux will not be discussed further 

here because the same ranking has been discussed in previous sections. 

(78) Coronal Undergoer

 /an + pa�/ IDENT{KP} *{KPT}{KPT} IDENT{KPT} 

 (a) anpa�  *! 

� (b) ampa�   *

(79) Labial and Dorsals ≠ Undergoers

 /sum + ta/ IDENT{KP} *{KPT}{KPT} IDENT{KPT} 

� (a) sumta  *

 (b) sunta *! *

210  There is also minor PoA assimilation: /kot + t�o/→ [kot��o] ‘let’s uncover’ (Ahn 1998:100).  [t�] is a 
coronal here (cf true palatals, which are dorso-coronals [c] – cf §7.2). 
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• Dorsals as triggers
The next step is to explain why labials assimilate to dorsals, but dorsals do not 

assimilate to labials (or any other consonant).  The ranking above does not account for this 

pattern: it predicts that /kam-ki/ should surface as *[kamki], due to IDENT{KP}. 

 The idea presented here is that dorsals trigger assimilation regardless of the 

preceding PoA.  The constraint *{KPT}{K} requires assimilation to dorsals.   With 

*{KPT}{K} outranking IDENT{KP}, labials will assimilate to dorsal PoA. 

(80) Labial + Dorsal 

 /kamki/ *{KPT}{K} IDENT{KP} *{KPT}{KPT} IDENT{KPT}

 (a) kamki *! *

� (b) ka�ki  * *

The labial /m/ assimilates to dorsal PoA in the tableau above because *{KPT}K 

compels assimilation to dorsals.  However, labials do not assimilate to every PoA in this 

ranking; *{KPT}{K} does not compel assimilation to coronals, so labials will remain 

faithful in this environment. 

(81) Labial + Coronal

 /sumta/ *{KPT}{K} IDENT{KP} *{KPT}{KPT} IDENT{KPT}

� (a) sumta   *

 (b) sunta  *! *

In short, the Korean ranking can be seen as a combination of the Attic Greek and 

Catalan rankings.  Like Attic Greek, it is selective about triggers: only dorsals trigger 

assimilation in all environments.  Like Catalan, it is selective about undergoers: only 

coronals assimilate in every situation. 

 Figure 7.6: Korean assimilation ranking

   *{KPT}{K} 

                |
IDENT{KP} 

                  |
        *{KPT}{KPT}, *{KPT}{KP} 

                      |
IDENT{KPT} 

In short, the present theory’s prediction of a system with dorsal triggers is borne out 

in Korean. 
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7.5.3 Metathesis, triggers, and undergoers 
To complete the typology, a remaining type of system is one that has limits on both 

triggers and undergoers: essentially a combination of Attic Greek for triggers and Chukchi 

for undergoers.  This type of system is revealed in a remarkable way in Kui, a Dravidian 

language (Winfield 1928, 1929; Hume 1997, 1998, 2001).  Kui has a process of metathesis 

that reverses the order of dorsal-labial stop clusters: /kp/→[pk].  The process can be clearly 

seen in the second and fourth conjugations of verbs.  The examples below are from the 

second conjugation, showing the combination of a C-final root with the future /i/, past 

tense /te/, the present participle /pi/, and the infinitive /pa/.  The examples below are taken 

from Winfield (1928, 1929) and Hume (1997); the description and analysis given here 

owes much to Hume (1997). 

(82) Kui metathesis (Winfield 1928, 1929; Hume 1997, 2001)

Root Fut. /i/ Past /te/ Part. /pi/ Infinitive /pa/ Gloss 
 /bluk/ bluki blukte blupki blupka fall 

 /kok/ koki kokte kopki kopka sit down 

 /mlik/ mliki mlikte mlipki mlipka turn over 

 /po�k/ po�ki po�kte po�pki po�pka announce 

 /lek/ leki lekte lepki lepka break 

 /a�/ a�de a�de ab�i ab�a be fitting 

 /no�/ no�de no�de nob�i nob�a wash 

 /�e�/ �e�de �e�de �eb�i �eb�� associate with 

 /sa�p/ sa�pi sa�pte sa�ppi sa�ppa kill 

 /lup/    luppa extinguish 

 /u�/ u�i u�te u�pi u�pa give to drink 

 /�as/ �asi �aste �aspi �aspa hang oneself 

 /kos/    kospa beat 

 /mil/ mili milte milpi milpa turn over 

 /ma�/    ma�pa bind up load 

To complete the table above, /coronal + dorsal/ clusters do not undergo metathesis, 

as shown by the combination of root+/ka/ ‘plural’: [ut-ka] ‘kneel+pl’, [u�-ka] ‘accuse+pl.’, 

[ru�s-ka] ‘crush+pl.’, [ma�r-ka] ‘give birth+pl’. 

 From the forms with the suffix /-te/, it is clear that there is no general ban on coda 

/k/.  Instead, as Hume (1997) argues, the ban specifically targets [dorsal+labial] clusters.211

In the present theory, such a ban comes about through the constraint *{K}{KP}.  This 

constraint targets dorsal+labial clusters without banning any other sequence: i.e. 

labial+dorsal, dorsal+coronal, coronal+labial, coronal+dorsal.   

After Hume (1997), the constraint *{K}{KP} must outrank the metathesis-banning 

constraint LINEARITY (McCarthy & Prince 1995). 

211  While Hume’s constraint against labial+dorsal clusters is superficially similar to the one proposed here, it 
is motivated on entirely different grounds.  See Hume (1997, 1998, 2001) for discussion. 
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(83) LINEARITY If x precedes y, then y' does not precede x'. 

The interaction of the constraints is illustrated in tableau (84). 

(84) Metathesis in Kui

 /kok-pa/ *{K}{KP} LINEARITY

 (a) kokpa *! 

� (b) kopka  *

Crucially, *{K}{KP} targets dorsal+labial sequences alone.  It does not ban 

labial+dorsal clusters, otherwise (b) would be equally as harmonic as (a) (compare to 

*{KP}{KP}).  Similarly, it does not target any cluster consisting of a coronal.  All such 

clusters emerge faithfully, showing that LINEARITY outranks all other cluster constraints: 

(85) No Metathesis of coronals

 /kok-te/ *{K}{KP} LINEARITY *{K}{KPT} 

� (a) kokte   *

 (b) kotke  *! 

To complete the ranking picture, since metathesis is preferred over deletion or 

epenthesis, MAX and DEP must also outrank LINEARITY.

 In effect, Kui is a combination of Attic Greek in terms of triggers and Chukchi in 

terms of undergoers.  Like Inuktitut, only dorsals are undergoers: only [{k,�}C] clusters 

are banned; and like Attic Greek only dorsals and labials are triggers: i.e. only [{k,�}p] is 

banned, [{k,�}t] is admissible. 

 To summarize, Kui represents a language which exhibits restrictions on both 

undergoers and triggers.  As a parting note, a system of metathesis identical to Kui’s is 

found in Mokilese (Harrison 1976, Hume 1997:13). 

7.5.4 Theoretical implications 
The existence of the Attic Greek, Korean, and Kui systems provides support for the 

proposal that heterorganic clusters differ in markedness, formally expressed by the 

Marked-Cluster constraints.  The systems provide support, albeit slightly indirect, for the 

analyses of SLP Creole, Chukchi, and Harar Oromo in §7.4. 

The argument presented in §7.4 was that marked-undergoer systems are not 

produced through the action of faithfulness constraints – specifically faithfulness 

constraints that preserve unmarked elements.  Instead, they fall out from the proposal that 

different types of heterorganic cluster differ in markedness.  

Attic Greek, Korean, and Kui provide support for this claim: in these systems, 

certain heterorganic sequences are less harmonic than others.  Moreover, these systems 

were shown to not be amenable to any analysis except for one that employs a markedness 

constraint that distinguishes certain types of heterorganic cluster from others.  Thus, the 
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systems provide independent support for the principle behind the Marked-Cluster 

constraints. 

• Typology
Table 7.11 summarizes the typological findings of this section. 

 Table 7.11: Typology of triggering elements

K P T Language Section 
�   Korean, Kui §7.5.2, §7.5.4 

� �  Attic Greek §7.5.1 

� � � Catalan §7.2 

The table expresses the claim that there is an implicational relationship between 

triggers (Mohanan 1993).  In general terms, if coronals trigger heterorganicity-avoidance 

in a language, so will the more marked labials and dorsals.  If labials are triggers, dorsals 

are sure to be so, but coronals may not (e.g. Attic Greek).  If dorsals are triggers, then 

labials and coronals may not be (e.g. Korean, Kui). 

To be more precise, the implicational relations relate specifically to the element 

that undergoes assimilation.  Recall that the present theory does not predict that if x forces 

y to assimilate x will also force every other segment to assimilate.  For example, dorsals 

force preceding labials to assimilate in SLP Creole (/amka/ → [a�ka]), but dorsals do not 

force preceding coronals to assimilate (/anka/ → [anka], *[a�ka]).  Therefore, assimilation-

triggering can only be discussed in relation to particular preceding elements.  

Generalization (86) states the Triggering Implication more carefully. 

(86) The Trigger Implication 
 If x triggers assimilation of y, then 

 for all z s.t. z is more marked than x,

z triggers assimilation of y.

So, if /amta/ → [anta], then /amka/ → [a�ka].  However, if /amta/→[anta], then it is 

not necessarily the case that /a�ta/ → [anta].  Moreover, if /amka/ → [a�ka], it is not 

necessarily the case that /amta/ → [anta].   

 I have found no language in which the generalizations just stated are false.212  For 

example, there is no language that is the mirror image of Attic Greek in terms of triggers, 

212  Nasal PoA assimilation in some dialects of English (e.g. Received Pronunciation) behaves in a way that 
on the surface suggests that labials trigger assimilation while dorsals do not: e.g. /�n-p�s�bl/ → [�mp�s�bl] 
‘impossible’, cf /�n-k�mplit/ → [�nk�mplit], *[��k�mplit] ‘incomplete’.  However, I suggest that this case 
reduces to the fact that dorsal nasals are banned in prefixes (for relevant discussion about the behaviour and 
featural content of English [�], see McCarthy 2001a; see Oostendorp 1999 for related comments on Dutch; 
further complexities relate to English con- and its realization under stress, which I put aside here).  Under this 
view, the failure of /n/ to assimilate to [k] is due to structure-preservation: doing so would create a segment 
that is not otherwise permitted.  Notably, there is no ban on [�] in roots; this explains why there are no *[nk 
n�] clusters in roots: structure-preservation does not block input /nk n�/ from assimilating outside prefixes.  
My thanks to John McCarthy and Joe Pater for discussing this case with me. 
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where /akta/ → [ata] and /apta/ → [ata], but all other clusters surface faithfully ([kp pk tp 

tk]). 

The typology in Table 7.11 is supported by child language.  Pater (1997) and Pater 

& Werle (2001) identify a number of cases where dorsals trigger assimilation (or more 

precisely, consonant harmony) in child speech.  In these systems, only dorsals trigger 

assimilation, not labials or coronals.  In contrast, there are no reports of systems in which 

only labials trigger consonant harmony (Joe Pater p.c.).  This fits in exactly with the 

typology above. 

 This typological generalization falls out from the form of the Marked-Cluster 

constraints.  If x is a trigger in a grammar, then a Marked-Cluster constraint that mentions 

x as its rightmost member is active.  However, if x is mentioned, then all more marked 

elements are also mentioned.  For example, *{KPT}{KP} mentions labials as one of its 

rightmost members, so it also mentions the more marked dorsals.  There is no Cluster-

Markedness constraint that mentions labials in this way without also mentioning dorsals 

(i.e. no *{KPT}{P}).  This asymmetry implements the hierarchy of triggers.  If x triggers 

heterorganicity avoidance involving a preceding segment y, then all elements that have 

more marked PoA specifications than x will also trigger heterorganicity-avoidance 

involving y.

 As a final comment on the typology, glottals as triggers are not mentioned in the 

table above because they are rarely in a position to trigger assimilation.  However, they can 

do so, as shown in Yamphu. In Yamphu, stops assimilate to /�/ and /h/.  Before /h/, stops 

are realized as [�]: /mo-dok-ha/ → [modo�ha] ‘like those’, /læ�t-he-ma/ → [læ��hema] ‘to 

be able to do’ (Rutgers 1998:48).  [�h] clusters optionally simplify to [�].  Before /�/, stops 

are also banned; a /stop+�/ cluster emerges as a single glottal stop [�], presumably because 

geminate [��] is banned: e.g. /læ�t-�a-ma/ → [læ��ama] ‘to go and do’, /khik-�i�i/ →
[khi�i�i] ‘it’s bitter’.  The fact that glottals trigger assimilation shows that an assimilation 

constraint that mentions glottals is necessary: i.e. *{KPT}{KPT�}. 

7.6 Neutralization and cluster markedness 
The aim of this section is to show that the Marked-Cluster constraints are needed 

for reasons that are entirely independent of the ones given in §7.4.  The empirical focus 

here is cases with neutralization medially but not finally.  As a reminder, the term 

‘neutralization’ is used as in ch.6: it refers to non-assimilative, non-dissimilative 

neutralizations – i.e. those feature changes that are not influenced by nearby segments.  

This section argues that such cases show the need for constraints that (i) refer to 

heterorganic clusters and (ii) distinguish between types of heterorganic clusters.  More 

directly, this section shows that the constraint used in the analysis of SLP Creole – 

*{KP}{KPT} – is needed to explain certain neutralization patterns. 

The point of showing that Marked-Cluster constraints exist is to demonstrate that 

the unmarked-faithfulness analysis of SLP Creole is redundant, so showing that a theory 

with only marked-faithfulness constraints is empirically adequate. 
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Section 7.6.1 discusses medial neutralization in Kiowa.  In this language, medial 

codas debuccalize while final ones do not.  This section argues that an adequate analysis of 

this system requires Marked-Cluster constraints.   

To provide support for the argument made in §7.6.1, a typology of the relation 

between final neutralization and medial assimilation and neutralization is presented in 

§7.6.2. 

7.6.1 Medial neutralization in Kiowa 
This section focuses on PoA neutralization in medial codas in Kiowa (Watkins 

1984).  Section 7.6.1.1 describes the relevant facts.  Section 7.6.1.2 presents an analysis 

that makes crucial use of the constraint marked-cluster constraint *{KPT}{KPT�}. 

7.6.1.1 Description 
Kiowa has the consonants listed in Table 7.12 (Watkins 1984:7).   

 Table 7.12: Kiowa consonants

  labial coronal palatal dorsal glottal

 -vd p t c k �

 ejective p’ t’ c’ k’ 

 aspirated ph th ��
stops

+vd b d �

s h
fricatives 

z

 nasals m n 

 laterals l

 glides j

Syllables have the shape (C)V(�)(C).  Dorsals are only found in onsets. 

 Codas can contain the sonorants [m n l j] and voiceless stops.  Exactly which 

voiceless stops are permitted depends on the speech style.  In both careful and casual 

speech, the singletons [p t �] are permitted in word-final codas.  In word-medial codas, 

though, there is a difference in register: while [p t �] are allowed in careful speech, only [�]

is allowed the casual register. 

(87) Kiowa coda stops

 (a) Word-final codas 

 [sep] ‘descend, sew’ (p.8) [set] ‘bear’ (p.8) 

 [tap] ‘deer’ (p.12) [k�b�t] ‘bullboat’ (p.21) 

 [thõcep] ‘flood’ (p.21) [t’ophot] ‘shade, breeze’ (p.21) 

 [kithap] ‘dried meat’ (p.23) [phikut] ‘design’ (p.21)  

 (b) Medial codas 
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Careful Casual 
 [thopkjæj] [tho�kjæj]   ‘pierce through’ 

 [th
�pk�]   [th

��k�]      ‘shoot {neg}’ 

 [t’atkj�] [t’a�kj�]     ‘sever {sg.detr.}’ 

 [batp�] [ba�p�]      ‘eat {imp.2sg}’ 

To summarize, PoA neutralizes to [�] only in medial codas in casual Kiowa speech; 

word-final codas do not neutralize. 213

 There is good evidence that word-final consonants are codas, and not extra-

prosodic or onsets to degenerate syllables.  One reason relates to shortening of long vowels 

in closed syllables: e.g. [th
��] ‘beyond’ cf [th

�-p] ‘away beyond’, [th
��-dekhi] ‘next day’.  As 

is clear from [th
�-p], word-final consonants induce shortening, showing that they are part 

of the final syllable.   

Apart from the specific PoA neutralization discussed above, medial codas and final 

consonants act in exactly the same way.  Both positions ban dorsals, for example. 

Similarly, both word-final and medial codas undergo voice neutralization /ca�d/→[ca�t] 

‘doorway’, cf [ca�d�] ‘doorway at’.   

Thus, the difference between medial and final codas cannot be ascribed to a 

difference in prosodic structure (for further reasons, see §7.6.2). 

7.6.1.2 Analysis 
 The following analysis treats the Casual Kiowa neutralization pattern as being 

similar in kind to SLP Creole’s.  There is a ban on marked heterorganic clusters: [pk tk tp 

pt].  The difference in Kiowa is that this language employs neutralization to resolve the 

problem rather than assimilation, deletion, epenthesis, or metathesis.  By converting the 

coda into a [�], the medial cluster becomes adequately unmarked: [�C] clusters are the 

least marked type of heterorganic cluster in the present theory. 

• General neutralization: eliminating dorsal codas
Dorsals are banned in both medial and final codas in Kiowa.  Coda neutralization 

comes about through two rankings, as shown in detail in chapter 6, following Beckman 

(1998) and Lombardi (1999).  One ranking has a context-free markedness constraint – 

*{K} in this case – outrank all relevant faithfulness constraints: IDENT{KPT�}, 

IDENT{KPT}, IDENT{KP}, IDENT{K}.  This will ensure that dorsals neutralize.  To prevent 

them from being eliminated in onsets, an onset-specific faithfulness constraint must 

outrank *{K}.  The ranking is illustrated in tableau (88). 

213  The examples cited only contain underlying stop+stop clusters.  Nevertheless, Watkins (1984:15) clearly 
states that “glottal stop also alternates predictably with syllable-final stops /p,t/ preceding another 
consonant.” 
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(88)  

 /kik/ onset-IDENT{K} *{K} IDENT{K} 

� (a) ki�  * *

 (b) kik  * *! 

 (c) �i� *! * * 

For further discussion of this type of analysis, see ch.6. 

• Medial neutralization only: Marked-Cluster constraints
Neutralization of medial codas in the Casual register is quite different from dorsal 

neutralization in a formal sense.  The ranking used for dorsal neutralization cannot be used 

for medial PoA neutralization.  If the context-free constraint *{KPT} was used to motivate 

labial and coronal neutralization, it would incorrectly predict that these contrasts should be 

eliminated in final codas as well.  In short, the ranking with the context-free constraint can 

only produce neutralization in all codas. 

The Marked-Cluster constraints provide a solution to this problem.  The constraint 

*{KPT}{KPT�} militates against all medial clusters consisting of a non-glottal followed 

by another consonant.  With *{KPT}{KPT�} outranking IDENT{KPT}, medial coda 

consonants can neutralize, as shown in tableau (89). 

(89)  

 /batp�/ *{KPT}{KPT�} IDENT{KPT} 

 (a) batp� *! 

� (b) ba�p� *

This analysis formally expresses the idea that medial neutralization in Casual 

Kiowa is really a method of avoiding marked heterorganic clusters.  By neutralizing codas 

to [��, medial clusters become the least marked type possible.  All other clusters are 

relatively more marked. 

• The competition
An important competing candidate for [ba�p�] is *[bap��], with a fully assimilated 

coda.  Since *{KPT}{KPT�} does not ban homorganic clusters, it does not eliminate 

*[bap��].  In other words, some other constraint must favour [ba�p�] over *[bap��].  The 

deciding constraint is UNIFORMITY, a constraint that bans coalescence (McCarthy & Prince 

1995, see ch.8 for discussion).  By fully assimilating into a geminate, the two underlying 

root nodes /tp/ coalesce into a single one.214  So, UNIFORMITY will favour [ba�p��] over 

*[bap��].  Tableau (90) illustrates this ranking. 

214  This analysis relies on the proposal that geminates have a single root node.  Nevertheless, Selkirk’s 
(1991) two-root theory of geminates can be accommodated here: instead of violating UNIFORMITY, two-root 
geminates would violate the OCP, which bans adjacent identical elements (Goldsmith 1976). 
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(90)  

 /bat1p2�/ *{KPT}{KPT�} UNIFORMITY IDENT{KPT} 

 (a) bat1p2�  *!  

� (b) ba�1p2�   *

 (c) bap�1,2�  *! 

So, it is crucial that UNIFORMITY outrank all Marked-Cluster constraints that ban 

glottal+non-glottal clusters: i.e. *{KPT�}{KPT�}.  The opposite ranking would favour 

*[bap��] over [ba�p�].  UNIFORMITY is essential because the Marked-Cluster constraints do 

not ban homorganic clusters.  So, *[bap��] cannot be ruled out by a Marked-Cluster 

constraint, or perhaps any markedness constraint in CON that would also rule out [ba�p�].  

Furthermore, the Marked-Cluster constraint *{KPT�}{KPT�} must be ranked below 

UNIFORMITY in Kiowa as this constraint favours [p�] over [�p]. 

 In short, UNIFORMITY plays a crucial role in ensuring that [�p] is the result of 

medial neutralization and not *[p�].  Section 7.6.1.3 will return to this point, using it to 

account for the lack of “medial neutralization without final neutralization” cases generally. 

 As a final note, UNIFORMITY does not eliminate underlying geminates, as in /et��/ →
[et��] ‘big {sg. inv.}’ (p.13).  The faithfulness constraint UNIFORMITY only militates against 

geminate-formation, so allowing underlying geminates to be preserved faithfully.   

• Medial clusters
It is essential that the markedness constraint that motivates medial neutralization in 

Kiowa favours unmarked heterorganic clusters [�C] over marked ones [pC tC] otherwise 

there would be no medial neutralization at all.   

For example, the input /th
�pk�/ would surface as *[th

�k��] with a constraint like 

AGREE[Place], not [th
��k�].  The following tableau illustrates this point; the constraint 

AGREE[Place] is violated by all heterorganic sequences equally (after Lombardi 1995, 

1999). 

(91)  

 /th
�pk�/ AGREE[Place] IDENT{KPT�}

 (a) th
�pk� *! 

 (b) th
��k� *! *

� (c) th
�k�� *

The tableau above shows that without a constraint that favours [�k] over [pk], 

[th
��k�] could never win: both *[th

�pk�] and *[th
�k��] are harmonic bounds for [th

��k�].  

Even if a constraint that ruled out *[th
�k��] were introduced, it would still be impossible to 

rule out *[th
�pk�] without appealing to a markedness constraint that favoured [�k] over 

[pk]. 
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• Alternatives
The Casual Kiowa system shows why assimilation cannot be motivated by 

constraints that ban independent PoA in codas (Ito 1986).  A ban on independent PoA 

specifications in codas could motivate assimilation in Kiowa, but it incorrectly predicts 

that neutralization should also take place in final codas.  In contrast, the Marked-Cluster 

constraints can be used to apply specifically to medial clusters, accounting for the lack of 

an implicational relation between the two positions. 

As a final note, a positional-faithfulness constraint cannot be invoked to preserve 

word-final codas.  Word-final position is not prominent – it is not always stressed 

(Watkins, p.38).  Stress placement depends on a variety of factors, including moraic 

content and tone.  Of present interest is that codas debuccalize in [khópd�]~[khó�d�] even 

though it is in a stressed syllable (compare [batp��]~[ba�p��]).     
Secondly, a constraint that specifically preserves word-final codas would have 

adverse typological effects: it would allow a language that has neutralization of voice 

distinctions medially but not finally – §7.6.2 shows that such a system is unattested. 

In short, medial neutralization in Casual Kiowa requires a markedness constraint 

that favours unmarked clusters over marked ones – i.e. *{KPT}{KPT�}. 

• Typology
As a comment on the typological applicability of this proposal, another system of 

medial PoA neutralization without final neutralization is found in Menomini (Bloomfield 

1962, Yip 1991:64ff).  Menomini has the obstruents [p t t� k � s h].  All the consonants can 

appear in onsets and word-final codas (e.g. [napo�p] ‘broth’, [apet�] ‘to that degree’, 

[m��tek] ‘tree’).  However, only the coronals [t� s] and glottals [� h] appear as the first 

member of clusters, both medially and finally: [m��tek] ‘tree’, [ko��t�] ‘fearing to’, 

[nam���s] ‘fish’. 

Menomini is like Kiowa: it bans marked clusters.  The only difference is that it 

employs the constraint *{KP}{KPT�} rather than *{KPT}{KPT�}; this allows 

coronal+non-coronal [t�+C] and [s+C] clusters to survive. 

• Summary
To summarize, Kiowa provides support for two proposals embodied in the Marked-

Cluster constraints.  One is that assimilation is driven by constraints on heterorganic 

clusters rather than by a ban on independent PoA in codas (cf Ito 1986).  Kiowa provides 

evidence for this by having medial neutralization without final neutralization. 

The other point made by Kiowa is that some heterorganic clusters are more marked 

than others.  Specifically, [�]+C heterorganic clusters are the least marked of all, so 

allowing other heterorganic clusters to neutralize to them, as in /batp�/→[ba�p�].  The 

proposal that [�]+C heterorganic clusters are the least marked type is also supported by the 

facts of Kagoshima Japanese: Kaneko & Kawahara (2002) report that the only stop codas 

allowed in this language are either homorganic to a following consonant or [�]: e.g. [ki�ne] 

‘fox’, [ma�no�] ‘pine tree’, [nan�a] ‘tear’, [nat�a] ‘became’, [�inzo] ‘heart’.  Like Casual 

Kiowa, the only heterorganic clusters permitted are [�]+C ones 
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7.6.1.3 Conditions on medial neutralization 
As pointed out in the analysis of Kiowa above, the Marked-Cluster constraint 

*{KPT}{KPT�} does not rule out a candidate with a homorganic cluster: i.e. from /batp�/, 

*[bap��].  In fact, if the choice was left up to the Marked-Cluster constraints, *[bap��]

would win: it beats [ba�p�] in terms of *{KPT�}{KPT�}, and no Marked-Cluster 

constraint favours [�C] over [p�].  In fact, *[bap��] only loses in Kiowa because its creation 

results in an incidental faithfulness violation – of UNIFORMITY.  Thus, neutralization only 

comes about ‘incidentally’. 

In other words, UNIFORMITY is crucial in producing medial neutralization rather 

than medial assimilation.  If UNIFORMITY did not block geminate formation, the result 

would have been /batp�/ → [bap��].

This analysis makes significant implications for cases where the competing 

candidate is not a geminate.  For example, is it possible for the input /mk/ to be avoided by 

neutralization to [nk] rather than assimilation [�k]?  Unlike gemination, [�k] does not 

violate any faithfulness constraints that [nk] does not also violate – both violate 

IDENT{KP(T)}.  Most significantly, [�k] does not violate UNIFORMITY: this constraint is 

only violated when segments coalesce, not when they assimilate.  Because [�k] does not 

fare worse than [nk] on faithfulness and the homorganic [�k] fares better on the Marked-

Cluster constraints than the heterorganic [nk], [�k] will always win.  In other words, 

medial codas alone cannot neutralize if an assimilation alternative is not blocked for 

faithfulness reasons.  So, there should be no language in which nasals neutralize to [n] 

before stops medially, while no neutralization happens finally. 

Medial voice neutralization without final neutralization
To put this point in more concrete terms, Wetzels & Mascaró (2001) have observed 

that there is no language that has medial voice neutralization without also having 

neutralization finally.  For example, in no language does underlying /abdab/ surface as 

�[apdab].   

The reason such a system is impossible relates to the immediately preceding 

discussion.  The Cluster constraints provide no way to eliminate sequences that agree in a 

feature: no Cluster-Voicing constraint of the ones given in (60) (§7.4.4) bans clusters that 

agree in voicing.  So, there is no motivation for /abdab/ to change to �[apdab] because its 

faithful competitor [abdab] will not violate any cluster markedness constraints.  Moreover, 

[abdab] will fare better on faithfulness constraints than �[apdab].  In short, the only way 

that such a system could be produced in the present theory is if there was some 

independent constraint that banned clusters that agreed in [+voice]. 

A typology of the relation between medial and final processes is discussed in 

§7.6.2. 

• Theoretical implications
The points just made have significant theoretical implications for the analysis of 

Kiowa.  They show that the Casual Kiowa neutralization pattern cannot be produced by 

invoking a faithfulness constraint that targets word-final codas.  If there were a constraint 
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_#IDENT{KPT}, preserving PoA in word-final position, a system with medial 

neutralization but no final neutralization would be straightforward to generate: 

|| _#IDENT{KPT}, onset-IDENT{KPT} » *{KPT} » IDENT{KPT} ||. 

However, the word-final faithfulness approach makes different predictions from the 

Marked-Cluster theory.  The Marked-Cluster constraints can be used to produce medial 

neutralization without final neutralization, but only if the competing homorganic candidate 

is ruled out for some incidental reason (e.g. faithfulness in Kiowa).  This makes it perhaps 

impossible to produce a system in which /mk/ neutralizes to [nk] medially but not finally, 

since the competing form [�k] violates fewer markedness constraints overall and violates 

the same faithfulness constraints (i.e. from input /mk/, [�k] is a harmonic bound for [nk]). 

In contrast, the word-final faithfulness approach predicts that no special conditions 

need to obtain to produce medial neutralization alone.  It is an easy matter to produce the 

/mk/→[nk] pattern. 

Moreover, if word-final faithfulness can apply to every feature, it incorrectly 

predicts a pattern in which only word-medial codas neutralize: || _#IDENT{+voice}, onset-

IDENT{+voice} » *{+voice} » IDENT{+voice} ||. 

In short, the typology of systems with medial neutralization and no final 

neutralization shows that a faithfulness approach makes broader predictions than are 

warranted.  In contrast, the Marked-Cluster theory produces the right results, allowing for a 

restricted type of medial-only neutralization for PoA, and none for voicing. 

7.6.1.4 Summary 
 To summarize, systems with medial (but not final) PoA neutralization require 

Marked-Cluster constraints that ban some heterorganic clusters but not others.  Kiowa 

required the constraint *{KPT}{KPT�}, which banned all medial clusters except for those 

that start with a glottal stop; Menomini requires the constraint *{KP}{KPT�}, which bans 

all clusters except for those that start with a coronal or glottal.   

 These constraints are the same as those invoked to deal with the marked-undergoer 

systems in §7.4.  As shown in that section, a constraint like *{KP}{KPT�} can trigger 

assimilation of marked segments alone.   

 In short, the Cluster-Markedness constraints are needed for reasons quite 

independent of marked-undergoer systems.  Since they are necessary in any case, 

unmarked-faithfulness constraints are therefore redundant. 

7.6.2 Final-medial relations 
The aim of this section is to provide support for the typological claims made in the 

§7.6.1.  Typologies of the relation between medial and final processes for both Place of 

Articulation and voice are presented.  The gaps in each typology are shown to follow from 

the Marked-Cluster theory. 

Section 7.6.2.1 summarizes the typological findings.  The major observation is that 

– for both voice and PoA neutralization – lack of medial assimilation or neutralization 

implies lack of final neutralization.   
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Section 7.6.2.2 shows how the medial-final implications are produced in the 

present theory. 

7.6.2.1 Typology 
This section discusses the relation between medial and final positions for processes 

that affect voice and PoA.  The voice typology will be presented first since it has received 

most attention in the literature.  It also provides a useful contrast to the PoA typology. 

Lombardi (1999) and Wetzels & Mascaró (2001) present a typological survey of 

the relation between final and medial codas for [voice] contrasts.  The following table is 

adapted from Wetzels & Mascaró (2001).  The ‘�’ symbol indicates that neither 

neutralization nor assimilation takes place in that position. 

 Table 7.13: Medial-final voicing relations

medial codas word-final codas /abtabdab/ Language
� � [abtabdab] Berber 

 neutralize � [aptapdab] - 

 assimilate � [aptabdab] Yiddish, Ukrainian 

� neutralize [abtabdap] - 

 neutralize neutralize [aptapdap] German 

 assimilate neutralize [aptabdap] Walloon, Catalan 

As an example, medial codas in Yiddish assimilate in voicing and final codas do 

not neutralize. 

 There are two gaps.  One is where neutralization takes place medially but not 

finally.  The other is where final codas neutralize but medial codas neither assimilate nor 

neutralize.  I consider both gaps theoretically significant.215

• Place of articulation typology
 The facts for PoA are similar to those for voicing, but not identical.  The following 

table is compiled from my own research (for a list of languages consulted, see Appendix 

B).  Cases where word-final consonants assimilate to the initial consonant of the following 

word are not considered.  The examples given below neutralize to coronals rather than 

glottals (i.e. /m/→[n], /p/→[t]).  This was an arbitrary choice, made for consistency and 

ease of exposition.  Whenever ‘neutralization’ is mentioned, it refers to neutralization to 

any PoA – i.e. coronals or glottals. 

215  Wetzels and Mascaró (2001:225,226) suggest that the type with neutralization finally but neither 
neutralization nor assimilation medially is an accidental gap.  The present theory predicts that it is not. 
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 Table 7.14: Medial-final Place of Articulation relations

 medial codas word-final codas /amkam/216 Language
� � [amkam] Southern Sierra Miwok 

 neutralize � [ankam] Kiowa 

 assimilate � [a�kam] Harar Oromo, Diola Fogny 

� neutralize [amkan] - 

 neutralize neutralize [ankan] Nganasan 

 assimilate neutralize [a�kan] Selayarese217, Tzutujil 

I found no cases in which PoA is neutralized finally, but medial codas neither 

assimilate nor neutralize.  In other words, there is no language in which only coronals are 

allowed word-finally while medial codas are fully preserved: e.g. /akpak/ → �[akpat].   

In short, if something happens finally, something must also happen medially, but 

not vice-versa. The difference between the PoA and voicing typology is that a system with 

medial neutralization but not final neutralization is attested for PoA.  This type of system 

was examined in detail in the previous section, so will not be discussed here.  To recall 

from §7.6.1.4, the difference in behaviour was argued to follow from incidental factors: in 

almost all cases of this type, medial assimilation beats medial neutralization; only when an 

incidental factor (like faithfulness) intervenes does medial assimilation win.  PoA presents 

such an opportunity; [voice] does not. 

The following section shows why systems with final neutralization but no change 

medially – found in both typologies – fall out from the Marked-Cluster constraints.   

7.6.2.2 Rankings 
Both typologies cannot produce a system with final neutralization but no change 

medially – neither assimilation nor neutralization.  For voice, this means that there is no 

language in which input /abdab/ surfaces as [abdap] and input /abtab/ surfaces as [abtap].  

For PoA, this means that there is no language in which input /amkam/ surfaces as 

�[amkan]. 

Such systems cannot be produced by the Marked-Cluster or marked-faithfulness 

constraints.  This follows because no constraint specifically targets final codas.  To 

produce final PoA neutralization, a context-free PoA constraint like *{KP} must outrank 

IDENT{KPT} (as shown in ch.6).  However, this ranking will produce neutralization in 

medial codas as well as final ones.   

• Medial assimilation + final neutralization
There are only two potential ways a medial coda could be prevented from 

neutralizing.  One way is to employ a markedness constraint m that only targets medial 

216  The systems listed here apply to assimilations of both nasals and stops.  So, the input /apkap/ is more 
appropriate for some of the systems listed (e.g. Kiowa – see §7.6.1, Nganasan – ch.6§6.3). 
217  Medially, Selayarese has geminates and homorganic nasals: e.g. [lampa] ‘to go’.  Finally, though, it has 
only glottals – [�] and the placeless [N]: [tobo�] ‘stab’, [bataN] ‘driftwood’ (Piggott 1999). 
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codas.  If m prevents /m/ from neutralizing to [n] medially but not finally, then medial 

neutralization would be blocked.   

The only constraints that can do this in the present theory are the Marked-

Faithfulness ones.  A constraint like *{KPT}{KPT}, for example, will eliminate the 

candidate [ankam] from input /amkam/.  However, *{KPT}{KPT} does not simply block 

medial neutralization, it requires medial assimilation: it favours [a�kam] over the final-

neutralization candidate �[amkam].  In short, attempting to block medial neutralization by 

a Marked-Cluster constraint will result in a system with medial assimilation and final 

neutralization, as attested in Selayarese and Tzutujil for PoA, and Walloon and Catalan for 

voice. 

The ranking for a system with medial assimilation and final neutralization is given 

in (92).  mf is the marked value(s) of feature f, and uf is the unmarked value(s).  The 

constraint *{mf,uf}{mf,uf} is a Marked-Cluster constraint for feature f.

(92) Medial assimilation + final neutralization ranking schema

|| onset-IDENT{mf(,uf)}, *{mf,uf}{mf,uf} » *{mf} » IDENT{f} ||  

The ranking || onset-IDENT{mf} » *{mf} » IDENT{f} || is needed to produce final 

neutralization, after Beckman (1998) and Lombardi (1999).  By ranking the Marked-

Cluster constraint *{mf,uf}{mf,uf} over *{mf}, assimilation takes place medially rather 

than neutralization.  For example, from /amkam/, *{KPT}{KPT} eliminates the medial-

neutralization candidate [ankan], favouring the assimilation candidate [a�kan]. 

• The role of marked-faithfulness
Returning to the issue of systems with final neutralization and no change medially, 

the only other potential way for medial neutralization to be blocked is through the action of 

a faithfulness constraint.  For example, if there were a faithfulness constraint that only 

preserves medial codas, it could block medial neutralization but allow it finally; medial 

assimilation could also be blocked in this grammar by ranking the Marked-Cluster 

constraints below all relevant faithfulness constraints. 

As discussed for Attic Greek in §7.5.1.3, there is good reason to believe that there 

is no such medial-faithfulness constraint.   

It is worth noting, though, that the same statement does not hold in regard to 

deletion: there are languages with final coda deletion but no medial deletion.  This is 

because there is a faithfulness constraint that specifically preserves medial elements – 

CONTIGUITY (McCarthy & Prince 1995).  For discussion of this ranking, see §7.5.1.4. 

 In short, neither markedness nor faithfulness constraints can block medial deletion 

without also producing assimilation.  So, the lack of (1) a markedness constraint that 

specifically promotes neutralization in final position and (2) a faithfulness constraint that 

preserves in non-final positions only ensures that no language neutralizes finally without 

something – either neutralization or assimilation – happening medially. 
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• Preservation in medial and final position
To fill out the typological picture, the present rankings do predict systems in which 

there is neither final neutralization nor any action medially.  This situation is found in 

Southern Sierra Miwok (Broadbent 1964:26ff). 

(93) Southern Sierra Miwok

 (a) No final PoA neutralization 

[cu�pam] ‘middle’ 

[has�yn] ‘abalone shell’ 

[kany�]  ‘my’ 

 (b) No assimilation or neutralization 

 [sympy�] ‘close eyes’ [ponpu�] ‘to get dusk’ [kawe�pa]  ‘shout at s.o.’

��ymty�] ‘to sing’ [tyntyn�y�] ‘to think’ [co�tita�]  ‘crooked’ 

 [homcupa�] ‘barber’ [palanca�] ‘flatiron’

 [momko�� ‘moccasins’ [tynkyn�a�] ‘to maim’ [ci�ku�� ‘seed basket’ 

This type of system is one in which all Marked-Cluster and context-free 

markedness constraints are outranked by all the relevant faithfulness constraints, as 

schematized in (94). 

(94) Medial inaction + final inaction ranking schema

|| onset-IDENT{f}, IDENT{f} » *{mf,uf}{mf,uf}, *{mf} ||  

• Medial neutralization + final neutralization
Systems with neutralization in both positions can be produced by the ranking in 

(95). 

(95) Medial neutralization + final neutralization ranking schema

|| onset-IDENT{f} » *{mf} » *{mf,uf}{mf,uf}, IDENT{f} ||  

There are two crucial parts to this ranking.  The ranking || onset-IDENT{f} » *{mf} 

» IDENT{f} || is Beckman’s (1998) coda-neutralization ranking, as illustrated above.  

However, this is not enough to ensure that medial codas will neutralize.  By ranking *{mf} 

over the Marked-Cluster constraint, the assimilated candidate will be eliminated.  For 

example, from input /amkam/, *{KP} will favour [ankan] over [a�kan] – the latter incurs 

two violations of *{KP} while the latter only has one. 

• Medial assimilation + final neutralization
As discussed in §7.4.3.2, Harar Oromo has assimilation medially, but final codas 

do not neutralize.  For example, /hok’ + ne/ assimilates to [hojnne], but the words [ark] 

‘see’, [bak’] ‘melt’, [be�x] ‘know’, and [dela�] ‘work’ show that final velars are not 

banned. 

 To produce medial assimilation, a Cluster-Markedness constraint must outrank all 

relevant IDENT constraints.  For Harar Oromo, this involved ranking *{K}{KPT} over all 
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IDENT constraints (because all IDENT constraints preserve dorsals).  To prevent 

neutralization, all context-free markedness constraints (*{K}, *{KP}, *{KPT}) are ranked 

below a faithfulness constraint. 

(96) 

 /bak’/ *{K}{KPT} IDENT{KPT} *{K} 

� (a) bak’   *

 (b) bat  *! 

(97) 

 /me�k’+te/ *{K}{KPT} IDENT{KPT} *{K} 

 (a) me�k’te *! *

� (b) me�tt’e  *

Similar facts hold for voicing assimilation.  Lombardi (1995) and Wetzels & 

Mascaró (2001:216ff) identify Yiddish as a relevant case; there is no word-final devoicing 

([briv] ‘letter’, [vo�] ‘weight’), but medial obstruent codas assimilate in voicing to a 

following obstruent ([brif+treg�r] ‘mailman’, [vok+�ol] ‘scale’).  The analysis of such a 

system proceeds as for Harar Oromo: i.e. || *{+vd}{±vd} » IDENT{+vd} » *+vd ||. 

(98) Medial assimilation + final inaction ranking schema

|| onset-IDENT{f} » *{mf,uf}{mf,uf} » IDENT{f} » *{mf} ||  

This type of system is significant in evaluating alternative theories of the triggers of 

assimilation.  In autosegmental theories, assimilation was conceived as a process of 

neutralization/delinking of coda PoA followed by regressive spreading from the following 

onset (Cho 1999 and references cited therein).  However, if coda neutralization were a 

necessary prelude to assimilation, it would be impossible to produce a language like Harar 

Oromo with medial assimilation and final inaction.  The first step in the assimilation 

process is to delink PoA in all codas, so producing neutralization.  Therefore, it is 

impossible to get to assimilation without neutralizing finally. 

A similar problem arises with theories that trigger assimilation by banning 

independent PoA specifications in codas (e.g. Ito 1986).  In other words, such theories 

propose that codas are unable to support (or ‘license’) their own PoA, so must share that of 

an onset.  In such theories, a constraint against independent coda PoA outranks faithfulness 

constraints to produce assimilation (called *CODAPoA here).  To produce assimilation, 

*CODAPoA must outrank all relevant faithfulness constraints (i.e. IDENT{KPT}, etc.).  

However, this ranking not only applies to medial codas, but to final codas as well.  Thus, 

final neutralization cannot be blocked without also blocking medial assimilation with such 

a constraint.218

218  Pre-OT theories avoided this problem by invoking extrametricality – if the word-final consonant is 
extrametrical, it will avoid violating *CODAPoA.  However, extrametricality – or any device that exempts 
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In short, the only way to produce a “medial assimilation+final inaction” system is 

with a markedness constraint that specifically targets clusters (or medial codas), like the 

Marked-Cluster constraints.219

• Summary
Table 7.15 summarizes the rankings identified in this section.  All the rankings 

assume that onset-IDENT{f} is undominated, so preventing neutralization in onsets. 

 Table 7.15: Typology of rankings for medial-final relations

 Ranking Medial Final 

IDENT{f} » *{mf} » M-C 

IDENT{f} » M-C » *{mf}
� �

 *{mf} » IDENT{f} » M-C 

 *{mf} » M-C » IDENT{f} 

neutralize neutralize 

 M-C » IDENT{f} » *{mf} assimilate �

 M-C » *{mf} » IDENT{f} assimilate neutralize 

As discussed in §7.6.1, the ranking || M-C » IDENT{f} » *{mf} || can also be used to 

produce neutralization medially and inaction finally under restricted circumstances. 

 Therefore, the only system that cannot be produced is one with medial inaction and 

final neutralization. 

7.6.3 Summary 
To summarize the findings of this section, the Marked-Cluster constraints are 

needed to produce systems with medial neutralization but no final neutralization.  

Specifically, *{KPT}{KPT�} forces medial coda consonants to neutralize to [�] in Kiowa, 

but allows final codas to remain faithful.  The crucial part of this analysis is that the 

constraint *{KPT}{KPT�} favours certain heterorganic clusters over others: specifically, 

clusters with an initial [�] are more harmonic than those that begin with a more marked 

PoA. 

The constraint *{KP}{KPT�} was shown to have a similar effect in Menomini. 

The theoretical import of these cases is that Marked-Cluster constraints are 

necessary, quite independently of their use in marked-undergoer systems like SLP Creole’s 

(§7.4). 

So, because Marked-Cluster constraints are necessary in any case, they cannot be 

excluded as providing a solution for marked-undergoer systems.  This effectively renders 

unmarked-faithfulness constraints redundant – while they can provide an account of SLP 

word-final consonants from neutralizing – raises a typological problem.  There are no languages where word-
final codas neutralize in voicing but medial ones do (i.e. /abdab/ → [apdap]).  Such languages are easy to 
produce with extrametricality, though.   
219  Cho (1999) proposes a process of medial coda neutralization (‘cluster devoicing’) to deal with this 
problem for the voicing typology.  However, such a process would produce the unattested system with 
medial neutralization and no final neutralization. 
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Creole, they can do nothing that the Marked-Cluster constraints cannot also do in regard to 

marked-undergoer systems.  Because the Marked-Cluster constraints have a wide variety 

of independent support, there is therefore no evidence that unmarked-faithfulness 

constraints exist, as predicted by the marked-faithfulness theory. 

7.7 Typology and Issues 
This section discusses the typological implications of the present theory and 

compares it with alternatives. 

Section 7.7.1 discusses the systems of surface heterorganic clusters predicted by the 

Marked-Cluster and marked-faithfulness constraints.  Of 64 possible systems, the present 

theory predicts that 27 are possible.  For direction of assimilation, the present theory is 

shown to allow both regressive and bi-directional coda-onset assimilation, but not allow 

systems with uniformly regressive assimilation. 

Section 7.7.2 discusses an alternative approach to marked-undergoer systems: 

��������	 
������� ��� ���������	 
����� ��������� ��������		� �������	�  ��	 	������

argues that the present theory is more typological adequate than the alternatives. 

Section 7.7.3 discusses the predictions of the present theory for assimilations 

��������! ����� �� "��� ���"���	� #	 $�"����� 
���% ����� ��� ������� 
������� ����

observed, constraints of the sort proposed here produce ‘Majority Rule’ effects, where the 

output’s feature value is the same as the value of the majority of input segments. 

Section 7.7.4 deals with the dimension over which IDENT constraints may apply.  

After Pater (1995, 1999), the ‘asymmetric’ nature of the present constraints is discussed: 

where IDENT constraints can assign a violation to /αF/→[βF] but not necessarily 

/βF/→[αF].  Fully symmetric IDENT �������	 
�������� & '����� ���( ������� ������

are rejected, and the empirical effects of Output→Input IDENT constraints are examined. 

7.7.1 Typology of assimilation effects 
The aim of this subsection is to identify the predictions of the Marked-Cluster 

constraints and marked-faithfulness constraints for the typology of assimilation effects.   

Section 7.7.1.1 discusses direction of assimilation.  It shows that the cluster 

constraints allow certain types of progressive and bi-directional assimilation but cannot 

produce uniformly progressive assimilation. 

As shown in preceding sections, not all elements in a language need undergo 

assimilation, and not all elements necessarily trigger assimilation.  Section 7.7.1.2 

identifiers the possible arrangements of undergoers and triggers predicted by the present 

theory.   

7.7.1.1 Direction 
“Direction” of assimilation refers to the element that assimilates.  In regressive 

assimilation, /x/ takes on a following /y/’s features in an /xy/ cluster to produce [yy]; in 

progressive assimilation, /xy/ → [xx].  For bi-directional assimilation, the assimilating 
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element is not consistently the leftmost or rightmost in a cluster – some other factor 

determines which element assimilates. 

To some extent, the Marked-Cluster constraints are irrelevant to direction of 

assimilation.  This follows from the fact that the constraints only ban a surface structure; 

they do not specify how to eliminate heterorganic clusters.  For example, the constraint 

*{K}{KP} bans the cluster /�p/, but does not specify whether regressive or progressive 

assimilation should apply: both [�k] and [mp] satisfy *{K}{KP}.  Therefore, for the 

majority of cases, direction of assimilation must be determined by faithfulness in the 

present theory.  After Lombardi (1995, 1996, 1999) and Beckman (1998), positional 

faithfulness constraints provide an account for this fact.  A constraint such as ONSET-

IDENT{KPT} preserves PoA features in onsets, with the result that coda features must 

change to satisfy the Marked-Cluster constraints.  This is a desirable result – the majority 

of assimilations are regressive, and progressive assimilation often seems to be conditioned 

by non-phonological factors (Lombardi 1996). 

 Nevertheless, the present theory does allow for bi-directional assimilation. 

• Bi-directional systems
The marked-faithfulness constraints can produce bi-directional assimilation.  For 

example, if IDENT{K} outranked all onset-IDENT constraints, segments would assimilate to 

dorsals regardless of whether they are in codas or onsets: i.e. /�t/ → [�k], /nk/→[�k].  

Tableau (99) illustrates this situation. 

(99) Direction driven by preservation of the marked element 
 /a�tanka/ *{KPT}{KPT} IDENT{K} ONSET-IDENT{KPT} 

 (a) a�tanka * *!  

 (b) anta�ka  *! 

 (c) a�kanta  *! * * 

� (d) a�ka�ka   *

 (e) antanta  *! *

Candidate (a) has heterorganic clusters, so is eliminated by the cluster constraint 

*{KPT}{KPT}; all remaining candidates have homorganic clusters.  Candidates (b) and 

(c) have uniformly regressive and progressive assimilation respectively; by doing so they 

both violate IDENT{K} because they do not preserve the underlying dorsals.  In contrast, 

(d) manages to retain the dorsals by having progressive assimilation in the first cluster and 

regressive assimilation in the second.  In effect, the need to retain the marked dorsal 

feature determines the direction of assimilation.  This is a ‘bi-directional marked’ 

assimilation system – where assimilation can be regressive or progressive, depending on 

the nature of the cluster involved.  Candidate (e) also employs bi-directional assimilation, 

but fatally preserves the unmarked element (cf ch.8§8.3). 

No bi-directional marked systems have yet been reported, as Lombardi (1995) has 

observed for voicing assimilation.  Whether there are no bi-directional marked systems at 

all is an issue that awaits a far more detailed typological investigation than has been carried 
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out here, though recent work in child language is suggestive (see below).  In contrast, a bi-

directional unmarked system has received a good deal of discussion– voicing assimilation 

in Swedish (see ch.8§8.3.1 for detailed references).    

In short, if there are no bi-directional marked systems then there is a fault with the 

present theory (though se� ������� 	

��� ��� ���������� �� ��� �� ������� ����

However, it is important to point out that the marked faithfulness constraints cannot 

force uniformly progressive coda-onset assimilation.  While they constraints allow for bi-

directional systems – both marked (as shown above) and unmarked (ch.8§8.3.1) – and can 

interact with positional faithfulness constraints to produce uniformly regressive 

assimilation, neither constraint type permits a system in which assimilation is always 

progressive (unless some other non-phonological factor intervenes – Lombardi 1996).  

This follows from the nature of the constraints: the marked-faithfulness constraints simply 

preserve marked elements, regardless of their position; so they cannot be used to uniformly 

force assimilation in a particular direction. 

• Trigger-restricted bi-directional assimilation and progressive assimilation
With the present constraints it is possible to get the surface effect of progressive 

assimilation, though only when the sole trigger of assimilation is the most marked element.  

Such systems, though, are identical to bi-directional marked systems that allow only 

marked triggers. 

Pater & Werle (2001) identify the ranking for a system of this kind.  Their 

constraints are identical to a subset of the Marked-Cluster constraints, namely *{K}{KPT} 

and *{KPT}{K}.   

Pater & Werle (2001:126) show that if *{K}{KPT} outranks IDENT{KPT} non-

dorsals will assimilate to a preceding dorsal (e.g. /akda/→[ak�a]).  However, non-dorsals 

will not assimilate to a following dorsal (e.g. , /adka/ → [adka], *[a�ka], *[adta]).  Tableau 

(100) summarizes the argument. 

(100) 

 /akda/ *{K}{KPT} IDENT{K} ONSET-IDENT{KPT} 

 (a) akda *!  

� (b) ak�a   *

 (c) atda  *! 

 In contrast, /adka/ will surface as [adka] – this form does not violate *{K}{KPT}, 

so there is no motivation to assimilate to *[a�ka]. 

The net result of this ranking is progressive assimilation to dorsals.  However, there 

is a restriction: such a system can only occur when the only triggering element is the most 

marked one.  For example, a minimally different constraint system is one with 

*{KP}{KPT} highest-ranked.  However, this constraint will produce bi-directional 

assimilation of P to K: i.e. /abka/ → [a�ka] and /akba/ → [ak�a], as both satisfy 

*{KP}{KPT} and IDENT{K} the most.  This minor change shows that the system in (100) 

is formally a bi-directional marked assimilation system with a limitation on triggers. 
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It is important to note that Pater & Werle (2001) provide empirical evidence that 

such ‘bi-directional systems with restricted triggers’ exist.  In one case they report, non-

dorsals assimilate to a following dorsal (e.g. [k��] ‘plug’, *[p���).  However, non-dorsals 

do not assimilate to a preceding dorsal (e.g. [���d] ‘good’, [����]).  Their argument is 

summarized in the following tableaux. 

(101)  

 /p(l)��/ ‘plug’ *{KPT}{K} IDENT{KPT} IDENT{K} 

 (a) p�� *! 

� (b) k��  *  

 (c) p�b  * *! 

(102)  

 /���d/ ‘good’ *{KPT}{K} IDENT{KPT} IDENT{K} 

� (a) ���d    

 (b) ����  *!  

 (c) d��d  *! * 

 Importantly, positional faithfulness constraints cannot be used to produce the 

directional effect here – a constraint like ONSET-IDENT{KPT} would incorrectly result in 

progressive assimilation in /p��/, producing [p��].  For further discussion of this pattern 

and others like it, see Pater & Werle (2001) and Pater (2002, to appear). 

For voicing, the prediction is that there can be uniformly progressive assimilation 

to the marked value, using the constraints *{+vd}{±vd} and IDENT[+vd].  /abka/ surfaces 

as [ab�a] to satisfy *{+vd}{±vd}, while /ap�a/ surfaces faithfully.  However, there can be 

no progressive assimilation from voiceless (i.e. unmarked) segments: /ap�a/ must surface 

as [ap�a] – the assimilated *[apka] does not violate *{+vd}{±vd}. 

In summary, cases like those reported by Pater & Werle (2001) follow from the 

present theory – they are bi-directional systems in which only marked elements trigger 

assimilation.  The fact that the Marked-Cluster constraints can produce the effects 

discussed above is clearly desirable – it accounts for the child language pattern.  However, 

no analogous cases have been found in adult language.  As Lombardi (1996) argues, adult 

language assimilation is overwhelmingly regressive; progressive assimilation only happens 

under duress, when regressive assimilation is impossible.  The theoretical import of this 

difference between adult and child language deserves more discussion than can be afforded 

here; I merely note the typological implications here. 

7.7.1.2 A typology of surface assimilated clusters 
 As shown in sections 7.2 and 7.4, languages differ in terms of the elements that 

undergo and trigger assimilation.  For example, only coronals assimilate in Catalan, while 

only dorsals force labials to assimilate in Korean.  From a more surface-oriented 

perspective, languages differ in terms of the surface heterorganic clusters they allow.  
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Catalan permits [KP KT PK PT] and not [TP TK], while Korean allows [KP KT PT] but 

not [PK].  For heterorganic clusters involving K, P, and T, there are 64 possible surface 

systems (i.e. the subsets of {KP, KT, PK, PT, TK, TP}.  This section aims to identify the 

subsets that are predicted to exist by the marked-cluster and marked-faithfulness 

constraints.  It concludes that 27 systems are possible.  The 37 that are banned violate one 

or more of the implicational relations in (103). 

(103) Surface heterorganic cluster implicational relations
 (a) If [TK] is permitted, then [TP] is permitted 

 (b) If [PK] is permitted, then [PT] is permitted 

 (c) If [KP] is permitted, then [KT] is permitted 

• Assume that K, P, and T are permitted generally in the language. 

The aim of this section is to generalize over the results of the previous sections for 

undergoers and triggers of assimilation, to determine the implicational universals in 

assimilation systems that are predicted by the present theory.  This section takes a slightly 

different approach to typology than the previous discussion.  Instead of focusing on the 

relation between inputs and outputs, it focuses on the distribution of surface clusters, 

asking whether the existence of cluster c1 in a language implies the presence of cluster c2.

• Voicing and surface clusters
 The discussion will start with the typology of voice assimilation.  As pointed out in 

previous discussion, the Marked-Cluster constraints do not allow for every possible 

assimilation system.  Most obviously, they do not allow systems that contain clusters that 

disagree in feature f while banning all clusters that agree in feature f.  For example, there 

can be no language that allows clusters that disagree in voicing ([pd], [bt]), but bans 

clusters that agree in [voice] (i.e. *[pt], *[bd]).  This follows from the fact that the former 

are local harmonic bounds for the latter in terms of the Marked-Cluster constraints: no 

Marked-Cluster constraint favours clusters that disagree in voicing over those that agree.  

In short, if a language allows clusters that disagree in some feature f, then it also allows 

clusters that agree in f (barring incidental restrictions like a general ban on voiced stops). 

 Apart from this general prohibition, the Marked-Cluster constraints produce no 

implicational relations for clusters in terms of voicing.  Table (104) illustrates this point.  A 

� indicates that the cluster is permitted on the surface. 

(104) Typology of surface clusters for voicing 
 [+vd][-vd] [-vd][+vd] Description Language 

� � No assimilation Berber 

� � Assimilation of [+vd] only Mekkan Arabic

� �
Assimilation to [+vd] only  

or assimilation of [-vd] only
Ukrainian 

� � Assimilation of/to [±vd] Serbo-Croatian 
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Systems that allow all types of surface cluster – and therefore no assimilation – have 

faithfulness constraints outranking all relevant Marked-Cluster constraints.  The opposite 

ranking produces languages that lack clusters that disagree in voicing. 

 Languages that ban *[+vd][-vd] clusters like *[bt] but allow [pd] come about 

through the action of an asymmetrically formulated Marked-Cluster constraint: 

*[+vd][±vd] in this case.  With faithfulness constraints outranking *[±vd][±vd], /pd/ will 

surface faithfully while /bt/ will not (see §7.4.4). 

 Languages that ban [-vd][+vd] clusters like *[pd] but allow [bt] can do so by two 

different methods.  In one method, only marked elements trigger assimilation, effected by 

the constraint *[±vd][+vd].  The other method is for marked elements to be exempt from 

assimilation, due to IDENT[+vd].  It is impossible to determine which analysis is 

appropriate on the basis of surface clusters alone in these cases; other processes must be 

brought to bear to determine the ranking of IDENT[+vd]. 

• PoA surface clusters: Marked-Cluster predictions
The typology of surface clusters that differ in terms of Place of Articulation is more 

complex than for voicing.  The complexity arises from the greater number of PoA 

distinctions – K vs P vs T vs �.  The first step will be to focus on the predictions for surface 

clusters that follow solely from the Marked-Cluster constraints.  In other words, the 

discussion immediately below will effectively assume that there is only one faithfulness 

constraint for PoA – i.e. IDENT{KPT}.  In addition, due to the rarity of heterorganic 

clusters with glottals, only clusters consisting of K, P, or T will be considered.   

Quasi-tableau (105) shows the local harmonic bounding relations between 

heterorganic clusters in terms of the Marked-Cluster PoA constraints.  The results are 

summarized in lattice (106).  The arrows  c2→c1   indicate that cluster c1 is a local 

harmonic bound for c2 in terms of the Marked-Cluster constraints, or that the presence of c2
implies the presence of c1.

(105)  

 *{KPT}

{KPT}

*{KP}

{KPT}

*{KPT}

{KP} 

*{K}

{KPT}

*{KP}

{KP}

*{KPT}

{K} 

*{KP}

{K} 

*{K}

{KP}

KP * * * * *   * 

KT * *  *     

PK * * *  * * *  

PT * *       

TK *  *   *   

TP *  *      
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(106) Local harmonic bounds: Marked-Cluster constraints 
     {TT, PP, KK} 

   TP  PT 

   TK  KT 

   PK  KP 

Lattice (106) indicates that [TP] is a harmonic bound for [TK] in terms of the 

Marked-Cluster constraints.  In other words, if the Marked-Cluster constraints were the 

only ones relevant in a language (i.e. if interfering constraints like the Marked-Faithfulness 

ones were ranked appropriately low), the presence of [TK] would imply the presence of 

[TP].  Of course, the homorganic clusters [TT], [PP], [KK] do not violate any of the 

Marked-Cluster constraints, so they are guaranteed to be in every system (unless a 

particular feature is banned entirely). 

The net result is that the Marked-Cluster constraints predict the existence of 14 

patterns of surface heterorganic clusters; the patterns with all heterorganic clusters (i.e. no 

assimilation) and no heterorganic clusters (i.e. total assimilation) are omitted in table (107). 

(107) Heterorganic cluster typology due to marked-cluster constraints 
KT KP PK PT TP TK Language

     �

    �    

    � �

     � � SLP Creole – §7.4.2 

� �   Attic Greek – §7.5.1 

    � � �

� � �

� � � �

   � � � � Chukchi – §7.4.3 

� � � �  (~Korean) – §7.5.2 

� � � � � Kui – §7.5.3 

� � � � �

The Marked-Cluster constraints have been used in two ways in previous sections: 

(1) to account for marked-undergoer systems, where clusters with unmarked elements are 

the only ones tolerated (e.g. SLP Creole), and (2) to account for marked-trigger systems, 

where only marked elements trigger assimilation (e.g. Korean, Harar Oromo).  Thus, all 

the systems listed in table (107) have some marked-undergoer and/or marked-trigger 

aspect to them.   
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For example, the language with surface clusters [TP TK PK PT] is one in which 

only dorsals undergo assimilation (e.g. Chukchi).  In contrast, the [TP PT KT KP] system 

is one in which only dorsals trigger assimilation (similar to Korean, except that 

coronal+non-coronal clusters are also banned).  Similarly, the [TP TK] and [PT KT] 

systems are marked-undergoer and marked-trigger ones respectively, where both dorsals 

and labials are the relevant feature values. 

All other systems are more complex, having both a marked-undergoer and marked-

trigger aspect to them.  For example, the system with all heterorganic clusters except [KP] 

is one in which only K undergoes and only P and K trigger (i.e. *{K}{KP} is the only 

active constraint).  This system is found in Kui, as discussed in §7.5.3.  In effect, it is a 

mixture of Korean and Attic Greek. 

An even more complex system is one in which the only heterorganic cluster is 

[TP].  This system is produced when only *{KP}{KPT} and *{KPT}{K} are active.  In 

effect, P and K are forced to assimilate to every other PoA, but T only assimilates to 

dorsals – this system is a mixture of Korean and SLP Creole. 

One point that table (107) raises is that the Marked-Cluster constraints place no 

implicational restrictions between undergoers and triggers.  For example, if both labials 

undergo assimilation, there is no requirement that it must also trigger it (cf Kui).   

Of course, there are many gaps in table (107).  Pending a more detailed and careful 

typological survey of assimilation patterns, it would be rash to claim that the gaps are fatal 

or even significant to the present theory; it would be equally rash to claim that the present 

theory is empirical adequate.  However, some observations can be made about the missing 

systems.  The systems that are more easy to observe are listed; these systems are ones in 

which either all elements are triggers or all elements are undergoers.  Systems that have 

both a proper subset of undergoers and a proper subset of triggers – like Kui’s – are more 

difficult to discover for practical reasons: existence of every possible heterorganic cluster 

must be examined carefully (a task often made difficult by inadequate source material).  In 

addition, marked-undergoer systems and marked-trigger systems are rare (or at least less 

discussed) compared with unmarked-undergoer systems (e.g. Catalan’s).   

In short, the gaps in table (107) may be due to a lack of data.  In any case, the cases 

that are available – reported in this chapter – show that constraints that limit both 

undergoers and triggers are necessary.  Only future research can determine whether the 

Marked-Cluster constraints overpredict. 

• Deletion
The present theory predicts that table (107) lists all the possible surface clusters for 

languages that resolve their heterorganic clusters through deletion.  This follows from the 

fact that there are no MAX-F constraints in the present theory, as discussed in ch.6.  

However, if a language eliminates heterorganic clusters through assimilation, IDENT

constraints may interfere with the surface inventory.   
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• Marked-faithfulness
The marked-faithfulness constraints are the other important factor for the typology 

of surface heterorganic clusters.  If there were no Marked-Cluster constraints – only one 

against heterorganic clusters in general (e.g. AGREE[Place]) – the marked-faithfulness 

constraints would predict four types of language, given in table (108). 

(108) Marked-faithfulness typology (regressive assimilation only) 
Surface Heterorganic Clusters Language 

  Diola Fogny – §7.2.2 

 KP KT Inuktitut – §7.2.2 

 KP KT PK PT Catalan – §7.2.1 

 KP KT PK PT TK TP Sierra Miwok – §7.6.2.2 

As established in previous sections, if a marked-faithfulness constraint like 

IDENT{KP} outranks all assimilation-inducing constraints, all heterorganic clusters except 

those containing both dorsals and labials will be eliminated (i.e. *[KT PT TP TK]).  Other 

factors may intervene to limit the attrition: in Catalan, ONSET-IDENT{KPT} saves the 

clusters [KT PT], with the result that only [TP TK] are banned on the surface.  The 

remaining task is to show how the marked-faithfulness and marked-cluster constraints 

interact. 

• The interaction of marked-faithfulness and Marked-Cluster constraints
The following discussion will focus on languages that resolve heterorganic clusters 

through regressive assimilation.  A graphical representation of the interaction of the 

marked faithfulness constraints IDENT{K} and IDENT{KP} is given in (109). 

(109) Marked-Cluster + marked-faithfulness constraints 
     {TT, PP, KK} 

   TP  PT 

   TK  KT 

   PK  KP 

The dotted lines enclose clusters that IDENT{KP} and IDENT{K} can save from 

elimination by regressive assimilation.  For example, IDENT{K} preserves the K in KT and 

KP.  With IDENT{K} active, the implicational restrictions imposed by the marked-cluster 

constraints are somewhat curtailed.  For example, while it is true that the marked-cluster 

constraints on their own cannot produce a [KP KT TP] system, combination of IDENT{K} 

and the marked-cluster constraints can. 

Diagram (109) provides a representation of the possible surface cluster inventories, 

if read with the guidelines in (110). 

IDENT{KP} 

IDENT{K}
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(110) Interpretation of Diagram (109) 
(a) Select one of the sets of elements enclosed by dotted lines (i.e. [KT KP] or [KT 

KP PT PK]). 

 (b) Remove or add clusters under the following conditions: 

 (i) If cluster c1 is removed, then remove all clusters that are more marked 

than c1 (e.g. if KT is removed, also remove KP) 

(ii) If cluster c1 is added, then add all clusters that are less marked than c1

(e.g. if TK is added, then also add TP). 

Algorithm (110) produces the possible systems in table (111).  Systems identical to 

those in table (107) are greyed out. 

(111) 

KT KP PK PT TP TK Language 

   � �   Harar Oromo 

�       

�    �

� �     NBA Inuktitut 

� � �

�    � �

� � �

� � �    

� � �

� � �   Korean 

� � � �

� � � �

� � � �

� � � �   Catalan 

� � � � Gunin 

� � � �

� � � � �

� � � � �

� � � � �

� � � � � �

If only clusters inside the dotted circles of (109) are taken, they form systems with 

[KT KP] and [KP KP PK PT] as the only heterorganic clusters (e.g. Inuktitut and Catalan 

resp.).  These systems have the ranking || {IDENT{K}, IDENT{KP}} » *{KPT}{KPT} » 

IDENT{KPT} || with all marked-cluster constraints below IDENT{KPT}.  As another 

example, if the clusters inside the smaller circle (produced by IDENT{K}) are taken [KT 
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KP] along with the clusters TK and TP, the result is a system that lacks the clusters [PK 

PT] (i.e. where only labials assimilate, as in Gunin). 

 Some Cluster-Markedness constraints may outrank marked-faithfulness constraints, 

which in turn may outrank other marked faithfulness constraints.  This is the case for Harar 

Oromo, where IDENT{KP} outranks all but *{K}{KPT}, with the result that both dorsal+C 

and coronal+C clusters are eliminated, while labials are preserved intact. 

 As with table (107), there are many gaps.  Again, these gaps may not be 

empirically significant, but rather follow from the limitations of the typological survey 

reported here.  Again, the ‘easiest’ systems are identified above – those that pose little 

complexity.  For example, the [TP KT KP] system is one in which only labials undergo 

assimilation (as in Gunin), and dorsals trigger assimilation (as in Korean). The rarity of 

systems with limitations on both triggers and undergoers means that the lack of such a 

system is unsurprising. 

• What doesn’t exist 
While the Marked-Faithfulness and Marked-Cluster constraints can produce a wide 

variety of different cluster types, they do not allow every possible system.  Table (112) 

summarizes the restrictions on surface clusters imposed by the present theory. 

(112) Surface heterorganic cluster implicational relations
 (a) If [TK] is permitted, then [TP] is permitted 

 (b) If [PK] is permitted, then [PT] is permitted 

 (c) If [KP] is permitted, then [KT] is permitted 

• Assume that K, P, and T are permitted generally in the language. 

In other words, if a language permits a TK cluster on the surface and resolves 

heterorganic clusters through regressive assimilation, it also allows TP (assuming that P is 

permitted in the language, of course).  If PK is permitted, then so is PT; the same holds for 

KP and KT.  These restrictions rule out 37 possible systems. 

 The relations in (112) hold because of the nature of the Marked-Cluster and 

Marked-faithfulness constraints.  On the markedness side, TP is a harmonic bound for TK, 

as is PT for PK, and KT for KP.  Therefore, the Cluster-Markedness constraints cannot be 

used to produce systems with TK and not TP, and so on.  Therefore, such systems could 

only come about through faithfulness constraints.   

However, faithfulness constraints cannot preserve TP from regressive assimilation 

without also preserving TK.  To prevent T from assimilating to P in TP (i.e. /TP/→[TT]), 

the constraint IDENT{KPT} must be employed.  However, this constraint will also preserve 

the T in /TK/.  In short, faithfulness constraints cannot distinguish the TP and TK for 

regressive assimilation: unfaithfulness to T in either cluster incurs the same faithfulness 

violations. 

So, because faithfulness constraints cannot distinguish the two types of cluster and 

markedness constraints universally favour TP over TK, every inventory with TK must also 

contain TP.  The same holds for the other implicational relationships. 
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This result relates to the discussion of possible triggers in §7.5.4.  It was claimed 

that if x triggered assimilation, then all elements more marked than x would also trigger 

assimilation.  So, there can be no language in which labials force a segment y to assimilate 

without dorsals also doing so.  In such a language, /TP/ would be eliminated (i.e. to [TT]) 

but /TK/ would remain faithful; in other words, the surface clusters would include [TK] but 

not [TP].  In short, the discussion above accords with the Trigger Implication in (86). 

7.7.2 Relative Markedness theories 
The preceding sections have presented a particular view of ‘marked undergoer’ 

systems – i.e. systems in which only marked values undergo assimilation.  To return to the 

example of SLP Creole, only coronals fail to undergo assimilation in this language: e.g. 

/m�iti�-p�/→[miti�mp�], /ma�m-su/→[ma�nsu], cf /si�n-p�/→[si�np�], *[si�mp�].

 The leading idea behind the present theory is that unmarked elements do not 

undergo assimilation in marked undergoer systems because they are already ‘adequately 

unmarked’.  In SLP Creole, coronals are the least marked type of element, so there is no 

pressure on them to assimilate.  This is formally expressed in the theory as a markedness 

constraint that bans non-coronal+C heterorganic clusters *{KP}{KPT} – this constraint 

puts no pressure on coronals to assimilate. 

 However, there is a class of theory that offers a potential alternative to systems like 

SLP Creole’s.  Such theories would see SLP Creole as a case where coronals do not 

undergo assimilation because the outcome is relatively more marked.  In other words, they 

ban assimilations that result in an increase in markedness.  For example, if /n/ assimilates 

to [p] or [k], the output increases in markedness relative to /n/ – the process will turn a 

coronal element into something more marked – a labial [mp] or a dorsal [�k].  Theories 

based on this leading idea will be called ‘Relative Markedness (RM) theories’ here. 

 The aim of this section is to compare two recently proposed Relative Markedness 
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(2002a) theory of Comparative Markedness. 

 This section aims to show that RM theories and the Marked-Cluster theory differ in 

their predictions regarding the typology of assimilation.  The conclusion will be that – for 

the typology of assimilation – the Marked-Cluster constraints are needed regardless of RM 

theories. 

 It is important to point out that the aim of this section is not to show that either 

�����
��� �����, 2000) nor McCarthy’s (2002a) theories are flawed.  The aim is to show 

that they cannot provide a complete account of the attested cases of assimilation, thus 
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McCarthy’s theories deal with many issues apart from assimilation, including derived 

environment effects, opacity, and the ‘Majority Rule’ problem (Lombardi 1996, 1999).  

The Marked-Cluster approach solely focuses on dealing with asymmetries in assimilation, 

and as such has nothing to say about these other phenomena. 

 In any case, the RM theories discussed in this section do not offer an alternative to 

the main point of this chapter – i.e. that marked-faithfulness constraints are necessary.  The 
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issue discussed here relates solely to the Marked-Cluster constraints and the particular 

issue of languages in which only marked elements undergo assimilation.  Languages with 

unmarked undergoer systems – like Catalan – still stand as evidence for marked-

faithfulness constraints regardless of RM theories.220

7.7.2.1 Behind the theories 
A marked undergoer system like SLP Creole’s can be informally characterized in a 

number of ways.  The leading idea behind the present theory is that “coronals do not 

assimilate because they are already adequately unmarked.”  In other words, assimilation is 

considered a markedness-reducing operation: elements undergo assimilation to produce a 

less marked structure – i.e. a homorganic cluster.  However, if a segment already has 

marked features, it may have nothing to gain by assimilating.  Coronals, for example, are 

the least marked of PoA features, so they are exempt from assimilation in SLP Creole. 

To cast this intuitive characterization a little more precisely, coronals are 

considered adequately unmarked in SLP Creole so that no pressure is placed on them to 

assimilate.  The present theory formally expresses this intuition by having a markedness 

constraint that specifically bans non-coronal+C heterorganic clusters: i.e. *{KP}{KPT}.  

In grammars where *{KP}{KPT} is the only active markedness constraint, there is no 

pressure on coronals to assimilate to non-coronals, so they are exempt from undergoing 

assimilation. 

There is another informal way to characterize the SLP Creole system: “Coronals do 

not assimilate because doing so would create something too marked.”  For example, if 

/si�n-p�/ were realized as [si�mp�], the unmarked coronal /n/ would end up with a marked 

PoA: labial [m].  In short, the leading idea behind this approach is that a process can be 

blocked if it creates something more marked out of something less marked.  This informal 

��������������	
 ���� ���
� �
������ 	� ������ �
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(1999a,b) and McCarthy (2002a).  Both theories employ constraints that militate against 

elements that become more marked, though they do so in significantly different ways. 

The following section shows how the theories approach a system like SLP 

Creole’s.  The result will be that both an RM theory and the present approach can deal with 

marked undergoer systems of precisely SLP Creole’s type.  However, they diverge in their 

predictions for other marked undergoer systems; RM theories predict a type that is 

unattested and ban attested types, while the present approach predicts the opposite. 

7.7.2.2 RM theories and SLP Creole  
���	��� �������� ��� �����
��� ��� �������� �� ���	���  ���� ���	 ��� ���

distinction of being the first theory applicable to marked undergoer systems (for voice 

220  To expand on this point, RM theories cannot deal with unmarked-undergoer systems where only 
unmarked elements undergo assimilation.  Since RM theories ban an increase in markedness, they cannot 
provide an account of systems in which the only assimilations that take place create more marked outputs (as 
in Catalan, where only coronals assimilate, producing more marked elements).  
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������������	
 �������� �������� �� ���� � �arkedness and faithfulness constraint can be 

conjoined to block creation of a marked element.  For example, *[+voice]&IDENT[±voice] 

prevents a segment from becoming more marked – i.e. voiced (e.g. /p/→[b]), but does not 

block a segment from becoming less marked (e.g. /b/→[p]).  This theory will be called the 

‘Relative Markedness Conjunction Theory’ here (RMCT). 

������ ��������	 ����� ���� ������� ��������� ������������ ����� ���� � �����������

on its ranking, is able to deal with the ‘Majority Rule’ effect of Lombardi (1996, 1999) and 

provide insight into the analysis of certain Dominant-Recessive vowel harmony systems.  

Both of these issues are beyond the scope of this section.  Instead, the following discussion 

will focus on the ability of RMCT to explain unmarked-undergoer systems of assimilation. 

To give a brief explanation of why RMCT offers some possibility for analysis of 

unmarked-undergoer systems, consider the case of Mekkan Arabic voicing assimilation 

���� ������ 	��� 
� 
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assimilate to voiceless ones: e.g. /ma�tu�l/ → [maktu�l] ‘killed’.  However, voiceless 

sounds do not assimilate to voiced ones: e.g. [�akbar], *[�a�bar] ‘older’.  RMCT offers an 

explanation for why voiceless segments do not assimilate to voiced ones.  If a voiceless 

sound did assimilate to a voiced one, it would be both unfaithful to its input [voice] 

specification – i.e. violate IDENT[±voice] – and it would violate *[+voice].  Thus, from 

input /�akbar/, the candidate *[�a�bar] is eliminated by the conjunction 

*[+voice]&IDENT[±voice].  In contrast, voiced sounds can assimilate to voiceless ones; 

although /�/ in /ma�tu�l/ is unfaithful in [maktu�l], it does not violate *[+voice].  In other 

short, the RMCT conception of Mekkan Arabic is that it avoids creation of marked 

elements. 

 However, I suggest that the RMCT approach to unmarked-undergoer assimilation 

works for incidental reasons relating to binary scales, and does not cut to the heart of the 

problem posed by unmarked-undergoer systems.  PoA assimilation in SLP Creole provides 

support for this contention.   

 As a reminder, dorsals and labials undergo assimilation in SLP Creole, but coronals 

do not.  So, the relevant conjoined constraint would be *{KP}&IDENT{KPT}.  The effect 

of this conjoined constraint is “Don’t both have a marked PoA (i.e. dorsal or labial) and be 

unfaithful”.  So, the conjoined constraint would block a mapping where a coronal becomes 

more marked – i.e. a labial or a dorsal.  In such a case, the output would violate 

IDENT{KPT} because it is unfaithful and *{KP} because it is a non-coronal, thus incurring 

a violation of the conjunction of the two. 

 Tableau (113) illustrates *{KP}&IDENT{KPT}’s application.  The constraint ASSIM

bans heterorganic clusters.221

221  It is argued below that the Marked-Cluster constraints provide an alternative to an RM account of 
assimilation.  Therefore, only RM theories that do not employ Marked-Cluster constraints will be considered 
here. The constraint ASSIM is a cover term for assimilation-motivating constraints in such theories.  
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(113) RMCT Analysis I: SLP Creole

 /si�n-p�/ *{KP}&IDENT{KPT} ASSIM

� (a) si�np� *

 (b) si�mp� *! 

The assimilated candidate (b) violates *{KP}&IDENT{KPT} because [m] violates 

*{KP} (because it is a labial) and is unfaithful to the underlying PoA feature of /n/.  This 

violation blocks the influence of ASSIM, allowing the unassimilated candidate to win. 

 In contrast, the ranking does not (entirely) ban assimilation of dorsals and labials.  

If ASSIM outranks all dorsal- and labial-preserving constraints (i.e. IDENT{K}, IDENT{KP}, 

IDENT{KPT}), labials and dorsals will assimilate to coronals without hindrance, as shown 

in tableau (114). 

(114) RMCT Analysis II

 /ma�m-su/ *{KP}&IDENT{KPT} ASSIM IDENT{KPT} 

 (a) ma�msu  *! 

� (b) ma�nsu   *

The assimilated candidate (b) does not violate *{KP}&IDENT{KPT}: while output 

[n] is unfaithful to input /m/ (thereby violating IDENT{KPT}), it crucially does not violate 

*{KP}.  This allows ASSIM to assign the crucial violation, favouring the assimilated 

candidate (b) over (a). 

 However, there is an empirical problem with the RMCT analysis.  As shown above, 

the ranking || *{KP}&IDENT{KPT} » ASSIM || is necessary, but predicts that /u� pæ�zu/ will 

not assimilate to [umpæ�zu].  The faithful candidate *[u�pæ�zu] is predicted to win under 

this ranking because [umpæ�zu] violates *{KP}&IDENT{KPT}: [m] is both unfaithful and 

violates *{KP}.  In contrast, [u�pæ�zu] violates only *{KP}, so does not incur a violation 

of the conjoined constraint: 

(115) The Problem

 /u� pæ�zu/ *{KP}&IDENT{KPT} ASSIM IDENT{KPT} 

� (a) u�pæ�zu  *

 (b) umpæ�zu *! *

There is no way to avoid this problem in RMCT.  If the conjoined constraint only 

banned unfaithfulness and labials (i.e. IDENT{KPT}&*{P}), then /si�n-ki/ should assimilate 

to *[si��ki].  The only other option is to employ a faithfulness constraint that preserves 

coronals only: i.e. *{KP}&IDENT{T}, but this defeats the purpose entirely: with IDENT{T}, 

the SLP Creole analysis has no need of a conjoined constraint. 

 To give an informal characterization of the problem, the RMCT approach sets a 

markedness threshold on unfaithful elements.  The constraint *{KP}&IDENT{KPT} 

requires unfaithful elements to not be highly marked (i.e. K or P).  However, this is not 

precisely what happens in SLP Creole: rather, the process is that “unfaithful elements must 
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not become more marked.”  Thus, /u� pæ�zu/→[umpæ�zu] is permitted because /�/ has not 

become relatively more marked by turning into [m]. 

 While RMCT does face an empirical problem, the problem is not a general 

property of RM theories as shown by the fact that another Relative Markedness approach – 

McCarthy’s (2002a) Comparative Markedness theory – can successfully deal with SLP 

Creole. 

• Comparative Markedness: McCarthy (2002a)
McCarthy (2002a) proposes a new type of markedness constraint that can be used 

to deal with marked undergoer systems.  The theory is called ‘Comparative Markedness’ 

(CM), a term that characterizes the constraints proposed.  

 CM constraints are violated when two conditions are met: (i) the output form meets 

the constraint’s structural description and (ii) the violation is ‘new’.  A violation is ‘new’ if 

it has no analogue in the fully faithful form.  For example, the CM constraint N*{KP} is 

only violated by candidates that have a dorsal or labial that is not present in the input/fully 

faithful form. 

 For example, the fully faithful candidate from input /si�n-p�/ is [si�np�].  This has 

one violation of the standard *{KP} constraint – i.e. in [p].  However, [si�np�] has no 

violations of N*{KP} – compared to the fully faithful form (i.e. itself), [si�np�] does not 

have any different violations of *{KP}.222

In contrast, the output form [si�mp�] violates *{KP} twice and N*{KP} once.  It 

violates *{KP} twice for obvious reasons – there are two labials in the output.  It violates 

N*{KP} once because there is a violation of *{KP} that is present in [si�mp�] but not in the 

fully faithful form [si�np�].  Importantly, N*{KP} is not violated twice by [si�mp�]: [p] 

does not register a violation because it is not a ‘new’ violation – it has an analogue in the 

fully faithful form.  In effect, then, N*{KP} is penalizing [si�mp�] for introducing a more 

marked element. 

 In short, CM captures the RM theory intuition in a rather straightforward manner.  

N*{KP} is (essentially) violated when an input coronal turns into something more marked.  

Hence, N*{KP} provides a straightforward account of SLP Creole.  The use of N*{KP} to 

account for SLP Creole follows McCarthy’s (2002a) analysis.223

(116) Comparative Markedness I

 /si�n-p�/ N*{KP} ASSIM *{KP} 

� (a) si�np� * *

 (b) si�mp� *! * * 

Candidate (a) is the fully faithful form.  It incurs one violation of *{KP} – i.e. by 

means of [p].  In contrast, *[si�mp�] incurs two violations of *{KP} – one for [m] and one 

222  This is casting the theory in a much simpler way than it really is.  However, for present purposes it is 
accurate enough; the reader should consult McCarthy (2002a) for in-depth discussion. 
223  See McCarthy (2002a:9 and fn.9) for a circular chain shift of attribution. 
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for [p].  Importantly, one of these violations (caused by [m]) is ‘new’ – i.e. it has no 

analogue in the fully faithful form.  This causes a violation of N*{KP}, dooming *[si�mp�].

 Significantly, the Comparative Markedness approach avoids the problem of a 

markedness threshold.  Comparative Markedness constraints do not set a markedness 

threshold on unfaithful elements; instead, they are inherently comparative, assigning a 

violation only if it increases markedness.  So, /u� pæ�zu/→[umpæ�zu] does not incur any 

violations of N*{KP}.  This is because the fully faithful form *[u�pæ�zu] incurs two 

violations of *{KP}, and [umpæ�zu] also incurs two; in other words, [umpæ�zu] is no less 

marked than *[u�pæ�zu] in terms of *{KP}.  This allows ASSIM to rule out the 

unassimilated candidate, as shown in tableau (117). 

(117) Comparative Markedness II

 /u� pæ�zu/ N*{KP} ASSIM *{KP} 

 (a) u�pæ�zu  *! * * * 

� (b) umpæ�zu   * * * 

Interestingly, the stringent form of the markedness constraint N*{KP} is essential to 

the success of this analysis.  If there were two non-stringent constraints N*{K} and N*{P}, 

the analysis would prevent assimilation of non-coronals to other non-coronals.  For 

example, /�p/→[mp] would fatally violate N*{P} and /mk/→[�k] would fatally violate 

N*{K}. 

In short, Comparative Markedness can successfully produce an unmarked 

undergoer system.  The leading idea behind the theory is significantly different from the 

one behind the present approach, though: for Comparative Markedness, coronals do not 

assimilate to non-coronals because the output would be too marked when compared with 

the input.  In the present theory, coronals do not assimilate because they are already 

unmarked enough, so nothing motivates them to assimilate. 

 The focus of the following discussion will henceforward be on Comparative 

Markedness. 

7.7.2.3 Differences and predictions 
While both an RM theory (i.e. CM) and the present approach can deal with the 

marked undergoer system found in SLP Creole, the two approaches differ significantly in 

their predictions about other types of assimilation systems. 

 Three different predictions are identified here.  The first type relates to another 

marked undergoer system that differs minimally from SLP Creole’s: one in which only the 

most marked elements (i.e. dorsals) undergo assimilation.  The present theory can produce 

this type of system, while CM cannot. 

 The second issue relates to a type of system that also differs minimally from SLP 

Creole: one in which a segment cannot assimilate to something more marked.  CM predicts 

such a system to exist, while the present theory does not. 
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 Finally, asymmetries in triggering elements are discussed.  The cluster-markedness 

constraints are argued to be necessary regardless of whether CM constraints exist or not. 

• A Dorsal-Undergoer Language
CM and the present theory differ in regard to predictions about a system in which 

only the most marked PoA – dorsals – undergoes assimilation while coronals and labials 

do not.  Chukchi was argued to be such a system in §7.4.3.1; Harar Oromo is also a 

relevant system: dorsals assimilate while labials do not (§7.4.3.2).  A dorsal-undergoer 

system is illustrated schematically in (118).  

(118) Dorsal-Undergoer System

 (a) Dorsals assimilate  

  /a�pa/ → [ampa] 

  /a�ta/  → [anta] 

 (b) Labials do not assimilate 

  /amka/ → [amka], *[a�ka] 

  /amta/ → [amta], *[anta] 

 (c) Coronals do not assimilate  

  /anka/ → [anka], *[a�ka] 

  /anpa/ → [anpa], *[ampa] 

This type of system presents a difficulty for CM in that dorsals assimilate while the 

less marked labials do not.  The problem involves transitivity of ranking.  The fact that 

dorsals assimilate shows that the assimilation-inducing markedness constraint must 

outrank all faithfulness constraints against dorsals: i.e. || ASSIM » IDENT{K}, IDENT{KP}, 

IDENT{KPT} ||.   

 However, if ASSIM outranks all faithfulness constraints, what prevents coronals and 

labials from assimilating?  CM provides a partial answer in the form of the comparative 

markedness constraints: N*{KP} will block assimilation of coronals to something more 

marked, as shown for SLP Creole.   

 However, labials present a significant difficulty.  While the mapping 

/amka/→*[a�ka] can be blocked by a CM constraint N*{K}, no constraint can block 

/amta/→*[anta].  There is no faithfulness constraint available that can favour [amta] over 

[anta] (because both are equally unfaithful – see ch.6§6), nor can any comparative 

markedness constraint ban /mt/→[nt] since the output is less marked than the fully faithful 

form. 

 This conundrum is a general problem for RM theories.  Since RM theories rely on 

the idea that change to a more marked element is banned, there is no RM-based way to 

prevent a change from a more to a less marked element.   

The only way around the problem is to propose significantly different faithfulness 

constraints and then appeal to a Catalan-style analysis.  If there were a constraint 

IDENT{P}, for example, then IDENT{P} would outrank ASSIM, preventing assimilation.  

Crucially, the faithfulness constraint cannot preserve dorsals as well, otherwise dorsals 

would fail to assimilate.  However, proposing a separate IDENT{P} has a problematic ripple 
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effect throughout the theory of scale-referring faithfulness constraints.  To retain stringent 

faithfulness constraints, all constraints would have to mention P: i.e. IDENT{P}, 

IDENT{PK}, IDENT{PKT}.  This implies that labials are more marked than dorsals.  

Proposing an IDENT{P} constraint then turns into a ‘local’ solution, good only for Chukchi.  

The IDENT{P} approach then faces the exact same problem with systems in which labials 

are the only undergoers (Gunin/Kwini – §7.1) – such systems are predicted to not exist in a 

CM theory with IDENT{P} for the same reasons that Chukchi is predicted not to exist with 

a CM theory with IDENT{K}. 

 In contrast, the present theory can account for dorsal-undergoer systems, as shown 

in §7.4.3.1.  The crucial part of the analysis provided there was that there is some 

markedness constraint that specifically bans dorsal+non-dorsal clusters.  This analysis 

captures the intuition behind the present approach: labials do not assimilate because they 

are already unmarked enough.  Formally, there is no active markedness constraint that bans 

labial+C heterorganic clusters, so labials are never under pressure to assimilate in Chukchi. 

 The implication is that the markedness constraint *{K}{KPT} is necessary 

regardless of whether CM constraints exist or not.  If this is the case, it is a small step to 

assume that there is a constraint *{KP}{KPT}.  However, if this is so, then there is no 

need for a CM analysis of SLP Creole, as shown in §7.4.2. 

 In short, RM theories are too restrictive, banning an attested type of assimilation. 

• Progressive Blocking  
RM theories also predict a type of system that is as yet unknown; the present theory 

does not.  The system is one in which assimilation is blocked only when it would create a 

more marked segment.  This type of system is called a ‘progressive blocking’ system since 

it bans outputs that are progressively more marked.  The system is illustrated in (119). 

(119) Progressive Blocking (PB) Language

 (a) Dorsals assimilate to coronals and labials 

  /a�-pa/ → [amp�]

  /a�-ta/  → [anta] 

 (b) Labials assimilate to coronals, but not dorsals. 

  /am-ka/ → [amka] 

  /am-ta/ → [anta] 

 (c) Coronals do not assimilate at all. 

  /an-ka/ → [anka] 

  /an-pa/ → [anpa] 

In other words, from the scale | dorsal 〉 labial 〉 coronal |, assimilation only takes 

place if the output contains a strictly less marked sound: i.e. /m/→[n], but not to [�].  This 

system differs from SLP Creole: in SLP Creole, only coronals were prevented from 

assimilating; labials could assimilate to the more marked dorsals, and dorsals to labials. 

 This type of system can be produced in the CM theory with the ranking || N*{K}, 

N*{KP} » ASSIM ||.  The input /am-ka/ cannot emerge as *[a�ka] because this form 

introduces a new violation of *{K} (cf fully faithful [amka]), thus fatally violating N*{K}.  
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As with SLP Creole, this ranking does not block the assimilation of labials and dorsals to 

coronals, or dorsals to non-dorsals.  Tableau (120) illustrates this point. 

(120)  

 /amkamta/ N*K ASSIM *K 

 (a) amkamta  * *! *

� (b) amkanta  * *

 (c) a�kanta *! * * * 

In contrast, the present theory cannot produce a Progressive Blocking system.  The 

reason can best explained by returning to the intuition behind the theory: “a segment may 

be exempt from assimilation if it is already adequately unmarked”.  Coronals are very 

unmarked, so they can be exempt from assimilation.  However, when it comes to labials, 

the theory gives one of two choices: either they assimilate or they don’t.  So, if the answer 

to the question “Are labials adequately unmarked?” is positive, then labials cannot 

assimilate at all; if it is negative, then labials will assimilate to both dorsals and labials. 

 To give a formal account of the problem posed by labials, consider the ranking 

needed for assimilation of /am-ta/ to [anta].  Some markedness constraint that bans 

[labial+coronal] clusters (i.e. *{KP}{KPT}) must outrank all faithfulness constraints that 

preserve labials (IDENT{KP}, IDENT{KPT}).   

However, with this ranking nothing prevents labials from assimilating to dorsals.  

To ban labial→dorsal assimilation, some faithfulness constraint that preserves labials (i.e. 

IDENT{KP} or IDENT{KPT}) must outrank all markedness constraints that ban 

labial+dorsal clusters – i.e. *{KP}{x}, *{KPT}{x}, where x is any set of elements.  This 

ranking directly contradicts the one needed for labial→coronal assimilation.  This result 

relates to a general prediction made by the present theory (discussed in §6.3): if x
assimilates to y, then x assimilates to z, where z is more marked than y.

In contrast, the present theory can produce the SLP Creole system because it is not 

a progressive markedness system: all segments that fail to assimilate before some other 

segment do not assimilate at all (i.e. /n/). 

So far, no progressive blocking system has been reported.  This fact does not weigh 

in favour of either theory at this point, though, since very few marked-undergoer systems 

���� ���� ����	�
��� �	 ��� �
 ������� ������ ��	���� � ������ ����� ��� ���	

extensively in this chapter).  However, it is notable that the predictions of RM and the 

present theory are different, and thus will ultimately provide a way to tell which is more 

empirically adequate. 

• Triggering
CM and the present theory make significantly different predictions regarding the 

elements that trigger assimilation.  Specifically, with only a markedness constraint like 

ASSIM, CM predicts that there is no system that is the exact opposite of Progressive 

Blocking: where a segment will only assimilate to something more marked.  Interestingly 
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enough, such a system has already been identified in Korean (sec.7.5.2), repeated briefly in 

(121). 

(121) Korean: A progressively more marked system

 (a) coronals assimilates to labials and dorsals 

  /an pa�/ →[ampa�]

  /han ka�/ → [ha�ka�]

 (b) labials assimilate to dorsals but not coronals 

  /kamki/ → [ka�ki] 

  /sum-ta/ → [sumta], *[sunta] 

 (c) dorsals do not assimilate  

  /pa� pota/ → [pa�pota], *[pampota] 

  /ik ta/  → [ikta], *[itta] 

Without any other markedness constraint, CM constraints cannot produce the 

Korean system.  In fact, it runs exactly counter to what is expected under CM: elements 

only assimilate if they become more marked, not less.

 Section 7.5.2 showed that the present theory can account for Korean.  However, it 

crucially relied on an ‘asymmetric’ assimilation constraint *{KPT}{K}.  This constraint 

requires assimilation to dorsals, and is based on the idea that more marked elements 

promote greater assimilation.   

 Given the necessity of *{KPT}{K}, a ‘plausibility’ argument for the current theory 

will be made here.  If even the CM theory needs asymmetric assimilation constraints like 

*{KPT}{K} to deal with Korean, then there is no a priori objection to a constraint such as 

*{K}{KPT} for Chukchi (or *{KP}{KPT} for SLP Creole).  If this is the case, then there 

is then no need for CM constraints to produce marked undergoer systems.   

7.7.2.4 Conclusions 
To conclude, RM theories do not provide a full account of undergoer systems in 

assimilation.  While RM theories can potentially deal with certain types of marked 

undergoer system (i.e. one in which the least marked element of a scale fails to undergo 

assimilation – Mekkan Arabic, SLP Creole), they cannot account for other attested types 

(i.e. where only the most marked element of a >2-step scale is an undergoer).  Moreover, 

they predict the existence of an otherwise unattested system in which only assimilation to a 

more strictly marked element is blocked.  Finally, the Comparative Markedness theory 

does not account for asymmetries in triggering effects, as found in Korean. 

 In contrast, the Marked-Cluster theory accounts for all attested marked assimilation 

patterns as well as triggering.  It also predicts that the unattested ‘Progressive Marked’ type 

of system cannot exist. 

 So, the asymmetric assimilation constraints are needed independently of RM 

theories.  Currently known cases of asymmetries in undergoers therefore provide no 

evidence that exclusively supports Comparative Markedness constraints. 
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 This result supports the intuition behind the present theory’s approach to SLP 

Creole: coronals do not undergo assimilation because they are already adequately 

unmarked; there is no evidence that the difference between input and output markedness is 

taken into account in PoA assimilation.   
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Majority Rule effects, discussed in §7.7.3. 

McCarthy argues that Comparative Markedness can also be used to deal with types 

of opacity, derived environment effects, non-iterating processes, and non-structure-

preserving coalescence.  While RM theories may have application in other domains, the 

argument presented here is simply that they cannot adequately deal with the range of 

attested assimilation patterns, and that the Marked-Cluster constraints are necessary 

regardless of RM constraints. 

7.7.3 Majority Rule 
Lombardi (1996, 1999) identified a problem that is relevant to the faithfulness 

proposals raised here.  IDENT[±voice] can ensure that the voicing value that is prevalent in 

the input is preserved in assimilation.  In such a system, because there are two [+voice] 

segments in /�bt/ and only one [-voice] one, the output will be [�bd]; in contrast, there are 

more [-voice] in /�pt/ than [+voice] ones, so the output cluster will be [−voice]: [kpt].  In 

other words, whichever input feature value is in the majority appears in the output, hence 
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– there is no attested assimilation pattern like the one just described.  Therefore, the 

Majority Rule issue is significant for the proposals here.  As one of the consequences of 

the proposals in this Part is that there are faithfulness constraints that preserve more than 

one value of a feature, and such constraints produce Majority Rule effects, it is necessary 

to make some comment on the present theory’s proposals and Majority Rules.  

The fol�����	 ���������� ���� � ��	�������
 ��
 
� ��������� "#$$$��& ���� ��

the Majority Rule problem.  I conclude that (a) there is little empirical support for the 

claim that Majority Rules do not exist, and (b) the Majority Rule problem – if it does exist 

– must be solved without rejecting the existence of faithfulness constraints that preserve 

two or more feature values. 

Section 7.7.3.1 discusses the Majority Rule problem in more detail, and generalizes 

it to coalescence as well.  Section 7.7.3.2 identifies the rankings for Majority Rule effects, 

and section 7.7.3.2 discusses some solutions. 
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7.7.3.1 The empirical generalization 

 Before  discussing the ranking that produces the Majority Rule effects, it is 

necessary to discuss whether Majority Rule effects ever have the opportunity to arise.  I 

��� ��� ������ �	 
��	���� ��������� ��������	� 	� ���� �	��� �	 � ��	�� ��� ��������

passage here. 

(122) “In order to garner any evidence from actual alternations, a language must at least 

have obstruent-final items, suffixes consisting of nothing other than an obstruent 

(or obstruents), and the ability to tolerate the resulting tautosyllabic obstruent 

cluster — each a taller order than the last.  Indeed, even when such a language is in 

evidence, as in the case of Yiddish, there are insufficient data to truly see the full 

range of possibilities.  I have no doubt that Lombardi is right in her suspicion that 

no language could have the equivalent of ‘majority rule,’ but it would seem that this 

is not really possible to know for sure. 

Other assimilation processes do not seem to offer any solace.” 


��	�� ���������

�	����� 
��	�� ���� !	�� 	� �	 ��!�� ���� �	�-local assimilation – i.e. harmony 

– does provide relevant situations.  For example, if all vowels in a word must agree in 

[ATR], then a Majority Rule for ATR harmony would require a word with more +ATR 

input vowels than –ATR ones to surface with all +ATR vowels, while the opposite input 

situation would produce an entirely –ATR output.  One issue this proposal raises is 

whether local assimilation and harmony are similar enough, formally speaking, so that the 

Majority Rule problem for harmony systems is not mitigated by incidental factors, such as 

the form of the markedness constraints that trigger th� ��	����" 
��	�� ������ ��

assumes that AGREE constraints trigger both local assimilation and harmony, so the 

Majority Rule arises in the same way for both processes in this system.  It is imaginable, 

though, that the form of harmony-triggering markedness constraints may reduce the 

Majority Rule problem, though pursuing this ill-defined thought would be tangential to this 

discussion. 

 In any case, the Majority Rule problem also potentially arises outside of 

assimilation – in coalescence.  In the following discussion, I will assume that the reader 

has examined chapter 8, so as to avoid duplication of material here. 

 In coalescence, input elements fuse into a single output segment.  In formal terms, 

two or more input segments may correspond to a single output one.  So, /k1d2/ may 

coalesce to form [�1,2].  The Majority rule problem can arise in cases where three or more 

elements coalesce.  In a Majority Rule-controlled coalescence, /�1b’2t3/ would coalesce to 

[d’1,2,3], preserving the [+voice] specification because more input elements are [+voice].  In 

contrast, /�1p’2t3/ would surface as [t’1,2,3].  Again, the constraint IDENT[±voice] would be 

responsible for this outcome. 

 However, clear cases of coalescence are hard to find, and cases involving three 

separa�� ��!#���� ��� ���� �����" $����������� %��� – discussed in ch.8§8.5.2.4 – presents 

the right context for a Majority Rule coalescence to occur: it coalesces three elements into 
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one (e.g. /sak1-�2-t3i/ → [sak�h1,2,3i] ‘be able+aorist+3p.sg.’.  In this particular case, though, 

the marked dorsal feature always survives – there is no Majority Rule effect.  So, while it 

is possible for coalescence to provide the opportunity for a Majority Rule to occur, finding 

enough relevant cases to determine whether Majority Rules do or do not exist in 

coalescence will prove to be a significant challenge. 

To summarize, it is not obvious that Majority Rule effects are impossible.  While 

there is some intuitive validity to such a claim, a much wider range of appropriate data is 

needed before any claim can be made about the existence of Majority Rules.  Even so, the 

following sections will assume that Majority Rules cannot exist, and determine their 

relevance to the present theory. 

7.7.3.2 Rankings 
The Majority Rule ranking is provided in (123); it is based on Lombardi (1996, 

����� ��� ���	
�� ��������� �	� �	���������� � ��� �	��������� ����	����� �� ���� �������

rather than those in the works cited. 

(123) 

 /�bt/ *{±vd±vd} IDENT[±vd] ONSET-IDENT[±vd] *[+vd] 

 (a) �b.t *! * * 

� (b) �b.d  * * * * * 

 (c) kp.t  * *! 

Candidate (a) is eliminated because the cluster [bt] disagrees in voicing.  Of the two 

remaining candidates, (b) wins because it preserves the most input values.  The tableau 

shows that ONSET-IDENT[±vd] must be dominated by IDENT[±vd], otherwise the underlying 

voicing of the onset consonant will determine the outcome.  Similarly, IDENT[±vd] must 

outrank the markedness constraint *[+vd], otherwise the voiceless candidate will always 

win, regardless of the outcome (see ch.8§8.3.1 for an example of the opposite ranking).   

One further ranking not shown in the tableau above relates to IDENT[+vd] – this 

must be dominated by IDENT[±vd] otherwise the output will always be voiced (i.e. even 

/kpd/ would surface as [���]).

To complete the picture, tableau (124) shows how the ranking produces /�pt/ →
[kpt] rather than *[�bd]. 

(124) 

 /�pt/ *{±vd±vd} IDENT[±vd] ONSET-IDENT[±vd] *[+vd] 

 (a) �p.t *! * * 

 (b) �b.d  * *! * * * * 

� (c) kp.t  * 
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Majority rule problem as the constraint IDENT[±vd].  This constraint penalizes 

unfaithfulness in a gradient fashion: the more unfaithful segments, the more violations.  

This gradience effectively favours candidates that differ as little from the input, so 

favouring assimilations that cause the least number of changes. 

Another crucial property is that this constraint preserves more than one feature 

value – i.e. both + and −.  If it only preserved one value (e.g. IDENT[+vd]), there would be 

no Majority Rule effect – the output would always preserve the value specified.  In other 

words, for Majority Rule effects to exist, it is crucial that some faithfulness constraint 

conflates two or more values of a feature in terms of faithfulness – i.e. unfaithfulness to 

either feature value incurs equal violations. 

Of course, Majority Rules could in principle exist for all features, including Place 

of Articulation, nasality, vowel features, and so on.  For example, the faithfulness 

constraint IDENT{KP} could result in a PoA assimilation that makes /akbka/ → [ak�ka] and 

/ap�pa/ → [apbpa], where the output cluster’s PoA is the same as the majority of the input 

segments (although such a PoA assimilation seems unlikely to exist). 

To generalize over the preceding discussion, existence of IDENT constraints that 

preserve more than one value of a feature result in Majority Rule effects.  Therefore, 

Majority Rules pose a problem for the present theory (with the empirical caveats discussed 

in the preceding section). 

7.7.3.3 Solutions 
 The aim of this subsection is to identify some methods of avoiding the Majority 

Rule problem, and discuss their effectiveness and relation to the present theory.  �������

(1998b§2) discusses two solutions, suggested by Lombardi (1999); one involves redefining 

IDENT constraints so that they are evaluated non-gradiently in relevant environments, and 

another relies on MAX-������� ������������ ������� ����� ���� ������r of these results is 

satisfactory; for discussion of the MAX-feature solution, see ch.6§6.4.2.  Other solutions 

will be discussed here. 

• Privativity
Since IDENT[±voice] is the problem, one obvious step would be to eliminate it.  

Two different theories provide this result.  One is the notion that features are privative.  If 

[voice] is a privative feature, there can be no faithfulness to [-voice], so there can be no 

constraint that preserves both values of [voice] equally.  The problem with this approach is 

that faithfulness to [-voice] is demonstrably necessary in some cases.  For example, 

Lombardi (1999) shows that [-voice] is explicitly preserved in Swedish assimilation (also 

see ch.8§8.3.1 and Wetzels & Mascaró 2001).  Chapter 8 also provides examples where [-

voice] survives in coalescence.  Moreover, this type of solution only works for binary 

scales and features.  For PoA, there must be faithfulness constraints that explicitly preserve 

both dorsal and labial values because coronal (or glottal) is the unmarked (i.e. unspecified) 

value (see ch.6).  However, a constraint like IDENT{KP} also results in Majority Rule 

effects, as discussed above. 
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• Single-value IDENT
Another alternative follows from proposals by Pater (1996, 1999) and McCarthy & 

Prince (1995, 1997): there are two different constraints IDENT[+voice] and IDENT[-voice].  

Neither constraint preserves both values of [voice] at the same time.  However, there is 

evidence that this type of theory is not rich enough – constraints that preserve both (or 

several) values of the same feature are necessary.  This same point is made by Lombardi 

������ ����� ��	 
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similar point for ATR harmony systems and the equivalent constraint IDENT[±ATR].  More 

generally, chapter 8 is devoted to showing that types of coalescence in which the unmarked 

value survives require faithfulness constraints that preserve different values equally, for 

voicing, PoA, and other features. 

• ��������	 	�
����

The conclusi�� ���� ��� ��	
�		��� ���� 
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that faithfulness constraints that preserve more than one value of a feature are necessary.  

However, such constraints produce Majority Rule effects.  This requires any solution to the 

Majority Rule problem to not derive from the form of faithfulness constraints. 

�������	 ��������� ������	 ��	� 	�
� � 	�������� ��	
�		�� �� ����� � !� �����	

the local conjunction of a faithfulness and markedness constraint, which universally 

outranks their conjuncts.  For the voicing assimilation case, *[+voice]&IDENT[±voice] 

outranks *[+voice] and IDENT[±voice], so ensuring that assimilation will never produce 

more marked segments (unless onset-specific faithfulness interferes).  The tableau below 

shows how the conjoined constraint blocks voicing assimilation of /�pd/ to [�bd]: 

(125) 

 /�pd/ *[+voice]&IDENT[±voice] IDENT[±voice] *[+voice] 

 (a) �bd *! * * * 

� (b) kpt  * * 

The constraint *[+voice]&IDENT[±voice] penalizes candidate (a) because /p/ is 

unfaithful to its input [voice] specification in [b] and is the marked value [+voice].  In 

contrast, no segment in (b) is both unfaithful and marked: /�/ and /d/ are the unmarked [-

voice].  In short, this solution allows faithfulness constraints to preserve multiple values of 

a single feature, while eliminating Majority Rules. 

"�#���������$� ��� ��������� 	������� �	 ��� �������$ 
��������� %��� ��� ���	���

theory, and perhaps with scales that have three or more values.  For example, the present 

theory’s constraints in locally conjoined terms would allow *{KP}&IDENT{KPT}, 

penalizing segments that are both unfaithful and are highly marked.  Unfortunately, in 

clusters consisting solely of dorsals and labials, the Majority rule problem again appears 

for PoA: e.g. /m�p/ → [mbp] and /�p�/ → [�k�]. 
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(126) 

 /m�p/ *{KPT}{KPT} *{KP}&IDENT{KPT} 

 (a) m�p *! 

� (b) mbp  * 

 (c) ��k  * *! 

(127) 

 /�bk/ *{KPT}{KPT} *{KP}&IDENT{KPT} 

 (a) �bk *! 

 (b) mbp  * *! 

� (c) ��k  * 

The problem is that *{KP}&IDENT{KPT} effectively preserves more than one feature (or, 

rather, equally penalizes unfaithfulness to two different feature values).  However, without 

*{KP}&IDENT{KPT} there would be no way – in the present theory – to prevent Majority 

Rule problems involving coronals and non-coronals. 

 In short, a number of aspects of the Majority Rule problem – and whether there 

even is such a problem – seem unresolved.  The empirical extent of the Majority Rule 

problem is not clear, and the most successful solution – ��������	 
������� – is not 

entirely compatible with the present theory in regard to multi-valued features/scales.   

7.7.4 Symmetric and Asymmetric IDENT
 For the most part, the IDENT constraints used in this Part have referred to the 

Input→Output dimension.  In this sense, they are ‘asymmetric’, a term introduced by Pater 

(1996, 1999): IO-IDENT{K} assigns a violation to /k/→[t] but not to /t/→[k].  In contrast, 

�������� � ������ 
����� ��� ������� 
������ ���� �����	�� ���� IDENT constraints 

should be symmetric, at least along the Input and Output dimensions.  So, IDENT{K} would 

assign a violation both to /k/→[t] and /t/→[k]. 

 This section discusses the relation of the present theory to symmetricity.  It 

concludes that the present theory is ‘weakly asymmetric’, having both symmetric and 

asymmetric constraints. 

• Weak and strong asymmetricity
The debate between asymmetric and symmetric IDENT constraints relates to the 

values to which the constraints refer.  For example, there is no practical difference between 

IO-IDENT and OI-IDENT constraints if they preserve all values of a feature.  More 

concretely, the constraints IO-IDENT[±voice] and OI-IDENT[±voice] are formally different: 

the former requires input [voice] features to be preserved in the output, while the latter 

requires output [voice] features to be the same in the input.  However, both constraints 

assign the same violations: i.e. to /b/→[p] and /p/→[b].  For IDENT constraints that preserve 

to all values of a certain feature, then, the debate over symmetric and asymmetric 

formulation is irrelevant. 
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However, there is a significant difference between asymmetric and symmetric 

IDENT constraints that preserve only a subset of a feature’s values.  For example, the 

asymmetric constraints IO-IDENT[+voice] and OI-IDENT[+voice] assign distinct violations.  

IO-IDENT[+voice] assigns a violation to /b/→[p], but not to /p/→[b].  While OI-

IDENT[+voice] assigns a violation to /p/→[b], but not to /b/→[p].  A symmetric IDENT

constraint would assign a violation to both /b/→[p] and /p/→[b]. 

 In terms of the labels ‘symmetric’ and ‘asymmetric’ for IDENT constraints, two 

types of asymmetric theory may be identified.  One type is ‘strongly’ asymmetric: there is 

no pair of IDENT constraints IO-IDENT and OI-IDENT that assign exactly the same 

violations.  This type of theory would therefore admit constraints like IDENT[+voice] and 

IDENT[-voice], but ban constraints like IDENT[±voice].   

A weakly asymmetric theory allows (some) some asymmetric constraints (e.g. 

IDENT[+voice], but does not ban constraints with a symmetric effect (e.g. IDENT[±voice]).  

The present ‘marked-faithfulness’ theory is therefore weakly asymmetric.  For every 

feature f, it allows ‘asymmetric’ IDENT constraints IDENT[mf], where m is a marked value 

of f, and the ‘symmetric’ constraint IDENT[{m,u}f], where {m,u} range over all marked and 

unmarked values of f.   

• The need for asymmetric IDENT
Pater (1996, 1999) argues that asymmetric IDENT constraints are necessary; 

specifically IO-IDENT[+nasal] is used to prevent denasalization (/nt/→[tt]), while OI-

IDENT[+nasal] prevents nasal substitution (i.e. /n1t2/ → [nn]/[n1,2]).

The cases in this chapter provide further evidence that asymmetric IDENT 

constraints are necessary.  As shown in section 7.2, Catalan prevents dorsals and labials 

from assimilating: i.e. /mt/ → [mt], *[nt]; /�t/ → [�t], *[nt].  However, it does not prevent 

coronals from becoming labial or dorsal: /np/ → [mp], /nk/ → [�k].  These facts follow 

straightforwardly by using the asymmetric IO-IDENT{KP}: this constraint prevents input 

dorsals and labials from being unfaithful in the output (i.e. */mt/ → [nt]), but does not 

prevent output dorsals and labials from having unfaithful input correspondents (i.e. �/nt/ 

→ [mt]). 

In contrast, a symmetric IDENT constraint would both prevent dorsals and labials 

from undergoing assimilation, and prevent other segments from becoming dorsals and 

labials.  More generally, a symmetric IDENT theory predicts that if x is prevented from 

assimilating, no y can assimilate to x.  For example, if dorsals cannot assimilate, then no 

segment can become a dorsal through assimilation.  As the studies in this chapter show, 

this prediction is too strong. 

• Symmetric constraints
On the other hand, Catalan-type systems do not show that IDENT constraints must 

be strongly asymmetric.  Nothing prevents a constraint like IO-IDENT{KPT�} from 

existing, which is identical in its function to OI-IDENT{KPT�}.  In fact, ch.8 provides 

evidence that such constraints are necessary, crucially allowing faithfulness ‘conflation’.  

�����������	 
����� ������� ������ ���� ������������� ���������� IDENT constraints 

provide a more adequate explanation of [�]~∅ alternations in Eastern Massachusetts 
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English.  These proposals support the idea that an IDENT theory must be weakly 

asymmetric. 

• OI-IDENT 
The bifurcation of IDENT constraints into Input→Output and Output→Input 

versions raises an important issue: if OI-IDENT constraints do exist, do they pose any threat 

to the empirical generalizations made in this and the other chapters in this Part? 

The answer is “no”, and follows primarily from the fact that faithfulness constraints 

can only refer to marked feature values in the present theory.  A constraint such as OI-

IDENT[αf] effectively prevents an input segment’s f-value from becoming α.  Since α is 

always a marked value in the present theory, OI-IDENT constraints will always militate 

against features taking on a marked value.  For example, OI-IDENT{K} prevents segments 

from becoming dorsals: it blocks /anka/ → [a�ka] (but not /a�ta/→[anta]).  So, OI-IDENT

constraints in the present theory effectively prevent outputs from becoming more marked, 

playing a similar role to markedness constraints. 

Importantly, the present theory does not allow IDENT constraints that refer to 

unmarked values.  For example, there can be no constraint OI-IDENT{T}.  This constraint 

effectively prevents segments from taking on the less marked coronal feature: e.g. /a�ta/ →
*[anta]; cf /anka/ → [a�ka].  The constraint OI-IDENT{T} has undesirable effects for both 

neutralization and assimilation.  For example, it can produce neutralization to more marked 

elements, as shown in tableau (128). 

(128) 

 /ak/ OI-IDENT{T} *{K} IO-IDENT{K}

 (a) ak   *! 

� (b) ap   *

 (c) at *! *

OI-IDENT{T} effectively prevents neutralization to the least marked element [t], 

forcing segments to neutralize to the next least marked segment – [p].  As discussed in 

ch.6§6.6.1, this type of neutralization is unattested. 

 In contrast, a constraint like OI-IDENT{K} has no pathological effects.  It can 

prevent neutralization to more marked segments (i.e. /ap/→[ak]) – a result which is highly 

desirable. 

While OI-IDENT constraints are not clearly undesirable, the need for their existence 

is still controversial.  Pater (1996, 1999) and Gnanadesikan (1997) provide relevant 

arguments.   

However, there is some reason to be cautious: OI-IDENT constraints predict effects 

that run counter to the predictions for triggering elements identified in §7.5.4.  These 

effects follow from the fact that OI constraints can set a threshold on the markedness 

produced by assimilation (much like RM theories – see §7.7.2).  For example, OI-

IDENT{K} can prevent assimilation to dorsals: /anka/ → [a�ka] is violated by this 

constraint.  In a language where OI-IDENT{K} outranks all marked-cluster constraints, 
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then, assimilation will only take place if the result produces labials or coronals.  In other 

words, only labials and coronals will trigger assimilation. 

(129) 

 /ankanpa/ OI-IDENT{K} *{KPT}{KPT}

 (a) ankanpa  * *! 

 (b) a�kampa *! 

� (c) ankampa  * 

If OI-IDENT{KP} were ranked in the same position, it would prevent segments from 

assimilating to labials and dorsals. 

 The problem with these results is that there seems to be an implicational 

relationship in assimilation triggers: if x forces y to assimilate, then all z that are more 

marked than x also force y to assimilate (see (86)).  So, if labials force preceding segments 

to assimilate, then so do dorsals.  With OI-IDENT{K} ranked appropriately high, this 

generalization is reversed: labials trigger assimilation in this language while dorsals do not. 

 Therefore, the existence of marked-OI-faithfulness constraints may introduce 

undesirable effects into the typology of assimilation patterns.  Further typological research 

into triggering effects will reveal whether this is a well-founded concern.  For the moment, 

I merely identify it as a point of concern. 

7.8 Summary and empirical implications 
This chapter had two aims.  One was to show that constraints that preserve only 

marked elements – marked-faithfulness constraints – are necessary.  The other was to show 

that all other faithfulness constraints are unnecessary.  Sections 7.2-7.3 were devoted to the 

first aim, and sections 7.4-7.7 argued for the second proposal. 

• The need for marked-faithfulness
Evidence that marked-faithfulness constraints are essential was provided by 

systems in which only unmarked elements undergo assimilation.  For example, only 

coronals undergo assimilation in Catalan: /son b�us/→[som b�us], cf [som docils], [ti� pa].   

This pattern was argued to result from the blocking effect of the marked-

faithfulness constraints.  Because marked-faithfulness constraints can preserve more 

marked elements without preserving less marked ones, they can prevent the marked dorsals 

and labials from assimilating.  The ranking is provided for the hypothetical form 

/ankamka/ in tableau (130). 

(130)  

 /ankamka/ IDENT{KP} *{KPT}{KPT} IDENT{KPT} 

 (a) ankamka  * *! 

� (b) a�kamka  * *

 (c) a�ka�ka *! * * 
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The faithful candidate (a) has too many heterorganic clusters [nk mk] – so violating 

*{KPT}{KPT} twice – compared with the winning form (b).  In contrast, the fully 

assimilated candidate (c) is fatally unfaithful to an underlying labial specification: /m/ is 

converted into [n] on the surface.  In this way, IDENT{KP} blocks assimilation of marked 

elements, but places no restrictions on less marked elements so allowing candidate (b), 

with assimilation of the coronal, to win. 

 Section 7.3 was devoted to showing why no alternative analyses of ‘unmarked-

undergoer’ systems could work.   

• No need for other faithfulness constraints
Sections 7.4-7.6 were devoted to showing that only marked-faithfulness constraints 

are necessary.  Specifically, there is no need for constraints like IDENT{T} or IDENT{PT}; 

these both preserve less marked elements without preserving more marked ones. 

A challenge for this proposal appears in systems in which only marked elements 

undergo assimilation: the opposite of Catalan.  For example, /n/ fails to assimilate in Sri 

Lankan Portuguese Creole (/si�n-p�/ → [si�np�], *[si�mp�]), while labials and dorsals do 

(e.g. /ma�m-ki/ → [ma��ki], /mi�ti�-su/ → [mi�tinsu]).   

The sections argued that the failure of coronals to assimilate in SLP Creole is not 

due to the fact that they are preserved above all other elements; such an analysis would 

require the unmarked-faithfulness constraint IDENT{T}.  Instead, coronals do not undergo 

assimilation in SLP Creole because they are already adequately unmarked.  This idea was 

formally expressed in a set of constraints that militate against heterorganic clusters.  The 

most important characteristic of this constraint is that they assigned different types of 

cluster different violations.  The net result is that clusters with more marked components 

are more marked than those with less marked components.  This was used to explain why 

labials and dorsals undergo assimilation in SLP Creole: the faithful clusters [mk] and [�s] 

are too marked, violating the constraint *{KP}{KPT}.  In contrast, the heterorganic cluster 

[np] is relatively less marked – it does not violate *{KP}{KPT}. 

 At this point, the Marked-Cluster constraints had been shown to provide an 

alternative to the unmarked-faithfulness constraints, but no reason had been given that one 

approach was necessarily more desirable than the other. 

 Accordingly, sections 7.5 and 7.6 were devoted to showing why the Marked-

Cluster constraints are independently necessary.  Section 7.5 dealt with systems in which 

only a subset of elements triggers heterorganicity-avoidance.  Section 7.6 focused on 

languages with medial PoA neutralization and no final neutralization.  The Marked-Cluster 

constraints were argued to be essential in accounting for these cases.   

 So, sections 7.5 and 7.6 showed that the Marked-Cluster constraints are 

independently necessary.  There is therefore no need for the unmarked-faithfulness 

constraints, a conclusion also made in chapter 6. 

• Eliminating unmarked-faithfulness
 It would be ideal if unmarked-faithfulness constraints could be shown to make 

undesirable typological predictions, rather than simply be redundant.  However, there are 
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few effects that are not subsumed by markedness constraints.  Of the cases considered so 

far, one difference identified relates to multiple-method systems.  With a constraint 

IDENT{T}, there could be a system in which coronal+C clusters are eliminated by 

epenthesis, while non-coronals assimilate: i.e. /am+ka/ → [a�ka], /an+ka/ → [anaka]; this 

system is the opposite to Ponapean’s.  In this system, IDENT{T} would prevent coronals 

from assimilating, so forcing the less desirable method of epenthesis to apply.  Without a 

constraint that specifically preserves coronals, there is no way to produce such a system.  

More generally, in all multiple-method systems in which assimilation is employed, the 

present theory predicts that the least marked undergoers should assimilate; this prediction 

only holds if there are no unmarked-faithfulness constraints. 

 Unfortunately, the rarity of multiple-method systems precludes any conclusion 

about the validity of the prediction made by the present theory.  Pending future discoveries 

in this area (or lack of them), it can be provisionally concluded that unmarked-faithfulness 

constraints are unnecessary, and that they should therefore be eliminated from the theory. 

7.8.1 Implications for markedness 
 At first glance, the typological results of this chapter may seem to render any 

notion of markedness irrelevant to assimilation.  After all, almost every imaginable set of 

PoAs can be undergoers of assimilation (or heterorganicity-avoidance in general), as 

shown in Table 7.16.  For the sake of brevity only two languages at most are given for 

each language type.  The sections indicated contain other examples. 

 Table 7.16: Typology of undergoers of assimilaton

 K P T Language
� � � Diola Fogny (J.Sapir 1965) 

� � Sri Lankan Portuguese Creole (§7.4.1), Nunggubuyu (§7.4.4) 

� � Harar Oromo (§7.4.3.2) 

� � NBA Inuktitut (§7.2.2), (Korean – §7.5.2) 

� Catalan (§7.2.1), Yamphu (§7.2.2) 

� Gunin/Kwini (see below) 

� Chukchi, Uradhi (§7.4.3.1) 

Southern Sierra Miwok (§7.6.2.2), 

A check � in a column indicates that segments with the underlying PoA indicated 

(K=dorsal, P=labial, T=coronal) undergo assimilation.  Shaded boxes indicate that 

segments with the underlying PoA indicated do not assimilate. 

 As shown, every possible system is attested.  Glottals were left out of the table 

because they are rarely available for assimilation (for incidental reasons – they are often 

excluded in the relevant positions – see ch.6).  Section §7.2.2 provides relevant discussion. 

The only system in the typology not discussed in the text is Gunin (McGregor 

1993).  In this language, both coronals and dorsals can appear in heterorganic clusters [nb 

nd n� �b], but labials cannot: [*md m�].  This system is a combination of NBA Inuktitut, 
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with IDENT{K} preserving dorsals, and SLP Creole, where *{KP}{KPT} only motivates 

assimilation of marked categories. 

 Although it seems that undergoers tell us nothing about markedness – since every 

imaginable system is attested – the preceding sections have argued that there are two 

distinct types of language in the table.  One comes about by having marked-faithfulness 

constraints outrank all anti-heterorganic constraints (e.g. Catalan, N.B.A.Inuktitut).  The 

other type owes its existence to the form of the cluster-markedness constraints (e.g. SLP 

Creole and Chukchi).  Languages such as Harar Oromo and Gunin owe their structure to a 

mixture of both conditions.  In short, although every option in the table above is filled, the 

formal apparatus for the different types of language is far from unified – some systems 

depend on marked-faithfulness constraints while others rely on the form of the cluster-

markedness constraints. 

• Triggers
In contrast to the undergoer typology, the theory proposed in this chapter predicts 

that only marked elements can trigger heterorganicity-avoidance, agreeing with 

observations by Mohanan (1993:75,76) and Jun (1995:71,78).  For example, only labials 

and dorsals trigger deletion in heterorganic clusters in Attic Greek, and only dorsals trigger 

assimilation in Korean.  I have found no language in which only coronals are triggers (i.e. 

/apta/ → [ata], /apka/ → [apka]).  This prediction follows from the nature of the 

markedness constraints: the cluster-constraints all favour clusters with less marked 

elements over clusters with more marked elements.  For example, [kp] harmonically 

bounds [pt] in terms of the cluster constraints, as does [tk] for [tp].  Since only the most 

marked clusters can be avoided through markedness constraints, there is no system in 

which only [Ct] clusters are avoided – such a system would require a markedness 

constraint that only targeted coronals. 

The present theory also predicts that there is no relation between which elements 

trigger assimilation and which ones undergo it.  The languages examined in previous 

sections indicate that this prediction is borne out.  Coronals undergo deletion in Attic 

Greek, but they do not trigger it; dorsals trigger assimilation in Catalan, but they do not 

undergo it.  The lack of a relation between undergoers and triggers ultimately derives from 

the form of the cluster-constraints.  One can conceive of the markedness constraints as 

essentially having the form *{undergoers}{triggers}, given systems in which the leftmost 

element undergoes the process and the rightmost one triggers it.  The independence of the 

two sets follows from the fact that there is a constraint for every combination of possible 

PoA sets.  In short, undergoers are affected by both markedness and faithfulness, while 

triggers are only affected by markedness.  Therein lie the differences in their markedness 

behaviour. 

• Voice
While the focus of this section has been on place of articulation, the present theory 

extends to other scales as well (e.g. the obstruent voicing scale – sec.3.1.3, 5.3).  The 

prediction of the present theory is that blocking effects analogous to those found with PoA 

assimilation should be found with other scales.  For the voice scale this is borne out: the 
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marked [+voice] value does not assimilate in some languages (sec.3.1.3).224  There are also 

cases of voice assimilation in which only [+voice] assimilates, analogous to SLP Creole’s 

assimilation of dorsals and labials only (sec.5.3).  This fact suggests that the markedness 

approach to PoA assimilation presented in §2 can and should be generalized to other 

scales. 

7.8.2 Extending the theory: Where to go from here 
The primary aim of this chapter was to provide evidence for marked faithfulness 

constraints.  So, constraints were only proposed and examined insofar as they were 

relevant to this goal.  The most significant of these were the constraints proposed for 

dealing with heterorganic consonant clusters – the Marked-Cluster constraints.  These 

constraints raise questions that are outside the scope of this chapter’s aims.  Several major 

ones will be discussed here. 

The marked-Cluster constraints used in this chapter do not mention constituency.  

So, *{KPT}{KPT} bans heterorganic clusters in all positions, whether they be 

heterosyllabic or tautosyllabic.  Since this issue was not particularly relevant to the point of 

this chapter, it was not addressed above.  I also did not discuss differences depending on 

manner of articulation: in some languages heterorganic stop clusters are tolerated, while 

nasals must be homorganic (Jun 1995:77) (but see sec.6.2.1) 

 It is possible that the Marked-Cluster constraints need to be enhanced or increased 

to deal with these issues.  However, an alternative is that the form of markedness 

constraints is adequate, and that constituency-related effects result from the form of 

faithfulness constraints.  If faithfulness constraints require preservation of onset elements, 

for example, they could block assimilation in onsets while allowing codas to assimilate.  

Thus, heterosyllabic clusters would not assimilate while tautosyllabic ones would, 

obviating the need for separate hetero- and tautosyllabic versions of the markedness 

constraints.  This issue is left to further research.  The only concern of this chapter is that 

there are markedness constraints that favour certain heterorganic clusters over others. 

7.8.3 Harmony and marked-faithfulness 
The focus of this chapter has been on PoA assimilation, with frequent mention of 

voice assimilation.  Only brief mention of the predictions of the present theory for other 

types of assimilation and harmony systems is given here (for recent work on harmony 

������ ��� 	

 ��� ����� ������� ������ ����
� ������

 The marked-faithfulness constraints predict that marked elements may be exempt 

from processes that harmonize other features (e.g. [nasal], [ATR], [round], [back]).  For 

224  Lombardi (1995) proposes that there are differences between PoA and voice in terms of possible methods 
of avoidance,   deriving the differences partly from representational distinctions and partly from faithfulness 
constraint differences.  In her approach, there is no feature [�voice], and MAX constraints apply to voicing 
while IDENT applies to PoA.  While the too-many-methods problem is certainly significant, it may be the case 
that there are other non-representational solutions.  For example, Wilson (2000) has presented a proposal that 
restricts possible methods of avoiding violations without appealing to representational differences. 
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example, one may expect to find a system with rounding harmony in which the marked 

[+round] vowels are exempt from harmonizing with [�round] vowels, but the unmarked 

[�round] vowels must harmonize with the [+round] vowels.  For example, /poti/ would 

surface as [potu], but /pito/ would surface as [pito], not *[pite].  The net effect of such a 

system is that the marked [+round] feature seems to be the only one that harmonizes.  Such 

‘marked only’ harmony systems are common – even more common perhaps than systems 

in which both feature values harmonize (nasal harmony – Walker 2000, rounding harmony 

– Kaun 1997 and references cited therein, ATR harmony – Casali 2002 and references 

cited therein).  For binary scales, such as | +round 〉 -round |, systems in which marked 

elements are exempt from harmony are effectively the same as those in which only marked 

feature values propagate.  This prediction follows from the present theory –from the fact 

that faithfulness constraints always preserve the marked elements. 

 The present theory makes no direct predictions about systems in which only 

unmarked values are exempt from harmony, or – similarly – in which only unmarked 

feature values propagate.  In the present theory, such systems must be produced through 

the action of markedness constraints: faithfulness constraints cannot be used to exempt 

unmarked values alone.  For example, I have argued that the SLP Creole system – in which 

only dorsals and labials undergo assimilation – comes about because the anti-heterorganic 

constraints specifically target marked elements; faithfulness constraints have nothing to do 

with the fact that coronals fail to assimilate. 

 So, since unmarked-undergoer systems do exist in voice and PoA assimilation, 

should we expect them to appear for other harmony systems?  For example, should there 

be rounding harmony systems in which only [+round] vowels harmonize, while [�round] 

ones are exempt?  In such a system, /poti/ would surface unchanged as [poti], while /pito/ 

would surface as [pite]. 

 The marked-faithfulness theory makes no predictions either way about the 

existence of such systems.  In the marked-faithfulness theory, such systems do not come 

about through the action of faithfulness constraints, but through markedness constraints.  

Since the theory is about faithfulness constraints, then, predictions about such systems 

rests on a theory of harmony-triggering markedness constraints – a theory that is not within 

the scope of this chapter’s aims. 

 Nevertheless, two relevant sets of markedness constraints have been proposed in 

this chapter – one for PoA and one for [voice].  The form of the constraints allows for 

systems in which only unmarked elements are exempt from agreement.  However, this 

does not imply that the form of all harmony/assimilation-triggering constraints should be 

the same.  For example, there may be no constraint *{±round}{+round}, so precluding the 

existence of rounding harmony systems in which only marked elements agree in rounding.  

Certainly, such systems are at least rare, and perhaps unattested – but accounting for this 

fact is not the aim of the present approach. 

 In short, the marked faithfulness theory predicts that for all scales – and therefore 

all assimilation and harmony systems – there may be systems in which only unmarked 

elements are undergoers.  This chapter has shown the prediction to be borne out in PoA 

and voice assimilation; there are relevant cases for ATR, [round], and [nasal] harmony as 

well. 
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 The faithfulness theory does not make any direct predictions about the existence of 

systems in which only marked elements undergo assimilation/harmony.  The only 

prediction is that if such systems do exist for a feature, they come about through the action 

of markedness constraints.  It is conceivable, then, that one may find variation depending 

on the feature – while PoA and voice assimilation evidently have such systems, it is not 

then necessary that rounding harmony, or harmony of any other feature, should also have 

systems in which only the marked value is an undergoer.   

 In contrast, any theory with unmarked faithfulness constraints predicts that systems 

in which only marked elements are undergoers exist for all assimilations and harmonies.  

With a constraint IDENT[uf], where u is the unmarked value of feature f, the unmarked 

value can be preserved while the marked one undergoes it.   

 Thus the two theories make different predictions with regard to marked-undergoer 

systems.  Theories with unmarked faithfulness constraints predict that there should be 

systems in which only marked elements undergo assimilation/harmony for all features and 

scales.  In contrast, the marked-faithfulness theory only predicts that all 

assimilations/harmonies should allow for a system in which only unmarked elements are 

undergoers; the existence of marked-undergoer systems depends on the form of 

faithfulness constraints. 

 Therefore, if it were proven that there are no marked-undergoer systems for some 

feature harmony/assimilation, this would strike a blow against theories with unmarked-

faithfulness constraints, but not against the marked-faithfulness theory. 
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CHAPTER 8 

FAITHFULNESS AND CONFLATION: 

COALESCENCE 

8.1 Introduction 
As discussed in chapter 5, the faithfulness constraints proposed in this Part have 

two core properties.  One has been discussed at length in the preceding two chapters: the 

constraints can preserve marked features without preserving less marked ones.  The other 

core property is the focus of this chapter: the faithfulness constraints’ stringent form. 

As an example, the PoA faithfulness constraints are IDENT{K}, IDENT{KP}, 

IDENT{KPT}, and IDENT{KPT�}.  They are in a stringency relation because every 

constraint preserves either a subset or superset of the feature values that every other 

constraint preserves.  Quasi-tableau (1) graphically illustrates this point. 

(1) Stringent form of faithfulness constraints

IDENT{K} IDENT{KP} IDENT{KPT} IDENT{KPT�}

 /k/ → [p] or [t] or [�] * * * * 

 /p/ → [k] or [t] or [�]  * * * 

 /t/ → [k] or [p] or [�]   * * 

 /�/ → [k] or [p] or [t]    * 

A stringent theory of faithfulness contrasts with one in which constraints refer to 

individual points on a scale: e.g. || IDENT{K} » IDENT{P} » IDENT{T} » IDENT{�} ||. 

Chapter 3 showed that evidence for stringent markedness constraints is found in a 

phenomenon called ‘category conflation’ – where a grammar ignores markedness 

distinctions between categories for the purposes of some process.  This chapter identifies 

an analogous phenomenon for faithfulness: ‘faithfulness conflation’ is when unfaithfulness 

to two different scale categories is treated in the same way.  To clarify, the previous 

chapters have shown that some languages assign greater importance to marked categories 

in terms of faithfulness: this explains why labials are exempt assimilation in Catalan, while 

coronals are not (ch.7§7.2).  In contrast, this chapter shows that faithfulness distinctions 

can be collapsed, with languages treating unfaithfulness to labials and coronals as equally 

significant. 
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• Coalescence
The empirical focus of this chapter is coalescence.  ‘Coalescence’ refers to the 

situation where two or more input segments fuse to form a single output segment; in the 

most transparent type of coalescence, the output preserves features of both input segments. 

An example is consonant coalescence in th� ����� ���	
�	� ����� �	 ���bh-tab�a/ →
[lad�

hab�a] ‘take {gerund}’ (§8.4, Fahs 1985).  The input consonants /bh-t/ fuse to form a 

geminate in the output: [d�
h].  That coalescence has taken place rather than deletion is 

shown by the featural content of the output: [d�
h] retains the voicing and aspiration of the 

input /bh/, but has the Place of Articulation (PoA) of the input /t/. 

In Optimality Theory, coalescence describes a situation where two or more input 

segments correspond to a single output segment (McCarthy 1995, 2000b, Lamontagne & 

Rice 1995, Pater 1996, 1999, Gnanadesikian 1995).  In other words, both /bh/ and /t/ of 

/labh-tab�a/ correspond to [d�
h] in [lad�

hab�a].  This type of multiple correspondence violates 

the constraint UNIFORMITY, given in (2) (McCarthy & Prince 1995).   

(2) UNIFORMITY  For all output segments x, x has only one input correspondent. 

����������� �� ���� �� ��������� �� � ��� �� ������� ����� �� ���� ����������

called CODACOND here (see §8.4 for details).  To produce coalescence, CODACOND must 

outrank UNIFORMITY, as shown in (3).  The subscript numerals indicate correspondence 

relations. 

(3) 

 /labh
1-t2ab�a/ CODACOND UNIFORMITY

 (a) labh
1t2ab�a *! 

� (b) lad�
h
1,2ab�a *

Coalescence of featurally distinct segments inevitably results in featural 

unfaithfulness.  For example, /bh/ is specified as a labial while /t/ is a coronal.  Because a 

surface segment cannot be both labial and coro��� �� ��� ���� ����� ���� �� ������ ��

choose whether the coalesced output is one or the other.  Whichever option it chooses – 

whether /bh-t/ coalesce to form [d�
h] or *[b�

h] – PoA-unfaithfulness is inevitable.  In 

constraint terms, the coalescence of /bh-t/ will inevitably result in a violation of 

IDENT{KPT}.226

• The marked survivor
The ‘���������� ���������� ���
� ������ ��� �
������� ��� ���� ��� �� ��� ���

marked value of [voice] – i.e. [+voice] – survives in the output: i.e. /bh-t/ → [d�
h], *[t�h].  

226  Because IDENT is inevitably violated by coalescence of featurally non-identical elements, IDENT can block 
coalescence of all but featurally identical elements.  See de Lacy (1998) and Keer (1999) for discussion and 
applications. 
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Another is why the unmarked PoA value ‘coronal’ survives: i.e. /bh-t/ → [d�
h], *[b�

h].  Both 

issues will be discussed in turn. 

Preservation of the marked value of [voice] receives the same account as in 

previous chapters: [+voice] survives because marked values excite greater preservation.  

Thus, the output [d�
h] is as faithful as possible to its input in terms of the feature [voice].  

Tableau (4) illustrates the formal implementation of this point.  IDENT[+voice] is 

crucial: it favours the candidate that preserves the marked [+voice] value.   

(4) Preservation of the marked

 /labh
1-t2ab�a/ CODACOND IDENT[+voice] *[+voice] UNIFORMITY

 (a) labh
1t2ab�a *! * * 

 (b) lat�h1,2ab�a  *! * *

� (c) lad�
h
1,2ab�a   * * *

The tableau shows that the marked [+voice] value is retained because the marked-

faithfulness constraint IDENT[+voice] preserves marked elements alone.  Candidate (b) fails 

to retain the [+voice] value of its input correspondent /bh/, so violating IDENT[+voice]. 

The tableau also identifies a conflict between the faithfulness constraint 

IDENT[+voice] and the markedness constraint *[+voice].  It is therefore crucial that 

IDENT[+voice] outrank *[+voice]: the opposite ranking would favour the candidate with a 

voiceless output segment.  The nature of this conflict will prove to be crucial in accounting 

for the appearance of the unmarked PoA value. 

• The unmarked survivor
In contrast to [voice] preservation, the unmarked PoA value [coronal] survives in 

���� ���lescence: /labh-tab�a/ → [lad�
hab�a], *[lab�

hab�a].  The fact that the unmarked PoA 

value (i.e. coronal) survives in coalescence cannot be ascribed to faithfulness.  As shown 

for [voice], faithfulness constraints prefer preservation of the marked value, so a ranking of 

the PoA faithfulness constraints analogous to the ranking in (4) would produce an output 

that preserves the marked labial specification. 

Instead, markedness constraints must be responsible for the survival of [coronal].  

In terms of the PoA-markedness constraints, the constraint *{KP} favours [lad�
hab�a] over 

*[lab�
hab�a].  *{KP} must outrank all faithfulness constraints that preserve labials without 

also preserving coronals.  Tableau (5) illustrates this point. 

(5) Unmarked survivor ranking I

 /labh
1-t2ab�a/ CODACOND *{KP} IDENT{KP} 

 (a) labh
1t2ab�a *! * * 

 (b) lab�
h
1,2ab�a  * *! 

� (c) lad�
h
1,2ab�a  * *
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��� �����	
��� 	���
 �� 
�� ���� ���
�� 	�	�� �� ����������� 
�� ��
��
 ��

*{KP}’s influence.  While *{KP} is clearly crucial in choosing between candidates with 

��	��������� �
 ���� ��
 �
������� ����
 	�� ��������� ���� ������ ����	�� ��������� ��

other words, *{KP} does not force a general elimination of labials and dorsals.  More 

concretely, it cannot force the second /b�/ in /labh
1-t2ab�a/ to neutralize to [d�], producing 

*[lad�
had�a].  

 To prevent *{KP} from causing a general neutralization of non-coronals, a 

faithfulness constraint must outrank it, blocking its effect.  Tableau (6) shows that the 

constraint IDENT{KPT} does this job effectively.  

(6) Unmarked survivor ranking II

 /labh
1-t2ab�a/ IDENT{KPT} *{KP} IDENT{KP} 

� (a) lad�
h
1,2ab�a * * *

 (b) lad�
h
1,2ad�a * *! * * 

IDENT{KPT} assigns two violations to candidate (b) – one for the loss of /bh/’s 

input labial specification and one for the loss of /b�/’s input labial specification.  Candidate 

(a) only incurs one violation – for the unfaithfulness of [d�
h] to /bh/. 

 It is crucial that IDENT{KPT} is formulated as it is.  IDENT{KPT} must assign the 

same violation to different types of faithfulness in order for the coalescence to take place 

correctly.  Specifically, IDENT{KPT} must assign equal violations to /bh-t/ → [d�
h] as it 

does to /bh-t/ → *[b�
h].  This is shown in tableau (7). 

(7) Unmarked survivor ranking II

 /labh
1-t2ab�a/ IDENT{KPT} *{KP} IDENT{KP} 

 (a) lab�
h
1,2ab�a * * *! 

� (b) lad�
h
1,2-ab�a * * *

 (c) lad�
h
1,2-ad�a * *! * * 

It is essential that both candidates (a) and (b) violate IDENT{KPT} equally.  

Because they are equally faithful at this point, the markedness constraint *{KP} can 

emerge to assign the crucial violation.   

In other words, the mappings /bh-t/→[d�
h] and /bh-t/→*[b�

h] are conflated by 

IDENT{KPT} – they are treated the same, so allowing a lower-ranked constraint to make 

the crucial determination.  The stringent form of the faithfulness constraints is crucial to 

producing this conflation.  A set of non-stringent constraints is unable to produce this 

result, predicting that the marked value will always win in coalescence; this point is 

discussed in detail in §8.2.3. 

• Organization
Three basic types of coalescence are predicted by employing stringent constraints.  

The sections of this chapter are arranged around these three types. 
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In one type, the marked feature value survives.   Section 8.2 presents an analysis of 

a relevant case in Attic Greek, where vowel coalescence retains the marked [+round] 

feature (Sommerstein 1973:55, Lejeune 1972:260-3, de Haas 1988).  This section also 

introduces the ranking needed for coalescence. 

The type that is of most interest here – because it illustrates faithfulness conflation 

– is one in which the unmarked feature survives.  Sections 8.3 and 8.4 provide analyses of 

cases of this type.  Section 8.3 focuses on consonantal features, namely [�voice] and 

[�continuant] in Chipewyan (Li 1946, Causley 1997).  The other case is Swedish (Hellberg 

1974, Sigurd 1965, and Lombardi 1999).  Swedish does not involve coalescence, but rather 

bi-directional voice assimilation, in which [�voice] always survives.  The ranking needed 

for Swedish is akin to the one needed for coalescence, and so it also demonstrates the need 

for stringent faithfulness constraints. 

The third type is a mixture of the other two types.  Such ‘hybrid’ systems emerge 

with multi-������ ������	 
�� ������� � ���� �������� �� ���� ����� ���� ��� ��������

value survives in the competition between a labial and coronal, but the marked value wins 

in the competition between a dorsal and a coronal.  Sections 8.4 and 8.5 discuss hybrid 

������ ���� ����� �� ����	 ������� �	� ������� ��� ������������ �� ����� �� ������������

����� ������� �	� ������� �� ��� ���� �� �������� �� ���� �����������  !������� " ����en 

1974, Fahs 1985). 

 Section 8.7 presents a summary of the findings of this chapter. 

8.2 The marked survivor: Attic Greek 
This section has two aims.  One is to introduce the ranking needed to produce 

coalescence (after McCarthy 1995, 2000b, Lamontagne & Rice 1995, Pater 1996, and 

others).  The other aim is to show how faithfulness constraints can be used to preserve the 

marked value in coalescence, so accounting for one of the three types of coalescence (i.e. 

‘marked-coalescence’) identified in the introduction. 

The following sections provide an analysis of a case of marked-coalescence in Attic 

Greek.  Famously, vowel hiatus is avoided through coalescence in this language: e.g. 

/mistho-��te/ → [misth
��te] ‘hire out + subjunctive 2pl’ (Allen 1974, Bubeník 1983:67ff, 

Lejeune 1972:260-3, Lupas 1972, Sommerstein 1973, Wetzels 1986, de Haas 1988).  The 

output of coalescence always retains the marked [+round] feature.  The following sections 

provide an account for this fact.  

Section 8.2.1 describes the relevant facts. 

An analysis is provided in §8.2.2. 

Section 8.2.3 discusses alternatives.  In particular, theories that do not make 

distinctions between PoA values in faithfulness constraints are examined. 

Section 8.2.4 discusses the typological predictions of the theory for other scales. 

A summary is provided in §8.2.5. 
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8.2.1 Description 
The following discussion focuses on vowel coalescence in Attic Greek, so only 

phonological facts relating to the vowels and syllable structure will be discussed here; for a 

discussion of consonants, see ch.7§7.5.1.  Table 8.1 lists the Attic Greek vowels (de Haas 

1988:95ff, Bubeník 1983:ch.2); feature specifications for height and [ATR] are included as 

they will be relevant in the following analysis.227  For an extensive discussion and analysis 

of Attic Greek vowel phonology, see de Haas (1988).  

 Table 8.1: Attic Greek vowels

   Short Vowels  Long Vowels

 high i  u i�  u�

+ATR
e  o e�  o�

mid 
   �� ��

 low 
-ATR

 a  a�

Syllable nuclei contain either a single vowel, a long vowel, or a diphthong.  

Diphthongs consist of a sequence V1V2 where V2 is a high vowel and V1 is a non-high 

vowel (i.e. [oi ai eu au ��i a�i ��i]).228

• Coalescence: facts 
Coalescence is employed to avoid violating the restrictions on vowel clusters 

described in the preceding paragraph.  More specifically, coalescence takes place when 

vowels cannot be incorporated into the same syllable: i.e. in V1+V2 sequences where V1

and V2 are not identical and V2 was not high.  Other clusters – i.e. long vowels and VV+high

clusters – do not coalesce because they form acceptable nuclei. 

 The generalizations in (8) hold of the output of Attic Greek vowel coalescence 

(adapted from Sommerstein 1973:55; see Lejeune 1972:260-3 for a more traditional 

statement). 

(8) Output of Attic Vowel Coalescence

 The output vowel is  

(a) long 

  (b) round if and only if one of the input vowels is round 

  (c) [-ATR] if and only if one of the input vowels is [-ATR] 

Table 8.2 gives some content to (8) (compiled from Bubeník 1983:70, de Haas 

1988).  Grayed-out cells indicate incomplete data.  For example, I did not find stems that 

clearly terminated in /e�/ and /o�/, nor suffixes that began with /a�/.   

227  Orthographic equivalents: [i, i�]=ι, [e]=ε, [a, a�]=α, [o]=ο, [u, u�]=υ, [e�]=ει, [o�]=ου, [��]=η, [��]=ω.
228  Bubeník (1983:39) also includes [ei] and [ui], which occur only before vowels.  I consider these ‘false’ 
diphthongs, consisting of [ej] and [uj] sequences. 
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 Table 8.2: Attic Greek vowel coalescence

 V1+V2 e a o e� �� a� o� ��

 e e� ��/a�229 o� e� �� o� ��

 a a� a� �� a� a� �� ��

 o o� �� o� o� �� o� ��

 e�

�� �� �� �� �� �� ��

 a� �� �� a� �� �� ��

 o�

�� �� �� �� �� �� ��

Supporting data is provided in tables (10) and (11) (compiled from Liddell & Scott 

1996).  The roots listed in the leftmost column combine with the suffixes in (9). 

(9) Suffixes

/-e-te/   2pl.present active indicative  

/-o-men/ 1pl present active indicative  

/-e�n/  infinitive  

/-��-te/   2pl present subjunctive 

/-o�sa/  present participle

/-��-men/ 1pl present subjunctive  

Evidence that the suffixes have the form stated in (9) comes from verbs with 

consonant-final stems or high-vowel final stems.  These do not undergo contractions in 

morpheme concatenation: e.g. /krin/ ‘judge’: [krinete], [krinomen], [krine�n], [krin��te], 

[krino�sa] and [krin��men]. 

(10) Attic Greek: V + unround vowels

 Root /-e-te/ /-e�n/ /-��-te/

 /phile/ ‘love’ phile�te phile�n phil��te 

 /ti�ma/ ‘honour’ ti�ma�te ti�ma�n ti�ma�te 

 /mistho/ ‘hire out’ mistho�te mistho�n misth
��te  

 /zd��/ ‘live’ zd��te zd��n zd��te 

 /pe�na�/ ‘be hungry’ pe�n��te pe�na�n pe�n��te 

 /rhi����/ ‘be cold’ rhi����te rhi����n  rhi����te 

229  de Haas (1988:115ff) observes that an active process in Attic fronts [a�] to [��] except after [r], [i], or [e].  
This explains why /a�+e/, /a+��/, and some /e+a/ are realized as [��] rather than [a�].  However, all other 
combinations are realized as [a�]: i.e. /a+{e,e�,��}/→[a�] and /a�+e�/→[a�], as well as some /e+a/ (e.g. /hu�ie-
a/→[hu�ia�], *[hu�i��]).  de Haas (1988:130ff) provides an account of the /e+a/→[��] fact.  Since it does not 
directly relate to roundness preservation, it is put aside here. 
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(11) Attic Greek: V + round vowels

 Root /-o-men/ /-o�sa/ /-��-men/

 /phile/ ‘love’ philo�men philo�sa phil��men 

 /ti�ma/ ‘honour’ ti�m��men  ti�m��sa ti�m��men  

 /mistho/ ‘hire out’ mistho�men mistho�sa misth
��men 

 /zd��/ ‘live’ zd��men zd��sa zd��men 

 /pe�na�/ ‘be hungry’ pe�n��men pe�n��sa pe�n��te 

 /rhi����/ ‘be cold’ rhi����men rhi���sa rhi����men 

Data relevant for V+a combinations is /�era+a/→[�era�] ‘prize’, and 

/aido+a/→[aid��] ‘shame {acc.sg.}’. 

• Why coalescence?
The majority of vowel-cluster simplifications show that Attic Greek vowel-cluster 

simplification involves coalescence rather than deletion.  For example, /a�+o/ results in the 

output [��] (e.g. /pe�na�+omen/ → [pe�n��men] ‘we are hungry’); the output retains the 

roundness of the input /o/ but the ATR value of the input /a�/.  The same can be seen in the 

combinations /o+a/→[��], /o+��/→[��], /��+o(�)/→[��], and /a�+e/→[��].   

The examples also show that ‘direction’ does not matter: the output is always 

[+round] and low regardless of whether the leftmost or rightmost consonant has the 

relevant value in the input.  For example, both /a+o/ and /o+a/ coalesce to form [��]: e.g. 

/ti�ma+omen/ → [ti�m��men], /aido+a/→[aid��].

• Deletion and coalescence
 An important point must be made about the difference between the traditional 

notion of coalescence and its use here, using the formalism of Correspondence theory 

(McCarthy & Prince 1995).  A number of the vowel-cluster simplifications are not 

coalescence in the traditional sense: e.g. /a�+e�/ → [a�].  The output [a�] does not retain any 

vestiges of /e�/, so – strictly speaking – is not coalescence in the traditional sense. 

 However, /a�+e�/→[a�] is still coalescence in terms of the formal apparatus used 

here.  The reason that there is no vestige of /e�/ in the output is because the two vowels 

differ only in one feature – [ATR].  The coalesced output always chooses [-ATR] over 

[+ATR], as shown by /a�+o�/ → [��].  So, the output of /a�+e�/ coalescence will be [-ATR] – 

i.e. [a�].  In short, /e�/’s features are entirely obscured in the output – a seemingly ‘vacuous’ 

coalescence.  Even so, they are obscured for obvious reasons, and there is no reason to 

think that /a�1/ and /e�2/ do not fuse into a single output element: [a�1,2].

 This point raises a general issue, though: how do we know that /a�+e�/→[a�] – and 

all such cases where one of the input segments is entirely obscured in the output – does not 

simply involve deletion? 

 A preliminary point is that nothing in Correspondence theory bans coalescence of 

/a�1+e�2/ to [a�1,2].  More specifically, no constraint forces deletion just when the coalesced 

output would be vacuous.  Thus, vacuous coalescence is formally possible.  
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 Furthermore, in some situations vacuous coalescence may be required by the 

constraint ranking.  For example, because /a�+o�/→[��] clearly involves coalescence, MAX

must outrank UNIFORMITY (see the following analysis for discussion).  Because 

coalescence is preferred over deletion in this competition, /a�+e�/ → [a�] may necessarily 

involve coalescence as well. 

Whether /a�+e�/ does indeed involve coalescence depends on the blocking effect of 

higher-ranked constraints.  If a constraint incidentally prevents coalescence in the /a�+e�/

situation, a candidate with deletion may win instead.  For example, if coalescence of /a�+e�/

to [a�] would result in a loss of some feature [αf], IDENT[αf] could block coalescence, 

allowing deletion instead (see de Lacy 1999b, Keer 1999 for discussion of IDENT’s

blocking effect in coalescence).  However, IDENT[f] must not block coalescence of 

/a�+o�/→[��].   

In this particular case, it is difficult to see what feature f is: the only feature /e�/

loses in /a�1+e�2/→[a�1,2] is [+ATR], and this is also lost in /a�1+o�2/→[��1,2] coalescence.  

Thus – in this particular case – the constraints and ranking may dictate that /a�+e�/→[a�] is 

formally coalescence rather than deletion.  More generally, once the 

|| MAX » UNIFORMITY || ranking is established – i.e once one case can be shown to be 

coalescence – deletion cannot simply be assumed to take place in analogous vacuous 

coalescences in the same grammar. 

 A final caveat is that the cases in this chapter are considered coalescence rather 

than the result of an opaque process of assimilation followed by deletion.  For example, the 

Attic Greek coalescence could be argued to involve the steps: (i) roundness assimilation: 

/a�+o/ → [��o] followed by (ii) deletion [��].  Evidence that an opaque analysis produces 

the wrong results or is irrelevant to the points made will be given for each case where 

appropriate. 

• Other dialects
 Attic is far from unique among Greek dialects.  Lupas (1972), Lejeune 

(1972:260ff), and Bubeník (1983:67ff) discuss a number of other dialects with the same or 

similar restrictions (see Kaisse 1977 for Modern Greek).  In contrast Aetolian, Boeotian, 

and Cretan have no or less coalescence (Bubeník 1983:67ff). 

• The markedness of [+round]
The analysis presented in the following section focuses on the feature [+round].  

The feature [+round] is the marked value of [round], so Attic Greek vowel coalescence is a 

case where the marked value survives – i.e. ‘marked coalescence’. 

Evidence that [+round] is marked independent of its context comes from vowel 

inventories.  Some languages lack round vowels (e.g. Kabardian – Choi 1992a; 

Marshallese – Bender 1968, Choi 1992b; Margi – Maddieson 1987).230  As shown in ch.6, 

the least marked element can never be eliminated in a binary scale.  The fact that no 

230  These systems do have round vowels, but only through assimilation.  In non-assimilating contexts, round 
vowels are banned. 
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language lacks [�round] vowels therefore shows that [�round] is the less marked of the 

two roundness values (see ch.4§4.4.1.4). 

The point could be raised that the markedness of roundness depends on backness: 

[+round] is preferred with back vowels, but [�round] with front or central vowels.  

However, the markedness of [+round] can be seen in back vowel inventories as well: while 

there are languages with back round vowels and no back unround vowels (e.g. Maori), 

there are also languages with back unround vowels [�] and no back round vowels of the 

same height (e.g. Ko�ava – Ebert 1996, and many other Dravidian languages).  In contrast, 

if a language has a front round vowel, it also has a front unround vowel of the same height: 

i.e. no language has [y] without [i].   

These facts follow if (i) [+round] is generally more marked than [�round] and (ii) 

there is a markedness constraint that bans unround back vowels: *[+back,+round].  If 

*[+back,+round] outranks *+round, the language will contain round back vowels and 

unround front vowels.  The opposite ranking will produce a language with unround front 

and back vowels.  No ranking will produce a ranking with only round front vowels.  In 

short, the proposal is that [+round] is more marked than [�round], with a contextual 

markedness constraint *[+back,+round] obscuring this fact for back vowels. 

8.2.2 Analysis 
 For the roundness scale | +round 〉 �round |, the present theory predicts that there 

are two roundness-referring faithfulness constraints, listed in (12). 

(12) IDENT[+round]  If x is [+round] then x' is [+round] 

IDENT[±round]  If x is [αround] then x' is [αround] 

One constraint preserves only the marked [+round] feature; the other preserves both 

values of [round].  As explained in ch.5-7, the theory does not allow a constraint that 

preserves only the unmarked feature – i.e. IDENT[�round]. 

 The scale also produces two markedness constraints: *[+round] and *[±round].  

The former bans round vowels, and the latter is violated by both round and unround 

vowels.  Given full specification, all vowels will violate *[±round].231

 The following sections will show how the roundness constraints affect the result of 

coalescence in Attic Greek.  The first two sections identify the ranking needed to motivate 

coalescence and avoid other outcomes.  Section 8.2.2.3 shows how the marked value is 

preserved.  Section 8.2.2.4 discusses preservation of other features.  §8.2.2.5 discusses lack 

of a directional effect.  §8.2.2.6 summarizes the ranking. 

231  Despite the fact that *[±round] is violated by all vowels, this does not necessarily mean that *[±round] 
will be unnecessary or redundant (or more precisely, that *[±round] makes no division in the candidate set).  
*[±round] is effectively a general ban on vowels. 
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8.2.2.1 Motivating coalescence 
The aim of this and the following section is to present the ranking responsible for 

coalescence.  The coalescence ranking has previously been identified in McCarthy (1995, 

2000b), Lamontagne & Rice (1994, 1995), Pater (1995), Gnanadesikan (1995), and 

developed further in later work (de Lacy 1999b, Keer 1999, Struijke 2001). 

Avoidance of vowel clusters in Attic Greek is motivated by ONSET.  This constraint 

penalizes heterosyllabic vowel clusters because the second vowel appears in an onsetless 

syllable.  For example, ONSET is violated by *[ti�.ma.o.men], so forcing coalescence of the 

/ao/ cluster. 

ONSET conflicts with the constraint UNIFORMITY, defined in (2).  This constraint 

bans output segments with more than one input correspondent, which effectively bans 

coalescence (McCarthy & Prince 1995).  Tableau (13) shows that ONSET must outrank 

UNIFORMITY.   

(13) Attic Greek I: Triggering coalescence

 /ti�ma1+o2men/ ONSET UNIFORMITY

 (a) ti�.ma1.o2.men *! 

� (b) ti�.m��1,2.men   *

As shown in the tableau, coalescence in (b) avoids the onsetless syllable that dooms 

(a). 

 The next step is to show why other outcomes – deletion, epenthesis, and 

resyllabification – are not employed instead of coalescence. 

8.2.2.2 Avoiding deletion, epenthesis, and neutralization 
 The hiatus in *[ti�.ma.o.men] is not avoided by deletion or epenthesis; MAX and DEP

must therefore (at least) outrank UNIFORMITY.

(14) Attic Greek II: Avoiding other outcomes

 /ti�ma1+o2men/ ONSET MAX DEP UNIFORMITY

 (a) ti�.ma1.o2.men *!   

 (b) ti�.ma1.men  *!  

 (c) ti�.ma1.to2.men   *! 

� (d) ti�.m��1,2.men     *

In fact, a further ranking can be established based on data such as [a.���] ‘to lead’, 

and [e.pi.or.kos] ‘perjured’.  In these cases, onsetless syllables are tolerated – they are not 

eliminated through deletion or epenthesis, so MAX and DEP must outrank ONSET.  Why [i.o] 

in [e.pi.or.kos] is not eliminated through coalescence will be discussed presently. 

 The onsetless syllable in *[ti�.ma.o.men] could be avoided by syllabifying the [a] 

and [o] into the same nucleus: i.e. *[ti�.mao.men].  However, this method of hiatus-
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avoidance is blocked in Attic Greek because only high vowels are allowed as the second 

member of diphthongs: e.g. [poi.oin.tai] ‘make {pres.middle indicative 3 pl}’, [pneu.ma] 

‘spirit {nom.sg}’.   

 The second member of a diphthong is a non-DTE of a syllable.  So, the Attic Greek 

restriction – as in many other languages – can be ascribed to a ban on high-sonority non-

DTEs (see ch.4).  The relevant constraint is therefore *-Δσ≥{e,o}, banning all segments 

more sonorous than high vowels in as syllable non-DTEs of syllables.232

 The *-Δσ≥{e,o} constraint is not enough on its own.  Vowels must also be blocked 

from raising: i.e. /ti�ma.o.men/ must be prevented from surfacing as *[ti�mau.men], where 

the /o/ has raised to [u] in order to form an acceptable diphthong.  To block raising, the 

constraint IDENT[±high] is employed here (also see ch.4§4.3).  These constraints must also 

outrank UNIFORMITY.

(15) Attic Greek III: Avoiding neutralization

 /ti�ma1+o2men/ ONSET *-Δσ≥{e,o} IDENT[±high] UNIFORMITY

 (a) ti�.ma1.o2.men *!   

 (b) ti�.ma1o2.men  *!  

 (c) ti�.ma1u2.men   *! 

� (d) ti�.m��1,2.men     *

As with MAX and DEP, there is evidence that IDENT[±high] outranks ONSET.  Hiatus 

is permitted with sequences of high vowels + non-high vowels: e.g. [e.pi.or.kos] 

‘perjured’.  ONSET does not force lowering of [i] in this position – i.e. [e.po�r.kos] – 

because IDENT[±high] would be violated in the process. 

As a final note, the ranking above correctly tolerates (i) diphthongs that terminate 

in a high vowel and (ii) long vowel nuclei: e.g. /kainos/ ‘new’ → [kai.nos], *[ka.i.nos]; 

/hista-a�si/ ‘set’ → [hista�si], *[hista.a�si].  This point is illustrated in tableau (16).  Again, 

ONSET can be seen to be active, favouring [kai.nos] over [ka.i.nos].   

(16)  

 /ka1i2nos/ ONSET *-Δσ≥{e,o} IDENT[±high] UNIFORMITY

 (a) ka1.i2.nos *!   

� (b) ka1i2.nos

 (c) ka:1,2nos   * ! *

 (d) ki:1,2nos   * ! *

232  Importantly, this constraint does not ban long vowels like [a� �� �� e� o�].  This is because a long vowel 
does not contain a root-non-DTE of a syllable.  From the definition in ch.4, a non-DTE of a syllable is a root 
node that is (i) dominated by a σ node and (ii) is not a σ-DTE.  Long vowels consist of a single root node 
which is a Δσ.  No root node in a long vowel is a non-DTE.  Therefore, *-Δσ≥{e,o} does not apply to long 
vowels.   
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In summary, every alternative in Attic Greek is blocked – deletion, epenthesis, 

neutralization, and diphthong formation.  The least costly way to resolve hiatus is therefore 

coalescence. 

8.2.2.3 Preserving the marked value 
All cases of hiatus involving a round vowel result in a round vowel in the output; 

the only time a non-round vowel appears is when neither of the input segments are round 

(e.g. /pe�na�-ete/ → [pe�n��te]). 

 Since [+round] is more marked than [�round], it is impossible to appeal to a 

markedness constraint to prefer round coalesced vowels over unround vowels.  Therefore, 

some faithfulness constraint that preserves roundness must be active.  The marked-

faithfulness theory provides the constraint IDENT[+round] – this constraint requires that 

input round vowels remain round in the output; it makes no demands on unround vowels.  

IDENT[+round] must outrank all markedness constraints that favour [�round] 

vowels over [+round] ones – i.e. *[+round].  Tableau (17) illustrates this point. 

(17) Attic Greek IV: Preserving the marked value

 /ti�ma1+o2men/ IDENT[+round] *+round 

 (a) ti�ma�1,2men *! 

� (b) ti�m��1,2men  *

Candidates (a) and (b) both avoid an ONSET violation by coalescing the vowels.  

However, (a) fails to retain the input [+round] specification of /o/, so fatally violating 

IDENT[+round].  The tableau shows that the ranking || IDENT[+round] » *+round || is 

essential – the opposite ranking would favour (a) over (b). 

The ranking of the markedness constraint *[±round] is also indeterminable.  Since 

*[±round] does not favour [�round] vowels over [+round] ones, it is not crucially ranked 

with respect to IDENT[+round] in Attic coalescence.233

• Generalization
In short, the crucial ranking for preserving the marked feature in Attic Greek is that 

IDENT[+round] outranks all markedness constraints that ban round vowels.  Generally 

speaking, to preserve a marked value mF rather than an unmarked value uF in coalescence, 

some faithfulness constraint that preserves mF but not uF must outrank all markedness 

constraints that favour uF over mF.   

233  Because *[±round] is violated by all vowels, MAX must outrank it otherwise all vowels would be deleted. 
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8.2.2.4 IDENT[f] as a blocking constraint 
 Now that the ranking for IDENT[+round] has been established, the ranking for 

IDENT[±round] can be identified. 

 At first glance, it may seem that there is no way to determine the ranking of 

IDENT[±round].  IDENT[±round] is equally violated by both output candidates in 

coalescence.  For example, from /ti�ma1-o2men/, both *[ti�ma�1,2men] and [ti�m�1,2men] 

incur equal violations of IDENT[±round]: the latter for the loss of [�round] in /o/→[a�] and 

the former for the loss of [+round] in /a/→[��].  This equal violation seems to make the 

constraint inactive. 

 However, IDENT[±round] does have a significant effect: it is violated by candidates 

with coalescence.  IDENT[±round] is not violated by candidates with epenthesis 

*[ti�ma1to2men], deletion *[ti�ma1men], neutralization *[ti�.ma1u2.men], and inaction 

*[ti�.ma1.o2.men] – all of these candidates preserve the [round] specifications of the /a/ and 

/o/.   

In being violated by coalesced forms, IDENT[±round] is like UNIFORMITY.  More 

precisely, IDENT[±round] is violated by candidates that are unavoidably unfaithful through 

coalescence.  

 For further discussion of this point, see Pater (1995).  This property of IDENT

constraints has been used to block coalescence of non-identical elements, by de Lacy 

(1999b) for morphological haplology, and by Keer (1999) for geminates. 

 To prevent IDENT[±round] from blocking coalescence, it must be dominated by 

MAX, DEP, ONSET, and IDENT[�high], as shown in tableau (18). 

(18) Attic Greek V: IDENT can block coalescence

 /ti�ma1+o2men/ ONSET MAX DEP IDENT[±high] IDENT[±round]

 (a) ti�.ma1.o2.men *!    

 (b) ti�.ma1.men  *!   

 (c) ti�.ma1.to2.men   *!

 (d) ti�.ma1u2.men    *! 

� (e) ti�.m��1,2.men      *

The ranking needed for IDENT[±round] is also needed for every feature for which 

the coalesced output is unavoidably unfaithful.  For example, [ti�m��men] is also 

unavoidably unfaithful to ATR: it does not preserve /o/’s [+ATR] feature; its competitor 

*[ti�mo�men] does not preserve /a/’s [�ATR] feature.  The same is true for [low]: 

[ti�m��men] is unfaithful to /a/’s [+low] specification.  Therefore, IDENT[±ATR] and 

IDENT[±low] must be ranked in the same way as IDENT[±round].  This point will be raised 

in the other cases discussed in this chapter, since it is an essential part of the coalescence 

ranking.  The most extensive – and complex – discussion in this chapter can be found in 

§8.3.2.5, for coalescence in Chipewyan.  Note that IDENT[±high] was used in this way in 

tableau (16) to block coalescence of a high and non-high vowel. 
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8.2.2.5 Preserving other features: ATR, height, and length 
 This section discusses height, quantity, and their effect on the output of Attic Greek 

coalescence. 

• height and [ATR] 
 The traditional description of coalescence is that if either of the input vowels is 

low, the output vowel is also low.  Following the analysis of similar cases by Casali 

(1997a,b), the relevant phonological feature is [ATR]: [� � a] are [�ATR] while [e o i u] 

are all [+ATR]. 

Preservation of [�ATR] is shown by /tima + omen/ → [tim��men], where the input 

vowels are [�ATR] and [+ATR] respectively, but the output vowel is [��] is [�ATR].  The 

form /phile + ��/ → [phil��] ‘I love’ shows that there is no directional effect – the input 

vowels are [+ATR] and [�ATR] respectively, but the output is still [�ATR]. 

 The retention of the [�ATR] specification receives the same treatment as 

preservation of [+round].  If a constraint that preserves [�ATR] outranks all markedness 

constraints against low vowels, the winning form will have a low vowel.234

(19) Attic Greek VI: Preserving [�ATR]

 /ti�ma1+o2men/ ONSET IDENT[+round] IDENT[�ATR] *-ATR

 (a) ti�ma1.o2men *!   *

 (b) ti�ma�1,2men  *!  *

 (c) ti�mo�1,2 men   *! 

� (d) ti�m��1,2 men    *

This is not quite the end of the story for height preservation, though.  Coalescence 

of /a(�)/ with an unround vowel produces [a�]:  /ti�ma-��te/ → [ti�ma�te].  The ranking 

established so far will not decide between the competitors [ti�ma�te] and *[ti�m��te] since 

both contain low vowels.   

There are two ways to achieve the right result.  A faithfulness constraint like 

IDENT[+low] can favour [a�] over [��] ([��] is taken to be [�high, �low, �ATR]).  A 

markedness constraint can also be used to favour [a�] over [��].  As in ch.3, a constraint 

banning low sonority syllable heads can be invoked – *Δσ≤{�,�}.  The choice of analysis is 

immaterial to the main point here, so the ramifications of the two approaches will not be 

explored here.  However, it is important that – whatever constraint is employed – it must 

234  This analysis assumes that [�ATR] vowels are marked.  There are no clear implications as to which ATR 
value is preserved in coalescence (cf de Haas 1988:81, Casali 1997a,b).  In Attic Greek, the lowest height 
possible wins (restricted by the requirement that the vowel be [+round]); the same is true in Modern Greek, 
Rotuman, Korean, Japanese, and Tunica.   In contrast, in Tsishaath Nootka the highest height wins: a 
combination of a high vowel and /a/ yields a (+ATR) high vowel (Stonham 1999: 64); the same is true of 
Dakota (/t��ã i-t�oγ/ → [t�� i � t�oγ], *[t��ãt�oγ]) and Mohawk (Hopkins 1987).  In contrast, Sanskrit chooses a 
compromise height: /a(�)+i/ → [e�], /a(�)+u/ → [o�].   
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be ranked below IDENT[+round].  The opposite ranking would favour *[ti�ma�men] over 

[ti�m��men] (a ranking found in Modern Greek – Kaisse 1977). 

• Length
 The other input property retained in Attic Greek is vowel length.  Even identical 

vowels do not coalesce into a single output vowel; they end up as a long vowel: /phile + 

ete/ → [phile�te], *[philete].  An account of this fact refers to the constraint MAX-μ, which 

requires input moras to be retained in the output (McCarthy 1995, 2000b; Morén 1999).235

With MAX-μ outranking constraints against complex nuclei, input moraic content will be 

retained.   

However, there is one further crucial ranking involving MAX-μ.  The form /tima+��/

→ [tim��] ‘estimate {1sg}’ shows that ONSET outranks MAX-μ; the opposite ranking would 

block coalescence: 

(20) Attic Greek VII: Preserving moraic content

 /ti
μ
ma

μ
 + ��

μμ
/ ONSET MAX-μ

 (a) tima.�� *! 

� (b) tim��   * 

 (c) tim�  * *! 

Both ONSET-satisfying candidates (b) and (c) violate MAX-μ: there are three moras 

in the input, but only two in (b) and one in (c).  Since (b) incurs fewer violations than (c), it 

wins.  However, if MAX-μ outranked ONSET, coalescence would be blocked and the faithful 

form (a) would win.236

8.2.2.6 Lack of direction 
The final ranking issue to be addressed in this analysis relates to the fact that 

direction and morphological affiliation are irrelevant to roundness preservation in Attic.  

Regardless of whether the round vowel is first or second in the input, or whether it is in a 

root or affix, the output vowel is always round: compare /mistho+ete/→[misto�te] and 

/phile+omen/→[philo�men].  Therefore, any constraint that favours the [round] value of 

segments depending on input position or morphological affiliation must be dominated by 

IDENT[+round].   

235  Coalescence of moras must also be banned.  Cases like this one raise issues about Richness of the Base: 
since we cannot guarantee that input vowels will have moras, how can we use MAX-μ to ensure a long vowel 
in the output?  One way is to ensure that only vowels with moras are retained in the output.  If the constraint 
DEP-μ – banning insertion of moras – outranks MAX, moraless input vowels will be deleted in the output.  
Thus, only candidates with vowels that had input moras will be relevant.  An alternative is an opaque 
analysis: all vowels are assigned moras, then coalescence takes place. 
236  All moras could be preserved by coalescing to form a trimoraic segment (i.e. *[ti.m���]).  However, tri-
moraic syllables are banned in the language generally.   
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 In the present instance, the most relevant constraint is root-IDENT[±round], which 

preserves the roundness of input root segments (after McCarthy & Prince 1994, Beckman 

1998).  The relevant ranking is provided in (21). 

(21) Attic Greek VIII: Eliminating directional effects

 /phile1 + o2men/ IDENT[+round] root-IDENT[±round] 

 (a) phile�1,2ntas *! 

� (b) philo�1,2ntas  *

As the tableau shows, it is crucial that IDENT[+round] dominate root-

IDENT[±round], otherwise the roundness value of the root segment will always win. 

8.2.2.7 Ranking summary 
  The essential parts of the Attic Greek ranking are represented in Figure 8.1. 

 Figure 8.1: Attic Greek vowel coalescence ranking
 (a) MAX DEP IDENT[±high] (b) IDENT[+round]

    
ONSET   *[+round] 

    
UNIFORMITY IDENT[±round] 

 The diagram shows that the ranking that motivates coalescence (a) and the ones 

that determine the output quality (b) are relatively independent.  IDENT[+round] could 

almost be ranked above or below any of the constraints in (a) and have the same effect.  

The only condition is that no markedness constraint that favours [�round] vowels over 

[+round] ones outrank IDENT[+round]. 

 The ranking in (a) expresses the fact that all constraints that ban coalescence – 

UNIFORMITY and IDENT[±round] (also IDENT[±ATR] and IDENT[±low]) – are rendered 

inactive by constraints that (i) ban some surface configuration (ONSET), and (ii) block every 

other possible outcome (MAX, DEP, IDENT[±high]). 

• Other cases
This subsection concludes by identifying other cases that are similar to the one 

found in Attic Greek.  The same pattern of [+round] preservation is found in several other 

cases of vowel coalescence.  Languages in which [+round] is preserved include Tsishiaath 

Nootka (Stonham 1999), Rotuman (Churchward 1940), Korean (Sohn 1987), Sanskrit 

(Whitney 1889), Pali (Geiger 1943), and Tunica (Haas 1946).   

However, it is worth pointing out that [+round] does not always take precedence in 

vowel coalescence, nor is it predicted to do so. In Modern Greek, for example, preservation 

of [+low] overrules faithfulness to [round] (Koutsoudas 1962, Sanders 1974, Kaisse 1977).  
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While any non-low vowel [i e o u] plus a round vowel yields a round vowel, any vowel 

combination with the [+low] vowel [a] produces [a].  In this case, IDENT[+low] outranks 

IDENT[+round], producing the [+low, -round] vowel [a]; the language bans [+low, +round] 

vowels (i.e. [� � �]).  Furthermore, §8.4 will discuss cases where the coalesced output 

retains the [�round] specification. 

8.2.3 Alternatives 
The facts of coalescence in Attic Greek rule out a number of alternative theories of 

faithfulness constraints.  In particular, theories that either have no faithfulness constraint 

that specifically preserves marked elements (IDENT[+round] in the present case), or rank all 

faithfulness constraints that preserve unmarked values above all those that preserve marked 

values (i.e. || IDENT[�round] » IDENT[+round] ||) cannot account for the Attic Greek system. 

 Pater (1995) shows that it is impossible to retain the marked value in coalescence 

without a faithfulness constraint that preserves only marked values.  Since no markedness 

constraint favours the marked feature value over the unmarked one, and no faithfulness 

specifically preserves the marked value, the coalesced output with the unmarked value will 

harmonically ban the competitor with the marked value.   

To illustrate, consider a theory that has only one faithfulness constraint; the 

constraint preserves both values of [round] – IDENT[±round] (cf Prince 1998 for Place of 

Articulation).  No faithfulness constraint will favour the mapping /o1e2/→[o1,2] over 

/o1e2/→[e1,2] – IDENT[±round] assigns the same violations to both.  No markedness 

constraint favours [o] over [e]: neither *[+round] nor *[±round] favours [o] over [e], and 

*+round favours [e] over [o].  Since no constraint favours /o1e2/→[o1,2] over /o1e2/→[e1,2], 

the coalesced unround vowel [e1,2] is a therefore a harmonic bound for the coalesced [o1,2].   

(22) Failed Theory I: no marked-faithfulness constraint

 /phile1 + o2n/ IDENT[±round] *[+round] *[±round] 

� (a) phile� 1,2n *  *

 (b) philo� 1,2n * *! *

This result not only rules out theories that have only one faithfulness constraint 

IDENT[±round], but theories in which faithfulness to the unmarked is always dominant: e.g. 

in the fixed ranking || IDENT[�round] » IDENT[+round] ||, and with the stringent constraints 

IDENT[�round], IDENT[±round].  With both these theories, there is no ranking in which 

/o1e2/→[o1,2] is favoured over /o1e2/→[e1,2]: no faithfulness constraint favours the former 

mapping, and no markedness constraint favours [o] over [e].  Of course, these theories 

have already been shown to be inadequate for neutralization in ch.6 and assimilation in 

ch.7; this case drives another nail into the coffin. 
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• Opaque analyses
The other alternative approach that must be considered for Attic Greek is one with 

opacity.  In such an approach, Attic Greek vowel coalescence is a two-step process (e.g. de 

Haas 1988).  It starts with assimilation of roundness, then the [+ATR] vowel deletes, 

followed by compensatory lengthening to form a long vowel. 

(23) Opaque analysis of coalescence

Input    /ti�ma-omen/ 

round assimilation  [ti�m�omen] 

+ATR deletion  [ti�m�men] 

compensatory lengthening [ti�m��men] 

An interesting point is that whether an opaque analysis is employed instead of a 

coalescence one for the cases in this chapter, the core proposal still stands.  In order to 

explain why [+round] always wins in roundness assimilation, regardless of the direction, a 

constraint like IDENT[+round] is indispensable.  Without a constraint that favours 

preservation of [+round] over [�round], all vowels should end up as [�round], since this is 

the least marked feature value.  A relevant case of such a ‘bi-directional’ assimilation 

system is given in §8.3.1. 

Even so, there is still reason to think that coalescence – at least in the cases 

discussed in this chapter – is a one-step process.  The reason relates to the fact that there is 

no evidence for roundness assimilation outside coalescence.  High vowels do not 

assimilate in roundness: e.g. [poi.��] ‘I make’, *[pou.��]; [eu.a.res.t��s] ‘acceptably’, 

*[ei.a.res.t��s].  In short, in an opaque analysis of roundness assimilation must be restricted 

to elements that will coalesce.   

 The same point can be made for [+ATR] deletion (or [�ATR] assimilation, 

depending on the details of the analysis).   

 This problem does not arise in the present analysis because coalescence does not 

depend on an independent assimilation process.  More concretely, the analysis presented 

above did not employ any assimilation-triggering constraints.   

 This same criticism can be raised for all the cases discussed in this chapter.  An 

opaque analysis of the cases appeals to processes that have no general applicability in the 

language. 

 As a final note, this observation does not mean that there cannot be an independent 

assimilation process that mimics the effect of an opaque analysis of outputs.  For example, 

there could be a language just like Attic Greek that also contains a process of roundness 

assimilation.  This makes no difference to the present point, though: opaque analyses of 

coalescence predict that coalescence is always accompanied by an independent process of 

assimilation of the relevant feature.  As shown by Attic Greek, this is not the case (also see 

§8.2.3.6). 
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8.2.4 Marked survivors elsewhere 
 The aim of this section is typological: it identifies cases that are analogous to Attic 

Greek’s coalescence, but differ in terms of the marked feature they preserve, showing that 

the analysis presented above generalizes to other scales. 

• Nasality
Dakota is akin to Attic Greek in that the [+round] specification of coalesced vowels 

persists in coalescence (Shaw 1980:34, 82).  In addition, the marked feature [+nasal] also 

survives.237

 (24) Dakota coalescence: [+nasal] preservation 

/t��ã i-t�oγ/ → [t�����oγ] ‘drift log’   

/x
�
ã o-t

�
a/  → [x

�
��

��� ‘be tired out from working’  

/ptã ehã/  → [pt���� ����� ����	

 c.f.  /tha-isto/  → [thisto] ‘ruminant’s foreleg’  

/wa-o-wa�te/   → [wowa�te] ‘goodness’ 

/ka-eja/  → [keja] ‘to say that’ 

That the feature [+nasal] is marked for vowels is clear from inventory facts: all 

languages with nasal vowels have oral vowels, but not vice-versa. 

 In Dakota, then, IDENT[+nasal] must outrank all constraints against nasal vowels: 

i.e. *[+nasal]/V.  The result is preservation of nasality.  Tableau (25) illustrates this 

ranking and its effect. 

(25) Dakota [+nasal] preservation

 /t��ã1 i2-t�oγ/ ONSET IDENT[+NASAL] *+NASAL/V

 (a) t��ã1i2t�oγ *!  *

 (b) t��i1,2t�oγ  *! 

� (c) t���1,2t�oγ   *

As a side-note, discussed further below, Dakota contrasts with Attic Greek in 

preserving [�low] rather than [+low].  For example, /ãi/ is realized as [��
 ��� ã]. 

 A similar fact is seen in coalescence of nasal consonants with obstruents.  In 

Indonesian, for example, coalescence of a prefix nasal and a voiceless stop results in 

retention of all features of the root consonant, except for the [+nasal] feature of the prefix 

consonant: /m�N + pilih/ → [m�milih], *[m�pilih]; /m�N+kasih/ → [m��asih] ‘to give’ 

(Lapoliwa 1981:110, see Pater 1995 for an analysis). 

237  The fact that /ã/ and mid vowels surface to form a nasalized high vowel follows from a general ban on 
nasalized mid vowels in the language.  The height preserved in Dakota is [�low]. 
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• [�anterior] 

Hualde (1992:400) reports that fricative clusters in Catalan coalesce.  If one of the 

input consonants is alveo-palatal [� � t� d�], the output is also alveo-palatal.  For example, 

/ba� z�ru/ is realized as [ba��ru] baix zero ‘low zero’, where the [�] preserves the 

[�anterior] feature of the /�/ and voicing of the /z/.  Similarly, /mid� sak/ is realized as 

[mit�ak] ‘half a bag’, where the output [t�] preserves the [�anterior] feature of /d�/ and 

voicing of the /s/. 

Again, [�anterior] is a marked feature: all inventories with [�anterior] segments 

also have [+anterior] ones: e.g. no language has [t�] without also having [t].  Thus, 

preservation of [�anterior] in this case is produced by the marked-coalescence ranking 

identified above: IDENT[�anterior] outranks *[����������	 
��� ��� �������� ���� ������

treatment of (alveo-)palatals in coalescence (§8.5.1). 

• Sonority
In Harar Oromo, a syllable contact restriction bans adjacent sonorants [j w r l n] 

(Owens 1985:22).  Adjacent sonorants in the input coalesce to form a geminate in the 

output.  The most sonorous input segment wins. 

(26) Gemination in Harar Oromo

(a) /{r,l} + n/ → [r�,l�]

/la�l+ne/  → [la�l�e] 'we watched' 

/barar+ne/  → [barar�e] 'we flew' 

/mo�r+ni�/ → [mo�r�i�]  'fat-nom' 

(b) /n + {r,l,j,w}/ → [r�,l�,j�,w�]
/hin+raftu/  → [hir�aftu] 'you don't lie down' 

/hin+la�l�u/  → [hil�a�l�u] 'we don't observe' 

/hin+wa�du/  → [hiw�a�du] 'he doesn't bake' 

/hin+ja�du/  → [hij�a�du] 'he doesn't think' 

(c) /l + r/ → [r�]

 /ol+rafe/ → [or�afe] ‘he slept up’ 

Gemination in Harar Oromo is a case of coalescence rather than deletion.  Other 

geminations show retention of elements of both input segments: e.g. /me�k’+te/ →
[me�t�’e] ‘you turned’ (p.22). 

 The output in Harar Oromo can be ascribed to the action of faithfulness constraints: 

it is most harmonic to preserve the most sonorous – and highly marked – element.  This 

result is achieved by ranking all relevant faithfulness constraints over all markedness ones.  

The constraint IDENT≥liquid is relevant here. 

(27) IDENT≥{liquid} “If x is equally or more sonorous than a liquid,  

    then x' has the same sonority value as x,

where x' is the correspondent of x.” 
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IDENT≥{liquid} must outrank all markedness constraints that favour non-liquids 

over liquids. 

(28) High sonority preservation in Harar Oromo

 /barar+ne/ SONDIST IDENT≥liquid *-Δσ≥liquid 

 (a) bararne *! * * 

� (b) barar�e   * * 

 (c) baran�e  *! *

 (d) barat�e  *! *

The tableau shows that faithfulness constraints will favour the most marked 

element.  It is crucial that the faithfulness constraint outranks its markedness counterpart *-

Δμ≥liquid  otherwise liquids will be penalized in favour of nasals, producing (c) as the 

output. 

 It is impossible to determine the influence of faithfulness constraints on glides in 

this language; no relevant examples are provided.  The fact that /r/ wins over /l/ in /ol+rafe/ 

→ [or�afe] may not indicate a sonority difference, but rather defaulting to the [r]; there is 

no corresponding /r+l/ case to decide the issue. 

 A similar case is found in the Australian language Bardi (Metcalfe 1975, Bowern 

������ ����� 	�
�
 �
������ ���� ����� ��������� � �����

• Summary
In summary, the marked-coalescence pattern is found for many different scales, not 

just for roundness.  The following section summarizes the rankings identified in this 

section. 

8.2.5 Summary 
This section has shown that a theory with marked-faithfulness constraints correctly 

predicts that the most marked features may be retained in coalescence.  The most marked 

value mf will emerge in coalescence if the faithfulness constraint that exclusively preserves 

mf (i.e. IDENT{mf}) outranks all markedness constraints that ban mf (*{mf}).  The 

following tableau schematizes this ranking, with [mf] the marked value of feature f and 

[uf] the unmarked value. 

(29) Marked-Coalescence Ranking

 /mf+uf/ IDENT{mf} *{mf}  IDENT{mf, uf} *{mf, uf}

� (a) mf *  * * 

 (b) uf *!  * * 
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Candidate (b) violates IDENT{mf} because it fails to keep the underlying marked 

feature specification; this leaves candidate (a).  The constraints IDENT{mf, uf} – which 

preserves both marked and unmarked values of f – and *{mf, uf} – which bans both 

marked and unmarked values of f – are included to show that their ranking is irrelevant in 

this type of coalescence.  Since IDENT{mf, uf} preserves both feature specifications equally 

it cannot distinguish between the two candidates.  Similarly, a markedness constraint like 

*{mf, uf} is irrelevant – such a constraint does not favour one feature value over the other, 

so has no effect on the outcome. 

 More concretely, the analysis of Attic Greek showed that the ranking 

|| IDENT[+round] » *[+round] || resulted in preservation of roundness.  The ranking of 

IDENT[±round] and *[±round] was indeterminate in relation to these other constraints. 

 As illustrated in §8.2.4, the same principle applies to many other scales: nasality in 

Dakota, [anterior] in Catalan, and the sonority scale in Harar Oromo.  Further examples 

will appear in the following case studies. 

8.3 The unmarked survivor 
The aim of this section is to demonstrate the need for stringently formulated 

faithfulness constraints.  The empirical focus is the voicing scale |  +voice 〉 -voice |.   

Cases in which the unmarked [�voice] feature survive are shown to require faithfulness 

constraints that preserve both values of [voice] equally, hence in a stringency relation with 

the marked-faithfulness constraint IDENT[+voice] (from ch.7). 

Section 8.3.1 presents an analysis of bi-directional [�voice] assimilation in 

Swedish, based on data from Sigurd (1965) and Hellberg (1974).  The analysis owes a 

significant debt to Lombardi’s (1999) �������� ��� ��	
���� ������� ��������� ��
��� �� ��

cast in terms of the present theory.  The claim made in this analysis – and in all analyses in 

‘unmarked coalescence’ cases – is that the unmarked value wins due to the action of 

markedness constraints against the marked value – i.e. *[+voice] in this case.  It is then 

argued that only a faithfulness constraint that preserves both values of [voice] – 

IDENT[±voice] – must outrank *[+voice] in order to prevent voice neutralization generally. 

Section 8.3.2 presents an analysis of coalescence in the Athapaskan language 

Chipewyan (Fort Chipewyan dialect – Li 1946).  Chipewyan has several coalescence 

patterns, one of which is the famous Athapaskan d-effect.  As in Swedish, the unmarked 

[�voice] value survives in coalescence, as does the feature [�continuant].   

 This same argument is provided for vowel features in §8.4. 

8.3.1 Bi-directional assimilation in Swedish 
This section shows that bi-directional assimilation poses the same issues as 

coalescence.  In bi-directional assimilation, the featural content of the output is not 

determined by the rightmost or leftmost element.  Instead, a single value dominates.  In 

Swedish, the value is [�voice]: underlying clusters with an underlying voiceless segment 

surface as voiceless.  This pattern differs from Attic Greek’s in that the unmarked value 
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survives.  This fact is shown to require voice-referring faithfulness constraints in a 

stringency relation. 

Section 8.3.1.1 describes the relevant facts, followed by an analysis in §8.3.1.2.  

Section 8.3.1.3 discusses the central point of this analysis: that the unmarked feature value 

can only survive in bi-directional assimilation and coalescence if there is faithfulness 

conflation.  Faithfulness conflation is argued to require stringently formulated constraints.  

Section 8.3.1.4 discusses alternative theories. 

8.3.1.1 Description 
Table 8.3 lists the consonant contrasts found in Swedish (Sigurd 1965:19). 

 Table 8.3: Swedish consonants

  labial alveolar (alveo-)palatal velar glottal

 p t t� k
stops 

b d d� �

 f s � h
fricatives

v

 nasals m n �

 liquids l  r 

The Swedish syllable has optional onsets and codas; both constituents may contain 

between one and three consonants.  There is no voicing neutralization in codas; both 

voiced and voiceless obstruents can appear in this position: e.g. tub ‘tube’, kap ‘cape’; hed 
‘heath’, bit ‘piece’; tyg ‘cloth’, bak ‘back’; räv ‘fox’, kuf ‘odd’. 

• Voice assimilation
Swedish obstruent voicing assimilation has received a great deal of descriptive and 

theoretical attention (Sigurd 1965, Hellberg 1974, Anderson 1974, Cho 1999:134ff, 

Lombardi ����� �����	
 �������� �	���� ������������ ��� ������ �� ��� 	�� ��	!�

assimilation is always a pair of voiceless segments, as shown in (30); the data is from 

Hellberg (1974), Sigurd (1965), and Lombardi (1999). 
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(30) Swedish obstruent voice assimilation 

 (a) +vd → -vd / _-vd 

Root Gloss  Assimilated Gloss 
 [t�b] tub ‘tube’  [tup-s]  tub-s ‘tube + genitive’ 

 [rø�d] röd ‘red’  [røt-t]  röd-t ‘red (neuter)’ 

 [�ud]  gud ‘good’  [�ut-s]  gud-s ‘good (genitive)’ 

 [sprø�d] spröd ‘brittle’  [sprøt-t]  spröd-t ‘brittle (neuter)’

 [ti�d]  tid ‘time’  [tit-s] tid-s ‘time+genitive’ 

 [klæd�] kläda ‘to dress’  [kl�t-s�l]  klädsel ‘dressing’ 

 [f�d�] föda ‘feed’  [f�t-s�l]  fötsel ‘food’ 

 [sku��] skog ‘forest’  [skuk-s]  skogs ‘forest (genitive)’

    [sk�ks fo���l]  skogsfågel ‘forest bird’ 

 [h���] hög ‘high’  [h�k� ti�d]  hög tid ‘festival’ 

    [h�k� fæ�di�] hög färdig ‘festival’ 

    [h�k-st] högst
 [vi��] viga ‘to marry’  [vik-s�l]  vigsel ‘marriage’ 

 [da��] dag ‘day’  [dak-slj��s]  dagsljus ‘daylight’ 

 [sty�] stygg ‘naughty’  [styk-t]  styggt ‘naughty (neuter)’

 [by�] bygg ‘build’  [byk-t]  ‘build {supine}’ 

 [hav]  hav ‘sea’  [haf-s]  hav-s ‘sea+adv. suffix’ 

 [ræv]  räv ‘fox’  [raf-s]  räv-s ‘fox + genitive’ 

 [stræv] sträv ‘rough’  [stræf-t]  strävt ‘rough (neuter)’ 

 (b) +vd → -vd / -vd_ 

 [k�p] köp ‘purchase’ /k�p-d/→ [k�pt] {pt part.} 

 [brand] brand ‘fire’  [skuk�s-pran�d] skogsbrand ‘forest fire’

 [da��] dag ‘day’ [tis�-ta]  Tisdag ‘Tuesday’ 

 [d�] -de {preterite} [syl-d�] syl-de ‘covered’ 

   [læs-t�] läs-te ‘read’   

   [st�k-t�] stek-te ‘fried’ 

(c) +vd +vd 

 [han�d-bu�k] hand-bok ‘handbook’    

 [sy�d-ves�t]  sydväst ‘south-west’    

 [æ��] äga ‘to own’  [æ�-d�] äg-de ‘owned’ 

 [væv�] väve ‘to weave’  [væv-d�] väv-de ‘weaved’ 

 [by�] bygg ‘build’  [by�-d]  bygg-d ‘build {pt part.}’

As shown by the pair /læs-d�/→[læst�] and /vi�-s�l/→[viks�l] the output of 

assimilation is not directionally conditioned: in other words, neither the rightmost nor the 

leftmost segment consistently determines the voicing of the output.   

The pair /tid+s/→[tits] and /k�p-d/→ [k�pt] provide evidence that morphological 

affiliation does not matter: the voicing of the affix segment persists in [tits], while the 

root’s value wins in [k�pt].  In general, then if one of the input segments is [�voice], the 

output will be voiceless. 
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 There is little controversy that [�voice] is the unmarked voicing feature for 

obstruents.  This point is discussed in chapter 7.  Therefore, the issue that arises in Swedish 

voice assimilation is why the unmarked [�voice] value emerges while the marked [+voice] 

value is eliminated. 

8.3.1.2 Analysis 
The following analysis will show that the constraint IDENT[±voice] is needed to 

adequately account for Swedish bi-directional voicing assimilation.  The crucial aspect of 

this constraint is that it ‘conflates’ unfaithfulness: it assigns the same violations to 

/+voice/→[�voice] as to /�voice/→[+voice] mappings.   

Swedish voice assimilation has been analyzed in Optimality Theory by Lombardi 

������� ���	
�� ����������� ������� ��� ����	� ������������ ��� �	��	���� ���� ���

owes a great deal to Lombardi’s proposals, and for the most part is a straightforward 

recasting of the analysis in Lombardi (1999) in terms of the present theory.  The 

differences will be commented on where necessary.   

���	
�� ��������� !"����#� � �������$��#� �����"��# �!!"	�$� #	 #�� ���%� !"����#��

here; this theory is discussed in ch.7§7.7, so it will not be discussed further here.  For a 

critique of the proposals in Wilson (2000), see McCarthy (2002b). 

• Motivating assimilation 
In obstruent voicing, [+voice] segments are more marked than [�voice] ones.  

Therefore, the present theory provides two faithfulness constraints.  One exclusively 

preserves the marked value – IDENT[+voice], and the other preserves both values – 

IDENT[±voice]. 

 A full theory of the markedness constraints that trigger assimilation has been 

presented in chapter 7§7.2.3.1; the relevant assimilation-inducing constraints will be called 

ASSIM[voice] here to save the reader the trouble of referring back to that chapter.   

In order for ASSIM[voice] to motivate assimilation of voiced segments, 

ASSIM[voice] must outrank all constraints that preserve voiced segments – i.e. 

IDENT[±voice] and IDENT[+voice]; the opposite ranking would prevent voiced segments 

from undergoing assimilation.  This general ranking was established in ch.7. 

(31) Swedish I: assimilation 

 /f�d-s�l/ ASSIM[voice] IDENT[±voice] IDENT[+voice]

 (a) f�ds�l *! 

� (b) f�ts�l * *

• The unmarked survivor
Swedish contrasts with Attic Greek in that the marked input feature is not preserved 

in assimilation.  Therefore, the opposite ranking must hold: whereas a faithfulness 

constraint that preserved only marked elements (i.e. [+round]) outranked all markedness 
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constraints against that feature (*[+round]) in Attic, the relevant markedness constraint in 

Swedish (*[+voice]) must outrank all faithfulness constraints that preserve that feature 

(IDENT[+voice]).   

Tableau (32) illustrates this ranking. 

(32) Swedish II: Elimination of the marked

 /f�d-s�l/ ASSIM[voice] *[+voice] IDENT[+voice]

 (a) f�ds�l *! * 

� (b) f�ts�l   *

 (c) f�dz�l  * *! 

The crucial competition is between (b) and (c): (c) loses because it contains more 

voiced segments than (b).238  Thus, *[+voice] must outrank IDENT[+voice]; the opposite 

ranking would favour preservation of the marked value, with the undesirable result that (c) 

would win. 

 Tableau (33) is an elaboration on the ranking in (32).  It shows that onset-

faithfulness constraints must also be ranked below *[+voice]. 

(33) Swedish IIa: onset-faithfulness

/st�k-d�/ ASSIM[voice] *[+voice] 
onset-

IDENT[+voice]

onset-

IDENT[±voice] 

 (a) st�k.d� *!  

 (b) st��.d�  * *! 

� (c) st�k.t� * *

• Faithfulness conflation
A further ranking is needed.  Some faithfulness constraint that preserves [+voice] 

must outrank *[+voice], otherwise [+voice] would be eliminated in all contexts: e.g. /æ�-

d�/ would emerge as *[ækt�].   

The only faithfulness constraint left in the present theory is IDENT[±voice]; its 

effect is shown in the following tableau.  A ranking analogous to || IDENT[±voice] » 

*[+voice] || was proposed by Lombardi (1999:285ff).239

238  *[+voice] assigns a separate violation for each voiced segment here.  If one adopts an autosegmental 
approach – that the two voiced segments share a single [+voice] feature – the approach will still work: 
candidate (b) will still incur fewer violations of *[+voice]. 
239  The difference between the present approach and Lombardi’s (1999) is that Lombardi has only one 
faithfulness constraint IDENT[Lar(yngeal)], which is equivalent in effect to IDENT[±voice].  The present 
theory has both IDENT[±voice] and IDENT[+voice].   
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(34) Swedish III: avoidance of neutralization

 /æ�-d�/ IDENT[±voice] *[+voice] IDENT[+voice]

� (a) æ�d� * * 

 (b) ækt� * *! * * 

The constraint IDENT[±voice] plays a crucial part.  It prevents gratuitous 

elimination of [+voice], as in candidate (b).  The opposite ranking would produce a 

language with wholesale elimination of [+voice].   

 Notably, no faithfulness constraint except for IDENT[±voice] can be brought to the 

aid of [æ�d�] here.  As Lombardi (1999) shows, all constraints that favour a directional 

bias must be ranked below *[+voice].  This was demonstrated in tableau (33) for onset-

faithfulness constraints.  Tableau (35) makes the same point for root-controlled 

faithfulness constraints. 

(35) Swedish IV: irrelevance of root-faithfulness

/stræv-t/ ASSIM[voice] *[+voice]
root-

IDENT[+voice]

root-

IDENT[±voice]

 (a) strævt *! * 

� (b) stræft   * *

 (c) strævd  * *! 

So, the resulting ranking for Swedish voice constraints is anti-Paninian (Prince 

1997 et seq.).  The ranking has a general faithfulness constraint outranking a more specific 

one: i.e. || IDENT[±voice] » *+voice » IDENT[+voice] ||.  The form of the constraint 

IDENT[±voice] is crucial in this analysis as it allows faithfulness conflation while 

maintaining contrast.  This point will be fully developed in the next section. 

8.3.1.3 Faithfulness conflation 
The Swedish facts can be produced by the present theory because the marked-

faithfulness constraints allow faithfulness conflation.  The following tableau will be used 

to elucidate this point. 

(36) Swedish V: Faithfulness conflation

 /vi�-s�l/ ASSIM[voice] IDENT[±voice] *[+voice] IDENT[+voice]

 (a) vi�-s�l *! *

� (b) vik-s�l  *  *

 (c) vi�-z�l  * * *! 

The reason that the markedness constraint *[+voice] emerges to make the crucial 

decision between (b) and (c) is because the mappings /vi�-s�l/→[viks�l] and /vi�-

s�l/→*[vi�z�l] are conflated in faithfulness terms.  Unfaithfulness to an input [�voice] 
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specification incurs the same violations of active constraints as unfaithfulness to an input 

[+voice] specification.  More concretely, the mappings incur equal violations of all 

relevant active faithfulness constraints – i.e. IDENT[±voice].   

Because the active faithfulness constraint fails to distinguish the two different 

mappings, the lower-ranked markedness constraint can emerge to make the crucial 

decision.  This is analogous to markedness conflation, discussed in chapters 3 and 4: two 

markedness categories are conflated if they incur the same violations of active markedness 

constraints. 

 To elucidate this point, suppose that IDENT[+voice] outranked *[+voice].  This 

ranking would fail to produce Swedish: it would favour candidate (c) over candidate (b).  

A key point is that IDENT[±voice] must be active: if it were ranked below *[+voice], all 

voicing contrasts would be eliminated.   

Therefore, there are two requirements on all active voice-faithfulness constraints in 

Swedish: (i) they must preserve the voicing contrast and (ii) they must allow faithfulness 

conflation.  The only way to deal with both these conditions is to have a faithfulness 

constraint that preserves both values of [voice] at once, thereby assigning equal violations 

to candidates that differ in either value of [voice].  In short, the constraint IDENT[±voice] is 

indispensable. 

8.3.1.4 Alternatives: Non-stringent theories 
This section considers theories with non-stringent faithfulness constraints: 

constraints that refer to a single feature value.   

Suppose that there were a set of non-stringent faithfulness constraints in a fixed 

ranking: || IDENT{mf} » IDENT{uf} ||.  This approach cannot deal with the Swedish facts: it 

offers no way to both preserve the voicing contrast and allow [�voice] to survive.  

Retention of the voicing contrast requires the ranking || IDENT[+voice] » *[+voice] ||.  

However, emergence of [�voice] requires the ranking || *[+voice] » IDENT[+voice] ||.  

Thus, the fixed ranking approach produces a ranking paradox. 

 To explore non-stringent solutions further, one could propose that the ranking 

|| IDENT[�voice] » IDENT[+voice] || held in Swedish.  While this would account for the facts 

in this case, it predicts that unmarked features may be the specific focus of preservation; 

chapter 7 shows this proposal to be problematic. 

 A final non-stringent approach – that IDENT[±voice] is the only voice-faithfulness 

constraint – has already been shown to be inadequate (ch.7§7.2.3.1). 

 A final comment about the Swedish facts is that it shows that faithfulness 

constraints must be able to mention unmarked features.  With only a constraint 

IDENT[+voice], [+voice] is predicted to always win in assimilation and coalescence (see 

chapter 7§7.5 and Wetzels & Mascaró 2001:214ff for discussion).   
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8.3.2 Voicing and continuancy in Chipewyan240

The aim of this section is to show that the ranking for Swedish bi-directional 

assimilation can produce the same result for coalescence, with the result that the unmarked 

[�voice] value survives.  Moreover, the language discussed here – Chipewyan – also 

shows that the unmarked value for [continuant] can also survive.   

The difference between this example and Swedish is primarily in complexity.  

Many different features are in conflict in Chipewyan coalescence: [voice], [continuant], 

[strident], [anterior], [lateral], [distributed], and major Place of Articulation.  So, 

Chipewyan’s complexity provides a good test for the approach to coalescence and feature 

preservation advocated here. 

A number of Athapaskan languages employ coalescence to eliminate certain 

consonant clusters.  The most famous coalescence case involves the classifier /t/ – the 

famous Athapaskan d-effect (e.g. Navajo: McDonough 1990, Sekani: Hargus 1988:97ff, 

Slave: Rice 1987, 1989; general: Howren 1971, Rice 1987, Lamontagne & Rice 1994, 

1995).

This section focuses on two types of coalescence in the Athapaskan language 

Chipewyan, one of which is the d-effect; the other relates to coalescence of laterals (Li 

1946).  This section presents a unified analysis of both coalescence types, showing how 

both preserve the unmarked feature in the output. 

Two generalizations hold of all the coalescence outputs: (i) if either of the inputs is 

[�voice], the output is [�voice] and (ii) if either of the inputs is a stop, the output will be a 

stop or affricate.  The following table summarizes relevant data from Li (1946).  More 

complete data is provided in the following sections. 

(37) Chipewyan coalescence in brief

(a) voiceless + voiced → voiceless 

 /h�-uh-l-ze/ → [hu�z�] ‘start to hunt 2 dual’ (p.414) 

 /��-θ-l-��� → [������ ‘he is exhausted’ (415) 

 /n�-na-n-s-t-�a/ → [n�����st�a] ‘I came back’ (412) 

(b) voiced + voiceless → voiceless 

 /-tsa�-�/ → [-tsa�]  ‘to handle grain-like 

object+progressive’ (409) 

 /-�ir-�/ → [���] ‘to be, act, do’ (409) 

 /-tel-�/ → [-t��] ‘several persons go’ (409) 

(c) stop + C → stop/affricate 

 /ts
�
-n�-it-�ir/ → [ts

��nitθ�r] ‘we (dual) have woken up’ (414) 

 /t�-it-t-th
�� → [t�ith

�� ‘you (dual) eat’ (413)  

The majority of the data in (37) shows that Chipewyan cluster simplification 

involves coalescence rather than deletion.  For example, coalescence of /θl/ produces an 

240  I am grateful to Keren Rice for answering many questions about Chipewyan and its phonological 
processes, and for comments on the theoretical issues discussed in this section. 
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output that retains the voicing of the /θ/ and laterality of the /l/: i.e. [�] (37a).  Similarly, 

coalescence of a stop and fricative results in an affricate (as in /t�/→[t�] and /t�/→[tθ]).  

The reported simplification /t+�/ produces [k], a segment which preserves the manner of 

articulation of the /t/ and place of articulation of the /�/.
 This section shows that Chipewyan requires the same type of ranking as Swedish: 

in other words, a general faithfulness constraint must outrank a more specific one.  The 

difference is that the case involves both [voice] and [continuant].   

 Section 8.3.2.1 presents background facts on Chipewyan phonology and a 

description of the coalescence data.  Sections 8.3.2.2 presents an analysis of lateral 

coalescence, and §8.3.2.3 provides an analysis of /t/-coalescence (i.e. the d-effect).   

8.3.2.1 Description 
Table 8.4 lists the consonants found in Chipewyan.  Several facts prove to be 

important in consonant coalescence: (i) there are three types of stop: unaspirated, aspirated, 

and glottalized, (ii) there are a variety of affricates, including interdental [tθ], dental [ts], 

prepalatal [t�], and lateral [t�], and (iii) there is a voiceless lateral fricative [�], which will 

prove to be significant in the alternations discussed below.241

 Table 8.4: Chipewyan Consonants

  labial coronal dorsal glottal

 p tθ t ts t� t� k kw �

tθh th tsh t�� t�h kh kwh

stops 

&

affricates tθ’ t’ ts’ t�’ t�’ k’ kw’

θ s � � x xw h
fricatives

� z � � �w

 nasals m n

 liquids r l

Chipewyan syllables have the shape (C)V(�)(C).  Codas cannot be stops or 

affricates.  They are also restricted to coronal or glottal PoA, with the exception of [�].  In 

other words, coda consonants are one of [θ � s z � � � n h l r] (Li 1946:401).   

Of largely incidental relevance is the fact that stem-initial fricatives are not 

contrastive in voicing.  They are voiceless word-initially and after voiceless fricatives, but 

voiced elsewhere.  By Richness of the Base, both voiced and voiceless stem-initial 

fricatives must be considered in input forms.  Unless directly relevant, the data below has 

input voiced stem-initial fricatives. 

241  Jakobson & Waugh (1979:141-2) observe that Chipewyan [th] is produced with strong velarization.  This 
fact will be ignored here.  Some support for their observation is that pre-Chipewyan *t has become [k] in 
certain modern Chipewyan dialects (see ch.6§6.3.1). 
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• Coalescence
Coalescence most often takes place in the set of prefixes that precedes the verb 

root.  The closest set of prefixes, which Li (p.410) calls the ‘conjunctive prefixes’, has the 

order [modals + aspectuals + pronominal subject + classifiers + verb root].  The 

consonants of these prefixes coalesce when their preservation would violate the syllable 

restrictions identified above. 

Coalescence happens often because many of the conjunctive prefixes consist of a 

single consonant or terminate in a consonant.  For example, the classifiers are /t/, /l/, and 

/�/, and the pronominal subject morphemes are /s/ {1sg}, /n/ {2sg}, /it/ {1non-sg}, and /uh/ 

{2non-sg.} (Li 1946: 411-2); one of the aspect prefixes is /θ/; other aspect prefixes end in a 

vowel.  All modal prefixes end in a vowel.  Epenthesis is used to eliminate consonant 

clusters in other positions, as discussed in ch.4. 

A unified analysis of all the consonant coalescences in Chipewyan will be 

presented in the following sections.  However, it will prove useful to classify them into two 

types for descriptive purposes.  All coalescences involve one of the classifiers /t/, /l/, and 

/�/.  So, ‘lateral coalescence’ will be used to refer to coalescence involving the lateral 

classifiers /l/ and /�/.  The term ‘stop coalescence’ will be used to refer to coalescence 

involving the classifier /t/, called the ‘d-effect’ after the orthographic symbol used for this 

consonant. 

• Lateral coalescence
The outputs of lateral coalescence are summarized in Table 8.5 and of stop 

coalescence in Table 8.6.  Supporting data is provided at the end of this section (i.e. 

§8.3.2.1). 

 The top row in Table 8.5 lists all possible coda consonants (/θ � s z � � n h l r/) 

except for /� z/ which did not appear in the data, and /n/, which coalesces with the 

preceding vowel (e.g. /θ�-n-�-ts�/ → [θ��ts�] ‘to make it (1pl.)’).  Gaps indicate 

combinations for which there is no mention in Li (1946).  The top row in Table 8.6 lists all 

stem-initial consonants for which there is data.  The category ‘stopi/affricatei’ refers to all 

stops and affricates; the result of their coalescence with /t/ is the same stop or affricate. 

 Table 8.5: Lateral coalescence in Chipewyan

⇒+⇓ θ s � � l r h 

� � s � � � � �

 l � s l (l) �

 Table 8.6: /t/ coalescence in Chipewyan

 /t/ + � θ/� s/z �/� x/� n �,l stopi/affricatei

 output: t
�

tθ ts t� k t t� stopi/affricatei

That these cases involve coalescence rather than deletion is evinced by the pairs 

/θ+l/→[�], /h+l/→[�], and virtually all of the stop coalescence cases, where /t/ plus another 
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consonant fuse to form an affricate, or – in the case of /t+x/ – a stop that preserves the 

marked PoA. 

 Several generalizations hold of the output of both lateral and stop coalescence.  

They are summarized in (38). 

(38) The output of Chipewyan stop coalescence

 (a) If an input segment is [�voice], the output is [�voice] 

 (b) If an input segment is [�continuant], the output is [�continuant] 

 (c) Preserve aspiration and glottalization 

 (d) Preserve marked (labial, dorsal) places of articulation. 

(e) Preserve the following features in order of importance: 

  [+strident] > [+lateral] > [�anterior], [+distributed] 

The primary focus of the following analysis is (38a) and (38b). 

As an example of (38a), coalescence of /θ+l/ produces the voiceless [�]:e.g. /��-θ-l-

��� → [������ ‘he is exhausted’ (p.415).  Similarly, coalescence of /h+l/ produces voiceless 

[�]: e.g. /h�-uh-l-ze/ → [hu�z�] ‘we started to hunt’ (p.414).  Finally, coalescence of /t+l/ 

produces the voiceless affricate [t�]. 
 (38b) states that coalescence involving a stop will produce a stop.  This is clearest 

in the coalescence /t+�/, which produces [k].  In this case, the output preserves the 

[�continuant] feature of the input /t/.  After Clements’ (1999) proposal that affricates are 

strident stops, combinations of /t/ and fricatives also show that [�continuant] survives 

since the output is an affricate – i.e. [�continuant]. 

 To allow us to proceed to the analysis without further ado, (38c) and (38d) will be 

discussed when they become relevant. 

• Data
The data in (39) and (40) is from Li (1946); numbers in brackets refer to page 

numbers in this work.  All coalescences reported above are described by Li, though there 

are some missing combinations, noted below. 
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(39) Lateral coalescence data242 (relevant clusters are underlined) 

(a) /C+�/

/θ+�/→[�] /��-θ-�-ts�� → [���ts�� ��� ���� 	� 
��������� �����

/s+�/→[s] /h�-s-�-tsi/ → [h�stsi] ‘make it 1sg’ (414) 

 /�a-s-�-��� → [�as��� �� �� ��	�� ��� �����

/�+�/→[�] /-tsa�-�/ → [-tsa�] ‘be handling grain-like object’ (409)

/�+�/→[�] /-t��-�/ → [-t��] ‘several persons go+progressive’ (409) 

/l+�/→[�] /-tel-�/ → [-t��] ‘several persons go’ (409) 

/r+�/→[�] /-�ir-�/ → [-���] ‘to be, act, do’ (409) 

/h+�/→[�] /h�-uh-�-tsi/ → [hu�tsi] ‘start to hunt’ 

 /ta-h�-uh-�-tsi/ → [dahu�tsi] ‘you (pl.) all make it’ (417) 

(b) /C+l/ 

/θ+l/→[�] /��-k
�
o-t�-n�-θ-l-�a/ → [��k

�
ot�n���a] ‘he has learnt it’ (400)

 /��-θ-l-��� → [������ ‘he is exhausted’ (415) 

/s+l/→[s] /h�s-l-z�/ → [h�sz�] ‘start to hunt 1sg.’ (414) 

/���a-��d�-n�-s-l-�er/ → [���ad�n�s�er] ‘I killed myself’ (416)

/l+l/→[l] /h�-l-la�/ → [h����] ‘go to sleep!’ (409) 

/h+l/→[�] /uh-l-ze/  → [hu�z�] ‘start to hunt 2 dual’ (414) 

 (40) Stop coalescence data

 /t+�/→[t’] /n�-��-t-�a/ → [n���t
�
a] ‘I fooled him’ (411) 

 /t+�/→[tθ] /ts
�
-n�-it-�ir/ → [ts

��nitθ�r] ‘we (dual) have woken up’ (414) 

 /t+z/→[ts] /na-h�-st-zus/  → [nah�stsus] ‘I slide down repeatedly’ (411) 

  /xa-da-na-��-s-t-zis/ → [xadana��stsis] ‘I sip out of it (cust.)’ (417)

 /t+�/→[t�] /�ã-h�-θ-t-�a/ →[�ãh�θt�a] ‘he went home’ (419) 

 /t+x/→[k] no data243   

 /t+n/→[t] /tu-n-t-n�/ →[tun�t�] ‘to be drowned {imperf.3sg.}’ (414)

 /t+�/→[t�] no data 
 /t+l/→[t�] no data 
 /xa-na-��-s-t-tu�/ →[xana��stu�] ‘I have crawled out again’ (418)

 /t�-it-t-th
�� →[t�ith

�� ‘you (dual) eat’ (413)  

 /xa-ta-t�-θ-t-kai/ →[xatar�θkai] ‘it is white spotted’ (417) 

/t+{stop,

affricate}/

→
[stop, 

affricate]

/γ�-it-tsa�/ →[γitsa�]  ‘we cry’ (413) 

242  Evidence that the l- and �- morphemes are underlyingly [l] and [�] comes from forms without contraction: 
e.g. /n-�-tsi/ → [n��tsi] ‘to make it {imperf. 3sg}’, /θ-i-l-tsi/ → [θiltsi] ‘to make it {1pl perf.}’ (414). 
243  Compare with Hare /le-�e-t-xe/ → [le�eke] ‘it is cut’, /tah-te-i-t-�eh/ → [ta.�e.te.ti.t�eh] ‘s/he hangs 
him/herself’. 
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8.3.2.2 Lateral coalescence: Survival of [��voice] 
Lateral coalescence is triggered by a ban on complex margins: *COMPLEX.  As 

shown for Attic Greek, coalescence comes about when *COMPLEX outranks UNIFORMITY;

deletion and epenthesis are blocked by MAX and DEP respectively.  The example in tableau 

(41) is  /��-θ-l-��� → [������ ‘he is exhausted’. 

(41) Chipewyan I: basic coalescence ranking

 /��-θ1-l2-��� *COMPLEX MAX DEP UNIFORMITY

 (a) ��θ1l2.�� *!   

 (b) ��θ1���  *!  

 (c) ��θ�l��   *! 

� (d) ���1,2���    *

Input tri-consonantal clusters in which the middle element is a lateral [l �] are 

resolved by coalescing the first two consonants in the output.  For example, /��-θ-l-��� ��

realized as [������, with the leftmost input consonants /θl/ coalescing to produce [�]; the 

rightmost two consonants do not coalesce: *[��θ���/*[��θl��/. 

To account for the fact that the first two consonants coalesce rather than the second 

two, a constraint that bans coalescence in onsets is employed.  This constraint is a 

straightforward extension of Beckman’s (1998) theory of positional faithfulness: 

(42) onset-UNIFORMITY If x is in an onset, x has only one input correspondent. 

The constraint onset-UNIFORMITY places a stronger requirement on onsets than 

other elements: onset consonants cannot be coalesced segments.  With onset-UNIFORMITY,

the only viable coalesced output from a tri-consonantal input is one in which the coalesced 

output segment is in the coda.  Tableau (43) illustrates this point. 

(43) Chipewyan II: Avoidance of onset coalescence

 /��-θ1-l2-�3�� *COMPLEX onset-UNIFORMITY

 (a) ��θ1l2�3� *!  

 (b) ��θ1.�2,3�  *! 

� (c) ���1,2.�3�   

The analysis of stop coalescence below will show that *COMPLEX outranks onset-

UNIFORMITY.

Tri-consonantal clusters with stops as the medial consonant behave differently – the 

stop coalesces with the following consonant.  An explanation for this difference will be 

provided in the next section.244

244  Causley (1997) proposes that two coalescences take place in the derivation /h�-uh-l-ze/ → [hu�z�]: the 
lateral feature of /l/ coalesces with /h/ to produce [�], and the [+voice] feature of the /l/ coalesces with the 
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• Survival of [�voice] 
The analysis of voicelessness preservation presented here is much the same as 

given for Swedish.  The fact that [�voice] persists in the output cannot be ascribed to 

faithfulness constraints because they favour preservation of the marked feature value.  

Instead, the markedness constraint *[+voice] must be responsible; it must outrank 

IDENT[+voice], as shown in (44). 

(44) Chipewyan IIIa: Unmarked coalescence ranking, part I 

 /uh1-l2-ze/ *[+voice] IDENT[+voice]

 (a) hul1,2ze * *! 

� (b) hu�1,2ze * *

As in Swedish, though, some faithfulness constraint must prevent elimination of 

[+voice] generally.  More specifically, some faithfulness constraint must prevent the /l/s in 

/h�-l-la�/ from turning into [�]: [h����], *[h��a�].

 The only constraint available is IDENT[±voice].  With this constraint outranking 

*[+voice], gratuitous devoicing of /l/ to [�] is blocked.  However, IDENT[±voice] does not 

have the unfortunate side effect of favouring the coalesced candidate that preserves the 

marked [+voice] value, as shown in tableau (45). 

(45) Chipewyan IIIb: Unmarked coalescence ranking, part II

 /uh1-l2-ze/ IDENT[±voice] *[+voice] IDENT[+voice]

 (a) hul1,2ze * * *! 

� (b) hu�1,2ze * * *

 (c) hu�1,2se * *! * *

The constraint IDENT[±voice] prevents neutralization of [+voice], so blocking the 

/z/ to [s] change in candidate (c).  Equally as important is the fact that IDENT[±voice] 

assigns the same violations to candidates (a) and (b).  This allows the effect of the lower-

stem-initial fricative to form [z].  Causley’s proposal is based on the claim that (at least some) stem-initial 
fricatives are underlyingly unspecified for voice: so the UR is /h�-uh-l-se/, and the surface [+voice] [z] in 
[hu�z�] comes about through coalescence of /l/ and /s/.  In contrast, I maintain that there is no coalescence of 
the stem-initial fricative in such tri-consonantal clusters.  Firstly, the voicing of stem-initial fricatives is not 
contrastive: stem-initial fricatives are always voiceless word-initially and after voiceless fricatives, and 
voiced elsewhere.  Since voicing is completely predictable, by Richness of the Base inputs with both 
voiceless and voiced initial fricatives must be accounted for.  This does pose a potential problem, since the 
stem-initial fricative [z] in [hu�z�] follows a voiceless fricative on the surface, and therefore should be 
voiceless.  Causley suggests that the voicing of the fricative comes from the [+voice] feature of the 
underlying /l/.  However, I suggest that there is a more opaque explanation: in just this combination, the affix 
l sets up a boundary that makes the initial fricative insensitive to its presence.  This proposal is supported by 
the fact that a coalesced /l/ also blocks s-� coalescence.  /s/ coalesces before [� ��: /hu-s-�-��/ → [hu��].  
However, the coalescence does not take place if /s/ coalesces with underlying /l/: /p�-k’�-ho-d�-s-l-�ã/ →
[p�k’�hod�s�ã] (412).  Again, /l/ blocks an otherwise automatic process. 
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ranked markedness constraint *[+voice] to emerge, favouring the candidate with the 

unmarked [�voice] feature over the one with [+voice]. 

• Preservation of [lateral] and [strident] 

The preservation of [lateral] and [strident] contrasts with [voice] in that the marked 

values of these latter features are retained.  Almost all coalescences involving a lateral 

result in a lateral: e.g. /uh-l-ze/ → [hu�ze], *[huhze]; /��-θ-l-��� → [������� ����θ����

The ranking responsible for retention of [+lateral] is schematically the same as that 

used for [+round] preservation in Attic Greek: IDENT[+lateral] dominates *[+lateral].  

Through this ranking, the marked feature will be preserved, as shown in tableau (46). 

(46) Chipewyan IV: Lateral preservation

 /��-θ1-l2-��� IDENT[+lateral] *[+lateral] 

 (a) ��θ1,2�� *! 

� (b) ���1,2�� *

An interesting point relates to stridency.  In combinations of the strident /s/ and 

lateral, the output is strident: e.g. /�a-s-�-��� → [�as��� �� 	
 ���� ��� �������� �s-l-z�/ →
[h�sz�] ‘start to hunt 1sg.’ (p.414).  It is clear that preservation of stridency takes 

preference over preservation of [+lateral].  This can be formally expressed by having 

IDENT[+strident] outrank IDENT[+lateral], as in tableau (47). 

(47) Chipewyan V: Strident preservation

 /s1-l2-z�/ IDENT[+strident] IDENT[+lateral] 

� (a) h��1,2z� *

 (b) h�s1,2z�  *! 

Preservation of stridency will also play a role in stop coalescence, to which we now 

turn. 

8.3.2.3 Stop coalescence: Survival of [��continuant] 
Stops are banned in Chipewyan codas, so all /t+C/ clusters must be eliminated in 

the output form.245  An interesting aspect of stop coalescence is that /t/ always coalesces 

with the following consonant in tri-consonantal clusters, rather than with the preceding 

one: e.g. /�ã-h�-θ-t-�a/ → [�ãh�θ��a], *[�ãh�θ��].  This contrasts with lateral coalescence, 

in which the lateral coalesces with the preceding consonant. 

245  Evidence that the classifier is /t/ comes from combinations with /�/, where the result is [t�].  Rice (1987) 
has proposed that the /t/ classifier consists of the feature [�continuant] alone, with its other features being 
filled in as defaults.  However, under present assumptions (i.e. that glottals are less marked than coronals), 
nothing would prevent the output from being just [�], which is also [�continuant].   
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• Survival of [�continuant] 

The account proposed for this fact relates to another fact: [�continuant] is always 

preserved in stop coalescence.  For example, in the coalescence /t+{x,�}/, the output is the 

stop [k], not a continuant.  Similarly, coalescence of /t/ and a fricative produces an 

affricate, which – following Clements (1999) – is a [+strident] stop: /�ã-h�-θ-t-�a/ →
[�ãh�θt�a] ‘he went home’ (419). 

Like [�voice], [�continuant] is an unmarked value (for obstruents at least): 

languages may lack fricatives (e.g. Djapu), but no language lacks stops.  As established for 

[voice], then preservation of [�continuant] must involve the ranking in (48). 

(48) Chipewyan VI: Survival of non-continuancy

 /�ã-h�-θ-t1�2a/ IDENT[±continuant] *[+continuant] IDENT[+continuant]

� (a) �ã.h�θ.t�1,2a * * * *

 (b) �ã.h�θ.�1,2a * * * *! 

 (c) �ã.��n.t�1,2a * * *! *  * * 

Candidate (c) shows that IDENT[±continuant] blocks neutralization of 

[+continuant].  Crucially, candidates (a) and (b) violate IDENT[±continuant] equally, 

allowing the markedness constraint *[+continuant] to make the crucial decision.  It favours 

candidate (a) because it only contains two continuants [h θ] as opposed to (b)’s three [h θ
�].

• Direction of coalescence
A side effect of the preservation of [�continuant] is that it forces /t/ to coalesce 

with the following consonant rather than the preceding one.  The reason relates to the ban 

on stops in codas.  If /t/ coalesced with the preceding consonant, the output would be 

unable to preserve the [�continuant] feature.  For example, if the /θt/ coalesce in /�ã-h�-θ-

t-�a/, the outcome cannot be *[�ãh�t���] (or *[�ãh�tθ���]) as these outputs are banned by 

the ban on stops in codas.  Therefore, the only way to preserve [�continuant] is for the /t/ 

to coalesce with the following consonant: i.e. *[�ãh�θ.t�a]. 

 This proposal is formally implemented by two rankings.  One is that *[+continuant] 

outranks onset-UNIFORMITY.  As discussed in the preceding section, onset-UNIFORMITY

prevents coalescence of the rightmost two elements; *[+continuant] ensures that onset-

UNIFORMITY will be ignored when the alternative fails to preserve [�continuant]. 

 The second ranking relates to the constraint that motivates stop coalescence: the 

ban on stops in codas.  This constraint will be called CODACOND here.  Tableau (49) shows 

how the ranking of these constraints produces coalescence of the rightmost segments. 
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(49) Chipewyan VII: directional effects in stop coalescence

 /�ã-h�-θ1-t2�3a/ CODACOND *[+continuant] onset-UNIFORMITY

 (a) �ã.h�tθ1,2.�3a *! * * 

 (b) �ã.h�θ1,2.�3a  * * *! 

� (c) �ã.h�θ1.t�2,3a  * * *

Candidate (a) coalesces the leftmost segment to form a [�continuant] affricate: 

/θ+t/→[tθ].  While doing so minimizes violations of *[+continuant], it fatally violates the 

ban on stops and affricates in codas.   

Candidate (b) avoids violating the coda condition by failing to preserve /t/’s 

[�continuant] feature.  However, doing so results in three continuants on the surface [h θ
�].  In contrast, candidate (c) minimizes continuants by coalescing the stop with the 

following consonant and preserving the [�continuant] feature. 

8.3.2.4 The other features 
This section focuses on the other features preserved in Chipewyan coalescence: 

minor and major place of articulation, stridency, and secondary articulations.  For these 

features, the marked value is always preserved. 

• Minor PoA
Coalescence of the alveolar /t/ and interdental /θ/ results in an interdental fricative 

[tθ], not an alveolar affricate [ts] or plain alveolar stop [t].  Similarly, coalescence of /t/ 

with an alveo-palatal /�/ produces an alveo-palatal [t�], not an alveolar [ts] or [t].   

These facts follow in much the same way as preservation of [+lateral] – by a 

ranking that preserves the marked values [+distributed] (for /θ �/) and [�anterior] (for 

/� �/).  If IDENT[+distributed] and IDENT[�anterior] outrank *[+distributed] and 

*[�anterior], both values will be preserved, so blocking the plain [ts] and [t].   

Importantly, both these constraints must be ranked below IDENT[+lateral].  This can 

be seen in the coalescence /θ+{l,�}/, which results in a lateral [�], not an interdental *[θ],

and /�+�/, which also results in the voiceless lateral. 

Finally, /t+{s,z}/ results in the affricate [ts], not a plain stop.  This can be explained 

by invoking IDENT[+strident], which preserves the stridency of /s z/, resulting in a strident 

stop – i.e. an affricate, after Clements (1999). 

To summarize, several marked feature values are preserved in Chipewyan 

coalescence.  The interesting fact is that there is an order of preference: [+strident] is 

preserved over all other features, then [+lateral], and finally – if possible – [+anterior] and 

[�distributed]. 

• Aspiration and glottalization
A similar point can be made for the secondary articulations of aspiration and 

glottalization.  In combinations of /t/ with glottalized or aspirated stops and affricates, the 
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output is always glottalized or aspirated.  This also shows up in the coalescence of /t+�/, 

which results in a glottalized [t’].  Assuming that [�] is inherently glottalized, this result is 

expected.  Thus, as for the marked features above, a faithfulness constraint that preserves 

[spread glottis] and [constricted glottis] can be invoked. 

• Major PoA
Finally, coalescence of /t/ with /x �/ yields a [k].  The fact that /t+x/ does not result 

in a *[t] or *[ts] shows that Chipewyan preserves the marked PoA in coalescence.  This 

generalization is supported by the fact that coalescence with any non-coronal stop or 

affricate results in the same stop or affricate: e.g. /xa-ta-t�-θ-t-kai/ → [xatar�θkai] ‘it is 

white spotted’ (417).  In this coalescence, the dorsal PoA of the /k/ survives, obscuring any 

vestige of the underlying /t/.  Again, a faithfulness constraint that preserves marked feature 

values – IDENT{KP} – can be invoked; this constraint must outrank all antagonistic 

markedness constraints (i.e. *{K}, *{KP}). 

8.3.2.5 Putting the rankings together 
 So far, two sets of rankings have been developed independently.  One set produces 

coalescence.  The other determines which features are preserved in the output.  To help 

clarify, the rankings in (Figure 8.2:a) trigger coalescence and those in (Figure 8.2:b) result 

in the survival of the [�continuant] and [�voice] features.  There is also another set of 

rankings, involving stridency, [lateral], [anterior], [distributed], and major PoA; these will 

be discussed below. 

 Figure 8.2: Interim Chipewyan coalescence ranking 

 (a) coalescence ranking (b) feature preservation 

 *COMPLEX MAX   DEP CODACOND IDENT[±continuant] IDENT[±voice]

    

    *[+continuant] *[+voice] 

    

     

UNIFORMITY onset-UNIFORMITY IDENT[+continuant] IDENT[+voice]

       

So far, only one link between the two rankings has been shown: the ranking || 

*[+continuant] » onset-UNIFORMITY || ensures that stops will coalesce with the following 

segment rather than the preceding one.   

• IDENT blocks coalescence I
Further links must also be established.  These links relate to the fact that 

faithfulness constraints like IDENT[±voice] can block coalescence.  For example, from 

input /��-θ1-l2-���� IDENT[±voice] is inevitably violated by any of the coalescence 

candidates: i.e. [���1,2��� �� ����l1,2���� �	 
�	����� ��� 
�	������ ���� �������	�
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epenthesis and full preservation do not violate IDENT[±voice].  In ranking terms, this means 

that *COMPLEX, MAX, and DEP must all outrank IDENT[±voice].  Tableau (50) illustrates this 

point. 

(50) Chipewyan VIII

 /��-θ1-l2-��� *COMPLEX MAX DEP IDENT[±voice]

 (a) ��θ1l2.�� *!   

 (b) ��θ1���  *!  

 (c) ��θ�l��   *! 

� (d) ���1,2���    *

The same point can be made for IDENT[±continuant] – this is violated by all forms 

where /t/ and a continuant coalesce, so it must also be outranked by CODACOND, MAX, and 

DEP.

 The general point here is that coalescence of segments that disagree in some feature 

f results in unavoidable unfaithfulness to f (Pater 1995).  Therefore, coalescence can be 

blocked by IDENT constraints that refer to this feature.  For extensive discussion of this 

point and its relation to gemination, see Keer (1999); the same point is made for 

morphological haplology in de Lacy (1999b). 

 In Chipewyan, a further ranking can be established for IDENT[±voice], relating to 

onset-UNIFORMITY.  Input /��-θ1-l2-�3�� ��� �� ��������	 �� �� 
� ����	 �����
���� �

IDENT[±voice] altogether: i.e. *[��θ1�2,3��� �� ���������� 
�� ��� ��	 ��/, the [+voice] of 

the /l/ is not lost.  This satisfies IDENT[±voice], unlike the actual winner [���1,2�3��� ���

problem with the losing form is that it violates onset-UNIFORMITY, as shown in tableau 

(51). 

(51) Chipewyan IX

 /��-θ1-l2-�3�� onset-UNIFORMITY IDENT[±voice] 

� (a) ���1,2�3� *

 (b) ��θ1�2,3� *! 

The same problem does not arise for the relation between IDENT[±continuant] and 

onset-UNIFORMITY.  Problems could only arise in a tri-consonantal cluster consisting of a 

stop+/t/+a continuant.  In this case, /t/ would coalesce with the preceding stop rather than 

the following fricative to minimize violations of IDENT[±continuant].  However, no stops 

are permitted in Chipewyan codas.  The only [�continuant] element is /n/, which coalesces 

with a preceding vowel: e.g. /θ�-n-�-tsi/ → [θ��.tsi] ‘you made it’ (p.414).  Therefore, the 

previously established ranking || IDENT[±continuant] » onset-UNIFORMITY || has no 

undesirable effects. 
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• IDENT blocks coalescence II
The point about IDENT constraints blocking coalescence also holds for the 

faithfulness constraints that relate to stridency, [lateral], [distributed], [anterior], and so on.  

To summarize the preceding sections, these constraints are arrayed in the ranking in Figure 

8.3. 

 Figure 8.3: The role of IDENT in Chipewyan
IDENT[+strident]

     
 *[+strident] IDENT[+lateral]   

     
  *[+lateral] IDENT[+distrib] IDENT[�anterior]

     
   *[+distrib] *[�anterior] 

At least IDENT[+lateral] must be dominated by MAX, DEP, and the markedness 

constraints CODACOND and *COMPLEX.  In any other ranking, competitions between a 

strident and lateral will be resolved by preserving both rather than coalescing them.   For 

example, in /��s1-l2-z3�/, the outputs *[h�s1.z3�] (deletion), *[��s1.l2��z3�] (epenthesis), 

and *[h�s1l2.z�] (complex margin) all preserve both [+strident] and [+lateral].  In contrast, 

the winning form [h�s1,2.z3�] is unfaithful to the /l/’s [+lateral] specification. 

• Chipewyan Ranking
The diagram in Figure 8.4 is provided primarily to assure the reader that all the 

rankings proposed so far are compatible.  The rankings in Figure 8.3 are left aside; as 

explained above, they are incorporated into Figure 8.4 by having the *COMPLEX,

CODACOND, MAX, and DEP all outrank IDENT[+lateral]. 

 Figure 8.4: Chipewyan coalescence ranking (final version)
 *COMPLEX MAX   DEP CODACOND

        
    IDENT[±continuant] 
        

   *[+continuant]    
UNIFORMITY    

  onset-UNIFORMITY IDENT[+continuant]    
       

IDENT[±voice]     

       

  *[+voice]     
       

IDENT[+voice]     
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Despite its apparent complexity, Figure 8.4 is merely an elaboration on (i) the 

ranking needed for coalescence and (ii) the ranking needed for the unmarked value to 

survive.  The coalescence ranking involves all constraints that prevent coalescence – 

UNIFORMITY, onset-UNIFORMITY, and the IDENT constraints – being outranked by relevant 

markedness constraints (*COMPLEX, CODACOND) and faithfulness constraints that block 

other outcomes (MAX, DEP).   

8.3.2.6 Alternatives 
This section considers an alternative analysis: that coalescence in Chipewyan 

involves a complex set of opaque processes.   

In a rule-based analysis, underlying /θ+l/ would first undergo voicing assimilation: 

→[θ�], followed by deletion → [�].  Thus, there is no ‘real’ coalescence in Chipewyan: 

only an opaque assimilation process. 

 As pointed out for Attic Greek, the problem with an opaque approach is that 

opaque processes necessarily have transparent surface effects as well.  By invoking voice 

assimilation for /θl/→[θ�], one predicts that voice assimilation should occur in non-opaque 

contexts, too. 

 To some small extent, this is true: there is progressive voicing assimilation from 

segments to fricatives: e.g. [θi-�ar] ‘I shake it’ cf [θuh-xar] ‘you (pl.) shake it’; [hilzaih] ‘it 

is being hooked’ cf [hi�saih] ‘hook it!’ (411).  This fits in with the proposed opaque 

process whereby /l/ becomes voiceless after the voiceless fricative /θ/. 

 However, the putative opaque assimilation is not the same as the progressive 

voicing otherwise seen in Chipewyan.  The opaque assimilation is not progressive: it is bi-

directional [�voice] assimilation.  This can be seen from the pair /�+�/→[�].  Unlike non-

opaque cases, the [�] does not voice after the /�/, cf /��-�wa-�-s�/→[hulz�] ‘he started to 

hunt’ (414).  In short, the opaque assimilation process is not the same that is seen 

elsewhere in the language: the opaque assimilation would have to be a bi-directional 

[�voice] assimilation (like Swedish).  Since bi-directional assimilation is not seen in 

transparent environments, the putative opaque process cannot exist. 

8.3.3 Unmarked vowel features 
 The preceding two cases have focused on the features [voice] and [continuant].  

§8.4 and §8.4 present cases of unmarked coalescence involving Place of Articulation, 

sonority, and [anterior].  This section shows that the unmarked value of vowel-related 

features can also survive in coalescence, standing in contrast to Attic Greek. 

 The case discussed here involves preservation of the feature [�back] in the informal 

register of Japanese men’s speech.246

246  I thank Makoto Kadowaki, Takahito Shinya, and Mariko Sugahara for their native speaker judgments.  
The generalizations presented here are from my own work.  See Newman (1997) for a more limited 
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• Description 
Certain vowel clusters are avoided in the variety of Japanese spoken by men in 

informal situations, called ‘Japanese men’s informal register’ (JMIR) here.  This pattern 

has been discussed and analyzed in previous work by Newman (1997), Rice & Causley 

(1998), and Causley (1999b).  This section presents further data, considers all vowel 

combinations, and provides an alternative analysis. 

Table 8.7 shows the full array of formal speech vowel clusters [i e a o �] and their 

JMIR counterparts.  Only the clusters /ai ei oi ae oe/ coalesce; all others are faithfully 

preserved.  The shaded cells show coalescence. 

 Table 8.7: Japanese men’s informal register vowel coalescence

 V1+V2 i e a o �

 i i�  ija io  

 e e� e� ea eo e�

 a e� e� a� ao a�

 o e� e� oa o� o�

� �i �e �a �o ��

Supporting data is provided in (52). 

(52) Japanese men’s informal register data

• Forms on the left are the formal (standard) register.  Those on the right are JMIR 

forms. 

• Data is from my consultants and Newman (1997:103). 

(a) /oi/ → [e�]

[osoi]  [ose�]  ‘slow, late’ 

[toroi]  [tore�]  ‘slow, stupid’ 

[aoi]  [ae�]  ‘bluey (adj.)’ 

(b) /oe/ → [e�]

[omoe]  [ome�]  ‘heavy (adj.)’ 

(c) /ai/ → [e�]

[amai]  [ame�]  ‘sweet’ 

[miai]  [mie�]  ‘arranged meeting’ 

[ni�ai]  [ni�e�]  ‘bitter’ 

[kurai]  [kure�]  ‘dark’ 

[nai]  [ne�]  ‘there is not’ 

[wakai] [wake�] ‘young’ 

description (of the [oi]~[e�] alternation).  Also see Rice & Causley (1998) and Causley (1999b:139-140) for 
alternative analyses. 
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(d) /ei/ → [e�]

 /tokei/   [toke�]   

(e) Faithful clusters 

 [miok�r�] ‘farewell’ [a�] ‘meet’ 

 [meata�a�i] ‘new’ [joake] ‘dawn/sunrise’ 

 [seo�] ‘carry on back’ [omo�] ‘think’ 

 [me�ts��i] ‘be indecisive’ [nem�i] ‘sleepy’ 

 [ae��] ‘mix’ [�e��] ‘plant’ 

 [ao] ‘blue’ [m�ats�] ‘kind of blanket’ 

   [ik�o] {boy’s name} 

That the vowel cluster simplifications involve coalescence and not deletion is seen 

in /osoi/ → [ose�], where the output [e�] retains the [�back, �round] values of the /i/ and 

height of the /o/. 

 The result of the coalescences seen in [o{e,i}]→[e�] contrasts markedly with 

coalescence in Attic Greek.  Neither the marked [+round] nor [+back] feature of input /o/ 

are retained – instead, the unmarked [�round, �back] features of the input /i/ and /e/ are 

preserved in the output. 

• Motivating coalescence
The coalescing clusters all consist of a high sonority segment [a o e] followed by a 

front vowel [e i].  All such clusters – if realized faithfully – would form a diphthong, while 

all clusters do not.247  So, coalescence in JMIR can be seen as motivated by the desire to 

avoid diphthongs; heterosyllabic clusters therefore avoid coalescence. 

• [�back] survival
In the coalescence /oso1i2/ → [ose�1,2], /i/’s [�back] feature survives while /o/’s 

[+back] feature does not.  Like [�round], [�back] is the unmarked value of [back].  This is 

therefore a case of unmarked coalescence. 

For [�back] to survive, *[+back] must outrank IDENT[+back], as shown in tableau 

(53). 

(53) JMIR I: unmarked coalescence ranking, part 1

 /oso1i2/ *[+back] IDENT[+back]

 (a) oso�1,2 * *! 

� (b) ose�1,2 * *

By retaining the marked [+back] value in coalescence, (a) fatally violates *[+back]: 

it incurs two violations to (b)’s one.   

247  Other languages that only allow diphthongs consisting of a non-high vowel followed by a front vowel are 
Dumi (van Driem 1993), Urdu (Beg 1988:18), and Wari’ (Everett & Kern 1997).   
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 The second part to the ranking involves IDENT[±back].  This constraint must 

outrank *[+back], otherwise /o/ would neutralize to a front vowel in all environments. 

(54) JMIR II: unmarked coalescence ranking, part 2

 /oso1i2/ IDENT[±back] *[+back] IDENT[+back]

� (a) ose�1,2 * * *

 (b) ese�1,2 * *! * * 

Tableau (54) shows that IDENT[±back] is crucial: it prevents the word-initial /o/ 

from neutralizing to [e]. 

• Roundness
Unlike Attic Greek, [+round] does not survive in JMIR coalescence.  There are two 

possible analyses of this fact for JMIR.  One is that this is again an example of unmarked 

coalescence: the unmarked [�round] feature emerges through the ranking || IDENT[±round] 

» *[+round] » IDENT[+round] ||.   

The other alternative is that JMIR coalescence is structure-preserving.  To explain, 

if /oi/ coalesce to form a [�back] vowel but retain the [+round] feature, the output would 

be [ø] – a vowel that is banned in the language generally.  To formally implement this 

approach, *[+back] must outrank IDENT[+round], as shown in tableau (55). 

(55) JMIR III: structure preservation

 /oso1i2/ *ø *[+back] IDENT[+round]

� (a) ose�1,2  * *

 (b) oso�1,2  * *! 

 (c) osø�1,2 *! * 

Candidate (c) minimally violates *[+back] and preserves IDENT[+round].  However, 

it does so at the expense of creating a segment that is banned in the language – i.e. it is 

non-structure-preserving (Kiparsky 1982).  In contrast, candidates (a) and (b) are structure-

preserving, having only vowels that are allowed elsewhere in the language.  Candidate (a) 

minimizes back vowels, and so wins. 

• Summary
In short, coalescence in Japanese men’s informal register is a case where the 

unmarked value of a vowel-related feature – [back] – survives.  This contrasts with the 

preservation of the marked [+round] in Attic Greek.   
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The [�back] type of marked coalescence has also been reported for Korean (Ahn 

1998:80ff, Kim 1976, Lee 1979) and Rotuman (Churchward 1940, Biggs 1959, 1965, 

Cairns 1976, McCarthy 1986, 1989, 1995, 2000b, Besnier 1987, Blevins 1994).248

8.3.4 Summary 
The case studies in this section have illustrated the ranking schema that allows 

unmarked features to emerge in coalescence.  With the constraint ranking that causes 

coalescence, the schema in (56) is essential in ensuring that the unmarked value of feature f 

– i.e. uf – survives in the coalesced output. 

(56) Unmarked survival ranking

|| ∃IDENT{mf, uf} » ∃*mf » ∀IDENT{mf} || 

Again, mf is the marked feature value in relation to uf, as in the oppositions 

[+voice] to [�voice], [dorsal] to [coronal], [dorsal] to [labial], and so on.  The schema 

states that some markedness constraint that favours the unmarked value over the marked 

one (i.e. *mf) must outrank all faithfulness constraints that preserve the marked value 

without preserving the unmarked one (i.e. IDENT{mf}).  As tableau (57) shows, the result is 

that the unmarked feature uf survives. 

(57) Unmarked survival, schematically

 /mf1 uf2/ IDENT{mf, uf} *{mf} IDENT{mf} 

 (a) mf1,2 * *! 

� (b) uf1,2 * *

Two crucial properties allow the result above.  One is that there is a faithfulness 

constraint that preserves the least marked element: uf.  If there were no such constraint – 

i.e. if there were only IDENT{mf} – it would be impossible for the unmarked feature to 

emerge in coalescence and bi-directional assimilation.  In such a system, IDENT{mf} would 

have to outrank *mf otherwise mf would be neutralized in all positions.  However, if 

IDENT{mf} were so ranked, the marked feature would always be favoured in coalescence. 

 The second property is that there is a faithfulness constraint that preserves both the 

marked and unmarked feature.  Excluding the non-stringent theory that || IDENT{uf} » 

IDENT{mf} || (see ch.7), the only way to give both (a) and (b) equal violations of active 

faithfulness constraints is if the active faithfulness constraint preserved both mf and uf

equally.  The result is that the faithfulness constraints are in a subset-superset relation: 

IDENT{mf,uf} incurs a subset of the violations that IDENT{mf} does. 

248  The difference between Japanese, Korean, and Rotuman is that the latter two cases are non-structure-
preserving.  In other words, coalescence produces vowels that are not otherwise allowed: e.g. Korean /po-i/ 
→ [pø], *[pe], Rotuman /hoti/ → [høt], *[het], (cf Japanese /osoi/ → [ose�], *[osø�]).  The issue of structure-
preservation in coalescence is not directly relevant to the aims of this chapter, so I will not discuss it further 
here.  See McCarthy (1995, 2000b) for a relevant discussion of Rotuman coalescence. 
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8.4 Hybrid systems I: Place of Articulation i� ����

The previous sections have focused on cases that show either unmarked- or 

marked-coalescence.  This and the following section discuss ‘hybrid’ coalescence systems, 

where a marked scale element survives in competition with a lesser-marked element, and a 

different lesser-marked element survives in competition with a more marked element. 

Hybrid systems can only come about with ternary scales or larger for practical 

reasons.  To schematize the type of case discussed here, take a three-member scale | γ 〉 β 〉
α |.  In the coalescence /γα/, the output retains the most marked segment [γ] – this is 

‘marked-coalescence’.  However, in the coalescence /βα/, the output is the least marked 

element [α] – this is unmarked coalescence. 

This section represents the first half of an analysis of coalescence in the Indic 

�������� ����	 
����������� ������������� �� ���� ������� ���� ���������� ���������

clusters.  However, almost all tautosyllabic clusters are banned on the surface.  In such 

cases, the consonants coalesce to (usually) form a geminate, as in /labh-tab�a/ → [lad�
hab�a] 

‘take {gerund}’.   

��� ����� �� ���� ����������� ������ ��� ���� ������	 
��� ��������� ��������

& Aissen (1974) have argued that the coalesced output segment has the same sonority of 

the lowest sonority input segment.  This issue will be taken up in §8.5. 

The other issue relates to the place of articulation of the output.  In terms of PoA, 

���� �� � �������� ������ ��� ������������ �� �������� ��� ������ ������ �� ��

competition between a dorsal and coronal, but the unmarked coronal specification survives 

in competition between a labial and a coronal. 

This section shows that the proposals advanced in §8.2-4 can account for such 

hybrid systems. 

!������ "	#	$ ��������� ��� ����� ���� �� ���� phonology relevant for coalescence.  

Section 8.4.2 presents an analysis.  §8.4.3 summarizes the findings and comments on other 

relevant cases. 

8.4.1 Description 
����� "	" ����� ��� ��������� ��������� ����� �� ����� ���� %��� &$'"()	
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 Table 8.8 � ���� Consonants

  labial coronal palatal retroflex dorsal glottal

 -vd p � c � k 

 aspirated ph �h ch �h kh

 +vd b � � � �
stops

aspirated bh �h �h �h �h

 fricatives s h

 nasals m n � � �

 liquids l �

 glides w/v j

Syllables can be onsetless word-initially, but medial onsetless syllables do not seem 

to occur.  Rimes can contain (i) a long vowel, (ii) a short vowel+consonant, or (iii) a 

nasalized vowel.  Word-final consonants are banned.  Onset clusters can have two 

members if (i) the first member is [s] or (ii) the second member is a glide. 

 Heterosyllabic consonant clusters must be either geminates or homorganic 

nasal+stop clusters.  Clusters of sonorants + [h] also occur; these are considered aspirated 

sonorants here.  Examples of the latter three types are given in (58); examples of geminates 

are presented in the following sections.  Examples marked (Gxx) are from Geiger (1943), 

with xx as page numbers. 

(58) ������	�
 ����
�� �� ����

(a) [nasal+stop] clusters 

  [vambheti] ‘shames’ (G103) 

  [rundhati] ‘encloses’ (G103) 

  [ana�t�a] ‘infinity’ (G101) 

  [ka�kha�] ‘doubt’ (G101) 

(b) [{nasal, glide} + h] 

  [amhana�] ‘with the stone’ (G93)  

[pa�ha] ‘question’ (G92) 

[pub�a�ha] ‘forenoon’ (G92) 

[sajha] ‘that which is to be endured’ (G92) 

Of the geminates, only [v�] cannot occur; when it would come about through 

assimilation, it appears as [b�] (Geiger p.94).  More generally, [v] is classed as a glide here 

because its behaviour is distinctly glide-like.  Not only does it behave as highly sonorous 

in assimilation, it classes with liquids and glides for other processes (Geiger p.60). 

• Coalescence
The following description and analysis is only concerned with synchronic 

alternations; unlike most previous analyses, the diachr���� ��	�� ���� �	�����
 
� ����

will not be discussed, although it follows (approximately) the same lines as the synchronic 
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alternations.  The generalizations proposed in this section are from my analysis of 

alternations reported in Fahs (1985). 

������ syllable restrictions force many input consonant clusters to simplify.  The 

usual method of cluster-avoidance is coalescence to form a geminate: e.g. /khan1+j2a+ti/ →
[kha��1,2ati] ‘dig’.  However, if gemination would create an illicit output sequence, there is 

simply coalescence: e.g. /sa�1+t2va�/ → [sit1,2va�] ‘go’, *[sit�va].  The cases discussed 

below clearly involve coalescence.  For example, /nj/ coalesces to form [��], an output that 

preserves the nasality of the /n/ and PoA of the /j/.  Similarly, /bh-t/ coalesces to form [d�
h],

a form that preserve the voicing and aspiration of the /bh/ and the PoA of the /t/. 

This section focuses solely on the PoA of the output of coalescence.  For discussion 

of other features, see §8.5. 

Coalescence takes place between a stem-final consonant and a following suffix’s 

consonant, or between adjacent suffix consonants.   For example, the root-final /bh/

coalesces with the alveo-palatal /�/ and alveolar /t/ to form an aspirated geminate palatal 

[c�h] in /labh-�-ti/ → [lac�h���� 	
��� �� ������������ �� �������� ��������� �� ����

suffixes: in effect, only coronals [t c s � � n] are found in a position where coalescence 

takes place.  After T.Hall (1997) and a number of others, I adopt the view that [c] and [�]

are coronals. 

• Generalizations
Generalizations about the PoA of the output of coalescence are identified in (59).   

(59) 	
� ��� �� ���� ����������

(a) if the inputs are dorsal and coronal, the output is dorsal (see (60)). 

(b) if the inputs are labial and coronal, the output is coronal (see (61)). 

(c) if the inputs are (alveo-)palatal and alveolar, the output is alveolar (see (62)). 

In other words, there is a precedence scale of | dorsal > alveolar > (alveo-)palatal > 

labial |, with the highest element on the scale surviving in any competition. 

 The PoA preferences in coalescence do not refer to ‘direction’ or morphological 

affiliation.  The PoA of the rightmost (or leftmost) input consonant does not win in all 

situations: compare /la�-�-ti/ → [la��i], *[lac�hi] with /labh-�-ti/ → [lad�hi].  Nor is it the 

case that the PoA of the root consonant wins in all situations (as shown by the same two 

examples. 

 Further generalizations about the persistence of aspiration and retroflexion are 

made in §8.5. 
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(60) ���� ��� �����	��
�� �� ���	�� � ����
�� → [Dorsal]

/la�-na/  → [la��a]  ‘bore through {participle}’ 

/la�-�-ti/ → [la��i] ‘bore through {aorist+3p.sg}’ 

/likh-�-ti/ → [lik�hi] ‘write {aorist+3p.sg.}’ 

/rak�h-�-ti/  → [rak�hi] ‘dirty {aorist+3p.sg}’ 

/sak-��a-ti/  → [sak�hati]  ‘be able to {future + 3p.sg.}’ 

/sak-�-ti/  → [sak�hi]  ‘be able to {aorist+3p.sg.}’ 

/sa�k-�-ti/ → [sa�ki] ‘doubt {aorist+3p.sg}’ 

/vi�-na/  → [vi��a]  ‘be excited {participle}’ 

(61) ���� ��� �����	��
�� �� /Labial + Coronal/ → [Coronal]

 (a) /Labial + alveolar/ → [alveolar] 

 /khip-ta/  → [khit�a]  ‘throw {participle}’ 

  /labh-ta/  → [lad�ha]  ‘take {participle}’ 

/labh-tab�a/  → [lad�hab�a]  ‘take {gerund}’ 

  /labh-tum/  → [lad�hum]  ‘take {infinitive}’ 

/labh-tva�/ → [lad�ha�]  ‘take {absolutive}’ 

/lubh-ta/  → [lud�ha]  ‘long for {participle}’ 

/sup-tum/  → [sot�um]  ‘sleep {participle}’ 

  /tap-ta/  → [tat�a]  ‘burn {participle}’ 

  /vap-ta/  → [vat�a]  ‘sow {participle}’ 

(b) /Labial + (alveo-)palatal/ → [(alveo-)palatal] 

/�am-c�a/  → [�ac�a]  ‘go {absolutive}’ 

/labh-��a-ti/  → [lac�hati]  ‘take {future + 3p.sg.}’ 

/labh-�-im/  → [lac�him]   ‘take {1p.sg. aorist} 

(62) ���� ��� �����	��
�� �� ����
�� � ����
�� → [Coronal]

(a) /Alveolar + alveolar/ → [alveolar] 

/bandh-ta/  → [bad�ha]  ‘tie {participle}’ 

 /budh-tum/  → [bod�hum]  ‘wake {infinitive}’ 

/chid-tum/  → [chet�um]  ‘crack {infinitive}’ 

 /da�-tab�a/  → [da��hab�a]  ‘see {gerund}’ 

/har-tva�/ → [hatva�]  ‘take {absolutive}’ 

/man-tab�a/  → [mantab�a] ‘think {gerund}’ 

 /radh-ta/  → [rad�ha]  ‘be successful {participle}’ 

(b) /(alveo-)palatal + alveolar/ → [alveolar] 

/bhu�-tum/  → [bhot�um]  ‘enjoy {infinitive}’ 

/muc-tva�/ → [mutva�]  ‘loose’ 

 /sa�h-tum/  → [sat�hum]  ‘send {infinitive}’ 

/vac-tab�a/  → [vat�ab�a]  ‘speak’ 

/va�-tab�a/ → [vat�habba]  ‘live {gerund}’ 

/va�-tum/  → [vat�hum]  ‘live {infinitive}’ 
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 (c) /alveolar + (alveo-)palatal/ → [alveolar] 

 /kas-ja-ti/  → [kas�ati]  ‘plough’ 

  /das-ja-ti/  → [dis�ati]  ‘see’ 

  /sa�s-ja-ti/  → [sis�ati]  ‘read’ 

/a-kar-�-i/  → [aka�si]  ‘do’ 

/thar-�-i/  → [tha�si]  ‘litter’ 

/har-�-i/  → [ha�si]  ‘take’ 

8.4.2 Analysis 
 The following analysis starts by identifying the basic ranking needed for 

����������� �� 	���
 ������� 
�
�
� ����� ��� ��� ������ ������� ��� �� ����������

while sections 8.4.2.3-8.4.2.4 show how unmarked values can be preserved in the same 

grammar. 

8.4.2.1 Motivating coalescence 
��� ���������� �������� ���������� �� 	���
 ��� ���� ������������ ��������
 ���

other condition is that singleton codas can only contain nasals, so allowing homorganic NC 

clusters; geminates escape this prohibition (after Ito 1986).  For discussion of how to effect 

these prohibitions, see ch.7.  For present purposes, the effect of these conditions will be 

referred to as the constraint CODACOND.

 In the standard way, CODACOND, MAX, and DEP, must outrank UNIFORMITY to 

produce coalescence. 

(63) 	��� �� ����� ����������� �������

 /labh-ta/  CODACOND MAX DEP UNIFORMITY

 (a) labh
1t2a *!   

 (b) lat2a  *!  

 (c) labh
1it2a   *! 

� (d) lad�h1,2a    *

    

In addition, as explained in previous sections, all IDENT constraints that preserve 

features that are unavoidable eliminated in coalescence must be ranked below CODACOND,

MAX, and DEP as well.  These IDENT constraints preserve [voice], [sonority], and all PoAs 

except for dorsal (which always survives).  For example, IDENT[±voice], IDENT{KP}, and 

IDENT{KPT} must be ranked at the same level as UNIFORMITY above, otherwise the output 

[lad�ha], which is unfaithful to /t/’s [�voice] and /bh/’s labial specification, would be 

eliminated by the IDENT constraints just mentioned.  Since PoA is the focus of this section, 

rankings involving these IDENT constraints will only be discussed when directly relevant. 
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8.4.2.2 Preserving the marked 
�� ����� �	 
�����
��
� �	 � ����� �� 
������� ���� �� � ������ 
�����
��
��

system: the marked value dorsal survives.  This fact can be explained by the method used 

for Attic Greek: some faithfulness constraint that preserves dorsals but not coronals 

(IDENT{K}, IDENT{KP}) must outrank all markedness constraints that favour coronals over 

dorsals (*{K}, *{KP}).  The faithfulness constraint IDENT{K} is chosen here, for reasons 

that will become apparent in the next subsection. 

(64) ���� ��� ����� ������������

 /sak1-�2-t3i/ IDENT{K} *{K} *{KP} 

� (a) sak�h1,2,3i * *

 (b) sat�h1,2,3i *! 

Candidate (a) wins because – unlike (b) – it preserves the marked feature [dorsal]. 

As a side-note, coalescence with underlying stridents [s � �] produces an aspirated 

output.  For an account of this fact, see §8.5. 

8.4.2.3 Preserving the unmarked I: Coronals 
 In contrast with dorsal+coronal coalescence, the unmarked value emerges in 

coalescence of a labial and coronal: e.g. /labh-ta/ → [lad�ha] ‘take {participle}’.  Analogous 

to Swedish and Chipewyan, no faithfulness constraint favours preservation of coronals 

over labials – quite the opposite in fact.  Therefore, markedness constraints must be 

responsible for favouring the output [lad�ha] over *[lab�ha].  Specifically, the constraint 

*{KP} favours the former over the latter. 

 *{KP} must outrank all faithfulness constraints that preserve labials without 

preserving coronals – i.e. IDENT{KP}.  This ranking is shown in tableau (65). 

(65) ���� ����� ������� ��������� ���� �

 /labh
1-t2a/ *{KP} IDENT{KP} 

 (a) lab�h1,2a *! 

� (b) lad�h1,2a *

However, some constraint must prevent labials from neutralizing in all positions.  

More concretely, some faithfulness constraint must prevent /b/ from neutralizing to [d] in 

[bad�ha] ‘tie {participle}’ (i.e. *[dad�ha]).  Moreover, the faithfulness constraint cannot 

favour preservation of labials over coronals, otherwise the result in (65) would be undone.  

The only faithfulness constraint that can do this job, then is one that preserves labials and 

coronals equally – i.e. IDENT{KPT}.  This is illustrated with /labh-tab�a/→[lad�hab�a]. 
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(66) ���� ����� ��	
��� ������
�� part 2

 /labh
1-t2ab�a/ IDENT{KPT} *{KP} IDENT{KP} 

 (a) lab�
h
1,2ab�a * * *! 

� (b) lad�
h
1,2ab�a * * *

 (c) lad�
h
1,2ad�a * *!  * * 

Candidate (c) is eliminated by IDENT{KPT} because it eliminates labials altogether, 

even when coalescence is not at issue: the candidate incurs one violation of this constraint 

for [d�
h]’s unfaithfulness to /bh/’s labial specification and one for [d�]’s unfaithfulness to 

[b�]’s labial specification. 

 It is crucial that candidates (a) and (b) are assigned the same violations of 

IDENT{KPT}.  Candidate (a) incurs one for [b�
h]’s unfaithfulness to /t/’s PoA, and (b) for 

[d�
h]’s unfaithfulness to /bh/’s PoA.  So, IDENT{KPT} conflates the two different types of 

unfaithfulness: both unfaithfulness to input labials and unfaithfulness to input coronals 

incur the same violations. 

 Conflation renders IDENT{KPT} irrelevant in the competition between (a) and (b).  

So, the lower-ranked *{KP} makes the crucial decision, favouring the less marked 

candidate, (b). 

 As a concluding comment, IDENT{KPT} must be ranked below MAX, DEP, and 

CODACOND otherwise coalescence would not take place. 

• Fixed Ranking theories
Figure 8.5 summarizes the rankings of PoA constraints determined so far. 

 Figure 8.5: Major Place of Articulation �� ���� ��
������ �
�����
    IDENT{K}  IDENT{KPT} 

     *{K}       *{KP} 

IDENT{KP} 

The ranking shows how both marked and unmarked features can survive in the 

same grammar.  By ranking IDENT{K} over all markedness constraints, dorsals are ensured 

survival.  By ranking *{KP} over all constraints that preserve labials without preserving 

coronals, coronals are assured survival when dorsals are not available. 

 This system shows why faithfulness theories with a universally fixed ranking – 

even those with stringent constraints – are inadequate.  A theory with a fixed ranking such 

as || IDENT{K} » IDENT{P} » IDENT{T} || ensures that the most marked feature will always 

survive in coalescence.  ������ ���� �� ���� �
���
��� ��� ��� ����� �� ��
����� ��

labials with coronals, the theory will incorrectly favour labials by the action of IDENT{P}.  
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Markedness constraints that favour coronals over labials cannot be invoked: if *{P} or 

*{KP} outranked IDENT{P}, the result would be neutralization of labials in every position. 

 A theory with the opposite fixed ranking || IDENT{T} » IDENT{P} » IDENT{K} || 

faces the reverse problem: it predicts that the unmarked feature will always survive.  

Because preservation of dorsals is less faithful than preservation of coronals, and no 

markedness constraint favours dorsals over coronals, the competition between dorsals and 

coronals can only produce labials. 

 It is not just Fixed Ranking theories with non-stringent constraints that fail to 

������� ��� 	�
�� ������� ���� ��������� ����������� �� � ����� ������� �� ����

� ���
��

For example, a theory with the fixed ranking || IDENT{K} » IDENT{KP} » IDENT{KPT} || 

still cannot deal with the output of labial+coronal coalescence.  Because coronals survive 

in this case, some markedness constraint that bans labials must outrank IDENT{KP}, as 

established above.  However, no higher-ranked faithfulness constraint preserves labials, 

resulting in labial neutralization in every position. 

 The opposite problem arises for a fixed ranking || IDENT{KPT} » IDENT{KP} » 

IDENT{K} ||.  Because dorsals survive in competition with coronals, some faithfulness 

constraint that preserves dorsals and not coronals – IDENT{K}, IDENT{KP} – must outrank 

*{K} and *{KP}.  This results in a problem for labial+coronal coalescence because the 

labial-eliminating constraint – *{KP} – is already ranked below all faithfulness constraints 

that preserve labials, so predicting that labials will win. 

 As a ����
 ����� ��� 	�
� ������ ���� ��� ��
� ��� � ������ ���� ����
� ������
� ���-

stringent constraints.  In such a system, the ranking || IDENT{K} » IDENT{T} » IDENT{P} || 

would produce the right results.  See ch.5§5.3 for arguments against such a theory. 

• A comment on direction
One might point out that the examples of labial+coronal coalescence all involve the 

order /labial+coronal/, never /coronal+labial/.  Sequences of /coronal+labial/ never occur 

�� 	�
� ������� ����� ��� �� 
����
-initial affixes.249

  Therefore, one alternative is that this coalescence simply involves survival of the 

onset’s PoA feature, rather than survival of the least marked feature.

Evidence against this proposal is found in a small class of roots that coalesce to 

form a singleton, not a geminate.  For example, /ha�1-t2a/ coalesces to form /ha�1,2a] ‘take’ 

(170), not [ha�1�2a].  Notably, /jam1-t2a/ ‘hold back’ forms [jat1,2a], not *[jap1,2a] (also 

/dhov-ta/ ‘clean’ → [dhota], *[dhopa]).  Appealing to preservation of the onset’s PoA does 

not resolve the tie between [jat1,2a], and *[jap1,2a] – both are equally unfaithful since [t1,2]

fails to preserve the PoA of the input /m/ while *[jap1,2a] fails to preserve the PoA of the 

249  Exceptions are the first person [m] for verbs, and the accusative [m].  However, the 1st person [m] is 
always separated from the root by a vowel, so coalescence never takes place.  Some C-final nouns with 
accusative [m] coalesce to form an [m] (e.g. /sotas-m/ → [sotam]), but it seems that in such cases the 
overriding goal is to realize the accusative morpheme (i.e. *[sotas]). 
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input /t/.  Thus, one would have to appeal to a markedness constraint to resolve the tie in 

favour of the coronal in any case. 

Finally, in coalescence of /dorsal+coronal/, the leftmost PoA wins, not the 

rightmost.  Thus, although direct evidence that /coronal+labial/ clusters would coalesce to 

form a [coronal] is lacking for incidental reasons, viable alternatives to the claim that 

labial+coronal coalescence aims to yield the least marked value are not at all obvious. 

8.4.2.4 Preserving the unmarked II: Alveolars 
 The final PoA-related issue is competition between alveo-palatals and coronals.  

The proposal that [c] and [�] are non-strident alveo-palatals is adopted here (Clements 

1976, 1999, Halle & Stevens 1979, Hume 1992, T.Hall 1997).  After Clements (1999), [c 

�] are [�anterior, +distributed, �strident], compared with [t� d�] which are [�anterior, 

+distributed, +strident].  In short, the issue discussed in this section is the preservation of 

[anterior] values. 

Coalescence of a [+anterior] segment with a [�anterior] one results in a [+anterior]: 

e.g.  /vac-tab�a/ → [vat�ab�a], *[vac�ab�a]; /sa�h-tum/ → [sat�hum].250

 There is no doubt that of the two features, [+anterior] is the less marked.  Every 

language in the ones listed in ch.6 that has a [�anterior] coronal also has a [+anterior] 

coronal, regardless of the manner of articulation.  For example, there is no language with a 

[c] but no [t] (or [t �]).

 Therefore, survival of [�anterior] must be implemented by the same ranking as 

survival of coronal PoA: || IDENT[±anterior] » *[�anterior] » IDENT[�anterior] ||. 

(67) ���� ��� ��	
��� ������
� �� �
�������

 /sa�h
1-t2um/ IDENT[±anterior] *[�anterior] IDENT[�anterior]

 (a) sac�h1,2um * *! 

� (b) sat�h1,2um *  *

Tableau (67) shows how the candidate with [+anterior] [t�h] comes to be the output: 

it beats candidate (a) in markedness, by minimizing [�anterior] segments. 

 The ranking of || IDENT[±anterior » *[�anterior] || is essential for the same reasons 

as identified for || IDENT{KPT} » *{KP} || above – it prevents contrast in [anterior] from 

being neutralized in all environments.  It also prevents the output of labial+alveo-palatal 

coalescence from being an alveolar, as shown in tableau (68). 

250  The behaviour of true palatals in coalescence differs from alveo-palatals’.  For example, /kha�d-ja-ti/ →
[kha��ati] ‘eat {pass-3p.sg}’, /khan-ja-ti/ → [kha��ati] ‘dig {pass-3p.sg.}’.  /j/ is palatal, as opposed to the 
alveo-palatals [c �].  The output of /d-j/ is the alveo-palatal [�] because this is the sound that is most like a true 
palatal. 
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(68) ���� �

 /labh
1-��2ati/ IDENT[±anterior] *[�anterior] IDENT[�anterior]

� (a) lac�h1,2ati  *

 (b) lat�h1,2ati *! *

It is worth pointing out that this ranking contrasts with the one needed for 

Chipewyan.  In §8.3.2.4, it was noted that [�anterior] survived in coalescence with a 

[+anterior]: i.e. /t+�/ → [t�],*[ts] (e.g. /�ã-h�-θ-t-�a/ →[�ãh�θt�a] ‘he went home’ (Li 

1946: 419).  The same is true of coalescence in Catalan (§8.2.4): /ba� z�ru/ → [ba��ru] 

baix zero ‘low zero’, *[baz�ru].  In these cases, the ranking || IDENT[�anterior] » 

*[�anterior] || holds. 

• Apparent exceptions
 This section concludes by noting that there are some exceptions to the claim that 

coalescence of alveolars and alveo-palatals yield alveo-palatals.   

However, one class of these cases involve combinations of a nasal plus a palatal: 

e.g. /han-c�a/ → [hac�a] ‘kill {absolutive}, /khan-ja-ti/ → [kha��ati] ‘he was killed’.  In 

some situations, the nasal assimilates to the following alveo-palatal, rather than geminates: 

/han-��a-ti/ → [ha�chati] ‘kill {future-3p.sg.}’.  The behaviour of /n/ may relate to the fact 

that nasals assimilate far more freely than other segments; this may be formally 

implemented by having nasal PoA features subject to less preservation than obstruents’, 

accounting for the fact that the obstruent’s PoA wins in coalescence.   

The other class of exceptions relates to combinations of /d/ and an alveo-palatal, 

which typically result in an alveo-palatal: e.g. /bhid-��a-ti/ → [bhe��ati] ‘crack {future-

3p.sg.}’, /cud-ja-ti/ → [cu��ati] ‘push’.  However, /d/ is generally the least robust of all 

������	�
� �� ����� ��
 ���� �� ��� �������	
���� ��
 �� ������
� �������	
��� 	� �����

The exceptional behaviour of /d/ is discussed further in §8.5. 

8.4.3 Summary 
�� ����	��� ���� ������
� 	 ������ ���
��� ����� 	 �	���� ��	�� �	��� �������� ��

one particular case of coalescence, but the least marked value survives otherwise.  The 

	�	����� ������ 
�	
 
�� ���� 	�
� �	� be produced by amalgamating the schemas for 

marked and unmarked coalescence identified in the analysis of Attic Greek, Swedish, and 

Chipewyan. 

• Other hybrid systems 
The present theory predicts a number of other hybrid systems for PoA.  A number 

of these predictions are borne out in recent work on coalescence in child language.  For 

example, Gnanadesikan’s (1995) analysis of her child Gitanjali’s speech shows a hybrid 

system in terms of PoA preservation.  Relevant data is presented in (69).  The data in the 

left column is the adult form, the rightmost column is Gitanjali’s form. 
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(69) Gitanjali’s coalescence

 (a) /Labial + Coronal/ → [Labial] 

 [sm�l]  smell  [f�w] 

[sw�t�] sweater [f���]

  [tw��kl] twinkle  [p�k�w] 

[tri]  tree  [pi] 

 (b) /Dorsal + Coronal/ → [Dorsal] 

  [skaj]  sky  [�aj] 

  [sk�n]  skin  [��n] 

  [klin]  clean  [kin] 

 (c) /Dorsal + Labial/ → [Labial] 

[kwajt]  quite  [pajt] 

  [skwiz] squeeze [biz] 

This is coalescence rather than deletion, as shown by forms like [f�w] smell: the [f] 

retains the continuancy of /s/ and PoA of the /m/.  

 The data may seem to show a case of marked-coalescence: in competition with 

��������� 	
� ����� ��� �������� ������� ����� �� ���	���	 	� ����� �������� �� ������ ��

ch.7, dorsals are more marked than labials.  Therefore, the fact that labial+dorsal 

coalescence yields a labial is a case where the least marked element survives: e.g. /kwajt/ 

→ [pajt], *[kajt].  A similar pattern is reported by Pater & Barlow (2002).251

 T
�� 
����� ���	�� ��� �� �������� �� 	
� ���� ��� �� ����� ��������	��� �� 	
�

marked values dorsal and labial in coalescence with coronals is implemented by ranking 

IDENT{KP} over both *{K} and *{KP}.  Preservation of the less marked labial in 

combination with the more marked dorsal is implemented by the ranking || IDENT{KP} » 

*{K} » IDENT{K} ||.  For /kwajt/→[pajt], this ranking conflates the mappings /kw/→*[k] 

and /kw/→[p] – both incur equal violations of IDENT{KP}, so allowing *{K} to decisively 

favour [p] over [k]. 

(70) Gitanjali I

 /k1w2ajt/ IDENT{KP} *{K} IDENT{K} 

 (a) k1,2ajt * *! 

� (b) p1,2ajt *  *

251  One might point out that this could be a marked coalescence system if it were assumed that labials are 
more marked than dorsals.  However, there are several reasons to think this is not the case in child language 
(and adult language – see ch.6, ch.7).  For example, dorsals can trigger consonant harmony in child language 
without labials also doing so, but the opposite situation – with labial triggers and not dorsal triggers – has not 
been reported.  Similarly, some children delete dorsals without deleting labials, but there is no reported 
system in which labials are deleted without dorsals also being eliminated.  For relevant work, see Pater 
(1997), Pater & Werle (2001), Pater & Barlow (2002, to appear). 
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(71) Gitanjali II

 /k1l2in/ IDENT{KP} *{K} IDENT{K} 

� (a) k1,2in  *

 (b) t1,2in *! *

• Limitations on hybrid systems
The present theory does not allow for all imaginable hybrid systems.  Hybrid 

systems must be internally consistent in terms of the markedness relations they set up.  The 

following quasi-���� ������ 	
���� � �����	�� � ��� ������� �������

(72) ���������� �����

(a) /Dorsal + Labial/ → [Dorsal]  /ak1-p2a/ →  [ak1,2a] 

(b) /Dorsal + Coronal/ → [Coronal]  /ak1-t2a/  →  [at1,2a] 

(c) /Coronal + Labial/ → [Labial]  /at1-p2a/ → [ap1,2a] 

The coalescence of /dorsal+labial/→[dorsal] indicates that IDENT{K} outranks 

*{K}.   

 The coalescence /dorsal+coronal/ produces a coronal, so an ‘unmarked 

coalescence’ ranking is needed.  Some coronal-favouring markedness constraint (either 

*{KP} or *{K}) must therefore outrank all dorsal-favouring faithfulness constraints 

(IDENT{KP}, IDENT{K}).  The only markedness constraint available is *{KP} – recall that 

*{K} is outranked by IDENT{K}.  So || IDENT{KPT} » *{KP} » IDENT{K}, IDENT{KP} ||.   

It is now impossible for /coronal+labial/ coalescence to produce labials.  To do so, 

IDENT{KP} would have to outrank *{KP} – this contradicts the ranking established so far. 

The problem with the system just discussed is that it is inconsistent in its 

markedness relations.  For example, (72a) sets up the markedness relation | dorsal > labial 

|.  (72b) sets up the relation | coronal > dorsal |.  Putting (72a) and (72b) together, the 

ranking is | coronal > dorsal > labial |.  This predicts that a combination of coronal and 

labial should yield coronal, but it does not. 

Possible markedness relations for a 3-member scale | γ 〉 β 〉 α | can be represented  

as in Figure 8.6. 

 Figure 8.6: Transitively consistent markedness relations for a 3-member scale

 (a) γ (b) γ (c) β (d) β (e) α (f) α
   |   |   |   |   |   | 

β α γ α γ β
   |   |   |   |   |   | 

α β α γ β γ

Figure 8.6 shows all transitively consistent markedness arrangements.  In other 

words, for all of the arrangements in Figure 8.6 if x>y and y>z, then x>z.  Due to the 
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transitive nature of ranking and the form of the constraints in the present theory, only 

transitively consistent systems can be produced. 

8.5 ������ ����	
� ��� ������� �� ����

 This section completes the analysis of ���� ��������	�� �
��
�� �	 ���� ���� ���

�	 ����� ��	���
� ��������
��	 �� � ������ ���
��� �	 
�� ������
� �� ��������	���� 
�� ����


marked sonority value survives, but in a few competitions, the most marked wins.  This 

system is of interest primaril� ��� �
� ��������
�� �� ��� ����� ��	� ���� ��	���
�

preservation provides a good testing ground for the adequacy of the stringency theory. 

���� !���	�
��	 ��� ���	 
�� �"����
 �� ��	� �������
��	� �	� �	������ #$��!��

1943, Hankamer & Aissen 1974, Murray 1982, Wetzels & Hermans 1985, Cho 1999).  As 

discussed in §8.4, syllable structure requirements eliminate many types of input clusters.  

Usually the method of elimination is gemination, as in /da�-tab�a/→ [da��
h
ab�a] 

‘see+{gerund}’.  The focus of the previous section was preservation of Place of 

Articulation.  The concern of this section is sonority.   

Hankamer & Aissen (1974) propose that the coalesced segment’s sonority is the 

same as that of the lowest sonority input segment.  For example, since stops are less 

sonorous than fricatives, the result of /�-t/ coalescence is the stop [��
h] rather than a 

fricative [s�].

 The description presented below both extends and (largely) validates Hankamer & 

Aissen’s proposal.  However, exceptions to the sonority generalization are identified.  

Most notably, coalescence of a voiced stop and a voiceless stop yield the more sonorous 

voiced stops: e.g. /labh-tab�a/ → [lad�
hab�a] ‘take’, *[lat�

hab��%� &��� ���
 ����� ����'�

system a ‘hybrid’ coalescence one, rather than one in which the unmarked value always 

survives. 

 For a discussion of the basic ���	���!� �� ����� ��� ����(�

 Section 8.5.1 describes the sonority of coalesced outputs. 

 Section 8.5.2 provides an analysis of sonority preservation. 

)��
��	 ��*�+ ������
�� 
�� �	������ �� ���� �� �����	�	! ��������
��	 �� �
���

features, including aspiration and retroflexion, and showing how they relate to preservation 

of sonority and PoA. 

 Section 8.5.4 discusses alternative approaches. 

 Section 8.5.5 presents a summary. 

8.5.1 Description 
Table 8.9 summarizes the outcome of coalescence in terms of sonority.   

The leftmost column lists the first member of the input cluster, and the top row the 

second member.  Due to restrictions on affixes, the second member is always a coronal, so 

the actual segments that occur are listed rather than their feature classes. 
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Grayed-out cells are not attested in the data.  Superscript h stands for aspiration.  

The generalizations in the table are based on my analysis of alternations reported by Geiger 

(1943:95,96) and Fahs (1985).  Supporting data is provided at the end of this subsection. 

����� ���	 
��� ����������	 ��� ������ � ��� �����

 /C1+C2/ [t, c] [s] [n] [j] 

 -vd stops -vd stop -vd stop -vd stop -vd stop 

 +vd stops +vd stop stop nasal, -vd stop -vd stop 

 fricatives [s] -vd stoph fricative s+nasal fricative 

nasals [m n]
-vd stop,

nas+stop 
nasal nasal 

 liquids [l,�,r] -vd stop fricative nasal j+{r,�}

 glides[j,v] -vd stop 

 h -vd stoph glide+h 

The table shows that in almost all cases where the consonants coalesce, the output 

element has the same sonority as the least sonorous input element.  The relevant parts of 

the consonant sonority scale are provided in (73), from ch.3 and ch.4. 

(73) Consonant sonority scale

| glottal 〉 glide 〉 liquid 〉 nasal 〉 fricative 〉 voiced stop 〉  voiceless stop | 

The most important exception to the generalization above is the coalescence of 

voiced and voiceless stops.  The outcome of this coalescence is the more sonorous voiced 

stop, contrary to the expected outcome: e.g. /lubh-ta/ → [lud�
ha], *[lut�ha].  This difference 

���� ���� 
��� ���������� �� � ������ ������ �� ����� � �����������

 The table indicates that not all consonant clusters are eliminated through 

coalescence.  Input clusters consisting of an /h/ or liquid followed by a glide are eliminated 

through metathesis: e.g. /kar-ja-ti/ → [kijrati] ‘make+{passive+3p.sg.pres.}’.  This 

outcome will be discussed in §8.5.3.   

The other exception involves clusters that can surface faithfully without violating 

syllable restrictions.  For example, clusters consisting of [s]+nasal are acceptable on the 

surface, so underlying clusters of this type do not coalesce: /as-mi/ → [asmi], *[as�i] ‘I 

am’.  The same is true for certain combinations of nasals and stops.   

• Data
A great deal of data is needed to provide adequate support for table 8.9’s 

generalizations.  So, for ease of exposition, the data has been placed at the end of this 

section, in §8.5.5.  The following analysis will discuss relevant data when appropriate. 
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8.5.2 Analysis 
����� ���� ���� 	�����
 ����
 ���
�	�	 �� ��
� ���
�	����� �������� � ��		��

1974, Murray 1982, Wetzels & Hermans 1985, Cho 1999).  The analysis presented above 

has followed Hankamer & Aissen in invoking the sonority scale as the guiding factor 

behind the preservation of the output.  One difference between previous analysis and the 

present one will be that the account of gemination here will not rely on opacity.  However, 

the primary aim of the following analysis is to provide an account for why the least marked 

sonority level survives in coalescence in the majority of cases, but why one particular 

fusion – involving voiced stops and voiceless stops – results in the most marked sonority 

value surviving. 

��� ��������� ��� ���
�	����� �� ��
� ��	 �
����� ���� ��	��		�� �� �����
 ��

§8.4.2.1.  The relevant tableau is repeated here.  The constraint CODACOND stands for the 

set of constraints that bans all but homorganic nasals and the first half of geminates in 

codas.  The tableau shows the coalescence /vas-tum/ → [vat�hum] ‘to live’.  Note that 

coalescence of stops and fricatives produces an aspirated stop. 

(74) ��
� ��� ��	�� ���
�	�����

 /vas1-t2um/  CODACOND MAX DEP UNIFORMITY

 (a) vas1.t2um *!   

 (b) vat2um  *!  

 (c) vas1it2um   *! 

� (d) vat�1,2um    *

    

Section 8.5.2.1 discusses why the lowest sonority value is preserved in 

coalescence: i.e. why /vas1-t2um/ produces [vat�h1,2um] rather than *[vas�1,2um]. 

 Section 8.5.2.2 deals with coalescence involving voiced stops. 

 Section 8.5.2.3 discusses the survival of other features. 

8.5.2.1 The unmarked survivor: Stops 
As established in ch.3 (also see ch.8, Prince & Smolensky 1993), low sonority is 

���� ������ 	
�� 
�
 ������	� �� ������� �
�������� ���� �������� 	 
	�� ����� ��� ����

marked value emerges in coalescence (cf Harar Oromo – section 8.2.4).252  To account for 

the emergence of the least marked element, the ‘unmarked coalescence’ schema will be 

employed: || IDENT{uf, mf}» *{mf} » IDENT{mf} ||. 

 To take one pair of segments, /stop+fricative/ and /fricative+stop/ clusters produce 

a coalesced output with the sonority of a stop: e.g. /da�-tab�a/ → [da��
hab�a], /sak-�-ti/ →

[sak�hi] ‘be able to {aorist+3p.sg.}’.   

252  It could be pointed out that high sonority is desirable in codas, and that preservation of low sonority may 
therefore be preservation of the marked value in codas.  However, this will not account for cases where 
segments coalesce but do not form a geminate.  See §8.5.2.4 for discussion.  
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In the present instance, mf is the sonority value ‘fricative’, and uf is the sonority 

value ‘stop’.  For stops to survive in coalescence, a markedness constraint that favours 

them over fricatives – i.e. *-Δσ≥{fricative} – must outrank all faithfulness constraints that 

preserve fricatives: i.e. IDENT≥{fricative} here.  As a reminder, the constraint 

*-Δσ≥{fricative} bans all segments that are equally or more sonorous than a fricative in 

syllable margins (i.e. the non-DTE of syllables).  

(75) ���� ����� �	
 �
��� ����� ����� ���� �

 /da�1-t2ab�a/ *-Δσ≥{fricative} IDENT≥{fricative} 

� (a) da��h1,2ab�a *

 (b) das�1,2ab�a *! 

 Candidate (b) violates *-Δσ≥{fricative} because it has a fricative [s�] in a syllable 

margin.  Candidate (a) violates IDENT≥{fricative} because it fails to retain the sonority 

value of the /�/ in the coalesced output /��h/. 

• Faithfulness conflation
The second ranking needed for unmarked coalescence involves a faithfulness 

constraint that preserves both stops and fricatives, so allowing conflation of the mappings.  

In the present competition, this constraint is IDENT≥{stop}.  IDENT≥{stop} must outrank *-

Δσ≥{fricative} otherwise (at least) fricatives will be neutralized in margins.  This ranking 

is illustrated in (76). 

(76) ���� ����� �	
 �
��� ����� ����� ���� �

 /sak1-��2a-ti/ IDENT≥stop *-Δσ≥fricative IDENT≥fricative 

 (a) sas�1,2ati * * *! 

� (b) sak�h1,2ati * * *

 (c) thak�h1,2ati * *! * * 

The need for the ranking || *-Δσ≥fricative » IDENT≥fricative || is shown by the 

competition between (b) and (c).  Candidate (b) fatally violates the markedness constraint 

*-Δσ≥fricative; since all faithfulness constraints that would save the fricative are ranked 

lower than the markedness constraint, they are inactive in this competition.  So, (c) wins 

because it fares better on markedness. 

 The competition between (c) and (d) shows why IDENT≥stop must outrank 

*-Δσ≥fricative.  Without this constraint, there would be wholesale neutralization to stops: 

/s/ would emerge as the stop [th] in all environments, not just in coalescence.  So, candidate 

(d) fails because the initial /s/ gratuitously neutralizes to [th], so incurring an extra violation 

of IDENT≥stop. 

 As discussed for Attic Greek and Chipewyan, CODACOND, MAX, and DEP must all 

outrank IDENT≥{stop} otherwise coalescence would be blocked. 
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 As a final comment on this competition, the fact that /fricative+stop/ and 

/stop+fricative/ clusters yield the same result – a stop – shows that all faithfulness 

constraints that impose a directional bias on the outcome are ranked below *-Δσ≥fricative.  

The following tableau illustrates this point with the constraint ROOT-IDENT≥fricative – this 

constraint preserves input fricatives (and more sonorous elements) if they are affiliated to a 

root. 

 The ranking identified above only accounts for one of the results of coalescence.  

��� ���� ����	
� ���� �	�� � ��� 
���� ����� 
� �
�������� 	� ��	�

8.5.2.2 The other unmarked survivors 
The ranking identified above deals with the outcome of the coalescence stops and 

fricatives.  Because almost all other coalescences are resolved in the same way – through 

preservation of the least sonorous element – they are all amenable to the same explanation.   

The ranking identified for stops and fricatives is || IDENT≥{stop} » *-Δσ≥{fricative} 

» IDENT≥{fricative} ||.  This ranking can be generalized to every pair of sonority levels.  

The result is the ranking in Figure 8.7. 

�	���� ���� ��	 ����	�� �� IDENT constraints
CODACOND MAX DEP

IDENT≥stop 

 *-Δσ≥stop   *-Δσ≥fricative *-Δσ≥nasal     *-Δσ≥liquid     *-Δσ≥glide 

        IDENT≥fricative IDENT≥nasal IDENT≥liquid    IDENT≥glide 

IDENT≥stop must outrank *-Δσ≥stop otherwise all segments would be neutralized to 

stops. 

The need for the rankings above relates to the schema for unmarked coalescence: || 

IDENT{mf, uf} » ∃*mf » ∀IDENT{m�� ��� ��� �
 ��� �	�� ��	 	� ���� 	� ������ �
 � !��	-

valued scale rather than a binary scale.  However, the schema can be equally applied to 

multi-valued scales. 

Starting with the competition between stops and other consonants, the output form 

	� ��	 ����� ��� ��� �
�
�	�� 
� � ��
�� �� ���!� 
� ��� ����!�" ����" uf refers to the 

‘stop’ category, and mf refers to a more sonorous category: i.e. one of {fricative, nasal, 

liquid, glide}.  Therefore, the schema dictates that: (1) some faithfulness constraint that 

preserves all sonorities be topmost (i.e. IDENT≥stop), (2) for every non-stop category c,

there is a markedness constraint M that favours stops over c and (3) M outranks all 

faithfulness constraints that favour preservation of c without preserving stops.   

For the competition between stops and fricatives, then, *-Δσ≥fricative must outrank 

IDENT≥fricative.  *-Δσ≥fricative is the only markedness constraint that favours stops over 
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fricatives, and IDENT≥fricative is the only relevant faithfulness constraint that preserves 

fricatives without preserving stops.   

Analogously, for the competition fricatives and nasals, *-Δσ≥nasal must outrank 

IDENT≥nasal.  Again, *-Δσ≥nasal is the only markedness constraint that favours fricatives 

over nasals, and IDENT≥nasal is the only relevant faithfulness constraint that preserves 

nasals without preserving fricatives. 

For nasals and liquid, the ranking is || *-Δσ≥liquid » IDENT≥liquid ||, and for liquids 

vs glides || *-Δσ≥glide » IDENT≥glide ||. 

No other rankings are necessary.  As an example, since the competition between 

stops and liquids yields stops, some markedness constraint against liquids must outrank all 

faithfulness constraints that preserve them to the exclusion of stops; conversely, there can 

be no faithfulness constraint F that favours liquids over stops such that F outranks all 

markedness constraints that favour stops over liquids.  With the rankings so far established, 

there is no such ranking.  F can be any of IDENT≥fricative, IDENT≥nasal, and IDENT≥liquid, 

but in each case, the faithfulness constraint is outranked by a markedness constraint that 

favours stops over liquids: i.e. *-Δσ≥fricative, *-Δσ≥nasal, *-Δσ≥liquid.  Therefore, the 

liquid will never emerge from a /stop+liquid/ input cluster. 

However, one pair does not fit into the general ranking above: coalescence of 

voiced and voiceless stops yields the more sonorous voiced stops, contrary to the other 

outcomes. 

8.5.2.3 Voiced stops 
 Most /voiced stop+voiceless stop/ input clusters coalesce to form voiced stops: e.g. 

/radh-ta/ → [rad�
ha] ‘be successful’; /lubh-ta/ → [lud�

ha].  This outcome is the reverse of all 

other coalescences in sonority terms: the more sonorous element wins. 

 The marked coalescence ranking identified for Attic Greek must be employed to 

deal with the competition between voiced and voiceless stops.  This ranking requires some 

faithfulness constraint that preserves voiced stops but not voiceless ones (IDENT≥{+vd 

stop}) to outrank all markedness constraints that favour voiceless stops over voiced ones 

(*-Δσ≥{+vd stop}).   Tableau (77) shows how this ranking produces the right result. 

(77) ���� ����� ��	 
��	� ����

 /lubh
1-t2a/ IDENT≥{+vd stop} *-Δσ≥{+vd stop} 

 (a) lut�h1,2a *! 

� (b) lud�
h
1,2a *

Candidate (b) beats (a) because (a) fails to preserve the sonority value ‘voiced stop’ 

of the input /bh/. 

• Relation to other rankings
 The ranking in (77) will not contradict any of the other rankings established so far.   
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The most relevant ranking relates to the competition between voiceless stops and 

fricatives: /sak1-��2a-ti/ → [sak�h1,2ati].  This coalescence shows that *-Δσ≥fricative 

outranks all constraints that preserve fricatives without also preserving stops.  The only 

two constraints that do this are IDENT≥{fricative} and IDENT≥{voiced stop}.  This in no 

way contradicts the ranking in (77): since *-Δσ≥{fricative} does not favour *[lut�h1,2a] over 

[lud�h1,2a], it can outrank IDENT≥{+vd stop}.  This ranking is shown in tableau (78). 

(78) ���� ��� ���	
���	 ������
�

 /sak1-�2-i/ *-Δσ≥{fricative} IDENT≥{fricative} IDENT≥{+vd stop}

 (a) sas�1,2i *! 

� (b) sak�h1,2i * *

• Ranking summary
The rankings identified in (77) and (78) can be straightforwardly amalgamated into 

the constraint hierarchy, as shown in Figure 8.8. 

��
��	 ���� ���� ������
 ��

IDENT≥{-vd stop} 

 *-Δσ≥{-vd stop}     *-Δσ≥fric     *-Δσ≥nasal *-Δσ≥liquid *-Δσ≥glide 

IDENT≥{+vd stop}    IDENT≥fric   IDENT≥nasal  IDENT≥liquid   IDENT≥glide 

*-Δσ≥{+vd stop} 

��	 ������� ����� ���� ��	 �������� �� ����	��	� �� ���� ��	 �� ��	 �������	

sort’.  By having markedness constraints dominate their correspondent faithfulness 

constraints, the output will always chose the candidate with the least marked (i.e. lowest) 

sonority value.  The difference is with voiced stops, for which the ranking is reversed.  As 

shown in bold, the faithfulness constraint for voiced stops and greater outranks the 

corresponding markedness constraint.  This ensures that the marked value will survive in 

just this competition. 

• A note on exceptions 
The generalization above holds of all voiced stops except for the plain coronal /d/: 

e.g.  /chid-tum/ → [chet�um] ‘crack’.253  This contrasts with the behaviour of aspirated /dh/:

e.g. /budh-tum/ → [bod�hum], *[bot�hum], /badh-ta/ → [bad�ha]. 

/d/ not only acts as exceptional with voiceless stops.  Coalescence of /d+n/ 

unexpectedly yields the more sonorous output [n�]: e.g. /nud-na/ → [nun�a] ‘knock’, 

253  There is also one example involving /�/: /bhu�-tum/ → [bhot�um] ‘drink’.  A lack of further examples 
makes it impossible to determine whether this is a pattern. 
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*[nud�a];  /tud-na/ → [tun�a] ‘blow’ (cf [tudati]).254  This contrasts with other voiced stops: 

e.g. /bha�-na/ → [bha��a] ‘break’, /la�-na/ → [la��a] ‘hang up’, /randh+na/ → [randha] ‘be 

powerful’. 

 Finally, while most combinations of post-alveolars and alveolars yield alveolars, 

combinations of /d/ and post-alveolars yield post-alveolars: e.g. /a
μ
-chid-�-i/ → [ac�hec�hi] 

(see §8.4.2.4). 

 At this point, I have no explanation for why /d/ is so exceptional in its behaviour, 

especially given the contrast with its aspirated counterpart /dh/.  It could be that /d/ 

undergoes an assimilation that only targets coronals (as in Catalan).  This may opaquely 

precede coalescence, so obscuring the fact that there is an underlying /d/.   

For present purposes, I only note that /d/ is exceptional in Pali.  Whether its 

exceptionality is formally explained through opacity or by some other mechanism, the 

main point is that the majority of the sonority class ‘voiced stop’ wins in coalescence. 

8.5.2.4 The survival of other features 
 The aim of this section is to provide an account of the other features that persist in 

���� ��������	�� – aspiration and retroflexion, and to explain why metathesis takes place in 

limited environments rather than coalescence  

• Aspiration
 If one of the input segments is an aspirated stop, /s/, /�/, /�/ or /h/, the output is also 

aspirated.  This point is illustrated in (79). 

(79) 
�������	 ����������	 �	 ����

 (a) stoph+C

 /labh-tum/  → [lad�hum]  ‘take+infin.’ (191) 

/radh-ta/  → [rad�ha]  ‘resut+participle’ (170) 

(b) {s, �}+C 

  /vas�-ta/  → [vut�ha]  ‘live+participle’ (170) 

/sis-ta/   → [sit�ha]  ‘leave+participle’ (17) 

  /i�-ta/   → [i��ha]  ‘wish+participle’ (170) 

 (c) C+�
/sak-�-ti/  → [sak�hi]  ‘be able+aorist+3p.sg.’ (158) 

  /labh-�-im/  → [lac�him]  ‘take+aorist+1p.sg.’ (158)  

/chid-��a-ti/  → [chec�hati]  ‘crack+future+3p.sg.’ (148) 

(d) h+C 

  /duh-ta/  → [dud�ha]  ‘milk+participle’ (170) 

  /snih-ta/  → [sinid�ha]  ‘love+participle’ (170) 

254  Other roots with this pattern are /chad/ ‘cover’, /pad/ ‘go’, and /sid/ ‘cook’. 
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The same analysis for aspiration preservation as used in Chipewyan is given here 

(§8.3.2.4): a faithfulness constraint that preserves [+spread glottis] outranks all markedness 

constraints that favour plain stops over aspirates.  The proposal that voiceless fricatives are 

specified as [+spread glottis] is adopted here (Kingston 1990, Vaux 1998), so accounting 

for the fact that their coalescence yields an aspirated stop. 

(80)  ���� �� ����	�
��� �	�	��
���

 /vas1-t2um/ IDENT[+spread glottis] *[+spread glottis] 

 (a) vat�1,2um *! 

� (b) vat�h1,2um  *

It is impossible to tell whether sonority-preservation or aspiration-preservation is 

��	 ����	
��
 �� ����� ��
� 
��
 ����� determine this issue would involve an input 

cluster consisting of an aspirate and a consonant that is (i) less sonorous and (ii) unable to 

bear aspiration.  However, for purely incidental reasons such clusters never arise.  There is 

no consonant that is less sonorous than an aspirated stop, so all /stoph+C/ clusters are 

irrelevant.  The only consonants less sonorous than fricatives are stops, and all stops have 

an aspirated counterpart, so /s+C/ clusters are irrelevant.    

The only remaining relevant cluster is /h+C/, where C is a glide, liquid, or nasal.  

Since there are no aspirated counterparts of glides, liquids, or nasals, the result ought to 

show whether sonority or aspiration is more important.  For example, if /h+n/→[n�], then 

preservation of sonority trumps aspiration; if aspiration-preservation is more significant, 

the result should be [h].  Unfortunately, there are very few such clusters.  There are no 

/h+l/ clusters due to the lack of suffixes starting with /l/.  Input /h+glide/ clusters usually 

surface as [glide+h].  There are one or two exceptions.  For example, /ka�-ha-mi/ →
[kaha�mi] ‘make+fut+1p.sg’ and /ha�-hi-ti/ → [ha�hiti] ‘name-fut-3p.sg.’.  However, the /h/ 

here is a marginal alternant of /s�a/, so it may be that the /s�/ has debuccalized to [h] 

opaquely.  This leaves /h+nasal/ clusters.  Unfortunately, I have been unable to find any 

systematic examples of such clusters – /h/-final verbs seem to be defective for the most 

part, and the crucial morphological contexts are missing. 

• Retroflexion
Input clusters of a retroflex consonant plus a stop always produce a retroflex 

consonant on the surface.  Representative examples are given in (81). 

(81) Preservation of retroflexion

/da�-tab�a/  → [da��hab�a]   ‘see {gerund}’ 

   cf /vas-tab�a/ → [vat�hab�a]  ‘live {gerund}’ 

 /da�s-tva�/ → [di��ha�]  ‘see {absolutive}’ 

/ki�-na/  → [ki��a]   ‘scatter’ 

/i�-ta/  → [i��ha]  ‘wish’ 
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����� ���� �	�
 �	� ���	 ����	���� ���������
 	� ������
 	� ��� surface, /da�/ and 

/ki�/ are realized with non-retroflex consonants in other environments: e.g. /da�-ja-ti/ →
[dis�ati] ‘see {causative}’, /a-da�-�-am/ → [ad�asam] {aorist 1p.sg.}; /ki�-asi/ → [kirasi] 

{2p.sg.pres.indic}. 

 Since retroflexion is a marked feature, the ‘marked coalescence’ ranking must be 

used here: a retroflexion-preserving faithfulness constraint must outrank all markedness 

constraints against retroflex stops.  The interesting difference in this ranking is that 

constraints against retroflex continuants (i.e. *�, *�) must outrank all retroflex-preserving 

faithfulness constraints, otherwise they would survive in the output.  Tableau (82) shows 

the ranking for retroflex-preservation in coalescence; tableau (83) shows how retroflexion 

in continuants is otherwise neutralized.  The relevant retroflexion feature is taken to be 

[+back] here (after Chomsky & Halle 1968, E.Pulleyblank 1989). 

(82) ���� ���� ���
������	� 	� ����oflexion

 /da�1-t2ab�a/ *�, *� IDENT[+back] *�,�

 (c) dat�h1,2ab�a  *! 

� (d) da��h1,2ab�a   *

(83) ���� ���� ����	�����	� �����

 /da�-ja-ti/ *�, *� IDENT[+back] *�,�

 (a) di��ati *! 

� (b) dis�ati  *

Tableaux (82) and (83) also give some indication as to the relative ranking of the 

retroflex-preserving faithfulness constraint and the sonority faithfulness constraints.  

Underlying segments do not change their sonority in the output in order to preserve 

retroflexion.  For example, /da�-ja-ti/ does not surface as [da��hati] even though doing so 

would preserve the input retroflex feature.  So, it is clear that sonority preservation 

requirements outweigh retroflex-preservation.  In terms of the constraints discussed, this 

means that IDENT≥fricative must outrank IDENT[retroflex]. 

(84) ���� ���� �	�	���� ����
 ����	�����	�

 /da�-ja-ti/ IDENT≥{fricative} *�, *� IDENT[retroflex] 

 (a) di��ati  *! 

 (b) di��ati *!  

� (c) dis�ati   *

There is no way to determine the relative ranking of the PoA-faithfulness constraints and 

retroflex-faithfulness constraints.  The crucial data would involve a /k+retroflex/ input 

cluster.  Unfortunately, no suffixes begin with a retroflex consonant. 
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• Metathesis and faithfulness
In all the cases where coalescence does not take place – i.e. the cluster surfaces 

faithfully – the cluster does not violate any syllable restriction.  For example, since [s+C] 

onsets are permitted, /s+nasal/ clusters are realized faithfully: /as-mi/ → [asmi] 

‘be+1p.sg.’, *[as�i] (139).  Codas permit geminates and nasals homorganic to a following 

stop, so underlying nasal+stop clusters surface faithfully: /khan+tum/ → [khan.tum] 

‘dig+infin.’, *[khat�um] (191); /�am-tva�/ → [�an.tva�] ‘go+absolutive’ (183).  

 Another situation where adjacent consonants do not coalesce is with [h+glide] 

clusters; /h+glide/ clusters metathesize to form an acceptable output sequence: e.g. /dah-ja-

ti/ → [dajhati] ‘burn+passive+3p.sg.’ (201).  Metathesis is also used with /{liquid,glide}+j/ 

clusters.  Input /{glide,liquid}+j/ clusters surface as a [j+glide] output sequence, with [j] 

often realized as lengthening of the preceding vowel: e.g. /bha�-ja-ti/ → [bhij�ati]/[bhi��ati] 

‘carry+passive+3p.sg.’ (201).  Metathesis is only allowed with glides and /h/, though.  

Other sequences do not allow metathesis: so /stop+nasal/ clusters are realized as stops, not 

*[nasal+stop] (e.g. /la�+na/ → [la��a] ‘hang up+participle’, *[la��a] (167). 

Restricting metathesis to high sonority elements is expected.  In a number of 

languages, only high sonority elements undergo metathesis (Hume 1997, Carpenter 2001, 

Blevins & Garrett 2001).  After Carpenter (2001), there is more faithfulness to adjacency 

relations between low-sonority elements: LINEARITY≤{nasal} specifically preserves linear 

precedence relations between elements that are less sonorous than liquids.  This constraint 

is in a stringency relation with the more general LINEARITY (from McCarthy & Prince 

1995, slightly adapted below).  

(85) (a) LINEARITY≤nasal If x or y are equally or less sonorous than a nasal, 

    and x precedes y,

    then it is not the case that y' precedes x'. 

    (x', y' are the correspondents of x,y resp.) 

 (b) LINEARITY  If x precedes y,

    then it is not the case that y' precedes x'

Since all outcomes except metathesis are blocked – including deletion, epenthesis, 

and coalescence, the constraints MAX, DEP, and UNIFORMITY must outrank LINEARITY, as 

shown in tableau (86). 

(86) ���� ����� 	
����
�

 /kar1-j2a-ti/ CODACOND UNIF MAX DEP LINEARITY

 (a) kar1.j2a.ti *!    

 (b) kir�1,2a.ti  *!   

 (c) ki.j2a.ti   *!  

 (d) ki.r1i.j2ati    *! 

� (e) kij2.r1a.ti     *
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To ensure that coalescence takes place in every other combination, though, 

LINEARITY≤nasal must outrank UNIFORMITY.

(87) ���� ����� 	
���
���� ���� �

 /bha�1-n2a/ CODACOND LIN≤nasal UNIFORMITY LINEARITY

 (a) bha�1.n2a *!  

 (b) bha�2��1a  *! *

� (c) bha��12a   *

Candidate (b) violates LINEARITY≤nasal because a segment with the same or less 

sonority than a nasal – i.e. /n/ – metathesizes in the output.  In contrast, /r+j/→[jr] does not 

violate LINEARITY≤nasal – neither segment has the same or less sonority than a nasal, so 

the constraint does not apply. 

 Notably, the coalesced candidate (c) does not violate LINEARITY.  LINEARITY is 

only violated when there is a reversal of precedence relations, so /x1y2/→[z1,2] does not 

violate the constraint.  So, the correct output in tableau (9) wins. 

 As shown in previous studies, the further ranking || MAX, DEP » UNIFORMITY || is 

needed to produce coalescence in /bha�-na/→[bha��a].  This leaves us with the triggering 

ranking: || CODACOND, MAX, DEP » LINEARITY≤nasal » UNIFORMITY » LINEARITY ||. 

8.5.3 Summary 
 This section has presented a rather complex case of a hybrid coalescence system.  

For the most part, the unmarked value �� �������� ������
� �� ���� ����
��
��
� ���
�
��

in one competition – between voiced and voiceless stops – the marked value is preserved.  

�
 ���� ����
�� �� ��� �����
� ��� ���!��!
 ����� 
� � ��"�
� �� ��"����

systems.  For example, Pater (2001) provides a detailed analysis of a child’s (Julia) 

coalescence patterns.  To summarize, a consonant cluster will be generally reduced to the 

least sonorous of the two: i.e. /stop+liquid/ → [stop], /fricative+stop/→[stop], 

/fricative+liquid/→[fricative], and so on.  However, there is one difference: /s+nasal/ 

clusters are realized as nasals, not as [s].  This contrasts with a similar pattern reported by 

Gnanadesikan (1995), where /sn/ is realized as [s] in Gitanjali’s speech.   

#����$� ����
�� �� �%�� �� ����$�� �����! �
 "�&����� �� ����
��
��
 �������

��
�
��
 �
 �
��� "��%
 �������� ����
� �
�
 �� � �
�
���� �� ��
 ���
� �
 ���� ���%��!

can therefore be straightforwardly adapted to account for Julia’s pattern: IDENT≥nasal must 

outrank *-Δσ≥{nasal}. 

8.5.4 Data 
�
  ��� !��
� �
��� �� ���
 �� "� ��������� �� ���� "������!� �� ������!��

as determined from alternations presented by Fahs (1985), and from analysis by Geiger 
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(1943).  Accordingly, this section starts by laying out the reasons for the claims about the 

underlying forms made below. 

• /s/, /�/, and /�/

 Coalescence facts provide a good deal of evidence for segments that otherwise 

������� �	
����� ������������ � ������ ����
� ��� �������� ��� ���� �����
 
�rface [s], 

not [�] or [��.  However, there is clear evidence that some forms that have [s] on the 

surface are underlyingly /�/ or /�/.  One near minimal pair is [sis] ‘leave’ and [is] ‘wish’; 

the former must be underlyingly /sis/ and the latter /i�/ to explain why sis+ta is realized as 

[sit�ha] with a plain stop [t�h], while is+ta is realized as [i��ha] with a retroflex. 

 There is also an underlying /s/-/�/ distinction, neutralized on the surface to [s].  The 

aorist -s is underlyingly /�/ and the future -ssa is underlyingly /��a/, again shown by 

coalescence: /labh-��a-ti/ → [lac�hati] ‘he will take’; /a-chid-�-i/ → [ac�hec�hi] ‘split’.  In both 

these cases, the output consonant is palatal despite the fact that – on the surface – the future 

and aorist otherwise show up as [s]: e.g. /har-��a-ti/ → [has�ati] ‘name {3p.sg.fut.}’. 

• /r/ and /�/

 The same is true for an underlying /r/-/�/ contrast neutralized to [r].  Two relevant 

roots are har ‘name’ and dhar ‘keep’: the former produces a retroflex in combination with 

/ta/ {participle}, while the latter does not: [ha�a] cf [dhata]; therefore har is /ha�/ while dhar
is /dhar/. 

• The ghost segment
 A more extreme case of underlying contrast is that roots differ as to whether they 

have a final underlying mora (or ‘ghost segment’).  This difference emerges in 

combination with suffixes, as shown in the following pairs: /�up+ta/→[�ut�a] ‘watch’ 

(170) cf /kup
μ
+ta/→[kupita] ‘be excited’ (173); /ha�+��a+ti/→[has�ati] ‘name 3p.sg.’ (147) 

cf /sar
μ
+��a+ti/→[saris�ati] ‘go’ (148).  As shown by the examples, the underlying μ of μ-

final roots emerges as the default vowel [i] on the surface.  In contrast, the final consonant 

of C-final roots like /�up/ coalesces with the suffix’s consonant.   

Support for this proposal – that there is an underlying distinction between μ- and C-

final roots – comes from several facts.  One is that every suffix has a C-initial and an [i]-

initial allomorph: [tab�a]~[itab�a], absolutive [tva�]~[itva�], infinitive [tum]~[itum], passive 

[ja]~[ija], and future [s�a]~[is�a].  In the present approach, this fact follows from the 

difference in underlying roots: the [i]-initial form shows up with μ-final roots, and the C-

initial form appears with C-final roots.  Finally, and most importantly, roots are (largely) 

consistent as to whether they take V-initial suffixes or C-final ones.  For example /var/ 

‘live’ takes all V-initial affixes, while /kar/ ‘make’ takes all C-initial suffixes.  This goes to 

show that it is a property of the root as to whether an [i] intervenes between the root-final 

C and initial consonant of the suffix. 
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• The data
The underlying forms in the data below are based on the comments above.  

Evidence for the underlying final consonants in C-final forms come from V-initial suffixes.  

������ ����	 
�� ���� �
	 ������� ��� �
	� �� ���������� �� �
��� �� ���� ���	��
��	 �	

repeated from §8.4.1.  Absolutely neutralized consonants are include as well – they are in 

lightly shaded cells.  [v] is classed as a glide rather than a fricative – see ch.6 for 

discussion. 

�
��� ����� ���� ������ ��! ���	��
��	

  labial coronal retroflex palatal dorsal glottal

 -vd p � � c k 

 aspirated ph �h �h ch kh

 +vd b � � � �
stops

aspirated bh �h �h �h �h

 fricatives s � � h �

 nasals m n � � �

 liquids l  r �

 glides v j

(88) /X+Glide/

• the following examples use /ja/ {passive} + /ti/ {3pers.sg.}255

 /hj/ → [jh] /�ah-ja-ti/  → [�ajhati]  ‘burn’256

 /rj/ → [jr] /kar-ja-ti/  → [kijrati]/[ki�rati] ‘make’ 

 (/lj/ → [j�] /dal-ja-ti/  → [di�jati]  ‘split’ [only one

example]) 

 /nj/ → [��] /khan-ja-ti/  → [kha��ati]  ‘graben’  

 /�j/ → [s�] /da�-ja-ti/  → [dis�ati]  ‘see’  

 /pj/ → [p�] /tap-ja-ti/  → [tap�ati]  ‘burn’  

 /bhj/  → [b�h] /labh-ja-ti/  → [lab�hati]  ‘take’  

 /dj/ → [��] /kha�d-ja-ti/ → [kha��ati]  ‘eat’  

 /dhj/ → [��h] /rudh-ja-ti/  → [ru��hati]  ‘check’  

 /cj/ → [c�] /ric-ja-ti/  → [ric�ati]  ‘leave’  

 /�j/ → [��] /ja�-ja-ti/  → [i��ati]  ‘sacrifice’  

255  Evidence that the passive is underlyingly /ja/ comes from vowel-final roots: e.g. /kha�-ja-ti/ → [kha�jati] 
‘proclaim’ (201). 
256  Proof for the form of the root: /�ah+a+ti/ → [�ahati] {present indicative 3p.sg.}.  All other underlying 
roots listed below have similar justification; their underlying form can also be seen by comparing their 
behaviour in different coalescence patterns. 
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(89) /Glide+X/

 /vt/ → [t] /dhov-ta/  → [dhota] ~ [dhovita] ‘clean {infin.}’ 

 /jt/ → [t] /�ha�j-tva/ → [�ha�tva]  ‘burn {absolutive}’ 

   /�ha�j-ta/ → /�ha�t�a] ‘burn {infin.}’ 

(90) /X+nasal/

• most of the following examples use /na/ {participle} 

 /�n/ → [��] /ki�-na/  → [ki��a]  ‘scatter’  

 /rn/ → [th] /satthar-nam/ → [sat�hanam] ‘doctrine+{gen.}’ 

 /ndn/ → [n�] /sand-na/  → [san�a]  ‘demolish’  

 /sm/ → [sm] /as-mi/  → [asmi]  ‘be+1p.sg.’ 

 /dn/ → [n�] /tud-na/  → [tun�a]  ‘knock’ 

 /�n/ → [��] /bha�-na/  → [bha��a]  ‘break’  

 /�n/ → [��] /la�-na/  → [la��a]  ‘join’  

(91) /nasal+X/

 /nj/ → [��] /�an-ja-ti/  → [�a��ati]  ‘generate’ 

 /n�� → [�ch] /han-��a-ti/  → [ha�chati]  ‘kill’ 

 /ns/ → [s] /puman-sma�/ → [pumasma�]  ‘man’ 

 /nt/ → [nt] /khan-tab�a/  → [khantab�a]  ‘dig’ 

 /nc/ → [c�] /han-cca/  → [hac�a]   ‘kill’ 

 /mt/ → [nt] /�am-tum/  → [�antum]  ‘go’ 

 /mc/ → [c�] /�am-cca/  → [�ac�a]  ‘go’ 

(92) /X+fricative/

• most of the following examples use /��a/ {future} or /�/ {aorist} 

 /r��/ → [s�] /har-��a-ti/  → [has�ati]  ‘name’ 

 /ns/ → [s] /puman-sma�/ → [pumasma�]  ‘man’ 

 /���/ → [c�h] /va�-��a-ti/  → [vac�hati]  ‘speak’ 

 /bh��/ → [c�h] /labh-��a-ti/  → [lac�hati]  ‘take’ 

 /t��/ → [t�h] /vat�-�-ti/ → [vat�hi] ‘turn’ 

 /d��/ → [c�h] /chid-��a-ti/  → [chec�hati]  ‘crack’ 

 /c��/ → [k�h] /vac-��a-ti/  → [vak�hati]  ‘speak’ 

 /���/ → [k�h] /bhu�-��a-ti/  → [bhok�hati]  ‘enjoy’ 

 /k��/ → [k�h] /sak-��a-ti/  → [sak�hati]  ‘be able to’ 

 /k�/ → [k�h] /sak-�-ti/  → [sak�hi]  ‘be able to’ 

(93) /fricative+X/

 /sj/ → [s�] /kas-ja-ti/  → [kas�ati]  ‘plough’ 

 /sm/ → [sm] /as-mi/  → [asmi]  ‘be+1p.sg.’ [1] 

 /s��/ → [c�h] /sus-��a-ti/  → [suc�hati]  ‘dry’ 

 /�t/ → [��h] /kili�-ta/  → [kili��ha]  ‘be dirty’ 
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(94) /X+stop/

• the examples use /ta/ {participle}, /tab�a/ {gerund},  

and /tum/ {infinitive}, /tva�/ {absolutive} 

 /�t/ → [d�
h] /du�-ta/  → [dud�

ha]  ‘milk’ 

   /na�-ta/  → [nad�
ha]  ‘tie’ 

 /vt/ → [t] /dhov-ta/  → [dhota] ~ [dhovita] ‘clean’ 

 /rt/ → [t�] /kar-tab�a/  → [kat�ab�a] ‘make’ 

   /kar-tva�/ → [katva�]  ‘make’ 

 /rc/ → [c�] /kar-cca/ → [kac�a] ‘make’ 

 /lt/ → [l�] /phal-ta/  → [phul�a]  ‘burst’ 

 /nt/ → [nt] /khan-tab�a/  → [khantab�a]  ‘dig’ 

 /nc/ → [c�] /han-c�a/  → [hac�a]   ‘kill’ 

 /mt/ → [nt] /�am-tum/  → [�antum]  ‘go’ 

   /�am-tva�/ → [�antva�]  ‘go’ 

 /mc/ → [c�] /�am-cca/  → [�ac�a]  ‘go’ 

 /�t/ → [��h] /da�-tab�a/  → [da��habba]  ‘see’ 

   /da�-tva�/ → [di��ha�]  ‘see’ 

 /st/ → [t�h] /vas-tab�a/  → [vat�habba]  ‘live’ 

   /vas-tum/  → [vat�hum]  ‘live’ 

   /vas-ta/  → [vut�ha]  ‘live’ 

 /pt/ → [t�] /sup-tum/  → [sot�um]  ‘sleep’ 

   /khip-ta/  → [khit�a]  ‘throw’ 

 /bht/ → [d�h] /labh-tab�a/  → [lad�hab�a]  ‘take’ 

   /labh-ta/  → [lad�ha]  ‘take’ 

 /dt/ → [t�] /chid-tum/  → [chet�um]  ‘crack’ 

   /chid-tva�/ → [chetva]  ‘crack’ 

 /dht/ → [d�h] /budh-tum/  → [bod�hum]  ‘wake’ 

   /vjadh-tva�/ → [vid�ha�]  ‘bore through’ 

 /ct/ → [t�] /vac-tab�a/  → [vat�ab�a]  ‘speak’ 

 /�t/  → [t�] /bhu�-tum/  → [bhot�um]  ‘enjoy’ 

(95) /voiceless stop+X/

 /pj/ → [p�] /lip-ja-ti/  → [lip�ati]  ‘scrawl’ 

 /cj/ → [c�] /sic-ja-ti/  → [sic�ati]  ‘marry’ 

 /k�/ → [k�h] /sak-�-ti/  → [sak�hi]  ‘be able’ 

 /t��/ → [t�h] /vat�-�-ti/ → [vat�hi] ‘turn’ 

 /pt/ → [t�] /khip-ta/  → [khit�a]  ‘throw’ 

 /ct/ → [t�] /vac-tab�a/  → [vat�ab�a]  ‘speak’ 

   /muc-tva�/ → [mutva�]  ‘free’ 
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(96) /voiced stop+X/

 (a) /{d, �}+X/

 /dj/ → [��] /cud-ja-ti/  → [cu��ati]  ‘press’ 

 /dn/ → [n�] /pad-na/  → [pan�a]  ‘walk’ 

 /d�/ → [c�h] /a-chid-�-i/  → [acchec�hi]  ‘crack’ 

   /rud-��a-ti/  → [ruc�hati]  ‘cry’ 

 /dt/ → [t�] /chid-tum/  → [chet�um]  ‘crack’ 

   /chid-tva�/ → [chetva]  ‘crack’ 

   /chid-tva�/ → [chitva�]  ‘crack’ 

   /bhid-tva�/ → [bhetva�]  ‘break’ 

 /�t/ → [t�] /bhu�-tum/  → [bhot�um]  ‘drink’ 

   /sa�-tum/  → [sat�hum]  ‘send’ 

(b) /{b, bh, dh, �� �h} + X/ 

 /dhj/ → [��h] /rudh-ja-ti/  → [ru��hati]  ‘hemmen’ 

   /vjadh-ja-ti/  → [vja��hati]  ‘durchbohren’ 

 /�j/ → [��] /bha�-ja-ti/  → [bha��ati]  ‘break’ 

 /ndh/ → [ndh] /randh+na/  → [randha]  ‘be powerful’ 

 /�n/ → [��] /bha�-na/  → [bha��a]  ‘break’ 

 /�n/ → [��] /la�-na/  → [la��a]  ‘hang up’ 

   /vi�-na/  → [vi��a]  ‘be excited’ 

 /bht/ → [d�h] /lubh-ta/  → [lud�ha]  ‘see onself’ 

   /labh-tum/  → [lad�hum]  ‘take’ 

   /labh-tab�a/  → [lad�hab�a]  ‘take’ 

   /labh-tva�/ → [lad�ha�]  ‘take’ 

 /dht/ → [d�h] /budh-tum/  → [bod�hum]  ‘wake’ 

   /radh-ta/  → [rad�ha]  ‘be successful’ 

   /vjadh-tva�/ → [vid�ha�]  ‘cut through’ 

8.6 Summary 
The aim of this chapter was to show that stringently formulated faithfulness 

constraints are necessary.  In other words, for every pair of faithfulness constraints F1,F2

that refer to the same scale, F1 preserves a subset of the elements that F2 preserves or vice-

versa.  With the additional proviso that the marked element is always preserved, for a (part 

of a) scale | α 〉 β | there are therefore two faithfulness constraints IDENT{α} and 

IDENT{α,β}; there can be no faithfulness constraint IDENT{β}.   

• Faithfulness conflation
 These proposals predict that ‘faithfulness conflation’ may occur.  In other words, 

two mappings from the same input may incur the same violations of active faithfulness 

constraints.  This fact turns out to be crucial in accounting for certain cases in which 
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featural unfaithfulness is forced, or more precisely where an IDENT constraint for some 

feature is inevitably violated by the winning form.  This occurs in both coalescence and bi-

directional assimilation.  For example, coalescence of /bh��� �� ���� �	
�� ���������� �������

in unfaithfulness to Place of Articulation: the output [d�
h] ignores /bh/’s labial specification, 

and output [b�
h] ignores /t/’s coronal value. 

To generalize, for a mapping /x1y2/ → [z1,2], where x and y have different values for 

some feature f, the present theory predicts two possible outcomes.  The examples focus on 

Place of Articulation.  mf refers to a marked value of feature f, and uf refers to a relatively 

less marked value. 

(97) Outcomes of coalescence

 (a) The marked feature survives (e.g. /b+dh/ → [bh])

  || IDENT{mf} » *{mf} ||  

 (b) The unmarked feature survives (e.g. /bh+d/ → [dh])

  || IDENT{mf, uf} » *{mf} » IDENT{mf} || 

Cases where the unmarked value survives in the output of coalescence show the 

need for stringent faithfulness constraints.  If the unmarked value of a feature f appears in 

the output, some markedness constraint against the marked value *mf must outrank all 

faithfulness constraints that preserve marked values.  For the coalescence /bh+t/→[d�
h],

where the unmarked coronal PoA survives, this means that *{KP} must outrank 

IDENT{KP}. 

However, in order for mf to contrast with uf, some faithfulness constraint F must 

outrank *mf.  So, to prevent elimination of labials in every environment, IDENT{KPT} 

must outrank *[labial].  Therefore, F must both preserve mf yet not favour mf over uf.  The 

only way to satisfy these requirements is if F preserves both mf and uf equally, as shown in 

the tableau below. 

(98) 

 /mf1 uf2/ IDENT{mf, uf} *mf IDENT{mf} 

 (a) mf1,2 * *! 

� (b) uf1,2 * *

In short, the faithfulness constraints are in a subset-superset relation, so allowing 

the unmarked value to emerge. 

 Finally, the constraints predict systems in which a marked scale value survives in 

coalescence with a less marked value (e.g. /b+t/ → [d]), but a more marked value is 

preserved in coalescence with a less marked one (e.g. /k+d/ → [�]).  These hybrid systems 

were shown to result from the fact that the rankings needed for marked and unmarked 

coalescence are compatible.  Even so, certain types of hybrid system were shown to be 

impossible (§8.4.3). 
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• Typology
 Table 8.11 summarizes the cases discussed in this chapter.  As indicated, both 

marked and unmarked coalescence takes place. 

 Table 8.11: Coalescence typology

Feature Marked Wins Unmarked Wins 
 [�anterior] Catalan (8.2.4) ���� ��������	

 [back]  Rotuman, Korean (8.3.3) 

 [constr glottis] Chipewyan (8.3.2.4) Taos (Trager 1946) 

 [nasal] Dakota, Indonesian (8.2.4)

 [round] Greek (8.2.1) Japanese men’s speech (8.3.3) 

 [sonority] Harar Oromo (8.2.4) ���� ���
	

 [spread glottis] �������� ����	� ���� ���
	

 [voice] Aka, Nuer (Akinlabi 1996) Chipewyan, Swedish (8.3) 

 Major PoA �������������������	 ����	 ���� ���������������	 ����	

As the table shows, there are some gaps in the typology.  I have found no clear case 

where [+back] wins in coalescence.  This gap may be because [back] and [round] are so 

closely associated, so it is often difficult to tell whether the output preserves the input’s 

[back] or [round] feature.  However, cases like Korean and the analogous Rotuman 

(Churchward 1940, McCarthy 1995, 2000b) show that the two features are separable.  

Another gap relates to nasality: a clear case where the unmarked [�nasal] value persisted 

would involve a coalescence such as /i + õ/ → [e], or /m+p/ → [b].  
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CHAPTER 9 

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 

9.1  Introduction 
 This chapter has two goals.  The first is to discuss how the aims of this dissertation 

have been met (§9.2).  The second is to re-evaluate the notion of markedness in the light of 

the results of the preceding chapters (§9.3).   

9.2  Aims 
 This dissertation started with an informal statement of two leading ideas, repeated 

in (1).   

(1) Leading Ideas

 (a) Markedness relations between categories may be ignored, but never reversed. 

 (b) The more marked an element is, the greater the pressure to preserve it. 

Evidence for (1a) was shown to come from systems in which different sonority 

categories are treated the same for stress purposes (ch.3, ch.4).  For example, stress 

placement in Gujarati is sensitive to sonority distinctions: stress deviates from its default 

penult position if doing so will allow it to fall on a highly sonorous low vowel: e.g. 

[tád�et��] ‘recently’, [sinemá] ‘movie theatre’ (ch.3§3.2).  However, while stress favours 

low vowels over all other types, it treats mid and high vowels in exactly the same way: 

stress does not avoid a penult high vowel for a mid vowel (e.g. [t�hok�ío] ‘girls’, 

*[t�hók�io]), or avoid a mid vowel for a high vowel (e.g. [t�um�óte�] ‘74’, *[t�úm�ote�]).  In 

other words, the sonority categories ‘mid peripheral vowel’ and ‘high peripheral vowel’ 

are conflated for stress purposes in Gujarati.  This contrasts with a stress system like 

Nganasan’s, where stress avoids the default penult position if it contains a high vowel: 

([kóntu�a] ‘carries’, *[kontú�a], cf Gujarati [t��ok�ío]).   

Evidence for (1b) was shown to come from processes for which marked elements 

are exempt.  For example, chapter 6 provided examples from neutralization in languages 

like Yamphu (Rutgers 1998).  In Yamphu, a general process of Place of Articulation 

neutralization in syllable codas forces /t/ to surface as a glottal stop: /nam�it/ → [nam�i�]

‘daughter-in-law’, cf [nam�id-æ�] {instrumental}, /sit�-ma/ → [si�ma] ‘to hit’, cf [sit�-a] 

‘hit+past’.  However, the more marked PoA values ‘labial’ and ‘dorsal’ are exempt from 

this attrition: e.g. [khap] ‘language’, *[kha�], [kep-ma] ‘to stick’; [æ�lik] ‘bendy’, [kha�k-

pa] ‘scrape one’s throat’.  In other words, greater preservation is afforded to the marked 

PoA values in Yamphu, preventing them from undergoing an otherwise general process. 
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 Further evidence for (1b) comes from assimilation (ch.7).  While coronals 

assimilate in Catalan, labials and dorsals do not: /son p�ks/ → [som p�ks] ‘they are few’, 

cf /som dos/ → [som dos] ‘we are two’, [a� tontu] ‘stupid year’, [ti� pres�] ‘I am in a 

hurry’.  Again, the marked elements are preserved, exempting them from an otherwise 

general process. 

 Evidence for both (1a) and (1b) was argued to be found in coalescence (ch.8).  In 

����� ��� �	
����� 
�
���� �onsonants had to fuse to form geminates.  When dorsals and 

coronals fused, the output element retained the more marked dorsal feature: /sak-�-ti/ →
[sak�hi], *[sat�hi], *[sac�hi] ‘be able to {aorist+3p.sg.}.  This shows that there is greater 

pressure to preserve the marked element in this competition, so providing evidence for 

(1b).   

�� �����
��� ��� ������ �� �
��
�� 
� �����
�� �� ���� ������� 
 ������� ���� ���

less marked coronal Place of Articulation: e.g. /lubh-ta/ → [lud�ha] ‘long for {participle}’, 

*[lub�ha].  Chapter 8 argued that the coronal PoA survives because labials and coronals are 

���
��� ������
�� �� ����� �� �������
���� �� ����� ��� ������ ���
��� ��� ������ �� ��h-t/ 

could be either a labial *[b�h] or coronal [d�h] and the preservation requirements of the 

language would be met.  In this sense, the mappings /bh-t/ → *[b�h] and /bh-t/ → [d�h] are 

�����
�� ���� 
�� ���
�� �� �	
���� ��� �
�� �
� �� ����� !��
��� ������
� �� ������ ���

labial or coronal PoA is countenanced, the choice between the two falls to markedness 

constraints; accordingly, the least marked (coronal) PoA is favoured. 

 Now that evidence for the leading ideas has been reviewed informally, I will turn to 

a discussion of how the leading ideas are formally implemented.  Since a detailed summary 

of the theoretical proposals has been provided at the end of each previous chapter, the aim 

of the following subsections is to provide a brief synopsis of the theoretical proposals as 

they relate to the leading ideas in (1).  See the cross-references provided below for more 

detailed discussion. 

9.2.1 Markedness constraints 
 Scale-referring markedness constraints have two tasks: (i) to formally encode 

hierarchical relations between scale elements and (ii) to allow category conflation.  

Chapter 3 argued that both (i) and (ii) could be achieved if constraints refer stringently to 

sets of elements and are freely rankable.  An example of the type of constraints advocated 

here is provided in (3); the constraints refer to the partial vowel sonority scale in (2).  The 

element ΔFt refers to the head of a foot. 

(2) (Partial) vowel sonority scale

 | � 〉 i, u 〉 e, o 〉 a | 

(3) *ΔFt/{�}, *ΔFt/{�,i/u}, *ΔFt/{�,i/u, e/o}, *ΔFt/{�, i/u, e/o, a} 

As an example, the constraint *ΔFt/{�,i/u,e/o} is violated by a stressed syllable that 

contains a vowel of equal or less sonority than the mid vowels [e o].  For example, [pítk��]
incurs two violations of this constraint. 
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 The constraints implement the hierarchy expressed by the scale in (2).  More 

precisely, the constraints prevent reversal of the scale in (2).  For example, low vowels are 

more desirable than mid vowels for stress purposes in Gujarati, as discussed above.  This 

was implemented by ranking the constraint *ΔFt/{�,i/u,e/o} above the constraint that 

requires penult stress (ALIGNFTR) in ch.3. 

(4)  

 /tad�et��/ *ΔFt/{�,i/u,e/o} ALIGNFTR

 (a) ta(d�ét��) *! 

� (b) (tád�e)t��) *

However, mid vowels can never attract stress away from low vowels.  For this to 

happen, there would have to be some constraint that assigned a violation to stressed low 

vowels but not to stressed mid vowels.  As shown in quasi-tableau (5), there is no such 

constraint.  While there is a constraint that favours [á] over [é] (i.e. *ΔFt/{�,i/u,e/o}), there 

is no constraint that does the opposite. 

(5)   

  *ΔFt/{�} *ΔFt/{�,i/u} *ΔFt/{�,i/u,e/o} *ΔFt/{�,i/u,e/o,a}

 (a) �� * * * * 

 (b) í  * * * 

 (c) é   * * 

 (d) á    * 

Because [é] incurs a proper subset of the violations of [á], the ranking of the 

constraints will make no difference to the relative markedness of [é] and [á] – the former 

can never be preferred over the latter in terms of these constraints. 

 However, there are constraints that treat the two categories – i.e. mid and low 

vowels – in the same way.  This is crucial for the competition between mid and high 

vowels in Gujarati.  As discussed above, the two categories are conflated for stress 

purposes.  This follows if all constraints that distinguish the two – i.e. *ΔFt/{�,i/u} – are 

‘inactive’ for stress, which in this case means ‘ranked below ALIGNFTR’.  This situation is 

illustrated in tableau (6). 

(6)  

 /t�hok�io/ *ΔFt/{�,i/u,e/o} ALIGNFTR *ΔFt/{�,i/u} 

 (a) (t�hók�i)o * *! 

� (b) t�hok(�ío) *  *

The only constraint that favours stressed mid vowels over stressed high vowels is 

*ΔFt/{�,i/u}.  Because it is ranked below ALIGNFTR, its violations are inconsequential in 

determining the winner for stress.   
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 In this ranking, it is crucial that *ΔFt/{�,i/u,e/o} assigns exactly the same violations 

to both (a) and (b).  This is how conflation is formally implemented – through the 

assignment of equal violations.  By doing so, *ΔFt/{�,i/u,e/o} makes no decision between 

the two candidates; this allows ALIGNFTR to make the crucial decision, favouring the 

candidate with stress in the default position.  Chapter 3 provided an in-depth discussion of 

why stringent form is crucial in producing conflation.   

• Structural elements
 The other major markedness-related theoretical proposal is that certain scales can 

combine with structural elements to form constraints.  For example, the constraints in (3) 

are combined with the structural element ‘stressed syllable’.  This was argued to be only 

one of many possible structural elements.  In fact, scales like the sonority hierarchy were 

argued to combine with both heads and non-heads of all prosodic levels.   

Detailed arguments for this proposal were provided in chapter 4. 

9.2.2 Faithfulness constraints 
 Faithfulness constraints must (i) encode the proposal that more marked elements 

can be subject to greater preservation and (ii) allow for faithfulness conflation.  Chapters 6-

8 argued that both (i) and (ii) could be achieved if faithfulness constraints referred to 

contiguous sets of scale elements and always preserved the most marked element.  For 

example, the faithfulness constraints for the Place of Articulation scale in (7) are provided 

in (8). 

(7) Place of Articulation scale

 | dorsal 〉 labial 〉 coronal 〉 glottal | 

(8) Place of Articulation (PoA) faithfulness constraints

• x corresponds to x'

IDENT{dorsal} If x is dorsal, then x' has the same PoA as x.

IDENT{dors,lab} If x is dorsal or labial, then x' has the same PoA as x.

IDENT{dors,lab,cor} If x is dorsal, labial, or coronal, then x' has the same PoA as x.

IDENT{dors,lab,cor,gl} If x has any PoA, then x' has the same PoA as x.

��� ������� 	
 ���� 	������� �����	��� �� ��� �����	�� ����	� ���� �� ���� �	

illustrate the two major properties of the ‘marked-faithfulness’ constraints in (8). 

• Marked-faithfulness
When dorsals and coronals coalesce in ����� ��� ������ �� � �	����� ���� ���k-�-ti/ →

[sak�hi], *[sath�i].  This illustrates the proposal that more marked elements can be subject to 

greater preservation.  In constraint terms, the dorsal+coronal coalescence shows that there 

is a faithfulness constraint that preserves dorsals but not coronals, as shown in tableau (9). 
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(9)  

 /sak1-�2-t3i/ IDENT{dorsal} *{dorsal} 

� (a) sak�h1,2,3i *

 (b) sat�h1,2,3i *! 

The tableau shows that the input segments /k-�-t/ coalesce into a single output 

segment.  Because the input segments differ in PoA specifications, some unfaithfulness is 

inevitable: (a) is unfaithful to the input coronal specifications of /t/ and /�/, while (b) is 

unfaithful to the input dorsal specification of /k/.   

It is clear that markedness constraints cannot be responsible for favouring [k�h] over 

[t�h] since the latter contains a more marked PoA specification.  Therefore, faithfulness 

constraints must be wholly responsible for the preservation of the dorsal PoA.  Moreover, 

the faithfulness constraint must favour preservation of the more marked dorsal element 

over the less marked one: i.e. IDENT{dorsal}. 

The need for a faithfulness constraint that favours preservation of dorsals over 

coronals can be seen in a theory that favours preservation of all PoAs equally.  The 

constraint IDENT{Place} assigns the same violations to all PoA-unfaithfulness, regardless 

of the input feature value.  So, IDENT{Place} assigns the same violations to /k-�/ → [k�h]

and /k-�/ → [c�h].  This predicts that the unmarked value should always survive in 

coalescence, as shown in tableau (10). 

(10)  

 /sak1-��2ati/ IDENT{Place} *{dorsal} 

 (a) sak�h1,2,3ati * *! 

� (b) sac�h1,2,3ati *  

Candidates (a) and (b) are both unfaithful to input PoA specifications: (a) is 

unfaithful to the input alveo-palatal specification of /�/ and (b) is unfaithful to the input 

dorsal specification of /k/.  However, since IDENT{Place} treats both types of 

unfaithfulness as equally important, it cannot decide between the two candidates.  The 

choice inevitably falls to the markedness constraints, which always favour the least marked 

element. 

• Faithfulness conflation
However, there is a way for the least marked element to survive.  A relevant case is 

the competition between labial and ������� ��� 	� ���	
 �� 	� ��bh-tab�a/ → [lud�hab�a], 

*[lub�hab�a]; in this case, the least marked PoA feature survives. 

The reason that the output is coronal relates to faithfulness conflation.  In effect, the 

marked-faithfulness constraints allow different types of unfaithfulness to be assigned equal 

	���������� �� ���	
 ���	�������� �� � ���	�� 	� �������� ��� ���� ����� �� ���	��������

to a coronal.  This allows markedness constraints to make the crucial decision.   

The constraint IDENT{dors,lab,cor} allows unfaithfulness to labials and coronals to 

be conflated.  This constraint must outrank *{dors,lab} in order to prevent wholesale 
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neutralization of labials in the output (i.e. /lubh-tab�a/ → *[lud�
had�a]).  Yet because 

IDENT{dors,lab,cor} treats the candidates’ unfaithfulness as being equally severe, it allows 

the lower-ranked markedness constraints to determine the output of coalescence. 

(11)  

 /lubh
1-t2ab�a/ IDENT{dors,lab,cor} *{dors,lab} IDENT{dors,lab}

 (a) lub�
h
1,2ab�a * * *! 

� (b) lud�
h
1,2ab�a * * *

 (c) lud�
h
1,2ad�a * *! * * * 

The competition between (a) and (b) shows that it is crucial for both candidates to 

incur the same violations of IDENT{dors,lab,cor} – doing so allows the lower-ranked 

markedness constraint *{dors,lab} to favour the candidate with a coronal coalesced 

segment over the one (a) with the more marked labial segment. 

 The competition between (b) and (c) shows that the ranking of IDENT{dors,lab,cor} 

with respect to *{dors,lab} is crucial; the opposite ranking would result in neutralization of 

labials in all positions. 

 Finally, the ranking shows that it is crucial that all constraints that preserve labials 

and not coronals (IDENT{dors,lab}) must be inactive.  If IDENT{dors,lab} outranked 

*{dors,lab}, candidate (a) would win. 

 In short, it is crucial that some faithfulness constraint preserve marked elements 

without preserving unmarked ones, but it is also crucial that there are faithfulness 

constraints that preserve all elements equally. 

 This concludes the synopsis of the theoretical proposals in this dissertation.  I now 

move on to considering the implications of this dissertation for the notion of markedness. 

9.3  The status of markedness 
 The preceding chapters have shown that certain diagnostics that have been 

standardly used to determine markedness relations are invalid.   

For example, since the Prague School theorists it has been standard to use inclusion 

in segmental inventories to determine relative markedness: if x is in some inventory but y
is not, then y is more marked than x.  However, chapter 6 showed that this diagnostic gives 

almost no insight into markedness relations because almost all possible gaps in inventories 

are attested.  This point is illustrated for voiceless stops in Table 9.1, repeated from 

ch.6§6.7.   
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 Table 9.1: Voiceless stop inventories

   k p t � coda inventories onset inventories 
� � � � Chamicuro Tongan 

� � � Standard Malay Tahitian 

   � � Menomini Harar Oromo 

   � Nantong Chinese Nancowry reduplicants

� � �  Yuma Maori 

� �  Kiowa (formal) Vanimo 

H
ar

m
o
n
ic

al
ly

 C
o
m

p
le

te
 

G
E

 

�  Lardil  

� � � Yamphu Hawaiian 

3 � � � Nambiquara Tlingit 

� � Nganasan  

�   � Fuzhou  

G
ap

p
ed

2 � �  Hixkaryana Gilbertese 

The same point was made for undergoers of assimilation.  While it has been 

claimed that only marked elements can be exempt from assimilation (Mohanan 1993, Jun 

1995), only coronals do not undergo assimilation in Sri Lankan Portuguese Creole: /si�n-

p�/ → [si�np�], ‘bell {dative sg.}, *[si�mp�]; cf /ma�m-ki/ → [ma��ki] ‘hand {verbal 

noun}’ (ch.7§7.4.2.1).  Chapter 7 showed that any set of segments could be exempt from 

undergoing PoA assimilation. 

 Similarly, chapter 8 showed that any feature value – marked or unmarked – can 

survive in coalescence.  Chapter 4§4.4 showed that epenthetic vowels can have any 

sonority (i.e. [i � i e � a]).  

 At this point, one may wonder whether the notion of markedness has any validity at 

all, considering that these traditional diagnostics have been shown to be uninformative.  

The following subsections discuss this concern.  Section 9.3.1 discusses why the 

phenomena mentioned above do not show surface asymmetries.  Section 9.3.2 identifies 

phenomena that still exhibit asymmetric behaviour, so providing valid diagnostics for 

markedness relations. 

9.3.1 Covert asymmetry 
 While there are no surface asymmetries in terms of inventories, undergoers of 

assimilation, and the output of coalescence, this dissertation has argued that this fact is an 

incidental result of the proposal that marked values can be exempt from undergoing certain 

processes.  To put this in slightly different terms, there are asymmetries in the grammar, 

but none in the superficial observations about phenomena. 

 As an example, chapter 6 distinguished between harmonically complete and gapped 

inventories.  Harmonically complete inventories are those that have a contiguous set of 

elements including the least marked type: i.e. for PoA in voiceless stops, [p t �], [t �], and 

[�].  Gapped inventories are those that contain a marked element but lack a less marked 
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one: i.e. [k t �], [k p �], [k �], [p �].  When the results of these two inventory types are 

combined, almost every imaginable inventory is attested.  However, I have argued that the 

two types are produced through entirely different ways. 

 Harmonically complete inventories are produced by the effect of markedness 

constraints.  Markedness constraints militate against highly marked elements, so may 

effectively eliminate all but the less marked segments in an inventory.   

In contrast, gapped inventories are primarily produced through the effect of 

marked-faithfulness constraints.  For example, a gapped inventory like [k p �] occurs 

because a constraint that prevents marked elements from being eliminated – IDENT{KP} – 

prevents these elements from undergoing an otherwise general neutralization process.   

So, there is an asymmetry in terms of inventories, but it is ‘covert’ – i.e. not 

obvious on the surface.  The asymmetry relates to how the different types of inventory 

come about, one primarily through the influence of markedness constraints, and the other 

through the blocking effect of marked-faithfulness constraints. 

In short, the lack of asymmetry in inventories is a coincidental result of the 

proposal that marked elements can be subject to greater preservation than unmarked ones.  

This proposal allows gapped inventories to exist, with the surface effect that almost any 

inventory is attested. 

• Coalescence and assimilation undergoers
The same ‘covert asymmetry’ explains the lack of surface asymmetries for 

coalescence and the undergoers of assimilation.   

As discussed in chapter 8, coalescence systems can be broadly divided into two 

types: those in which the unmarked ������� ����	��� 
�� 	� ��	 ��h-t/ → [d�h]) and those in 

which the marked value survives (as in /k-�-t/ → [k�h], *[t�h]).  The former type is produced 

primarily by the influence of markedness constraints – markedness constraints favour less 

marked elements over more marked ones, so ensuring that the least marked feature 

survives.  The type in which the marked feature survives relies on the influence of marked-

faithfulness constraints, which demand that marked features persist in the output. 

An analogous ‘covert asymmetry’ accounts for the different types of assimilation 

systems, discussed in chapter 7.  Those like Sri Lankan Portuguese Creole, where only 

marked elements assimilate, come about through the action of markedness constraints: the 

markedness constraints seek to eliminate highly marked clusters, but allow less marked 

ones (i.e. those with coronals, in this case) to survive.  In contrast, systems like Catalan’s, 

where marked elements are exempt from assimilation, rely on the existence of marked-

faithfulness constraints: the greater preservation afforded to marked elements prevents 

them from assimilating in this language. 

So, although there is no overt difference between inventory types, coalescence 

patterns, and assimilation systems, an asymmetry lurks beneath the surface: some systems 

come about through minimization of markedness, while others come about through 

preservation of marked elements. 

For arguments that covert asymmetries exist, see the chapters cited. 
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9.3.2 Overt asymmetry  
 The previous section has argued that lack of surface asymmetry for some 

phenomena comes about through the preservation of marked elements.  This proposal 

predicts that surface asymmetries should be visible in phenomena for which preservation is 

irrelevant.   

• Sonority-driven stress
 For example, faithfulness is irrelevant to sonority-driven stress.  More concretely, 

in the candidates from input /pita/, [píta] and [pitá], both incur the same faithfulness 

violations; therefore, markedness alone is relevant in determining the winner.  So, a 

phenomenon like this is predicted to behave asymmetrically – since markedness 

constraints determine the output, processes can only promote unmarked elements.  

Accordingly, there are systems in which less marked (i.e. more sonorous) stressed vowels 

are preferred over more marked (=less sonorous) ones, but there are none in which more 

marked stressed vowels are preferred over less marked ones.  Concretely, while there are 

languages in which highly sonorous vowels attract stress away from lower sonority ones, 

there is no language where the opposite is true, where high vowels attract stress away from 

[a], for example. 

• Epenthetic PoA
 Faithfulness is also irrelevant in determining the PoA of epenthetic elements.  

Epenthetic segments do not have corresponding input elements, so the proposal that 

marked values are subject to greater preservation will have no effect on their form.  So, the 

PoA of epenthetic elements can only reflect markedness concerns.  As shown in ch.5§5.3, 

the result is that epenthetic consonants can only have the unmarked PoA values ‘glottal’ or 

‘coronal’; they are never labials or dorsals (also see ch.6§6.6, ch.4§4.4). 

• Output of neutralization
 The same is true for the output of neutralization.  For example, [k] is banned in 

Standard Malay codas (ch.6§6.2).  It can therefore neutralize to [p], [t], or [�].  

Importantly, faithfulness is irrelevant to the choice of output: [p], [t], and [�] are all equally 

unfaithful to /k/.  Therefore, only markedness constraints are relevant in choosing the 

winning form.  As argued in ch.6, only [�] and [t] are ever produced by neutralization.  

Again, this asymmetry follows from the fact that the marked-faithfulness constraints are 

irrelevant in this situation. 

• Output of Deletion
An analogous point holds for deletion, in a subtler way.  The proposal that more 

marked elements can be subject to greater preservation than less marked ones only applies 

to feature-changing processes, not segment-deleting ones.  More concretely, the constraint 

IDENT{KP} cannot prevent /k/ and /p/ from deleting.  As shown in ch.6§6.4.2, this means 

that the marked-faithfulness constraints are effectively irrelevant in determining which 

elements undergo deletion.  The net result is that if an element x undergoes deletion, then 
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all more marked elements also delete.  Again, because marked-faithfulness is irrelevant, 

deletion provides a clear indication of markedness asymmetries. 

• Triggers of assimilation
The final major markedness diagnostic discussed here again relates to assimilation, 

but this time to the elements that trigger it.  For example, dorsals in Korean force the 

preceding element to assimilate to them: /kamki/ → [ka�ki], /han-ka�/ → [ha�ka�].  In 

contrast, the less marked labials and coronals do not trigger assimilation: e.g. [pa�pota], 

*[pampota], [sumta], *[sunta].   

Again, faithfulness has no relevance for assimilation triggers.  This can be seen by 

comparing the candidates from /kam-ki/ → *[kamki], [ka�ki] and those from /sumta/ –  

[sumta] and *[sunta].  The only faithfulness difference between the candidates relates to 

the element that (potentially) undergoes assimilation – the coda nasal /m/.  The triggering 

element – /k/ and /t/ respectively – do not undergo any featural change, so faithfulness is 

irrelevant for them.  Accordingly, markedness constraints alone can determine which 

elements trigger assimilation.  As argued in ch.6, the overall aim is to eliminate 

heterorganic clusters with highly marked elements, explaining why the most marked 

element – dorsal – triggers assimilation while the less marked elements do not.  Since 

markedness is the sole factor that determines which elements trigger assimilation, the 

present theory predicts that if x triggers assimilation, so will all elements that are more 

marked than x (also see Mohanan 1993).  For a detailed discussion of this point, see 

ch.7§7.5. 

9.4 Summary 
To summarize, the proposals in this dissertation in no way eliminate the need for a 

concept of markedness.  However, they do offer a significantly different perspective on 

where markedness asymmetries may be found.  For a number of phenomena, asymmetries 

will not be evident on the surface.  Even so, all phenomena are predicted to at least show 

‘covert asymmetries’, whereby some systems are produced through markedness reduction, 

while others are due to the preservation of marked elements.  Finally, phenomena for 

which faithfulness is irrelevant are predicted to exhibit overt markedness asymmetries. 

9.5 Closing remarks 
 I wish to conclude this dissertation by identifying (i) a few areas to which the 

proposals herein could potentially apply and (ii) issues that were not addressed. 

 While the entire focus of this dissertation has been on phonological scales, the 

proposals and results discussed herein could (and should) apply to morphological and 

syntactic scales.  For example, one could expect to find a syntactic equivalent of conflation 

for phenomena involving the Person/Animacy hierarchy (Silverstein 1976, Dixon 1979, 

Aissen 1999, Woolford 1999).  In fact, there is a hint that syntactic-scale conflation exists: 

some work recognizes a distinction between 1st and 2nd person in the Person hierarchy, 

while others group the two categories together (calling it ‘local’ – see Aissen 1999 for 
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relevant discussion).  It is less easy to see how the faithfulness proposals – ‘marked 

preservation’ and stringent form – will apply to syntactic scales given the few feature-

changing operations in syntactic phenomena (cf neutralization and assimilation in 

phonology).  In short, the parallels with syntax are issues that require careful attention. 

 Some scale-related issues were not addressed in this dissertation.  One is the 

combination of scales with other scales.  For example, is it possible for two scales like 

those for PoA and voice to combine, forming constraints such as *{+vd}/{dorsal{, 

*{+vd}/{dorsal,labial}, and so on?  Some attention has already been given to this issue 

from the viewpoint of local conjunction (Smolensky 1993).  However, local conjunction 

alone predicts a vast number of scale-scale combinations; such combinations – if necessary 

– may be more limited. 

 Another unaddressed issue relates to ‘distance’ constraints, especially for sonority.  

Certain phenomena seem to refer to the degree of difference in the sonority of adjacent 

elements, as in syllable-contact restrictions (Hooper 1976, Murray & Vennemann 1983, 

Vennemann 1988, Gouskova 2002) and onset cluster conditions (Selkirk 1984 and many 

others).  Some of these conditions may be explained solely by the constraints proposed 

here – i.e. by constraints that do not mention degree of difference.257  However, it is likely 

that some constraints must explicitly refer to clusters of elements, as proposed in Baertsch 

(1998), Morelli (1999), Davis (1998), and Gouskova (2002).  Exactly how conflation 

applies for such ‘distance’ effects is an issue that remains to be explicitly explored.   

 In conclusion, by no means has this dissertation provided solutions for every aspect 

of scale-reference.  While it has presented proposals for many of the core aspects of scale-

reference, a number of issues remain to be explored or re-evaluated in light of the issues 

raised herein. 

257  I have argued this point for a case that involves apparent reference to degree of difference in tone height 
of different syllables elsewhere (de Lacy 2002b).   
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Appendix A: Coda and Onset Inventories 

The following tables summarize the results of a survey of PoA inventories.  This 
survey was the basis for the typological claims made in this chapter.1

The aim of the survey was to find two examples of each type, one for coda 
inventories and one for onset inventories.  On occasion, more than one case is cited. 

References for each of the languages cited are given in Appendix 2. 
The tables list Major Place of Articulation only.  I considered a language to have a 

coronal if it has a dental or alveolar segment of the appropriate manner of articulation; 
‘labial’ covers bilabial and labiodental, ‘dorsal’ refers to velar or uvular, and ‘laryngeal’ is 

one of [� h � N].  Palatals [c � � � �] were disregarded because their phonological status is 

controversial (see T.Hall 1997§1.2.3 for discussion).   
Languages may have several minor PoAs of the same major PoA.  In such cases, a 

language’s inventory is given in full.   
The aim for coda inventories was to provide examples that had a full or at least 

fuller set of contrasts in onset position.  For example, Chiracahua Apache has [�] in codas, 

but the full complement of PoA contrasts [k p t �] in onset position.  For coda cases, the 

onset PoAs are listed next to the language.  For example, “Nunggubuyu [k p t]” is listed 
under the entry for coda inventories consisting of [t] alone; this means that Nunggubuyu 

has [k p t] in onsets and [t] in codas.   
In coda cases with minor PoA distinctions, both the coda and onset inventories are 

given in full.  For example, “Yuma [q k p t]~[ qw q kw k p t �]ONS” means that Yuma has [q 

k p t] in codas and [qw q kw k p t �] in onsets. 

A language was considered to have the coda inventory cited if (a) the inventory was 

reported for word-final consonants and (b) if the inventory appeared in medial codas 
(typically pre-consonantally).  In some cases, an assimilation process blocked medial 

neutralization.  In those cases, word-final consonants were taken to be representative of 
coda neutralization in the language. 

Coda inventories are only given for voiceless stops, voiceless fricatives, and nasals.  
There was a strong tendency to eliminate voiced stops and voiced fricatives in codas in the 

languages examined; this prevented compilation of a clear typology of coda inventories for 
these manners of articulation. 

 As a final note, the languages cited with [N] in their codas are based on their 
behavior relative to other glottals in the language.  As explained above and in ch.5, the 

relative recency of the [N]-theory (Trigo 1988) has limited the number of clear cases of 
[N] identified in inventories. 

 The tables contain several gaps.  In most cases, gaps for one manner of articulation 
are present in another manner of articulation. 

1  The survey was compiled primarily through a search of grammars and journals.  Maddieson (1992) 

(UPSID) was also used as an initial search tool; all UPSID citations were checked against the original 

source(s). 
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 Comments on specific inventory types are given in Appendices 3-5.  Appendix 3 
deals with harmonically complete inventories, Appendix 4 with gapped inventories, and 

Appendix 5 with disharmonic ones. 
 Only harmonically complete and gapped inventories are listed here.  Disharmonic 

inventories (i.e. [K P], [K], [P]) are discussed in Appendix 5. 

• Liquids and glides
Liquids are unrevealing due to the extreme rarity of non-coronal liquids (Walsh 

Dickey 1997).  Consequently, if a language has a liquid, it always has a coronal.  The same 

can be said for affricates: [p�f] and [k�x] are extremely rare, while their voiced counterparts 

are even rarer.  In contrast, the coronal affricates [ts] and [t�] are common, so much so that 

I have found no language with affricates that does not have a coronal [ts] or [t�].  While 

this generalization supports the current hypothesis, it is again unrevealing given the lack of 
a reasonable sample of non-coronal affricates. 

Glides present a rather unique situation in that the glide [w] classes with both the 

labials and dorsals in the same language and cross-linguistically (Ohala & Lorentz 1977).2

Moreover, there is no true alveolar coronal: [j] always acts like a palatal (T.Hall 1997:21).  

Nevertheless, there are languages with only contrastive [j] and with both contrastive [j] and 
[w].  Nunggubuyu only allows [j] in codas, but both [w] and [j] in onsets (Heath 1984:19). 

(1) Voiceless stops: Harmonically complete inventories without Glottal Elimination
 k p t � Coda Inventory Onset Inventory 

�

Chiracahua Apache[k p t �]ONS

Kiowa (Casual) [k p t �]ONS 

Apalai Carib [k p t �]ONS 

Fore [k p t �]ONS

Kashaya [q k p t c �]ONS 

Kalantan Malay 

Nantong Chinese [k p t �]ONS 

Gadsup 

Nancowry reduplicants 

Tübatulabal reduplicants 

� �
Menomini [t� �]~[k p t t� �]ONS

Chickasaw 

Harar Oromo (plain stops) 

� � �
Standard Malay [k p t]ONS

Arekuna Carib [k p t]ONS 
Tahitian 

� � � �

Chamicuro [k p t]ONS 

Pendau [k p t �]ONS
Nhanda 
Tongan 

Tsishaath Nootka [q k p t �]

2  A rather remarkable case that attests to [w]’s dual nature is found in Ngubbuyu (Heath 1984).  In this 

language there are two types of underlying /w/.  One lenites to [b] in stem-initial position, and the other to [�]

(p.14ff). 
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(2) Voiceless stops: Harmonically complete inventories with Glottal Elimination
k p t � Coda Inventory Onset Inventory 

�

Nunggubuyu [k p t] 

Taiwanese secret language 
reduplicants 

Uradhi 

-

� �
Kiowa (Formal) [k p t �]ONS Vanimo 

Berber (Imdlawn Tashlhiyt) [q
qw k kw t] 

� � �
Yuma [q k p t]~[q qw kw k p t 

�]ONS 

Nunggubuyu 
Walmatjari 

Maori 

       
(3) Voiceless stops: Gapped inventories
 k p t � Coda Inventory Onset Inventory 

� � �

Cockney English [k p t (�)]

Yamphu [k p t �]

Refugee Tibetan [k p t �]

Chaoyang [k p t]ONS 

Hawaiian 
Yellowknife Chipewyan 

Apache 

� � �

Nambiquara [k p t �]

Nganasan codas [k t (�)]onset

Eyak 

Wichita [kw k t� t �]

Tlingit 
Cacaloxtepec Mixtec 

(Huajuapan) 
Ayutla Mixtec 

Kwara’ae

� � Nganasan [p t k � b d �]ONS -

� � Fuzhou - 

� �

Mordvin (Erza) [k p t]ONS

Cantonese secret language  

Hixkaryana [p t t� k]ONS

Nunggubuyu [kpt�t �]3

Gilbertese [k t] 

Nganasan [k t tj (�)] [p] in 

recent loans 

Karajá [k t�]

Chiricahua Apache (aspirated 
series) 

Japanese (Yamato & Sino-
Japanese strata) 

3  Heath uses ‘b’, ‘d’, ‘g’ to stand for voiceless unaspirated stops [p t k].  All are allowed in onsets.  [p] is 

only allowed in codas in a small number of interjections. 
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(4) Voiced stops: Harmonically complete inventories

� b d Onset Inventory 

�
Diyari 

Nambiquara 

� �

Sioux Valley (Santee) 

Xavanté Macro-Jê 
Juruna 

Lue 
Efik 

� � �

Nhanda 
Catalan 

Harar Oromo 
Kewa 

       

(5) Voiced stops: Gapped inventories
� b d Onset Inventory 

� �

Cherokee 

Wapishana 
Ayutla Mixtec 

       
(6) Voiced fricatives: Harmonically complete inventories without Glottal Elimination
 x f s h Coda Inventory Onset Inventory 

�

Peninsular Sp. dialects [x f
s h] 

Fox [h]~[s h]ons

Rapanui [h] 
Kapingamarangi [h] 

Bororó Macro-Je 

� �

Chiracahua Apache [s �

h]~[s � x h]ONS

Chipewyan 

[θs�h]~[θs�xh]ons

Chamicuro [s]ONS

Cayapa [f s h]ONS

Stoney [� θ s h] 

Gujarati [s � h] 

Attic Greek [s h] 

Tunica [s � h] 

Sikaiana 

Kipeá Macro-Je 

Kashaya [s � h] 

Abau 

� � �

Florentine Italian Spirants

Maltese [f s � h] 
Yâte Macro-Je [f s � h] 

Yanomam [f s � h]  

Finnish 

� � � �

Egyptian Arabic [� f � s h] Harar Oromo [x f s h] 
Breton 

German 
Somali 

Karok 
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(7) Voiceless fricatives: Harmonically complete inventories with Glottal Elimination
 x f s h Coda Inventory Onset Inventory 

�

Lamani [s h]ONS

Apatani [x s h]ONS
South Greenlandic 
Nambiquara [f in loans] 

Fore 
Juruna 

� �

English  

[f s �]~[f s � (h)]ONS4
Catalan [f s �]

East Futuna [f s] 
Asmat [f s] 

Samoan [f s] 
Boazi [f s] 

� � � Seri [��w x f � s �] Mordvin (Erzya) [x f � sj s] 

       

(8) Voiceless fricatives: Gapped inventories
 x f s h Coda Inventory Onset Inventory 

� � �
Peninsular Spanish (Coria)

[x f s h] 
Lakkia [x f θ h] 

� � �

- Tsishaath Nootka [� � x s � h] 

Teton [x s � h] 

Sentani [x s h] 
Yokuts (Yawelmani) 

Masset Haida 
Mongor 

Sui 
Mataco-Noctenes [xw s h] 

Apatani 

� �

- Maori 

East Uvea 
Tokelau 

Guató Macro-Je 
Sentani 

� � - - 

� �

Tshishaath Nootka 

[��xs�]~[�h�xs�]

Mataco-Noctenes [xw s 
h]ons 

Yuma [xw x s �]

Mansi [x s sj]

Khalka 
Atayal 

Kwaio 
Fuzhou 

Khanty [x s sj]

4  [h] appears PrWd-initially (e.g. [ri{h�b��l�teit}] ‘rehabilitate’) and in stressed syllable onsets ([vih��kj�l�]

‘vehicular’), but not elsewhere (cf [vi�kl] ‘vehicle’). 
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(9) Voiced fricatives
γ v/β z Onset Inventory 

�

Catalan 
Harar Oromo 

Gujarati (‘innovating’ dialects) 
Kiowa 

Yâte 

� �

Majorcan Catalan 

Yuma [v �]

Hungarian [v z �]

Carijona Carib [β z] 

� � �

Greek [γ v z] 

Breton [γ v z] 

Kurdish [γ v z�]

Mari [γ β z �]

Ogbia [γ v z] 

� �

Sioux Valley (Santee) [� z �]

Stoney [� � z] 

Chiracahua Apache [� z �]

Aghem 

Savosavo 

Hare [� z �]
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(10) Nasals: Harmonically complete inventories without Glottal Elimination
� m n N Coda Inventory Onset Inventory 

   �

Pichis Asheninca 
Japanese [N]~[n m]ONS5

Cuban Spanish 
Nantong Chinese [N]~[m 

n N]ONS

Pipil [N]~[m n]ons

Kagoshima Japanese 

[N]~[m n �]

6

   � � Seri [n N]~[m n]ons7

� � �
Gujarati [m n � N]~[m n] Arabela [m n h�]

Piro [m n h�]

� � � �
8

       

5 Coda [m n] are permitted before a homorganic consonant. e.g. [jonda]. 
6  Avoidance of onset glottals could account for the lack of relevant examples.  The only cases listed here 

have [h�], not [�] as their only onsets. 
7  Marlett (1981:20) reports that /m/→[�] word-finally in unstressed syllables of younger speakers: /ko:tpam/ 

→ [ko:tpa�] ‘sardine’.  I interpret [�] as [N] here.  /n/ remains faithul: [�esen] ‘ironwood’. 
8  The fact that [N] and [�] have the same phonetic realization makes it difficult to determine cases where 

they contrast phonologically. 
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(11) Nasals: Harmonically complete inventories with Glottal Elimination
� m n N Coda Inventory Onset Inventory 

�

Tzutujil [m n] 

Lardil [n or homorg]~[� m

n] 

Castilian Spanish [� m n] 

Uradhi [� m � n� n]ONS

Ngawun Mayi [n � �]~[m

� ���

Nambiquara [m in loans] 
Konkani 

� �

-9
Harar Oromo [m n �]

Tsishaath Nootka [m n] 

Gujarati [m n] (cod=[m n � N]) 

Jununa Tupí 

Sikaiana 
Fore 

� � �

NZ English [m n]ONS

Tol (Jicaque) [m n]ONS 
Nunggubuyu 

Nhanda 
Walmatjari 

Maori 

       

(12) Nasals: Gapped inventories 
� m n N Coda Inventory Onset Inventory 
� � � {See entry for [� m n N]} 

� � � {See entry for [� m n N]} 

� � Caribbean Spanish  

� � {See entry for [� m n N]} 

� �

Nunggubuyu [� m n �]

Cayapa [� m n �]ons10 

Cantonese secret language

9  The rarity of onset [�] is probably responsible for the lack of examples with onset [� m n] and coda [m n]. 
10 Word-initial [�] is banned, but can appear in medial onsets. 
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 (13) Glides: inventories
 Note: [G] is the velar glide 

 G w j Coda Inventory Onset Inventory 
   � Nunggubuyu [w j]ONS Mordvin (Erza) 

� �
 Nunggubuyu 

Tenango Otomi 

� � �
Mansi [j w]ONS Aguaruna  

Axininca Campa 

� � - - 

�
- Maori 

Karajá 
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Appendix B: Language References

Name Subgroup Reference  
Apache Athapaskan Haas 1968, Rice 1978 

Apache, 

Chiricahua 

Athapaskan Hoijer 1946 

Apatani Tibeto-Burman Abraham 1985 

Arabela Zaparoan(Peru) Rich 1963 

Arabic, Egyptian Semitic Broselow 1976, Gadalla 2000 

Arawakan Arawakan Aikhenvald 1999 

Asmat Central and 
South New 

Guinea 

Voorhoeve 1965, Foley 1986:60  

Attic Greek Indo-European Bubeník 1983:78 

Ayutla  Mixtecan Pankratz & Pike 1967 

Beijing Chinese Sino-Tibetan Meredith 1990 

Berber (Imdlawn 
Tashlhiyt) 

Berber Dell & Elmedlaoui 1988 

Boazi Trans-New 

Guinea 

Foley 1986:61 

Bora Witotoan Thiesen 1996 

Cacaloxtepec Mixtecan Pike & Cowan 1967 

Cantonese (secret 

language) 

Sino-Tibetan Yip 1982, Trigo 1988:54 

Carib Arawakan Hoff 1968, Peasgood 1972 

Carib (Arekuna) Arawakan Edwards 1978 

Carijona Carib Arawakan Derbyshire 1999 

Catalan Romance Hualde 1992 

Cayapa Barbacoan Lindkoog & Brend 1962 

Chamicuro Arawakan Parker 1994b, to appear 

Chickasaw Muskogean Munro & Ulrich 1985 

Chipewyan 

(Yellowknife) 

Athapaskan Haas 1968, Rice 1978 

Chiricahua Apache Athapaskan Hoijer 1944 

Coatzospan Mixtec Gerfen 1999 

Diyari Pama-Nyungan Austin 1981 

Ecuador Quichua Quechuan Orr 1962 

Eyak Na-Dene Krauss 1965 

Florentine Italian Romance Giannelli & Savoia 1979, Kirchner 

1998:ch.7 

Fore Trans-New 

Guinea 

Foley 1986:55 
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Fuzhou  Sino-Tibetan Yip 1982:646 

Gadsup Trans-New 
Guinea 

Foley 1986:61 

Gilbertese Oceanic Blevins & Harrison 1994 

Golin Trans-New 

Guinea 

Bunn & Bunn 1970 

Gujarati Indo-Iranian Cardona 1965, Mistry 1997 

Haida Na-Dene Sapir 1923 

Harar Oromo Ethiopic Owens 1985 

Hawaiian Polynesian Pukui & Elbert 1979 

Hixkaryana Carib Derbyshire 1985 

Hopi (Toreva) Uto-Aztecan Whorf 1946 

Hullaga Quechua Quechuan Weber 1989:459 

Hungarian Uralic Abondolo 1998b 

Japanese, 
Kagoshima 

- Kaneko & Kawahara 2002 

Jicarilla Athapasakan Haas 1968 

Kannada Dravidian Sridhar 1990 

Kashaya Hokan Buckley 1994 

Khanty Uralic Abondolo 1998c 

Kiowa Athapaskan Watkins 1984 

Kiowa-Apache Athapaskan Haas 1968 

Kwara’ae  Sohn 1980 

Kui  Winfield 1928 

Ko�ava Dravidian Ebert 1996 

Lipan Athapaskan Haas 1968 

Luanguia Polynesian Salmond 1974 

Macro-Je Trans-New 
Guinea 

Rodrigues 1999b 

Makassarese Malayo-
Polynesian 

Aronoff et al. 1987 

Malay (Kalantan) Malayo-
Polynesian 

Teoh 1988, Trigo 1988 

Malay (Standard) Malayo-
Polynesian 

Lapoliwa 1981, Teoh 1988, Trigo 
1988

Maltese Semitic Borg & Azzopardi-Alexander 1997 

Mansi Uralic Keresztes 1998 

Maori Polynesian Bauer 1993 

Masset Haida Na-Dene Enrico 1991 

Mayu Nilo-Saharan Breen 1981 

Menomini Algonquian Bloomfield 1962 

Misantla Totonac Totonacan MacKay 1994, 1999 

Makurap   Rodrigues 1999a:112ff 
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Mataco-Noctenes  Claesson 1994 

Mordvin Uralic Zaicz 1998 

Nambiquara Nambiquaran Kroeker 1972 

Nancowry 
reduplicants 

Mon-Khmer Rhadakrishnan 1981, Alderete et al.
1999

Nantong Chinese Sino-Tibetan Ao 1993 

Nganasan Uralic Helimski 1998, Olga Vaysman (p.c.)

Nhanda Pama-Nyungan Blevins 2001 

Nunggubuyu Gunwingguan Heath 1984:17ff 

Pendau Indonesian Quick 2000§2.4.1 

Peninsular Spanish Romance Morris 2000 

Pichis Asheninca Arawakan J.Payne 1990 

Piro Arawakan Matteson 1965 

Samoan Polynesian Mosel & Hovdhaugen 1992 

Sentani Trans-New 

Guinea 

Foley 1986:59, Hargus 1988 

Seri Hokan Marlett 1981 

Sioux Valley 
(Santee) 

Siouan Shaw 1980:17 

Slave (Hare) Athapaskan Rice 1989 

South Greenlandic Eskimo Swadesh 1946 

Stoney Siouan Shaw 1980:21 

Tahitian Polynesian Coppenrath & Prevost 1974 

Taiwanese (secret 

language) 

Sino-Tibetan Li 1985 

Tamil Dravidian Vasanthakumari 1989

Tenango Otomo Aztecan Blight & Pike 1976 

Teton Siouan Shaw 1980:16 

Tigre Semitic Raz 1983 

Tiriyó (Trio) Carib Parker 2001 

Tongan Polynesian Churchward 1954 

Tshishaath Nootka Wakashan Stonham 1999 

Tübatulabal 

reduplicants 

Uto-Aztecan Voegelin 1935, Alderete et al. 1999 

Tunica - Haas 1946 

Tupí Tupi Rodrigues 1999b 

Tzutujil Mayan Dayley 1985:38

Uradhi Pama-Nyungan Hale 1976, Crowley 1983 

Vanimo Sko Ross 1980:78ff 

Walmatjari Pama-Nyungan Hudson 1978 

Wayana Carib Jackson 1972 

Wichita Caddoan Garvin 1950 

Yamphu Tibeto-Burman Rutgers 1998 
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Yanomam - Aikhenvald & Dixon 1999 

Yokuts 
(Yawelmani) 

Penutian Newman 1944, 1946 

Yucatec Mayan Mayan Lombardi 1991 

Yuma Hokan Halpern 1946 
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